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Foreword

The Proceedings contain the papers presented at the Nineteenth Symposium on Optical
Materials for High-Power Lasers held at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology in Boulder, Colorado, on October 26-28, 1987. The Symposium was jointly
sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the American Society
for Testing and Materials, the Office of Naval Research, the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, the Department of Energy, and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research. The Symposium was attended by over 190 scientists from the United States,
Canada, the United Kingdom, India, Japan, France, Taiwan, and the Federal Republic of
Germany. It was divided into sessions devoted to the following topics: Materials and
Measurements, Mirrors and Surfaces, Thin Films, and, finally, Fundamental Mechanisms.
The Symposium Co-Chairmen were Dr. Harold E. Bennett of the Naval Weapons Center,
Dr. Arthur H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Dr. David Milam of the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Dr. Brian E. Newnam of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, and Dr. M. J. Soileau of the University of Central Florida. They also
served as editors of this report.

The editors assume full responsibility for the summary, conclusions, and
recommendations contained in the report, and for the summaries of discussion found at

the end of each paper. The manuscripts of the papers presented at the Symposium have
been prepared by the designated authors, and questions pertaining to their content
should be addressed to those authors. The interested reader is referred to the

bibliography at the end of the summary article for general references to the literature
of laser damage studies. The Twentieth Annual Symposium on this topic will be held in

Boulder, Colorado, October 26-28, 1988. A concerted effort will be made to ensure
closer liaison between the practitioners of high peak power and the high average power
community.

The principal topics to be considered as contributed papers in 1988 do not differ
drastically from those enumerated above. We expect to hear more about improved scaling

relations as a function of pulse duration, area, and wavelength, and to see a

continuing transfer of information from research activities to industrial practice.

New sources at shorter wavelengths continue to be developed, and a corresponding shift

in emphasis to short wavelength and repetitively pulsed damage problems is anticipated.

Fabrication and test procedures will continue to be developed, particularly in the

diamond turned optics and thin film areas. It is our intention to pause and reflect on

progress over the past twenty years of the Symposium on Optical Materials for High

Power Lasers. It will be our pleasure to present a comprehensive array of tutorial

lectures by distinguished workers in the field of laser induced damage in optical

materials

.

The purpose of these symposia is to exchange information about optical materials

for high-power lasers. The editors will welcome comment and criticism from all

interested readers relevant to this purpose, and particularly relative to our plans for

our Gala Twentieth Annual Symposium.

H.E. Bennett, A.H. Guenther

D. Milam, B.E. Newnam, and M.J. Soileau

Co-chairmen



Disclaimer

Certain papers contributed to this publication have been prepared by non-NIST

authors. These papers have not been reviewed or edited by NIST; therefore, the

National Institute of Standards and Technology accepts no responsibility for their

accuracy, nor for their comments or recommendations.

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in this

publication in order to explain the experimental procedure adequately. Such

identification in no way implies approval, recommendation, or endorsement by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the equipment,

instruments, or materials identified are necessarily the best available for the

purpose

.
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OPENING COMMENTS - 19TH ANNUAL DAMAGE SYMPOSIUM

D. Milam

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

University of California

P.O. Box 5508, L-490

Livermore, California 94550

The chairmen of the 1987 Boulder Damage Conference wish first to acknowledge

continued support by the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Access to

NIST facilities and contributions by individuals in that organization have provided a

stable and comfortable environment during this series of 19 conferences. For the 1987

meeting, we had the assistance of Bob Karaper, Director, NIST Boulder, of Aaron Sanders,

Leader of the Optical Electronic Metrology Group, and of an administrative staff: Susie

Rivera, Edit Haakinson, and Ann Mannos . Major contributions to the organization and

operation of the conference were again made by Pat Whited of the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory.

This year we will have 73 papers presented by authors from 15 countries. As in

previous years, the majority of the authors are affiliated with either a university or

a commercial organization, while the remainder are affiliated with a national

laboratory

.

As has become typical, the topic most often discussed will be damage in thin films.

This effort has consumed 30 to 55 percent of our effort in each year since 1977.

Including the papers at this conference, we have heard 255 reports of studies related

to some aspect of the production of damage resistant films. Sixteen different

processes for making films have been investigated. Conservatively estimated, execution

of this work required at least 100 man years. Since many participated without sharing

authorship, the total effort expended was probably much greater than the conservative

estimate

.

Progress is apparent. Films made by several processes are better than they were 20

years ago, and our industrial facilities can now coat substrate with diameter exceeding

1 m. Films with higher density, lower stress, and lower scatter have been produced by

several ion-assisted technologies. Solution-deposited silica antiref lection coatings

have excellent damage resistance. We have learned much about making coatings for both

ultraviolet and infrared applications. Other examples of progress could be cited.

However, with few exceptions, progress has been incremental and many questions

remain unanswered. The fundamental mechanism for damage in films is still a subject of

debate. Large coaters do not produce films with quality equal to those that have been

made in smaller research machines. And, after having studied 15 competing processes,

we still rely heavily on a technique that was available 20 years ago, electron-beam

evaporation.

xiii



Considering the magnitude of our past effort and the number of unresolved issues,

it is possible without being overly cynical to question whether these issues can be

resolved by a larger but similar effort. Note that I do not question whether progress

is possible; past effort did produce a few exceptional optical coatings with thresholds

2-5 times larger than thresholds of commercially available films. We have not reached

a fundamental limit.

It is more difficult to suggest what else should be done than it is to cite

unresolved issues. Without pretending to know the specific steps that should be taken,

I would comment on two general topics. The first is my growing concern that we have

not established an adequate flow of real information from research into production.

The hypothesis underlying much of our research is that information obtained through the

relatively inexpensive study of small samples made in small research machines can be

transferred to improve large coatings made in production machines. However, large

coatings do not have thresholds as large as those frequently reported in studies of

small samples. When sliced into the black and white version, this implies either that

research concepts have been evaluated by production groups and found to be ineffective,

or that research concepts have not been evaluated. If the former is true, is it

because the research data are wrong, or do fundamental differences in large and small

coaters prevent transfer of information? If the results are not being evaluated, is

this caused simply by the press of production schedules and the large cost of doing

research in large machines? Some rather blunt comment by our production community,

which could be made without divulging the detailed proprietary aspects of coating

production, would be of great value.

The second general concern is the now elderly problem of identifying the defects

responsible for coating damage. Work done between 1972 and 1974 indicated that damage

to coatings is initiated in very small volumes. The few exceptions are instances where

spatially averaged absorption is important -- in coatings used in the far UV or far IR

or those used in lasers operating at high average power. Much effort has been spent in

the study of these defects, but their basic nature remains a mystery. My belief is

that nonstoichiometric subvolumes are the defects which most often determine the damage

resistance. However, I reach this conclusion through a rather circuitous argument and

cannot prove that it is correct. Other candidates are impurities from the substrate

itself, from compounds used in polishing or cleaning of the substrate, or from the

coating chamber, or film imperfections such as pinholes, grain boundaries, or local

areas of poor adhesion. Lacking identification of the limiting defect, we are left

with the two general routes we have so far followed -- the somewhat random search for a

coating process that makes perfect films, or the somewhat random tuning of existing

coating processes. Since our search pattern would be narrowed by that ability to

remove even some of the contenders from the list, identification of limiting defects is

the most important issue before us.



Laser Induced Damage in Optical Materials

Nineteenth ASTM Symposium
October 26-28, 1987

The Nineteenth Annual Symposium on Optical Materials for High-Power
Lasers (Boulder Damage Symposium) was held at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology in Boulder, Colorado, October 26-28, 1987. The
Symposium was held under the auspices of ASTM Conunittee F-1, Subcommittee
on Laser Standards, with the joint sponsorship of NIST, the Defense
Advances Research Project Agency, the Department of Energy, the Office of
Naval Research, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Over
190 scientists attended the Symposium, including representatives of the

United Kingdom, France, Japan, India, Canada, and the Federal Republic of
Germany. The Symposium was divided into sessions concerning Materials
and Measurements, Mirrors and Surfaces, Thin Films, and, finally.
Fundamental Mechanisms. As in previous years, the emphasis of the papers
presented at the Symposium was directed toward new frontiers and new
developments. Particular emphasis was given to materials for high power
apparatus. The wavelength range of the prime interest was from 10.5 ^im

to the uv region. Highlights included surface characterization, thin
film substrate boundaries, and advances in fundamental laser-matter
threshold interactions and mechanisms. The scaling of damage thresholds
with pulse duration, focal area, and wavelength was discussed in detail.
Harold E. Bennett of the Naval Weapons Center, Arthur H. Guenther of the

Air Force Weapons Laboratory, David Milam of the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Brian E. Newnam of the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, and M.J. Soileau of the University of Central Florida were
co-chairmen of the Symposium. The Twentieth Annual Symposium is

scheduled for October 25-28, 1988, at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Boulder, Colorado.

Key words: laser damage; laser interaction; optical components; optical

fabrication; optical materials and properties; thin film coatings.

1 . Introduction

The Nineteenth Annual Symposium on Optical Materials for High-Power Lasers (Boulder

Damage Symposium) was held, as in previous years, at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology in Boulder, Colorado, October 25-28, 1987. The Symposium was

held under the auspices of the ASTM Committee F-1, Subcommittee on Laser Standards,

with the joint sponsorship of NIST, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the

Department of Energy, the Office of Naval Research, and the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research. Approximately 190 scientists attended the Symposium, including

representatives of the United Kingdom, France, Japan, India, Canada, and the Federal

Republic of Germany. The Symposium was divided into sessions concerning Materials and

Measurements, Mirrors and Surfaces, Thin Films, and, finally. Fundamental Mechanisms.

In all, approximately 80 technical presentations were made. Harold E. Bennett of the

Naval Weapons Center, Arthur H. Guenther of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, David

Milam of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Brian E. Newnam of the Los Alamos

National Laboratory, and M. J. Soileau of the University of Central Florida were co-

chairmen of the Symposium. Alexander J. Glass of Hillcrest Associates is Conference

Treasurer and Aaron A. Sanders of the National Institute of Standards and Technology

acts as Conference Coordinator.

1



The purpose of these symposia is to exchange information about optical materials

for high power lasers. The authors welcome comments and criticism from all interested

readers relevant to this purpose and particularly relative to our plans for the

Twentieth Annual Symposium, scheduled for October 26-28, 1988, at the National

Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado.

2 . Overview

Our objective in this section is to give the reader a sense of the emphasis and

general concerns of this year's symposium. Although we do not review all of the

excellent work presented, some of the highlights are touched upon briefly.

Measurements and Materials

Several of the 21 papers in this session described new or improved testing

facilities. In terms of shear volume, the most notable success was the testing, in a

production environment, of large (30 kg) samples of Nd-doped phosphate glass.

Microscopic platinum inclusions produced visibly detectable damage when the sample was

raster scanned across a beam emitted by a standard 10 ns , 20 Hz Nd:YAG laser. A second

new apparatus allowed testing with 16 ns , 1064 nra pulses at pulse repetition rates not

previously available, 60-120Hz.

An elaborate scheme for detecting damage permitted observation, with 75 ps

resolution, of the evolution of bulk damage. A picosecond pulse, with variable time

delay, was used to probe and photograph damage induced by a second pulse. Automated

detection of damage through recording of laser- induced plasma or detection of light

forward scattered from the damaging pulse was also discussed.

The passive identification of defects that would cause damage was the subject of

two experimental papers. Both found that damage-prone defects strongly scattered light

at the test wavelength. A postmortem diagnostic x-ray topography was successful in

locating damage more subtle than that detectable by optical microscopy.

Among studies of damage in laser materials, the most controversial was a discussion

of bulk damage tests with 100 ps , 532 nm pulses in KBr. Analysis of recombination

radiat ion indicated damage was caused by four-photon absorption, not avalanche

breakdown. Another paper reported that damage thresholds in plastics scaled inversely

with spot size.

Several improvements in optical materials were also reported. Phosphate laser

glass free of platinum inclusions has been produced by two corporations. This progress

was attributed to the high solubility of platinum in molten phosphate glass. Crystals

of KDP with increased damage resistance were produced by eliminating microbes from
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growth solutions by ultraviolet irradiation. Two papers

and residual coloring of silica under ionizing radiation

of highly purified silica.

indicated that both transient

could be minimized through use

Two relatively new materials were introduced, KCl doped with ReO^ ' as a potential

modulator material for the 10.6 fim wavelength and carbon composites as substrates for

large lightweight mirrors.

Laser- induced damage in silicon avalanche photodiodes and a characterization of a

CCD array camera were also presented.

Surfaces and Mirrors

The principal topics treated in the 16 papers in this session were devoted to

fabrication and characterization of surfaces, studies of the physical mechanisms of

damage, and optical components for RF-linac free electron lasers.

A major accomplishment in surface preparation i.e. the ion milling of silica

surfaces to depths of 10 pra without causing serious degradation in surface finish or

damage resistance, may allow surface figuring through this process. A second group

described the fabrication, through polishing of a SiC layer deposited on graphite, of

mirrors for the ArF excimer laser. It was also reported that subsurface damage on

polished substrates of molybdenum or tungsten could be largely eliminated by float

polishing these substrates with Si02 abrasives.

The possibility of automated surface characterization was addressed in a paper

which described the incorporation of dark-field microscopy with a raster scanned,

automated device. Presently the pixel size is 50 fim. A comparison of three other

surface diagnostics, surface second harmonic generation, LEED and AES , was made by

employing them to monitor initial cluster formation during deposition of Ag films on Cu

substrates. The diagnostics produced similar results.

Four papers described experimental studies of matter ejected from surfaces under

laser irradiation. Although this work has so far produced few firm conclusions

regarding the physics of damage, it was apparent from the range of topics addressed

that desorption may become a primary tool for surface studies.

Several authors reported damage thresholds for optical components subjected to

irradiation by the 1-100 psec trains of short-duration pulses emitted by a RF-linac

free electron laser. Coatings of ZnSe/ThF^ on ZnS substrates failed at time-averaged

intensities of 500-700 kW/cm^ in an FEL operated at a wavelength of 8-12 nm. Gold

surfaces in an FEL operating at 3.2 urn survived at 1 MW/cm^ , but failed when the

operating wavelength was changed to 2 . 7 pm. A damage test facility with a source that

mimics the FEL pulse format has been constructed. Initial results indicate that some

dielectric coatings survive at up to 500 MW/cm^ averaged over the total pulse train.
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Other papers discussing more conventional damage tests contained some rather

significant results. Thresholds measured with 16 ns , 1064 nm pulses incident at rates

of 6-120 Hz were independent of pulse repetition rates. Dielectric surfaces withstood

irradiation at 5-10 times the fluence required to damage metal surfaces. Both

observations indicate that single-pulse fluence is the limiting parameter under these

conditions. In a study relevant to laser-pumped dye lasers, it was found that silica

surfaces covered by cyclohexane failed at 0.8J/cm^ under irradiation by 10 ns , 308 run

pulses, whereas surfaces covered by dioxane survived at 2-4 J/cm^ , the level at which

damage occurred for silica substrates in air.

Thin Films

As in previous years, the session on thin films attracted the largest

participation, indicating the continuing interest in development of improved coatings.

While progress was apparent, no major advances were reported. An illustration of the

incremental progress evident was from an experiment which demonstrated that the use of

248 nin UV light to clean substrate surfaces led to a 50% improvement in damage

thresholds of 355 run AR coatings deposited on substrates, so cleaned.

The search for a deposition technique that produces films with fewer defects

continues unabated. The possibility of depositing films from ionized clusters of atoms

was treated in two papers, one that discussed techniques for producing clusters through

condensation and one reporting that ionized cluster deposition of BaF2
,
produced films

with good resistance to damage at both 1.06 and 10.6 fim. Oxide films made by metal-

organic chemical vapor deposition had large refractive indices, but only moderate

damage thresholds. Diamond films can now be produced, but they consist of isolated

small crystals and are presently not sufficiently smooth to serve as optical films.

Use of ions during deposition, either as an assist or directly through ion plating

was the subject of several papers. In general, films made through these processes have

increased refractive index, reduced absorption and, in some instances, improved

thresholds. A primary claim was that ion assist allowed deposition of improved films

of substrates held at temperatures below 150°C.

Rugate films were treated in a tutorial paper, and fabrication through laser-flash

deposition of a 15-cycle Si02 - SijN^ rugate filter described. Controlling film

thickness with 3 A resolution and index to within 1%, produced a film with nearly

theoretical reflectance at the rejection band and only a 10-nm error in band position.

There were two reports of deposition of HR coatings from colloidal suspensions. In

both instances, this technique produced single-layer oxide films with excellent damage

resistance, but HR coatings of AI2O3 had lower thresholds comparable to those of the

high quality e-beam deposited films.
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The companion to deposition is proper characterization of films. The conference

heard several papers on ellipsometry , measurement of absorption and thermal

diffusivity. Two were particularly novel. Absorption in the dielectric spacing layer

of an intracavity etalon was measured by recording the temperature- induced shift of the

passband frequency. Both visible and XUV 58 (nm) ellipsometry were successfully used to

measure formation of monolayers of oxide on metal films.

Several papers addressed the physics of thin film damage. Three of these were

studies of matter ejected from coatings during laser irradiation. The result most

firmly established was emission of Fe from Sij 03/3102 coatings during the initial

irradiations of a test site. In other experiments aimed at ranking metallic coatings

in small-spot 10.6 pm tests, ranking was independent of three criteria, surface

distortion, physical damage to coatings, and substrate damage. The Ramans spectra of

films under static loading, a model which calculated net scattering due to

contributions from film interfaces, and the effects produced by CO2 laser annealing of

films were also discussed.

Several sets of damage thresholds measured with recently constructed facilities

were reported. The IR materials ZnSe, Ge , CdTe and CdS were tested with 10-100 ^isec

,

10.6 fim pulses; some samples survived thousands of tests at fluences above 10 J/cm^ at

the other end of the spectrum a visible wavelength source of 50 ns pulses at repetition

rates to 30 kHz was used to test optical coatings. The principal result was that large

visible defects caused initiation of damage which quickly spread over the irradiated

area. In initial tests using 36,000 irradiations by 1064 nm, 16 ns pulses at rates

from 6-120 Hz, median coating thresholds ranged from 8-18 J/cm^ and highest measured

thresholds were in excess of 30 J/cm^ . In contrast, metals damaged at 1-4 J/cm^

.

Thresholds were the same for either 6 or 120 Hz. Thresholds of components for use at

248 nm were tested at that wavelength with both 11 ns and 36 ns pulses. The mean power

law scaling exponent was 0.3. A final paper indicated that desorption of water might

be responsible for the increase in threshold sometimes observed in multiple shot

testing.

Fundamental Mechanisms

A total of eight papers were submitted in the Fundamental Mechanisms session.

Topics covered included the role of thermal shock in continuous wave laser damage,

thermal modeling of pulsed laser damage, the role of multiple photon absorption in

short wavelength pulsed laser damage, laser- induced particle emission and fundamental

mechanism of laser damage to polymers. The thermal model presented for CW laser damage

incorporated the elastic properties of materials with their thermal response to predict

laser damage (such as slip) prior to melting.

The particle emission study was done in a clean ultra-high vacuum system using

pulsed and cw 1.06 micron lasers. The authors found that desorbed water and carbon
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could be detected for both cw pulsed irradiations prior to damage, consistent with

laser conditioning observed by others. The authors concluded that a reasonable

explanation for the observed desorption is vibrational excitation of the molecule-

surface atom oscillator system.

The ever controversial subject of intrinsic damage reclaimed renewed attention in

three papers dealing with bulk damage in wide-gap materials. One paper interpreted the

lack of a strong temperature dependence in 532 nm, picosecond pulsed damage in NaCl and

KBr to be evidence for intrinsic 4-photon induced damage. A second paper dealt

exclusively with reports measured of intrinsic damage in KBr at 532 nm. The author

claimed that damage is due to 4-photon absorption without avalanche formation. They

infer a temperature rise of the sample up to melting by monitoring a- luminescence from

self-trapped excitons. The paper was lively debated at its conclusion. Among the

questions raised was the calibration of the a- luminescence yield with temperature (done

for T=50 to 75°K) and the extrapolation of this calibration to the melting point of the

samples (1007° K) . A third paper focused upon the evolution of the present

understanding of the complex nonlinear phenomenon associated with bulk damage as well

as questions regarding the "intrinsic vs. extrinsic" nature of damage. These primary

conclusions were a) that earlier claims of intrinsic damage due to avalanche breakdown

are incorrect b) that for M < 4 damage is dominated by multiphoton absorption whereas

for M > 5 avalanche breakdown dominates and c) that intrinsic multiphoton dominated

damage has been observed in NaCi and KBr at 532 nm. The lively debate that followed

these papers can be taken as evidence that the subject of intrinsic damage remains

controversial

.

The paper on damage to optical polymers established that factors of 10 to 100

improvements in multi-shot damage thresholds were possible by adding selective

additioners to the polymers. The observed increases were attributed to vibrational

energy transfer from polymer macromolecules to additive molecules which suppress the

laser created radicals. The authors proposed methods of creating new polymers with

damage thresholds comparable to silicate glasses and crystals, as previously reported

by Soviet workers.
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In order to make full use of the potential of today's high-power lasers it is

desirable for numerous applications in material processing to achieve a

diffraction limited intensity distribution in the focal plane. Therefore, in

addition to the mode of the laser beam the properties of the optical components
used for beam guiding and beam shaping are essential. Due to partial absorption of

the high-power laser's radiation these components have transient optical
properties. In order to investigate this behavior different experiments to

evaluate the surface quality, the absorption and the optical deformation under
irradiation have been performed.

Key words; optical deformation; focussing systems; surface quality; absorption.

1. Introduction

Material processing by high-power lasers requires specific power-densities ranging from
10-^ to 10'' W/cm^ , which are obtained by appropriate focussing the radiation of the laser onto
the workpiece. In most cases the process -efficiency can be increased by optimizing the beam
quality at the workpiece, especially for cutting and welding.

Progress in laser applications stimulates the development of the laser-source itself.
Due to this feedback, CO2- lasers are now available which operate at beam-power levels up to

5 kW in low-order mode.

Regarding the focussability of laser-radiation, it is known that the phase distribution
is more essential than the intensity distribution. Best focus parameters (small focus
diameter and large Rayleigh- length) and therefore highest intensities are obtained with plane
or spherical phase-fronts (for homogeneous intensity profiles).

In order to transmit the good beam-quality of the laser-source to the processing-area it

is necessary to have a beam-guiding system which does not cause phase-front aberrations
exceeding A/10 to A/4. Otherwise a measurable degradation of the focus properties will occur.
This limit is given for the complete system, since all the optical components of the system
work together. Thus the optical quality of every single component has to be better than A/10.

Regarding beam-guiding systems for high-power lasers the behavior of the optical
components under irradiation has to be taken into account because it is a dominant factor for

the stability of the beam parameters during processing. A certain percentage of the

irradiated power is absorbed by each of the individual components . Caused by this absorption
and the subsequent heating a time -dependent deformation is observed which gives rise to a

deformation of the phase -front. Also for these deformations of the components the limit given
above must not be exceeded.

This contribution deals with measurements concerning the deformation of optical

components. In particular, the time-dependent behavior of deformations due to laser-

irradiation is discussed. Furthermore, the properties of focussing mirror systems are

investigated.
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2. Optical Deformation under Irradiation

Measurements of the deformation of optical components have been carried out by
interferometry . The object to be tested was placed in an interferometer and was irradiated
simultaneously by a high-power laser (Fig. 1). By taking photographs of the interferogram at
different time steps after starting the irradiation the time - dependence of the deformation is

obtained

.

Fig. 2 shows measured values of the deformation for OFHC Cu mirrors with different
water-cooling systems (commercial and own development) and for ZnSe windows (one uncoated and
one at both sides with an AR-coating) as a function of irradiation time. From these data the

following results can be derived:

The deformation of water-cooled Cu mirrors is rather small (less than 1 pro after 1 min
of irradiation time at laser-power of 2.5 kW) . In accordance with the acceptable limit
for the deformation given above no serious consequences for the focussability should be
expected. This has been confirmed by additional measurements of the focus -parameters
which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

The deformation of uncoated ZnSe is more than three times larger (3 urn after 20 sec at

2.5 kW) . This deformation will have consequences in cases of critical processes.

ZnSe with an AR-coating on each side shows an extremly strong deformation. Already
10 sec after starting the irradiation a deformation of 5 /zm is observed, reaching the

maximum density of fringes of the interferogram that could be photographed. Note that
these measurements were performed at a power level reduced to 50% compared to the other
curves

.

From these facts it can be concluded that the observed deformation of AR- coated ZnSe is

primarily due to the absorption of the AR- coatings. Hence, all transmitting optical
components provided with AR-coatings will experience changes of their optical properties. As

an example, Fig. 3 shows the time -dependence of the focal length of a ZnSe lens used for

cutting (f = 127 mm) . Note that the transient behavior occurs within time intervals

comparable to those being typical for some applications.

As such a severe deformation is caused by a relative low absorption of only 0.3%, it is

important to use only optical elements of highest quality. Hence, a strict quality control

appears advisable.

Furthermore it is important to mention that all these measurements were done using new
components without damage or contamination. Components used in industrial environment will

become contaminated by evaporation and dust. This causes an enhanced absorption and hence

increased deformation leading to larger phase -front aberrations and worse focus -parameters

.

The measurements referred above implicate that this effect will be much more serious for

transmitting optics than for reflecting ones.

3. Focussing Systems

Focussing of laser beams for material-processing can be done by lenses or focussing

mirror systems. For applications with high-power lasers mirrors have some significant

advantages compared to lenses

:

Metal mirrors can be provided with highly efficient water-cooling systems, whereas

lenses can be cooled only at their circumferential areas. Combined with the good

thermal conductivity the optical deformation of mirrors is much smaller in spite of

their higher absorption.

The damage threshold of metal optics is much higher than that of transmitting optics.

Off-axis-parabolic mirrors are free from spherical aberration. This effect is limiting

the aperture ratio of lenses to values of D:f < 1:4.

The absence of chromatical aberration allows adjustment of the focus on the workpiece by

a simple visible laser.
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For cutting applications (where highest power-density is requiered) only with lenses the

necessary optical quality could be achieved in the past. The use of focussing mirror systems

was restricted to welding and surface- treatment . Today, however, improved diamond- turning

processing of metal surfaces allows the production of all geometrical forms needed (parabolic

etc.). At present metal mirrors can achieve an optical quality comparable or even better (no

spherical aberration) to the quality of lenses.

Fig. 4 shows the interferogram of a focussing mirror system consisting of a piano and an

of f-axis-parabolic mirror (angle of deflection 45°
, effective focal length 153 mm, aperture

40 mm). Fringes represent lines of constant deviation from the ideal shape. The maximum

deviation turns out to be 0.3 nm or A/30 at A = 10.6 /xm meaning that the focus of this

optical system is limited only by diffraction. Furthermore, the roughness can be determined

to be less than 0.05 ^m (peak- to -valley ) so that scattering of light is much less than 1%

[1] •

A disadvantage of focussing mirror systems is their larger sensitivity to misalignment

compared to that of lenses. Fig. 5 shows the astigmatism Af (distance between sagittal and

meridional focal lengths fg and f^) which is significant of this effect. The full line

represents the theoretical result [2]:

Af = fni - fg = - 2 • S • tan a • A<p

(S: effective focal length, q: angle of deflection, Atp: angle of misalignment).
When the focus parameters should not be significantly changed by this astigmatism Af, the

astigmatic distance should not exceed half the Rayleigh- length . For the focussing system
referred above in combination with the laser used in this experiments the Rayleigh- length was
measured to be 1.2 mm (see Fig. 7). Therefore, the tolerable angle of misalignment is limited
to 5 mrad.

Compared to this 45° -system the sensitivity to misalignment of a 90° -off -axis system is

2.4 times larger as shown in Fig. 5 (dotted line). On the other hand, for a lens of a focal
length of f = 127 mm the corresponding angle would be 90 mrad neglecting other optical
distortions as shown in Fig. 6.

With an instrument as described in [3] measurements of the laser focus were carried out.

Fig. 7 shows the focussing properties of the 45° -off -axis mirror system at different time
steps. The full circles represent the laser beam radius immediatly after switching on the
laser, the open circles show the beam radius after one minute of irradiation time. The laser
power was 1.3 kW. The picture demonstrates the good stability of the optical properties of
the focussing system. No change in focus position and focus spot size can be observed.

For cutting applications one has to assist the process by applying a gas jet. Usually
this gas jet is collinear to the laser beam. Therefore the focussing system has to be sealed
by a ZnSe window. This additional AR-coated window which is mounted at the entjrance of the
focussing mirror system causes changes of the optical properties with time as is shown in
Fig. 8. After one minute of irradiation time the focal length has been shortened by 0.5 mm
and the radius of the focal spot has enlarged by about 10% (open circles) . Thus the AR-coated
window acts as a lens with a time and laser power dependent focal length with an additional
distortion of the beam giving rise to an enlargement of the focus spot size. The results for
the focussing mirror system with a window are similar to those of an AR-coated ZnSe lens, see
Fig. 3.

4. Static Deformation of Optical Components

In addition to the dynamic deformation due to thermal effects attention must be paid to

s-tatic deformations caused by attaching the components to their mounts. While substrates like

ZnSe or Si show little deformation, OFHC Cu mirrors are easily deformed by inadequate
mountings and mounting procedures. Further efforts are needed in this field.

5. Conclusions

Changes of the optical properties of various optical components have been observed
during laser irradiation at power levels well below the damage threshold. Transmitting
components, in particular those with coatings (antireflecting) , show a very large

deformation due to absorption causing a significant degradation of the laser beam quality. In

contrast to this, with reflecting metal optics the beam quality will not be significantly
degraded since their deformation is lower more than an order of magnitude.
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Interferometer for measurements of the optical deformation.
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Time -dependence of the optical deformation of several components.

Laser-power: 2 . 5 kW for Cu mirrors and ZnSe uncoated,

1.25 kW for ZnSe AR-coated.
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Time -dependence of the focal length of a ZnSe lens, f = 127 mm,

laser-power 1.3 kW.

Figure 4.

Interferogram (A = 633 nm) of the focussing mirror system as

described in the text.
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Figure 5

.

Astigmatism Af as function of the angle Acp of misalignment for the
mirror system, the interferograra of which is shown in Fig. 4.

Full and open circles: measured misalignment in two axes,

full line: theoretical curve [2], dotted line: theoretical curve for a

mirror system with a deflection of 90°

.
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Figure 6

.

Astigmatism Af as function of the angle Atp of misalignment for a lens,

f = 127 mm. Full curve: theoretical values for a thin lens.
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.

Beam radius in the focal region of the focussing mirror system,
laser power: 1.3 kW, laser mode: TEMqx*-
Full circles: beam radius after switching on the laser,
open circles: beam radius after 1 min of irradiation time.
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Beam radius in the focal region of the focussing mirror system with an
additional AR-coated ZnSe window (see text) . Symbols and parameters see

Fig. 7.
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Abstract

For use in large mirrors in outer space, where low mass is a critical need, 3

D-CFK developments are under our investigation since 8 years. Precision

replication future technologys taken from a negative form are our candidates for

the ESO, VLT monolithic primarys. In our option we use a Nasmyth Focus, because

of mi rror stab i I ity.

I ntroduct i on

The fact that it takes from ten to f i f theen years to complet a large astronomical

telescope, wheter in space or on the ground i s a to long time range. Furthermore,

astronomical techniques are changing rapidly, and there is a need to have in every

place of the instrument a future technology located. Several mirror designes have

been investigated 1. Cost wi II then become a major concern, when big apertures

are to heavy (20 tons) an the spheres will change figure under his own weight.

Telescope desi qnoptions

Reflecting telescopes have traditionally built around simple monolithic primary

mirrors. Larger than 5 to 6 meters in diameter monolithic mirrors become increa-

singly heavy and difficult to cast, handle and support. Recently, the need for

very large aperture telescopes (VLT) on the ground has promoted three new approa-

ches :

1. the telescope array, or (MMT)^, composed of a number of parallel pointing tele-

scopes with their beams combined to a common focus.

2. the segmented primary mirror (SMT)^, where the primary mirror is a mosaic of

common-focus mirrors supported by actuators which maintain optical alignment.

3. the thin adaptive primary mirror'^, also supported on actuators.
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The segmented primarys

Unfortunately, the greatest problem of segmented primary arrays may be the

recombination of all individual beams in phase. Adjusting optical paths with an

accuracy on the order of the wavelength is a major challenge. Telescop arrays

are very attractive from an optical point of view because resolution increases

linearly with the overall aperture size, while the collecting power varies as

its square. The thin adaptive primary is very similar to the segmented mirror

scheme, but without the advantage of modularity. Active control of large optical

surfaces has been proposed^'^, but requires a large number of actuatores with

inherently low overall reliability.

Cone I us i on

Among these approches, the segmented primary scheme appears the most attractive,

but is still not fully satisfactory compared to traditional telescopes with

passive primaries. Not only might such support systems have low reliability, but

when the weigth of these actuatores and of necessary supporting structures are

taken into account, the mass-saving over a light-weight passive large mirror may

not be significant. A very-high-precision 3 D-CFK 8 meter primary taken from the

shape of the master negative form can be released and multiple times used. A

preliminary look at a possible design of such a 8 meter primary is presented in

Fig. 1.

Proposed concept

However, in certain specific application areas, replication is the fabrication

method of choice. Technologys for space should also be used for the VLT of ESO

to be affordable to the astronomical community, it will be essential to reduce

costs drastically. The proposed primarys are 3 D-Carbon composite honeycombed

monoliths, supported by three pads. The primarys are fabricated to diffraction-

limited quality. The deformable secondary mirrors are used to correct the residual

primary mirror defects.

Small-scale research of 1,5 meter Carbon composite mirrors and long term tests^

in 3 D-Structures was of great value in the generation of new scientific ideas

in subject of large optics. Development in carbon-composite materials and the

creation of new future technologys, with scientests working in small groups (SFBF)

brings success. Furthermore, such small projects offer the flexibility for rapid
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changes in research directions, so that innovation is encouraged.

The fact that 3 D-CFK structures have a near 0 thermal expansion rate and gives

a drastical mass reduction was one of among aspects to use these materials for

large optics.

Another ascpects was the possibility to build large replication negative forms,

Figure 2, with a high quality surface.

f/50 Secoodary

Mirror

f/I primary

mirror

Fig. 1: Schematic section of the proposed 3 D-CFK

very fast aspheric 8 m very-high-precision

replicated primary mirror for the VLT.
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J

Honeycombed structure

Fig. 2: Schematic section of a negativ form

to be used for replication.

The large physical size of a 8-meter monolithic mirror, of course brings prob-

lems in subject above. A I aser- i nter f erometr i c correction with testglas of such

a large negative surface will hard to do, but we think with already existing

technologys its possible.

The replication process involves the transfer of a film or a stack of films from

a master surface to a machined base of substrate. New matrix materials for a 3

D-CFK layer and rapid changes in using this, (Diamond) promis to be successful.

Next step in this way is a 2,4-ineter f/1.6, mass ca. 200 kg 3 D-CFK honeycombed

monolith (BMFT-Project )

.

Fig. 3: Very-high-precision negative form

with a proposed mirror.
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ConcI us ions

There is no doubt that many long-term deformation is to verify and need to be

studied thoroughly before any serious proposal for a super 8-meter 3 D-CFK

monolith can be formulated.

We think our carbon fiber mirror developments are the technology of the future.

The Arizonas Dr. Roger Angel, who will build 8-meter mirrors made of glass, is

the most innovative in this way. Ironically, Angel tal<;es much of his inspiration

from the past.

The proposed approach may offer the best chance to put a future technology into

the ESO VLT-Project, because our master negative can be used multiple times which

is very economically.
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The qrowth and selected properties of single crystals of KCl doped with Re04- is

described. The crystals have been used as saturable absorbers to modulate and control

CO;? laser radiation. Re04- ion concentrations in excess of lO^^ cm"3 were achieved
in KCl with good optical quality. The room temperature absorption of the Re04- ion in

KCl was centered at 936.8 cm"^ with 1.5 cm"^- linewidth and with absorption cross-
section determined to be (0.46 + 0.02) x 10-1^ cm2. The addition of Li+ as a

second dopant resulted in a splTttinq of the Re04- resonance into two components at

957.5 cm-1 and 900.7 cm-1.

The characteristically sharp resonance of Re04- was not detected in NaCl grown
with NaRe04 additions to the melt. Only with addition of Ca''""'' as a co-dopant was the
Re04- resonance observed. The absorption, detected as a very weak resonance through
a 92 mm path length, was centered at 946.0 cm-1 with linewidth of 5 cm"l, over-
lapping the P(20) transition in the 10 micron CO2 band.

Keywords: alkali halides; Bridgman-Stockbarger; CO2 laser radiation; crystal growth;

dopant distribution; double-doped crystals; non-linear material; perrhenate ion absorption;
potassium chloride; saturable absorber; sodium chloride.

1 . Introduction

In a collaborative program between Los Alamos National Laboratory and Cornell University,
investigators identified a new class of nonlinear materials that have a variety of potential

applications to CO^ lasers [11. These materials are based on the selective introduction of
impurity ions into normally transparent alkali halides. The ions are optically active in the
infrared, producing absorptions in the 10 micron wavelength region. The first successful

demonstration of this concept was made using a KCl crystal host doped with the perrhenate
ion ReOfl-. This material has been successfully used as a room-temperature passive pulse
compressor for P(28)-transition CO;? laser pulses [2] and as a short pulse generator for
Pf?6) radiation at 105°K using optical free-induction decay [3].

In parallel to the LANL/Cornell program, a collaborative effort between LANL and Harshaw/
Filtrol was undertaken to identify potential problems in producing large crystals of perrhenate
doped alkali halides. The program was designed to produce large crystals of KCl:Re04- with
the eventual extension to NaCl single crystal and hot forged hosts. Of particular interest were
the dopant concentrations achievable and the associated optical quality, particularly since
residual strains in the Czochral ski ( Cz)-grown Cornell crystals completely destroyed their
infrared optical quality. The approach at Harshaw was based on another melt-growth process,
the Bridgman-Stockbarger (B-S) technique, successfully applied in the production of large NaCl
windows for the Antares project at Los Alamos.

An additional point of interest in the present work was the possibility that the perrhenate
absorption in NaCl would be shifted to the region of the P(20) CO2 transition at 944.2 cm"l

and hence that saturable absorption might be realized for this dominant CO2 laser line. This
possibility was projected by the LANL/Cornell team upon considering the size of the perrhenate
ion relative to the lattice parameters of KCl (3.2A) and NaCl (2.8A),

The perrhenate ion is estimated to measure approximately 3.1 A in radius, based on similar-
ities between the perrhenates and periodates of potassium as well as of sodium [4], and the
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published I-O bond distance in the periodate (IO4)- ion[5l. The perrhenate ion is then tightly
constrained by the crystal field of either host lattice, KCl or NaCl , but more so in NaCl wherein
the restoring force for the vibrational mode is effectively greater and the resonance frequency is

accordingly higher.

Because of the dopant-lattice size relationship, it can be expected that the segregation
coefficient, ratio of dopant level in the solid phase to that in the melt, would be <<1 for both
the B-S and Cz melt processes and that there would be a large variation in dopant concentration
along the length of the crystal.

2. Crystal Production and Evaluation

The crystals produced in this investigation were grown by the Bridgman-Stockbarger process.
Growth materials were melted and crystallized in platinum crucibles in selected gases at one
atmosphere pressure. A series of KCl crystals was grown in helium and several crystals were
grown in argon. NaCl crystals were grown in N2, air or O2, options spanning a range of

possible effects on the oxidation state of the dopant.

Starting materials for growth of doped KCl crystals were once-grown crystals produced from

Harshaw-purif ied KCl powder plus KRe04 powder (4N purity from Cerac, Inc.) covering decade steps
in the range 0.001-10. weiqht percent (0.00026 - 2.5 mol percent). Starting materials for doped
NaCl crystals were Harshaw-purif ied NaCl powder plus NaRe04 powder (4N purity from Apache
Chemicals, Inc.) added at levels of 0.005, 0.10, 1.0 and 10.0 weight percent (0.0011-2.1 mol

percent) in a series of runs. Anticipating a segregation coefficient <<1 and rather limited melt
stirrinq during growth, the dopant was concentrated in the lower (first-to-be-solidified) end of

the crucible with the intent of reducing the variation in Re04- content along the length of

the crystal

.

Double-doped crystals of KCl and NaCl were grown with the second dopant selected to adjust

the crystal lattice for a desired effect on the Re04" absorption peak. The second dopant for
KCl was lithium, added as LiCl, and for NaCl it was calcium, added as CaClj.

Crystals were grown at rates of 1.25-1,60 mm/hr to sizes ranging from 36 mm diameter x 82 mm
length to 64 mm diameter x 195 mm length. Samples were taken for transmission spectroscopy,

dopant analysis and optical evaluation. The primary spectroscopic evaluations were done with a

Nicole Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer. Perrhenate concentrations were established by
neutron activation analysis and by a standard colorimetric technique, assuming all rhenium
present as Re04". Samples were examined for Tyndall scattering and, under polarized white
1 ight, for strai n.

3 . Results

3.1 KC1_

3.1.1 Crystal Quality

Figure 1 shows a 64 mm diameter x 190 mm long crystal grown from a charge containing 0.26

mol percent (1.0 weight percent) KRe04 at loading and sections of the KCl crystal double-doped

with Re04- and Li"*". The KCl:Re04 crystals grown in this work were generally of good

internal quality except at high dopant levels. Strain as viewed between cross polarizers was at

a very low level, an improvement sought relative to the original Czochral ski -grown crystals

(Figure 2). Typical bulk defects encountered with dopant additions at or below 0.26 mol percent

KRe04 were low-to-moderate haze and small discrete scattering centers, such as gas bubbles or

voids or perhaps particulate inclusions.

Surface defects were encountered in some of the more highly doped crystals. These occurred

in the form of pits or channels, such as that evident in the lower crystal in Figure 1, a crystal

grown from a melt doped to the 0.26 mol percent level. It is surmised that there occurs a

nucleation process for such defects that depends on the local melt composition and the proximity
of a surface, such as the crucible wall. This is suggested further by inclusions at the crystal

wall (Figure 3) found in one of the crystals doped with 0.26 mol percent KRe04. A possible

extension of such process was found in the interior of a crystal grown from a melt of 2.5 mol

percent KRe04; therein a 39 mm long channel was nucleated in the surrounds of optically clear

crystal and grew to a diameter in excess of 1 mm. A scanning electron microgram of this defect

is shown in Figure 4. It was shown to contain Re, K and CI, the latter in non-stoichiometric
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ratio. This crystal gave indication of an upper limit on the KRe04 concentration in the form of

high density of inclusions and boundaries between 5°-10° misoriented grains, both evident in the
latter-grown part of the crystal (Figure 5).

3.1.2 Re04" Distribution

The dopant distributions measured in this work require that the surface and bulk concentra-

tions be distinguished. This was suggested by the findings discussed above and further by
analytical results shown in Figure 5 applying to a slab taken from the cone section of the crystal

of Figure 3. The data of Figure 6 represent colorimetric determinations accurate and precise to

within 2 percent down to the ppm range. It is seen that an order-of-magnitude difference in the

surface to bulk concentrations was measured in this example.

With the searegation coefficient <<1 and perfect mixing, a significant increase in dopant

content can he expected alonq the length of the crystal. In order to smooth out the expected
variation, the dopant load was concentrated in the cone end of the crucible. Figure 7 shows the

variation measured colorimetrical ly along the surface of two crystals, one grown with a starting
concentration of 0.2f> mol percent (l.n wt percent) KRe04 in the melt and the other with 0.026

mol percent. The upper curve data point at 1 cm from the start of growth represents the average
of the determinations detailed in Figure 6. Order-of -magnitude variation in dopant concentration
is seen in the results of Figure 7, even as moderated by the non-uniform initial doping of the

charge. The effect of the initial concentration of the dopant is evident. The ensuing decline in

dopant concentration is understood to follow from the mixing that occurred (over 40 hours) in the
melt. The increase that then follows is that representative of a segregation coefficient <1.

The general level of the dopant surface contents of the two crystals surveyed in Figure 7 are
not in the same ratio as that of the respective starting compositions: the surface concentrations
in general are disproportionately high for the 1.0 wt percent KRe04 doping relative to the 0.1

wt percent doping. Again, it is presumed this signals that the wall effect becomes more
significant with increasing doping.

Bulk concentration data are shown in Figure 8 as a function of starting compositions. These
results are based on neutron activation methodology and apply to slabs normal to the growth
direction, taken from 195 mm long crystals at fixed locations corresponding to 90 percent of the

crystal grown, a standardizing procedure adopted in light of the longitudinal variation in the
Re04" concentration. This result indicates that a controllable dopant concentration can be

achieved in the bulk material in KCl, with Re04- concentrations approaching 10^7 cm-3 in

highly doped samples.

3.1.3 KCl(ReOa) Spectroscopy

Figure 9 shows a typical room temperature absorption spectrum of KCl:Re04~ in the 10

micron reaion. Coupling this with neutron activation-determined dopant concentrations yields a

value of (0.^6 +_ 0.02) x 10-16 (-m^ for the absorption cross section at 936.8 cm~^

.

Thus, absorption coefficients in excess of 4 cm-1 can be obtained in highly doped single
crystal samples.

The KCl crystal double-doped with Li"*" and Re04- was of good quality, havina only low
haze in the first half of a 63 mm diameter x 115 mm long crystal and moderate haze with decorated
mosaic boundaries in the second half. The 10 micron absorption for this crystal is characterized
by two resonances at 957.5 cm-1 and 900.7 cm-1, instead of the single line at 936.8-1
seen in KCl:Re04". This change is attributed to the removal of degeneracy in the fundamental
vibrational mode of the Re04- ion.

3.2 NaCl

Crystals grown from melts charged with 0.022 mol percent (0.1 wt percent) NaRe04 surpassed
their KCl counterparts in quality. That from a 2.1 mol percent NaRe04 melt was comparable to

its high-doped KCl counterpart, exhibiting reasonable quality over the first-grown half, but
hardly translucent over the last-grown half.

NaCl crystals singly-doped with Re04- did not exhibit the sharp resonance characteristic
of the Re04- ion. They exhibited only broad absorption in the 10 micron wavelength region.
Such absorption was attributed to a collective lattice mode of vibration that by experimentation
was shown to be extremely difficult to saturate.
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Only when Ca"*""*" was added as a co-dopant was the sharp Re04- absorption detected. Growth
of NaCl doped with Re04- and Ca''"+ was predicated on utilizing Ca to expand the NaCl lattice
such that the Re04" ion could be accommodated [6]. A double-doped crystal, grown in nitrogen fr
a melt charged with 0.21 mol percent NaRe04 plus 0.0062 mol percent CaClj, exhibited the Re04"
absorption resonance, though very weakly even through a 92 mm path. The resonance at room tempe
ature is shown in Figure 10. It is centered at 946.0 cm-1 with bandwidth of 6 cm-1,
overlapping the desired 944.2 cm"! P(20) transition in the 10 micron CO2 band. The Re04~
ion concentration was below the detection threshold of the neutron activation technique (2 x

10^^/cm-^). Based on assuming equal transition probabilities in KCl and NaCl. the estimated
average Re04" concentration in the spectroscopical ly probed path was 1.5 x 10^^ cm"^.

Other double-doped crystals were grown with Re04-/Ca'^ ratios in the 1-10 range and with
Ca'*'"'' up to 0.5 mol percent. These had an absorption peak at 946 cm"-'- with absorption
coefficient in the 0.3-0.9 percent/cm range. This is probably too low to be of practical
interest for CO2 lasers.

4. Summary

This research has shown that Re04- ion concentrations in the range lO^^ cm"3 and

higher can be achieved in large KCl crystals of good optical quality grown by the Bridgman-
Stockbarqer process. KCl :Re04- crystals exhibiting room-temperature absorption at 936.8 cm"l

suitable for pulse compression and short pulse generation in the 10 micron CO2 band can be

produced

.

The use of Li"*" as a second dooant with Re04- in KCl yielded resonances at 957.5 cm-1

and 900.7 cm-1, apparently removing degeneracy in the fundamental vibrational mode of the

Re04- ion.

The characteristically sharp resonance of Re04- was not detected in NaCl grown with
NaRe04 additions to the melt. Only with the addition of Ca"*""*" as a co-dopant was the Re04-
resonance detected. The room-temperature absorption was shifted relative to that in KCl and
was observed at 946.0 cm-1 ^ith a 6 cm-1 bandwidth, hence overlapping the 944.2 cm-1 p(20)
transition. However, this was a very weak absorption, presumed to be so because of low Re04-

ion concentration even in the Ca"*""*" expanded lattice.
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Figure 1. Crystals produced in this pro-
qrain. Lower: KCUReO^) of typical size,
61 mtri diameter x ]^'^ m lonq. Upp^r:
KCl(Re04,Ca)

.

Figure 3. Inclusions near oeriphery
of KCl(Re04) crystal

.

Figure 2. Strain comparison of
KCl(Re04) crystals. Upper: Czoc'n-
ral ski-grown in the LANL/Cornell
program. Lower: Bridgman-Stock-
barqer grown in the present pro-
grain.

Figure 4. Scanning electron microgram
of defect in a KCl(Re04) crystal grown
from melt with 2.5 mol % KRe04,
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Figure 5. High inclusion density i,6(lo'^) 2.9(lo'^)
zones and -grain boundaries in

heavily doped KCl(Re04) crystal.
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Abstract

Solubility of Pt was measured in order to make Pt inclusion free laser

glass. Pt solubility increased with decreasing temperature. The

solubilities were measured in the atmosphere of O2, air and N2 and decreased

in the order of O2 > air > N2. The Pt solubility of phosphate glass was

higher than that of silicate glass and decreased in the order of LHG-5 > LHG-

8 > HAP-3 > LHG-10 > LSG-91H. Pt deposition mechanism is considered that Pt

dissolve into the melt in ionic state but some of them are easily reduced to

atomic state and deposited as metallic inclusions due to supersaturation.

Key words: Solubility, platinum, atmosphere, temperature, glass composition,

laser damage, Pt deposition mechanism, reactive atmosphere processing.

1. Introduction

In March 1985, a laser damage was observed on the laser glass disc in the high

power laser equipment, NOVA, at UCLL. The cause of the damage was fine Pt inclusions

present in the laser glass, due to an increase in the influence of NOVA' S laser beam

from a value of 3. 5 J/cm^ to 8 ~ 10 J/cm^. A disc contains 35 ~ 1, 000 Pt inclusions

with 8 ~ 75//m size, and cracks grew from 80 to 1, 000/zra by radiation of laser beam.

For this reason, a study has started to manufacture Pt inclusion free laser glass.

In the summer 1986 a technology for manufacturing Pt inclusion free phosphate laser

glass has been achieved, resulting in a reduction of Pt inclusion number from 1000/1 to

0.1/1 (with smaller size than 5/oti).

The process consists of ionization of dissolved Pt particle in glass because no

damage occurs if Pt is ionized. It was necessary to know Pt solubility in the glass

for obtaining fundamental data on Pt inclusion. If Pt dissolution could be suppressed

below the solubility, the deposition of Pt inclusion can not occur. But almost no data

on Pt solubility in the glass is known, therefore, Pt solubility variation with

temperature, atmosphere and composition was measured. Further, efforts were made to

ionize Pt by RAP treatment using POCI3. Our success in making Pt inclusion free laser
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glass was based on these efforts. The following are descriptions of studies on Pt

solubility.

2. Experimental

To measure Pt solubility, a given quantity of Pt was added to a glass batch, and

after melting, stirring in a quartz crucible and keeping at a given temperature, the

glass was bubbled with a given gas, then it was cast. Figure 1 shows an example of

melting schedule. The existence of Pt crystal was examined by using microscope

(magnification: 80 ~ 40). The solubility at a given temperature was determined

according to a limit value for Pt existence.

Quantitative determination of Pt in the glass was carried out as follows: A glass

sample was decomposed by using acid, Pt was then coprecipitated by means of Te-Sn(n)

process and separated from glass constituent. The precipitate was dissolved in the

aqua-regia to convert Pt into a chloride. Pt was then determined from the solution by

using P-nitrosodimethylaniline colorimetry.^^

Table 1 shows Pt amount added vs. found. As shown in the Figure, Pt content

corresponds very well to the amount added.

3. Results

3. 1 Pt solubility vs. temperature

Figure 2 shows the solubility of LHG-8 in function with the temperature. Reducing

of the solubility was clearly observed as the temperature decreases. Such tendency is

similar to that of Ar and N2 solubility in the glass, suggesting that the dissolution

be of no chemical character but a physical one. Namely, the solubility is defined by

Pt present in form of atom or metal in the glass.

3. 2 Pt solubility vs. atmosphere

Pt solubility depends also on the atmosphere. As shown in Figure 3, the

solubility is the highest in O2 atmosphere, lowest in N2 middle in Ar showing a

close value to N2. The fact can be easily understood, provided the solubility is

defined by metallic or colloidal Pt dissolved amount. Because Pt ions were reduced to

atomic state under N2 atmosphere resulting in a increase of metallic Pt deposit which

grew to colloids, a low solubility was observed.

3. 3 Pt solubility vs. chemical composition

As shown in Figure 4, Pt solubility decreases according to the order: LHG-5 > LHG-

8 > HAP3 > LHG-10 > LSG-91H. The order corresponds to phosphate, silico-phosphate,

phospho-fluoride and silicate. Pt solubility is high in phosphate glass and it

decreases when SiO added as glass component. By 1979 fluoro-phosphate glasses were

found to be laser damaged easily. The reason for it is attributed to a low Pt
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solubility in the fluoro-phosphate glass.

For the mechanism of Pt deposition it can be considered that Pt dissolves in form

of ion into the melt from the Pt crucible wall, these Pt ion is then reduced into an

atomic Pt due to oxygen partial pressure condition, and Pt colloids are formed from the

supersaturated atomic Pt resulting finally in a deposition of Pt metal. As is shown by

its relationship with the temperature and the atmosphere, Pt solubility is considered

to be, therefore, determined by the atomic Pt.

Lffi X-ray absorption threshold resonance may be effective to make a distinction

between ionic and metallic Pt.

3. 4 Effect of RAP treatment on Pt dissolution

Being made clear that Pt deposit occurs due to the presence of atomic Pt, a trial

was made to ionize Pt by using RAP treatment. POCI3 gas was used as treatment gas-^^ .

250ppm Pt has dissolved by bubbling with POCI3+O2; this Pt was insoluble under O2

atmosphere at 1, 250°C

(1) Pt ionization by POCI3+O2 treatment

Figure 5 shows results of UV absorption when dissolved under POCI3+O2 atmosphere.

Absorption can be clearly observed at 255nm, caused by Pt oxychloro-complex by treated

with POCI3 resulting in a ionization.

(2) Pt evaporation by POCI3+O2 treatment

Figure 6 shows variation of Pt amount, CI2 and the optical density at 255nm

resulted from twice repeated processes for Pt added phosphate glass, LHG-8, consisting

of bubbling with POCI3+O2 followed by keeping in O2 atmosphere. As shown in the

Figure, bubbling with POCI3+O2 caused a 40% reduction of Pt. Increase of CI2 content

and coloration is also shown. By returning to O2 atmosphere, no change of Pt content

was observed with decrease in CI2 content and coloration.

As mentioned above, it is clear that bubbling with POCI3+O2 evaporate Pt in form

of PtCl4 and reduce Pt dissolved in the glass.

In brief, bubbling with POCI3+O2 appears to dissolve Pt colloid by a) reducing Pt

dissolved through evaporation of Pt and b) ionizing Pt.

4. Conclusions

1) Pt solubility in glasses was measured and determined relationships between this

solubility and the temperature, the atmosphere and the chemical composition.

2) The solubility appears to be defined by forming of metallic Pt.

3) Pt inclusion free phosphate laser glasses have been produced successfully by

bubbling with POCI3+O2.
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Table 1 Determination of platinum in phosphate glass.

Pt ppm

)

Added Found

50 50
1 00 100
1 25 125
1 50 143
200 188

1 200°C
Charge a given temp.

Fig. 1 An example of melting schedule of Pt containing laser

glass at a given temp, and a given atmosphere.
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Fig. 4 Relationship between Pt solubility end Rg.s UV absorption spectrum of the Pt containing

gloss composition glass nnelted in the POCI3+O2 atmosphere.
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~~~^^Sornpl8^
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Pt (ppm) 180 111 110 60 60

CI (ppm) 86 511 154 415 86

OD at 255nm 0.14 1.48 0.57 1.15 0.29

Fig. 6 Effect of POCI3 +O2 bubbling on the Platinum content
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A questioner pointed out that there are three parameters which the platinum content
depends on (1) temperature, (2) glass composition, and (3) atmosphere. Two of the

variables should be specified as constant when the third one is varied. The author
replied that the phosphate glass was measured in an oxygen atmosphere, 1250 C or 1300 C

or 1000 C depending on the glass. The author did not understand why the phosphate
glass had such a high solubility for platinum and the silicate glass did not.
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We obtained the damage-resistant crystals of potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) by
reducing organic impurities in the growth solution. To prevent organic impurity exuded
from the wall of growth vessel, Pyrex glass was used. The residual organic impurities
which mainly derived from KDP raw powder were reduced by photo-chemical dissociation using
the combination of ultraviolet light and an oxidant (hydrogen peroxide). The resultant
total organic carbon (TOC) of the solution was less than O.lppm. The damage threshold of
the crystals grown from this solution were always high (20-22 J/cm ), which is about three
times higher than that of crystals grown by conventional methods.

Key wards : potassium dihydrogen phosphate; crystal; harmonic generation; high power
laser; laser fusion; damage threshold; microbes; residual organic carbon; photo-chemical
dissocial ion

1. INTRODUCTION

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystals are used widely in laser engineering as

frequency multipliers to obtain short wavelength lasers. Especially in laser fusion, very large
(clear aperture of 20-40cm) KDP crystals are necessary. Fig.l shows a large KDP crystals which we
developed for fusion lasers and the maximum size is 38x42cm in cross section, 50cm in height. The
crystals which was used in laser fusion must have high damage thresholds whereas typical as-grown
crystals have bulk laser damage threshold of 6-9J/cm .[1,2]

KDP crystals are usually grown from aqueous solutions in the temperature range between
60-20»C. Microbes are sometimes observed in the KDP solution during the long growth term despite
stirring of the solution. If these microbes or their carcasses which are made of organic materials
are incorporated into the growing crystals, the damage threshold will show values lower than the

intrinsic value because the damage threshold of the organic material is much lower than that of the

inorganic materials . [3]

In our previous papers, we detected an organic impurity derived from microbes incorporated in

the crystal [4] and we tried to grow KDP crystals in sterilized solution to prevent the growth of

microbes in the solution[5]. In the ref.5, we obtained the results that the bulk laser damage
threshold of the crystals grown in the sterilized solution was considerably increased as shown in

fig. 2. However, the damage threshold was not always high, therefore, we considered that the low

damage threshold even when the solution was sterilized might be caused by organic material, a

contamination from the wall of gruwth vessels or organic impurities in the KDP raw p:.v<der and

deionized water for the sclution. Thus in this paper, we tried to redace the residual organic
impurities in the solution to as low as possible during the growth in order to obtain damage
resistant crystals.

2. ORGANIC IMPURITY FROM THE WALL OF THE VESSELS

We examined whether the organic impurities exuded from the wall of the growth vessel. The
total organic carbon (TOC) in the solution was measured by total organic carbon analyzer DC-80

(Dohman Co.). The sensitivity was 0.05ppm. The measured values were independent of KDP
concentration in the solution.

We measured the TOC in the solution during the crystal growth for two types of growth vessels
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which made of polyester and pyrex glass. We used the deionized water supplied by an ultra pure

water system (NANO pure ; Barnstead Co.) and commercially supplied KDP raw material (guaranteed

reagent). The results are shown in fig. 3. In the case of polyester vessel TOC in the solution at

the growth starting point was about Ippm and increased about 10 ppm after 40 days of growth period.

In the case of Pyrex glass vessel, TOC in the solution did not change at all during 40 days (about

Ippm). Therefore we adopted the Pyrex glass vessel for the following experiments.
Even if the Pyrex glass vessel was used, the prepared solution contained TOC about Ippm. The

deionized water from NANO pure system contained TOC about 0.05ppm. Accordingly we concluded that

the KDP raw material contained considerable amount of organic impurities.

3. PHOTO-CHEMICAL DISSOCIATION OF ORGANIC IMPURITIES IN KDP RAW MATERIAL

We tried to remove the residual organic impurities mainly due to KDP raw material by

photo-chemical reaction. Preliminary experiments were performed using KDP solution 500ml. The

experimental setup was shown in fig.4. KDP solution which contained TOC of approximately Ippm was

introduced into a Pyrex glass tube of 50mm in diameter, 300mm in length. A low pressure mercury
lamp with a Suprasil quartz tube and an input power 20W was inserted into the tube. We used two

types of oxidant, oxygen (O2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), both of which did not affect on crystal

growth. Oxygen gas was supplied into the tube through a gas dispersion. The flow rate was 50 and

lOOml/min. The alternative oxidant, H2O2, was doped into the solution. The doped quantity were
lOppm, lOOppm, and lOOOppm.

The results are shown in fig. 5. In the case of only UV lamp, the effect of photo-dissociation
was very small. By adding the oxidant, TOC in the solution was reduced more quickly. Compared to

0-, , H2O2 was more effective. Hydrogen peroxide of 100 ppm was adequate to oxidize the organic
carbon in the solution, and higher H2O2 concentration were not more effective (The most adequate
concentration of oxidant may depend on the power of mercury lamp). Using H2O, , we could reduce TOC
in the KDP solution to as little as 0.05ppm which was the limit of the sensitivity of the carbon
analyzer.

4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE BULK LASER DAMAGE THRESHOLD BY REDUCING RESIDUAL ORGANIC MATERIALS IN THE
SOLUTION

4.1. CRYSTAL GROWTH

We grew KDP crystals from the organic reduced solution by the technique mentioned above. All

components of the growth unit contacting to the solution consisted of glass and stainless steel.
These components were baked at 400^C for 4 hours to barn out the surface contamination of organic
materials before the growth. The KDP solution of 9 liters was introduced into the growth vessel by
using an ultra filter with a cut-off molecular weight of 6000, then Hr,0^ of lOOppm was doped. After
UV irradiation of 24 hours by Suprasil mercury lamp (20W), we conf i rmed" the residual organic carbon
was less than O.lppm, after which the growth was started. The crystal was grown by the temperature
dropping method (approximately from 55^C to 45'C). The UV lamp did not irradiate the solution
during growth, but no microbe existed in the solution. The KDP crystal of which size was about
5x5cm in cross section and about 7cm in height, was grown in about 40 days. An increase in TOC in

the solution was not found after growth.

4.2. MEASUREMENT OF THE DAMAGE THRESHOLD

We measured the bulk laser damage threshold of the crystals grown in this method. Measurement
of the bulk laser damage threshold was performed using a Nd :LiYF^ (YLF) laser (wavelength
1.053//m) in a transverse and longitudinal single mode with a I-ns pulse. The pulse was focused into

Z-cut KDP samples by a lens with focal length 3.5cm.
The surface of KDP crystal were finished by a combination of a diamond turning and wet

polishing with 0.05/zm aluminum oxide powder. The damage was observed by eye. A He-Ne was also used
to identify small damage spots by utilizing the scattering from the damage spots. The focal point
was moved shot by shot. (1 -on- 1 damage)
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4.3. RESULTS OF THE DAMAGE THRESHOLD MEASUREMENT

The results of the damage threshold measurement are shown in fig. 6. We investigated 5

crystals which were grown from the organic-reduced solution and denoted A,B,C,D, and E for each
crystals. The crystals A,B, and C were grown in the solution which contained TOC of 0.6-0.9ppm
using only ultra filtration. They have high damage thresholds (14-18J/cm ). The crystals D and E
were grown in the solution of TOC below O.lppm, which was prepared using ultra filtration and UV

irradiation with H2O2. The high damage thresholds (20-22J/cm'' ) of the crystals are about three
times higher than those in crystals grown by conventional methods (6-9J/cm ).

The relation between organic impurity concentration in the solution and the damage threshold
of grown crystals is shown in fig. 7. There is a strong correlation between these two values. Th^
damage threshold tends to saturate with reducing TOC. We think that the threshold of about 20J/cm"
may be the intrinsic damage threshold of KDP crystal.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Damage resistant KDP crystals (20-22J/cm ) could be stably grown by reducing the residual

organic impurities in the solution using photo-chemical dissociation. V.V.Azarov et aZ.[6]

reported that the damage threshold as influenced by the dislocation in the KDP crystal and the

crystalwith many dislocations presented low damage threshold. On the other hand, H.Newkirk
et aZ.[2] showed no direct relation between the dislocation in KDP crystals and the damage
threshold. We used KDP samples with few dislocations, in which the organic impurities seemed to

play a main role in causing bulk laser damage. Therefore, we conclude that the main reason for the

low damage threshold of KDP crystals grown by conventional methods is evidently due to organic
impurities incorporated in the crystals. This technique can be applied to growth of other crystals

from water solution for use in high power lasers.
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Fig.l. Large KDP crystals developed for laser fusion at ILE. (38cm x 42cm in cross

section, 50cm in height)
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We have encountered intracavity optical damage, and have estimated fluence damage
thresholds, in samples of CVD zinc selenide which have been used as intracavity Brewster plate

output couplers for the Stanford Mark III infrared free electron laser. For spot radii of approximately

1 .4 mm and wavelengths in the range of 3 ^m to 4 ^m, we have determined damage thresholds

ranging from 8.2 J/cm^ to 1 1 .3 J/cm^ for optical macropulses of 2 |xs duration and 1 5 Hz repetition

rate, with corresponding circulating micropulse intensities on the order of 5 GW/cm^; in most cases
catastrophic damage seemed to occur due to the coalescence of tiny pits in the surface. We also

report on damage threshold measurements for uncoated cadmium telluride at 3.2 [im, and observe

a fluence dependent damage threshold of approximately 6.3 J/cm^ for macropulses scaled (via

x^^^) to a 1 |a,s duration. Finally, we observe a lowering of the damage threshold of uncoated CdTe in

the presence of the laser harmonics, presumably due to free carrier absorption of the fundamental.

Key Words: Brewster plate; catastrophic damage; CdTe; chemical vapor deposition (CVD); free

electron laser; macropulse; micropulse; ZnSe

1. Introduction

Intracavity optical elements for free electron laser oscillators are necessarily restricted to materials which

possess high vacuum stability, mechanical and optical stability under extreme levels of gamma and neutron radiation,

and appropriate optical qualities over a generally wide wavelength range. Ultimately, they must withstand very intense

circulating optical radiation, and it is this quality which in principle limits the power available from the devices.

The Stanford Mark III free electron laser uses a nearly confocal, 1.8 meter broadband optical cavity with silver

coated, diamond turned copper mirrors and Brewster plate output coupling using a suitable uncoated dielectric. In the

past, the choice for this Brewster plate has been CVD zinc selenide, which initially was found to be suitable in all

respects. The configuration of the vacuum chamber allows for the insertion of other intracavity elements, and a

cadmium telluride electro-optic loss modulator is being considered for future cavity dumping experiments. The laser is

driven by a 45 MeV RF linear accelerator which typically yields macropulses of a few microseconds duration at a

repetition rate of 15 Hz, each macropulse consisting of a train of roughly picosecond duration micropulses repeated at

the RF frequency of 2.857 GHz. The design range for the cavity is 1 |im to 8 i^m, and the device has been operated in

wavelengths ranging from 1 .5 (xm to 5.5 )im with typical spectral widths under 1 %. A complete description of the

Mark III free electron laser can be found in the literature [1,2].

As indicated, the choice of CVD zinc selenide as an output coupler was motivated by several factors. It is stable

under high vacuum and is sufficiently lossless and dispersionless over the entire wavelength range of the laser. Our

samples have shown no evidence of physical or optical degradation due to bremsstrahlung and neutrons on the order

of several hundred rad/hour, and have survived circulating optical macropulse fluences up to 15 J/cm^ (micropulse

intensities on the order of 5 GW/cm^). However, in August of 1987 the electron gun of the Mark III accelerator was

modified to produce a more intense beam, and the damage threshold of zinc selenide was quickly surpassed. [We are

presently operating with calcium fluoride Brewster plates which have survived circulating macropulse fluences of

^ Laser Institute, Veterans Administration and University of Utah Medical Centers, Salt Lake City, Utah.

^Department of Physics, United States Military Academy, West Point, NY 10996
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58 J/cnT^ and have not appeared to have appreciably radiation-darkened after several hundreds of hours of

operation.] Up until the present date, the laser has not been operated with an intracavity cadmium telluride element.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the optical damage which was observed in several of our zinc selenide

Brewster plate output couplers; we first explain the output coupling scheme and then present estimates for the

corresponding fluence damage thresholds. We also describe an experiment we have developed to assess the damage
threshold of cadmium telluride, and we present preliminary damage threshold measurements on uncoated cadmium
telluride samples. Finally, we report observations of the lowering of the CdTe damage threshold in the presence of the

laser harmonics, which bears directly upon experiments using CdTe as an intracavity element for free electron lasers.

2. Output Coupling Method

The output coupling method of the Mark III is unique to all currently operating free electron lasers. A schematic

view of the system is shown in figure 1. The optical mode is horizontally polarized and broadband output coupling is

achieved by inserting an uncoated transparent plate near Brewster's angle. The angle of this plate can then be varied

by ±1° to provide a small range of output couplings. The mechanical configuration allows for one of several Brewster

plates to be inserted so that different materials or angles can be chosen, and the entire assembly is housed in a

vacuum chamber that maintains a vacuum of 5 microTorr. In order to provide the experimenter with all of the

outcoupled power, one of the Brewster plates is provided with an external second-reflection cavity mirror which serves

to reflect the leftward travelling macropulses back through the Brewster plate. The longitudinal position of this mirror is

chosen so that micropulses from the outcoupled macropulses are interleaved, thereby doubling the average power

during the macropulse.

The Brewster plates are manufactured with surfaces parallel to an accuracy of 5 arc seconds and are polished to

a scratch-dig of 20-10 and a flatness of XyiOO at 10.6p.m. However, due to the finite thickness of the plates (typically

1 - 2 mm), the front and back surface reflections on a single pass are displaced transversely on the order of a

millimeter and temporally by several tens of picoseconds; it is sufficient to consider only those two reflections. As a

result, the outcoupled macropulse is slightly broadened in the horizontal direction. Furthermore, the curvature of the

second-reflection mirror leads to a skewed reflection of one of the beams relative to the other (greatly exaggerated in

figure 1), which complicates the use of this mirror. These points will be discussed more fully in section 4.

3. Zinc Selenide Damage

3.1. General Description

Intracavity optical damage was encountered on a total of eight zinc selenide Brewster plates inserted at angles

between 59.6° and 61.6° and operated at wavelengths in the range of 3 pm to 4 pm. Seven of these exhibited manifest

catastrophic damage in which laser output decreased by as much as 80% and cavity losses increased by as much as

a factor of two, usually in under one second. Catastrophic in this sense is taken to mean self-quenching. In the one

exception, the .damage was less severe, with output power dropping only slightly and cavity losses increasing by less

than 40%.

We found that the thresholds for catastrophic damage are primarily fluence dependent. In particular, we operated

the laser in one instance for several hours at saturation with macropulse widths under 1 p.s, observing no evidence of

damage. However, almost immediately after increasing the pulsewidth to 2 ps the power dropped and catastrophic

damage was induced in the Brewster plate. Increasing the fluence in this manner does not alter the modal spot size,

the peak intensity of the micropulses, the repetition rate of the micropulses, or the average intensity of the

macropulses. Accordingly, no dependence on these quantities could be established, and so the damage thresholds

reported in paragraph 3.3 are presented in units of fluence.

3.2. Morphology

All instances of optical damage to the Brewster plates appeared to be thermally induced, beginning at absorbing

defects near the surfaces and leading in cases of catastrophic damage to the coalescence of molten pits or thermal

fracturing. Vacuum preparation of the Brewster plates involved only gentle blowing of dust off of the surfaces or, in a

few cases, careful drag wiping with methanol. In six cases out of eight, the damage started on the surface farther from

the cavity mirror; in the other two cases the damage started on the nearer surface. The prevalence of surface damage
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indicates a surface absorption mechanism not present in the interior of the plates. Such absorption could occur as the

consequence of grinding and polishing, for example, by the inclusion of microscopic particles of polishing compound.
It is also possible that surface contaminants could play a role. As an example, Lewis and Arthur [3] have performed

investigations on the effects of extrinsic surface absorption processes on the infrared properties of CVD zinc

selenide. In particular, they measured the infrared spectral transmittance of a sample exposed to laboratory air for a

few days and found a dominant absorption around 2900 cm"^ (3.4 ^m) due to -CHn vibrational modes. It is possible

that hydrocarbons were absorbed in our samples, either from the methanol or directly from the air, which acted as

nuclei for subsequent thermal damage; this hypothesis is consistent with the observation of surface defects in our

samples and the fact that the samples were operated in the vicinity of 3.4 mm when catastrophic damage was
induced.

The photomicrograph in figure 2a shows how optical damage is induced at a large number of random absorbing

sites on the surface of a zinc selenide plate. These damage sites appear as small molten pits (fig. 2b) with evidence of

thermal deformation occurring in the material between them. The growth of these damage sites can lead to

catastrophic damage in the form of a coalesced molten crater (fig. 3), or in the form of bulk fracture due to thermal

stress (fig. 4a, b). However, it is not clear that the fracture originates between two pits; in particular, figure 5b shows a

single molten pit with evidence of fracture lines at the bottom, although catastrophic damage in this case was clearly

due to the coalescence of pits (fig. 5a).

There are notable differences in the two forms of catastrophic damage. In particular, the density of surface pits is

much smaller in the fractured case, and the ring of discoloration (actually a surface film) which appears around the

damage crater in figure 3 is absent in figure 4a. Furthermore, the damage crater in figure 4b consists of a very clean

fracture which contrasts with the 'dirty' crater appearing in figure 3. Finally, of the seven cases of catastrophic

damage observed in our zinc selenide Brewster plates, thermal fracturing occurred in only two cases. This leads us to

conclude that a coalesced molten crater is the primary form of catastrophic damage, unless fracturing quenches the

laser before further pitting and melting can occur. All of these types of damage are consistent with a fluence

dependent damage threshold.

3.3. Damage Thresholds

Fluence damage thresholds for the various types of damage were derived from five out of eight ZnSe Brewster

plates for macropulses of 2 p.s duration. The relevant data are summarized in table 1 . The damage thresholds were

obtained by measuring the outcoupled energy with a pyrometer and dividing by the round trip output coupling

calculated for the given angle of incidence. Corrections were included for the losses on all of the transport mirrors.

The second-reflection mirror was employed in all cases, and the angles were accurately inferred using an alignment

helium-neon laser outcoupled through the side Brewster window. The l/e^ beam radii co were calculated from the

structure of the mode, and the circulating beam area was taken as 7103^/2 . Finally, the damage thresholds were

adjusted for normal incidence by rescaling the area by the obliquity factor, cos(9jncidence)-

Table 1. CVD Zinc Selenide Damage Thresholds

(Adjusted for Normal Incidence)

Sample Wavelength Beam Radius Angle of Damage Threshold Run Time Before Type of Damage

(yni) (mm) Incidence 2 |as; (J/cm^) Onset of Damage

1 3.0-4.0 1.4 61.6° 11.3±1.6 <10min (b)

2 3.0-4.0 1.4 61.6° 11.3±1.6 <1 V2 hr (c)

3 3.6 1.39 60.4° 10.8±0.9 <20min (a)

4 3.2 0.31 59.6° 8.7 + 0.6 <2hr (a)

5 3.33 1.34 61.6° 8.2±0.6 <6hr (b[

(a), catastrophic coalescence of pits; (b), catastrophic fracture; (c), non-catastrophic pitting
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The errors in the damage thresholds for samples 1 and 2 account mainly for the imprecise knowledge of the

wavelengths, and hence the beam areas, in those cases. The errors in the remaining thresholds are due to a partial

vignetting of the outcoupled beam in the transport system for which we were able to derive a correction factor. All of

the thresholds are scaled by this factor, but it was only determined to within eight percent.

The dominant variable in the thresholds for catastrophic damage appears to be in the run time before onset of

damage. There is no apparent dependence of threshold on the type of damage. Since pitting leads to both types of

catastrophic damage and this damage is only observed after running for some time, the lowest reported threshold

- 8.2J/cm2 - may be closer to the actual value for the formation of pits alone. Finally, we note that the actual

micropulse fluences corresponding to the macropulse damage threshold of 8.2 J/cm^ were approximately

1.4 mJ/cm^. Autocorrelation measurements of the micropulse durations have yielded minimum pulsewidths of 500 fs,

so that scaling the macropulse damage threshold down to the micropulse duration using the x^^^ scaling law§ would

yield a micropulse threshold of 4.1 mJ/cm^. Since this threshold is larger than the actual micropulse fluence, we

conclude that the x^^^ scaling law is at least consistent with our observation that damage was not due to micropulse

effects.

4. Cadmium Telluride Damage

The circulating intensities which are currently achievable in the Mark III free electron laser using calcium fluoride

Brewster plates are potentially great enough to damage other intracavity optical elements. Since we are considering

the use of a cadmium telluride electro-optic cell for future cavity dumping experiments, we have undertaken a project

to characterize the damage threshold of cadmium telluride and have performed preliminary damage studies on

uncoated cadmium telluride samples in air at 3.2 |j.m, which we report on here. The experimental configuration is

conventional, but the Mark III pulse structure provides several independently adjustable quantities which can be

varied to determine the damage thresholds under different experimental controls. These variable quantities are

summarized in figure 6.

4.1. Experimental Procedure

The experimental beamline is shown in figure 7. The horizontally polarized beam enters the apparatus with a spot

radius of 8.4 mm and is collimated to a radius of 1 .58 mm in a compromise between vignetting and damage on the

downstream optical components. A germanium Brewster plate filters the coherent laser harmonics and a zinc selenide

pickoff plate samples the incident beam for the energy measurement using a Ge:Au detector; this detector is

calibrated to the full pulsewidth at the start of each damage test using a pyrometer placed at the sample position.The

cadmium telluride sample is located on a micrometer stage behind the final focusing lens, and sample transmission is

monitored with a second Ge:Au detector. Neutral density filters ensure that these detectors remain below saturation.

Preliminary damage threshold measurements were concerned with isolating fluence effects from peak intensity

effects. Accordingly, the procedure involved placing the sample at a fixed position beyond the focus of the lens

(ensuring front surface damage), and then slowly increasing the macropulse width from its minimum value until

damage occurred. The procedure was then repeated at virgin sites on the sample for various spot sizes, with sample

preparation involving only the gentle blowing of dust off of the surface. In all cases, damage was indicated by a drop in

the transmission Ge:Au detector signal followed almost immediately by arcing and pitting; this occurred only after

increasing the macropulse width beyond a certain value, with peak and average intensities varying usually by no more
than 15 %. The corresponding macropulse energies were obtained by integrating the oscilloscope traces for the

calibrated Ge:Au sampling detector.

4.2. Damage Thresholds

The 3.2 \xm diffraction limited beam used for these damage tests was outcoupled from the laser using a 66°, 1 mm
thick calcium fluoride Brewster plate yielding up to 30 mJ/macropulse. The second-reflection mirror was not employed.

The macropulse energies were determined in the manner outlined above and the beam areas 71(0^/2 were calculated

from Gaussian propagation formulae based on measurements of waist radius and distances to the sample. Tables

§This scaling law should apply if the damage is due either to surface melting or thermal stress induced fracture,

in which the onset of damage is determined either by the temperature rise or temperature gradient at the

surface.
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2a,b summarize the results of the damage tests. The three passes in table 2a were performed with the coherent

harmonics filtered out of the beam, while the three passes in table 2b included those harmonics.

The finite thickness of the output coupler was neglected in the calculations of beam area. The peak micropulse

intensities were calculated from peak average powers measured from the oscilloscope traces for the sampling

detector and assume a 1 ps micropulse duration. The errors in the fluence values are derived from a 12 % random error

observed in previous damage tests on cadmium telluride, and the final column in each of tables 2a,b gives the fluence

damage thresholds scaled from the actual pulsewidths to a 1 jis pulsewidth assuming the t''''^ scaling law. This law

should yield fairly accurate scalings since the pulsewidths are already on the order of 1 ^is.

Table 2a. Damage Thresholds for Uncoated Cadmium Telluride; no harmonics

Pass# Spot Size Peak Micropulse Damage Fluence Macropulse Width Damage Fluence

(|im) Intensity (GW/cm^) (J/cm2) 1 |Lts; (J/cm^)

1 270 1.9 5.0 ±0.6 0.45 7.6 ±0.9

2 370 1.3 5.2 ±0.6 0.70 6.2 ±0.7

3 420 0.9 8.5 ±1.0 1.8 6.3 ±0.8

Table 2b. Damage Thresholds for Uncoated Cadmium Telluride; harmonics included

Pass# Spot Size Peak Micropulse Damage Fluence Macropulse Width Damage Fluence

Intensity (GW/cm^) (J/cm2) (MS) 1 )as; (J/cm^)

1 160 2.3 5.6 ±0.7 0.39 9.0 ±1.1

2 300 0.7 4.5 ±0.5 1.1 4.3 ±0.5

3 500 0.3 2.9 ±0.3 1.8 2.2 ±0.3

We see that the 1 |is fluence thresholds from table 2a are quite independent of peak intensity and show only a

slight decrease for increasing spot size; this is consistent with the observation that damage was primarily due to the

macropulse fluence. [We also find that the damage fluences scaled from 1 |xs to 1 ps via t^^^ are larger than the

actual micropulse fluences encountered, so that the x^^^ scaling law is not inconsistent with our observations.] In

comparison, table 2b shows a marked decrease of damage threshold with spot size, and the thresholds are

significantly lower than those for comparable spot sizes in the case where harmonics were filtered. This leads us to

speculate that free carriers produced by the coherent laser harmonics reduce the damage threshold by causing

increased absorption of the fundamental. The most important contribution to free carrier generation is expected to be

from the third harmonic which contains 0.03% of the power at the fundamental. The effects are difficult to quantify,

however, because the propagating mode structure of the harmonics is unknown, and different wavelengths will focus

to different incident intensities as the sample position is varied.

4.3. Future Experiments

Considerations for future characterization of the damage threshold include holding the macropulse width constant

and varying the incident intensity by means of crossed polarizers placed in front of the ZnSe pickoff plate. This will

allow the ratio of sampling and transmission detector signals to remain constant so that the latter can be used to

accurately monitor the onset of damage as the incident intensity is varied. We will continue to concentrate on

multishot, single-site damage studies since this is the realistic mode of operation in a free electron laser. We also

intend to investigate average power effects independently of peak intensity by employing the second-reflection mirror

to outcouple the entire macropulse. In this case, the skewed reflection from this mirror can be appropriately eliminated

by means of an aperture so that the incident mode size can be accurately assessed.
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As a final note, we record here that the silver coated, diamond turned copper cavity mirrors used in our laser have

exhibited no evidence of any damage under incident fluences up to 58 J/cm^, which fluence was achieved using a 62°

calcium fluoride Brewster plate. We hope to increase this fluence to 1 00 J/cm^ in the near future in order to

demonstrate an even higher damage resistance for these mirrors under the unique pulse structure and wavelength

regime of our laser.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have described observations of intracavity damage on samples of CVD zinc selenide used as

output couplers in the Stanford Mark III free electron laser, and we have derived fluence damage thresholds ranging

from 8.2 J/cm^ to 1 1 .3 J/cm^ for macropulses of 2 \is duration and wavelengths in the range of 3 |j.m to 4 |j.m. Spot

sizes were approximately 1 .4 mm and peak micropulse intensities were on the order of 5 GW/cm^. The optical damage
seemed to occur at defects near the surfaces in the form of pitting and melting and led in cases of catastrophic (self-

quenching) damage to a coalesced molten crater or bulk fracture due to thermal stress. The initiation of surface pitting

may be correlated with hydrocarbon absorption in the surfaces [3], since the vibrational modes of -CHn are consistent

with the wavelengths at which damage was observed. However, this hypothesis cannot be confirmed with the present

data because no correlations were obtained among the wavelength, damage threshold, or run time before onset of

damage.

We have also presented preliminary results in an experiment to characterize the damage threshold of cadmium

telluride. Damage thresholds for uncoated samples in air at 3.2 |j.m were approximately 6.3 J/cm^ for macropulses

scaled to a 1)j,s duration using the x^^^ law, and these thresholds were generally independent of spot size and peak

intensity for cases in which the laser harmonics were filtered from the beam. However, tests including the laser

harmonics yielded significantly lower damage thresholds, leading us to speculate that free carriers produced by the

coherent laser harmonics reduced the damage threshold by causing increased absorption of the fundamental. Finally,

we described future experiments in which other parameters such as peak intensity and average macropulse power will

be varied in order to map the damage threshold dependence on these parameters.

We wish to gratefully acknowledge II - VI Incorporated, Saxonburg, PA for donating the cadmium telluride

samples used in these damage studies. We would also like to thank Brian Newnam and Dave Deacon for helpful
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was supported by Army contract DAAL03-86K-0122 and Los Alamos National Laboratory contract 9XFH1725G1.
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Figure 1 . Output coupling system for the Mark III free electron laser.
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Figure 2. Non-catastrophic surface pitting in a sample of CVD ZnSe; (a), photomicrograph showing random pitting;

(b), photomicrograph showing structure of individual pits. Note the distortion between the pits and the

occurence of smaller damage damage sites.
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Figure 3. Photomicrograph of catastrophic damage in a sample of CVD ZnSe due to coalescence of molten pits

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Electron micrographs of catastrophic damage in ZnSe; (a), crater showing coalescence of pits around the

edges; (b), single pit showing fracture lines at the bottom.
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Figure 7. Optical beamlino for damage studies on cadmium telluride
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Silicon Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are widely used for

detection of visible and near infrared laser radiation. The laser

damage of the APD investigated using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser pulse

of 15 ns duration is reported in this paper. Two types of laser

damage threshold measurements were performed on the APDs. The

minimum flux level of 1064 nm laser radiation resulting in degraded

signal-to-noise ration (SNR) is considered the primary type of

detector damage. This type of detector damage can be defined in

terms of a rearrangement of electrical charge in the semiconductor

resulting in increased noise current and therefore poor SNR. The

second type of laser damage threshold measurements were performed

where the laser power on the detector was increased to the level

producing not only a decrease in SNR, but also resulting in visible

deformation on the surface of the detector. This type of detector

damage can be defined in terms of a rearrangement of some of the

atoms of the crystal due to the thermal effects of the laser pulses.

Key Words: APD; Avalanche Photodetector; detectors for Nd:YAG

laser; Laser damage threshold of APD; Silicon Detector.

1. Introduction

Silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are widely used for detection of

visible and near infrared laser radiation. The laser damage has been studied

for the detector materials (see ref. 1-5). However, the laser damage threshold

measurement data for the APD have not been sufficiently studied. Kruer

et.al., (ref. 6) at the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.,

investigated silicon P-N photodiodes and reported a damage threshold of 3.8

giga watts per sq. cm for 17 nsec pulses of 1.06 micron. The damage threshold

data for the APD was collected at Litton Laser Systems, Orlando, FL.
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A brief description of the detector configuration and the theory of

operation is provided in this section.

A silicon photodiode, a solid-state device that converts incident light

into an electric current, consists of a shallow diffused P-N junction,

normally a P on N configuration (ref. 7). Diffused silicon sensors can be

divided into four different types depending upon their processing method as

shown in figure 1.

1) Planar Diffusion Type: In this configuration, the junction surface of

the silicon chip is passivated by a thermally grown oxide layer (SiO^)

yielding photodiodes with a low level dark current.

2) Low-Capacitance Planar Diffusion Type: This is a high speed version

of the planar diffusion type photodiode. This type makes use of

highly pure, high resistance N-type material to enlarge the depletion

layer and thereby decrease the junction capacitance, lowering the

response time.

3) PIN Type: This improved version of the low capacitance planar

diffusion device makes use of an extra high resistance I layer between

the P and N layers to improve the response time.

4) Avalanche Type: If a reverse bias is applied to a P-N junction and a

high field formed within the depletion layer, photon carriers will be

.accelerated by this field. They will collide with atoms in the field

and produce secondary carriers. These secondary carriers will also

collide and produce more carriers. The process occurs repeatedly and

is known as the avalanche effect. Since it results in the signal

being amplified, this type of device is ideal for detecting extremely

low levels of light.

A brief theory of operation of the silicon photodiode (ref. 8, 9) is also

provided in this section. Figure 2(a) shows a cross-section of a photodiode.

The P-layer material at the light sensitive surface and the N material at the

substrate form a P-N junction which operates as a photoelectric converter.

The usual P-layer for a silicon photodiode is formed by selective diffusion of

boron to a thickness of approximately 1 micron, and the neutral region at the

junction between P and N layers is known as the depletion layer. By varying

and controlling the thickness of the outer P-layer, bottom N-layer and

substrate N-layer, as well as the doping concentration, the spectral and

frequency responses can be controlled.
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When light is allowed to strike a photodiode, the electrons within the

crystal structure become stimulated. If the light energy is greater than the

bandgap energy Eg, the electrons are pulled up into the conduction band,

leaving holes in their places in the valence band (see figure 2(b)). These

electron-hole pairs occur throughout the P-layer, depletion layer and N-layer

materials. In the depletion layer the electric field accelerates the

electrons toward the N-layer and holes toward the P-layer. Of the

electron-hole pairs that are generated in the N-layer, the electrons, along

with the electrons that have arrived from the P-layer, are left in the N-layer

conduction band, while the holes diffuse through the N-layer up to the P-N

junction while being accelerated, and collected in the P-layer valence band.

In this manner, electron-hole pairs which are generated in proportion to the

amount of incident light are collected in the N-layer and P-layer. This

results in a positive charge in the P-layer and negative charge in the

N-layer. If an external circuit is connected between the P and N-layers,

electrons will flow away from the N-layer and holes from the P-layer toward

the opposite electrode.

Laser damage produced in these semiconductor devices can be categorized

into two different types. The minimum flux level of the laser radiation

resulting in a permanent degradation of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is

considered the primary type of detector damage. This type of detector damage

can be defined in terms of a rearrangement of electrical charge in the

semiconductor. The second type of detector damage not only increases SNR, but

also results in visible deformation on the detector surface. This type of

detector damage can be defined in terms of a physical rearrangement of some of

the atoms of the crystal due to the thermal effects of the laser pulses. In

order to understand the silicon detector damage, a brief review of noise in

photodiodes is provided in section 2. of this paper.

2. Pulse Detection in Noise

The detection of a laser pulse of duration t immersed in white noise is

analyzed in the RCA Electro-Optics handbook and briefly reviewed in this

section. In figure 3, a mathematical description of the threshold detection

process is shown. For clarity, the figure shows separately the effect of the

match filter on the rectangular signal pulse and the white noise. At the

filter output, the signal current is denoted by i^, a triangular pulse of peak

amplitude 1^ (the same amplitude as the rectangular input pulse). The filter

output noise current i^ is Guassian with root mean square (RMS) value I given

by:
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(1)

where W = Single sided power spectral density of input white noise,

T = Input pulse duration.

The average false alarm rate FAR is the average number of times per

second the output noise current i^ exceeds the threshold value of the

detector. This rate is given by Rice (ref. 10):

1 -II/2I2
TM = e ^ " (2)

2/3t

As seen in the equation, FAR decreases rapidly with the increase in the

detector threshold value. When the signal is present, the probability that it

will be detected is very nearly the probability that the signal plus noise

exceeds the threshold at the instant of signal peak (ref. 11):

P, = P(i3 - i, > 1^) ^ P (in > It -
^s)

i (1 + erf (I^ - I^//2 IJ)

(3)

Thus, if the threshold has been set according to equation (2) to achieve a

given false alarm rate, then the peak signal to RMS noise current ratio I^/Ip

required to obtain a specified probability of detection can be obtained

using equation (3).

The total mean square shot noise for a photodiode can be given by:

^'n
= 2q - Ir - Isd ' % ' h^^^

where q = the charge on an electron,

B = the bandwidth,

^bd ~ ^^^^ ^^"^^ current,

Ip = the current due to detector damage,

^sd
^ surface dark current,

= the current due to background, and

= the optical signal current.

'bg

s

And for 100 percent modulation for RMS signal current is i^ = l5/*^2. Then the

available signal power is (ref. 12):
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s 0

1_ .

where R = the series resistance and

C = the parallel combination of the diode and parasitic

capacitance, and

0) = the resonant frequency.
0

The signal-to-noise ratio becomes

n
SNR = ^

. (6)
2 (i2 + 4 kTB/R^ 0)2 c2)

The last term in the denominator represents the Johnson noise, and

k = Boltzmann's current

T = absolute temperature.

In a practical photodiode the optical signal current 1^ is negligible in

comparison to the other current terms in equation (4). Then, by solving

equation (6), for we will get:

nq P5

13= . (7)

hv

where = the signal power,

n = the quantum efficiency,

h = Planck's constant, and

V = the frequency of light.

Thus, we obtain the well known expression (ref. 13) for P the signal power,

hv 2 SNR i2
,

P = (
^

)
'

. (8)

nq G2

This is the generalized equation for the silicon detector, where G is the

current gain = 1 for a PIN or P-N photodiode, and by inserting gain, the

equation can be used for avalanche photodiode. For SNR = 1, P is the noise

equivalent power (NEP).
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3. Theoretical Background

The two types of laser damage thresholds are observed for the APDs. The

first type of laser detector damage is defined in terms of a rearrangement of

electrical charge (REC) in the semiconductor and will generate an additional

shot noise term. The second type is defined in terms of a rearrangement of

the atoms (REA) of the crystal and results in a localized leakage path,

causing the detector to short circuit. It may be noted that the REC type of

detector damage should be considered the laser damage threshold since it is a

catastrophic, permanent failure of the detector, rather than a gradual

degradation as occurs with gamma and neutron radiation. The REC and REA types

of detector damage will require two different models. It is clear that the

model for the REC detector damage will be similar to the models for gamma and

neutron radiation degradation. The important difference between the REC type

detector damage and the damage in the detector due to gamma and neutron

radiation is that the REC damage is generally localized, while the nuclear

damage of the detector is over the entire detector area.

The second term in equation (4) for shot current is the noise current due

to the laser damage of the detector, and its RMS value can be given by the

relation:

^r
J7^^ = /2 qB (—1-) G2 , (9)

where A^ = the area of the detector damaged by a laser,

A = the total detector area, and

G = the detector current gain.

It may be noted that for PIN and P-N silicon photodiodes with gains equal

to one, this noise current will not significantly affect the false alarm rate,

however, the following numerical example will show that in the APD the REC

type of damage plays an important role.

For G =100,
B =50 MHz,

A^/A = 0.000001,

The RMS value of noise current 1^^^ will be 400 nA for the APD with this very

small A^/A ratio, which will result in an acceptable false alarm rate.
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Most of the published data of the silicon detector can be classified as

the REA type of laser damage. The laser damage threshold is characterized by

a temperature rise at the irradiated surface. A brief review of the thermal

model developed (ref. 14) is summarized here. The model treats a

semi-infinite solid irradiated by a Gaussian beam. The energy density

required to damage the sample can be given by:

X
6to(Tt^

E„ = EAT [ 1 + 1- ] , (10)

a tan" (46T/a 2 w

AT ps

(1 - R) a
where E^j = (11)

and A^ = the increase in surface temperature required for damage (melting

in this case)

,

a = the absorption coefficient,

R = the reflectivity,

s = the specific heat,

p = the density,

6 = the laser pulse width, and

a = the beam radius.

The first term in equation (10) is dominant at short times, where thermal

conduction is not important and the temperature change is determined by the

depth (a~^) over which the energy is absorbed. The second term is dominant at

long times where the heat diffusion distance, /(6t), is much greater than the

absorption depth (a"'^). In the limit of 46t << a^ then tan"'^(46T/a2)^ becomes

(46t « a^)^ and equation (11) will be:

^o^^AT^l^^^-J-)^ • (12)

In the limit of 46t << a^ then tan"l(46T/a2)^ becomes -n/Z and equation (11)

wi 11 be

:

Eq s E^^ 26Ta/aA . (13)

Thus the irradiation time dependance of the damage thresholds exhibits

three distinct regions of behavior. For short times where heat diffuses a

distance that is small compared to the absorption depth (a"'^) and the beam

radius (a), no appreciable energy leaves the absorption region. In this short
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tine limit, is approxinat.ely constant and power density varies inversely

as T. For intermediate times. is proportional and is inversely

proportional to the square root of the irradiation time. In the long time

limit, a steady state thermal distribution exists and the detector surface

reaches a terminal temperature for a given power density. In this time

region, P^ approaches a constant asymptote and approaches an asymptote

which increases linearly with irradiation time.

4. Experimental

APDs were exposed to pulses of 1.064 micron radiation, using Litton Laser

Systems model P-3 laser. Model P-3 uses a 5 mm diameter by 50 mm long Nd:YAG

laser rod and provides output energy of 53.2 mJ per pulse for repetition rates

up to 20 Hz. The laser uses a Pockels cell Q-switch to produce pulse widths

of 15 ns. The experimental set-up used is shown in figure 4. As seen in the

figure, although the detector active area is significantly smaller than the

laser beam diameter, for the purpose of alignment, an LLS model PL-100 laser

was used. Model PL-100 uses a GaAs laser diode with collimating optics.

The power density was varied by using glass filters. The beam profile of

the model P-3 laser is approximately Gaussian and, by using 0.5 mm diameter

aperture, only the center portion of 5 mm diameter beam was used. The energy

density of this pulse laser was measured by a EG&G model 580 radiometer using

a 90-10 beam splitter. The beam splitter provided 10 percent of the beam for

continuous measurement. The power was varied by using a combination of glass

filters in front of the laser, rather than reducing input power to the laser

flashlamp in order to keep the beam quality (profile) the same at different

laser output power levels.

The silicon detectors selected for the laser damage threshold

measurements were RCA models C30954E and C30904-54E APDs. The difference

between models C30954E and C30904-54E is the mechanical package. Model

C30904-54E uses fiber optics of a core diameter 0.5 mm and numerical aperture

0.6 in front of the detector chip as an integral part. The characteristics of

the detectors are shown in Table I. It may be noted that each detector was

found to provide high responsivity of 0.36 A/W at 1064 nm wavelength.

The APD under test was first characterized for its critical parameters,

namely, the dark current and responsivity. Then the detector was placed with

its pre- and post-amplifier on the laser damage threshold measuring test

fixture. The detector and the aperture were aligned on the fixture using the

GaAs diode laser which was aligned with the Nd:YAG laser. The laser damage
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Table I. AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE CHARACTERISTICS

RCA C30954E RCA C30904-54E

Diameter (mm) 0.8 0.8

Area (sq.mm) 0.5 0.5

Light Pipe Core (mm) 0.5

Package L-569 L-1048

APD Serial No. 8616 7520 7519 0601 0597 0566

Operating Voltage (V) 418 364 420 365 364 386

Breakdown Voltage (V) 462 418 470 408 412 426

Dark Current (nA) 45 39 34 30 30 38

Responsivity (A/w) 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36

Laser Damage Threshold 0.302 >0.302 0.099 2.183

measurements were performed at 19.9 Hz repetition rate and 15 ns pulse width

pulses of the NdrYAG laser. The power density on the detector was increased

in steps.

5. Results and Conclusions

The data collected for the laser damage threshold are also summarized in

Table I. Although the number of parts damaged during the tests were small, it

may be noted that the APDs' damage threshold was measured to be significantly

smaller than 3.8 giga watts per sq. cm previously reported for the silicon PIN

photodetector (ref. 1). The APDs damaged during these measurements were

evaluated for the dark current and the responsivity. The data collected show

that the responsivity of the detector was not significantly changed, while the

dark current was increased by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the

dark current magnitude was proportional to the ratio A^/A for the detector.

In equation (9) the relationship between
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the dark current and ratio A^/A is shown. A photograph of this damage is

shown in figure 5(b). This damage sight is not visible to the naked eye [see

figure 5(a) microscope magnification 15x]. In this REC type of detector

damage it may be noted that the damage sight is not circular.

In figure 6, the REA type of detector damage is shown. In this type of

laser damage, threshold is characterized by the temperature rise at the

irradiated surface. The molten material can be seen in figure 6(b), at 250x

magnification. This type of damage not only increases the dark current but

also decreases the responsivity of the detector. The REA type of damage

threshold can be obtained using equation (10) which is plotted in figure 7.

The figure also shows the REC type of laser damage threshold data obtained.
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PHOTOMICROGRAPH FOR AVALANCHE PHOTODETECTOR
(MAG. 15X)
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FIGURE 5.0
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PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF REA TYPE DETECTOR DAMAGE
(MAG. 180X)

PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF REA TYPE DETECTOR DAMAGE
(MAG. 360X)
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FIGURE 6.0
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Multiphoton Photoconductivity and Laser Induced Damage
in Alkali-Halide Crystals under Picosecond Pulses

from YAG:Nd Laser and its Harmonics

S.V. Garnov, A.S. Epifanov, S.M. Klimentov,
A. A. Manenkov, and A.M. Prokhorov

General Physics Institute of the Academy of Sciences
Moscow, USSR

The results are presented of studying photoconductivity
induced by picosecond pulses of the second, third, and fourth
harmonics of YAG:Nd- laser in KCl , NaCl ,

KBr, KI crystals. The
processes of multiphoton photoexcitation of nonequilibrium
carriers are revealed up to the 4-th order and thfe corresponding
multiphoton absorption coefficients are measured. Drift mobility
of thermalized nonequilibrium electrons is measured. The role of
multiphoton absorption in laser- induced damage in crystals is

discussed. With a view to elucidating the role of impurities
(inclusions) in the laser induced damage in alkali-halide
crystals in the picosecond region, impurity photoconductivity is

studies depending on thermal treatment of crystals.

Key Words: alkali-halide crystals; drift mobility; multiphoton
absorption; photoconductivity; picosecond laser pulse damage.

1. Introduction

The role of multiphoton absorption in laser induced damage to transparent
solids has been discussed in a series of works (see reviews [1,2] and references
therein) . It has been theoretically proved that multiphoton absorption may serve
as source of seed electrons for their successive multiplication in the impact
ionization process, or may directly lead to the material damage due to generation
a large number of nonequilibrium carriers in the conduction band, enough for
strong heating of the lattice. An essential role of multiphoton processes in
laser induced damage in semiconductors and dielectrics has been pointed out in
some works (see, for instance, [3,4]), but so far there is no reliable evidence
of a decisive role of these processes in laser induced damage. More over, only
some works [5,9] (see also references in [10]) and [11-13] which appeared later,
are devoted to experimental research of multiphoton processes in wide-gap
dielectrics. It is likely that sufficiently reliable results have been obtained
in only a few studies of multiphoton processes [8-9, 11-13].

The present paper reports a detailed study of the use of picosecond pulses
of the second, third and fourth harmonics of the Nd:YAG laser in multiphoton
excitation of free carriers (electrons) in chemically pure (without injected
impurities) KCl, NaCl, KBr, and KI crystals. As an investigative technique we
selected picosecond laser photoconductivity ([9,13]. It is the most efficient
and straightforward way to record carriers, and features both high sensitivity
and temporal resolution, making it advantageous over the photoacoustic and
luminescence techniques used in [11] and [12]. Because the threshold intensity
for laser damage by picosecond pulses is large, we were able to study excitation
for multiphoton processes over a wide range of intensities under conditions not
influenced by breakdown phenomena. This allows us to measure the dependence of
the photoconductivity signal on laser intensity, and to unambiguously identify
the intrinsic absorption.

Besides intrinsic photoconductivity caused by multiphoton interband
transitions in the alkali-halides matrix, we have also studies extrinsic
photoconductivity associated with photoionization of uncontrollable (parasitic)
impurity present in some samples. An interest to this investigation is

associated, in particular, with elucidating how these impurities affect the laser
induced damage process. In case of damage by nanosecond laser pulses, a decisive
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role of inclusions is well established [1,2], whereas for damage by shorter
pulses the influence of impurities has not so far been studied enough to make
definite conclusions. In section 6 of this paper we present the results of
studying the influence of the thermal treatment of crystals on both the extrinsic
photoconductivity and the thresholds of picosecond laser damage.

2. Experimental

We used pulses of the fourth, third and second harmonics of a picosecond
YAG:Nd laser that was developed especially for this work. The laser exhibited
enhanced stability of spatial, temporal and energy parameters of high-power
pulses produced at high conversion efficiency (tens of percent) from the

fundamental, X = 1.064 nm. In this case, the beam retained its Gaussian beam
distribution. The pulse duration at the fundamental frequency was 55-60 ps

;

harmonic pulses were shorter by n where n is the harmonic number.

The experimental arrangement for recording the photoconductivity signal is

shown in Fig. 1. Cleaved, 3x15x15 mm'' alkalihalide samples were placed between
electrodes. A bell-shaped electric pulse with duration of 100 fis and magnitude,
Ug

,
up to 4 KV was applied to the electrode in synchronism with the laser

irradiation. The photocurrent signal was directly taken by a cable with a wave
resistance R=50 Ohm. The signal was recorded with a wide-band oscilloscope. The

recording circuit was carefully screened, so that the noise level did not exceed
1 mV in the 0-500 MHz band. Temporal resolution was limited by the oscilloscope
band width to be 1 ns . (Special investigation has shown the intrinsic temporal
resolution to be not worse than 100 ps

.

To exclude surface photoconductivity, the electrodes were made slightly
smaller than the crystal dimensions, and the crystals were constantly heated, by
a halogen lamp or by warm air, to a temperature of 50-60°C. The influence of the

electrodes was also excluded, since neither direct nor scattered radiation got on

them. Note that the "parasitic" signal from surfaces of crystals and electrodes

had a characteristic irregular shape and life time of 5-10 times that of the

legitimate signal. Sites in the crystal were irradiated only once to prevent

accumulation effects, particularly of laser- induced radiation defects. To

increase radiation intensity, the input beam was slightly focussed by a lens of

long focal length to diameter of 0.3-1.0 mm at the entrance surface of the

crystal

.

3. Absorption Coefficient Measurement Procedure

The measurements of the multiphoton absorption coefficients presented are

based on comparison of the corresponding photoconductivity signals with that at

two-photon excitation of free carriers with the known two-photon absorption

coefficients [8]. This approach improves the measurement accuracy by

eliminating, for instance, some uncertainty in the geometry of the interaction

volume and in the characteristics of the recording circuit.

According to the definition of the K-photon absorption coefficients, fi^. :

A dl r--

= - ) P.

I dZ ^ (1)

k=l

where 1=1 (r.z.t) is the intensity of a beam propagating through a sample with a

length 1, r, and Z are transverse and longitudinal coordinates, respectively, and

t is time.
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In case of weak absorption, when

• V"-^ (r,o,t)« 1 «1

the number of the electrons Nj^ ,
appeared in the conduction band may be written

as :

(2)

where n^^ is effective electron concentration, Vj^ is an effective interaction
volume

.

For a Gaussian pulse with the intensity distribution:

I(r,o,t) = Io'exp( )'exp( )

the introduced parameters appeared to be equal:

lo'^ ^ro2 1

n, =^,. .t,
,

V, = (3)

n
where oj is the exciting light frequency, tj^ = ( — )^ r is the effective pulse

k
width

.

One can show that the amplitude Up^ of the photoconductivity voltage, recorded by
oscilloscope, has the form:

Upc - <=' \ R i> (—
) (^)

Here e and /j, are the charge and drift mobility of the electrons, L is the
distance between the electrodes, a is a geometric factor describing deviation
from the plane capacitor approximation (a = I), V is the signal transfer
function, Tj. is the electron recombination time, is the transient
characteristic time of the rscording apparatus.

Formula (4) has been obtained assuming that the external field screening by
free carriers is absent (this was certainly fulfilled in the experiment at
relatively low concentrations of free carriers) and that the electron
recombination is linear:

nj, = TXy^ (0) exp i-t/T^ ) (5)
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The latter condition was probably also realized in the experiment, since the
values n,; did not exceed 10" cm" ^

, at which quadratic recombination made no
contribution, and the recorded photoconductivity signal had an exponential shape.
Note that expression (4) was carefully experimentally controlled. Checked were
the signal linearity to the applied voltage Uq

, proportionality of Up^ to l/l?
and 1, dependence of Up^. upon rQ and .

From (2) and (3,4) one can readily obtain expressions for the ratios of the
multiphoton absorption coefficients. At a given value of Up^ and equal spot
sizes of the exciting radiation beams, they have the form:

9 v/ 3 w.

I 3
•^0

, 3

•'-0
, 2

(6)

T *
"0

, «

(7)

I 2

Indices 2, 3, 4 at w, t, and Ig denote the frequency, pulse width, and
intensity of the laser radiation leading to the two-, three-, and four-photon
excitation of the free carriers.

Relationships (6) and (7) show that the accuracy of determining the ratios
of the multiphoton absorption coefficients depends only on the accuracy of
determining laser pulse parameters. This requires a rigorous laser stability and
beam quality which are satisfied in our laser system.

4. Experimental Results

For the crystals examined, the dependence of photoconductivity voltage on
laser intensity are presented in figures 2 and 3. All the measurements were made
under identical conditions, i.e. at equal geometric sizes of the samples (L=3 mm,
1=10 mm), equal laser beam cross-section (n-rg^ = 4.10"^ cm^ ) , at the same applied
voltage Ug = 3.6 KV and the same recording circuit (Tj. = ' ns) . The obtained
results are seen to be well described by power functions (dotted lines) with the

powers k=2
, 3, and 4, corresponding to two-, three-, and four-photon excitation

of free carriers. The multiphoton absorption coefficients obtained from these
experimental results are listed in the table. To determine them we have used the

two-photon absorption coefficients directly measured by N. Bloembergen at at. [8]

for a great number of wide-gap crystals at A = 0.266 //m and A = 0.355 nm (fourth
and third harmonics of a picosecond YAG:Nd laser). Analysis of the errors
associated with the accuracy of the energy, pulse width, and beam radius
measurements (10, 20, and 15 percent, respectively) has shown that with due

regard to the spread of the experimental data and accuracy of fi^. • the value of

the multiphoton absorption coefficients cannot differ from the presented ones

more than by a factor of 2 . 2 for 2252, ^'^'^ ^ factor of 2.8 for fi^ .

Our results can be compared with the previously published results which are,

in our opinion, most reliable [11, 12]. For KI at A = 0.532 ^m, the three-photon

absorption cross section is = 6 x 10"^^ cm^ sec^ [H], which corresponds to a

calculated absorption of 4.9 x 10"^^ cm^ W'^. The four-photon absorption cross

section for NaCl at A = 0.532 /zm, = 1.5 x 10" i'' cm^ s^ [12], corresponds to an

absorption coefficient of 0.65 x 10"^^ cm^ W" ^ . The published result for KI

agrees with our data; for NaCl there is a discrepancy. Note, however, that the

accuracy of our results are determined by the accuracy of measurements of fi^

of laser parameters. When photoacoustic or luminescence measurements are used,

the accuracy is influenced by an adopted model of the transfer of electron energy

to the lattice, and the error can be as large as an order of magnitude [12].
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Our approach to measuring multiphoton absorption coefficients may be used
for determining their spectral dependencies. As an example we present the value

of the two-photon absorption coefficient at A = 0.355 we have measured: ^2
3.6 X 10'^^ cm W" ^ . A considerable decreasing of the absorption coefficient at

this wavelength compared to its value at X = 0.266 /im (obtained in [8]) is due to

the fact that transitions of the carriers into the conduction band proceed in

this case from the edge of the valence band (the energy gap for KBr is 7.3 eV,

the YAG:Nd laser third harmonics energy is 3.51 eV) . Note also that the signal
is quadratically dependent on intensity (see Fig. 3) . This indicates that the

two-photon excitation process prevails over the three-photon process in the given
intensity range.

5. Electron Drift Mobility Measurement

Calibration of the photoconductivity signal by the known two-photon
absorption allows use of formula (4) for determining drift mobility of the

thermalized nonequilibrium electrons. An error in determining n is mainly due to

a geometrical factor a and signal transfer function V- Analysis shows, however,
that the uncertainty in the value of ^ does not exceed 50-70%. The ^l values
measured by this procedure are listed in the table.

It is worth noticing that for KCl, NaCl, and KI crystals the obtained values
of drift mobility are by an order of magnitude less than those of Hall's mobility
[15], whereas fir KBr their values actually coincide.

6. Impurity Photoconductivity

Excitation of free carriers due to impurity photoionization has been studied
on KCl crystals which contained OH' and other impurities. The 0.355 fim radiation
in these samples was revealed to give rise, along with intrinsic electron
excitation, to extrinsic excitation into the conduction band, which is indicated
by the intensity dependence of photoconductivity shown in figure 4. It has two
characteristic parts: linear at low intensities (extrinsic excitation), and
superlinear at high intensities. This can be easily understood if one takes into
account in expression (4) contributions of the three-photon (intrinsic) and
single-photon (extrinsic) absorption. Indeed, in the case:

where fi^ is the linear absorption coefficient, whose value is equal to 7.10'^ cm'
^. At an intensity I'g = 1.5 x 10^° W cm"^ both terms in (7) become equal. At
intensities higher Ig three-photon absorption starts to play a decisive role.

When investigating temperature dependencies of the photoconductivity signal
it was revealed that the KCl samples, whose photoconductivity at A = 0.355 pm was
evidently extrinsic, sharply changed their properties after thermal treatment in
the following way: heating up to the temperature close to the melting point
(T=T^.(5 10)°C), holding at this temperature for about 30 min, and then fast
cooling. After this treatment the intensity dependence of the photoconductivity
voltage became close to cubic and actually coincided with that obtained in the

originally pure samples, thus indicating an Intrinsic three-photon excitation of
the carriers.

A similar thermal treatment has been used in the study of laser- induced
damage in these crystals [16]. Heat treatment increased the threshold for
crystals that initially had low threshold, but did not alter high- threshold
crystals. For instance, for KCl at A = 1.064 fim, heat treatment produced a five
fold increase in threshold to a value approaching that of the best crystals.
Since the same pattern was observed in our study of photoconductivity, we assume
there is a correlation between temperature- induced reduction of extrinsic
picosecond laser photoconductivity temperature - induced increase of damage

1

(8)
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resistance in the nanosecond range. One may also assume a similar correlation
exists for damage thresholds of picosecond laser breakdown. To test this, we

made comparative measurements at both X = 1.064 pim and A = 0.355 fim, of the bulk
damage threshold of initially pure and doped KCl crystals. The laser radiation
was focused into the samples by a lens with focal length of 45 mm. Samples were
tested before and after thermal treatment, but the treatment did not effect
thresholds measured at either wavelength.

7. Discussion

Our investigations showed that photoexcitation of free carriers in wide-band
dielectrics can be efficiently studied by measurement of picosecond laser
photoconductivity. It enables reliable recording of multiphoton processes and

accurate measurements of relevant absorption coefficients. The high sensitivity
allows detection of low-concentration impurities in crystals and measurement of

their ionization cross sections.

At intensities near the breakdown threshold (I 10^^ W cm' ^ ) multiphoton
absorption may provide an essential heating of the crystal and cause damage.

Indeed, at an intensity of Iq = 5 x 10^^ W cm'^ in NaCl and KCl, effective
absorption coefficients for 2-, 3-, and 4-photon excitation of carriers are 104

cm"^ (A = 0.266 /im) , 10^ cm' ^ (A = 0.355 ^m) and 5 x 10^ cm" ^

(A = 0.532
,
respectively.

From our study of picosecond extrinsic photoconductivity and thermal
treatment, we conclude that impurities and inclusions have less impact on

picosecond laser damage than in damage induced by longer (nanosecond) pulses.

However, a special study is certainly required to make a definite statement
about the role of inclusions and impurities on ultrashort-pulse damage.
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8 . Figure Captions

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement used for recording photoconductivity.
Figure 2. Intensity dependence of photoconductivity voltage in KCl and NaCl.
Figure 3. Intensity dependence of photoconductivity voltage in KBr and KI

.

Figure 4. Intensity dependence of impurity photoconductivity in KCl at
X = 0.355 /jm before and after thermal treatment.
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Radiation- Induced Absorption In Fused Silica
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The transient radiation- induced absorption in fused silica due to neutron and 7-
ray irradiation has been investigated. Transient absorption coefficients at 325 nm
have been measured during and after pulsed reactor (TRIGA) irradiation. Radiation-
induced absorption results from the generation of color centers.

Most of the previous efforts have been concerned with the permanent effects due
to low dose rate steady-state irradiations. This study focuses on the transient
effects due to pulsed irradiations and their dependence on dose rate and total dose.
The transient absorption coefficient increases very rapidly to a maximum value during
the pulse, then decreases over a time period >1000 seconds to a permanent value after
the pulse. In general, the absorption coefficient is found to increase with
increasing dose rate and total dose.

Key words: color center; Corning 7940; fused silica; radiation- induced optical
absorption; reactor irradiation; transient absorption; nuclear piamped laser; free
electron pumped laser.

1. Introduction

Optical components of Nuclear -Pumped Laser (NPL) and Free Electron Laser (FEL) systems may
be exposed to intense environments. The radiation- induced optical absorption (a) in the window
and substrate materials resulting from pulsed irradiation can have a great impact on the optical
performance of those materials. Typically, a reaches a maximum value (a^^x^ during pulsed
irradiation and then decreases to an asymptotic permanent value afterwards. This phenomena can
lead to incorrect gain measurements in the development of laser systems. Measurements of gain
in such systems must take into account the transient radiation- induced absorption in the system
optics. In addition, laser operation itself can be severely effected.

A schematic of the radiation- induced absorption mechanisms is given in figure 1. Excellent
review papers [1,2] on radiation- induced absorption have been published and therefore only a

brief description of the processes involved will be discussed here. Radiation- induced
absorption is due to the formation of color centers. 7-rays interact with the material to

produce Compton electrons and the neutrons interact to produce secondary electrons. At the same

time, the neutrons and Compton electrons cause atom displacements to create defects in the

material through momentum transfer. The Compton and secondary electrons then interact with the

material to generate electron-hole pairs. Also, the electron-hole pairs recombine non-

radiatively to create defects. The electrons or holes then become trapped at the radiation-

created defects or inherent defects to form color centers.

Most of the previous efforts have concentrated on the permanent absorption [1,2,3]

resulting from low dose rate steady-state irradiations. Prior studies of the transient

radiation- induced absorption resulting from pulsed irradiation have been made at 215 nm [4] and

at 257 nm [5]. The present study focuses on the transient radiation- induced absorption at 325

nm in type-Ill (=1200 ppm OH) fused silica (Corning 7940) as a result of pulsed reactor (TRIGA)

irradiation. The radiation characteristics of the TRIGA reactor pulses are given in table 1.

Presented in the table are the neutron and 7 fluxes and fluences for three typical different

size single pulses. The size of the pulses are characterized in terms of excess reactivity ($).

All of the irradiations and absorption measurements presented in this paper were done at room

temperature, although during the radiation pulse the temperature of the sample was raised =8 °C.

2. Experimental

A schematic of the experimental set-up is given in figure 2. A sample of the optical

material to be studied was placed in a multi-pass optical cavity which was then positioned

adjacent to the reactor core in the through-port of the TRIGA reactor. The multi-pass cavity

utilizes a Lissajou-type resonator which increases the sensitivity of the absorption
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Table 1. TRIGA Reactor Pulse Characteristics

Reactivity ($) 3.00 2.50 1.75

Peak

7 Dose Rate (MRad/s)
Thermal Neutron Flux (n/cm^s)
Fast Neutron Flux (n/cm^s)

35

4.3x10
4.0x10

15

15

21

2.6x10^^
2.4x1015

7.4
8.9x10
8 . 3x10

14

14

Total

7 Dose (MRad)
Thermal Neutron Fluence (n/cm^)
Fast Neutron Fluence (n/cm^)

0.50_

6.2x10
5.7x10

13

13

0.39.
4.8x10
4.5x10

13

13
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Figure 1. Schematic of radiation- induced
absorption mechanisms
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Figure 2. Schematic of experimental set-up.

measurements =40 times due to an increase in path length through the sample. A diagram of the

multi-pass cavity is given in figure 3. The mirrors are UV-enhanced aluminum and the lens is

fused silica. These materials were chosen to minimize the effects of irradiation on the

performance of the cavity.

Laser light from a He-Cd laser with a wavelength of 325 nm was directed through the sample
and multi-pass cavity. The output of the multi-pass cavity was then measured by photodiode
detectors and stored on a digital oscilloscope. A narrow band-pass filter (AA = 2.5 nm) was
used to reduce the background signal due to the fluorescence of the sample. A laser reference
signal was obtained by splitting the laser beam before it entered the multi-pass cavity to allow
accurate measurements of the absorption on long time scales after the irradiation pulse.

The effects of the pulsed irradiation on the multi-pass cavity optics have been determined
and were found to account for 3% of the total maximum absorption measured during the reactor
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Figure 3. Diagram of multi-pass (Lissaj ou- type) resonator.

pulse and for 75% of the total absorption measured at a time of 1000 s after the reactor pulse.
The absorption attributed to the cavity optics were subtracted from the total measured
absorption to yield the absorption coefficients for the fused silica.

3. Results

The radiation- induced absorption (a) as a function of time for a $3.00 pulse at room
temperature is given in figure 4. a reaches a maximum value

(Q!jj,ax^
°^ 0.0070 cm'^ during the

pulse then asymptotically approaches a permanent value afterwards, q^q and a]^Qoo
absorption coefficients at 40 and 1000 s after the pulse respectively, and are labeled on the

curve in figure 4. a for the fused silica decreases to 0.0001 cm' * at a time of 1000 s after
the pulse. This corresponds to a recovery of 99%.

The transient radiation- induced absorption in fused silica at 325 nm is compared to

previous work [4] at 215 nm in figure 5. The previous work was done on the same material
(Corning 7940) and at the same reactor (University of Illinois' TRIGA) . At 215 nm, a is found
to reach a maximum of 0.077 cm' ^ with a recovery of 53% to 0.036 cm' ^ . Since these experiments
were done at different times with different apparatus, and different quality Corning 7940
samples, etc., there remains some uncertainty about the validity of a direct comparison. Still

the large difference in a illustrates a strong wavelength dependence as oc^^y^ is an order of

magnitude greater at 215 nm than at 325 nm. In addition, the recovery of a proceeds slower and
to a lesser extent at 215 nm than at 325 nm. These results suggest that different color centers
are responsible for absorption at 325 nm vs. 215 nm.



The radiation- induced absorption as a function of time for a series of $3.00 reactor pulses
is given in figure 6. The pulses are 17 minutes apart with a dose of 0.5 MRad each.

<*niax' "40'
and aj^oOO each pulse in the series of pulses shown in figure 6 are given in figure 7 as

functions of dose. In general, a increases with increasing accumulated dose. If the color
centers are formed at the inherent defects, a would become saturated with increasing dose. And
if the color centers are formed at the radiation-created defects, a would be approximately
linear with increasing dose. The experimental data shows a combination of both of these trends.

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

fused silica

0.05 0.10 100 500 1000

t (s)

Figure 5. Comparison of radiation- induced absorption at 215 nm vs. 325 nm.

Figure 6. Radiation- induced absorption as a funtion of time for a series of pulses.

At low accumulated doses the color centers responsible for a^^j^ (the short-term color centers)
are formed at both the inherent and radiation-created defects. At high accumulated doses, the

short-term color centers are mainly formed at the radiation-created defects. These results are
presented in terms of a^ax/^' **4o/^' '^lOOO^'^

figure 8. 040/^ ^'^'^ "lOOO^'^ increase with
increasing dose indicating that the material recovers to a lesser extent as the accumulated dose
increases. This suggests that the fused silica network bonds, broken to create the defects,
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Figure 7. a^^y^, a^Q, and
Qj^qOO pulse in a series of pulses,

reform to a lesser extent as the accumulated dose increases (i.e., the annealing of the long-
term color centers decreases as the accumulated dose increases).

Some points about this data can be clarified by considering relative changes in a for each
pulse, a' is defined as the relative absorption coefficient. It measures the absorption as a

result of one pulse in a series of pulses and is normalised with the transmission through the

sample just prior to the particular pulse of interest. The difference between a and a' is

illustrated in figure 9. "^'uiax' "^'40' ^^'^ °'

accumulated dose for a series of pulses, a'
1000 are given in figure 10 as functions of

is found to exhibit a maximum with increasing
dose indicating that the maximum relative absorption coefficient is not constant for a series oi

pulses. Q'40 '^'lOOO ii^crease with increasing dose suggesting that the long-term color
centers anneal to a lesser extent as the accumulated dose increases. a' as a function of time

is given in figure 11 for a sample that had previously received 1.0 MRad and 6.5 MRad. At the

lower accumulated dose, a' recovers to a greater degree (99%) than at the higher accumulated
dose (73%) . This again indicates that the long-term color centers anneal to a lesser extent as

the accumulated dose increases.

0.015

Dose (MRad)

Figure 8. a-max' "'40- "'1000 ^^^^ pulse in a series of pulses,
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Figure 10. a' max

'

40' and a'j^oOO functions of accumulated dose.

a' and of'^iax/'^ functions of three different size single pulses are given in figures
12 and 13, respectively. The different size reactor pulses are characterized in terms of the

maximum dose rate during the pulse; the total dose is also shown. "'max i^i'^^^^^^s and t^'max/^
decreases with increasing maximum dose rate. However, since the integrated dose of a pulse also
increases with increasing pulse size (i.e., the maximum dose rate and integrated dose of a

reactor pulse are coupled)
,
figures 12 and 13 could also be presented in terms of the dose of

the different size reactor pulses and would exhibit the same trends. Indeed, the trends
observed in the figures are similar to those that would be expected for a as a function of dose

(i.e., the 0 - 0.5 Mrad range of figures 7 and 8). This negative curvature in figure 12 is

termed a dose effect because it shows a similar behavior as that seen in figure 7. If the

curvature in figure 12 were positive, going contrary to what would be expected by the increasing
dose alone, it would be termed a dose rate effect since it would only be attributable to the

increasing dose rate. Therefore, over the range of maximum dose rates shown in figures 12 and

13, a'n,gjj and "'^ax/^ appear to exhibit any dose rate effects. Earlier work [6] on Pyrex

at 632.8 nm is compared to the current work on fused silica at 325 run in figures 14 and 15. The

percent change in "'max/"^ ^ function of three different size single pulses for Pyrex and
fused silica is given in figure 14. "'max/'^ increases with increasing maximum dose rate for

Pyrex and decreases with increasing maximum dose rate for fused silica. Thus, Pyrex exhibits an

interesting dose rate effect whereas fused silica appears to exhibit only a dose effect. The

normalized absorption coefficient as a function of time for Pyrex and fused silica is given in

figure 15. Fused silica recovers slower but to a greater extent than Pyrex.
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Figure 11. a' for a sample at accumulated doses of 1.0 and 6 . 5 MRad.
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4. Conclusions

A multi-pass technique has been developed to enable high-sensitivity measurements of very

small transient radiation- induced absorption coefficients. Utilizing this technique, the

transient radiation- induced absorption in fused silica (type-Ill) at 325 nm has been

investigated. For a fresh sample, a is found to reach a maximum value of 0.0070 cm' ^ during a

0.5 MRad reactor pulse and then decreases to 0.0001 cm'i at a time of 1000 s after the pulse.

Therefore, a recovers to 99% of its initial value. However, as the accumulated dose on the
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Figure 16. Transmission spectra of fresh and irradiated fused silica.
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Figure 17. Continuation of figure 16.

sample is increased, the recovery is reduced. For example, after the dose is about 6.5 MRad, a

73% recovery is observed.

A previous study of radiation- induced absorption in fused silica at 215 nm found that a
reached a maximum value of 0.077
cm"^ during a 0.5 MRad reactor pulse with a subsequent recovery of 53% to 0.036 cm' ^ . The fact
that or exhibits such different behavior at the two wavelengths is characteristic of absorption
by color centers. Earlier work done on Pyrex (Corning 7740) at 632.8 nm showed an interesting
dose rate effect. The maximum q reached during a single reactor pulse normalized with the total
integrated dose of that pulse i'^' ^^k'^^^

found to increase with increasing pulse size (Djj,^^,

the maximum dose rate of the reactor pulse) . This dose rate effect was not observed in fused
silica (Corning 7940)

.
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How did the author distinguish losses in the resonator from losses in the
sample? The author replied he ran the resonator without the sample and calibrated the
experiment in this way.

Another questioner wondered if the dose rate effects reported could be
explained by the different compaction properties of pyrex as compared to fused silica?
In zircon, which is a zirconium silicate crystalline material, the material swells. I

there a correlation? The author replied that pyrex swells also but he had not looked
at pyrex in that detail. Pyrex is only 81% silicon dioxide and also contains boron,
which would interact with the neutrons in the reactor more strongly per dose than Si02
The fused silica was type 3, 1200 ppm OH, Corning 7940.
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Amorphous Si02 is material with unique physical properties, including excellent
optical transmission in the uv spectral range and a low coefficient of thermal expansion
at cryogenic temperature. These properties make it an attractive candidate for excimer
laser windows and as a surveillance mirror substrate. However, in both of these
applications the silica may be exposed to substantial doses of ionizing radiation, either
from the scattered electrons and x-rays from the laser pump or from the natural and/or
enhanced on-orbit space radiation environment. This paper reports the effects of
ionizing radiation on the uv transmission and density of Si02. Current mirror substrates
are fabricated from fused natural quartz. However, the greater purity of synthetic
sil ica leads to increased uv transmission and greater radiation resistance. Therefore,
measurements have been made on a large suite of silica samples, including fused quartz,
synthetic silica fabricated by flame hydrolysis, plasma fusion, or new techniques. In
some cases the observed radiation sensitivity has been related to fabrication technique
and impurity contents.

Key Words: density, ionizing radiation effects, laser windows, mirror substrates, silica, surface
deformation, uv transmittance

1. Introduction

Amorphous silica is an important material for many technological applications because of its
broad transmission window, which extends from < 0.20 to > 2.5 ym. In addition, silica is a strong,
stable, low density material with a coefficient of thermal expansion near zero at cryogenic
temperatures. These properties make silica attractive for both excimer laser windows and
surveillance mirror substrates.

The properties of silica, and in particular their response to ionizing radiation, are
determined to a large extent by the type and concentration of impurities such as alkali, aluminum,
chlorine, and hydroxyl; in turn these are influenced by the mode of glass formation. Bruckner [1]
classified silica into 4 types according to fabrication process: Type I is fused from natural
quartz in an electric arc and contains [OH] < 5 ppm, [Al] = 30-100 ppm, and [Na] = 1-4 ppm as the

most significant impurities. Type II is fused from natural quartz in a flame and contains [OH] =

150-400 ppm, the other impurities being similar. Types III and IV are synthetic and are prepared,
respectively, by hydrolysis of SiCl4 in a hydrogen-oxygen (or hydrocarbon-oxygen) flame, or
reaction of SiCl4 with O2 and fusion in a plasma. The most significant difference between Types
III and IV silica is the OH content, which is 1200 ppm in the former and < 3 ppm in the latter.

Since Bruckner's work in 1970, new ways of making silica have emerged. In particular, the
modified chemical vapor deposition process [2] is extensively used to deposit very high purity low-
OH silica for optical fiber waveguide applications. Various techniques for drying silica made by

flame hydrolysis have been developed, and sol -gel fabrication [3] can be used to make both thin
film and bulk forms. Although there have been extensive studies of the effects of radiation on the
optical transmission [4] and physical properties [5,6] of Types I-IV silica, there have been few
investigations of the more recently-developed forms. This paper reports a comparative study of the
radiation-induced optical absorption in a suite of amorphous silica samples fabricated by different
techniques. The radiation-induced compaction and the resultant deformation of polished surfaces
are also presented. Correlations between optical absorption and fabrication techniques have been

attempted, and the defect center responsible for the observed radiation damage has been identified
by correlating the density and deformation results with spectral measurements by optical and

electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopies.

Sachs Freeman Assoc., Inc., Landover, MD 20785
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2. Experimental

2.1 Samples Studied

Table 1 contains a list of the silica samples studied. Because of the higher metallic

impurity content (and hence greater radiation-induced optical absorption) of Types I and II silica,

the emphasis of the optical studies was on the synthetic materials, while Type II fused silica was

used for the density and deformation measurements since it is currently a candidate for mirror

substrates

.

Table 1. Samples Used in the Present Study

Silica OH Content (ppm)

Type II: Heraeus Optosil 30-50
Heraeus Ultrasil 30-50

Type III: Heraeus Suprasil 2 1200
Heraeus Fluosil SSI.

2

1200
Type IV: Heraeus Suprasil W2 (O2 Plasma) < 3

Mitsubishi (Ar Plasma) < 3

Other: Heraeus Suprasil 200 200
Heraeus Suprasil 300 « 1

Heraeus Suprasil 310 260
NRL MCVD < 1

2.2 Optical Absorption

The optical measurements were performed on samples 3-5 mm thick, which were polished and
measured before and after irradiation. All optical, density and deformation samples in this study
were electron-irradiated at 23 C to various doses with a 2 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator.
Following exposure to the highest dose, the samples were subjected to 10 min isochronal anneals
with temperature increments of 50 C. Optical absorption measurements were made between 0.185-
0.800 ym on a Gary 17D spectrophotometer interfaced to an IBM PC computer. Gaussian resolutions
were performed on all spectra following conversion of the abscissa from wavelength to energy.

Because of the problem of uniqueness of resolving spectra into Gaussian bands, the following
methodology was adopted: First, the spectrum obtained after a sample was exposed to the highest
dose was resolved into the minimum number of component bands. Then, the spectra after each anneal
were likewise resolved, varying only the height of the component bands while keeping the same
central energy and width. This procedure constrains the effect of annealing to changing the
concentration of defect centers, whereas allowing the peak energy and width of the bands to vary
with annealing could be interpreted as allowing the physical nature of the color centers to change.

However, it became evident that this procedure of minimum number of bands might not have

physical meaning. For example, an excellent fit to the experimental spectrum of irradiated

Suprasil W2 shown as the heavy line in figure 1 could be obtained with 3 bands, and excellent

resolutions of all the spectra recorded after anneals from 23 to 750 C could likewise be obtained

by varying only the heights of these bands. [7] In this case the large peak near 0.22 ym shown in

figure 1 was fit with a band centered at 5.71 eV. However, it is well known from the early work of

Weeks and Sender [8] that the Ej' center absorption is at 5.85 eV, while that of the E2' center is

at 5.5 eV (see table 2 for a description of these centers). [9] Since the ESR spectra of the E'

centers were easily detected in all irradiated silicas, the correct resolution of the 0.22 ym band

is. into two components at 5.5 and 5.85 eV, resulting in the 4 band fit for the radiation-induced

absorption shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 illustrates the point that it is insufficient to resolve optical spectra into a

minimum number of Gaussian components; rather, one must be constrained by the results of other

spectroscopies and prior studies on more "well-behaved" samples such as the Type III Corning 7940

used by Weeks and Sonder[8] where the E^' center band at 5.85 eV is clearly resolved since there is

apparently an absence of the E2' center band at 5.5 eV.

2.3 Density

The densities of Optosil and low CTE Zerodur and Astro Sitall glass-ceramic materials were

measured in a density gradient column. [10] Solutions of bromoform and carbon tetrachloride were
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Figure 1. Optical absorption spectrum of
irradiated Type IV Suprasil W2 (heavy line)

showing Gaussian resolution and component bands
(light lines). Primary excimer laser
wavelengths are shown at the top of the figure.

Figure 2. Optical absorption spectrum of
irradiated Type II Optosil fused silica (heavy
line), Gaussian resolution, and component bands
(light lines). The two bands absorbing in the
visible (<3.5 eV) are associated with alkali
and aluminum impurities.

mixed in the proportions necessary to acquire a gradient spanning the desired density range.
Irradiated and unirradiated samples of each material were simultaneously placed in the column in

order to accurately measure the change in density due to irradiation. Standards with a precision
of 0.0005 g/cc were used for calibration. The sensitivity of the column to density changes was
approximately 0.00008 g/cc for silica, and approximately 0.0006 g/cc for the glass ceramics, the
difference between the two being due to the larger gradient required in the latter case.

2.4 Surface Deformation

Samples of Optosil and Ultrasil 5-10 mm thick were polished to A/20 and irradiated with a

collimated beam (masked with a 2 cm thick aluminum block containing a 5 mm diameter hole) to doses

of 1x10^ rads. For comparison, similar samples of two types of Zerodur and a sample of Astro
Sitall were also measured. The plates examined qualitatively with a Bausch and Lomb 4.5'' Para-

Plane Gauge and measured quantitatively with a DekTak profilometer with a resolution of 100 A. The

deformation was measured as a function of dose and annealing temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Optical Absorption

The radiation-induced optical spectra of the different synthetic silica samples of this study
could all be resolved into the same 4 component bands near 4.7, 5.5, 5.85, and 6.5 eV; a typical
resolution of Suprasil W2 (figure 1) shows these bands and slight evidence of the band at 2.0 eV.

As shown in Table 2, correlations have been previously established between several of the
radiation-induced optical bands in silica and specific defect centers. These include bands at

2.0, [11] 5.5, [9] 5.85, [8] and 7.6 eV,[12] which have been attributed, respectively, to the

nonbridging oxygen hole center =Si-0- and an electron trap, the E2' center, the E^' center, and the

peroxy radical =Si-0-0-.

The growths of the intensities of these 4 bands have been measured as a function of dose: an

example for Suprasil 2 is shown in figure 3. In general, for doses <1 x 10^ rads the radiation-

induced band intensities Aa have been found to follow a power law

Aa = AD^

where D is the dose and A and B are constants. At doses >2 x 10^ rads significant saturation is

observed. The values of 0.62-0.75 measured for the exponent for the bands in Suprasil 2 for doses

<1 X 10^ rads compare favorably with the exponent of 0.64 in the power law dependence of the

radiation-induced compaction (Section 3.2). Interestingly, we have found much lower values of B in

the 0.17-0.27 range for the growth of the optical bands in Optosil, in analogy with the lower power
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Table 2. Summary of Radiation-Induced Optical Bands in Si02-

Peak Energy (Eq) and Width (W) at Half-Maximum Given in eV, f is the Oscillator Strength

Label -0 Occurrence Defect

E

D

C

El'
E2'

B2

Do
B

A3
A2

Al

8.2
8.0
7.6
7.15
6.05
5.85
5.5

5.3
5.1

4.7

95

90

55

0

0

0.5
0.8

1.85

1.2

1.5

0.8
0.26
0.33
0.7

0.65

0.14
0.28

T-Irradiation
T-Irradiation
Pure Si02
Heavy ion irrad.
Impure Si02
Pure/lightly doped
Pure Si02
Alk-Doped Si02
Heavy ion irrad.

Pure Si02
Impure Si02
Impure Si02
Impure Si02
Pure Si02
Pure Si02
Impure Si02

Peroxy Radical

Hole trapped in neutral 0 vacancy

El ' + proton

El' + alkali
Neutral 0 vacancy

"Bare" Al center
Al Center variant
Nonparamagnetic e"

NBOHC
Al center variant
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Figure 3. Intensities (product of height and

width at half maximum) of component Gaussian
bands in irradiated Type III Suprasil 2 vs.

dose. Growths approximate a power law for

doses < 2 X 108 rads with exponents of 0.62-

0.75.
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Figure 4. Thermal annealing of the intensities

of the component Gaussian optical bands in

irradiated Suprasil 2.

law dependence of compaction of this material, as described below. [6] These results, although not

in complete agreement in the case of Optosil, suggest an interrelationship between the color
centers giving rise to the optical absorption and the structural changes causing densi f ication

.

Following irradiation to 10^ rads, annealing experiments were carried out to investigate the

thermal stability and annealing temperature of the various optical bands. Results for Suprasil 2

are shown in figure 4. These studies have also shown that the stability of the uv induced
absorption varies significantly among the different silica samples. [7] The Ej' center anneals near

550 K in Suprasil W2, near 825 K in Suprasil 2 (figure 4) and at temperatures >900 K in the other
silicas shown in Table 1. This sample-to-sample variation in defect center stability cannot be

attributed solely to OH content. For example, Suprasil W2 and Suprasil 300 both have low OH

contents, but the annealing temperatures of their E^' centers are quite different, at 550 and

1050 K, respectively. [7]

Although Types I and II fused silica are not candidates for window applications, it is

instructive to compare the radiation-induced absorption spectrum of a synthetic silica such as

Suprasil W2 with that of a Type II silica such as Optosil (figures 1 and 2). Note that the same 4

bands at 4.7, 5.5, 5.85 and 6.5 eV are evident in the uv spectral region in both samples. However,
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Figure 5. Comparison of Gaussian band heights of various synthetic silicas exposed to lO^ rads.„

Samples are plotted from left to right in order of decreasing OH content.

there are additional bands in the visible region in irradiated Optosil which are associated
primarily with the alkali and aluminum impurities present in fused natural quartz. The band near
2.2 eV is analogous to the band in irradiated crystalline quartz, and the band near 3.0 eV is

the A3 band. [13] At lower doses a band near 3.9 eV is evident, which is likely the B band. [13] It

is these impurity-related bands which give irradiated quartz its grey-brown, "smoky" color and make
it useless for window applications in radiation environments. In contrast, there are no strong
induced absorptions in the visible spectral region in irradiated synthetic silica, and the material
remains water white after exposure to doses as high as 10 rads.

The relative intensities of the 4 bands at 4.7, 5.5, 5.85 and 6.5 eV in all irradiated silicas
vary considerably among the different samples. A bar chart comparing the band heights is shown in

figure 5. Although it has been traditionally thought that low OH content silica is more radiation-
sensitive than high OH, the results in figure 5 show that the noticeable differences between the
silicas cannot be attributed simply to OH content. Note that the Fluosil SS and Suprasil 2 samples
have 1200 ppm OH, while lower induced loss is measured in Suprasil 200 and 310 with approximately
200 ppm OH. Although more damage is evident in the 5.5, 5.8 and 6.5 eV bands in Suprasil 300 with
«1 ppm OH, the intensity of the 4.7 eV band is actually the least in any of the samples measured.
Likewise, there is wide variation in the radiation sensitivity of the Suprasil W2, Mitsubishi, and
NRL MCVD silicas in spite of the fact that all have approximately the same OH content. These
results indicate that the details of the fabrication process, such as the type of plasma used to

deposit Type IV silica (or perhaps the level of CI2 which is incorporated during deposition and

drying [14]), have a strong influence on its radiation damage.

Of particular concern for excimer laser window application are the induced bands absorbing at

emission wavelengths; the primary laser lines are shown in figure 1. The XeF and XeCl lines are on

the tail of the 4.7 eV band with the former at sufficiently long wavelength that linear absorption
should not be a problem. On the other hand, the KrF and ArF lines are located in regions of

significant absorption from the 4.7 and 5.5 eV, or 5.85 and 6.5 eV bands, respectively. The
relatively intense net optical absorptions at these laser wavelengths suggests that the windows may
have difficulty surviving high laser powers in the presence of high radiation fields.

Thus, the 4.7 eV radiation-induced band is likely a major contributor to excimer laser window
failure in radiation environments. Figure 5 shows that the greatest heights are measured in the

high-OH Fluosil and Suprasil 2 samples and in low-OH Suprasil W2. In contrast, the 4.7 eV band

height is much less in the low-OH Mitsubishi and MCVD silicas and least in the new Suprasil 200 and

Suprasil 300 samples. These results are further evidence that the fabrication process by which

silica is made has a significant influence on its subsequent radiation sensitivity.

Although linear absorption by the radiation-induced optical bands will degrade the window
performance, multi photon absorption processes may play an important role as well. Soileau et

al.[15] measured virtually no difference between the 1.06 ym laser damage thresholds of Type III

Spectrosil A and B and Type IV Spectrosil WF silicas before and after irradiation. However, when

the same measurement was made at 0.53 ym, as much as a 30% decrease in damage threshold occurred irv

the irradiated samples in spite of the fact that there are no induced absorption bands at this
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wavelength. The culprit here was two photon absorption by the 4.7 eV (0.264 ym) band, and indeed
Soileau et al. found good agreement between his data and a model which assumed that free carriers
were initially generated by two-photon absorption at 0.266 ym and then multiplied by the avalanche
process. [15] Thus, in considering the survivability of high power laser windows in radiation
environments, it is imperative to consider not only those radiation-induced bands absorbing at the
laser wavelength, but also bands at shorter wavelengths which may absorb by multiphoton processes.

3.2 Density

The increases in density of Type II Optosil silica and the Zerodur and Astro Sitall glass-
ceramic materials induced by 2 MeV electron irradiation are shown in figure 6. There appears to be

a monotonic increase in compaction (Ap/p, where p is the density of the unirradiated material) with
dose in the glass-ceramic materials and Optosil. The lines in figure 6 are linear regression
analyses of the compaction data to a power law:

(Ap/p)c= C(D)B (2)

where (Ap/p)^ is the calculated compaction, D is the dose, and C and B are the intercept and slope.

The B value of 0.3 measured here for Optosil irradiated ^.lO^ rads [6] should be contrasted to the

linear growth (B = 1) reported by Norris and EerNisse [16]^for electron-irradiated Type I Infrasil
and Type III Corning 7940 fused silicas for doses < 10 .gads. (Norris and EerNisse report

saturation of the radiation-induced compaction at doses >10 rads with B = 0.45 at these high

doses.) Primak and Kampwirth report a value of B=0.66 [17] for gamma-irradiated Suprasil, and we

have measured exponent values of 0.64 and 0.67 for electron-irradiated Suprasil 2 and Suprasil W2

(unpubl ished work)

.

The origin of these discrepancies is not known, but it seems likely that both the impurity and

OH content and the fabrication process have a strong influence. Although the impurity levels of

Infrasil and Optosil should be similar, the OH content of Type I Infrasil is < 8 ppm while that of

Optosil is 30-50 ppm. It is also possible that the sample used in the earlier study might have had

a higher or different impurity content. In contrast, similar values of B are found for the Type

III and Type IV synthetic silicas.

Annealing experiments have been carried out on Optosil. The compaction remains stable for

annealing temperatures <450 K and then releases slowly up to about 700 K. In this range

approximately 60% of the compaction is released. At higher temperatures, the compaction releases

rapidly, and the density approaches its pre-irradiation value after an anneal near 750-800 K. We

have attempted to correlate the annealing behavior of the compaction with that of the various

paramagnetic defect centers in irradiated Optosil. The best agreement has been found with the OHC,

although there is considerable scatter in the density data due to the large gradient used in the

column for this measurement. These experiments are being repeated and will be reported at a later

t i me

.

3.3 Surface Deformation

A particularly deleterious manifestation of radiation-induced compaction can occur in the form
of surface deformation of large mirror substrates. If the substrate is uniformly exposed to

radiation of sufficient energy to fully penetrate the faceplate and supporting structure, the
compaction will change the radius of curvature as the whole structure shrinks. However, in space
where the proton and electron energy spectra are highly peaked at low energy, the irradiation will

not fully penetrate the faceplate and support. More severe deformation of the surface will occur
in this case.

As shown in figure 7, the radiation-induced surface deformation of the samples studied was
found to be most severe in the Zerodur and Astro Sitall glass ceramics and less in Type II Optosil
silica, [18] in analogy with the radiation-induced compaction of these materials shown in figure 6.

We observed that the maximum depth of the deformation decreased with increasing sample thickness
due to the counteracting effects of the limited penetration depth of the electron beam and the*

restoring force exerted by the undamaged part of the substrate below the damaged area. The

deformation depth increased with dose with a power law dependence similar to the growths of the

optical absorption and compaction. However, the exponents for growth of the deformation were
considerably less that those of the density, varying from 0.1 for Optosil to 0.37 for the glass
ceramics. It seems reasonable to attribute these lower values to the effects of the undamaged
substrate.
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Figure 6. Compaction of Type II Optosil fused
silica and low expansion coefficient Zerodur
and Astro Sitall glass ceramics vs. electron
dose. Lines are regression fits to a power law
(see text)

.

Figure 7. Correlation of peak radiation-
induced surface deformation in fused silica and
two glass ceramics with the concentration of
paramagnetic oxygen hole centers determined by
ESR. The line represents a slope of one.

ESR spectra were measured for Optosil and the two glass ceramics following each irradiation,
and a number of paramagnetic defect centers weife ob|erved, including the E' center, the NBOHC, and
the peroxy radical in Optosil, and OHC's, (Ti-^ +Zr^ ) centers, Fe^^ , and two As-related centers in
the glass ceramics

. [19] Of all these centers, the OHC has been found to correlate most closely
with compaction. [19] As shown in figure 7, good agreement was also found between the surface
deformation depth and the concentration of OHC's in these materials. [18] The points fall on a line
having a slope of one, suggesting that the OHC is the major paramagnetic defect center associatec'
with compaction and surface deformation in the dose region studied here.

4 Model for Radiation Damage in Silica

The traditional, one dimensional model of OHC formation during irradiation consists of
radiolytic hole trapping by a non-bridging oxygen compensated by a proton or alkali:

=Si - 0- + h+ > =Si - 0- + M+ (3)

where M"*" represents the proton or alkali ion and =Si - 0- is the paramagnetic OHC. Following hole
trapping, the alkali diffuses away from the OHC site and trapped alternately with electrons on an
alkali cluster. [20] The radiolytic protons bond together to form hydrogen molecules.

It is difficult to envision how the OHC formation described in equation 3 could result in

compaction at high doses. Rather, it seems plausible that bond breaking might result in a net
expansion of the silica glass matrix, and in any event, the formation mechanism requires
impurities, which are present in only limited quantities in synthetic silica. Rather, we propose
the model for radiation damage shown in figure 8.

It is well known that the intermediate range structure of silica consists of rings of Si04
tetrahedra. [21] When exposed to radiation, a Si atom at the site of a strained bond in a large
membered ring traps an electron and relaxes into a planar configuration. The previously-bonded
oxygen would then be left with one electron in a non-bonding orbital--hence, it would be a

paramagnetic OHC. Subsequent rebonding of the large-membered rings results in the formation of
smal ler-membered rings. Evidence that smaller rings do indeed form has been presented by Bates, et

al . using Raman spectroscopy; [22] neutron irradiation of amorphous Si02 caused the 606 cm"l band to

increase significantly in intensity relative to the band at 440 cm"l. The 606 cm"l "defect" band
has been assigned to three-membered rings in the silica structure while the 440 cm"l band is

generally associated with six-membered tetrahedral rings. [21] The shift in ring statistics to

smaller average ring size would explain the observed density increase after irradiation [22].

The model proposed in figure 8 does not fully explain the correlation between density or

deformation and OHC concentration since the formation of two closed, 3-membered rings from a 6-

membered ring would annihilate an OHC involved in the intra-ring bonding. However, in order for

the rings to form, substantial rearrangement of the surrounding glass matrix may be required, and
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Figure 8. Model for radiation-induced compaction in fused silica due to the breaking of Si-0 bonds
in 6-membered rings and subsequent rebonding to form 3-membered rings.

the OHC may transfer to an oxygen involved in inter-ring bonding. In any event, the correlations
established here between the concentration of OHC's, the density and the surface deformation,
together with the similar growth behaviors of the density, deformation and optical band intensity
are strong evidence of the important role of electronic defect centers in the radiation damage of

amorphous silica.

5 Conclusions

The results of the present study have shown that ionizing radiation has a significant effect
on the optical and physical properties of amorphous Si02. The radiation-induced degradation in uv

transmission, the compaction and its resultant effect on mirror surface quality must all be taken

into account in considering silica for excimer laser window or surveillance mirror substrate
applications. However, considerable variations in radiation sensitivity with fabrication or

processing techniques have been demonstrated in this study. Thus, judicious choice of materials

may provide sufficient radiation hardness for most applications, and it seems likely additional
advances; in hardening will be forthcoming as new fabrication processes are developed and refined.

The authors would like to thank D.L. Griscom for helpful discussions and suggestions and A.

Kreutzer, Amersil, Inc., and A. Sakar, Lightwave Technologies, Inc., for providing samples.
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A question was raised as to whether by annealing the original vibration
spectra could be reobtained. The speaker replied that some of the color centers could
be annealed out, although the annealing temperature for some of them is really quite
high, around 900 K to 1000 K. Some of the compaction can also be annealed out.
However, the rebonding and reconfiguration of the three -membered rings does not get
annealed out and one must remelt the glass.

Another question was what type of ionizing radiation and hence what
penetration depth was required for compaction. The author replied that one could see
compaction with any type of radiation; penetrating or not. However, to get a good view
of the deformation it is nice to have a sample that is thicker than the damage so that
everything is deposited in a layer within the sample. They see compaction as low as 8

X 10+6 Rads . The surface deformation at that level is largely unmeasurable in silica.
The deformation curves shown were at 10+9 Rads.

In response to a question about the difference between electron, x-ray and
gamma ray environments, the speaker noted that a Rad is a Rad, energy deposited in a

material. The difference is in the depth of penetration. The gamma rays are fully
penetrating, whereas the electrons are not fully penetrating. The depth of 2 Mev
electrons is approximately 2 mm. The damage, however, is roughly equivalent. Low
energy electrons, which are deposited mainly on the surface, can induce greater
compaction because of the surface strain which is already there.

A questioner suggested that the density of color centers had to be at least
enough to ionize in a single photon or low order multiphoton step in order for them to

change the damage threshold. Their density therefore had to be at least 10+17 or

10+18/cc. The reason is that at damage there are probably about 10+18 free carriers
and the defects must contribute a sizeable fraction of that before they will influence
the damage threshold. The speaker replied that in the samples tested the defect
concentrations were probably in this order.

Another listener commented that one had to be careful in dismissing smaller
concentrations of defects because although their absorption might be small, they might
have a profound effect on the initiation of exponential processes such as dielectric
breakdown.
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A new imaging system with ultrafast (75 ps) time resolution, the "picosecond
microscope" is used to study the damage dynamics of PMMA irradiated at 532 nm. A

small diameter (50 ixm) , intense laser pulse is used to damage the PMMA, and a larger

diameter, delayed probe pulse is imaged onto a video camera detector. The resultant
time -dependent images are a "motion picture" of the damage process.

Key words: optical damage, PMMA = polymethyl methacrylate , ultrafast spectroscopy,
ablation, shock waves, microscopy

1. Introduction

Optical damage is an example of a spatially inhomogeneous solid state chemical reaction.

In order to develop a thorough understanding of the mechanism(s) of optical damage, it is

necessary to perform experiments which measure the formation of damaged areas with both
temporal and spatial resolution. In other words the ideal technique is ultrafast microscopy.

In this work, we describe an apparatus for ultrafast microscopy, and apply the technique
to the problem of optical damage in a transparent polymer. A preliminary report of this work
has appeared in Chemical Physics Letters [1].

The first usage of ultrafast imaging, by Fork, Downer and Shank [2], was a study of the

melting of a silicon surface irradiated by intense subpicosecond pulses. In that work the

recording medium was motion picture film, and the spatial resolution was about 5 fim. In our
experiments we use diffraction limited optics, providing a spatial resolution of better than 1

/im, and the recording medium is a video camera and computer. The advantage of digital image
acquisition, compared to film, is the ease of signal averaging and the ability to use standard
techniques of digital image analysis.

There has been recent interest in the use of polymers for optical materials' [3], and in

the laser machining of polymers via ablative photodecomposition [4] . The best characterized
optical polymer [5], PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate), is chosen for our optical damage studies,
which used single shot damage with 75 ps , 532 nm laser pulses. In this case material damage
occurs mainly via photothermal effects [4]

.

The deposition of a considerable fraction of the incident laser pulses via nonlinear
absorption processes results in violent damage. Using our ultrafast imaging system, we have
observed the growth of a dark, absorbing volume in the PMMA which we term the damage "core".

When the sample is damaged in air, some of the polymer is ablated, generating a hypersonic
shock wave in the air, which propagates outward from the core. When the sample is damaged in

vacuum, we observe the generation of a large amplitude acoustic wave which propagates through
the PMMA at the velocity of sound.

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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2. Experimental

These experiments were performed with a home -built laser system which has been previously-

described [6] . The laser pulses are extremely well characterized, possessing a clean gaussian
spatial profile, a gaussian temporal profile, and a gaussian spectrum. They are transform
limited. This system produces 532 nm pulses of energies up to E = 650 fiJ whose duration,

measured by background free autocorrelation, is t = 77 ± 2 ps, where t is the full width at

half maximum. The irradiating power of the damage pulses is calculated uiing the formula

(1)

where cj^ is the gaussian beam radius. The peak power at the center of the pulse is roughly
20% greater than P.

The experimen-
tal setup for ul-

trafast imaging is

diagrammed in fig-

ure 1. The laser
pulse is split into
a damage and a

probe pulse , whose
intensity is about
one -sixth of the
damage pulse. The
p-polarized damage
pulse passes
through a thin- film
polarizer (CVI

Corp
. ) , and is fo-

cused onto the sam-

ple in a low vacuu^
chamber 10

torr) to a spot
size (gaussian beam
radius) of w = 50

/im. The probe
pulse is up-colli-
mated and a half-
wave plate is used
to make the pulse
s-polarized. This
probe pulse is sent
along a variable
delay. It is then
imaged onto the
sample in a coun-
terpropagating ge-

ometry. The spot s

the probe flux is

produce damage . Aft
film polarizer and i

Griot , Inc
. )

.

ULTRAFAST IMAGING APPARATUS

TRIGGER
MODE LOCKED YAG

REGENERATIVE AMPLIFIER

i

B.S.

COMPUTER
I i

MONITOR

F
CAMERA

MOVABLE

C \/2

Figure 1. The damage pulses and probe pulses are counterpropaga-
ting and orthogonally polarized. The laser is described in [6].

Key: BS = beam splitter, P = polarizing beam splitter, C = beam
collimator, F = calibrated neutral density filters, S = PMMA

sample, A/2 = half wave plate.

ize of the probe, to = 250 ^j.m, is much larger than the excitation so that

less than one percent of the damage flux, and the probe alone does not

er passing through the sample, the probe pulse is reflected from the thin-

s imaged onto the camera with a computer-optimized achromatic lens (Melles
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The probe pulse spatial pro-
file is detected with a video
camera (Panasonic) . The video
output of this camera is acquired
with a computer (IBM PC AT) and
video frame grabber (DT2803, Data
Translation, Inc.), which resolves
each image into 256 x 256 pixels
with eight bit intensity resolu-
tion. In our experiments, each
pixel corresponds to a region
roughly 1 ^xm . The PMMA samples
were 1/32 inch thick, much less
than the confocal parameter of the
laser pulses to insure uniform
irradiation. The images were
obtained at various delay

where-200 ps < t^ < 17 ns,
tive delay denotes that
precedes damage

.

times
nega-
probe

3. Results and Discussion

Plots of dynamic images taken
at different delay times and the
permanent damage are shown in
figure 2 . The plots are of the
"wire grid" type, where the height
above the plane of the image
represents decreased transmittance
of the probe laser pulse. The
images are obtained by subtracting
the probe pulse profile from the
dynamic image . A background
correction is also performed to
remove noise at the level of the
lowest digitized bits. The images
are representative individual
damage events. Images in the left
column are acquired w^th a laser
power P = 54 GW/cm with the
sample in the ambient atmosphere

,

and images in the right col^n are
obtained with P = 42 GW/cm under
vacuum. Note the different
magnification in each column.

100 urn
I ^ 100 /im

a) 8 ns

b) 4 ns

c) 1 ns

d) 100 ps

f) 3 ns

g) 4 ns

.:.j:..i::>^llriliiiiil

iiliiil

e) permanent

damage

AIR

h) 1 ns

100 ps

1

j)
permanent

damage

VACUUM

In air and vacuum, the damage
volume (bottom of each column) is

cylindrical, with a diameter about
40% as large as the laser beam
diameter. This indicates that
damage, which is induced via
nonlinear absorption, occurs pre-

Figure 2. Dynamic damage images obtained from
optical damage of PMMA in air (left column) and in

vacuum (right column) . Note the change in magnifi-
cation in each column. At bottom is the image of
permanent damage. The delay times are indicated
next to each image

.
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ferentially at the hot center of the laser pulse. In air, an expanding ring, which is clearl
visible in figure 2 a-c propagates outward from the damage core at high velocity, which in it

initial stages is as much as twenty times the velocity of sound in air. This ring, no

observed in vacuum, is caused by a shock wave in the air above the damage region. We als

observe another ring which propagates away from the core, but at a much slower velocity (e.g

fig. 2, top). The time dependent radii of the ring patterns are plotted in figures 3a and 3b

Figure 3. (a) Time-
dependent radius of

laser produced atmos-
pheric shock wave
(open squares) . The
initial velocity is

roughly twenty times
the velocity of sound.

The ^rgdius R a

(time) as predicted
by eq. 2. (b) Time-

dependent radius of

laser produced stress
wave in PMMA (open

squares) is a linear
function of time.
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The hydrodynamic theory of shock waves [7] gives the relationship between the radius of
the shock wave and the energy deposited by the damage process,

0]
0.2

0.4
(2)

where R is the radius of the shock wave, t is the time, E is the energy deposited into the

air, p is the density of air, and is a known constant related to the heat capacity of air,

with a value near unity. The time dependent radius of the shock wave in figure 3a (open

rectangle^)^ is a nonlinear function of time (solid curve, upper axis), but when plotted
versus t '

, a linear relation is obtained (broken line, lower axis) whose slope gives a

direct measurement of the deposited energy, E. In one2experiment , we used an incident pulse
energy of 370 fiJ ,

yielding an incident power of 27 GW/cm . Under these conditions, the energy
of the atmospheric shock wave was 130 ± 20 , representing a 35% conversion efficiency of

laser pulse into shock wave. This conversion efficiency is not highly dependent upon the

incident intensity; when the laser power is lowered by one-half, the conversion efficiency was
hardly changed, i.e. the energy in the shock ring was almost one -half.

Figure 3b shows the time dependent radius of the ring pattern in vacuum [open

rectangles] . The radius is now a linear function of time, with the slope yielding the

velocity V = 2.57 ± 0.04 km/s , within experimental error the velocity of sound in PMMA, V =

2.70 km/s. Unlike the atmospheric shock wave, its propagation is nearly independent of the

damage laser intensity.

Observation of the growth of the damage core region was investigated using a new ultra-
fast technique involving image processing. It is clear from figure 2 that at early values of

t the shock and acoustic waves overlap spatially with the core to some extent, e.g. figures
2d, 2i, 2h, making it difficult to observe core growth independently. Unlike UV laser abla-

tion [4] , the optical damage process using 532 nm light does not result in a reproducible
damage core, but rather the spatial extent and shape of the core varies somewhat in each
damage event. This variation is caused by large scale heating effects which are unimportant in

UV damage processes [4]. In order to overcome these difficulties, we found a method to

process the dynamic probe pulse image to determine the time dependent transmission through the

damaging sample by projecting from each image an area of the exact size and shape of the

permanent damage created on that laser pulse [1]. Using this method of image processing, we

can determine a normalized, spatially projected absorbance
,
A(t ) which has the property that

A(t^ = -«>) = 0 and A(t^ = «) = 1. The spatially projected absorbance is defined as

A(t J =

j dx dy
1^

[lQ(x,y) - I(x,y,t^) lQ(x,y) - Ip(x,y)j
}

dx dy lQ(x,y) - Ip(x,y)

(3)

where S (z) is the step function which is 1 for z > 0 and 0 for z < 0. The physical interpre-

tation of A(t^) is as follows. First the probe pulse gaussian background, I (x,y) is subtrac-

ted from the permanent damage, I (x,y) and the dynamic damage image, I (x?y,t^). Then the

region of the dynamic image which Bverlaps the permanent damage is projected out of the image,
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and the resultant is integrated over all space. Finally the integral is normalized so that

1
-

0.5-

A(tj = -co) = 0 and A(tj = +<») = 1.
d d

Figure 4

shows the norma-
lized absorption
ratio of the core
region of a sam-

ple in vacuum as

a function of

delay time, t^,

at three laser
powers . Each data
point is the
average of 10-20
damage events

,

and the error
bars (±(7) are
about 5%. If op-

tical damage were
imagined to be a

linear, well-
behaved process,
the time
dependence of
damage build-up
would be the sig-
moidal curve ob-
tained by
integrating the
gaussian laser
pulse autocorre-
lation function
(solid curve)

.

However it is

observed that
increasing the
laser damage
pulse power will
shift the damage
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three laser powers. The solid curve is the apparatus
function which would describe the build-up of a linear,
well-behaved process.

build up to earlier values of the delay time, indicating that optical damage core formation is

initiated at the leading edge of high power pulses and towards the trailing edge of lower
power pulses. At ca. 100 ps , each build up curve overshoots unity, but at long delay, the
curves return to unity. The overshoot indicates that at small delay times, ^^j - '-

•

core attenuates the probe pulse more than the permanent damage image. This additional
attenuation is due to the early influence of the acoustic and shock waves.

4. Conclusion

The qualitative picture of the damage process which emerges as a result of these experi-

ments is that severe damage is produced in the leading edge of a powerful laser pulse, but
near the trailing edge ^ith a less powerful pulse. This implies the existence of a threshold
value of the flux (J/cm ) , which may depend upon the pulse duration [4] . Upon reaching this

threshold flux value, fragments of polymer are ablated into the space above the sample.
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probably via local heating, where they temporarily screen the surface from the damaging
pulse. The recoil of this ablation launches the acoustic wave in the solid. In air, the

ablated fragments continue to absorb the laser light and transfer their energy to the air,

which becomes superheated, and moves outward at velocities as great as twenty times the

velocity of sound. In vacuum, where no shock wave is observed, the ablated fragments
move away from the blast core more rapidly because they are not slowed by air resistance. In

air, roughly 50% of the laser pulse energy can be converted into atmospheric shock wave, while
in vacuum a larger fraction of the laser pulse is converted into material damage.

These results suggest that it might be possible to selectively enhance or impede optical
damage processes by using properly shaped laser pulses [8] which interact more or less with
the cloud of ablated material. The rate of dissipation of this cloud may be responsible, in

part, for the dependence of damage thresholds on pulse duration at constant fluence . Workers
attempting to use optical damage to write on plastic with high spatial resolution should
consider the possibility of nonlocalized material damage due to shock and acoustic wave
formation.

This research is supported by the US Army Research Organization through grant DAALO-86-K-
0135, and by the National Science Foundation, Division of Materials Research, by grant NSF DMR
84-15070.
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Recent Progress in Understanding Fiindamental Mechanisms
of Laser Induced Damage in Optical Polymers
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Damage studies in polymers of acrylic and methacrylic type with
low-molecular additives like water, alcohols, and similar
compounds are presented. It was established that some additives
significantly (by a factor of 10 to 100) increases multi-shot
laser damage resistance of polymers. Vibration energy transfer
(vibrational cross-relaxation) from polymer macromolecule to
additive molecules which suppress the laser created absorbing
radicals was shown to be attributed to such damage resistance
increase. A mechano-chemical mechanism of laser damage in
polymers is proposed which includes laser excitation of vibration
states and creation of absorbing "hot radicals". Basing on this
mechanism we proposed methods of physical modification of
polymers with high laser damage resistance comparable with that
of silicate glasses and crystals.

Key Words: laser induced damage; low-molecular additives in
polymers; mechano-chemical laser damage mechanism; optical
polymers; physical modification of polymers; vibrational cross-
relaxation .

1 . Introduction

Large efforts have recently been made to get an insight into the mechanisms of laser
induced damage in polymers as a class of optical materials. Since optical polymers
have physical and chemical properties essentially different from those of other
optical materials (inorganic glasses and crystals), one may naturally expect that the

mechanisms of laser induced damage in transparent polymers will also considerably
differ from the damage mechanisms in crystals and glasses.

Rather a large number of works have been devoted to elucidation of the laser induced
damage mechanisms in polymers [1-7]. Various mechanisms have been suggested, such as

multi quantum photodestruction of macromolecules [3], thermochemical reaction of

carbon-black formation in the matrix' surrounding inclusions 4-6 and others [1,2,7].
However, a detailed analysis of the available experimental data based on these

mechanisms has shown that these mechanisms fail to account for all the series of

results obtained. In particular, these mechanisms do not account for inherently

optical damage resistance in ordinary (nonmodifled) polymers and considerable (up to

two orders of magnitude) difference in the thresholds of single-pulse and multipulse

damage in polymers [8].

In this connection we have carried out extensive, systematic investigations of the

major regularities of laser induced damage in optical polymers [8,9] enabling us to

offer an adequate mechanism of optical breakdown in polymers, based on an account of

mechano-chemical processes in the matrix surrounding the absorbing defect [10]. In

the present work we point out the major peculiarities of laser induced damage to

polymers, present new experimental data on laser induced damage in acryl-series

polymers with various low-molecular additives, discuss the proposed mechano-chemical

mechanism of laser induced damage which explains all the major regularities of

optical breakdown in polymers. Based upon this mechanism, we present an efficient

technique of physical modification of polymers that leads to new modified polymers

with damage resistance comparable to that of the most damage -resistant inorganic

glasses and crystals.
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2. Major Peculiarities of Laser Induced Damage in Polymers and New Experimental
Results

Many experiments, including investigation of the influence of monomer purification,
spot-size dependence and, spatial fluctuations of the damage thresholds have
indicated that absorbing defects play an essential role in the processes of laser
induced damage in polymers as well as in optical materials of other classes of
materials (inorganic glasses and crystals) [11]. Optical breakdown in polymers has,

however, some peculiarities, compared to the other materials. These peculiarities,
having been so far established, are as follows: relatively low damage resistance
(10-100 times lower) of usual (nonmodified) polymers, compared to high resistance of

crystals and glasses [9]; great (up to two orders of magnitude) difference in the

thresholds of single-pulse and multipulse damage in polymers [8]; sharp decreasing
(more than 10 times) of the single-pulse damage threshold in polymers, compared to

initial monomers [9]; strong temperature dependence of the multipulse damage
threshold near the glass transition temperature [9] ; remarkable increase of the
damage resistance of polymers on introducing plasticizers [9]; absence of laser
radiation self -focusing in polymers even at intensities essentially exceeding the

damage threshold [9]; noticeable higher surface damage threshold compared to the bulk
[9] (other optical materials usually feature a reverse relationship of the surface
and bulk damage thresholds).

In our recent research we have established that the low-molecular additives
introduced into a polymer have a markedly selective influence on its optical
strength, thus enhancing its laser damage resistance [10]. This very important
result is shown in figure 1 presenting the multipulse damage threshold of
polymethylmethacrylate (EMMA) versus concentration of a series of additives:
propanol, butanol, hexanol, butyronitrile , and cyclohexanol . Mixing of butanol and
hexanol into PMMA is seen to increase its laser damage resistance most strongly,
whereas butyronitrile and cyclohexanol in the same concentrations only slightly
increase the damage resistance.

Further investigations have shown that mixing of water, whose molecules form hydrogen
bonds with the molecules of the other additives (alcohol type), has a stronger effect
on the polymer optical damage resistance. Figure 2 illustrates this result
presenting multipulse damage threshold versus water concentration for PMMA containing
propanol and dibutyl phthalate . Injection of water (even in small concentrations (

1%)) into mixture with propanol is seen to result in an essential (more than 10

times) increasing of the damage threshold, whereas in mixture with dibutyl phthalate
water addition does not influence the damage threshold.

Note that the results presented on essential influence of low-molecular additives
upon the laser damage resistance of polymers cannot be accounted for by any chemical
transformations in the matrix, since the injected additives are chemically inert
compounds. We assume the effect to be associated with the physical interaction of
the additive molecules with the polymer raacromolecules preventing the chemical
processes of radical formation in the matrix under laser irradiation. Proceeding
from this concept we have offered the following model of laser induce damage in
polymers [ 10 ]

.

3. Theoretical Model

According to our model, damage is initiated by the absorbing inclusions and defects.
Due to laser heating, impulse thermoelastic stresses arise in the polymer matrix
around the inclusions and defects, which lead, by means of mechano-chemical
reactions, to the appearance of vibrationally excited (hot) radicals absorbing laser
radiation, thus, enhancing absorption in the matrix surrounding the defects. In

other words, an absorption wave propagates in the polymer around an inclusion which
finally leads to macrodamage. In the framework of this model, the influence of low-

molecular additives on the polymer laser damage resistance is associated with the

radical formation suppression due to energy transfer from a macromolecule to additive
molecules. Since radicals appear in polymers from the excited vibrational states of

macromolecules , the influence of low-molecular additives is evidently associated with
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the energy transfer between the excited vibrational states of macromolecule and
higher vibrational states of the additive molecules. This energy transfer reduces
lifetimes of the macromolecules excited states and, as a result, decreases the

efficiency of the radical generation.

Mathematical analysis of the polymer damage mechanism offered has been made solving
the heat transfer equation with a nonlinear thermal source

Q = (Xd + (1)

where Xd light absorption coefficient of defect, and

Xr = ''rCa-rKn.ch (2)

is the absorption coefficient of hot radicals (a^. and are absorption cross-section
and lifetime of hot radicals, respectively, V^^^ is the rate constant of

mechanochemical reaction of their formation, is the concentration of the chemical
bonds from which the radicals are formed) . Solution of this equation has shown that

laser heating of the defect and surrounding matrix has an essentially nonlinear
temporal character. Solutions show an asymptotically fast temperature increase and

allows one to determine the threshold intensity of a N pulse damage event [10]:

D E,

where D is the thermoelastic parameter, is the activation energy of hot radicals

formation, is the vibrational relaxation time of the chemical bonds from which hot

radicals are formed, is the residual stress parameter.

When mixing low-molecular additives into a polymer, the vibrational relaxation time

is reduced as follows

(4)

where is the vibrational cross-relaxation rate, and for the N-pulse damage

threshold we have

1 + W„ T,(C7^)

(5)

where

rA^s) = ^o(l + (6)

Tq and 6 are parameters

.
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It is seen that in case of strong vibrational cross-relaxation (W^j^Tg »1), which

occurs at an efficient interaction of the additive molecules with macromolecules (in

particular, in case where vibrational states of macromolecules and additive molecules

are overlapped to give rise to resonance energy exchange) , the multipulse damage

threshold essentially depends on the type of low-molecular additive characterized by
the

J.
value. In case of weak vibrational cross-relaxation (W^j.rg«l) the

multipulse damage threshold is determined by visco-elastic properties of the matrix
characterized by a breaking strength of the polymer, to which residual stresses
tend at multiple laser irradiation.

In the framework of the considered model, the accumulation effect observed at

multiple laser irradiation of a polymer is associated with accumulation of residual
thermoelastic stresses around the absorbing defects at their laser heating from pulse
to pulse. These stresses increase the lifetime of the excited vibrational states of

the macromolecules from which the absorbing hot radicals are formed (see (6)), as

well as the rate of mechanochemical reaction of radicals formation.
The theoretical model developed qualitatively explains all the observed features of
laser induced damage in polymers. In particular, the influence of the matrix
viscoelastic properties depending on both the temperature (most strongly near the

glass transition temperature), and the injection of plasticizers [9], is associated
with the lifetime change of the excited vibrational states of the macromolecules
giving birth to the absorbing radicals due to variation of internal stresses in these
molecules. Therefore, the polymer temperature rise and mixing of plasticizers into
it lead to a remarkable increase of its laser damage resistance.
Selective influence of low-molecular additives upon optical damage resistance of the

polymer is associated, as seen from formulae (4) and (5), with the efficiency of
vibrational cross-relaxation between the additive molecules and macromolecules.
Indeed, OH-groups of hydrogen-bound water molecules have the vibration frequency
multiple to that of the carbonyl group (— C=0) in the PMMA macromolecuie responsible
for the formation of acyl radicals (-C=0), whereas free OH-groups have the vibration
frequency is essentially different from that of carbonyl group [121. Therefore, for

interaction of bound OH-groups with PMMA macromolecules, strong vibrational cross-
relaxation should be observed and, hence, laser damage resistance of the polymer with
this additive should considerably increase; and for free OH-groups - weak vibrational
cross - relaxation which does not practically affect the damage resistance. This
expectation is experimentally confirmed.

4. Conclusion

The investigations carried out on laser induced damage in polymers and the developed
theoretical model have shown that optical breakdown of polymers is associated with
the absorbing defects initiating, due to laser heating, mechanochemical reactions of
absorbing radicals formation. The analysis of the suggested damage mechanism offers
ways for physical modification of polymers in order to increase their optical damage
resistance: 1) plasticization lowering the induced elasticity limit; 2) mixing low-

molecular additives efficiently preventing the formation of the absorbing radicals
due to vibrational cross-relaxation. The experiments have supported this concept and
allowed us to produce modified acryl-series polymers with laser damage resistance
comparable with that of the most damage-resistant crystals and glasses. For
instance, modified PMMA has the damage threshold at the 1.06 fim wavelength and 10 ns

laser pulse duration equal to I^ = 5.10^^W/CM^, silicate glass K8 and fused quartz -

Ij = y.lO^^W/cm^. These results illustrate attractive opportunities of wide
application of modified polymers in laser optics.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of N-pulsed damage threshold, 1^ ,
(N=200)

upon water additive concentration in plasticized PMMA.

Ij^ is the single-pulse damage threshold in non-modified
PMMA.
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We are using laser damage test systems on a production scale to scan large castings of laser
glass for the presence of damage-causing platinum inclusions. These systems support glass
melting production lines at two plants; one is in the U.S. (Schott Glass Technologies, Inc.) and
the other is in Japan (Hoya Corporation).

The damage test systems are designed to scan an entire glass casting using the pulsed output
from a commercial NdtYAG laser. The system is fully automated and operates unattended.
Following testing, the glass casting is removed from the system and visually inspected for the
presence of Pt-damage sites. We routinely test polygonally-shaped castings that are about 0.5
meter in size, weigh approximately 30 kg and contain about 7 liters of glass. It takes roughly
6 to 8 hours to test a piece of this size. To date the systems have been in use about 12 hours-
per-day, up to 5 days-a-week for a period of about 15 months. Of the approximately 300 disks
that have passed the damage test so far, sixty-two percent of the disks have no platinum
inclusions at all and ninety-two percent have an inclusion density of less than 0.2 per liter.

Key Words: damage test system, Pt-inclusions, large scale damage testing, laser disks.

1. Introduction

Prior to 1987 laser glass sold for use in high power lasers was limited in performance and
durability due to the presence of damage- causing defects. [1,2] The Pt-inclusions originate
from the platinum crucibles that are used in melting the glass. [^"^^ We discovered
Pt-inclusion damage to be a serious problem at the LLNL 100-kJ Nova laser system during start-up
in early 1985. The large aperture Nd: doped phosphate amplifier disks experienced isolated bulk
damage. T6, 7] j^g platinum particles vaporize when subjected to Nova's high pulse-power levels
causing fractures within the glass around the metallic inclusions (fig. 1). [6.10] These
fractures interfere with the laser beam propagation. [11]

Often, the size of the inclusion that can lead to damage is less than 5-20 ym in

diameter. These are too small to be seen visually and many of the optics are too large for

inspection by conventional microscopy. Damage is then only found after purchase, installation,
and actual use of these optics. At this point, replacement of the damaged optics is usually a

costly as well as a time consuming operation.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract number W-7A05-ENG-A8.
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Initial appearance After shot 4 at 3.8 J/cm^ After shot 6 at 5.5 J/cm

i

100 /urn

After shot 10 at 4.3 J/cm^ After shot 12 at 7 J/cm^

Figure 1. Growth of damage around a platinum inclusion when exposed to multiple
irradiation of 1.06 um laser light at 1 ns. Data are from Gonzales and
Milam. [6]

Recently two optical glass companies (Hoya Corp., Tokyo, Japan and Schott Glass Technologies
Inc., Duryea, PA) working with LLNL, have successfully completed research to eliminate the
platinum inclusions during the melting process. Also, during this time we developed a large-
area damage test system to test for the presence of platinum in all new glass being produced.
One of these damage systems has been installed at each of the glass companies and is integrated
into the production process.

In the past, QA damage tests have been confined to small optical samples such as witness
samples or to lot testing. Also much of the damage testing has been done in a research
environment. When there is an extremely low density of inclusions it is impossible for small

area damage testing to be effective. Consequently, large optics that contain very few damaging
defects are certified as inclusion-free based on damage tests performed on a few small samples.

We have developed a damage system designed to test an entire large laser optic under the

fluence conditions it would see in application. Our damage test system not only provides 100%
QA testing for these large optics but it is also fully automated and is being successfully used
in a production plant environment. This has established a trend at our Laboratory that will be

required for all future optical components used in high peak power lasers.
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2. Description of the Glass Damage Test System

The damage test system uses a commercial Q-switched YAG laser (Lumonics, Inc. Model 750) and
movable x-y stage to automatically scan the entire volume of glass for the presence of damage
producing defects (fig. 2). The maximum output is 780 mJ at an 8 ns pulse width and
approximately a 20 HZ repetition rate. The laser produces a slightly diverging, 8 mm diameter
beam that is collimated by a 5 m focal length positive lens (fig. 3). The beam is directed
towards the sample by high energy dielectric-coated mirrors. A 2 m focal length positive lens

is used to reduce the beam to a 2 mm spot on the test sample. The spot size and therefore the

laser fluence can be changed by varying the position of the 2 m lens. This allows the operating
conditions of the laser to remain the same. A beamsplitter, located between the 2 m lens and
the test sample, sends a portion of the beam to a vidicon camera and a calorimeter. Both the
vidicon camera and calorimeter are the same distance from the beam splitter as the sample. The
vidicon camera is part of our beam profile system that is described in further detail below. A

helium-neon laser is co-aligned with the YAG laser to assist in beam path alignment and sample
positioning.

Figure 2. Photograph showing the physical layout of the LLNL damage test system.
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the optical layout of the damage test system.

The test sample is mounted on a commercial stage drive (Daedal, Inc. Model OOX-01^0) capable
of movement along the x and y axes. The stage can carry a piece of glass over one meter in
diameter and weighing as much as 100 kg. However the maximum scan area is 60 x 60 cm. The
stage moves the sample continuously in front of the laser beam. The scan speed can be varied in
order to produce single or multiple shots through the entire test sample. Typically, we use
scan rates that give between 10 to 100 shots through the entire volume.

The laser beam diagnostics and stage movements are all controlled by a Hewlett-Packard model
HP-310 computer. The computer is connected to the system using standard HPIB and GPIO
interfaces and a model 3421 Data Acquisition System for system control (fig. A).

The laser power output is continuously monitored by a calorimeter whose output is read by
the system controller. The spatial profile of the beam is monitored by a commercially available
beam profile system (Big Sky Software Corp., Bozeman, Montana). This beam profiler consists of
a General Electric CID TN 2509 camera, a Poynting PRoducts frame grabber, and a monitor. A

typical profile of the laser beam is a contour plot and an x-y cross section of the beam showing
beam diameter, and minimum and maximum fluences required for testing (fig. 5). A 3-dimensional
plot of the beam can also be shown if desired.

Because of the short pulse width of the laser trigger, we designed and built an interface
that allows us to synchronize the laser with the frame grabber at 17.8 Hz. This interface also
provides signal isolation between the laser and the frame grabber. Both the hardware and

software packages of the profiler have been integrated into the laser, stage, and diagnostic
control system. The system carries out a beam profile measurement automatically at a frequency
established by the operator.
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Figure 4 Block diagram of the monitoring and control system of the damage test
apparatus.
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Figure 5 (a) An x and y cross-sectional plot of the laser beam. The maximum test
fluence is 16 J/cm^ and the minimum test fluence is 7 J/cm^.
(b) Plot of a single contour shows the effective test diameter of the beam
at 7 J/cm2.
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The laser beam characteristics are passed automatically from the beam profiler software to
the main control software. There the data is compared with the required operating
specifications. If a problem develops within the system it performs a controlled system
shutdown while preserving all data taken to that point. This feature allows us to safely and
reliably use the system unattended for periods up to 16 hours or more.

The laser, the optical train and the sample are contained in a class 10000 clean room or
enclosure to minimize damage to the test sample from dust contamination.

3. Test Specifications

Table 1 summarizes several of the disk material properties as well as the Pt damage test
specifications. Our manufacturing goal was to have no more than an average of 2 inclusions per
disk; each disk contains about 7 liters of glass. This is about a 1000-fold improvement over
the original Nova disks (the Pt inclusion density in the original Nova disks ranged from about
100 to 10,000 per disk) (fig. 6).

A few small damage inclusions do not necessarily render the optic unusable. But even
particles less than 10 microns may grow to several hundred or even thousands of microns over a

period of 100 shots (e.g. see fig. 1). We have found that most damage sites will attain their
maximum size after approximately 50 to 60 shots. We can accept a certain number of damaging
inclusions in each piece of glass as long as the damage size remains below the limits given in

Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of material properties, Pt-inclusion damage test specifications for the Nova
^6- and 31.5-cm glass laser disks.

Material Properties

Glass-Type:
Stimulated emission cross-section:
Fluorescence lifetime:

Nd+^ doping level:
Absorption at AOO nm:

Absorption at 1.05 ym:

phosphate glass (Hoya LHG-8, Schott LG-750)
~ A X 10-20 cm2
> 350 PS

2 (±0.1) X i020 Nd ion/cm3
< 0.25/cm
< 0.0015/cm

Pt Inclusion Damage Specifications

Number of Inclusions: No more than 10 metallic particles or other types of

inclusions within the clear aperture volume (volume
~ 7 L).

Minimum distance between inclusions:

Average number of inclusions:
(manufacturing goal)

Inclusions after damage testing:

Damage test conditions:

25 mm

No more than 2 per disk

(i.e. < 0.3 inclusion/liter)

1 damage spot < 0.5 mm (largest dimension) and

remainder < 0.25 mm (largest dimension)

Wavelength:
fluence:
pulse width:

No. of shots:

1053 to 1064 nm

> 7 + 1 J/cm2 in the glass

8 ns

100
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Figure 6 The average number of inclusions per liter of new Nova glass compared to

the old Nova glass. This new glass shows a 1000-fold improvement over the

old glass.

4. Test Procedure

Schematic diagrams of the glass production process and QA Pt-damage testing are shown in

figure 7a and b. Ail of the Nova laser glass is damage tested after it has been coarse annealed
and inspection polished.

During an actual test the glass is manually loaded onto the stage and locked into place.
The desired test program is entered into the computer which then starts the laser. An initial
beam profile is run to verify proper fluence and beam shape. The sample is then irradiated at

normal incidence with 10 shots per site at a fluence level of 7 to lA J/cm^ (fig. 8). At this

fluence, any platinum inclusions in the glass will produce optically visible damage sites. This
fluence corresponds to about twice the damage threshold for platinum inclusions in glass for an

8 ns pulse width. [6, 10]

A typical scan takes approximately 6 to 8 hours to complete for a large Nova disk. At the

end of a scan the computer automatically shuts down all system operations.
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Figure 7 (a) Schematic diagram of the laser glass production process.
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Figure 7 (b) The laser glass is damage tested and visually inspected after it has
been coarse annealed and inspection polished. If any damage sites are
found the individual sites are retested with 90 shots each and inspected a

second time for maximum damage growth.

The test sample is then removed and taken to a separate inspection area (fig. 7b). The
sample is mounted on a stationary or rotating stage with a black base. The room is darkened and
a visual inspection is performed by illuminating the sample from the side with an intense
white-light source. Visual inspection after this type of testing has proven to be very
efficient and generally takes no more than about one hour to inspect a 60 x AO x 5. A cm disk.
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When damage sites are found they are identified, marked and sized using optical microscopy
(AOX). Then an additional 90 shot test is performed on each damage site. The purpose of the
90-shot test is to grow the damage to it's maximum dimension. The 90-shot test usually takes 5

to 10 minutes to set up and then only a few minutes for each damage site. After the 90 shot
test the damage sites are remeasured for growth. If the damage site is still within
specifications (Table 1) the glass is accepted.

5 10 100

Laser pulse width (ns)

Figure 8 Pt damage threshold vs. pulse width for 1.06 m laser light. The points
are experimental data and the solid line is a model calculation by Pitts
et al.LlO] The shaded area is the operating fluence we use in the
damage tests. Note that it is approximately twice the Pt-damage threshold
yet is below the threshold for damage of an inspection polished surface.

5. Current Status

Test facilities have been established at each of the laser glass production plants and at

LLNL. Production melting of the new Nova glass began in December 1986. The glass production
order is for about 350 disks. Each glass casting is being damage tested using these new systems.

At this writing the systems have been in use for about 15 months. They operate 6 to 12

hours a day, 5 to 6 days a week. Approximately 2.5-3.0 x 10^ shots are put on each piece of
glass. Production is 90% complete with 62% of the acceptable disks having zero platinum
inclusions and 92% having two platinum inclusions or less (fig. 9).

We have found the laser damage test systems have performed admirably in this production
environment. We have experienced less than 5% down-time during production. The lasers

themselves are very sturdy; although designed for research applications we have turned them into

production lasers with only a few modifications. Specifically, we have upgraded the water
chillers, redesigned the heat exchanger, and installed new flashlamp leads, a pockets cell
monitor, and a beam profiler to continuously monitor the shape and energy of the beam. During
the production operation we established a thorough maintenance schedule for the lasers. Some
months as many as 10 million shots were fired requiring that the flashlamps be changed every 2

to A weeks.
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Figure 9 Percentage of laser disks having between zero and 10 Pt-inclusions per
disk. The Nova specification allows up to 9 damage spots less than
250 ym and 1 less than 500 ym. Note that 62% of all disks have zero
Pt-inclusions.
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A New Average-Power Damage Test Facility at LLNL*
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We describe a new facility for studying damage induced by 106A-nm, 16-ns, 0.6-J laser pulses
at repetition rates up to 120 Hz. This facility is built around four commercial 30-Hz Nd:YAG
lasers fired under computer control. The beams from the four lasers are combined using thin-film
polarizers and rotating half-wave plates to obtain a single irradiated spot on a test target. We
also describe computer controlled beam diagnostics based on a commercial video frame-grabber.

This facility has been used to compile a database of damage thresholds for a variety of
materials under average power conditions. Details of this database are presented in a companion
paper.

Key Words: average power; beam combining; beam profiling; damage testing; laser fluence
measurements; laser induced damage; thermal accumulation.

1. Introduction

Various laser systems under development at LLNL require optical components which can survive
high fluences of 106A-nm radiation at pulse repetition frequencies (PRF's) ranging from hundreds
to thousands of Hz. Under these conditions, slowly accumulating damage can cause catastrophic
component failure at fluences well below the single-shot damage threshold. Heat accumulation may
also adversely affect component damage thresholds at higher PRF's. Optical elements in some
proposed systems may be required to survive as many as 10^ shots. We have conducted a damage
test facility which addresses these issues using commercially available lasers.

With the moderately high PRF (up to 120 Hz) available in this facility, it is practical to
put several million shots on a single site to evaluate component lifetimes. Though this is a

small number in comparison to 10^, it should be sufficient to estimate the Weibull
distribution [1,2] for particular components and coatings. 10^ shots is comparable to, or in

excess of the design lifetime of several interesting systems. Surface defect densities can be

probed by scanning an area of the sample.

If optical components suffer detectable heat accumulation under irradiation at 120 Hz, they
are likely to be unsuitable for use in laser systems operating at PRF's above several kilohertz.

We can detect small local temperature excursions in an irradiated sample area with an infrared

imaging system.

2. Laser light source

The 106A-nm light source is a composite of four commercial Nd:YAG lasers (Quantel). Each

laser can deliver 0.8-J, 16-ns pulses at repetition rates up to 30 Hz. The four lasers are fired

in succession under computer control to produce a series of equally spaced pulses at 120 Hz.

Thermal considerations require the flashlamps to be fired at 30 Hz to maintain oscillator cavity

alignment. Lower PRF's are obtained by Q-switching only selected pulses.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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Ihe ouLpuls of the four lasers are combined palrwlse Into a single beam with thin film
poloTl/ers and rotating half-wave plates (fig. 1). The combiners each accept two orthogonally
polarl/ed input beams with JO-H/ PRh's and produce a single linearly polarized beam with 60 Hz
I'KI (fig. 2). Ihe input beams are superposed on a thin film polarizer to produce a single beam
wliose polar 1 /at. Ion flips 9tJ degrees on alternate pulses. To obtain linear polarization, we
rotatii evfvry other pulse 90 degrees with a stepping-motor driven half-wave retardation plate.
lh(! tw(j C)0-H/ beams are similarly merged with a third combiner with a faster rotator. Since the
wave plate must rotate ^'j dogiees between successive pulses, the rotation rates are ^50 RPM for

both 30-Hz combiners and 900 HHM for the 60-Hz combiner. By varying the orientation of a final
half-wave plate, the output polarization can be set to any desired angle. Stacked rubber
Isolation |)ads attenuate the vibration caused by the stepping motors to easily tolerable levels.

W.iviipl.ili

I KlilrKj

fllOt

Stopping
motor

Slot (IfiliK.lor -

Viljr.ilior

isolalioD

slack

Polarizer

Rotating

Wave-plate

Figure 1. Beam Combiner 2. Beam Combiner Schematic

Similar function can be obtained by replacing the motorized wave plates with Pockets' cells
which are fired for alternate pulses. Early efforts to use a system based on KD'*P (92%
deuterated) Pockets' cells had to be abandoned because of thermal stress-induced birefringence.
If the deuteration level of the KD**P had been higher (lowering absorption at IO6/4 nm) this method
would probably have succeeded. Pocket's cell combiners are more elegant and flexible, and do not
vibrate the optical table. An AR coated 2.3-m focal length lens focuses the composite beam onto
a roughly 0.6-mm spot on a test sample.

3. Beam Diagnostics

In practice, it is difficult to adjust four separate lasers to produce identical output
beams. To adeguately characterize the laser light source, it is necessary to measure the energy
and fluence in the sample plane during damage testing. We use three separate diagnostics (shown
schematically in fig. 3) to determine beam parameters. A charge-injection-device (CID) solid
state video camera (General Electric TN2305-A^) monitors the spatial energy distribution in the
sample plane. Individual pulse energies are obtained from a large area silicon photodiode
(PIN8/LC). Average power is determined with a surface absorbing calorimeter (Scientech
36-0001). The CID camera and photodiode are calibrated with respect to the calorimeter.

We extract diagnostic light from the main beam with an uncoated fused silica wedge placed
after the final focusing lens. Additional wedges direct portions of this light into the three
photodetectors. Neutral density filters in the camera and photodiode beams select the operating
fluence range.

The photosensitive array of the CID camera coincides optically with the test sample image

plane. The imager consists of 377 horizontal by 2^i2 vertical elements with horizontal spacing
23.3 microns and vertical spacing 27.2 microns, corresponding to an image about 26 pixels wide
and 22 pixels high for a 0.6-mm sample spot. The camera can grab single laser shots with the
help of an electro-mechanical shutter (Vincent Associates 225L).
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Figure 3. Beam Diagnostic Configuration

A pre-amplifier and gated integrator (Evans Assoc. A130) condition output from the silicon
photodiode. The integrated photocurrent signal is finally digitized and logged by the lab
computer.

^. Sample Diagnostics

Optical microscopy is our main damage diagnostic. We use Nomarski (interference phase
contrast) microscopy to examine and photograph samples before and after test irradiation. Under
some circumstances, light- or dark-field microscopy may also be used. These techniques highlight
phase artifacts in the transparent materials used for most coatings and substrates. A rotatable
mounting positions samples repeatably in the laser beam or under the microscope. We do not
observe the sample with the microscope during irradiation.

An infrared imaging camera (Inframetrics Model 600) can be used to observe samples during
irradiation. This camera is sensitive to IR radiation in the 8 to 12 micron range, which covers
the room temperature black-body peak. Sample temperature can be displayed on a video monitor in

false color and recorded on a video tape recorder for future review. The IR imager can resolve
temperature differences of 0.1/C.

5. Computer Control System

A single commercial microcomputer (Compaq Deskpro 286) controls the operation of our damage
test facility. Add-in boards in the computer provide other specialized functions needed for

laboratory control and monitoring.

An eight (differential) channel, 12-bit analog to digital converter board (Data Translation
DT2821) in the computer monitors analog signals from the beam diagnostics. One A to D channel is

presently used for digitizing pulse energy information from the photodiode energy monitor.

A commercial video frame-grabber (Data Translation DT2851) digitizes video output from the

CID camera and displays the acquired images in false color on a video monitor. Single frames can

optionally be stored for subsequent analysis. A crystal-controlled clock on the frame grabber

board generates the video horizontal and vertical drive signals for the CID camera, and provides

the master clock for the entire lab system. A video frame processor (Data Translation DT2858)

handles all computationally intensive operations on video data (e.g. frame averaging and

histogramming), freeing the main processor for real-time control tasks.
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A custom Laser timing and trigger board (LTTB) generates timing signals for the four lasers,
the beam combiner stepping motors, the gated integrator, and the camera shutter. The board can
monitor the beam combiner position sensors. An interrupt controller on the LTTB expands the
interrupt capabilities of the computer to accomodate the additional demands for main processor
attention.

The computer system is shown schematically in figure A.
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Figure A. Computer System

6. Lab Control Software

Menu-driven software allows a single operator to control the damage test facility from the
computer console. A wide range of critical parameters can be set and optimized during operation,
and data from the various diagnostic instruments can be displayed in graphical form in real
time. Most of the code is written in C (Mark Williams Co.), though interrupt handlers and
several low level routines are implemented in assembly language. The central kernel of the
program contains a menu interpreter, display controller, and command dispatcher. A variety of
program modules support other command- and device-specific functions.

All operating parameters of the four lasers may be set through various commands. The PRF
may be varied, though in practice the lasers are only aligned for a particular flashlamp firing
rate. Slower rates may be achieved by firing the Q-switches at multiples of the pulse repetition
period. In addition, delays between flashlamp and Q-switch firing can be optimized individually
for each laser while the system is

running.

While the lasers are firing, their pulse energies are continuously monitored and
histogrammed. The pulse energy histogram can be displayed in real time, and dumped to a graphics
printer at the conclusion of a test. The computer calibrates the photodiode energy detector
during every damage test by comparing the average single pulse energy with the average power
measured by the calorimeter. Tests do not begin until the lasers have come to thermal
equilibrium. Under these circumstances, typical pulse to pulse energy variations are in the 5 to

10 percent range, so it is not necessary to take the calorimeter time constant into
consideration.
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We extract fluence at the sample surface from digitized CID camera data. Capture and
analysis of single video frames requires about 0.5 s, giving a maximum sampling rate of 2 Hz, or

approximately every 60th pulse. The computer analyzes the video frame by calculating a histogram
of pixel values in a circular region corresponding in size to the beam diagnostic aperture (see

fig. 3). We take the maximum pixel value with ten or more pixels in this region to represent the

maximum fluence in the sample plane. The numerical value of the maximum fluence is derived from
the camera calibration, which is determined by comparing the video pixel histogram with the

average power measured by the calorimeter. The video histogram and a record of maximum
single-pulse fluences accumulate for the duration of a test. In a 5-minute test run, the camera
records 600 video frames, producing 1) a histogram of 600 maximum single-pulse fluence values,

and 2) a video histogram containing all pixel values from 600 video frames. The maximum fluence

histogram can be displayed graphically and dumped to a graphics printer. Typical fluctuations in

maximum single-pulse fluence are in the 15 to 20% range.

7. Test Procedure

In a typical test run, a sample is first examined and photographed using Nomarski
microscopy. The sample is then rotated into the beam path and irradiated for up to 5 minutes at

a particular fluence. If light emission or visible evidence of damage appears during the test,

the beam is blocked and the test ends. Damage is, as usual, defined as any observable

modification of the surface. At the conclusion of a test, the computer plots the pulse energy

and maximum single-pulse fluence histograms for each laser. Average fluence (averaged over the

diagnostic beam aperture) and the mean of the maximum single-pulse fluence histogram are also

displayed. Approximately 10 tests at different sites determine the damage threshold of the

sample. The damage threshold is taken to be the average of the maximum non-damaging fluence and

the minimum damaging fluence.

8. Results

Data obtained during development of this facility is summarized in a companion paper

entitled "Database of Average-Power Damage Thresholds at 106A nm".

9. Summary

We have constructed a facility for testing critical optical components under average-power

conditions at I06A nm. This facility is well suited for investigating shot-number effects and

component lifetimes. To a lesser extent, heat accumulation can be studied; components which

suffer detectable thermal build-up under our test conditions are likely to cause problems at

higher repetition rates and fluences. We have automated the laser operation and beam diagnostics

sufficiently that one person can perform damage tests.

10. Disclaimer

Equipment makes and model numbers are included for reference purposes only and do not

constitute an endorsement of the respective manufacturers by LLNL.
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Measurements and calculations of the performance of a frame -transfer CCD area array
sensor in a beam profiling system are presented. The measured dark current and
photosensitivity pattern noise of the sensor are shown to be better than those of
previously studied self -scanned imaging devices. Calculated modulation transfer functions
agree with previous measurements, verifying that th| CCD sensor should be able to
adequately resolve spatial frequencies up to 50 mm . A logarithmic video amplifier was
successfully interfaced with the CCD camera and an 8 -bit image processor for the
acquisition of laser beam images with improved contrast.

Key Words: area array sensor; beam profiling; charge -coupled device; dark current;
logarithmic video amplifier; modulation transfer function; photosensitivity pattern noise.

1. Introduction

In a recent report, we compared a frame transfer CCD camera with a CID camera for use with
an 8-bit image processor in the beam profiling system of a laser damage testing facility. The
CCD camera (VSP Labs Model SC 505) was found to be more compatible with the image processor and
to have the important performance advantages of a lower dark current pattern noise and a wider
spatial frequency bandwidth. The dynamic ranges of both devices were similar, but modest.

Because of the apparent superiority of the CCD camera in the beam profiling system, we
have restricted recent studies to that particular device. In this report, we present the
results of the following investigations on the CCD camera:

1) Measurements of the photosensitivity pattern noise of the camera sensor with no
protective faceplate, which was unavoidably present in our previous measurements and
caused interference fringes [1];

2) Calculations of the modulation transfer function of the camera sensor for comparison
with previous measurements [1];

3) The use of a logarithmic video amplifier to improve the contrast of relatively low

intensity components in the acquired laser beam image.

2. Photosensitivity Pattern Noise

Photosensitivity pattern noise, which is a measure of the spatial uniformity of sensor
responsivity to uniform illumination, can be expressed as the ratio of the sensor pixel signal

standard deviation to the mean pixel signal [2]. To uniformly illuminate the CCD sensor, the

optical arrangement illustrated in figure 1 was used to produce an Airy diffraction pattern,

whose main lobe was 8 cm wide at the 6.0 mm x 4.5 mm sensor. By monitoring the camera video

output with an oscilloscope, it was possible to optimize the relative positions of the Airy
disc and the camera sensor as well as to ascertain that the sensor illumination was uniform.

The neutral density filters shown in figure 1 were used to adjust the intensity of the

illumination.
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Figure 1. Optical arrangement used to produce uniform illumination of the CCD sensor.

To obtain pattern noise data, the camera video output, which is in standard RS 170/NTSC
format, was input directly to the 8-bit image processor (RCI trapix 5500). Using system
software, the gain and offset of the image processor were automatically adjusted to suppress
background noise and optimize use of the 256 grey level range of the image processor. Data
frames corresponding to dark current (no illumination) and two illumination intensities were
then acquired and stored for subsequent analysis.

The stored pattern noise data frames were analyzed using system software to calculate the
mean grey level g and the grey level standard deviation a of the following: all 512 x 482
pixels in each frame, the central 256 x 256 pixels in each frame, and the central 128 x 128
pixels in each frame. The results, along with the corresponding a/g ratio (the percent pattern
noise) for each case are given in table 1. Thus, for example, the dark current and
photosensitivity pattern noises of the central 256 x 256 pixel region (2.5 x 2.4 mm) of the
sensor, which is large enough for many laser damage test beams, are 6.5% and less than 1%,

respectively.

Table 1. Grey level mean g, standard deviation a, and percent pattern noise a/g of the CCD
camera under conditions of no illumination (dark current) and two levels of uniform
illumination. A, B, and C refer, respectively, to the entire 512 x 482 pixel sensor,

the central 256 x 256 pixel region, and the central 128 x 128 pixel region.

Dark Current Medium Illumination Higher IlluminationABC ABC ABC
g 9.1 9 1 9 1 134.5 135.0 135.4 215.2 216.8 217.0

a 0.61 0 59 0 60 1.65 1.36 1.31 2.01 1.51 1.44

o/z (%) 6.8 6 5 6 5 1.2 1.0 0.97 0.93 0.70 0.66

3. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

The MTF or spatial frequency response of the camera sensor characterizes its ability to

resolve fine details, e.g., hot spots, in the beam profile. In our previous study, we measured

the MTF of the CCD camera by recording images of a USAF resolution test target and using system

software to determine grey levels in appropriate portions of the images.

For purposes of comparison with the measured results, in the present study we have

calculated the MTF of the CCD sensor. Because they are architecturally and operationally

different in the horizontal and vertical directions, CCD area array sensors have distinct

horizontal and vertical MTF's [3]. The net MTF in either direction is the product of component

MTF's that account for pixel geometry, diffusion of signal charge, and, in the vertical

direction only for frame transfer CCD sensors, signal charge transfer inefficiency.
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The geometry component of MTF is found by Fourier transforming (in spatial frequency
space) the light-sensitive portion of a sensor pixel [3]. Convenient expressions of the

horizontal and vertical results are, respectively,

and

where

MTF^^ = sine [ (7rf/2f^) (Ax/p)

MTF = sine [(7rf/f ) (Ax/p)]
gv n

f = spatial frequency in mm
,

(1)

(2)

and

= Nyquist limited spatial frequency,

Ax = signal sensitive extent of the pixel in the respective direction,

p = pixel center-to-center spacing.

The factor of 2 difference in the arguments of eq (1) and eq (2) is due to the fact that our

CCD camera operates in a 2:1 interlaced format (standard video). Thus, the Nyquist limits are

equal to l/2p and 1/p in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively [4].

Although the arguments of eq (1) and eq (2) could both be simplified to (rrfAx) , the forms
given allow MTF calculations in terms of the light-sensitive fraction of the pixel (Ax/p) and
the Nyquist frequency. Using manufacturer's data for our CCD camera sensor, we determined that
Ax/p = 1 and p = 10 /zm and 15.6 /zm in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,

corresponding to Nyquist frequencies of 50 mm and 64.1 mm. Figure 2 shows
computer - generated plots of eq (1) and (2) based on these values.

MTFgh = Sinc((7vf/fn)(Ax/(2p))

MTFgv = Sinc((7Tf/fn)(Ax/(p))

Spatial Frequency (l/mm )

Figure 2. Calculated pixel geometry components of the CCD sensor MTF in the horizontal and

vertical directions.
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The diffusion component of MTF accounts for the loss of signal due to photons that are
absorbed outside the sensor CCD depletion regions [5]. The effect is approximately the same in
both the horizontal and vertical directions, and can be expressed as

[exp(-QL^)/(l + aL)

MTF^ =
Q

1 - [exp(-aL^)/(l + aL^)
(3)

where the quantity L is obtained from the relation

+ (27rf)' (4)

L, =

and

diffusion length of signal change,

width of the CCD depletion layer,

= material optical absorption coefficient.

-1
Figure 3 shows the results of plotting eq (3) with a = 1000 cm , = 4 ;um, and = 7 /zm

and 10 jim. We subsequently determined that a = 4000 cm and = 30 /um are probably better

values for those parameters [5,6]; however an examination of eq (3) reveals that whereas

increasing tends to lower the MTF curve (see figure 3), increasing q tends to raise it.

Thus the result shown in figure 3 for L = 10 /Lim is reasonable.
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Figure 3. Calculated diffusion component of the CCD sensor MTF for = 4pm and a = 1000 cm

Results are valid in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
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In frame transfer CCD sensors, images are continually transferred vertically from the
imaging portion of the sensor to the storage portion [4] . During this transfer, some of the
charge stored in each pixel is left behind and added to the charge in trailing pixel signals.
This effect results in a so-called transfer inefficiency component of MTF in the vertical
direction, which is given [3] by the expression

MTF^ = exp[-r?e(l - cos (7rf/f^))] (5)

where

and

e = the fraction of charge left behind in each transfer

T) = total number of transfers.

Equation 5 is plotted in figure 4 for an inefficiency product rje = 0.3, which was found to be
the case in previous measurements on a frame transfer CCD sensor [7].

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 -15 50 55 60 65

Spatial Frequency
( 1/mni )

Figure 4. Calculated transfer inefficiency component of the CCD sensor MTF in the vertical
direction for rje = 0.3. There is no transfer inefficiency in the horizontal
direction.

Total MTF's consist of the products of geometric, diffusion, and transfer inefficiency
components in the vertical direction and geometric and diffusion components in the horizontal
direction. The appropriate curves from figures 2, 3 (L =10 pm) , and 4 along with their
products are shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively, for the vertical and horizontal
directions

.

The net vertical and horizontal MTF's from figures 5 and 6 are compared to our previously
measured results [1] in figures 7 and 8, respectively. The dashed curves through the data
points in figures 7 and 8 were obtained with a spline-based curve fitting routine [8]. These
calculated and measured results are in reasonably good agreement, which suggests that image

grey levels can be used to provide a fairly reliable indication of sensor spatial frequency
bandwidth. However, the scatter in the measured data also suggests that other MTF measurement
methods, e.g., those based on the camera output video signal [9], are more accurate. The
general agreement between the calculated and measured results also supports the earlier
conclusion [1] that the CCD area array sensor should be able to resolve structural details in

laser beam profiles with spatial frequencies up to 50 mm
^
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Spatial Frequency ( 1/mm )

Figure 5. Calculated total MTF of the CCD sensor in the vertical direction. Component curves

are from figures 2, 3 (L =10 nm) , and 4.

MTFd

Spatial Frequency (l/mm )

Figure 6. Calculated total MTF of the CCD sensor in the horizontal direction. Component

curves are from figures 2 and 3 (L^ = 10 ^m)
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MTFtot = MTFg X MTFd x MTFt

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Spatial Frequency (l/mm )

Figure 7. Comparison of the calculated total MTF of the CCD sensor in the vertical direction
(solid curve) with the previously measured result [1].

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Spatial Frequency (1/nun )

Figure 8. Comparison of the calculated total MTF of the CCD sensor in the horizontal direction

(solid curve) with the previously measured result [1].
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4. Logarithmic Video Amplifier for Contrast Enhancement

To improve the contrast of low intensity components in the imaged laser beam, we studied
the effects of using a logarithmic video amplifier (KVP Electronics DCL-80-20) to modify the
output of the CCD camera before it enters the 8 -bit image processor. In principle, the
logarithmic amplifier should magnify the smallest intensity components the most and the largest
intensity components the least, thereby improving the contrast of the smaller components.

Feeding the composite camera output, which includes both video information and blanking
signals, into the amplifier proved unacceptable because the amplified blanking signals were too
large for the image processor. It was thus necessary to amplify only the video component of
the camera output. To do this, we modified the camera output circuitry so that the video
information and blanking signals could be joined externally, after either sending the video
information through the logarithmic amplifier or bypassing it. The modification is illustrated
in figure 9

.

BLAJJKING SICNALS

CCD
CAMERA

\ II4AGE PROCESSOR
OR

OSCILLOSCOPE

-p" 7*

LCGARITWIIC
AI'IPLIFIER

VIDEO

Figure 9. Arrangement used to study the effects of a logarithmic amplifier on the CCD camera
output signal. With the camera modification, blanking and video signals are
superimposed after the video signal is optionally amplified.

To evaluate the effect of the logarithmic amplifier on an optical signal, we used an
oscilloscope to observe the video signal associated with the image of a gaussian helium-neon
laser beam. To avoid saturation of the CCD camera sensor, neutral density filters were used to

attenuate the beam such that approximately only one-half of the 2.65 volt video voltage window
of the camera was used. In figure 10, oscilloscope traces (storage mode) of both the

unamplified and amplified video signals are superimposed. The inner and outer envelopes
represent, respectively, the gaussian beam profile and its logarithmically amplified
counterpart. It can be seen in the figure that the logarithmic amplifier operated on the

weaker signals more than on the stronger ones, as expected. For example, whereas the peak of

Figure 10. Superimposed storage oscilloscope traces of the camera video signal associated

with a gaussian laser beam. Inner envelope: unamplified gaussian signal.

Outer envelope: logarithmically amplified signal. Horizontal: 2 psec/div.

Vertical: 0.2 volts/div.
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the gaussian signal was amplified by a factor of only 1.09 (or 9%), the 1/e point of the
gaussian signal was amplified by a factor of 2.54 (or 164%). When either signal (amplified or
unamplified) was input to the 8-bit image processor, the corresponding beam image was displayed
as expected, i.e. , without saturating the voltage window of the image processor. It is thus
clear that logarithmic amplification can be used to improve the contrast of low intensity
components in beam profiles without saturating the voltage window of the image processor.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The dark current and photosensitivity pattern noises of the CCD area array sensor are less
than 7% and 1%, respectively, over the entire sensor area. Thus the device is virtually free
of geometric distortion and superior in this regard to the CID camera studied earlier [1].

The calculated MTF's agree reasonably well with the previously measured results [1].

Thus, the CCD camera should provide adequate resolution of beam profile structure with spatial
frequencies up to 50 mm

With a slight modification to the CCD camera output circuitry, the logarithmic video
amplifier can be used with the 8 -bit image processor to improve the contrast of low intensity
components in measured laser beam images. An important next step in this work will be to

calibrate the amplifier so that image - inversion software can be written, which will allow the

automatic display of laser beam images that have been logarithmically amplified for contrast
improvement and converted back to a linear format for observation and analysis.

^Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research/AFSC , United
States Air Force, under Contract F49620-85-0013 . The United States Government is

authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for governmental purpose
notwithstanding any copyright notation hereon.
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A Sensor for Production Oriented Damage Testing at 1.06^iTi
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Detection for production laser damage testing at 1.06/im may be accomplished by a

single scheme of flash detection. This scheme uses the test wavelength, LOSfjim, to detect
catastrophic damage events and is sufficient to detect the plasma associated with cata-
strophic damage, the failure morphology typical of production damage testing.

The detection scheme consists of a fiber optic bundle used as a light pipe and a

photomul tipl ier tube as a detector. When introduced into the target area, the collection
end of the light pipe is the only element of the detector that need be in proximity to

the target area. Since the light pipe has a wide acceptance angle, precise location and
orientation of the light pipe end is not required. Therefore, the detector may be moved
in and out easily without compromising detector performance. The detector is used in

conjunction with electronics that allow the user to define a non-damage level of scatter.
When damage occurs and the characteristic plasma plume is formed, a comparator detects
the signal exceeding the set threshold and registers a damage event.

The simplicity and low cost aspects of the detection scheme make it a good candidate
for all production damage testers at 1.06^m. Furthermore, the detection apparatus may be

linked electronically to the test laser to shut off the test source upon detection of
damage to prevent gratuitous damage to the sample under test. The incorporation of such a

binary damage detector is suitable for use in an automated and, therefore, enclosed
(Class I) damage tester for use on factory floors.

Key words: damage detection; laser damage; production testing.

1. Introduction and Background

This paper describes the development of a sensor for production oriented laser damage testing.

Following this introduction, a resume of the desired attributes of a sensor for production

oriented damage testing is presented. Then the particular implementation will be introduced and

discussed.

It is worth noting that the sensor described herein was initially intended to be a scatter

probe similar to one previously described [1]. The difference between the scatter probe described

by Seitel and Babb and the intended operation of the present sensor was the wavelength of opera-

tion. Seitel's and Babb's sensor requires an additional He-Ne laser and measures the change in

scatter of the 0.6328/im radiation. The intended sensor was designed to detect change in the

1.06/xm test laser itself with no additional beams required.

2. Attributes of a Sensor for Production Oriented Testing

The two main differences between sensors used in research oriented damage testing and produc-

tion oriented damage testing are the subtlety of the degradation and the quantification of

degradation. The researcher is interested in the evolution of the damage morphology as a function

of irradiation and frequently defines damage as the first observable permanent change in the optic

under test. The laser manufacturer is interested in damage that will impact laser operation and

frequently defines damage to be catastrophic [2,3], since the more subtle pitting of optics does

not usually affect the performance or typical laser systems now in production.

*Current address is: LLNL/TRW, P. 0. Box 5513, Livermore, California
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Thus, the attributes of a damage sensor for production differ from the requirements of a sensor
for research oriented damage testing in the requirements of quantification. The research oriented
sensor must be capable of detecting small changes in the surface of the optic, while the produc-
tion oriented sensor should only detect catastrophic events. Here the difference becomes clear.
The research oriented sensor returns an analog result related in some way to surface change while
the production sensor returns a binary signal indicating damage or no damage.

3. Concept, Implementation and Operation

The basic attribute of the sensor is the ability to detect and report catastrophic damage to

the optic under test. There is a plasma spark associated with catastrophic failure of an optic
and it is this plasma spark that is detected.

To implement this concept of plasma spark detection, a light pipe consisting of a fiber optic
bundle is used to collect and guide the radiated light to a detector. This dectector puts out a

signal proportional to the energy that is collected by the light pipe. This signal is compared
to a threshold level. If the signal exceeds the threshold level, the discriminator generates a

logic pulse which then shuts off the laser and allows for inspection of the surface.

Sample
under test

ic bundle

rest Laser!

Lens

Fiber o]

Logic signal to

laser electronics

1.06|j,m narrow band filter

PMT Power
Supply Photomultiplier Tube

Discriminator
Electronics

Figure 1. Schematic of Flash detector
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A layout of the sensor is shown in figure 1. The 1.06^m interference filter is an artifact
from the attempt to design a scatter probe. Its presence does not hinder the performance of the
sensor and provides a needed filter against background illumination.

The precise specification of equipment should not be necessary to construct an operational
sensor. The discriminator, for example, can be an off-the-shelf device, such as are common in
many NIM crates, or can be built for the explicit purpose as in the present case. The ability
to set a threshold level enables the user to "calibrate" the sensor for the size of the plasma
spark typical of the damage test station.

In the particular sensor assembled at Hughes, it was found that the ability of the sensor to
detect damage was relatively insensitive to angular orientation of the fiber optic bundle. Also,
the sensor was found to operate with as much as 14dB of attenuation between the spark and the
collecting end of the fiber.

4. Discussion

There are several advantages to the sensor described above that make it an attractive option
for damage detection in a production oriented environment.

The first is alignment insensitivity , the ability of the sensor to tolerate minor angular mis-
alignments, which allows for the rapid removal and replacement of the fiber optic bundle. Thus,
minimal time and operator training are necessary to successfully remove and replace the fiber
bundle. The small size of the fiber bundle allows for placement in the crowded area near the
target plane. This is further reinforced by the fact that other sources and collection optics are
not needed.

The binary nature of the discriminator output and the ability to adjust the level to detect the
plasma spark associated with catastrophic failure makes this sensor an attractive option for damage
detection in a fully enclosed damage test station. This allows construction and operation of a

fully enclosed. Class I laser damage test station in a normal production environment. The amount
of operator training and skill needed to recognize a plasma spark and adjust the discriminator level

accordingly is minimal. This minimal training requirement is in contrast to the rather difficult
job of observing and calibrating subtle changes in the optic under test.

In conclusion, it is the authors' contention that the device described above is a useful damage
detection sensor for production oriented applications and can be assembled from common laboratory
equipment. Although the sensor described in this paper is intended to operate with a 1.06/Am damage
tester, it is really the plasma spark that is detected, and the device should operate well at any

laser wavelength where a plasma spark accompanies catastrophe failure of the optic under test.
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The composition and design of the coatings tested was requested. The speaker replied
that he did not know the answer since these were vendor samples. However, it was worth
noting that of the 12 designs analysed the one which conditioned the most and the one
which conditioned the least were from the same coating coated at the same time by the

same vendor. The porosity of the films has not been checked. A weight loss technique
was suggested. The author believes that water plays a large role in coating anomalies.
The possibility of getting contaminants from the chamber wall onto the optic was
discussed

.

Another participant pointed out that in his experience water would reenter porous films
within minutes or faster after it was removed from the vacuum chamber. The speaker
replied that he had reported work last year suggesting that on samples he had studied the

time constant was on the order of days.
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MAPPING OF SURFACE DEFECTS OF OPTICAL COMPONENTS
BY A HIGH SPEED SURFACE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

A scanning darkfield laser scatterometer is used to produce maps of surface
defects on optical component surfaces. This instrument was originally developed for
the examination of silicon wafers. The short depth of filed, high resolution
darkfield imaging design of the scattering measurement head, enables the instrument
to examine the cleanliness and surface condition of transparent as well as opaque
optical surfaces, including coated surfaces.

The measurement system consists of a laser illuminated darkfield optical head
mounted on a linear translation stage, a spinning chuck, and a data acquisition and
display system. The instrument is capable of resolving the ac scattered light
component to two parts in 10^ for scattering sites smaller than the pixel size (50

microns). The dc sensitivity of the instrument is roughly one part in 10^ (1 ppm)

.

The instrument has been successfully used in inspecting mirror substrates before
and after coating and in developing cleaning techniques. Operation of the system and

some data will be presented.
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Scattered Light as a Laser Damage Diagnostic
Aian F. Stewart and Arthur H. Guenther
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ABSTRACT

Laser light scattering from thin film coatings was evaluated as a

diagnostic indicator for an automated 1-on-l laser damage test
facility. While variations in scattered light has been effectively
used in bulk damage testing for many years, a dependable diagnostic of
similar ilk for threshold phenomena of surfaces and thin film coatings
has not been universally accepted. The data collected in this study
indicates that measurement of scattered light is effective when surface
damage morphologies mimic the larger scale phenomena observed in bulk
damage. When individual micron diameter pits form on the surface, as can
frequently be the case, this diagnostic is less reliable. In addition,
when the overall scatter level from the surface is high, as in poor quality
optics, the change in scattered light becomes undetectable with the
onset of damage.

Key words: laser induced surface/thin film damage, scattering,
damage indicator

.

I. Introduction

Laser induced damage in 1-on-l testing of surfaces and thin film coatings has been an area
of intensive study for many years. [1-7] The determination of a true threshold value has been
the subject of much debate because of the statistical nature of testing procedures and how the
onset of damage was defined. In an ideal experiment for the determination of an absolute
damage threshold, a purely statistical test could be employed with a large sample set using a

fail-safe determination of the onset of damage. A considerable amount of surface area must be
tested at each fluence level and a large number of identical samples must be tested to obtain
the required statistics to accurately define a threshold for a specific set of samples. [5] The
amount of testing required is impractical because of many reasons, e.g., human fatigue,
experimental errors as well as cost. As a result, most studies published to date present
enough data to indicate trends and bracket with some level of confidence the expected
performance levels for a given coating or surface. Of course what is generally wanted is an
indicator of performance for full size optical components.

A number of techniques have been described the literature which make use of scattered
light, either at the fundamental or at another wavelength in an attempt to determine the onset
of laser damage or to study the mechanisms of laser damage. [3,8-11] In this study, we
examined the use of both off axis and near angle (to the specular reflected beam) scattered
laser light as automated diagnostic indicators for threshold determinations in 1-on-l laser
damage testing of thin film coatings. Scattered light has been used effectively for many
years in bulk damage testing where the onset of damage is marked by a large fracture zone in
the material. The data collected in this study involving some 5000 individual sites indicates
that scattered light variations works well when surface damage morphologies mimic the larger
scale phenomena observed in bulk damage. When micron diameter pits form on the surface, this
diagnostic is less reliable. And when the overall initial scatter level from the surface is

high, the change in scattered light becomes undetectable and thus, uncorrelated with the onset
of damage

.

II. Experiment

An extensive series of laser damage tests were conducted in support of an experiment to be
described elsewhere in these proceedings. [12] 1-on-l laser damage tests were conducted using
a single mode Nd:YAG laser system. The laser damage testing protocol employed and the system
specifications have been reported in the literature over the past several years. [6,7] Two

different experimental configurations were assembled to determine the viability of scattered
light as a laser damage indicator. Off axis scattered light as depicted in figure 1 was the

initial thrust of this investigation. This technique was of particular interest due to the

known sensitivity of variable angle scatterometer measurements to small scale surface
imperfections. [13,14] A chopped helium neon laser probe beam illuminated the area of the

Manuscript Eecetved
3-4-88
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surface under test. The probe beam was incident on the sample surface at an angle of 30
degrees from normal and was focused to match the diameter of the 1.064 micron damage test beam.
The Gaussian profile of the probe beam was thus elongated in the plane of incidence. The
damage test beam was incident on the sample surface at 4 degrees from normal and also exhibited
a Gaussian profile. The specularly reflected beam was blocked. In all other respects, damage
testing was conducted following standard procedures. [6,7] The implementation of a scattered
light diagnostic probe is very dependent on the footprint of the intensity profile and the
overlap between the two beams at the sample surface. It should be noted that both probe and
damage test beams exhibited some pointing jitter. A larger margin for error due to beam jitter
would have resulted from utilization of a larger probe beam diameter but with correspondingly
lower intensities on the sample surface and reduced sensivity. Scattered light from the sample
surface was collected using a Questar QM-1 long working distance microscope positioned 110cm
from the sample. The microscope viewed the sample surface at 10 degrees off normal and 10
degrees from the specular beam in the plane of incidence. The 8.8cm microscope aperture
collected light from a solid angle of 0.006 steradians. The image from the microscope passed
through a paritally reflecting beamsplitter to a video camera for observation of the sample
surface. The beamsplitter was coated as an 80% reflector at 633nm. The reflected red light
was incident on a laser line interference filter followed by a photomultiplier tube.

The photomultiplier signal was processed by an amplifier with a bandpass filter on the
input synchronous to the chopping frequency of the probe laser. Amplifier gain settings varied
between 20 and 5000 to obtain an output signal of 1 volt for the different samples tested. The
chopped signal was then processed by a transient digitizer which averaged 60 waveforms. The
averaged waveform was then analyzed to obtain a root mean square amplitude. Scatter levels
were measured in this fashion before and after each shot. Both the absolute scatter level and
the fractional change in this level were recorded. Scattering from bare low scatter surfaces
(<400 PPB/Str) were easily measurable using this system. Data obtained on coated surfaces
during this study indicated a noise level of about 1% for typical meaurements . The principal
source of the recorded noise level was triggering instability and resolution in the transient
digitizer

.

Near angle scattered light measurement, as depicted in figure 2, was later investigated as

an alternative technique. Again, a chopped helium neon laser probe beam was used to illuminate
the area of the sample surface under test. The probe beam in these tests was focussed to twice

the diameter of the 1.064 micron damage beam. The angle ofincidence of the probe beam was 30

degrees from normal to the sample surface. The specularly reflected beam was blocked by a

"negative pinhole". [9-11] Scattered light was collected by a lens which imaged the test

surface onto the enrance aperture of the photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier output
signal was processed in the same manner as described above. In all other respects, damage

testing was conducted following standard procedures. After the conclusion of testing, each
irradiation site was carefully examined under a Nomarski microscope at magnifications up to

400X. Any noticeable change of the sample surface was identified as damage. This was the only

criteria used for the determination of damage in this study.

The samples tested in this study provided a broad variation in properties and damage

thresholds. Single layer coatings of AljOg and TajOg were prepared using electron beam and

reactive sputtering. Hafnium oxide coatings were prepared using ion assisted electron beam
deposition. These coatings were deposited in a half wave thickness at 1.06 microns. The

substrates were superpolished fused silica with extremely low scatter surfaces (<400 PPB/str) .

Before damage testing, the coated substrates were subjected to a laser annealing treatment at

various power levels. For each set of samples, it was observed that average scattering levels

increased dramatically above an annealing level of 50 W/cm2 . As reported elsewhere in these

proceedings [12], the properties of these coatings in terms of damage thresholds and

scattering levels varied considerably with microstructures that ranged from polycrystalline to

amorphous. Thus, the light scatter diagnostic was evaluated with samples exhibiting a very

extensive range of properties.

III. Data

The scattered light variation data collected for this study has been plotted in figures 3- 6

for four sets of samples tested. For purposes of defining a performance level, a 20% change in

scattering was selected as the cutoff point- -significantly above the noise level of the

measurement data, but otherwise an arbitrary choice. In figures 3-6, two groups of data are

plotted. First, the percentage number of damaged sites (determined from microscopy data) which

exhibited a change in scatter level of 20% or more are plotted. A perfect damage diagnostic
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would provide 100% correlation between the occurrence of damage (microscopy) and a measurable
change in signal. The second data set plotted is the percentage of undamaged sites which
exhibited a change in scatter level of 20% or more. For a perfect damage diagnostic, this
error rate would be 0%. The off axis scatter data plotted in figure 3 for AljOg coatings
deposited using reactive sputtering appears to be the most understandable. As the annealing
power level (and thus the average scattering level) is increased from 0 to 100 Watts per square
centimeter, the number of damage sites registering a change in scatter above 20% declines
steadily from 94% on down to 5%. Thus, the majority of the damaged sites escape detection at
the higher annealing power levels. The fraction of undamaged sites which had significantly
altered scatter levels is consistently below 4% for this whole series of samples. Off axis
scatter data obtained on Ta^O^ coatings fabricated using reactive sputtering and electron beam
deposition was less encouraging. The data plotted in figures 4 and 5 shows that the scatter
diagnostic was much less efficient as a damage indicator for these films in general. In figure
4, data obtained on sputtered TajOg films actually shows a crossover for one sample where a

measured change in the scattering level correlated to undamaged sites more often than to those
which had damaged. The efficiency of the off axis scatter diagnostic falls to below 50% for
highly scattering samples annealed at higher power levels. The signal-to-noise of scattered
light as a diagnostic indicator is inadequate for the detection of small scale damage
features on annealed electron beam and sputtered TajOg films.

Near angle scattering was used as a diagnostic indicator for the data obtained on ion
assisted hafnium oxide films plotted in figure 6. As in figure 3 for AljOgfilms, the data
shows a steadily decreasing efficiency of the diagnostic with increasing anneal power. At an
anneal power of 125 W/cm2 , near angle scattered light permitted the detection of only 5% of the
sites damaged by the incident 1.064 micron beam. While the near angle scatter diagnostic fell
from 76% for unannealed films to 5% efficiency for films annealed at 125 W/cm2 , the background
scattering level of these coatings rose by a factor of 156 as determined from measurements on a

variable angle scatterometer . [14] The error rate for near angle scattered light detection is

zero for all practical purposes and is lower than that observed in off axis scattered light
data

.

IV. Analysis

Several factors controlled the performance of the light scatter damage diagnostics as

described above. Damage morphology played a significant role in determining the applicability
of these diagnostics for thin film studies. The morphology observed on the AI2O3 sputtered
films was unique in that every site involved the complete ablation or uniform modification of
the film under the beam footprint. This morphology was very definitive and unusual for coating
damage at 1.064 microns. [3] Damage morphologies observed on the TajOg and HfOj films tested
were much more typical of thin film damage with small pitting occuring near threshold. Not
surprisingly, the efficiency of detection of damage in these films fell to 75-80%.

Another important factor was the overall background scattering level of the film under
test. Typical scattering levels measured on single layer films on superpolished fused silica
have averaged 1-5 PPM/str over the past few years. [14] The coatings annealed at power levels
above 50W/cm2 and tested as part of this study exhibited scattering levels 50 - 700 times
higher. These levels are considerably higher than for typical films and serve only to bracket
the performance of these diagnostics.

The detection of the pitting damage morphology may serve as a reasonable ranking
parameter for a damage indicator. The total area of a film modified by the damaging beam might
be only 2-4 square microns within a total beam footprint of 10,000 square microns. As our
standard technique, microscopy requires that the operator must exercise some judgement in

identifying the very small features associated with the onset of laser damage. The question
facing him is whether a suspicious 1 micron diameter spot is a native coating defect or a laser

damage feature.* Without a perfect deterministic method to compare with, the microscope
remains as our standard.

* This nearly becomes a philosophical discussion since if N-on-1 testing
were being performed, that site might grow to macroscopic dimensions on the

next shot. From this perspective, N-on-1 testing is much more deterministic
than 1-on-l testing. From a practical standpoint, some laser systems do not
lend themselves to N-on-1 testing because of shot to shot reproducibility
in energy, pointing or beam profile.
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The measurement of off axis or near angle scattered light does not seem to be able to provide
the resolution, compared to microscopy, for the identification of small scale damage features.

For control samples, which had not been annealed, the average was only 70% detection of damage
sites. This phenomena can be correlated with the damage morphology observed in all coatings
other than the data in figure 3. For the majority, but not all, of the coatings tested in this
and other studies of thin film damage, the initiation of damage occurs with the formation of
micron diameter pits. The integrated effect of a few isolated pits within the much larger area
of the probe and damage beams does not seem to significantly alter the scatter levels measured
by these techniques.

The error rate , as defined by the number of undamaged sites registering large changes in
scattering is relatively high for the off axis data plotted in figures 3-5 with values ranging
from 4-30%. The performance of the near angle scatter diagnostic as plotted in figure 6 is

acceptably low with a near zero error rate. A test facility could rely on the near angle
scattered light as providing a number equal to or higher to the actual damage threshold.

However, 57% of the samples tested in the off axis diagnostic mode had sites with
measurable changes in the scattering level below the actual damage threshold. Every damage
investigator has obediently watched as weakly bonded particulates on the surface get blown off
by the laser leaving a pristine surface behind (and as we would define it - an undamaged sur-

face but perhaps in an excited electronic or chemical state). Even with careful cleaning,
these sites can not be eliminated as these particulates could have settled out of the air or

have been ejected from a neighboring site. There is also the possibility of a high power
damage beam annealing the coated surface resulting in reduced scatter levels. A site which is

annealed by the high power beam will have different properties easily observable under the
microscope and thus will not escape detection. A light scatter damage indicator would also

presumably detect this type of phenomena.

It is important to note that the collection optics sufficiently discriminated against
scatter from back surface damage to remove this a possible complication. In fact, the majority
of the sites tested in the AljOg data set of figure 3 experienced back surface damage.

IV. Comparison to Other Techniques

Several other techniques have been used in an attempt to resolve the question of the

onset of damage on coatings and surfaces. Most methods have demonstrated limited applicabil-
ity and limited success. We attempted to replicate the high levels of success reported by

Franck, et al, [9,10], who developed the near angle scatter diagnostic technique.

A comparison of the test data shows that considerably reduced performance results from our

implementation of either the near angle scatter or off axis scatter diagnostics. One pos-

sible discrepancy might be the acceptance angle for scatter collection. We have not optimised

the size of the negative pinhole used. Clearly, with optimization, the NWC technique samples
near angle scatter at much smaller angles closer to the specular direction. This may permit

the detection of scatter level changes on the order of 1 part in 10,000 corresponding to the

formation of a single pit.

Another apparent difference in the data, is that this laboratory has tested primarily
single layer coatings on transparent substrates and bare surfaces whereas the NWC group has

been more involved in testing single or multilayer coatings on metal substrates. The

relationship between the probe beam and fundamental wavelengths with the coating structure

cannot be ignored for the implementation of a diagnostic indicator. Clearly, the removal of a

small area of a film with an optical thickness of 1/2 or 1 wave may not result in large changes

in the reflectance or scattering of a surface at specific wavelengths. Much larger changes in

scatter have been measured in this laboratory with the onset of even small damage features in

testing of multilayer high reflectance films.

A third complication in comparison of this technique with others is how the microscopist

sets the criteria for the occurrence of damage. We examine each site at magnifications up to

400x using a Nomarski microscope and even then it is sometimes difficult to discriminate

between native coating defects and laser damage induced features near threshold. The type of

microscope employed can change the criteria selected as the microscopist sets his own

discrimination levels.
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A third alternative to the test procedures described here, and which has seen limited use,
would be a pixel by pixel comparison of television picture frames of the sample surface taken
before and after each exposure event. [15] This technique suffers somewhat from the 8 bit
resolution of the television system. The effective resolution of the scatter collection system
used in this study after initialization for a given sample was 10 bits but without the
spatially resolved information a television picture contains.

V. Conclusions

With optimization to permit detection at the 10-100 PPM level, the near angle scatter
probe developed at NWC may be able to provide the performance levels required for use in an
automated laser damage test facility. Off axis scattered light as a diagnostic indicator
provides low performance levels as measured on a wide variety of samples. It is unlikely that
the off axis light scattering technique described here can be relied upon sufficiently to allow
complete automation of a test facility.

A damage test usually involves observation of the sample under test followed by post
mortem microscopy. This allows the investigator to study the area under test with high resolu-
tion, looking for changes over an area equal to a Polaroid picture or a quadrant of a
television screen. The development of a similar high resolution technique for the damage diag-
nostic will be required for automation in testing.
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He Ne LIGHT SCAHERING PROBE AND COLLECTION OPTICS
INCORPORATED INTO THE 1064 nm LASER DAMGE TEST FACIUTY
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Fig. 1 Off axis light scatter detection system installed in the Nd-YAG
laser damage test facility

He

Ne

Fig. 2 Near angle scatter detection system installed in the Nd:YAG laser
damage facility
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THE GROWTH AND STABILITY OF Ag LAYERS ON Cu(llO)
MONITORED BY SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION

R. E. Muenchausen, M. A. Hoffbauer and T. N. Taylor
Los Alamos National Laboratory-

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Understanding the fundamental limits for laser/optical mirror fabrication is

directly relevant to the development of mirrors with improved durability and damage
thresholds. Ag layers deposited in ultra-high vacuum on a well characterized,
single-crystal Cu(llO) substrate as a function of substrate temperature have been
analyzed using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) in order to answer questions concerning substrate overlayer formation and film
degradation at the early stages of growth (

~ 10 monolayers) .[ 1

]

Another aspect of this work has centered on developing diagnostics transferable
from UHV to "real-world" environments. Optical second-harmonic generation (SHG) was

chosen due to its surface specificity and experimental simplicity. The observed SH

intensity as a function of Ag deposition even at submonolayer coverages. A
comparison between the observed SH intensity and polarization dependence with the AES

and LEED analysis indicates that optics SHG provides a fingerprint of the nucleation
of Ag clusters

.

[1] Taylor, T.N.; Hoffbauer, M.A.
;
Maggiore, C.J.; Beery, J.G. The growth and

stability of Ag layers on Cu(llO). J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 5(4):

1625-1629; 1987 July/August.
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SUPER- POLISHED SILICON CARBIDE MIRROR
FOR XUV RADIATION

K. Yoshida, Y. Kato and S. Nakai
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University

Suita, Isaka 565, Japan

K. Kurosawa and W. Sasaki
College of Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture

Sakai , Osaka 591, Japan

ABSTRACT

We have coated a large silicon carbide (SiC) thin film on the graphite substrate
by thermal CVD method. The surface of the SiC is first lapped and then polished with
a precision ring-polisher. The roughness of super-polished SiC surface was about 5

Arms. This super-polished SiC surface is expected to be useful as a grazing
incidence mirror for XUV radiation.

Ue have applied this SiC as a high reflectance mirror for the argon excimer
laser (A=126 nm) , and obtained peak output power of more than 14 MW (MgF2 output
mirror and 3 mm in beam diameter) without any damage on the SiC mirror surface. The
output power and power density on the cavity mirror are the highest in comparison to

the previous results obtained with other mirrors.
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Ultrafine polishing of tungsten and molybdenum mirrors
for CO2 laser

M. Yamashita, S. Kara and H. Matsunaga

Manufacturing Development Laboratory, Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
Amagasaki, Hyogo 661, Japan

A study has been performed experimentally to determine the
polishing methods for high-power laser mirrors. This paper presents
ultrafine polishing of tungsten (W) and molybdenum (Mo) which
cannot be turned by a diamond tool.

Samples were prepared by five methods: lapping with SiC
abrasives of 4000-grit size; lapping with 3 ym diamond powder;
float polishing with Si02 powder; Ar ion beam etching; and
electrolytic polishing. The finished surfaces are characterized
using several techniques, including prof ilometry , electron probe
microanalysis, X-ray diffraction, calorimetric technique with cw
CO2 laser and so on.

The surfaces lapped with 3 ym diamond powder have damaged
layers of about 2 ym deep in the case of W and about 3 ym deep in
the case of Mo. In either case, however, if about 1 ym thickness
of the damaged layer is removed by float polishing from the lapped
surface, the layer which increases absorptance at 10.6 ym
wavelength will be almost removed.

Key words: Tungsten; molybdenum; laser mirror; C02laser; polishing;
reflectance; absorptance; damaged layer; surface roughness; surface
analysis; chemical composition.

1 . Introduction

Tungsten (W) and molybdenum (Mo) are materials of interest for high-
power laser mirrors because they have high melting points, sufficient
stiffness, excellent thermal diffusivity, and low thermal expansion.
However, it is not possible at present to diamond turn W and Mo. The most
widely used method for obtaining optical surfaces on W and Mo is by
mechanically polishing the bulk materials.

The purpose of this paper is to explain the development of high-power
laser mirrors that have high geometrical accuracies and high reflectances at
10.6 ym wavelength.

In this paper, effects of the damaged layer (or plastically deformed
layer), chemical composition and surface roughness on the specular
reflectance of W and Mo are described from the machining point of view.
However, as it is difficult to measure the specular reflectance with high
accuracy, the absorptance is measured using calorimetric technique that has
high precision of measurement of the order of 1

0~
.

2. Experimental procedure
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Samples of 1 8 x 1 8 x 2 mm and 75 mm in diameter x 10 mm thick in
dimensions were used in this experiment; the former was used to investigate
effects on the specular reflectance at 10.6 Um wavelength and the latter
could be used as a mirror for CO2 laser. A polishing machine of 12 inch in
diameter was used in this experiment.

Samples were prepared by five methods (shown in tables 1 and 2): (1)
lapping with SiC abrasives of 4000-grit size; (2) lapping with 3 ym
diamond powder; (3) float polishing with Si02 powder; (4) Ar ion beam
etching; and (5) electrolytic polishing. The method of number 2 was preceded
by number 1 . The methods of number 3 to 5 were preceded by number 2 and were
carried out, varying the amount of stock removal from the lapped surface with
the method of number 2.

The absorptance was determined by calorimetry using a 20 W cw CO 2 laser.
Its precision was within ±0.03%. In order to analyze the geometrical
properties of finished surfaces, Nomarski interference microscope of Union
Optical Co., Talystep of Rank Taylor Hobson, TOPO 2D of WYKO Co. and Zygo
Mark III of Zygo Co. were used after rinsing the samples in water. X-ray
dif fractometer ( XD ) of Rigaku Electric Co. was used to analyze the damaged
layer. And then. Auger electron spectrometer (AES) of JEOL and Electron probe
microanalyzer (EPMA) of JEOL were used to analyze the chemical composition of
the finished surface.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1 Absorptance

Tables 1 and 2 show surface roughness, absorptance, and total integrated
scattering (TIS) calculated with rms roughness. At first, surface roughness
of both W and Mo decreases with increase of the amount of stock removal by
float polishing. However, excessive polishing causes an irregular surface due
to crysrallographic anisotropy, especially in the case of Mo. Consequently,
surface roughness gradually increases.

Table 1. Surface roughness, absorptance, and total integrated
scattering on tungsten.

Amount of

stock removal from

the surface lapped

with 3pm dianrwnd

(jjm)

Surface roughness

0
( Arms

)

Absorptance

(%)

Total integrated

scattering [TIS]

Lapping with SiC abrasives

of 4000-grit size
420 1 1.30 2.5x 10^

Lapping witli 3;jm diamond 0 66 3.30 6.1 X 10^

Float polishing with

Si02 powder

0.4 64 1.59 5.8x10^

0.9 28 1.45 1 . 1 X 1

0^

2.1 36 1.43 l .8x lO^

Ar ion beam etching 2.2 1 960 1.88 5.3 X lO^

Electrolytic polishing

4.5 585 1.45 48 X lO'

7.0 645 1.50 5.8x10^

TIS = l-expC-(47r8/X)^] ; 8-rms roughness , X wavelength
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Table 2. Surface roughness, absorptance, and total integrated
scattering on molybdenum.

Amount of

stock removal from

the surface lapped

with 3pm diamond

(jjm

)

Surface roughness

o
\ Arms )

Absorptance

/O/ A

Total integrated

scattering [TIS]

Lapping with SiC abrasives

of 4000-griT size
430 1 1.46 2.6

X

Lapping with 3jjm diamond 0 55 3.61 4.3x 10^

Float polishing with

Si02 powder

0.1 43 1.87 2.6x 10^

0.7 280 1.69 I.I X 10^

1.9 446 1.66 2.8x 1(5^

Ar ion beam etching 2.8 2 1 10 1.70 6.1 xlO^

Electrolytic polishing 5.0 454 1.67 2.9x lO^

TIS = l-expC-(47r8/X)^] ; 8:rms roughness , X wavelength

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the absorptance and the methods
of surface finishing. The surfaces of W and Mo obtained by float polishing
have the lowest absorptances , 1,43% for W and 1.66% for Mo. Both lapped
surfaces with SiC abrasives of 4000-grit size and lapped surfaces with 3 ym
diamond powder have higher absorptances than finished surfaces by Ar ion beam
etching in spite of smoother surfaces. This is because each surface has its
own damaged layer and chemical composition. W has lower absorptance than Mo
except for the surfaces finished by Ar ion beam etching.

14

^ Tungsten

Molybdenunn

Lapping with Lapping with Remcving more Remcving more Removing more

SIC abrasives 3>im diamond than 1 .9jjm than 5.0;jm than 2.2>jm

of 4000- grit thinness by thickness by ttilcknesB by Ar

sl2g float polishing electrolytic ion beam
polishing etching

Figure 1 . Relationship between the absorptance
and the methods of surface finishing.
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Figures 2 and 3 show the relationship between the absorptance and the
amount of stock removal from the surface lapped with 3 ym diamond. In both
cases of W and Mo, the absorptances decrease with increase of thicknesses
removed by float polishing, and converge to the constant values, 1.43% for W
and 1.66% for Mo. These constant values are identical with the absorptances
of the surfaces finished enough by electrolytic polishing. On the contrary,
the absorptance of the surface finished by Ar ion beam etching is about 0.4%
higher than that constant value, especially in the case of W.

3 -

(U
o
c

o
(/>

<

Tungsten

• Lapping with 3>im diamond

O Float polishing with Si02 powder

® Electrolytic polishing

3 Ar Ion beam etching

3

o -

I 2 3 4 5 6

Amount of stock removal (jjm)

o
v>

<

o
•o-

Molybdenum

• Lapping with 3pm diamond

O Float polishing with Si02 powder

CD Electrolytic polishing

3 Ar ion beam etching

3 CD

2 3 4 5 6 7
Amount of stock removal (jjm)

Figure 2. Relationship between the
absorptance and the amount of stock
removal from the surface lapped
with 3 ym diamond on tungsten.

Figure 3. Relationship between the
absorptance and the amount of stock
removal from the surface lapped
with 3 \im diamond on molybdenum.

3.2 Damaged layer

Figures 4 and 5 show the relationship between the half value width of
diffraction line from (310) surface and the amount of stock removal from the
surface lapped with 3 pm diamond. The half value widths decrease with the
increase of the amounts of stock removal from the surfaces lapped with 3 ym
diamond in both cases of W and Mo. These half value widths converge to the
constant values of about 2 um in the case of W and about 3 ym in the case of
Mo. From these figures, it can be estimated that the damaged layers
generated by lapping with 3 ym diamond are about 2 ym in the case of W and
about 3 ym in the case of Mo, and none of the polishing methods shown in
figures 4 and 5 generate damaged layers that can be evaluated by this
analysis

.
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Figure 4. Relationship between the
half value width of diffraction line
from (310) surface and the amount of
stock removal from the surface lapped
with 3 um diamond on tungsten.

Figure 5. Relationship between the
half value width of diffraction line
from (310) surface and the amount of
stock removal from the surface lapped
with 3 um diamond on molybdenum.

3.3 Chemical composition

Several samples shown in tables 1 and 2 were analyzed with EPMA and AES.
The results are shown in table 3. From this table and reference figures
listed in it, the following typical facts are clear.

Figure 6. Scanning electron micrograph
of the tungsten surface after removing
2.2 ym thickness from the lapped surface
by Ar ion beam etching.
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micro-
graph of the molybdenum surface
lapped with 3 pm diamond.

Figure 8. Scanning electron micro-
graph of the molybdenum surface after
removing 0.1 ym thickness from the
lapped surface by float polishing.

Table 3. Chemical composition analyzed with EPMA and AES.

Electron probe microanalysis

(EPMA)

Auger electron
spectroscopy

(AES)

Result Reference Result

Lapped surface

with 3pm
diamond

The amount of carbon

detected at holes was
two times larger than

the bulk

Tungsten

(W)

Surface after

removing 0.4pm
thickness by

float polishing

Many holes of about Ipm

in diam . were observed

,

but contaminations were

not detected at the

ploces

Contaminations

were not detected

Surface after

removing 2 2jjm

thickness by

Ar Ion beam
etching

Infinitesimal argon

was detected
Fig.6

Lapped surface

with 3)jm

diamond

The amount of carbon
detected ot holes was
ten times larger than

the bulk.

Flg.7

Molybdenum

(Mo)

Surface after

removing O lpm

thickness by

float polishing

Many holes smaller than

Ipm In dlom.were

observed,and infinitesimal

silicon was detected at

the places.

Figs

Contaminations

were not detected,

but something was
likely to exist

Surface after

removing 0.7pm
thickness by

float polishing

Contaminotkjns were

not detected.

Surface after

removing 2 8pm
thickness by

Ar Ion beam
etching

Argon and carbon

were detected.
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1) In both cases of W and Mo, many holes of about 1 ym in diam, were
observed on the surface lapped with 3 um diamond and not a little carbon
was detected at the places.
2) In the case of Mo, many holes smaller than 1 um in diam. were observed
on the surface after removing 0.1 ym thickness from the lapped surface by
float polishing, and traces of silicon were detected at the places.
3) In both cases of W and Mo, traces of argon were detected at grain
boundaries on the surface finished by Ar ion beam etching.

3.4 Reflectance

TIS shown in tables 1 and 2 is given by

TIS = 1 -exp[ -( 4Tr6/A )
^

]

where 6 is the rms roughness and A is the wavelength. In this experiment, the
wavelength X is 10.6 ym and 6 is the experimental value. Specular reflectance
should be regarded as an important factor for laser mirrors and corresponds
to the value which is given by subtracting absorptance and TIS from one.
Therefore, in order to raise the specular reflectance, it would be necessary
to reduce not only the absorptance but also TIS.

Figures 9 and 10 show TIS and specular reflectances calculated in this
way. From these figures and TIS shown in tables 1 and 2, in the case of W, it
is found that TIS of the lapped surface with 3 ym diamond and that of the
finished surfaces by float polishing are of the order of 10~^, which accounts
for only 0.001-0.006% of reflectance, while TIS of the finished surfaces
by electrolytic polishing is of the order of 10~^, which accounts for as much
as 0,5-0.6% of reflectance and so cannot be ignored.

Tungsten

Specular reflectance

0 Total integrated scattering (TIS)

Float polishing Electrolytic polishing

01 2345678
Amount of stock removal (jjm)

Figure 9. Relationship between the
reflectance and the amount of stock
removal from the surface lapped
with 3 ym diamond on tungsten.

100

99

^ 98
o
o

0)

(r.

97

96

Molybdenum

Specular reflectance

^ Total integrated scattering (TIS)

Float plishing Electrolytic polishing

12 3 4 5
Amount of stock removal

6 7

( jjm)

Figure 10, Relationship between the
reflectance and the amount of stock
removal from the surface lapped
with 3 ym diamond on molybdenum.
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Therefore, the finished surface by electrolytic polishing has large
amounts of scattering because of its large surface roughness, so that it is
not suitable for the laser mirrors. By contrast, the surface finished by
float polishing has the best quality because of its small amounts of
scattering and high specular reflectance. On the other hand, in the case of
Mo, it is found that TIS of the lapped surface with 3 Urn diamond and that of
the surface after removing 0.1 ym thickness by float polishing are of the
order of 10~^, while TIS of the others is of the order of 10"^. This is
because steps at grain boundaries which appear on the polished surface due to
anisotropy of stock removal rate based on crystallographic orientation are
greater in the case of Mo than in the case of W. Therefore, it is an
important key to determine the amount of stock removal, considering damaged
layer, chemical composition and surface roughness (i.e. absorptance and
TIS), especially in the case of Mo.

4. Mirrors made on an experimental basis

Mirrors of 75 mm in diam. x 10 mm thick were finished by float polishing
considering experimental results mentioned above.

Figure 11 shows the polishing process of W and Mo. Figure 12 shows the
appearance and the flatness of W and Mo mirrors finished by float
polishing. The result shows that the peak-to-valley flatness is less than
a/60. Where A is the wavelength of 10.6 ym. Figures 13 and 14 show Nomarski
micrographs and surface profiles of W and Mo mirrors finished by float
polishing. From these figures, the polished surface of the W mirror has very
small surface roughness of 9 . A rms . On the other hand, the surface
roughness of the Mo mirror is 29 A rms larger than that of the W mirror, but
is small enough for the mirrors used in the wavelength of 10.6 ym. The
absorptances were measured with 500 W cw CO2 laser and found to be at most
1.38% for W and 1.59% for Mo.

Lapping with Rotational speed of cast iron lap 60rpnn

SiC abrasives Abrasive concentration 7,5wt%

of 4000-grit Lapping pressure 5 0KPa

size Lapping time 2h

Rotational speed of tin lap : 60rpm

Lapping with Powder concentration ; 0.5wt%

3jjnn diamond Lapping pressure ; aOIO.OKPa

1,
Lapping time ; 2h

Rotational speed of tin lop ' 60rpm
Float polishing

Powder concentration ' 5~40wt%
with SI02

powder
Polishing pressure : SOKPo

Polishing time : 3~5h

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 1 . Polishing process of
tungsten and molybdenum.

Figure 12. Appearance (a) and flatness
(b) of tungsten and molybdenum mirrors
finished by float polishing.
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Figure 13. Nomarski micrograph and
surface profiles of tungsten mirror
finished by float polishing.

Figure 14. Nomarski micrograph and
surface profiles of molybdenum
mirror finished by float polishing.

5. Conclusions

W and Mo mirrors for CO2 laser were polished by various methods, and
were examined by prof ilometry , interferometry , calorimetric technique, EPMA,
AES, and XD. The results obtained can be summarized as follows:

1 ) The surfaces lapped with 3 um diamond powder have damaged layers of
about 2 um deep in the case of W and about 3 um deep in the case of Mo. In
either case, however, if about 1 ym thickness of the damaged layer is removed
by float polishing from the lapped surface, the layer which increases
absorptance at 10.6 um wavelength will be almost removed.

2) In the case of W, it is found that the absorptance of the surface after
removing 0.4 ym thickness from the lapped surface by float polishing is about
0.18% higher than the absorptance of the surface after removing more than
0.9 ,ym thickness, and this difference seems to be caused mainly by the
damaged layer.
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3) In the case of Mo, it is found that the absorptance of the surface after
removing 0.1 ym thickness from the lapped surface by float polishing is about
0-18% higher than the absorptance of the surface after removing more than
0.7 um thickness, and this difference seems to be caused not only by the
damaged layer but also by contamination on the surface by SiOa powder.

4) Contamination by carbon was detected on the surface lapped with 3 )jm

diamond powder, and this may cause increase of the absorptance in company
with the damaged layer.

5) The surface finished by Ar ion beam etching has scarcely any damaged
layer, but Ar detected on the surface may cause increase of the absorptance,
especially in the case of W, because the amount of Ar is greater than that
on the Mo surface.

6) W and Mo of 75 mm in^diam. can be finished by float polishing to the
surface roughness of 9.7 A rms and 29 A rms and to the absorptances of 1.38%
and 1.59%, respectively.

The authors would like to thank Prof
encouraging this work and helpful advice.

Y. Namba of Chubu University for
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In response to a question of how the thickness removed was measured, the speaker
replied that a mark was made on the surface. The ratio of length to depth was 30.5 to

one, so that a depth of 0.1 fj.m could be measured.
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ABSTRACT

The glass substrates for the optical coatings have many contaminations on the

surface which can not be removed by standard optical cleaning techniques.
Especially, it is very difficult to remove the polishing compound which is buried
into the silica substrates.

In this report, the improvement of laser damage threshold due to UV light
cleaning is presented. The excimer laser, Xe f lashlamps , and Xe arc-lamp have been
used as UV light sources. The damage threshold of the AR coating on the silica
surface which was cleaned with KrF laser light has increased by 50% at 355 run.
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Abstract

The laser-induced emission of neutral constituents and impurities from surfaces of several

optical materials is shown to be correlated with optical surface damage thresholds. The

characteristics of the emission can be utilized to investigate physical processes involved in

the absorption of laser energy at the surface. Examples are given of neutral emission correlated

with catastrophic surface heating, changes in surface stoichiometry , and thermally-induced

cracking

.

Key words: damage; mass spectroscopy; sodium fluoride, surface damage; surfaces;

zinc sulfite

Introduction

Two fundamental problems involved in understanding and controlling optical surface damage
involve identifying the initial mechanism for deposition of laser energy at the surface and the
resulting physical processes that precipitate catastrophic failure. There are several possible
interaction mechanisms that could account for the absorption of laser energy at the surface of a

nominally transparent optical material. These are illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the valence
and conduction bands of a typical optical material. We shall be concerned here with optical
damage to such a material caused by irradiation with laser light having a photon energy much less
than the optical bandgap energy. Direct absorption of light by the intrinsic material can result
only from multiphoton excitation across the bandgap or by multiphonon absorption. In the first
case, electrons and holes are generated, and in the second case, heating of the material results
directly from the excitation. Both of these direct excitation processes are very weak, and the
energy density deposited in the near-surface region is certainly too low to cause direct thermal
failure of the material. It is possible, however, that free carriers produced by the multiphoton
process could nucleate an avalanche process. There are also extrinsic absorption processes that
produce free carriers or direct heating near the surface of a "real" optical material. These
are illustrated in Fig. 1 by the presence of surface states or defects that can supply "cheap"
electrons or holes by direct absorption of the laser light, or by highly absorbing particles
embedded in the surface region.

The problem of detecting these surface absorption processes is formidable because they may be
very localized and cause unobservably small changes in the transmitted or reflected laser
intensities and average surface temperatures. In the present work, we have investigated the

possibility of observing the interaction of the laser with the surface by detecting neutral
atoms or molecules emitted as a result of the laser excitation. It is also possible, and much
easier, to detect ions and electrons. In general, however, it is found that, at least for ion

beam or electron beam excitation of surfaces, the primary emitted species are neutrals. ^ In

previous work on ZnS, we also found this to be the case for laser excitation at 1.06 wm.2

There are several characteristics of the emitted neutrals that could, in principle, provide
evidence regarding the nature of the interaction of the laser beam with the surface:

(1) Emission yields as a function of laser fluence, photon energy and surface preparation
can help to identify the type of optical absorption process.

(2) The identity and relative abundance of the emitted species can be used to infer the

physical process causing surface ablation, and to search for changes in surface

composition caused by the laser excitation.

(3) The time dependence of the neutral emission following initiation or termination of

laser excitation can be significant for a variety of reasons. Temperatures of the

emitted particles can be obtained from time-of-flight data, if there is not too large a

time delay between laser excitation and emission. On the other hand, a measurable time

delay may help to identify the ablation process.

(4) The spatial dependence of the emission can be used to locate regions susceptible to

ablation and optical damage.

*Work performed under the auspices of the Division of Materials Sciences of the Office of Basic

Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under

Contract No. W-7A05-ENG-48.
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If neutral emission is to be a very useful method for surface damage research, it must be
established that it is caused by the same interaction of the laser with the surface that
precipitates the observable damage event. In addition the emission must be detectable at fiuence
levels considerably below the threshold for significant optical damage so that it probes the
initial interaction of the laser beam with the surface, rather than a catastrophic breakdown of
the surface, which will always result in copious neutral, ion and electron emission. To the
best of our knowledge, only one previous investigation of neutral or ion emission was successful
in establishing these properties. This is the work of Schmid, et.al., who observed multiphoton-
induced emission of halogen atoms from alkali-halides using ruby laser excitation.^ It is the
aim of the present work to explore the possibility of utilizing neutral emission as a probe of
optical surface damage processes in various types of optical materials. We have therefore
selected for study a set of representative types of optical materials. These include fused
silica, and single crystals of ZnS, NaF, AI2O3, and BaF2.

Experimental procedure

The experiments are carried out in two UHV systems with base pressures of 5> X 10~^0 and 2 X
10~^ torr, respectively. At these pressures, the adsorbed impurities accumulate at a rate
very much less than a monolayer between laser shots. The samples were optically polished,
cleaned with ethanol, and blown free from dust and other particles just before insertion in the
vacuum system. Prior to laser excitation, a heater on the sample holder was used to desorb
contaminants from the surfaces at temperatures up to 300C in UHV. The experiments on fused
silica were done in the vacuum system with lower ambient pressure using a variable-pulsewidth
(1 - 10 ns) Nd:glass laser at a wavelength of 1.05 wm and a beam diameter of 1 mm. A vidicon
and calorimeter system provided accurate fiuence measurements. For the other materials, the
smaller vacuum system with higher base pressure was used, and a Q-switched YAG:Nd laser,
providing pulses of 3-8 ns duration at the fundamental and first three harmonics (1.06 pm,

0.532 gm, 0.355 wm, and 0.266 ym), was used for excitation with beam diameters of about
500 wm. Fiuence estimates with this second laser system were made by measuring the beam
diameter with a travelling knife-edge, and a calorimeter measured the total pulse energy.
Optical damage was identified visually by increased scattering of a probe laser beam. The
optical damage thresholds quoted in this work are therefore to be regarded as estimates of
relative thresholds for the various samples and laser wavelengths.

A quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) was mounted in the line-of-sight to the sample at a

distance of 11.3 cm to detect the emitted neutrals. The response time of the detection system
was limited to about IQ ps because of the transit-time dispersion in the quadrupole system.
Pulse counting and digital storage were used to record the signals from the microchannel plate
detector. Data were obtained with increasing fiuence on each new spot on the sample, starting
from about an order of magnitude below the observed damage threshold. At most, about ten to

twenty shots were taken at each spot on the surface before damage occurred or the spot was
abandoned.

I he time-of-f light from the sample to the ionizer on the QMS is inversely proportional to the

particle velocity. For a Maxwellian distribution of particle velocities characterized by a

temperature T, the detected signal will have the time-dependence

S = K t-^ exp[-(to/t)2] (1)

where Iq - (M/2kT)l/2(j ^ ^ is the particle mass, d is the sample-detector distance, and K is a

normalizing constant. This distribution has a maximum at a time delay tp = tg/ VT = d(M/4kT)^/2
This relationship is plotted in Fig. 2 for various masses of interest for the samples studied in

this work. We see that for temperatures up to a few thousand K, the time delay provides a

sensitive measure of the effective temperature of the particles, particularly for those of large

mass. Of course, Eq. 1 is valid only if the emission occurs within a time interval smaller than

tp after the laser pulse.

Experiment al Results

Synopsis

A summary of the samples studied, laser wavelengths, and general characteristics of the

observed emission is given in Table 1. AI2O3 is the only material for which unambiguous

evidence of emission of surface constituent s below the optical damage threshold could not be

obtained. In all cases, of course, desorption of surface contaminants was found, usually at a

very low level, after thermal cleaning of the surface. For fused silica, ZnS and NaF, one or

more Maxwellian-shaped components were dominant at low fluences. At higher fluences, we also
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Table 1. Summary of optical materials and neutral emission characteristics

Sample Wavelengths Emitted Species Characteristics

Fused silica 1064 nm Si, SiO, 0, O2, OH Maxwellian,
HE neutrals

ZnS crystal 106A, 532

355, 266

Zn, S, S2 Complex
HE neutrals

NaF crystal 1064, 532

355, 266

Na, F Maxwellian,
cleaving, cracking,
HE neutrals

AI2O3
crystal

1064, 532

355, 266

No predamage
emission observed

BaF2
crystal

1064, 532

355, 266

Ba, F HE neutrals only

observed emission of high-energy (HE) neutrals from these materials, as well as BaF2. The

results obtained for BaF2 are interesting, because of the contrast with the work of Matthias,

et. al., who observed copious emission of fluorine neutrals and Ba+ ions from vacuum-cleaved
surfaces, of BaF2 excited by a dye laser. ^'^'^ By contrast, we have investigated emission
from polished and air-cleaved surfaces, from which these laser-induced emission components are

completely absent, despite the fact that one of our wavelengths, 0.532 pm, is close to one of

the resonant peaks for the desorption identified by Matthias, et. al.^ Presumably, the
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surface states that are active on the vacuum-cleaved surface are neutralized by exposure to air
and polishing procedures. This demonstrates the sensitivity of the laser-induced emission to
surface conditions. The remainder of this discussion will be focused on fused silica, ZnS and
NaF, since the most significant results have been obtained for those materials.

Fused silica

Figure 3 shows a set of oscilloscope photographs giving the time-of-f light (TOF)
characteristics of the emission of Si and SiO from four different spots on fused silica following
1 ns laser pulses at 1.05 \im- (It is worth mentioning that common surface contaminants, CO,

N2, and CO2 have the same masses as Si and SiO. By introducing these gases into the chamber,
we were able to do control experiments which verified that they were not responsible for the
observed emission.) Occasionally, two distinct Maxwellian components were found in a single shot
for fused silica; these presumably result from emission from different regions in the laser
spot. At fluences near the damage threshold the number of high energy particles (i.e., at small
time delays) increases, and a "spike" develops near zero time delay. By comparing data taken
with the QMS ionizer on and off, we found that this spike consisted mostly of neutrals , although
a fraction are ions. These high energy (HE) neutrals are a common feature of several of the
materials studied at fluences close to the threshold for observable damage. In the trace on the
lower right of Fig. 3 the damage threshold has been exceeded, and copious emission of energetic
ions and neutrals is observed. The damage morphology produced in such events consists of a

number of small craters, typical of nanosecond-pulse damage on fused silica.

Two examples of fits to time-of-flight profiles of SiO with assumed Maxwellian velocity
distributions are shown in Fig. U for different fluences and sample temperatures. There is no

reason why a single effective particle temperature should characterize emission from a Imm^
region. Nevertheless, the fits to a single Maxwellian are quite reasonable. The most
interesting aspect of these results is the low effective temperatures, in some cases well below
the temperature at which the surfaces were cleaned prior to laser excitation. This shows that
the emission process does not result primarily from heating of the surface by the laser beam.

This common feature of the emission from several of the materials will be discussed later.

LE component LE • HE components

1 1 .0 J/cm^ M 28

LE HE . ions

15.5 J/cm^ M 44

Ions visible damage

25.3 J/cm

1 1 1 1
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1 00 //s
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>>
T = 450K--'
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Fig. 3. Some typical TOF distributions for Si

and SiO emitted from a fused silica surface
following excitation with a 1.05 um, 1 ns

laser pulse. LE and HE refer to the Maxwellian Eq. I

("low energy") and "high energy" components,
respectively.

Fig. A. TOF distributions for SiO emitted from
fused silica following a one ns laser pulse
at 1.05 pm. The dotted curves are fits to

Zinc sulphide

ZnS was selected for these studies because it is an example of a wide-bandgap semiconductor,
which is used as a material for optical coating, but also because it has a small enough optical
bandgap. Eg = 3.9 eV, that measurements can be made with photon energies both above and below

Eg using Na:YAG laser wavelengths up to the fourth harmonic. In addition, we previously
investigated ion and electron emission from ZnS and conjectured that the primary emission
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component must be neutrals;^ the present work confirms that hypothesis. TOF data for the
emission of Zn from a ZnS single crystal is shown in Fig. 5 for excitation with an 8 ns pulse at
1.06^ ym. Near the threshold for observation of neutral Zn emission, about A J/cm2, a

gradual onset of the signal suggests that the emission occurs for a time interval of several
hundred microseconds, and then the signal decreases due to pumping and adsorption on the chamber
walls. At fluences above about 8 J/cm2, however, a peak develops at a time delay of about
250 ys, which we attribute to promptly emitted Zn particles with a kinetic temperature
< lOOOK. This behavior is also observed for the emission of S and S2 and shows that very
little surface heating is required in order for the emission to occur. As the damage threshold
is approached, however, this peak shifts very rapidly to shorter time delays, indicating
characteristic temperatures of several thousand Kelvin. Simultaneously, a spike, due to HE
neutrals, appears. Even after the laser shots in the two upper traces in Fig. 5, no visible
evidence of optical damage could be detected, although the apparent particle temperature of
~ lO^K suggests that either the sample surface or the emitted gas of Zn atoms is hot enough
to cause local surface modification. This spot on the sample did, in fact, damage
catastrophically on the next shot at 11 J/cm^.

Similar data has been obtained at 532 nm, 355 nm, and 266 nm. As the wavelength decreases,
the general characteristics of the TOF distributions are unchanged, which suggests that the same

processes are involved in the emission at all four laser wavelengths. On the other hand, the

threshold fluences at which emission is observed, and at which optical damage occurs, gradually
decrease. We have compared the thresholds for observable neutral Zn emission with the observed
optical damage thresholds obtained by taking shots at successively higher fluences on a single

site until optical damage occurred. This comparison is shown in Fig. 6, in which the two

thresholds for each wavelength are plotted on separate axes. This figure shows that there is a

rough correlation between these two thresholds for wavelengths that span the region of optical

transparency of ZnS. At 266 nm, however, the emission threshold is very low, below 10 mJ/cm^,

while there is still a measurable optical damage threshold of about 0.5 J/cm2.

Fluence (J/cm^)

Time delay (ms)

Fig. 5 TOF data for Zn emission from ZnS

following a series of 1.06 ym, 8 ns long

laser pulses with the indicated fluences.

Labelled temperatures are estimates based

on the time delay t^ of the peak of the

"Maxwellian" emission component. The sharp

spike near zero time delay in the two upper

curves is the HE neutral emission.

Fig. 6 The threshold for observable neutral
Zn emission from ZnS plotted against the

optical damage threshold for the four Nd:YAG
laser wavelengths.
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A potentially important characteristic of the neutral emission is its effects on the surface
composition. In Fig. 7a, the signals recorded on successive shots at 266nm with the mass
spectrometer set to masses of 68 (Zn), 64 (Zn + S2), and 32 (S) are compared. The presence of
a prompt TOF peak in the mass 64 and 32 data, and the absence of such a feature in the m = 68
trace, suggest that the Zn emission is time-delayed after the laser pulse, but the sulfur
emission is not. At fluences close to the damage threshold a prompt TOF peak appears even on

the Zn emission signal, as shown in Fig. 7b, although the apparent temperature indicated by the
time delay of this peak is lower than the temperature obtained from the corresponding peaks in

the S or S2 data. This suggests that during, and possibly after, a laser pulse the surface

composition can be altered by the laser ablation. A possibly related effect is shown in Fig. 8,

which shows that the emission observed on consecutive shots on the same site decreases
("bleaches") by an amount that varies with the fluence. As the fluence approaches the damage
threshold the bleaching is greatly reduced, if not eliminated. We also observed this bleaching
behavior for fused silica and, to a lesser extent, for NaF.

(a) ZnS crystal

X = 266 nm

F = 0.1 J/cm

®
M = 68 (Zn)

1.0 2.0

Time delay (ms)

4.0

1
1

1
1

1

1

(b)

1 1 1

ZnS crystal

1 X = 0.266 nm

1 F = 0.29 J/cm=^
1

1

1

1

1

1 M = 68 (Zn) '^.^
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— ^1^764 + Zn)

T ~ 2000 K
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Time delay (ms)

3.0 4.0

Fig. 7 [OF data for emission of Zn, S, and S2 from ZnS following laser excitation at 266 nm.

Fluences are (a) 0.1 J/cm2 and (b) 0.29 J/cm2.

Arlinghaus, et. al.,^ have investigated the laser-induced emission of Zn from ZnS using
laser fluorescence detection. In that experiment, which is performed with a repetitively-pulsed
excimer laser at a wavelength of 308 nm, the apparent surface temperatures at the lowest fluences
are over 2000K, much higher than those observed near threshold in the present work, and there is

no evidence of delayed Zn emission. At this time it is not clear why the laser fluorescence and
mass spectrometer measurements differ in those two respects. The major difference between the
two measurements is the total number of laser pulses involved in making the measurements. It is

likely, however, that, if the ablation causes a change in surface composition, this process
reaches a steady state in the repetitively-pulsed experiment, whereas it may not in the
measurements with the mass spectrometric detection, where not more than ten to fifteen pulses
are used on a single spot. This difference can be resolved with the mass spectrometer
experiments by studying a surface area that has undergone many shots.

Sodium fluoride

The experiments were done on single crystals of NaF that were cleaved and subsequently
polished. The neutral emission characteristics were similar at all four Nd laser wavelengths,
except for a gradual decrease in the threshold fluence with decreasing wavelength, which was

similar to the behavior observed for ZnS. The same two characteristic features found for fused

silica and ZnS were also present in NaF. Figure 9 shows a TOF distribution of the neutral Na

emission following a 266 nm pulse at a fluence of 3.8 J/cm2, about one-half the observed
optical damage threshold. An approximately Maxwellian distribution with a maximum at tp = 200 ps

is indicative of a particle temperature of about 300K, very close to the sample temperature.
This cold emission is accompanied by a feature at a very short time delay, which was recorded on

the same shot by a second transient recorder with a time resolution of 10 vs. This peak is

shown in the inset of Fig. 9, from which the transit time (9.6 ys) in the mass spectometer has

been subtracted. This feature was not present when the mass spectrometer was set to transmit
other masses, and it was absent or greatly reduced when the ionizer filament was turned off, so
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portion of the data.

it is not caused by scattered or emitted light, and there are very few emitted ions. The very
short time delay of this pulse is indicative of very high energies, on the order of 10 - 100 eV.

The TOF data shown in Fig. 10 suggests a likely explanation for the emission of the HE neutrals.
The lower trace was taken at a laser fluence just below the optical damage threshold at the
wavelength of 266 nm. The Maxwellian emission and the HE emission at small time delays were both
observed on this shot. The upper trace was the next shot, at a slightly higher fluence, on the
same spot. The surface was optically damaged, and a large emission of Na was observed at small
time delays. In addition, there is a series of aperiodic spikes that persist for at least tens
of milliseconds after the laser pulse. These spikes are often followed by Maxwellian-like tails.
In the damaged region, many large and small cleavage cracks were observed after this shot. The
similarity of these sharp spikes to the HE neutral components observed immediately after the
laser pulse at lower fluences shows that microscopic cleaving of the surface is a very likely
origin for the HE neutrals.

Since the neutral emission from NaF had only a slight tendency to bleach on consecutive shots,
it is meaningful to examine the dependence of the emission yield on the laser fluence for

consecutive shots on the same spot. (Ideally, it would be preferable to move to a different spot
for each shot, but the total useable surface area of the samples was not adequate for this.)
The yield of Na as a function of fluence for excitation at 266 nm is shown in Fig. 11. Emission

starts fairly abruptly at a threshold of 1.5 - 2.0 J/cm^ and rises nearly linearly up to the

damage threshold at 7.5 J/cm2. This behavior is qualitatively similar to that observed for

fused silica and ZnS, although the bleaching effect was too pronounced for those materials to

give a meaningful plot of yield versus fluence.

A central question regarding the observed neutral emission is that of its relationship to

optical damage mechanisms. Strictly speaking, any emission of surface constituents is optical

damage. If, however, the emission involves desorption of atoms more or less uniformly

distributed over the surface, it is not necessarily related to the type of damage that impairs

the optical quality of the surface. The ubiquitous correlation observed between the threshold

for observable neutral emission and the threshold for observable optical damage is the strongest

evidence, that these two phenomena are related. For all of the materials studied, with the

exception of AI2O3, the emission threshold fluence is about 10 - 40 percent of the optical

damage threshold for all laser wavelengths at which the materials are transparent and for the

two pulse widths (1 ns and 10 ns) used with fused silica. In fused silica and ZnS the rapid

Discussion
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Fig. 10 Time dependence of the emission of
Na from NaF after two laser shots. On the
second of the two shots, at 1 AG J/cm^,
the sample damaged catastrophically

.

Fig. 11 Yield of laser-induced emission of
Na from NaF as a function of fluence with
excitation at 266 nm for successive shots
of increasing fluence on a single spot.

increase in the effective particle temperature, to values typical of an optical breakdown plasma
just below the optical damage threshold, also suggests a connection with damage events. In NaF
and BaF2 neutral emission has always been observed to include the HE neutrals that are most
likely the result of cracking or cleaving, which means that some degree of damage occurs on each
laser shot. We conclude from these observations that the neutral emission results from the same
interaction of the laser with the surface that precipitates optical damage.

Although these investigations are still far from complete because of the small number of
materials studied and the lack of information concerning the effects of surface treatment and
other variables, it is possible to draw some conclusions regarding the cause of the emission.
Consider first the multiphoton interband excitation mechanism in Fig. 1. The dependence of the
Zn emission threshold on laser wavelength in Fig. 6 is far too slow to be consistent with
multiphoton absorption, since the absorption at 1.06 ym would correspond to a five-photon
process, and at 0.355 pm to a two-photon process. At the peak intensities (~ 10^ W/cm^)
involved in these experiments, these multiphoton transition rates would differ by many orders of
magnitude. S Data similar to that in Fig. 6 is obtained for NaF, BaF2, and fused silica.

Desorption caused by thermal excitation (evaporation or sublimation) is also an unlikely cause
of the neutral emission. The most straightforward argument in support of this conclusion is that
the characteristic temperatures of the Maxwellian emission components of fused silica, ZnS, and
NaF are in the range 300K to 800K at the lowest fluences for which they are detectable. Not only
are these temperatures far below the melting (or sublimation, for ZnS) temperatures, but they
are comparable with the temperatures at which the surfaces are cleaned, and no emission is

observed during the cleaning. It is conceivable, however, that the time-of-f light distributions
are not an accurate measure of surface temperature. The experiments on ZnS at the fourth

harmonic provide some additional evidence that the surface temperature rise is very small. The

absorption coefficient of ZnS at 266 nm is known, as are its relevant thermal properties. We

have modelled the temperature rise of ZnS due to illumination at 266nm by using the solutions of

the thermal diffusion equations including the presence of bulk heating by the laser. ^ We

conclude that, at the threshold fluence (10 mJ/cm^) for observation of Zn neutrals, the

temperature rise at the surface is at most 50K, assuming that all of the energy absorbed from

the laser is converted immediately into heat. Since the carrier lifetime in ZnS is on the order
of a millisecond, it is possible that only the photon energy in excess of the bandgap energy is

effective in heating the surface during the duration of the laser pulse, so the temperature rise

may be as small as 20K.
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It has been suggested that microscopic cleaving or cracking can result from rather small
increases in surface temperature because of the large surface stresses accompanying differential
thermal expansion. ^0 This is a likely cause of the high energy neutrals observed just below
the damage threshold in most of the materials that we studied. Indeed, copious charged and
neutral emission ("fractoemission") . as well as visible discharge, has been observed to accompany
the fracture of numerous materials.^ Although no measurements of their energy distributions
have been reported, the very rapid spikes in Fig. 9, which undoubtedly result from cleavage of
the NaF sample, are evidence of very high velocities, since most of the neutrals reach the
detector in a time interval much shorter than the width of the Maxwellian component in the lower
trace. Presumably, this emission can also result from the growth of existing cracks near the
surface. In addition to the direct damage caused by the crack initiation and propagation, the
high gas densities and ionization levels produced by this localized phenomenon can also
precipitate local optical breakdown, which could grow catastrophically due to surface
bombardment.

The Maxwellian-like emission from fused silica and ZnS is clearly observed even without the
HE neutrals at low fluences, so it cannot be attributed to any mechanism of thermal origin,
including cracking. It is most likely that this emission results from electronic excitation of
defects or surface states. The carriers released by this process can cause bond breaking,
followed by desorption of atoms. There is a large body of literature documenting this type of

desorption, from semiconductors and insulators, resulting from ion and electron bombardment, and
from excitation by photons at frequencies above the optical bandgap.^2 n not unreasonable
to presume that if there is a distribution of defect levels within the bandgap of materials like

fused silica, ZnS and NaF, the carriers released from these defects by excitation at photon
energies below the bandgap will also cause desorption, although the yield will be much lower.

The wavelength dependence of the threshold fluence for observable emission, exemplified by the
ZnS data in Fig. 6, is consistent with this assumption. The F-center, which is a singly-charged
sulfur vacancy, is an example of a defect in ZnS that absorbs throughout the visible, and
photoconductivity measurements show that free carriers are produced by this absorption

.

Recent measurements of laser-induced Ba ion emission from vacuum-cleaved BaF2 show sharp
resonances arising from surface states, ^> 5, 6 so such levels deep in the bandgap exist for

ionic materials as well.

Despite its rather innocuous appearance, the electronic desorption discussed in the preceding
paragraph may play a central role in optical damage. For example, the energy transferred to the

surface, either by the primary excitation process or by subsequent excitation of the free

carriers released by the absorption, is a possible source of the heating that can cause cracking

or cleaving, thus releasing many HE neutrals and ions. The carriers might also precipitate
avalanche ionization. These consequences will be most likely if the absorbing defects are

clustered in small regions, perhaps in the vicinity of cracks, grain boundaries, dislocations or

foreign particles. If the emission alters the composition of the surface, a catastrophic,

positive feedback into the density of absorbing defects could result. For this reason the

possibility of delayed or unequal emission of Zn or S from ZnS is very significant. This could

produce S vacancies, and possibly F-centers, at the surface. Obviously, this surface ablation

could also reduce the damage threshold for multiple-pulse excitation. Laser annealing studies

on GaAs show that the emission yield of As becomes larger than that of Ga as the surface

temperature increases , ^'^ so surface composition changes due to laser- ablation may be a common

phenomenon.

Conclusions

Laser-induced neutral emission appears to be a common precursor to observable optical surface

damage. Not only is it a signature of the interaction of the light with the surface, but it may

be a cause of optical damage. In order to further evaluate its significance, it is important to

investigate the spatial dependence of the emission and obtain quantitative information on the

relative yields of various surface constituents. The wavelength dependence of the emission yield

is also an important piece of evidence to use in identifying the absorbing centers.
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In fitting the temperature to the emission how can you be sure, particularly in cases

where there is a very high temperature, that you are not observing a laser plasma

electron ion neutral coupling so the temperature observed is not at all indicative of

the surface temperature? The speaker replied that the suggestion is probably correct

for ZnS when you don't get temperatures of 10,000 K without plasma. On the other

hand, when measuring neutral emission characterized by temperatures of 300 K to 1000

K it is definitely not true since you cannot have a hot plasma at 1000 K.
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Mass spectrometry was used to investigate particle emission, specifically contaminant
species, as a possible precursor to laser damage. Experiments were carried out in a clean
ultra-high vacuum chamber with a background pressure of 4x10 Pa. Both pulsed (8 ns) and CW
Nd:YAG lasers operating at 1.06 microns were used to irradiate a variety of samples which
included uncoated Si, fused silica coated with films of Al^O^, MgF^, or Zr02, and Si coated with
a SiOp/Zr02 stack. In the pulsed laser experiments, both 1-on-T and N-on-1 irradiations were
investigated. Emitted particles were mass analyzed with a quadruple mass spectrometer which
recorded the partial pressure of a given species as a function of time.

Single pulse damage thresholds found in this study were consistent with those reported in

the literature. Important differences are exhibited in pulse radiation data depending upon
whether the laser fluence is above or below the damage threshold as well as upon the type of
sample irradiated. In CW laser experiments, fluence was sufficient to cause damage only in the

SiO^/ZrO^ multi layered coating due to absorption by the Si substrate. CW irradiation also
resulted in desorption signals at lower fluences than was possible with pulsed radiation.

KEY WORDS: laser damage; mass spectroscopy; fluence; damage threshold.

1.0 Introduction

It has been shown that optical dielectric breakdown as a result of laser radiation is

frequently preceded by changes in electrical properties or emission of charged and neutral

particles. Yasojima, et al., have shown that dielectric breakdown in al kal i-hal ide crystals was

preceded by a dramatic increase in electrical conductivity. [1] Sharma, et al., have reported

that increasing photoconductivity in silicate glasses by multiphoton electron-hole production was

a precursor to dielectric breakdown and mechanical damage. [2] Numerous other investigators have

reported observations of laser induced charged and neutral particle emission from semiconductors

such as CdS and Si. [3,4,5] The authors of this work have previously studied the charge emission

and surface conductivity of ThF., Al^O^ and Ta^Og coatings on fused silica, irradiated with 1.06

ym pulses.[6] The results of that study showed that while charge emission for the oxide coatings

occurred at roughly 10% of the damage threshold fluence, the data indicated no clear systematic

dependence of charge emission on laser fluence. Thorium fluoride exhibited no charge emission

below the single pulse damage threshold. In addition, the emission of neutral particles from

dielectric coatings was studied and it was found that at or above the threshold fluence for

neutral particle emission the single saturated the detection electronics. [7]

The objective of this work was to monitor the emission of neutral particles, primarily

carbon and water, as precursors to laser damage under pulsed and CW Laser radiation at 1.06 nm,

to identify the emitted species with mass analysis, and to determine the respective threshold

laser fluences for their emission.

2.0 Experimental
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2.1 Laser Systems

The pulsed laser used in these experiments was a passively Q-switched Quantel Nd:YAG laser
with one amplifier module. The 1.06 nm pulses were of 8.0 + 1 ns duration, and a single axial

and longitudinal mode. The amplified beam passed through a rotating half-wave plate and fixed

reflection mode polarizer attenuator. „ A 2.0 m focal length lens was used to bring the beam to a

focus at the sample surface. The 1/e radius of the beam at the target was 356 \xm, measured with
a linear diode array, and was Gaussian. The pulse energy was measured using a pyroelectric
energy meter which sampled a split-off portion (5.43%) of the beam. With these data, the laser
fluence (energy/area) was defined for each shot.

The CW Laser was a Lasermetrics Nd:YAG laser with two in-line pumped cavities separated by a

shutter. The beam power was controlled by adjusting the power delivered to arclamps and was
measured using a thermopile detector which sampled a 1.9% split-off portion of the beam. A 20 cm
focal length lens was used to focus the beam to a 1/e radius of 1.6 mm at the target surface.

2.2 Samples

The target samples used in these experiments included: a) single crystal <1,1,1> silicon
disks 1.5" in diameter and 3/8" thick, super polished on both sides; b) Al^Q-, coating on fused
silica, 3a/4 at 1064nm optical thickness; c) ZrO^ coating on fused silica, f/Z at 1064nm optical
thickness; d) an Si02/Zr02 high reflectance stack designed for 514 nm (used in CW experiments
only). All coatings tested were electron beam deposited by Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc.

(OCLI). In each case, samples were prepared by cleaning on a spin cleaner with a methanol rinse,

blow-off, collodion application and removal (on coating side only), followed by an N2
biow-of f

.

2.3 Vacuum Chamber

The experimental chamber was a stainless steel cylindrical chamber with an xyz plus
rotational motion manipulator which supported the samples. The system was pumped with a 60 1/s

ion pump, and the system pressure was monitored with a nude ion gauge. Typically, the system
pressure was reduced from atmosphere to about 4x10" Pa after a 48-hour bake at 200 C. The laser

input and output ports were type #705G glass and transmitted about 86% at 1.06 ^m.

2.4 Mass Spectrometer

The mass spectrometer was a Quadrex Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) Model 100 withga mass range
of 1-100 amu. The minimum detectable partial pressure of this instrument is 6.5x10 Pa and M/aM
>2M. Several video output modes are possible including a 20 amu scan and a single peak monitor.
Because the RGA utilized a Be-Cu electron multiplier which must be isolated from the atmosphere,
a straight through valve was placed between the vacuum chamber and the RGA sensors. Thus the

sensor was 30 cm from the sample surface and was aimed normally to it. The sensitivity of the
RGA was such, however, that the 30 cm separation did not seem to cause inadequate sensitivity for
the peaks studied.

A block diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

2.5 Procedure

Pulsed laser and CW laser desorption experiments were performed in this study with slightly
different procedures for each set of experiments. Irradiation of surfaces using the pulsed laser

was conducted in both the 1-on-l and N-on-1 modes. In all CW experiments, a new site was
selected for each measurement as no signal was observed for multiple irradiations of a given site
on the samples tested.

In the pulsed laser experiments, the RGA was tuned to the desired mass in the single peak
monitor mode, with the video cursor making a complete sweep across the screen in 25.7s. The

laser was fired just after the cursor began a new sweep across the screen, resulting in a video
display of the partial pressure of the selected species as a function of time.

In CW Laser experiments, a sheet of graphite was used as a manual shutter because we found

that opening the laser's shutter resulted in a significant energy pulse with a duration on the
order of one second before the output settled down to the selected steady state value. After the

arclamp current was adjusted to a level which resulted in the desired beam power and the RGA
cursor had started a new trace, the graphite block was removed from the beam path until the RGA
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cursor reached the end of its trace. As in the pulsed laser experiments, the RGA cursor sweep
time was set at 25.7s.

3.0 Results

3.1 1-on-l Experiments

^Figure 2 shows a typical RGA response to a single laser pulse on Al^Oo for a fluence of 16
J/cm . The leading edge of the response is limited by the response time of the detection
electronics, and the decay of the response appears to be exponential. The quantity of removed
species, in the case of H^O, is taken to be proportional to the height of the RGA response.
Figure 3 is a plot of typical RGA responses for masses 12, 18, and 27 for increasing fluence. As

is typical with measurements of this sort, there were significant fluctuations in yield for
nearly equal laser fluences. These fluctuations are believed to be due to variations in water
concentration from site to site. Our single pulse damage threshold (SPOT) is defined simply as

the lowest fluence that resulted in visible damage under a microscope at lOOx. The SPOT for
AlgO, was found to be 11 J/cm . Figure 3 shows that the threshold fluence for the removal of
water was essentially coincidental with damage. Eigure 3 also shows that aluminum (mass 27) is

removed with a threshold fluence of about 12 J/cm , or about 110% of the SPOT. The removal of
aluminum is an obvious indicator of damage to the coating and provides a good check on the SPOT.

From these data, one must conclude that water desorption is not a precursor to damage for 8 ns

laser pulses. On the other hand, carbon (mass 12) is desorbed with a threshold of about 9 J/cm ,

or about 80% of the SPOT.

Figure 4 shows that the observed threshold fluence „for H^O removal from ZrOo is

approximately 8 J/cm , or about 3.5 times the SPOT of 2.3 J/cm . No carbon peak was observed
below the SPDT.^ This is not surprising since the threshold fluence for carbon desorption from
Al^O^ of 8 J/cm is well above the SPOT for Zr02. It is important to note that the mechanism or
bonding which allows the incorporation of carbon within these films may vary considerably with
the chemical nature of the film as well as the deposition process used in fabrication.

Figure 5 is a plot of RGA carbon and water peaks versus laser fluences incident on a bare
silicon substrate. Because the RGA signal was extremely sensitive to laser fluence and varied
over three decades, the data are plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale. The 1.5 J/cm SPOT found

in this experiment is in good agreement with that found in the literature. [8] Interestingly,

the threshold fluence for carbon removal from Si of less than 0.2 J/cm is well below that of the

oxides studied, and well below the SPOT for Si. Evidently, very loosely bound carbon was present
on the silicon surface.

3.2 N-on-1 Experiments

The RGA signals resulting from N-on-1 pulses on the oxide coatings depended upon whether the

laser fluence was above or below the damage threshold for the coating being irradiated. The

fluence level for the data shown in Figure 6 was slightly below the SPOT at 9.6 +0.5 J/cm

(recall that the SPOT for Al^O^ was 11 J/cm ).

Since the quantity of removed species increases with laser fluence as shown in earlier

figures, the number of pulses required to remove all of an absorbed impurity varied with the

fluence. With laser fluences slightly below the damage threshold. Figure 6 shows that about

eight pulses are required for complete carbon desorption from f^^2^y \^ere that the

apparent exponential decrease in the RGA signal, as well as the number of pulses required for

complete carbon removal are very similar to those reported by Gibson and Wilson for H2O removal

from ZnS under CO2 laser pulses of 100 ns. [9]

Due to its low damage threshold, no N-on-1 data below the damage threshold were obtained for

Zr02.

For silicon, N-on-1 experiments below the damage threshold, indicated that all carbon was

removed after one or two shots, and no water peak was observed.

In N-on-1 experiments with fluences above the SPOT, the oxide coated samples exhibited

similar yield versus pulse profiles, but differed in the number of pulses required for the RGA

signals to return to background as shown in Figure 7-9. Figures 7 and 8 show the water and

carbon signal profiles respectively for 30-on-1 laser pulses. Note that the fluence level used

for water removal was greater than that used for carbon removal. Figure 9 shows the carbon peaks

for successive pulses on ZrOp at an average fluence of 3.84 J/cm . The fluctuations in RGA

signal are due in part to fluctuations in fluence for successive shots. Comparing the RGA carbon
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signal profiles for fluences below and above the damage threshold (Figures 6 and 8) for ^1^02
reveals an important difference which was typical of all such comparisons. Below the damagS
threshold the desorption signal resulting from the first pulse is greater than that from

subsequent pulses. Above the damage threshold, the RGA signal is found to build to some maximum
value before decreasing to the background level. This seems to be strong evidence that

post-damage fluences remove impurity species from within the bulk of the coating as it is removed

by successive shots, or possibly from between the coating and substrate. Finally, the RGA

profile of carbon from Zr02 (Figure 9) exhibits a rapid decrease in signal for pulses 7-11 and a

shoulder for pulses between 12 and 19. A reasonable interpretation of these data may be that
large carbon signals during the first part of the pulsing sequence are due mainly to carbon
within the IrQ^ film, while after about ten pulses, after the coating has been largely removed,
the signal is primarily due to carbon at the coating substrate interface.

Figure 10 shows |he RGA response for N-on-1 pulses on silicon, with a laser fluence of
approximately 6.6 J/cm . The response profile is essentially featureless, and is simply a

measure of carbon as an impurity in the silicon bulk.

3.3 CW Laser Experiments

Samples studied under CW 1.06 pim radiation included Al^O^, Zr02, and a multilayer coating
stack of Si02/Zr02. The beam diameter was 3.21 mm and the total beam power ranged up to 300
Watts. Thus, the maximum intensity available at the sample surface was 3.5 kW/cm . Figure 11

shows a typical RGA response for the desorption of C from Zr02. Figures 12 and 13 show
desorption signals from AUQ^ and Zr02 respectively. Each data point represents the peak in the
RGA signal obtained while the shutter was open. Although the desorption signals varied greatly
for a given radiation intensity, several important features are evident in these data. First,

since none of these samples were damaged by the radiation, it is indeed possible to clean a

coated surface with intensities well below the damage threshold. It is important to note,

however, that a larger surface area was irradiated with the CW Laser than with the pulsed laser,

so direct comparison between signal strengths cannot be made. In addition, contaminants which
are tightly bound to the surface might be removed only by the higher intensities used in pulsed
radiation. Secondly, water is a more tenacious contaminant than carbon, i.e., has a greater
desorption energy. Last, the magnitude of the desorption signal from AI2O2 was significantly
smaller than that from Zr02, although the significance of this fact is unclear. It may have been
due simply to a greater level of contaminant coverage.

Finally, the coating stack of Si02/Zr02 was found to damage, i.e., crystalize as a result of
the first exposure to an intensity of 1170 W/cm . This was caused by intense absorption and

heating in the silicon substrate beneath the coating.

4.0 Discussion and Conclusion

In the preceding paragraphs, a given contaminant was said to be "removed" rather than
desorbed when an RGA signal was accompanied by laser damage. For laser fluences and intensities
below the damage threshold, there were no clear indications of sample heating, suggesting that

the signal was due strictly to surface contaminants, and thus were referred to as "desorption."
Under pulsed radiation, it is possible to desorb carbon from AI2O2 and Si at fluences below the
damage threshold, while water is not found to desorb under pulsed radiation for any of the
samples tested. Thus, carbon appears to be a reliable precursor to laser damage for AI2O2 and
Si, but not for Zr02.

Pulsed N-on-1 studies below the damage threshold yielded desorption responses in agreement
with findings by other investigators, as is the number of pulses ( 15) required to clean a

particular site. [9]

CW irradiation yielded RGA signals that varied from site-to-site, but did demonstrate that
both water and carbon could be removed with 1.06 nm radiation without damaging the surface for
AI2O2 and Zr02, and that on the average carbon was more easily removed than water.

The results of this study suggest that in vacua, photon desorption may provide a viable
means to clean a substrate prior to coating. However, the coupling mechanism between the

incident photons and the adsorbed contaminants is not well understood. The 1.064 micron
radiaiton used in this study is not known to be strongly absorbed by water or most hydrocarbons.
Free carbon would strongly absorb this wavelength.
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One mechanism frequently considered to cause desorption from a surface is the excitation of
molecular vibration levels. The photon energy of the Nd:YAG lasers used in this experiment is

given by

= 12400eV - A/X = 1.1 7eV.

Typical values of molecular vibration levels are represented by the three fundamental
vibrational transitions in free H^O molecules. These are 0.198, 0.466, and 0.661 eV
transitions. [10] Infrared active transitions in CO^ are similar in energy. Quite clearly, the
photon energy does not match the vibrational transitions in free water. However, in a recent
paper by N. Russo, et al., the authors report binding energies of H^O on Si(lOO) ranging from
0.09 to 1.19 eV depending upon the geometric nature of the bond. [11 j Thus it is tempting to

consider the incident photons as causing vibrational excitations in the water molecule-surface
atom oscillator system. In this system, the theoretical binding energy of 1.19 eV is an

acceptable match with our photon energy of 1.17 eV. The data also showed that carbon signals
well above background levels resulted from both pulsed and CW irradiation. However, significant
CO and COp peak were not observed, even though CO2 should be a common contaminant resulting from
exposure to the atmosphere. This finding is entirely consistent with chemisorption and

desorption studies of other systems. Russo and coworkers report that the dissociative desorption
of H^O from Si requires about half (2.5eV) the energy compared to that required for molecular
(5eV7 H^O desorption. That is, the Si(IOO) actually catalyzes the water dissociation. [1 1 ] A
similar effect has been reported for dissociation on Fe crystals. [12] Thus it is reasonable
to assume that adsorbed hydrocarbons were dissociated leading to the signals detected.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.
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H^O REMOVAL FROM AI2O3 vs TIME

TIME|t=1.29s)

Figure 2. A typical R6A output showing the peak resulting

from a 1-on-l shot on AI2O3.
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Figure 3. RGA peak heights versus laser fluence for masses 12, 18, and

27 from AI2O3.
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Figure 4. RGA peak height versus laser fluence for mass

18 from Zr02.
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C DESORPTION FROM AI2O3 FOR SUCCESSIVE LASER PULSES
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Figure 6. RGA peak heights for successive laser pulses for
mass 12 from AI2O2.
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Figure 7. Water signal from AI2O3 for 30-on-l laser pulses.
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MASS 12 DESORPTION FOR N-ON-1 LASER PULSES
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Figure 8. Carbon signal from AI2O2 for 30-on-l laser pulses.
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N-on-1 C REMOVAL FROM Si

TIME(t=1.29s)

Figure 10. Carbon removal from Si for 8-on-l laser pulses.
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Figure 11. Typical RGA response for carbon desorption
from Zr02 under CW radiation.
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Figure 12. Carbon and water desorption signals from
AI2O2 under CW radiation. Each data point
represents desorption from a virgin site.
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A Chemical Precursor to Optical Damage?
Studies by Laser Ionization Mass Spectrometry
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Mass spectrometry has been used in conjunction with Nomarski microscopy to
characterize the initiation of optical damage in selected commercial optics. For a sam-
ple with a Al203/Si02 multilayer coating (351 nm) on a Si substrate, our results suggest
layer by layer removal of the coating material with low-fluence irradiation at 1.06 p.. In
addition, carbon impurities were observed in the low-damage threshold sample. For the
Sc203/Si02 multilayer coated (351 nm) 7940 substrates, transient iron signals were
observed at each increasing fluence level, with concomitant appearance of small circular
(10 |i) pits in the surface. These pits were also associated with macroscopic damage
features due to threshold testing.

Key words: optics, lasers, mass spectrometry

1. Introduction

Optical damage is often assumed to initiate by a localized absorption at chemical or physical
defect sites in otherwise damage-resistant optical coatings and substrates, i -3 Propagation of

damage through either thermal runaway or avalanche-breakdown mechanism can be modeled
once an initial source of electrons, localized high field, or thermal evaporation is identified. 4-6

Small levels of chemical impurities including residual polishing compound and absorbing in-

clusions, or physical imperfections, such as grain boundaries or misoriented microcrystals, are
among the candidates for initiation sites.7 While the participation of these source defects has
long been assumed, there has been surprisingly little direct evidence to support their existence.

In most previous studies, the identity and concentration of these defects was unknown, and in

those cases where chemical impurities were observed, there was usually little evidence of a one-
to-one correspondence between the defects and the onset of optical damage.

We report here a mass spectral study of damage in two sets of commercial optics. Mass
spectroscopy has been used previously to examine the adsorption of surface contaminants on
optical materials,8 and to characterize the dynamics of macroscopic damage events. 9. 10 in the

present work, we have identified, in at least one case, a chemical contaminant associated with
Initiation of the damage event.

2. Experimental

In all experiments, the photodesorption/photoablation products were monitored by mass
spectrometry, using one of two mass spectrometer systems. A quadrapole (QMS) apparatus was
equipped with electron impact ionization, while the time-of-flight (TOF) apparatus utilized multi-

photon photoionization for the production of ions. Samples examined in these experiments were
commercial reflective optics of two types: AI2O3 /Si02 multilayer coating (351 nm) on a Si sub-

strate, and Sc203/Si02 multilayer coating (also 351 nm) on a 7940 substrate. Each sample was
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secured in a holder attached to a 15-cm stainless steel rod for mounting within the mass spec-
trometer vacuum can. The substrates were placed near (1.5-3 cm) the source regions in both
mass spectrometer systems, and were manipulated by mounting the rods on a rotation-push/pull
feedthrough (Varian Model 1371). The samples could thereby be rotated so as to provide a fresh

surface for exposure to the laser beam.

Nomarski micrographs were taken of the samples both before and after exposure, using a
commercial microscope (Nikon). Images were recorded on Polaroid Type 53 film. A series of

alignment marks on the samples were used to locate the photographed sites.

The source region of the QMS (Extrel. C-50) was equipped with an axial ionizer modified to

allow a variety of laser/substrate interactions. In one configuration, the high intensity laser beam
passed through the ionizer, radiating the substrate at normal incidence. The spalled material
was ejected perpendicular to the quadrapole axis. In a second geometry, the substrate was
mounted on the axis of the quadrapole. The desorption laser hit the surface at a 45-degree
incidence angle, ejecting the spalled material directly along the QMS trajectory axis (Fig 1).

Qualitatively, both arrangements produced the same results, however, the axial configuration was
several orders of magnitude more sensitive in detecting desorbed species. Primary ions pro-

duced by the damaging laser were detected by turning off the electron impact ionizer, while
survey electron impact mass spectra were typically acquired at an energy of 70 eV. Ions were
detected by a channel-electron multiplier, and the signal amplified and detected by a boxcar
integrator (PARC 162/164) synchronized to the output of the desorption/ablation laser. Unit
mass resolution is possible with this apparatus throughout the range of interest, 4-200 au. A
base pressure of <1 x lO'S Torr was maintained in this vacuum chamber by an ion pump and/or
turbomolecular pump.

4

Boxcar

Y-T
Recorder

Figure 1. Experimental schematic for the "on-axis" quadrapole mass spectrometer
configuration.
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The source region of the TOF allowed optical access by both the desorption and inter-
rogation laser beams. 12 ions were again detected by a channel-electron multiplier, and the
signal processed with either the boxcar integrator or transient recorder (Tektronix 2430). The
latter was very important since the multiplex detection allowed acquisition of a full mass spec-
tnmi for each laser shot, and facUitated the observation of transient signals. The mass resolution
of this instrument was =2 au in the range 2-200 au. A base pressure of <1 x 10-7 Torr was
maintained by a L-N2 trapped oil diffusion pump.

Desorption/damage was initiated by the fundamental (1.06 \i) output of a Nd+3:YAG laser
(Quanta Ray/Spectra Physics Model DCR lA). The laser was equipped with filled-beam optics,
and produced a beam whose spatial profile was somewhat more sharply peaked than for a
gaussian beam. The Q-switched output was 10 ns FWHM in duration, and smooth within the
resolution of our electronics (=2 ns). The output of this laser was focused to a diameter of 500 |i

at the front surface of the sample of interest. Beam diameters were determined by bum patterns
on photographic film 1 3.

The timing sequence was initiated by the Q-switch synch-out from the YAG laser. When
using the quadrapole mass spectrometer, this signal triggered directly the boxcar averager gated
to accept signal from laser-generated species. In experiments using the time-of-flight mass
spectrometer, the YAG laser synch-out was passed through a variable delay (Tektronix
7904/7B85), a pulse generator (BNC 8010) and then to the trigger of a XeCl excimer laser
(Lambda Physics EMG 101). The UV output from this laser was used to pump a tunable dye laser
(Lambda Physics FL 2002) which could then probe, via multiphoton ionization, the material
spalled by the laser damage event. Typical pulse energies were 1-5 mJ (12 ns FWHM) at 394 nm
using the laser dye QUI (Lambda Physics). The identity of the spalled material could be deter-
mined by ion flight times and by varying the ionization wavelength, while velocity distributions
could be measured by changing the delay between the damage and interrogation lasers.

3. Results and Discussion

Since the type of information obtained for the two sets of samples was qualitatively different,

they shall be discussed separately.

3.1. AI2O3 / Si02 multilayer-coated Si substrate.

Two samples were examined, one having a relatively high macroscopic damage threshold

(10 J/cm2 @ 351 nm), while the other exhibited a low threshold (5 J/cm2 @ 351 nm). Figure 2
shows typical low sensitivity mass spectra for either sample obtained with the quadrapole mass
spectrometer system, and 70 eV electrons. The bottom trace is due to background gases (no

sample irradiation), and exhibits small peaks corresponding to water, nitrogen, residual hydro-
carbons, argon and carbon dioxide. At low fluences (1-3 J/cm2 @ 1.06 )i), as damage was just

beginning, results were typified by trace b, which exhibits an increase in the water-related signal

(mass 16-18), and the appearance of aluminum (mass 27) and silicon (mass 28). At higher

fluences (7-10 J/cm2 @ 1.06 |i), or longer radiation times, the dielectric coating was removed,
and a signal due primarily to bulk silicon was observed. Fig. 2. When a higher sensitivity was
used, it was possible to detect a number of other species, both ionic and neutral, in the laser

generated plume (see Table I). In most experiments, the signal due to neutral species was >100
times the signal due to primary ionsi4 (those generated directly by 1.06 |li pulses). It is

interesting to note that the carbon ions and neutrals were observed only for the low damage
threshold sample, suggesting a correlation with the presence of this impurity.

Our experiments showed a factor of 10 decrease in signal for Si2+ relative to Si+. and another

order of magnitude decrease for Si3+ relative to Si2+. Although the large silicon clusters reported

in some previous laser vaporization studies were not seen in this work, this is not surprising

since the vaporization and expansion conditions were dramatically different. In the previous

studies, the irradiation intensities were considerably higher, which should lead to a higher local

density of gas phase silicon atoms, and the spalled material was expanded through a supersonic

jet. which should lead to an increase in cluster formation. Both of these effects tend to skew the

previously observed distributions toward higher cluster sizes.
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Figure 2, Low sensitivity mass spectra of laser-generated plume from Al203/Si02 multilayer

coated Si substrate, obtained with 70 eV electron impact ionization. Lower trace (a)

shows background gases. Trace (b) shows a characteristic spectrum for low laser
fluence. while trace (c) is a typical trace for high fluence irradiation.

Table I, Ionic and neutral species observed by mass spectrometry in the laser desorption/laser
ablation of coated optical samples.

Sample Neutral Species^ Ionic Speciesb

AI2O3 / Si02 on Si C*. Al, Si, SiO, AI2O C+,Si+, Si2+. Si3+, Si02+

A1+. A10+, AIO2+, 02"*",

H3O+

SC2O3 /Si02 on 7940 Si, Sc, ScO. O2. Sc20# Si+. Sc+. Sc2+

Fe#

^Required post-desorption ionization (laser or electron-impact) to observe by mass spectrometry
t>Ions produced directly in the desorption process

*Indicates only observable in low-damage threshold sample

^Indicates transient signal (see text for details)
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Figure 3 displays the time-dependent A1+ signal due to 70 eV electron impact ionization of
neutrals removed from the surface by laser desorption. This data was acquired at low fluence
(1.5 J/cm2 @ 1.06 [i), corresponding the onset of damage at this site. After the initial few
hundred laser shots, it appears that there is some periodicity (see tick marks on the upper
horizontal axis), corresponding to a period of =1200 laser shots, superimposed on a roughly
exponential decay in this signal. This suggests that we may be observing layer by layer removal
of the multilayer dielectric coating, although the radial growth of the damage spot may certainly

be occurring concurrently. Roughly complimentary behavior was observed for the Si+ signal
(periodicity, with a phase shift relative to the aluminum signal), although for silicon, the inter-
pretation is complicated by the 28 au background due to molecular nitrogen. In spite of this
interference it was very clear from a spectacular rise in the silicon signal, with a concomitant
drop in the aluminum signal, when the coatings were removed completely and the substrate
material irradiated directly.

20 30 40 50

LASER SHOTS/102

Figure 3. Time-dependent A1+ signal generated from electron-impact ionization of plume
desorbed at low fluence from the Al203/Si02 multilayer coated Si substrate. Tick

marks on the upper vertical axis are coincident with periodic maxima in the signal.

3.2. SC2O3 /Si02 mulUlayer coated 7940 substrate

Table 1. shows the species typically observed in the plume of material spalled from two
samples (high damage threshold, 10.3 J/cm2 @ 351 nm, and low damage threshold, 3.8 J/cm
@ 351 nm ) of the Sc203/Si02 multilayer coated 7940. Those species not designated as

transient were detected via 70 eV electron impact in the quadrapole mass spectrometer, and
could be observed for extended periods (>103 laser shots) at low fluence (1-3 J/cm2 @ 1.06 )i)

irradiation of a single site.

The "transient" species were observed only by TOF mass spectrometry, in combination with
laser ionization. Figure 4 shows typical TOF mass spectra, with the lower vertical axis indicating

flight time, and the upper corresponding to mass. The lower trace (a) is the (nuU) mass spec-

trum observed when the YAG laser fires, but no photons impinge on the sample. This display is

the result of a four-shot average, and displays the mass range from ~4 to 250 au. The deflection

immediately following t=0 is the result of r.f.i. due to firing the ionization (excimer-pumped dye)

laser. The time between firing the desorption- and excimer lasers (=14 |is) was adjusted to

address particles having a velocity normal to the surface of =7x104 cm/s. This time delay was
foimd empirically to maximize the observed signal.

The middle trace (b) of Fig. 4 is typical of the mass spectra observed when the desorption

laser fluence is just sufficient (100 mJ/cm2) to produce any detectable signal. In this case, the

only observable signal (equivalent to 1-2 ions detected per laser shot) occurs at mass 56. Since
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the ionization laser is tuned to the ^Gg (50703.9 cm-i) ^- (0.000 cm-i) two-photon transi-

tion in iron (394.4 nm), and since the observed signal is sharply peaked at this wavelength, both

the mass and optical spectral signatures suggest that were are observing iron desorbed from the

sample. 16 it is important to note that for a particular location on the sample, this signal could

only be observed for 2-6 shots at a given fluence of the desorption laser. In order to observe

subsequent signal, either the location of irradiation had to be changed or the fluence raised. The
uppermost trace (c) of Fig. 4 shows a signal generated at significantly higher fluence (6.4 J/cm2).

In addition to the iron signal observed in trace (b), signal is now also present at 28 au, corre-

sponding to silicon, and at =106 au, corresponding to SC2O. Note that although the 28 au and

106 au signals are smaller than that observed for 56 au. this does not necessarily Indicate that

more iron is being removed from the surface than silicon or scandium. Since ionization is

affected by a multiphoton photoionization process in which the ionization wavelength is tuned to

resonance with an iron transition, the ionization efficiency is expected to be much greater (by

perhaps IO2 to 103) than for the non-resonant ionization of silicon- or scandium-containing

fragments. Based on previous results with this apparatus, 12.17 and the magnitude of the observed

iron signal, the number of ground state iron atoms removed from the surface lies in the range

104-105 assuming the distribution is spatially isotropic and kinetically thermal. It should be

noted that this does not place an upper limit on the total amount of material removed from

these pits. Iron clusters, coating material and other impurities may be desorbed and detected

with much lower efficiency than for ground state iron atoms.

MASS/a.u.

0 25 50 100 1 50

I I I I I I
1 \ I L_

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

FLIGHT TIME//u.sec

Figure 4. Time-of-flight mass spectra of laser-generated plume from 80203/5102 multilayer

coated 7940 substrate, obtained with laser multiphoton photoionization at 394 nm.
Trace (a) was generated with no plume present, and shows only r.f.i. pickup at t=0,

when the ionization laser fires. Trace (b) displays a signal at mass 56 (Fe) due to low-

fluence irradiation of the sample, while trace (c) shows additional signals at mass 28
(Si) and mass 106 (SC2O).

These results can be profitably compared with evidence provided by Nomarski photographs
of the samples. Figure 5 displays, at 420x magnification, a section of the sample prior to laser

irradiation (upper level), while the central feature shows the results of irradiation below the
fluence necessary to initiate macroscopic damage. Irradiation conditions were similar to those
used to obtain the mass spectrum in Fig 4b. A number round pits, approximately 10 in diam-
eter, can be observed within the field of view. A slight shading in the background surrounding
these pits can also be observed in some instances, suggesting that some thermal deformation
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occurred. Several of these circular blemishes were typically observed within the (YAG) laser
footprint following experiments in which a transient iron signal was observed. In addition, the
density of these pits increases with the maximum fluence to which the sample was exposed for
the mass spectrometric diagnostics. Figure 5 (lower right) shows, for comparison, a macro-
scopic damage feature produced by an excimer laser in threshold damage testing. Several
features should be noted. First, the damage test figure appears to be both larger and deeper than
the circular features of 4b. And secondly, a circular feature, similar to those in 5b, can be seen to
the left of center in the damage pit. In fact, for all cases in which a macroscopic damage feature
was photographed, one or more of these circular features was observed within the damage
footprint. In addition, each of these circular features appear to have grown from its center as
marked by a deeper central damage site.

Figure 5. Nomarski micrographs (420X) of Sc203/Si02 multilayer coated 7940 substrate.

Upper left shows an unirradiated surface. Lx)wer left displays a surface subjected to

low-fluence irradiation, while lower right shows a surface subjected to high-fluence
irradiation, resulting in macroscopic damage.

The appearance of small pits within the irradiated area, and the concomitant detection of

iron emission from the surface, strongly suggests a correlation. We believe that the observed

signals are due the presence of small, iron-containing micro-inclusions in the optical coatings.

Low fluence irradiation removes near-surface contaminants with minimal damage, while higher-

fluence irradiation may remove more deeply imbedded, or lower susceptibility, contaminants,

with concomitant removal of surrounding coating material.

This interpretation is consistent with a number of observations. In particular, previous

reportsi8,i9 have cited a laser-annealing effect. That is, a gradual increase in the fluence with

which a sample is irradiated results in a higher measured damage threshold than for immediate

irradiation at high fluences. This can be rationalized by low fluence removal of included impur-

ities below the threshold for macroscopic damage. In addition, the association, in our experi-

ments, of the circular pits with the macroscopic damage sites suggests that at high fluences,

absorption by impurity inclusions can result in a high local temperature or fleld to cause macro-

scopic damage.
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In conclusion, the combination of a method (RIMS) having high sensitivity, and good spatial

and temporal resolution, with an imaging capability, such as micrography, provides a powerful

tool for the study of optical damage processes. Imaging capabilities are vital, in general, for the

detection of inhomogenously distributed impurities. Work is under way to introduce imaging
capabilities directly into RIMS analysis.
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In these experiments we used time-of-flight energy analysis to determine the kinetic

processes occurring at laser damage on surfaces. A triaxial charge collector of relatively large area
was designed for use in the target vacuum chamber. It could be biased in several ways to detect either

positive or negative charge, and it could resolve charged particle time-of-flight over a field free region of

about 6 cm. The laser system was a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with 10 ns pulses at 1064 nm.
Measurements were made on single crystal germanium wafers and on half-wave delectric thin film

samples of ThF2 and MgF2 on fused silica.

On germanium, ion emission was only detected when the surface morphology indicated

boiling. This occurred at about 1 J/cm2 or a little over twice the melt or damage onset fluence. For thin

film samples, ion emission correlated with surface damage. For all samples, ion velocity distributions

and the observed correlation between kinetic energy and ion flux were characteristic of laser heated
plasma processes following charge emission.

Key words: laser damage; ion emission; charge emission; germanium; thorium fluoride; magnesium
fluoride.

1. Introduction

In these experiments, our objective was to study the kinetics of charge emission in conjunction with laser

induced surface damage. If sufficient sensitivity could be obtained, pre-damage emission could also be studied.

Ion velocity data obtained from time-of-flight measurements should give information about the kinetics of the

laser-surface-plasma interaction near the damage threshold. Our experiments in this direction were directly

motivated by the observation of pre-damage charge emission from dielectric films and metal surfaces [1 ,2] and
from the observation of surface charging on dielectric thin films after laser damage [3].

In general, there is a long history to the study of laser induced emission of ions from both insulating and
semiconduction materials. Probably the most quantitatively studied examples are single crystal alkali halides

[4-6]. And, emission from semiconductors has been examined for silicon [7,8], gallium arsenide [9], cadmium
selenide [10], cadmium sulfide [11], cadmium telluride and zinc sulfide [12,13].

2. Experimental Apparatus and Samples

The laser used in these experiments was a Q-switched Quantel Nd:YAG laser operated at the fundamental

wavelength of 1064 nm at a repitition rate of 10 Hz and with a 10 ns pulselength (FWHM). The optical layout is

shown in figure 1 . The beam was attenuated with a fixed dielectric reflector and a variable attenuator consisting

of a rotating half-wave plate and a fixed thin film polarizer. Irradiations were controlled by a computer driven

shutter, and the computer also collected data from a reference energy meter on every pulse in order to compile

irradiation statistics. The reference energy meter was calibrated at the start and end of each data taking session

against another energy meter near the sample location. Each calibration also consisted of measuring the beam
spot size at an equivalent focal plane using the scanning knife edge method. Depending on the sample type,

either a 45 cm or a 100 cm focusing lens was used. Spot sizes were typically 135 |im and 350 |im (l/e^ radius)

respectively.

The charge collector was designed to allow field free drift from the sample to the collector and with a

second biasable grid to exclude particles of the opposite polarity. The collection area was made as large as

possible to improve sensitivity while still maintaining a 50 Q transmission line structure. The central charge

collection electrode was 1 .5 cm in diameter. The triaxial collector and its associated circuitry is diagrammed in

^ Department of Physics

^Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. (MCC), Austin, TX
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figure 2. Provision has been made to bias tine collection electrode and capacitatively couple the transient signal.

In practice it was found that the second grid electrode was not used and connected to ground potential (bias

#1=0 V). A bias of ±30 V was applied to the collection electrode (bias #2) and it was used to reject the

undesired polarity of charge. The collector was placed about 6 cm from the target sample at 30O to the sample
normal and laser beam axis. These in turn were enclosed in a vacuum chamber dry pumped by an adsorption

pump and an ion pump. Typical operating vacuum was <10-6 torr (<1. 3x1 0-4 Pa). Care was taken to place the
ion pump sufficiently far from the sample location so that stray magnetic fields or ions did not affect the
experiments.

The samples used in the experiments included germanium wafers and thorium fluoride and magnesium
fluoride coatings on fused silica substrates. The germanium wafers were single crystal, polished on one side, flat

wafers for semiconductor device processing. The dielectric thin film samples were both a half-wave thick at

1064 nm and obtained from the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. The MgF2 films were coated onto ultra-polished

substrates and were measured by TIS to have a 20 A RMS surface roughness after coating.

3. Data

Data was collected by irradiating the sample with single pulses both above and below the damage
threshold fluence. Waveforms from the triaxial charge collector were recorded on a fast oscilloscope with

separate tests being conducted to record positive and negative charge. A new sample site was selected for each
test. Representative ion flux versus time and ion flux versus velocity distributions for germanium are shown in

figure 3. Although the waveforms are generally peaked in the center, they do not resemble those for a thermal
equilibrium distribution in many specific ways. This aspect will be discussed later. Not shown on the figure are

the electrons which arrive in about 10-20 ns and are seen when the bias is -1-30 V for observing negative charge.

Detailed data were not collected for the electrons because the pulse was not fully resolved in time. When all the

charge was added together, the expanding plasma was found to be approximately neutral. Since the data were
noisy, and positive and negative charge were not collected simultaneously for a single shot, this conclusion can
only be approximate.

The waveforms were characterized by determining the arrival time of the fastest ions, the arrival time of the

peak of the ion flux waveform, which gives data for the most probable ion velocity, and the pulse height, which is

proportional to the ion flux at the most probable velocity. Since the laser energy of each shot was recorded,

these three ion parameters could be correlated with laser fluence and with the occurrence of damage. Damage
for these experiments was determined by subsequent Nomarski micrography after the sample was removed from
the vacuum chamber. Any visible change in the sample at up to 200x magnification was considered to be
damage. However, since the number of sites was limited, only approximate damage onset fluences were
measured, and detailed damage probability versus fluence curves were not generated.

Kinetic energy data for the germanium samples is shown in figure 4 for positive and negative ions. In

computing the kinetic energy, the mass of a single germanium atom was used. Only the most probable kinetic

energy is shown in the figure since the data for the peak kinetic energy are similar and are just shifted slightly

higher in energy. This was true for all the samples in this study. The ion energy was observed to increase

monotonically with fluence as expected, and there was considerable site-to-site fluctuation in the data as had
been observed in other charge emission experiments [1-3]. Although the data was noisy, the most probable ion

kinetic energy was quite highly correlated with the peak ion flux, as shown for positive germanium ions in figure

5. This is suggestive of plasma density dependent heating and will be discussed later.

Detectable charge emission appeared to have a distinct onset fluence which was around 1 J/cm^ for

germanium. Subsequent microscopic examination led us to conclude that whereas germanium had a melting

threshold fluence of about 0.5 J/cm^, charge emission was not detected until the boiling threshold was reached.

An example of the surface morphology above the boiling onset is shown in the center region of figure 6. When
boiling did not occur, no charge was detected; and a melt boundary ring was observed surrounding a relatively

flat or slightly rippled region. A melt ring can also be seen in figure 6 surrounding the boiled area.

The thin film samples showed qualitatively similar charge emission behavior to that of germanium. Only

the damage threshold fluences were higher, and there was no melting-boiling distinction to be made. The most

probable ion velocity squared (proportional to most probable kinetic energy) versus fluence is plotted in figure 7

for thorium fluoride thin films. Since we were unable to uniquely assign a mass to the ejected ions, the velocity

data has not been converted to kinetic energy for the two types of thin film sample. Again, similar behavior for

positive and negative ions was observed, and there was a noticeable onset fluence for charge emission. This

emission onset was later correlated with the onset of microscopically visible damage to the thin films. In figure 8,

most probable velocity squared is plotted versus ion flux. Much of the site-to-site fluctuation in kinetic energy was
removed when the data was correlated in this way.

The behavior of magnesium fluoride thin films was very similar to that of thorium fluoride films. The

damage and ion emission onset was higher, about 50 J/cm2; and a smaller range of fluences was explored due

to equipment limitations. It should be pointed out that this damage onset was not unreasonabley high

considering the limited data set from which it was derived and the fact that the test was conducted with a relatively
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small spot size at 1064 nm. A larger spot size or more data points would reveal the effect of sparsely distributed

defects and lower the observed damage threshold. The onset of charge emission was again consistently

correlated with microscopically visible damage. Most probable kinetic energy and peak ion flux for MgF2 were

also closely correlated, and the data are shown in figure 9. No deviation from the behavior of the other samples
was observed.

4. Discussion

In these experiments on charge emission kinetics, we found that the triaxial charge collector was only able

to detect charge emission when either damage occurred to a thin film or boiling occurred on germanium. These
events were always accompanied by a visible flash which was never observed in the absence of a charge
emission signal. We do know from previous experiments, however, that thin film samples emit positive and
negative ions prior to damage at fluences down to 1/20 of the damage threshold [1 ,2]. The quantity of charge
emitted below damage threshold was several orders of magnitude smaller than that emitted at damage. Hence,
an apparent threshold behavior is not unexpected when lower sensitivity observations are made. The sensitivity

of the triaxial collector seems to be limited by three factors: 1) limited solid angle of acceptance at the end of a
field free drift region; 2) placement away from the sample surface normal; and 3) lack of gain or charge
multiplication in the detection process. The removal of one or more of these limitations should allow the detection

of pre-damage ion emission and the analysis of their energies.

In all cases, once charge emission was detected, the plasma was found to be approximately neutral and
contain both positive and negative ions as well as electrons. Charge emission was always observed coincidently

with either boiling for germaniuni or with surface damage on the thin films. This is entirely consistent with a laser

melting model for the damage of semiconductors with nanosecond pulses where the photon energy is above the

material's bandgap. In this model, pulses near threshold melt the surface and occasionally leave ripples. Higher

fluence pulses are able to initiate boiling at the center of the melt region.

It was informative to observe the consistent correlation between most probable ion kinetic energy and the

peak ion emission flux for all the samples. This suggests a plasma heating process which is strongly dependent
on charge density. Fluctuations in the quantity of material ejected from the surface can cause correlated

fluctuations in the ion kinetic energy even in the presence of a relatively constant laser fluence. This is further

substantiated by the summary data in table 1 which shows data from all the samples near the charge emission

onset. Using the most probable velocity in table 1 as a starting point, the most probable kinetic energy at

emission onset is calculated assumina that the mass of the ion is that of the lightest constituent atom. Although
the kinetic energy distributions are not particularly thermal in shape, the most probable kinetic energy can be fit to

a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a characteristic temperature. The temperaures obtained in this manner are
shown in table 1 and are unrealistically high for surface temperatures. They are not, however, inconsistent with a
laser heated plasma in which the ions and electrons are easily heated by the laser beam to nonequilibrium
states. We conclude that the time-of-flight measurements in these experiments sen/ed to characterize the laser

heated plasma above the sample surface which is observed as the damage flash. More detection sensitivity

would be required to observe pre-damage emission and to characterize its kinetics.

This research was supported by the Texas Advanced Technology Research Program. Yong Jee
acknowledges the support of a Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Post Doctoral Fellowship.
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Table 1 . Emission kinetics at onset of charge emission

Sample and Emission Most Probable Most Probable Temperature^

Specie Onset Velocity Kinetic Energy''

Fluence J/cm^ km/s eV K xlO^

Ge +ions 1.1 4.3 7 81

-ions 1.0 4.0 6 70

ThF4 +ions 22 16.0 25 290

-bns 20 13.4 18 210

(0.8)3 (6)3 (69)3

MgF2 +ions 50 24 79 910

Assumes mass of ion is that of the lightest ion.

2 Assumes the most probable velocity is fit to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

3 Values for an anomalous event.

Mirror

1. Optical experimental layout.
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Representative data for: a. ion flux versus time waveforms, and b. ion flux versus velocity, for positive and
negative germanium ions.
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Most probable ion kinetic energy versus laser fluence for germanium irradiated above the boiling tinresliold:

a. positive ions; b. negative ions.
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The desorption of positive ions from the (111) surface of BaFj induced by visible
laser li^t with photon energies far below the bandgap (in the green (500-560 nm) and
blue (410-440 nm) spectral regions) shows sharp resonances (~ 0.01 eV). Cluster
calculations indicate that there exist occupied and excitonic surface states which
facilitate resonant multiphoton photoanission from the surface. This, in turn, leads to
a localized positive charge-up which results in the emission of positive ions. The
influence of surface states seems to be present also in air judging from experiments on
surface second harmonic generaticxi which exhibit both a pronounced surface anisotropy
and a wavelength dependent second harmonic yield.

Keywords: BaFz; surface ionization; ion emission; surface states; multiphoton processes

1 . Introduction

Numerous studies in the past years [1] have evidenced that surface decomposition plays an
iirportant role in optical damage to laser components. However, the microscopic processes involved
in surface breakdown are not yet well understood. One attenpt to avoid damage is to optimize the
polishing and cleaning of optical surfaces [1], assuming that granularity or dirt particles may
under irradiation of sufficiently high laser intensities lead to extremely high local electrical
fields and hence serve as seeds for the ignition of a plasma discharge v^ich, in turn, leads to the
destruction of the surface.

On the other hand, it has been shown that intense laser radiation can induce defects in the
bulk of transparent media, such as color centers. These may then migrate to the surface and
subsequently lead to decomposition [2,3].

In this contribution we present evidence that resonantly enhanced multiphoton absorption at
the surface of divalent ionic crystals can lead to desorption of positive ions already at laser
intensities far below the ccxnnonly quoted breakdown threshold [3,4,17] for these optical materials.
This effect may be considered as a precursor step for surface damage. We show that the process

strongly depends on the existence of occupied and excited states in the bandgap of a
non-stoichiometric surface

.

For our investigations [5], we have hitherto chosen the (111) surface of bariumfluoride as a

prototype material, which can be used for optical components in the VUV and IR. In the following,

we first describe the result of cluster calculations, vrtiich predict the existence of surface

states. Then we demonstrate experimental proof of this prediction by resonant multiphoton
ionization and subsequent amission of positive ions from the surface. Finally we report on first

results from experiments on surface second harmonic generation which yield information about the

electronic surface structure in an ambient gas atmosphere.
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2. Cluster Calculaticais

Modelling a crystal surface by a planar cluster in an embedding potential is one way to
calculate surface properties starting from microscopic molecular principles [6]. In our case of
BaFj (111) we use a 10-atan planar cluster in C^^ geometry (see Fig. 1) to present the

non-stoichiometric barium rich surface. We do so, since we assume an appreciable number of loosely
bound upper layer fluorine atcms to be lost during the surface preparation, i.e. by cleaving the
crystal

.

Figure 1.

Schematic representation of the BaFj ( 111 ) surface
(large circles: barium; small circles: fluorine). In
the non-stoichiometric 10-atom cluster, used in the
calculations, the three fluorines (bold circles) above
the barium plane are missing.

For the calculations we used the discrete variational embedded cluster method with the
potentials determined by the local density approxin^ation. A detailed description of the technique
can be found in the literature [7]. In short, the molecular wavefunctions were expanded as linear
conbinations of atomic orbitals (LCAO-method) for the constituent ions in the cluster, with the
addition of seme virtual orbitals, i.e. Ba** (Xe6s°6p°5d° ) and F" ( Is* 2s^ 2p^ 3s° ) . The effect of the
surrounding crystal lattice is taken into account by the potential of a half-sphere consisting of
21 Ba** and 41 F" ions. The molecular potential as well as this embedding potential were
constructed using an expression for the exchange and correlation energy which is derived from a
homogeneous electron gas [8].

Figure 2.

Density of states obtained from the calculations for a

non-stoichiometric 10-atom cluster representing BaF^

( 111 ) . The arrows indicate possible multiphoton
interactions for green (left) and blue (right) light.

Also indicated is the experimentally found position of

the 2p valence band [9] (shaded: occupied levels).

0 20 AO 60 80 100

DENSITY OF STATES
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The results of the calculations are illustrated by a density of states plot (DOS) in figure 2.

This curve is obtained when each molecular energy level is arbitrarily broadened with a Lorentzian
lineshape of 0.1 eV width. Relaxation is taken into account for an ionizing excitation from the
level corresponding to the F(2p) band. The most ijnnportant result of these calculations is the
prediction of occxjpied surface states and a rich structure of unoccupied states in the middle and
in the upper half of the bandgap, respectively. As a check, calculations for a cluster representing
the crystalline bulk revealed no occupied states in the middle of the bandgap. It must be stated
here, however, that these results are up to date only qualitative in nature.

In order to probe the existence of such a predicted electronic structure and to reveal its
relation to laser-induced damage processes in transparent materials, two principally different
approaches were followed experimentally.

1) In liltra-high vacuum, laser-induced emission of electrons and ions from in situ cleaved,
clean BaFj (111) surfaces was investigated.

2) In air, we measured the second harmonic of the incident laser frequeny, generated in
reflection at a polished BaF^ (111) surface [10,11].

3. Experijnents on Ionizatic» and Desorptioi

A ccnparatively simple set-up was used in all experiments. The light from a pulsed tunable dye
laser pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser, or the second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser
itself was weakly focused onto the sanple to give a pulse intensity of less than 50 MW/cm^ at a
pulse duration of about 8 ns and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The actual intensity of the linearly
polarized laser could be varied by rotating a half-wave retarding Fresnel-rhannb in front of a Glan
linear polarizer, thus conserving a well defined linear polarization and spatial distribution of
the laser beam. For the experiments on electron and ion emission, high purity single crystals of

BaFz (manufacturer: Karl Korth, Kiel) were kept in ultra-high vacuum (about 5x10''° hPa) and in

situ cleaved for each set of experiments. This procedure was hoped to prepare a reproducible and
clean surface. The angle of incidence was about 70°, and care was taken that no transmitted or
reflected hic^i intensity light hit the metal parts of the vacuum chamber. Electrons and ions

onitted from the surface could be analyzed by a quadrupole mass spectroneter or a biased grid
syston and were detected by an electron multiplier. By use of an additional ionizing current the

mass spectrometer was also sensitive to the emission of neutrals.

DYE
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X/2
FRESNEL-
RHOHB

AMPLI

FIER

Nd'-YAG USER

Tl GATED

INTEGRATOR

RECORDER

Figure 3.

Set-i:?) for the experiments in ultra-high vacuum.

UHV- /*

CHAMBER

MASS-FILTER/
ELECTRON ANALYZER

In all experiments, the signals from the detectors as well as from beam monitoring photodiodes

were processed by gated integrators and then recorded.

When shining the unfocused li^t of the frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm onto the

sanple, already for an average intensity of 6 MW/cm^ the desorption of neutral fluorine (F°) could

be observed. However, it ceased within about 20 s under constant irradiation. When the intensity

was slightly increased, the signal reappeared and died out again with the same time constant. This

could be repeated for increasing intensities up to a point vrtiere visible damage occured and F""
came off the surface for Icaiger periods (cf. Fig. 4). No time correlation between individual laser

pulses and the fluorine emission could be established by means of gated signal processing. Until

present, we do not know whether this is a sign for thermal desorption or vrtiether it is due to

apparative effects, such as insufficient pump speed for fluorine.

However, this experiment provides a first indication, that our assumption of a

non-stoichiometric surface is reasonable since the upper fluorine layer is easily desorbed fron the
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Figure 4.

Emission of neutral fluorine from BaFj (111) under
constant irradiation with 532 nm light at a pulse
rate of 10 Hz and increasing average intensity. For
the relatively low apparent damage threshold it
should be noted, that the Nd:YAG laser beam in this
experiment contained hot spots with an intensity at
least 10 times higher than the average, and damage
only occurred at these spots.

surface. In order to substantiate the findings of the cluster calculations, we then performed
experiments with a tunable dye laser in the blue (stilbene 410... 450 nm) and green (coumarine 152;

500... 560 nm) spectral ranges.

3.1 Icai emissicxi under blue dye laser irradiaticai

When focusing the blue dye laser onto the sample to give an intensity of about 50 MW/cm* , we
observed the emission of the positive ions Ba* , F* , (BaF)*, and Ba**, time-correlated to the
individual laser pulses. When the laser was continuously pulsing at a fixed wavelength, we again
observed a rapid decrease of the ion signal, as is shown in Fig. 5.

BaF

0 12 3

T 1 1 TTT
F

0 12 3 4

Time [mins ]

0 12 3 4 5

Figure 5.

Emission of positve ions from BaFj (111) under continuously
pulsing laser irradiation at 429 nm (=2.9 eV) (pulse energy
50 MW/cm^, repetition rate 10 Hz).

Figure 6.

Conparison of the decrease of the Ba* and F* signals with
irradiation time. The dashed-dotted lines are drawn to
emphasize the anticorrelation of Ba* and F* emission.

0 1 2 xio^
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Figure 7.

Elnissicai of Ba* as a function of incident laser
wavelength at constant laser intensity over the entire
scan (50 MW/cm*). a), b), and c) represent three
consecutive scans at the same interaction spot under
identical conditiais. The dashed line represents the
laser wavelength used for the results of Figs. 5 and 6
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Figure 8.

Positive ion (a,c) and electron (b,d) yields from BaFj

(ill) as a function of green laser wavelength (laser
intensity about 5 MW/cm^). In (a,b), the projection of
the laser polarization cnto the surface is parallel to

the [112] direction, in (c,d) it is parallel to [110]
(cf . figure 1)

.
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By coiparing the results for F* and Ba* (cf. figure 6), one observes a strong anticorrelation,
giving rise to the assunption of layer-by-layer ablation [12]. This is further supported by the
result shewn in Fig. 7. The dependence of the ionization signal on the laser wavelength changes
frem scan a ) to b ) and about recovers in scan c ) . There are two important points about this result

:

Firstly, the pronounced resonance structure is in good qualitative agreonent with the predictions
of our theoretical model [13]. Secondly, the change in chemical environment by taking away caie

layer of F* resp. Ba* changes the fine structure of the spectrum, i.e. the energy of the surface
states involved.

It should be noted here, that we also securched for the emission of neutral beirium. However,
the results with the additional ionization current aa and off did not differ significantly, vrtiich

means that either the desorptiai of Ba° is rather weak or the atoms iitmediately condense at cooler
nearby surfaces.

3.2 Ion and electron emissicn under green dye laser radiation

With the green dye laser, we again obtained a prcnounced wavelength dependence of the ion
signal (cf. figure 8). By a more sensitive detection scheme, using biased grids instead of the mass
filter, we were able to measure the ion signal at substantially Icwer laser intensities, i.e. in
Fig. 8 at 5 MW/cm^ . Thus, we avoided the rapid bleeding out of the signal (cf. figures 5,6) and
obtained reproducible results from a single interaction spot over long periods of time. Also, by
changing the bias polarity, we were able to measure electrons instead of ions. There were no
negative ions emitted from the sxirface. They could easily have been distinguished from electrons by
their substantially longer flight time to the detector. The electron yield also shews a pronounced
dependence on laser wavelength v*iich is practically identical to that for positive ions, as can be
seen from figure 8.

Apparently, the spectral fine structure depends strongly an. the azimuthal direction of the
laser polarization. This probably reflects the symmetry of the excited electronic states in their
surrounding crystal field.

4. Discussion of Results

The photon energies in the blue and green spectral regions are not sufficient to overccroe the
bandgap of about 10 eV of the optically transparent material. Even if one takes into account the
theoretically predicted occupied surface states in the middle of the bandgap (figure 2), the energy
of one photon does not suffice to ionize electrons from the surface. However, the combined energy
of several photons does. If we measure the intensity dependence of the ionization signals at a
fixed wavelength, we find that ionization and desorption are indeed multiphoton processes (fig. 9).

Figure 9.

_ Intensity of electron (dots) and ion (triangles) yields at a

^ laser wavelength of 518 nm. The solid lines indicate the

g number of photons involved.
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From lowest order perturbation theory, v*iich certainly holds in our case since the resonances
are extremely broad compared to atomic physics, the yield in an n-photon process is generally found
to be proportional to the n-th power of the ixvput intensity. Thus, for electrons we find that
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2 photons are required at lower intensities, v^ile for hi^er intensities the ionization is a
five-E*iotai process (dynamic resonances should play no role in this intensity range). The low
intensity result confirms the theoretical prediction of occL^pied surface states in the middle of
the bandgap. The five-photon absorption most probably originates from the valence band (cf. the
arrows in figure 2 ) . The conspicuous resonance structures must then be due to enhancement by the
empty surface states. We found in our experiments, that the electron yield spectra do not change in
shape when going from a two- to a five-photon process. Hence, the resonant steps must be identical
in both cases.

For the icn emission, we find that 10 photons are necessary to create one ion. On the other
hand, from the evident similarity of the yield spectra, we find that intrinsically the same
absorption process should lead to both electron and ion emission. Our concliision from this is, that
two electrons must be anitted to set free one ion. This idea is supported by the fact, that a pure
lO-photon-process should originate far below the Ba (5p) band, which is located at a binding energy
corresponding to 8 photons [9], Following a recent theory of Itoh and Nakayama [15], two adjacent
holes, generated by ionization of two electrons, may concentrate on a fluorine icai. Their combined
energy should be about twice the bandgap, i.e. 21.4 eV [9]. This would be sufficient to reverse the
charge of the free negative fluorine ion, v^ich requires about 20.8 eV and certainly can be taken

as an upper limit for the bound ion. Consequently, the combination of two holes would make the
surface electrostatically instable and would result in Coulombic expulsion of positive ions from
the siirface. Since we observe only positive ions, this hypothesis appears rather plausible.

In order to confirm this model, we present a rough estimation of the probability for finding
two holes created simultaneously at adjacent positions. The estimate is based on lowest order
perturbation theory.

The number Nj^ of electrons emitted per laser pulse by a k-photon absorption is given by [16]

T

2k k-1
\*ere No denotes the number of absorbers, o^[cm s ] is the k-photon cross section, n [an'^] is

the photcai flux per laser pulse and r[s] accounts for the pulse duration.

For non-resonant processes we take from the literature

o, ^ 10-*° cm" s [16,17]

and o= = 10-^"° cm'° s" [3,17]

(2a)

Experimentally, we find that = Ng at an intensity of 1.6 x 10^ W/cm% corresponding to n

2.7 X 10'* cm"^. Applying Eq.(l) and assuning Bepp's two-photon cross section lO'^" cm^s [16],

we obtain

Os ~ 10-*" cm'°s'' (2b)

vrtiich is in strong disagreement with earlier observations [3,17]. We must, however, take into

account that we observe strong resonances. If we assume, like indicated in figure 2, that in the

two-photon process both photons and in the five-photon process the last two-photons are each

resonant, we have to modify the cross sections. Because of the relatively large width of the

resonances, lowest order perturbation theory may still be applied. Then, the k-photon cross section

is given by the square of the k-photon transition matrix element between ground state |g> and final

state |f>

j(*'^|g>f
(3)

which can be rewritten in the form [18]

a^a j<f|U^'^'|g>|

o, a
k

d^

IA,>+ —

)

(4)
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Here d is a generalized transition dipole mcinent, r the width and m2 the energy of the v-th real
intermediate state, and ftw the photon energy. For the resaaant processes we obtain from this

res 4d''
a, a

(4a)

, res led'" 4d'
and Oe a =

where the width r of all intermediate states is assumed to be equal (see also fig. 8). This has to
be compared to the nonresonant case (with =: k(hw))

non d"

(4b)

, non
and a

(hw)M2u>))M3Mo)M4ftw)^ 576(f>w)«

From the experiment, we find the ratio u/r 100 (cf. figure 8). Hence we obtain the ratios

res ,

^=4(^) =4X10<

(5)

and
°-j^r-

^ 2304(^)'' := 2.3 x 10'

'

By combination with Eq.(2a) this yields

of®^ ~ 4 X lO-^** cm" s

(6al

, res
and Os

res
whereas the procedure of Eq.(2b) with Oj gives

of®^ ^ 4 X 10-"' cm'° s" (6b)

The two cross sections still differ by ten orders of magnitude. If we consider, however, that a
surface is a highly ccnplex system, we inevitably have to take collective effects aa all electrons
into account [19], vdiich become more effective the more photons are involved and therefore will

further increase Og .We also expect that the density of states in the F(2p) band is considerably
higher than that of the svurface states, thus affecting No in Eq.(l). If we incorporate that into
the cross section instead, we estimate (6b) shoiHd be a reasonable approximation for the icaiizatiati

cross section at higher intensities . With this cross section and Eq.(l), the number of electrons
snitted from the interaction spot per pulse at the threshold intensity for ion detection (2.8 x 10*

W/cm* corresponding to 4.7 x 10** photcais/cm^ ) is givorx by:

N = 5.5 No X 10-" (7)

Likewise, the probability of emitting two electrons frcm close to each other may be approximated by
the square of the one electrcan probability, i.e.

P(2e-) ^ (^)' ^ 3 X 10-' (7a)

In order to evaluate the number of irradiated atons susceptible to resonant multiphoton
icanization, we assume that the abundancy of non-stoichionetric surface spots is of the order of
10"*. Then, for a laser spot of 1 mm^ and a geometrical cross secticai of about 5 x 10-'" ttm^ , we
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obtain N„ = 2 x 10' and

N(2e-) ^6 (7b)

as the number of paired holes per laser pulse. When the electrrais are anitted simultaneously,
shielding effects disturbing the spectral structure of the surface states only play a minor role.
For a sequential anissioi of two electrons only the first one must show a pronounced spectral
dependence for the resultant iai emission to obey the same wavelength correlation. Furthermore,
diffusion of holes can only increase the occurence of paired holes. From all this, the proposed
mechanism of positive icai anissicxi appears plausible.

5. Surface second hazmcnic gaieration

The experiments described so far had to be performed in ultra-high vacuum to guarantee clean
sxjrfaces and to assure easy detection of icais and electrons. Naturally, it is of interest to test
whether the observed influence of sxorface states also persists in gaseous environment, where the
surface is likely to be covered by a gas layer. In order to obtain this spectroscqoic information,
we use in our laboratory the generation of reflected surface second harmonic generation.

5.1 Second hannonic generation at the surface of a cubic medium

The interacticxi of light with matter is characterized by a resulting polarization P which is
ccxmected to the electric light field E by the susceptibility x

P(t) = K E(t) (8)

If the intensity of the driving field becomes stronger, the response of the matter is no longer
linear, and the polarization may be expanded in a power series of the electric field

P(t) = \ E(t) + x'":E(t)E(t) + x'":E(t)E(t)E(t)+... (9)

where the expansion coefficients k are tensors of rank (k+1) since E and P are vectors. In the
electric dipole approximation, even terms vanish in a medium with inversion syrrmetry for parity
reasons. Hence, for a cubic crystal like barium fluoride there should be no second order
polarization vdiich is the origin for second harmonic generation. However, Bloenbergen et al. [20]
daronstrated that nonetheless second harmonic generation occurs as well at the surface due to the
electric field discontinuity as in the bulk due to the electric quadru^xsle and magnetic dipole
interactions. In a more catplete derivation, Shen and collaborators [21] have shown recently, that
there occtor also surface contributions in dipole approximation because of the broken symmetry at
the surface. Obviously, the dipole contribution is most interesting for spectroscopic
investigations because it images local electronic wavefunctions at the surface [22]. By applying
Bloembergen ' s foinmalism [20], one can show that the bulk contributions as well as the effect due to

the field discontinuity normal to the surface vanish for the electrical vectors of both fundamental
and second harmonic being perpendicular to the plane of incidence (

s-polarization ) , i.e. being
parallel to the surface [23]. Experiments under this condition are, however, subject to a
forthcoming publication [24]. Here, we restrict ourselves to ejqseriments with projected
polarization components normal to the surface (e.g. 45° polarization or p-polarization) , for which
the signal is at least caie order of magnitude stronger than for s-polarization (about 10'^' times

the fundamental).

5.2 Experljnents on barium fluoride

For the e:q>eriments on second harmonic generation, the saniple was a polished slice of the

crystal described above, mounted in air in order to maintain easier manipulation. The generated

second harmonic ligtfit was separated from the fimdamental by means of optical filters and a

dispersive prism and could be analyzed by a linear polarizer and a monochromator. It was detected
by a solar blind photonultiplier with Cs-Te cathode.

As early as 1968, Wang and Duminsky [25] observed second harmonic generation of ruby laser

light at the surface of BaFj . Since then, the siibstance has not attracted much attention. In our

experiments, starting with the second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm as a fundamental, we

obtained a conversion efficiency vAiich was about three orders of magnitude higher than at 694 nm,

indicating a resonance enhancement like the one observed for the emission of electrons and ions.
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In the experiments great care has to be taken to make sure that one really observes the second
harmonic generation and not generates a plasma at the surface which may also emit radiation in the
wavelength range of the second harmonic. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10.

a)

> 260 270 200 2A0 280 320 200 250 300 350

EMISSION WAVELENGTH (nm)

Figure 10.

Spectra for UV emission fron the surface of BaFz in
air irradiated by 532 nm laser lic^it.

a) Seccaad harmaiic generation at a cleaved (111)
surface (laser intensity ~40 MW/cm^). The observed
linewidth is given by the resolutia:i of the
monochromator , the line itself is as narrcw as the
laser bandwidth.
b) Radiaticai from a plasma generated at a cleaved
(111) surface (laser intensity ~40 MW/cm^). The sig-
nal is cibout 10 times stronger ccnpared to (a). Traces
(1), (2), and (3) denote successive scans after 0,
12, and 18 min of continued irradiation at 10 Hz.

c) UV emissicn generated by irradiating BaFz powder
at an intensity of about 100 MW/cm*

.

Second harmonic generation only depends on the induced nonlinear polarization. The emitted
wavelength must be exactly half that of the fundamental, and the bandwidth is determined by that of

the fundamental. Plasma generation, on the other hand, results in the presence of a larger number
of excited ions. These may release their energy by radiating at many different eigenfrequencies

,

giving rise to a broadband onission as in figure 10b). An experiment an bariumfluoride powder,
where the laser radiation burned a hole into the san?>le, reveals the origin for the broadband
radiation by showing pronounced mission lines of the excited ions involved (Fig. 10c). For the
fundamental intensity the transition range between second harmonic generation and plasma ignition
is narrow. It depends on individual spot characteristics vrtiich cure not known in detail and must be
subject of further investigations. The intensity dependence of both processes confirms the
two-photon process for second harmcaiic generation v*iereas the plasma generation varies with the
fifth power of the laser intensity, similar to the electron anission observed in ultra-high vacuum
(cf. section 3.2). Similar to the experiments with the blue dye laser (cf. section 3.1) at about
the same intensity, the plasma signal dies out with ongoing irradiation, indicating a change in the
surface properties, whereas the second harmonic signal remains constant with time. In sutmary, we
found that the laser intensity should be less than 20 MW/cm^ to make sure no plcisma radiation is

observed. The canly way to increase the second harmonic intensity is then to increase the size of
the interaction spot.
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Figure 11.

Polarizaticati of second harmonic for
different fundamental polarizations;
crosses: s-polarized, circles:
p-polarized, triangles: 45° polarized.
The azimuthal orientation for full
symbols differs by 90° from that for
open symbols.
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When we analyzed the degree of polarization of the second harmonic light for three different
polarizaticns of the fundamental (s,p, and 45°), we found a different behavior for two aziiiiuthal
orientatiaas differing by 90* (open and fxill symbols in figure 11). This is a result of the
rotatiCHial anisotropy (cf. figure 1) of the surface and transforms into the result of figure 12,
wh«i both polarizations are kept fixed and the crystal is rotated about its normal.

—I 1 r 1

Figure 12.

Second harmonic intaisity as a function of the
rotation angle vrtien the sanple is rotated about its
normal

.

a) s-polarized fundamental, p-polcirized second
harmonic
b) 45" -polarized fundamental, 30° -polarized second
harmonic to give maximum signal.

0 90 180 270 360

SAMPLE ROTATION ANGLE (deq)

Only the dipole contributicai may be anisotropic, vAiereas the normal-to-surface field gradient
contribution should be isotropic because there should be no effect on the gradient within the
dimension of one wavelength. When the non-linear polarisaticm contains both contributions, as is
the case in fig. 12a) and b), the angular dependence of the second harmonic field amplitude is
given by [26]

.

Egjj a A + B COS3V (10a)

and the intensity by

Igj^ a (A+B cosS^-l* (10b)

with A being the isotropic contribution, B the anisotropic part and f the angle of crystal
rotation. The solid lines in figure 12, obtained by this formula, fit the experimental data well.
The fit parameters A and B confirm the above assunption that only the dipole part of the signal is
sensitive to the anisotropy. In both fits, B is about equal, whereas the isotopic part for curve b)

is twice that for curve a), corresponding to the increased role of the normal-to-surface component.
This shows also that the increase in total signal for the b) -situation does not originate from the
pure surface dipole contribution.

When we used the green dye laser to measure the dependence of the second hamranic generation
on the fundamental wavelength, we found several very narrow resonances on a broad background
spectrum (figure 13). Fran fluorescence spectra these spikes were identified as flare-ips of
plasma emission. They were very reproducible for one specific sanple but did not appear with
others. A tentative interpretation is that on this specific sample there exists an adsorbate layer
v^ich facilitates absorpticai of the fundamental or second harmcaiic at certain wavelengths and thus

triggers the ignition of a plasma.

WAVELENGTH (nm) FUNDAMENTAL
550 530 510

Figure 13.

Excitation spectrum for second harmonic generation.
The resonances reflect the onset of plasma radiation.
They are very reproducible in wavelength, but only
appear on one specific sample.

PHOTON ENERGY (FUNDAMENTAL) (eV)
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6 . Caiclusicn

In this paper we demonstrate the importance of intrinsic sxarface states at non-stoichiometric
surfaces of c¥)tical materials. They strongly enhance the probability of multiphoton processes.
These lead for visible light at intensities far below the damage threshold to ionization and ion
desorption. The latter is a precursor of surface deconposition eventually terminating in the
generation of a plasma and optical damage. By using second harmonic generation, we have found an
indication that these surface states are not only present on clean freshly cleaved surfaces, but
also m air on polished surfaces. This leads to the conclusion that, in order to increase the
damage threshold for optical components, it is necessciry (1) to avoid certain wavelengths v^ich
would be multiphoton resonant and (2) to prepare stoichiometric surfaces with as little impurity
contaminations as possible.
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Multiphotcn Absorpticn. Near Surface Damage Thresholds
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By means of acoustic probe beam deflection we have measured the energy of acoustic
pulses released during the interaction of intense laser pulses with solid surfaces. This
technique is well suited to determine surface damage thresholds. We find that for a
sufficiently high defect density at the surface the primary energy absorption is by
multiphoton ionization, even within a certain energy interval above the damage
threshold. The order of the multiphoton process corresponds to the bulk band gap of
ionic materials or, for metals, to the work function. "Inert" surfaces with a low
density of surface defects, like MgFj and CaFz, on the other hand, show evidence for
dielectric breakdown.

Key words: Ablation; Acoustic probe beam deflecticai; Damage threshold; Multiphotoi absorption;
Surface defect states.

1. INTRODOCTION

The field of irreversible laserlic^t interactions with surfaces can be subdivided into two
areas: (1) One in vAiich the laser intensity is low, and only individual atoms, molecules, or ions
are desorbed, leaving behind a local microscopic defect center. The rate of desorption per laser
pulse and surface area is small in this case, i.e., no macroscopic damage occurs and the cptical
prc¥>erties of the surface ranain unaltered. The nature of desorption can either be thermal, due to
laser heating, or bcaid breaking by electronic transitions driven by the laser licfit [1]. (2) The
other area is the one vAiere at sufficiently high laser intensities a large amount of material is
ablated and vrtiere the c^tical properties of the surface are deteriorated to a point usually de-
scribed as macroscopic surface damage

[
2-4] . At these laser intensities it is ccninonly assumed that

the high electric field causes an avalanche breakdown [5] and ignites a plasma vrfiich, in turn,

strongly interacts with the surface, thereby causing further ronoval of material [6]. Although some
models exist for bulk breakdown [ 7-9] , it is not entirely clear to what extent these can be applied
to e^qplain surface damage mechanisms. Therefore, in order to develop a more detailed microscqoic
picture of the ablation process, it is still necessary to acquire more specific data about its

various stages, preferentially by different experimental techniques.

Over the years considerable efforts have been spent in the investigation of both intensity

ranges. In general, however, the approaches were rather different. Ablation has been of interest

for laser damage and surface modifications and was consequently approached very application
oriented [6]. Laser-induced desorption (mostly therml), on the other hand, has been a valuable
tool of surface physics, of particiilar interest for studying adsorbate bonding [1,10,11]. It seems

that in most cases the two fields have been treated as separated areas of research, and only
occasionally was their connection enphasized [12-16]. In this contribution we address the questioi

vdiether or not laser-stijnulated desorption of individual particles and the large scale removal of

material are merely quantitatively different sequels of the same basic energy intake mechanism. For

sane transparent materials we present experimental evidence that indeed the primaiy energy absorp-

ticn mechanism near and even above the damage threshold is multiphoton ionization, provided there

exists a sufficiently large density of defect states to enhance the multiphoton absorption cross

section. In contrast, for small defect densities dielectric breakdown is identified, presumably in

the air directly in front of the surface, and consequently plasma-surface interaction is ejqjected

to be the damage producing mechanism.
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In this paper we report on measxjrements of the energy of the acoustic pulse onitted from sur-
faces in air during laser irradiation. The results prxjvide evidence for multifAioton aibsorptioi in
the upper surface layers, in line with earlier conclusicns about laser-induced non-themal desorp-
tion from cleaved BaFz surfaces in UHV [ 17 , 18] . The connection between results obtained in ambient
air and under UHV conditions is, however, by no means obvious. Nevertheless, the fact that we ob-
serve in both cases the same order of multiphoton process, with the number of photons matching the
band gap energy, indicates that any effect of adsorbates in air cannot exceed the energy of one
photon, viiich is the uncertainty v*ien determining the order of the multiphoton absorption. It is

even conceivable that adsorbate-induced defect states within the band gap promote multiphoton
transitions. Also for strongly absorbing materials like metals we find evidence for multiphotofi
absorption corresponding to the work function of the material. The very fact that band properties
of such different materials as metals and insulators can be recognized by the order of the multi-
photon absorption above the damage threshold, inplies that the threshold itself is determined by
the bandstructure

.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DmiLS

The well-kncwn mirage effect [19,20], i.e., probe beam deflecticai due to a transient change of
the refractive index, can be employed to measure the intensity of the shock waves generated at sur-

faces by hic^-power laser pulses [21,22]. Since shock waves signal the removal of material or the
existence of a plasma in front of the surface, it was expected that by mcxiitoring the acoustic
pulses, the damage threshold could be determined. For that purpose we have set xjp an eaqperiment

[23], the principle of vrtiich is sketched in figure 1.

Figure 1. Principle scheme of the
experimaital set up. The HeNe laser
#1 e:q>eriences the deflecticxi due to
accaistic pulses. The reflected
intensity of HeNe laser #2 monitors
surface damage.

A Nd:YAG pumped dye laser was focused onto the sairple surface to produce the required power
density. The laser intensity was varied by polarization optics (Fresnel rhomb and Glan prism) with-
out changing the beam prcperties. The acoustic pulse emitted from the irradiated surface spot was
detected by the deflection of the HeNe probe laser beam due to the associated transient gradient of
the refractive index [ 19] . The HeNe beam had a waist of typically 120 fjvn and was running parallel
to the surface at a few mm distance. As indicated in figure. 1, the deflecticxi moved the intensity
profile across a 40 /um slit, resxalting in an intensity change at the jdiotomultiplier. The slit was
part of a monochromator in order to discriminate against the background light from the illuminated
surface spot. A detailed analysis [24] shews that the deflecticxi angle p is given by

tarv3 =
2tono

a ap
TcT dz (1)

Z=Zo
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vAiere is the refractive index of the ambient gas, Iq is the extension of the pressure pulse
along the probe beam, T the temperature, p = Po + ^p{t) the pressure, and a the molecular polariz-
ability of the ambient gas. The sensitivity of the experiment was such that a deflection angle of
4x10'' rad corresponding to a pressure gradient of 5x10'^ bar/mm could be detected.

The second HeNe-laser beam shown in figure 1 was used to monitor the optical quality of the
surface. Any decrease in reflected intensity indicates scattering losses caused by surface deterio-
raticai. This established technique [25] for measuring damage thresholds was intended to control the
reliability of the acoustic beam deflection method. It tiomed out that both techniques yield iden-
tical results and are well conparable as far as their analytical potential is concerned (c.f. fig. 5

belcw)

.
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Figure 2. Typical deflection signals obtained from
a predamaged surface of BaFj with HeNe probe laser
beam #1 at a distance of 2 mm from the surface (cf

.

fig.l). The lower part (b) of the figxare shews the
total signal during 1 ms. The first spike corre-
sponds to the acoustic deflection signal vAiich is

displayed on. an expanded scale (xlOO) in part (a).

TIME

A typical single shot single trace obtained by the acoustic beam deflection technique is dis-
played in figure 2. The lower part (b) of this figure represents the total deflection signal. One
can clearly distinguish two types of signals with opposite polarity. The first one appears after a
few yus and originates from the acoustic wave. It is shown in figure 2(a) on a time scale expanded
by a factor of 100. The seccaid signal in figure 2(b) starting at about 50/is is presently not com-
pletely understood and will not be discussed here any further.

The shape of the deflectirai signal in figure 2(a) is nearly identical for all materials that
we investigated. The time integral of it is proportional to the amplitude Ap of the acoustic pulse.

Its total energy E in turn is proportional to /(4p)*dt and can therefore be evaluated from the
original signal S in figure 2(a) by the relation [24]:

[(Cp/c^).PoP]-^'^|dt [
I
S df ]= (2)

The inner integration extends to about 10 /as, as displayed in figure 2(a). It has been shown else-

vAiere that the photoacoustic energy is to a good approximation proportional to the volume of mate-

rial ranoved by the laser shot [23].

That we are indeed observing an acoustic pulse is demcaistrated in figure 3. Here the time de-

lay of the signal with respect to the laser pulse was measured as a functicai of distance between

surface and probe beam for two different excitation intensities. In order to obtain a high spatial

resolution the probe beam was narrowed to a waist of about 10 /jm. The right part of figure 3 (c and

d) shows the corresponding velocities as a function of distance. The Shockwave nature is obvious.

For 0.2 GW/cm* the pulse speed thermalizes in less than 1 mm, v^iile for 0.8 GW/cm^ more than 2 mm

are needed. In all further experiments care was taken to ensvore that the probe beam was at dis-

tances vAiere the acoustic pulse was slowed down to the normal speed of sound.
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The fully corputer-controlled experimental procedure was to choose the intensity at randan by
turning the Fresnel rhonb with a step motor and have a second motor advance the sample in well-de-
fined steps between two successive laser pulses. After evaluating the acoustic energy according to
eq. (2), a typical set of data for 300 laser shots shows an intensity dependence as illustrated in
figure 4. The intensity scale of the excitation laser was arrived at by carefully measuring the
spatial beam profile with both the bum pattern and the knife edge technique, and by monitoring the
pulse energy for each shot and craiverting it with the average pulse length. The data in figure 4

are representative for a situation v^ere the sanple advance between successive shots is about 1/100
of the spot diameter, vAiich in this case was 280 fm. Above 0.3 O^/cm^ the acoustic energy rises
steeply. Below this threshold there are no signals of the type shown in figure 2(a) present and the
data define the noise level. An actual measuranent consists of typically 500-1000 laser shots, but
instead of plotting the individual values for each shot the signals are lasually averaged over a
certain intensity interval.
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3. RESULTS PC» FLUORIDE OJySTALS

In order to deteonine single shot damage thresholds the sanple must be advanced by a distance
large compared to the spot diameter to make sure that the interaction takes places each time at a
virgin spot (1-on-l). This type of measurements, using higfrily polished samples of CaFj, MgFz, and
quartz (for corrparison) and laser light of 530 nm, leads to the results displayed in figure 5. Each
data point for the acoustic energy (asterisk) represents an average of about 10 individual signals,
as described above. Circles indicate the reflected intensity of the seccaid HeNe-laser (cf. fig.l).
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background (no acoustic signal).

The agreement between the onsets of increase of acoustic energy and decrease of reflected intensity
is striking, denionstrating the sensitivity of the acoustic deflectioi technique. For all three sur-
faces this threshold is caiparable and about 1 (3^/cm^ . Another feature of the data in figure 5 is
for all three materials the steep increase of the acoustic energy above the threshold, with slopes
of 10 and higher. We interpret this as evidence for avalanche breakdown [5]. The fact that the
threshold is almost independent of the material itself for these very clean and inert surfaces sup-
ports this view. Surface damage is then produced by plasma-surface interaction [6]. At intensities
larger than 2 GW/on^ the slopes becane ccaisiderably smaller in all three cases. This signals the
formatiai of a dense plasma which absorbs a significant fraction of the inccming photon flux.
Above this point heating of the plasma and its feedback onto the surface govern the ablation rate.

The data in figure 6 are recorded in exactly the same manner as the cxies in figure 5, and
again the sxorfaces of both BaFj and LiF were highly polished and of optical quality. Yet the inten-
sity dependence of the acoustic energies is renarkably different fran that seen in figure 5. Not
caily are the siirface damage thresholds significantly lower for these two materials but also the
slopes of the acoustic energy increase are notably smaller. In fact the slopes agree surprisingly
well with the number of jdiotcais required to bridge the band gap. Hence we conclude that damage on
surfaces of BaFj and LiF is initiated by multiphoton absorption, the order of vrtiich is given by the
slc^.

The questicai arises >diy for seme materials a 5-photon transiticn, which normally has an ex-
tremely small cross section, can take place with measurable intensity, whereas it is not observed
for others. In accordance with earlier results cai multijdiotai-induced desorpticai [17,18], we postu-
late that a sufficiently large density of defect states in the band gap is needed to resonantly
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enhance the multiphoton transition probability. For fluoride crystals, these defect states can be
due to either gross structural defects, a non-stoichicrnetric surface like for exanple missing fluo-
rine atans , adsorbates , or intrinsic ijmpurities [ 26] . The latter seems unlikely in these cases

,

since we do not e:q)ect impurities in large enough concentrations at the surface of c¥>tical quality
material. Missing fluorine, equivalent to surface F centers, leads to occuqoied and unoccupied
states in the band gap [27]. Therefore, the data in figures 5 and 6 could iirply that there is a
larger deficiency of fluorine atoms at the surfaces of BaF^ and LiF compared to MgFj and CaFj

.

Whether that v«3uld be an equilibrium situation at room tenperature or vAiether the onset of the
laser pulse would generate F centers, must be left unanswered at this time. Concerning adsorbate-
induced defect states it should be ronembered that BaFj and LiF are about two orders of magnitude
better soluable in water than MgFj and CaFj , indicating stronger dipole forces at the surface of
LiF and BaFj , vdiich in turn may be linked to a greater non-stoichiometry of the surface

.

Structural defects can be mimicked much easier, at least in a qualitative manner, by using
rough surfaces or predamaging the spot by preceding laser shots. In fact, the data points in figure
4 were taken with sample advance steps small ccnpared to the spot diameter, which n»ans that the
excitatirai laser always hit a heavily damaged surface. The threshold observed under these condi-
tions was 0.3 GW/cm^, in good agreement with the result presented for BaF^ in figure 6. Also the
slopes (n=5) in both figures are mutually consistent and cocrpare well with the ratio between the
11.0 eV band gap of BaF^ and the photon energy of 2.34 eV (cf. table 1). This essentially proves
that for both a polished and a predamaged surface of BaFz there exists a sufficiently higtfi density
of defect states in the band gap that a multiphoton absorption of the order of five can take place.
The exact nature of these states is not yet understood. A similar ccnclusion must be drawn for LiF.

To further check the conjecture of multiphoton absorption in case of surfaces with a hic^i

structural defect density, we have also measured predamaged surfaces of MgF^, CaFj, and LiF, all of
optical grade, by advancing the focal spot for each consecutive laser shot by only 1/40 of the spot
diameter. In addition we studied a cleaved BaF^ surface, using the same procedure. (A cleaved sur-
face could have areas of both lew and hic^i defect density vrtiich, however, is irrelevant as long as
the advancing step size is small . ) The results are shewn in figure 7 . The difference between these
data and the caies in figures 5 and 6 is evident. In all cases we find a damage threshold of approx-
imately 0 . 1 GW/cm* . As summcirized in table 1 , the slopes agree well with the band gap of the mate-
rial in case of MgF^ and BaF^ but differ by about one photon energy in case of LiF and CaFj. This
difference may indicate the general uncertainty of the slopes, but it may also have specific physi-
cal reasons.
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Table 1. Conparison of band gap energies for the investigated fluo-
ride crystals Vfith the observed order of multiE^ioton absorp-
tion at 530 nm.

Sanple band gap (eV) observed slope n n« hu (eV)

LiF 13.5^ 4+1 9. 36 + 2.34

CaFj 12.1^ 4+1 9 36 + 2.34

MgFa 5 ± 1 11 70 + 2.34

BaFj 11. o'^ .5 + 1 11 70 + 2.34

^ef.[28], ^ef.[29], 'Tief.[30]

.050 .200 1 .00 g 5.00
Intensity 10 W/cnf

.050 .200 1 .00 g 5,00
Intensity 10 W/cm^

.050 .200 ,1 .00 g 5.00
Intensity 10 W/cm^

.050 ' .200 1.00 g 5.00
Intensity 10 W/cm''

Figure 7 . Acoustic
pulse energy data fron
predamaged (step advance
small canpared to spot
diameter) surfaces of
LiF, CaFj, MgFj and
BaFj . The solid lines
indicate the slc^ n in

a selected intensity
range above the damage
threshold.

4. RESULTS FOR METALS

In view of earlier reports on multiphotcai icnizaticn from metals [31] it was ccmpelling to

investigate the intensity dependence of the acoustic pulse energy for metal surfaces. If the as-

sunption is correct that surface ionization plays an essential role in initiating damage, we expect

fOT metals to see slopes related to the work functicai, strictly speaking for the molten metal as

lOTig as we use nanosecond pulse lengths [32]. The results for polished and cleaned silver, capper,

and aluninum sanples are shown in figure 8. The measurements for Cu and Al were dc«e with a spot

advance much smaller and the one for Ag with a spot advance much larger than the spot diameter. The

data verify the low thresholds of metals for vaporizing surface material, due to their straig opti-

cal absorption. The observed slc^s are indicated in figure 8 and listed in table 2.
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Figure 8. Acoustic pulse energy data
fron Cu, Al, and Ag. Different wave-
lengths v«rere used for each metal. Silver
was measured with the l-c«i-l mode, vAiile

the results for Cu and Al are repre-
sentative for predamaged surfaces. The
solid lines indicate the slqpe of the
data closely above the damage threshold.

Table 2. Corpariscai of work functicais for Al, Cu, and Ag with the
observed order of multiphoton absorpticn.

metal work function (eV) observed slope n A (nm) n'ht' (eV)

Al 4.28 2 + 1 530 4 68 + 2.34
Cu 4.65 3 + 1 560 6 64 + 2.21
Ag(lOO) 4.64 3 + 1 515 7 22 + 2.41

^ef .[23]

Note that different wavelengths were used for the three materials. For cq^per with a work functicxi

of 4.65 eV three photcais of 560 nm are required to emit an electrcai. Aluminun has a lower work
functic« of only 4.28 eV and hence two photons of 530 nm are adequate for j*iotoemissicai. In silver
two jdiotais of 515 nm should have been sufficient to eject an electron, but here we observe a slqpe
of 3. Whether or not the multiphotcai icaiization in silver is influenced by the strcaig 4d band
remains to be seen. In any case there can be no doubt that the removal of material from the surface
of metals is , in the range of 10' W/cm* , initiated by multiphotcai icaiization . Like for the wide
band gap materials we see in figure 8 at higher intensities a clear deviation from the straigtfit

line, vAiich again indicates the onset of a different physical process, namely the heating of a
dense vapor plasma [ 6]

.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The acoustic beam deflection method was found to be a reliable technique for measuring opti-
cal damage thresholds. The origin of the Shockwave is at the moment not understood in every detail,
but we follow the general c^inican that it arises from a plasma formed outside the surface [6,21].
This technique is independent of surface quality and capable of distinguishing between multiE*ioton
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absorption and avalanche breakdown in laser-surface interactions. The results indicate that ava-
lanche breakdcwn takes place at very inert surfaces vd.th a low defect density. Materials that
qualify in this category are CaF^, MgFj, and fused quartz, all polished to optical quality. In con-
trast, we find that other materials like optical grade LiF and BaFj apparently have a sufficiently
high daisity of surface defect states such that raultiEiiotan processes bridging the band gap can
occur. The exact nature of the defect states on surfaces of LiF and BaF^ is not kncwn, it could be
non-stoichianetry, structural or adsorbate induced defects. As to the latter, one might speculate
that in ambient air water molecules adsorbed at the surface contribute.

The influence of structural defects was qualitatively shewn by predamaging the surface with
preceeding laser shots. In that case no avalanche effects were observed and the data shew three
clearly distinct domains : (1) One below the threshold vrtiere the intensity is too lew to generate an
acoustic signal. (2) An intermediate intensity range vrtiere the photoacoustic energy increases with
the n'th power of the laser intensity, and n^ht^ exceeds the band gap of the crystal or the work
function of the metal. (3) Hic^ intensities v*iere the dependence of the acoustic energy aa the
laser intensity becomes weaker and indicates the formation of a dense plasma which is heated by
absorbing most of the incoming laser light.

For us the most interesting domain is the intermediate one in v*iich the acoustic energy dis-
closes multiE^otcm absorptic«i. The correlatiai of the order of the multijAKstcxi process with band
gap or work function proves that the primary process is multiphoton ionization. The amount of mate-
rial removed must then be prc^rticaial to the energy deposited by this initial excitation, and suf-
ficient in quantity to feed a plasma, vdiich in turn generates the Shockwave. In this intensity
domain, however, the plasma must still be transparent for the incoming laser lic^t, such that the
energy is absorbed in the surface layers of the material. The observation of material properties
like band gap and work function above the damage threshold proves that the threshold intaisity
crucially depends on surface quality as well as on band structure.

If we briefly recall the results on laser-induced non-thermal desorption of positive ions from
cleaved surfaces of BaF^ [17, 18], presented at last years symposium, it becomes evident that a
5-0iotai ionization occurs both for desorption at intaisities in the MW/cm* range and for damage at

two orders of magnitude hi^er intensities. The transition from desorption, creating only local

microsccpic defects to damage with macroscopic surface modification, therefore seems to be merely a
quantitative change of the rate of material removal from a given surface area, with the basic

E^iysical processes remaining the same. Of course the rate increase with intensity has, for ns pulse
widths, cunulative character since each local defect generated by desorptioi will further anplify
the multijiioton absorption rate.
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In response to a question of whether the measurements were made in air and a plasma
spot was seen, the author replied yes but the plasma was too weak to affect the beam
incident on the surface. The questioner disagreed, pointing out that sometimes the
plasma was so intense that it completely reflected the beam. The speaker replied
that they had done the same measurements through the crystal and had identified the
same type of heat signal. Up to the point where the experimental points deviate from
the theoretical slope he felt that he was clearly looking at a surface multiphoton
absorption and therefore cold.
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Time-of-f light (TOF) measurements, employing high-resolution laser-
induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LFS) as a probe, have been used to measure
the yield and velocity distribution of Zn atoms ejected from a ZnS single
crystal under irradiation by 308 nm photons. By comparison with the known ion

sputtering yield for pure zinc, the absolute yield was determined to be 10^

atoms/pulse at a laser fluence of 30 mJ/cm^ . The velocity distribution of the
Zn atoms could be fitted by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, having a charac-
teristic temperature of 2360 K. In addition, Doppler-shift techniques have
been combined with TOF measurements in order to separate prompt from delayed
emission of ablated atoms, as well as to probe possible molecular or cluster
fragmentation. The results obtained suggest the possibility of molecular or
cluster emission from ZnS.

Key words: delayed emission; laser damage; laser fluorescence spectroscopy;
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution; molecular or cluster fragmentation; time of
flight; zinc sulfide.

1. Introduction

The application of high-power lasers to a variety of technologies is frequent-
ly limited by the ability to produce optical components capable of transmitting
intense laser beams without incurring damage. As has been previously observed and
well documented at this conference, laser-induced damage to the surface of an opti-
cal component often initiates failure of that component. From this observation, it
is apparent that understanding optical surface damage is of crucial importance in
the development of optical components that can withstand high-power laser irradia-
tion. Nevertheless, the nature of this damage is still not well understood. In an
attempt to better understand the damage process, experiments have been initiated
that employ various spectroscopic and surface analysis techniques in a study aimed
at elucidating fundamental damage mechanisms in optical materials.

Several researchers have observed the emission of ions and neutrals from op-
tical material surfaces illuminated by laser radiation at power densities below the
damage threshold of the material [1-4] . Determining the yield and the kinetic en-
ergy distribution of particles produced during laser radiation is key information
needed to determine the mechanism responsible for the ejection of particles from a

surface. Knowledge of this mechanism will allow a better understanding of the ener-
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gy transfer mechanism between an optical field and the near-surface region of a
solid material. Presently, there are only a few velocity measurements of particles
ejected from laser-ablating materials [5]

.

Laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (LFS) provides a powerful tool to
measure both atomic densities and velocity distributions of ejected particles and
has been widely used for some time to study sputtering due to ion bombardment. It
appears that LFS techniques are just as well suited for obtaining information rele-
vant to the optical damage process, yet very few experiments of this type have been
reported [6,7]. Further, LFS is a very sensitive technique when compared to mass
spectrometry (MS) of electron-ionized neutrals.

In the work reported here, LFS has been used to measure the yield and the ve-
locity distribution of Zn atoms ejected from ZnS. This wide band-gap semiconductor
has some practical application as an optical coating material, and it serves nicely
as a prototype for this class of materials, which are of considerable practical
significance. In addition, emission of neutral atoms and charged particles from
ZnS during laser irradiation has been observed previously by MS techniques and some
estimates of particle velocities have been made [1,8].

Due to the relatively short interaction time between a pulsed laser and opti-
cal material, the most convenient method for determining particle velocities is by
time of flight (TOF) . This is accomplished by detecting ejected particles a known
distance from a target at some time after the ablating laser strikes the target.
The capabilities of this type of experiment have been expanded as described in this
paper by incorporating a high-resolution tunable laser into the LFS system in order
to obtain Doppler-shifted velocity profiles of ablated atoms as a function of TOF.
As described in this paper, it is possible from such data to separate prompt from
delayed emission of ablated atoms as well as to probe possible molecular or cluster
fragmentation. It is believed that this is the first time that such LFS experi-
ments have been performed and that this new technique will become a useful tool in
solving a variety of problems.

2. Experimental

The experimental arrangement consists of an ablating laser, a LFS detection
system, an ultra high vacuum (UHV) system, and computer-controlled electronics.
The experimental arrangement is depicted in figure 1. The ablating laser is

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement. In the present configuration the probe laser is
propagating perpendicular to the ZnS target.
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Figure 2. Partial energy level diagram of zinc.

All experiments were conducted on hexagonal melt grown ZnS crystals from Eagle
Picher, which were wafers approximately 1 mm thick and polished to an optical qual-
ity surface on both sides. The samples were rinsed using methanol, placed in the

UHV chamber, and evacuated to a base pressure of 3x10"-'-'^ mbar. For these initial
experiments, Zn atoms were chosen for interrogation. Figure 2 shows a partial en-
ergy level diagram for Zn . As shown in figure 2, a two-photon resonance excitation
using 320 nm light was used to produce fluorescence at 636 nm. Although it was not
possible to saturate the transition, this detection scheme worked well and resulted
in acceptable signal levels.

The probe laser (LFS) system is shown schematically in Figure 3. It consists
of a narrow-band cw oscillator followed by a three-stage high-power, pulsed ampli-
fier chain. The system was used previously for measuring velocity and electronic
state distributions of several species of sputtered atoms [9,10]. For the present
experiments, the system was optimized to have sufficient power in the tunable UV
probe beam for multiphoton resonant excitation. The cw ring dye laser (Spectra
Physics 380A) was pumped by an argon ion laser (Coherent CR-12) and was operated as

a single-mode device with -20 MHz linewidth and a maximum scan length of 35 GHz.

The tunable cw beam was continuously monitored by two etalons that provide calibra-
tion of the frequency scale and allow monitoring of the mode quality. An iodine
fluorescence detector was used to identify the exact wavelength of the ring laser.
The three flowing dye cells were transversely pumped by the output of an excimer
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Figure 3. High-resolution tunable UV laser system.

laser (Lumonics, 861-T) operating with XeCl at 308 nm. For the experiments with
Zn, DCM was used for the ring dye and for the dye in the amplifier cells. Frequen-
cy doubling the amplified visible output of the ring laser produced up to 1.3 mJ/
pulse of narrow-band UV light. The UV linewidth was estimated to be in the range
of 350 MHz.

For all of the experiments reported here, a Lambda Physik (model EMG 201 MSC)
excimer laser was used as the ablating laser. This laser was operated with XeCl to
produce an output wavelength of 308 nm which is well into the ZnS interband absorp-
tion edge at -325 nm [11]. With unstable resonator optics, the output from this
laser is 350 mJ with a pulse width of 30 ns . For these experiments, the output of
the ablating laser is attenuated by a series of quartz plates and then focused to a
spot size of 1.2 x 2.4 mm in order to produce fluences in the range 10 to 100 mJ/
cm^, which is well below the single-pulse damage threshold of ZnS [1,12].

A high-efficiency light-collection system consisting of a combination of two
lenses and a concave mirror was used to focus the emitted photons onto the photo-
multiplier. The alignment of the lenses and mirror is such that only photons ema-
nating from a sharply defined probe volume can reach the photomultiplier . A narrow
bandpass interference filter with transmission at 636 nm was used to assure that
only fluorescence from the excited Zn atoms was detected by the cooled photomulti-
plier (EMI model 9659 QB) . The signal from the photomultiplier was digitized with-
in 100 ns gates coincident with the probe laser pulse. Quartz plates were used to
pick off a fraction of the probe UV signal as well as the ablation UV signal.
These integrated UV signals were detected by fast photodiode circuits and recorded
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along with the Zn fluorescence signal, iodine fluorescence signal, and 3-GHz etalon
output by a Digital Equipment Corporation 11/23 microcomputer through a CAMAC in-
terface .

3. Results and Discussion

Typical Doppler-shifted spectra for Zn atoms ablated from a ZnS surface at
various delay times are shown in figure 4. With shorter delay times (TOF) , the ob-
served fluorescence signal shifts to lower probe laser frequency, and the width in-
creases. This is consistent with what would be expected for a Doppler-shifted TOF
experiment. Using TOF, the velocity, v, can be calculated as the distance, d, an
atom travels divided by the TOF, t. The Doppler-shif t is then given by:

d COS0 , , .

where, V is the measured frequency,

Vq is the frequency of transition at zero velocity,

9 is the angle between the direction of the light propagation

vector and the velocity vector of the atom,
and c is the velocity of light.

Two factors contribute to the width of the Doppler profile, the velocity
spread due to the size of the probe volume, and the frequency spread due to the
bandwidth of the probe laser. If dj^j^^^ and dj^y^^ are the minimum and maximum dis-

tance a particle can travel and still remain in the probe volume, then the width of
the Doppler profile is given by:

Ad
Av = Vo — (2)

where Ad =
dj^^LX.

~
'^min comparison with laboratory data, the above effect must

be convolved with the laser bandwidth.

As shown in eqs 1 and 2, both frequency shift and spectral width of the fluo-
rescence signal are inversely proportional to the delay time (TOF) . This results
in the broadening of the fluorescence signal for shorter delay times which is ob-
served in figure 4. Since the Doppler profile shifts as it broadens, the fluores-
cence signal should broaden for shorter delay times only in the direction of lower
frequencies, i.e., lower wave numbers. However, as is depicted in figure 5, the

experimental results for a delay time of 2.5 ^is show broadening toward both lower

and higher wave numbers when compared to the 4-fis results. To better see this ef-

fect, the minimum and maximum frequencies of the Doppler profile, defined as 25% of

the maximum signal, have been plotted versus 1/t in figure 6. As derived from eq

1, the resulting curves are expected to be straight lines.

The data in figure 6 show that at short delay times the high-frequency data

deviate substantially from a straight line towards higher frequencies. This indi-

cates that there are particles in the probe volume with velocities too slow to have

travelled from the sample to the volume at constant velocity in time, t. One pos-

sible explanation for this result is that ZnS molecules or clusters are fragment-

ing, producing Zn atoms that have a velocity distribution containing a slow veloci-

ty component. Fragmenting molecules or clusters may produce a wide variety of

velocity components in all directions. This may explain why for long-delay times,

as depicted in figure 6, a broadening is observed in both frequency directions. It

is also interesting to note that at a given t, the low wave number edge shows no

deviation from linearity. This result suggests that we are not detecting any de-

layed emission of Zn atoms, which is contrary to measurements determined by mass
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Figure 4. Doppler-shifted laser-induced fluorescence spectra of Zn atoms at various
delay times after ablation from a ZnS surface. For these experiments the center of

the probe volume was 9 mm from the target at an angle of 23°.

spectroscopic technique [1].

Spontaneous fragmentation of ionic clusters, displaying fragmentation patterns
from which neutral atom formation may be inferred, has been observed by other au-
thors [13-15]. It is surprising that ablation from a solid surface occurs at such
low laser fluences, let alone cluster emission. In our studies to date, we have
not examined the stability of the clusters or the details of spontaneous fragmenta-
tion. It is quite possible that the probe laser may cause the decomposition of ZnS
molecules or clusters arriving in the probe volume. This possibility will be exam-
ined in future experiments where the occurrence of cluster emission with damage is
to be studied in more detail.
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Figure 5. Doppler-shifted laser-induced fluorescence spectra of Zn atoms for delay
times of 2.5 \ls and 4 |ls

.
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Figure 6. Doppler shift of Zn atoms in the probe volume as a function of time of
flight. Triangle: low-frequency edge; square: high-frequency edge. The triangles
and squares represent data obtained from the low and high frequency edge of the
Doppler profile respectively. The solid lines were calculated from eq 1 taking in
account the probe UV laser bandwidth.
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Measuring the fluorescence signal at the appropriate frequency for each corre-
sponding delay time, (i.e., a single velocity component out of the velocity inte-
gral) and plotting those numbers against the velocity, as determined from the delay
time, results in the velocity distribution as given in figure 7. If the experimen-
tal velocity distribution has its origin in a thermal process, then the data should
follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. For such processes, the number density of
atoms, N, (ejected during a short pulse) which reside in a volume located at a dis-
tance, d, from a point on the surface and at an angle, q, from that point can be
expressed as a function of the reduced velocity, u, as follows:

0 2 cos9 4 2
N(u) = ^ u exp ( -u ) (3)

d

where, Q = total number of atoms ejected per pulse,

and 6 = angle between ejection velocity vector and surface normal.

The reduced velocity, u, is related to the velocity by u = v/v* with

where, k = Boltzmann constant,
T = temperature,

and M = atomic mass.

Figure 7. Velocity distribution of Zn atoms ablated from a ZnS surface. The data
are represented by the squares while the solid line is a Maxwell-Boltzmann fit to
that data.

Equation 3 was fit by applying the Levenberg-Marquaedt nonlinear least-squares
method [16] to the data and the calculated distribution is plotted in figure 7 as a
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solid line. As can be seen from figure 7, the velocity distribution appears to be
thermal in nature. The calculated Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution fits the
data well at a kinetic temperature of 2360 K with an associated uncertainty of
100 K. As can also be seen from figure 7, the error associated with the data is
substantial. The conclusion we draw from these experiments is that there are in-
herently large variations in the number of ejected particles during the ablation
process. This fact, coupled with the shot-to-shot fluctuations in laser intensi-
ties, substrate morphology, and contributions due to fragmenting clusters, leads to
the somewhat larger than desired error limits for each data point.

The absolute yield of Zn atoms produced by the laser irradiation was ascer-
tained by comparison with sputtering experiments in which the velocity distribu-
tions of Zn atoms ejected by ion bombardment of single crystal ZnS, and metallic Zn
targets were measured using the same apparatus. The yield of laser-induced emis-
sion was then obtained from the known ion sputtering yield for Zn [17]. In this
manner the magnitude of the absolute Zn yield from ZnS, due to 0.9 mJ irradiation

at 308 nm on a 3 mm^ area, was determined to be 10^ atoms/pulse. This corresponds

to 2x10"^ atoms/photon.

The mechanism responsible for the ejection of the neutral Zn particles is not
well characterized. The kinetic temperature of 2360 K as determined from the ve-
locity distribution is in fact higher than the sublimation temperature of ZnS (1450
K) . However, calculations, which model the laser irradiation as a bulk heating
process, suggest that the temperature of the ZnS surface is lower than 1000 K. Re-
cently, it has been shown that certain electronic-sputtering mechanisms do lead to
thermal velocity distribution of laser desorbed neutrals [7] . Therefore, the crea-
tion of "color centers" or other related electronic defects due to the incident
photons may cause the formation of neutrals on the surface as well as the ejection
of such neutrals. Other schemes which postulate small isolated surface regions of
microscopic dimension that become superheated are also a possible mechanism.
Clearly, additional measurements are necessary in order to gain more detailed in-
formation on the mechanism for atomic and cluster emission during laser irradiation
in order to link this phenomenon to optical damage processes. In future experi-
ments, the dependence of the Zn velocity distribution on the ablating laser fluence
will be investigated in more detail. In addition, experiments will be conducted to
examine the wavelength dependence of the damage process through the visible and in-
frared regions

.

4. Conclusions

The Doppler-shifted LFS TOF technique has been shown to be a very sensitive
and effective method for obtaining information on particle emission from laser-
irradiated surfaces. Neutral Zn atom ejection from ZnS is observed at very low la-

ser fluences (<50 mJ/cm^) when samples are illuminated at wavelengths above the

band gap of ZnS. The velocity distribution of the Zn atoms is thermal with a char-

acteristic temperature around 2360 K and an absolute yield of 10^ atoms/pulse. The
width of the Doppler-prof ile spectra at short delay times lends indirect evidence
to the possibility of molecular or cluster emission from ZnS. For 308 nm radiation

and at fluences below 100 mJ/cm^, no evidence of delayed emission of Zn atoms has
been observed. Further studies are needed in order to determine which mechanism is

responsible for optical damage in ZnS.

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy, BES-
Materials Sciences, under Contract W-31-109-ENG-38 (ANL) and Contract W-7405-ENG-48
(LLNL)

.
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This paper reports the results of a study to determine the degrading effects of flowing dye

solvents on the laser damage threshold of fused-silica windows at 308 nm. Thresholds were

measured at the Si02/solvent interface in a test cell. Bare Si02 tested in air at 308 nm (20 ns)

typically exhibits a threshold ranging from 4 to 10 J/cm^; with the solvent cyclohexane in contact, a

threshold as low as 0.3 J/cm^ was measured. The damage data indicate that window lifetime

(number of shots) is independent of fluence at higher levels, and asymptotically approaches infinity

at levels near threshold. Dielectric coatings were tested as possible damage-resistant barriers

between the solvent and Si02; the results show some improvement in damage threshold. When
cyclohexane is replaced with the solvent dioxane, thresholds measured for Si02 windows are

within the range cited above for thresholds measured in air.

Key words: cyclohexane; dioxane; dye solvents; fused silica; optical damage; simultaneous exposure;

window lifetime

1 . Introduction

This study was undertaken in order to investigate the cause of damage to fused-silica windows on preamplifier

and oscillator cells in a large XeCl-pumped-dye-laser system that contained the dye solvent cyclohexane. It was
observed that damage in the system always first appeared as the deposition of carbon or carbon compounds on the

inner faces of both the pump and output windows of the cells. These deposits of carbon strongly absorb laser light

and lead to catastrophic failure of the window surfaces at fluence levels far lower than the damage threshold for the

same window material tested in air.

2. Test Conditions

The laser used in this study is a Lambda Physik excimer laser, model EMG203, operating at 308 nm with a

pulse duration of 20 ns. Figure 1 demonstrates the experimental layout of the laser-damage test facility. The
experimental set-up incorporates a flow simulator with replaceable test windows (shown in fig. 2). Normal test

conditions include a solvent flow rate of four gallons per minute, a clearing ratio of two, a laser spot size of 1 mm x
12 mm, and a pulse-repetition rate of 200 Hz. The test plane is located at the Si02/solvent interface of the test cell.

While the cell window is simultaneously exposed to flowing solvent and laser radiation, damage is observed visually

with a 60x telescope and video camera. The damage threshold is determined to be the highest test-plane fluence at

which no damage occurs in 10^ shots. Cyclohexane and dioxane are the only laser-dye solvents studied in this series

of tests; Coming 7940 is the window material.

3 . Test Results

3.1. Cyclohexane Data

Experimental results for near-uv dye lasers pumped with pulses from a XeCl laser have shown that the solvent

will effect the operation of a dye laser - particularly its photochemical stability [1]. Therefore, initial tests for this

experiment utilized the solvent cyclohexane alone; no laser dye was added to the solvent. Damage, appearing as the

deposition of carbon or carbon compounds, was produced at fluence levels as low as 0.4 J/cnfi; yet thresholds for

bare Si02 tested in air at this facility range from 4 to 10 J/cm^ and carbon deposits are not a part of the damage
morphology. The fused-silica damage data for cyclohexane (fig. 3) indicate asymptotic behavior at threshold and, at

fluences above threshold, all damage is delayed and occurs at approximately 10^ shots. Tests at varied pulse-

repetition rates (100 to 200 Hz), solvent-flow rates (2 to 4 gpm), and clearing ratios (1 to 3) reveal no significant

dependence of damage on any of these parameters.
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In an attempt to improve on the window damage threshold when in contact with cyclohexane, two other window
materials were tested. Sapphire windows exhibit threshold behavior at 1.3 J/cm^ and the damage also appears as

carbon deposits. Sapphire windows tested in air at this facility produced a damage threshold of 2 J/cm^. A MgF2
window could not be damaged in 10^ shots at up to 3.3 J/cm^, which was the maximum test-plane fluence attainable

with the 1 X 12 mm beam. However, previous tests of MgF2 in air at 248 nm and 351nm have produced thresholds

of 19 and 20 J/cm^ respectively [2]. Dielectric coatings were tested as possible damage-resistant barriers between the

solvent and Si02. As seen in the following table, thicker coatings (10,000 A) can improve damage threshold nearly

1.5 times while thinner coatings provide little or no improvement. These combined results imply that the window is

not simply a passive surface that collects the products of photo-dissociation, but is an active participant in the

reactions.

Table 1. Coatings as Barriers between SiC)2 and Cyclohexane

Materials Tested Damage Threshold (J/cm^)

AI2O3 single layer ( 1 0,000 A) on Si02 1.9

AI2O3 antireflector (~ 1 ,000 A) on Si02 "1
• 1

AI2O3 single layer (100 A) on Si02 0.8

uncoated Si02 companion sample 0.

8

3.2. DioxaneData

A major improvement in damage threshold occurs when the solvent dioxane is used. As seen in figure 4, the

thresholds exceed those measured in cyclohexane by an order of magnitude. (It was necessary to reduce the spot size

to .5 mm x 2 mm in order to attain greater test-plane fluences. Appropriate cross checks were made to ensure that the

higher damage threshold could not be attributed to a decreased spot size.) Further, no carbon deposits were observed

on the cell windows — damage appears to be a surface-roughening process similar to that seen on samples tested in

air. Although companion samples tested in air and in dioxane produce nearly the same damage thresholds (8 to 10

J/cm2), those tested in dioxane appear to produce delayed damage. (This might be attributed to a partial index match

between the dioxane and Si02 which could make damage more difficult to see.)

4. Conclusions

The data for Si02 windows tested in cyclohexane suggest that damage is independent of repetition rate or flow
conditions. Further, damage near threshold occurs after an accumulation of shots depending on fluence, while at

values above threshold, damage occurs after a fixed number of shots regardless of test-plane fluence. A thick

dielectric coating is able to protect the Si02 surface at test-plane fluences up to nearly 1.5 times the damage threshold
for uncoated Si02, while thinner coatings show little or no improvement. Finally, the data suggest that cyclohexane
damage is a photochemical process rather than a photodeposition process, and the photochemical process is more
pronounced for Si02 windows than for AI2O3 or MgF2 windows.

For tests in the solvent dioxane, no photochemical deposition is observed in the damage mechanism. Fused-
silica damage thresholds depend upon test-plane fluence, and, while damage appears to be delayed, thresholds are

comparable to those measured for Si02 windows tested in air.
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XeCI Laser Damage Test Facility

Figure 1. Line drawing of the laser damage test facility.

Figure 2. Test cell that incorporates flowing dye solvents and replaceable test windows.
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Ion beam figuring is a promising optical fabrication technique in which substrate material is

removed from an optical component by selectively ion beam milling the surface. The effects of ion

beam milling on the properties of the optical surface are not completely understood. One area of

investigation is the influence of ion beam milling on the laser damage threshold of the substrate. The
ion milling process removes part of the damage layer at the surface of the optic formed during

fabrication, and this m.ight result in modification of laser damage behavior.

As part of an investigation of the ion beam figuring process, a study was undertaken to

determine the effect of ion milling on the laser damage threshold of fused silica. Fused silica

substrates were ion milled to depths up to ten microns using a 1500 eV, 40mA Argon ion beam from a

Kaufman ion source. The milled substrates were then subjected to laser damage testing using a 1064

nanometer wavelength laser. The tests were performed using one nanosecond pulse width single shot

pulses and sixteen nanosecond pulse width thirty Hz pulses. The results indicate that ion beam milling

has no significant influence on the damage threshold.

Key words: ion beam, laser damage, fused silica, ion milling.

1 . Introduction

The fabrication of optical surfaces by sputtering is a process which has been of interest to many

researchers since it was first attempted two decades ago. Recent technical developments in ion sources

and phase measurement interferometers have pushed this technology to a practical level, where the

sputtering is accomplished by ion beam milling. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental arrangement.

This has been discussed in References 1 and 2. The effects of sputtering on the properties of optical

materials are numerous. These include changes in surface roughness, stoichiometry, crystal structure,

and optical constants. The effect of ion beam milling on the laser damage threshold is presently

unknown, but a modification of the damage threshold would not be unexpected.
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Figure 1.

A major advantage of ion beam milling is that no foreign materials are in contact with the

optical surface. This produces a surface which should differ substantially from one produced by

conventional processes. In order to investigate the influence of the differences in process on laser

damage threshold several fused silica samples were subjected to ion beam milling and then laser damage
tested.

'

2. The Damage Layer

The damage layer of a polished surface, sometimes referred to as the Beilby layer, consists of

several distinct regions. A diagram of these regions is shown in Figure 2. At the top is the

redeposition region which consists of silicon dioxide formed by the indicated reaction. Below this is a

region of hydrolyzed silicon, and then an area where hydrogen ions have replaced ions extracted from
the glass. In addition to the chemical alteration of the glass, the water diffusion region also contains

fine fractures of the glass and the ion exchange region contains course fractures of the glass. These

fractures may be the result of the grinding process and promote the penetration of the water and ions

into the glass. The thickness of each region in the damage layer is of the order of tens of microns.

Finally the chemically unaltered glass is found.

Figure 2.
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3. Sample Preparation

Fused silica samples were obtained from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The
samples were cleaned using soap and water, followed by drag wipe cleaning with optical grade ethanol.

The samples were placed in aluminum holders covered, and loaded in a vacuum chamber. The samples

were then milled between 3 and 10 microns using a 1500 eV, 30mA neutralized argon ion beam
produced by a Kaufman ion source. These mill depths were chosen because they are typical of what

occurs in the ion beam figuring process. The distance from the sample to the ion source was

approximately eight inches. A shield was placed over half of the sample. Due to the shielding, each

sample had a milled and unmilled area. The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 3.

Experimental Set-up

KAUFMAN
ION

GUN

CRYO
PUMP

Figure 3.

The samples were then packaged in protective holders, sealed, and sent to LLNL for laser

damage testing. The testing was performed using the VPL damage facility with one nanosecond 1064

nanometer pulses at ten degrees incidence. Some additional testing was done using the REPTILE
facility with sixteen nanosecond 1064 nanometer pulses at a pulse repetition frequency of thirty Hz.

This facility is illustrated in Figure 4. Both the incident (front) and exit (rear) surfaces were examined

after testing. Front surface damage is more difficult to detect near threshold. Rear surface damage is

easier to detect and is often observed at lower thresholds than the front surface damage.
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Laser Damage Results

The results from the laser damage tests are shown in Figure 5. The results are categorized by
the surface treatment (polished or milled), and which surface was observed for damage (front or rear).

Laser Damage Results from Ion Beam Milled Fused Silica

Test

#

Sample
#

PRF
(Hz)

PW
(ns)

Scan
Milled
Front

Surface
(J/cm^)

Polished
Front

Surface
(J/cm2)

Milled
Rear

Surface
(J/cmZ)

Polished
Rear

Surface
(J/cm2)

V2765 3519 SS 1 None 16.5±2.5 16.5±2.5

V2767 3519 SS 1 None 17.0±2.5 17.0±2.5

R130 3519 30 16 Scan >45.5 > 46.2

V2766 3551 SS 1 None < 19.7 18.8±2.8 17.6±2.6 < 19.7

R128 3551 30 16 Single 46.5±7.0 38.8±5.8

V2771 3892 SS 1 None 20.7±3.1

Figure 5. PRF = Pulse Repetition Frequency PW = Pulse Width

Scan = Beam Scanned Across Sample

From the data it can be seen that within the limits of experimental error no difference in laser

damage threshold was observed. The damage thresholds for all of the single-shot tests rank among the

higher ones measured for bare polished fused silica. A large data base of results for bare fused silica

using 30 Hz PRF was not available, but the results obtained for these samples are consistent with

preliminary data taken by the REPTILE facility.

5. Discussion

Based on these damage results, there appears to be no difference in the laser damage threshold

between the milled and unmilled surfaces. This is the trend for both the single-shot and 30 Hz PRF
data.

The lack of a modified laser damage behavior for the milled surfaces indicates that ion beam
milling does not produce any further surface damage. Since the redeposition region was probably

removed, it seems this portion of the damage layer is not significantly involved in laser damage. It can

therefore be hypothesized that the laser damage is induced in the lower lying portions of the damage
layer. If this is true, then improved grinding and polishing techniques should result in improved laser

damage thresholds.

6. Summary

The laser damage threshold data obtained in this investigation indicates that ion beam milling

can safely be used to figure fused silica substrates for use in high power applications. If the grinding

and polishing steps prior to figuring can be improved, it may be possible to increase the damage
threshold. Additional areas of investigation include the investigation of deeply milled (50 microns or

more) surfaces such that the chemically unaltered layer is exposed, and the influence of ion beam
milling on the laser damage threshold coated optics. In the latter, the coating can be applied to the

surface which has been milled without breaking vacuum, thus providing a very clean substrate coating

interface. Even if it is necessary to figure the optic and remove it from vacuum, improved damage
threshold may result from the removal of surface contaminates.
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The ability to synthesize diamond films at low pressures offers the possibility of
superior optical coatings for severe environments. This is because of diamond's great
hardness, high thermal conductivity, and chemical inertness. However, several problems
must be overcome before practical diamond optical coatings can be made. They include
difficulties in film nucleation, high substrate temperatures, and large film surface
roughness leading to high optical scatter.
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1 . Introduction

At present, many optical materials are subject to degradation due to several factors,
including chemical attack from corrosive environments such as in excimer lasers, physical
abrasion, or erosion damage from atmospheric conditions such as wind, rain, and dust impact.
Because of the hardness of diamond, its high thermal conductivity, and its chemical
inertness, diamond films offer the possibility of a superior protective optical coating
material that is transparent over an extensive range of the spectrum. Diamond is both the
hardest material known and the material with the highest thermal conductivity .[ 1 ] In
addition, it is stable to reasonably high temperatures (900K in the presence of oxygen, 1800K
in the absence of oxygen)

.

Until recently, there has been interest in the U.S. on ' diamond- like ' films, [2,3] hard
carbon films usually containing a substantial molar fraction of hydrogen. These films go

under the name of diamond-like carbon (DLC)
,
amorphous hydrogenated carbon, and i-carbon.

However, because of significant advances made in the Soviet Union[4,5] and Japan, [6] in

depositing 'true' diamond films, interest in the U.S. has shifted to the area of diamond
films as well. [7] Several methods are used to produce diamond films, all based on chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) of diamond from an atmosphere of several percent methane and the

remainder hydrogen. These include hot filament CVD, [6] electron-assisted CVD, [8,9] microwave
plasma-assisted CVD, [10] RF discharge CVD, [11] DC discharge CVD, [12] laser-assisted
deposition, [ 13] and remote plasma CVD. [14] In addition, other organic compounds can be used
to produce diamond. [15] While many approaches have been used to produce diamond films, it is

not yet clear which method is superior. The availability of commercial apparatus for diamond

film deposition by the microwave plasma method suggests that is the most favorable. A
microwave discharge deposits a greater amount of energy into the plasma compared to an RF

discharge [16] and, thus, would appear to be more efficient. However, other methods cannot

be ruled out, particularly in the absence of detailed mechanistic information regarding the

deposition process.

* Work supported in part by U. S. Army ARDEC Integrated Optical Logic Program directed by G.

Vezzoli

.

Guest scientist from Lanzhou Institute of Physics, Lanzhou, People's Republic of China
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In this paper, we discuss the work being done at NBS on diamond film deposition. We
have been depositing diamond films by the hot filament CVD method; the films have been
verified to be diamond by x-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy,
and electron energy loss spectroscopy. Scanning electron microscopy has been used to examine
the morphology of the films.

2. Diamond Film Research at NBS

We have been depositing diamond films using the hot filament chemical vapor deposition
method. [5] The method was chosen for its simplicity and for scale-up possibilities. The
deposition chamber, shown in figure 1 consists of a fused silica envelope bolted to a brass
flange. The flange contains a gas inlet for the reactive gases, a gas outlet to a mechanical
pump, and electrical feedthroughs for filament power, biasing voltages and a thermocouple
temperature sensor. In the chamber, the reactive gases flow through a narrow fused silica
tube onto a heated tungsten filament which is suspended above the substrate holder. The
reactive gas is a mixture of 0.47% methane and the remainder hydrogen. The thermocouple was
embedded in the substrate holder in order to monitor the substrate temperature. Specimen
substrates are typically 1 cm^ . Substrate materials were Si single crystal wafers, silica,
and sapphire.

The gas flow rate was externally controlled by a needle valve and monitored by a flow
meter. Prior to installation in the deposition apparatus, the flow meter had been calibrated
by measuring the speed of hydrogen filled soap bubbles propagating through a specially
constructed graduated pipette connected in series with the flow meter. The gas pressure was
controlled by means of a needle valve connected between the deposition chamber and the

mechanical vacuum pump; the pressure is read by means of both a thermocouple vacuum gauge and
a diaphragm gauge

.

The filament, which is made from tungsten wire 0.005" in diameter and 1.5" long, is

wound around a mandrel to form a five turn coil with a coil diameter of 0.045"; if the turns

are not present, the filament breaks during heating. The filament power is controlled by

means of a power supply capable of operating in a constant voltage mode or a constant current

mode. It was found that for the first several hours of gas flow, the resistance of the

filament changed by a least a factor of two. T. Moustakas, reporting at the recent Second

Annual Diamond Initiative Seminar in Durham, N. C. has found the same effect which he has

shown to be due to conversion of W to W2C. In order to stabilize the filament

characteristics, the filament is run for several hours in the reactive gas environment prior

to the start of the deposition.

During some our earlier depositions, a voltage was maintained between the filament and

the substrate holder, typically lOOV biased positive with respect to the filament. This

resulted in an emission current from the filament of about 10mA. The method, which is called

electron assisted CVD (or EACVD) , was reported to yield denser diamond films than the simple

hot filament method. [8] However, because we have been unable to discern any difference

between films made with the field applied and films made without the field applied, we have

ceased applying bias voltages during our depositions.

The deposition is carried out as follows: the apparatus is inserted into a gold furnace

and the temperature is raised to the desired nominal substrate temperature, 700 or 800 deg C;

the temperature is considered nominal because the specimen surface can be significantly

higher than the substrate holder due to radiative heating from the filament. The gas flow is

then started, a typical flow rate being 50 ccm. Next, the filament power is turned on; the

input power is about 60W and the filament temperature is about 1800 deg C as measured by an

optical pyrometer. This begins the deposition. The deposition is stopped by evacuating the

deposition chamber and shutting off the power, first to the filament and then to the furnace.

Deposition are usually done overnight, typically for 17 hrs . Table 1 summarizes a typical

set of deposition conditions.

Our first successful depositions were made on silicon wafer substrates. The deposited

material consisted of crystalline particles having polyhedral shapes typical of the diamond

particles described in the literature. Examples of the particles we have obtained are shown

in figure 2. Subsequently, we were able to deposit these particles on sapphire and silica

substrates as well. The sizes of the particles, as measured by SEM, were in the range 3-

lO^ra. Micro-Raman spectra were obtained from individual particles; a typical spectrum is

shown in figure 3. The spectrum consists of a sharp Raman line with very little background

centered at 1322 cm" ^ , which is 10cm' ^ below the Raman line of natural diamond. The origin
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of this shift is not knovm; if the shift were due to stress effects, the magnitude of the
stresses, calculated on the basis of the measured stress dependence of Raman shifts in
natural diamond, [17] would have to be about 3xl0^pa isostatic tensile stress. Also shown in
the figure is the Raman spectrum of a gem quality diamond, lines from a mercury spectral lamp
used for calibration, and a line due to the Si substrate material.

Because of the sparseness and small size of our diamond particles, we were unable to use
x-ray diffraction to verify the presence of the diamond structure. We were able to deposit
continuous diamond films by rubbing the surfaces of our substrates with diamond paste. [18]
The specimen was then thoroughly washed to remove the paste. Figure 4 shows scanning
electron micrographs of one such film under different powers of magnification. Observe that
the films are extremely rough, consisting of merged crystallites showing triangular faces
corresponding to the [111] crystallographic faces.

Table 1. Typical Parameters Used to Deposit Diamond Films
by the Hot Filament CVD Method

gas mixture: 0.47% methane, remainder hydrogen •

flow rate: 50 ccm
base pressure: 0.1 torr
deposition pressure: 40 torr
filament: W wire
power to filament: 60W
filament temperature: 1800 °C (approx)
substrate temperature range: 700-800 °C

substrates: silicon predominantly, also silica, sapphire
substrate dimensions, typical: 1 cm^

.

X-ray diffraction measurements were made on the deposited films both with a Read thin-
film diffraction camera and with a powder diffractometer . The Read camera photographs shown
in figure 5 show a one-to-one correspondence of the diffraction lines in natural diamond
abrasive powder with the diffraction lines in the film. The diffractometer allowed us to

obtain accurate lattice constants. Table 2 compares the lattice spacings of a diamond film
we have made with the lattices spacings of natural diamond.

Table 2. DIAMOND LATTICE SPACINGS (Angstroms)

hkl natural diamond NBS diamond film

111 2.060 2.0606

220 1.261 1.2620
311 1.0754 1.0760
400 0.8916 0.8921
331 0.8182 0.8184

A Raman spectrum from one of our films is shown in figure 6. This spectrum differs

significantly from the spectrum of the diamond particle. A sharp peak is observed at 1334cm'
^ which is near the position of the Raman peak of natural diamond at 1332cm" However, the

peak in the film spectrum is considerably broader. Near 1510cra"-'-, another Raman peak

attributable to another allotropic phase of carbon, perhaps diamond-like carbon (DLC) can be

observed. Thus, this film appears to be a mixture of tetrahedral diamond and DLC. Also

observed in the diamond film spectrum is a significant background signal extending over a

large wavelength range which is attributed to specimen luminescence. The luminescence signal

peaks at a wavelength in the vicinity of 738nm (1.68ev). A similar band in irradiated

natural diamond has been attributed to isolated lattice vacancies .[ 19

]
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Two other techniques have been used to verify the presence of diamond in our films,
Auger electron spectroscopy [20,21] and electron-energy loss spectroscopy .[ 20 ]

Figure 7

shows the spectra we have obtained from our diamond films and from graphite placed in our
surface analysis facility. The differences we observe in the spectra of our diamond films
and in the spectra of graphite are consistent with the data reported in the literature.

X-ray diffraction, SEM., and Raman spectroscopy used together, appear to be the best
techniques for evaluating the quality of diamond films. X-ray diffraction confirms the

crystal structure; however, it is not sensitive to other forms of carbon that may be present
in the films such as DLC. Raman spectroscopy appears to be the most sensitive technique for

observing other forms of carbon in the films. An important goal would be to be able to use
Raman spectroscopy to determine the ratio of diamond and DLC material in a film. SEM is

important for examining the morphology of the films. The other techniques. Auger
spectroscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy are surface techniques, and, hence, would
be sensitive to surface contamination. It would appear that these techniques would not be
sensitive enough to quantitatively obtain ratios of diamond and DLC in films.

The use of currently available diamond films as optical coatings is not presently
feasible due to the large optical scatter these films exhibit. However, such films might be
usable as infrared coatings at wavelengths longer than lO/xm. Figure 8 shows a single pass
transmission spectrum of a diamond film on a silicon substrate taken in a Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer. The general features of the spectrum are an increasing optical
density as the frequency increases, the appearance of interference fringes at the lower
frequencies, and high optical transmissivity at frequencies less than 1000 cm" . We believe
that the large optical attenuation at the higher frequencies is due mainly to optical scatter
and not to absorption.

3. Technical Challenges to the Use of Diamond Optical Films

Before diamond films can be used as optical coatings, several problems must be overcome.

The mechanism for the diamond forming process is not understood. In the various plasma
assisted deposition methods, there is little detailed atomic and molecular level knowledge of

the actual species present in the CVD gas nor of their interactions with the substrate or the

film. Crucial to the quantitative understanding of the CVD formation of diamond is a

detailed knowledge of the identity, reaction rates, spatial distribution, and thermochemistry

of the atomic, molecular, and ionic species present in the reactive gas flow as a function of

processing conditions, and how their interactions affect the deposition process.

In the case of the filament method, it is unknown what processes are occurring. It will

be necessary to clarify the importance of the filament temperature, the filament electron

emission, the filament composition (W, WC, other metals), and the filament shape. Sagging of

the filament is a major problem with the filament method because after several depositions,

the filament, which is located above the specimen, comes into contact with the specimen. If

this method is to have practical applications, means must be found either to prevent sagging

or to cause sagging to be of no consequence

.

The substrate temperature is a critical factor in the deposition of diamond. These

temperatures are high, typically in the range 600-1050 °C. Unless the deposition

temperature can be lowered significantly, the application of diamond film technology will be

restricted to substrate materials that can withstand these high temperatures. Some optical

applications will be difficult to implement at current temperatures because many of the

commonly used optical materials such as plastics would melt, and the optical figure

frequently required in precision optics would be destroyed.

Currently, the diamond films that are deposited have significant surface roughness

(about 2nm peak to valley. O.Up.m average roughness). These roughness values would prevent

the use of diamond as an optical coating in the near infrared, visible and near ultraviolet

because of the large optical scatter that would occur.

The purity of the diamond films would be critical in optical applications. Small

amounts of graphitic carbon in the films would adversely affect the transmissivity of the

films. Methodologies must be developed for quantifying carbon in these films in forms other

than diamond.
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Finally, there are problems of nucleation of diamond on various substrate materials. As

discussed above, special surface preparation was required before a continuous diamond film
could be formed on the silicon substrates. We suspect that although the specimens had been
cleaned after rubbing with diamond paste, residual diamond remains embedded in the surface
acting as nucleation sites for the diamond deposition. However, the question of the need to

provide nucleation sites by seeding has not been answered definitively. In order to obtain
smoother films, higher nucleation densities must be obtained. An alternative means for
obtaining smooth diamond films would be epitaxial growth of single crystal diamond films.

Although diamond films can be grown epitaxially on diamond substrates, it is not clear that
diamond could be grown epitaxially on other substrates. In this regard, lattice matching
diamond to other crystalline materials would be difficult because diamond has an extremely
small lattice constant.

4 . Summary

The ability to synthesize diamond films at low pressures offers the possibility of
superior optical coatings for severe environments. This is because of diamond's great
hardness, high thermal conductivity, and chemical inertness. However, several problems must
be overcome before practical diamond optical coatings can be made. They include difficulties
in film nucleation, high substrate temperatures, and large film surface roughness leading to

high optical scatter.

We would like to thank the following individuals for their assistance: from NBS , D.

Minor for SEM work, R. Faltynek for FTIR spectroscopy, S. Jahanmir for surface roughness
measurements and Peter Schenck for useful discussions regarding the chemistry of diamond film
formation; from North Carolina State University, R. Nemanich and R. Shroder for examining one

of our films on their Raman spectrometer; from Penn State University, A. Badzian for useful
discussions, especially with regard surface preparation.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the hot filament CVD apparatus for depositing diamond films.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of diamond particles deposited by the hot filament
CVD process on a Si substrate. A l/j, scale is given by the lower white line in the upper left

and lower right micrographs and by the left white line in the upper right and lower left

micrographs

.
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Figure 3. Micro-Raman spectrum of a diamond particle.

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of NBS diamond film deposited by the hot filament
CVD process on a Si substrate. The scale for each micrograph is given by the white bar in
the lower left hand corner. In the left micrograph the bar represents lO/^m; in the right
micrograph the bar represents l^m.
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Figure 5. Diffraction patterns from a diamond film (left pattern) and from natural diamond
powder (right pattern) obtained with a Read camera. The spots on the pattern from the

diamond film are due to diffraction from the silicon substrate.

Figure 6. Raman spectrum of NBS diamond film.
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Figure 7. Auger and electron energy loss spectra of NBS diamond film and of graphite.
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Fourier transform infrared transmission spectrum of NBS diamond film.
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A questioner wondered if scratching the surface was required so that the diamond flux
could nucleate on the diamond particles in the paste used for scratching. The author
replied that they did clean the surfaces off after scratching them so they didn't believe
that embedded diamond particles were required. However, they could not be certain yet.
Some diamond particle nucleation does occur even if one does not scratch the surface.
They scratch the surface by taking some commercial diamond paste and make perhaps ten
swipes on the surface with a CueTipand then clean it off. They have tried <100> and
<111> orientations of the silicon substrate and found no difference in the resultant
films. They deposit at a rate of about 0.1 m/hr. Some depositions have lasted 60

hours. In the literature rates of 60 m/hr or higher have been reported. There is

graphite present, although it is not clear where on a microscopic scale. There is

probably a silicon carbide layer between the diamond and the silicon substrate. The
higher the hydrogen content the less graphite, the less hydrogen in the film and the
better the quality of the diamond. Also the lower the deposition rate.

In regard to film hardness the author has sent some films to the Tribology group at the
Bureau of Standards for a wear analysis. He believes the crystallites have true diamond
properties

.

The thermal conductivity has been measured on a series of films as a function of gas
composition. At the lowest methane concentrations, which are the highest hydrogen
concentrations, the thermal conductivity is best and is at least as good as natural
diamond

.
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WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF EDGE FILTER ABSORPTION

L. J. Basegio and M. K. von Gunten
Spectra-Physics, Inc.

Mountain View, California

ABSTRACT

Laser isotope separation and free electron laser programs have driven the need for
optical coatings which function in environments of high average power density.
Low absorption is the key requirement for these coatings to prevent catastrophic
laser damage and to minimize wavefront deformation caused by localized heating of
the coating and substrate. Dichroic edge filters have been utilized in wavelength
separation applications; however, the intrinsic absorption of these designs at the
edge limits their power handling capability for closely spaced wavelengths. In
order to fully understand the absorption behavior and to optimize the performance
of these designs, measurement of absorption as a function of wavelength has been
undertaken, with particular emphasis on the transition region.

The absorption measurements have been performed with a calorimeter which utilizes
a matched thermistor bridge and an ultra-precision instrumentation amplifier in
conjunction with both discrete and tunable laser sources. Several types of edge
filter coatings have been measured. These measurements have been performed over
the wavelength region from the stopband through the edge region into the passband.
This empirical data is compared to theoretical predictions.

Key words: absorption; coatings; filters; free electron laser;

isotope separation; thin films

INTRODUCTION

Thin film theory predicts that a multilayer optical coating will exhibit absorp-
tion that can vary dramatically with the wavelength of the incident light. Over
broad wavelength ranges, dispersion in the complex refractive index can produce
significant differences in absorption. Over narrower wavelength ranges, where
dispersion may not be significant, changes in the standing wave electric fields
within the coating can also produce dramatic differences in absorption. In the
case of an edge filter, in the narrow transition region from high reflectance to
high t ransmitt ance , changes in the standing wave electric fields can be the domi-
nant mechanism for changes in absorption.

When developing thin film edge filters with minimal absorption as the critical
design parameter it has become necessary to characterize the absorption of the
stack for a range of wavelengths that include the transition region. In the fol-
lowing treatment we discuss the theoretical calculation of absorption for two
long-wave-pass edge filters and compare the predicted values to the measured
values obtained from coated samples of the two designs.

The comparison consists of the following:

1. Several samples are measured for absorption from each of two coating
runs. The samples are measured through a wavelength range that in-

cludes points in the stopband, in the edge region, and in the pass
band. The wavelength increment used is 5nm.

2. The extinction coefficient is adjusted for one or both coating
materials to allow the theoretical prediction at the wavelength of

interest to be in close agreement with that obtained by measurement.

3. The resultant curves are plotted and compared.
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR ABSORPTION

The model used for the absorption calculation is the matrix formulation of thin
film theory. (1) Here it is assumed that R+T+A=l. Losses due to scatter are igno-
red in this approach.

For normal incidence:

R = [(n(0)B-C)/(n(0)B+C)] CONJ [ { n ( 0 ) B-C ) / ( n ( 0 ) B+C )

]

T = 4n{ 0 )Re (N (m) )/ [ ( n( 0 )B+C ) CON J ( n { 0 ) B+C )

]

A = 1-R-T = 4n(0)Re[B CON J ( C ) -N ( m ) ] / [ ( n ( 0 ) B+C ) CON J ( n ( 0 ) B+C )

]

j

;
C

q ^
cos ( d ( r )

)

iN(r)sin(d(r))

(isin{d(r))/N(r

cos ( d ( r )

)

r=l -

\
I

1

I
* '
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jHm)

where

,

d(r) = phase thickness of rth layer = 2 pi N ( r )t ( r ) cosQ ( r ) /lambda
n(0) = index of incident medium (assumed real)
N(m) = exit medium complex refractive index; N (m ) =n (m ) -ik (m

)

N(r) = complex refractive index of the rth layer; N ( r ) =n ( r ) -ik { r

)

t(r) = physical thickness of the rth layer
Q(r) = angle of incidence in the rth layer
pi = 3.14159. . .

lambda = wavelength.

A computer program performs calculations based on this model and plots the
results. The assumed value for the Hf02 extinction coefficient is 5.0EE-7 with a

real index of 2.016. The index used for Si02 is 1.444 with no extinction coeffi-
cient. It is assumed that the absorption in the Si02 layers is negligible in
comparison to the absorption in the Hf02 layers. The theoretical absorption plots
in this paper do not include the substrate absorption.

COATING ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT - INSTRUMENT AND PROCEDURE

The device used to measure absorption was constructed at Spectra-Physics. It is
essentially a laser calorimeter. The device could also be considered a modified
bolometer. The analysis used is a lumped analysis whereby the slopes of the heat-
ing and cooling curves are measured and absorption of the optic (substrate and
thin film assembly) is computed using this data and the thermal mass of the sub-
strate. (2)

P ( a )=mC ( [dT/dt ] ( up) - [dT/dt ] (down )

)

P(a)=power absorbed by coated substrate
mC=thermal mass of substrate

[dT/dt ]( up ) =rate of temperature rise on heating
[dT/dt ]( down ) =rate of temperature decrease on cooling

The central assumption in the lumped analysis is that at any instant in time, the
sample is at thermal equilibrium. The method, in principle, allows one to ignore
heat dissipation mechanisms by assuming that at a given temperature the heat
losses are identical for both the heating and cooling portions of the curve.
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Errors associated with this approach have been previously discussed by Bernal. (3)
The primary errors are due to temperature gradients within the sample from non-
uniform heating. The degree of error is dependent on factors such as the thermal
conductivity and aspect ratio of the substrate. The substrates used in this work
were selected on the basis of low absorption, favorable aspect ratio, and small
thermal mass - essential for measurement of low levels of absorption with low
incident power.

A block diagram of the apparatus is given in Figure 1. A Spectra-Physics 2020
Argon laser is used to pump a Spectra-Physics model 375 dye laser. The dye laser
is set up for R6G dye and is continuously tunable from 570-630 nm. Output power
levels range from 200mW to 900mW depending on the wavelength. The beam is direc-
ted through a weak positive lens (E) that focuses the beam to a diameter more
suitable for a small substrate. The incident power is measured prior to the meas-
urement at location (P).

The focused beam passes through an aperture (F) and then into the entrance window
(C) of the calorimeter. The entrance window has a broad-band ant i -ref lect ion
coating on both surfaces that reduces the reflectance in the dye band to less than
0.1% per surface. Inside the calorimeter there are several adjustable iris aper-
tures (G) used for control and adjustment of scattered light, and two optical
mount/sensor assemblies (A&B). One of the assemblies (A) holds the optic under
test, the other assembly (B) holds a "reference" optic of identical thermal mass.
The samples are 7.75mm diameter, 4mm thickness, flat, fused silica substrates pol-
ished to 10-5 surface quality. The differential signal obtained from the two
sensor assemblies is amplified and displayed on an HP model 7044A X-Y recorder.

The reflected beam is brought out through the entrance window at a slight angle
and is blocked by the aperture. The transmitted beam leaves the system through
the exit window (D) and is terminated in beam block (H). The exit window is also
coated with an anti-reflection coating.

The differential sensor configuration is designed to minimize the influence of
ambient temperature f luctuat ions . ( 4 ) Sensors and electronic components were
selected and assembled with significant attention to temperature coefficients,
thermal EMFs, and low noise circuitry. The sensitivity of the system is 40 milli-
volts per millidegree C. Noise reduction is obtained by the standard techniques
of EMI shielding, single point grounding, and by use of sample and hold techniques
prior to and as a part of amplification.

Absolute accuracy of the system appears to be within a factor of two when compared
to results obtained by LLNL (5). Lack of available data in the visible wavelength
range makes absolute accuracy statements very difficult. Measurement of uncoated
test samples identical to the test substrates of this paper yields values between
2ppM and 5ppM for fused silica. Repeatability of a given measurement is generally
within 10% to 25%. The statements just made do not apply to coatings that scatter
excessively; measurements made on such optics have questionable value and indicate
higher than the actual absorption loss.

The procedure for measuring absorption is as follows: The part is inspected for
surface contamination and cleaned. Test and reference optics are mounted in their
respective mounts, the calorimeter is closed and the system allowed to come to
thermal equilibrium. Once equilibrium has been established, as indicated by a

stable signal traced by the XY recorder, the wavelength is selected and verified
using a spectrometer. The incident power is measured and the sweep on the XY
recorder is started. At some predetermined point the beam block is removed. The
start of the temperature rise is examined for the presence of excessive scatter,
indicated by an instant jump of the pen. The system is realigned if necessary.
The temperature is allowed to increase to a level that allows good resolution of
both time and voltage. XY recorder sensitivities are adjusted accordingly. At
some predetermined level the beam is blocked and the cooling cycle begins - this
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point will also be examined for rapid changes. In general, there should be sever-
al seconds before the temperature begins to fall. The optic is allowed to cool to
a level determined by calculation requirements. A typical calorimeter trace is
shown in Figure 2.

COATING DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

The coatings were produced in a 28 inch Balzers 710 stainless steel bell jar with
a CTI 10 inch cryogenic high vacuum pump and a water cooled baffle. This system
is capable of achieving a base pressure of 2.0EE-7 Torr vacuum with a pumping
speed of 3000 Ips (air). The chamber is equipped with electron beam evaporation
sources, an optical monitoring system, radiant quartz heaters with automatic con-
trol, automatic gas bleed, a residual gas analyzer, and a planetary rotation
system. The coatings are analyzed for spectral performance on a Beckman ACTA MVII
double beam ratio recording spectrophotometer. The spectral trace was performed
in transmission on the same sample as the calorimeter trace.

Two long wave pass designs were coated on fused silica substrates. One design was
a 33 layer Hafnium Oxide and Silicon Dioxide optimized long wave pass coating and
the other a 41 layer coating. Process parameters such as deposition rate, back-
fill pressure, and substrate temperature were optimized to produce low absorption
coatings. The same coating processes were utilized on the 33 layer and 41 layer
coatings. Figure 3 represents the theoretical t ransmitt ance and absorptance
values of the 33 layer coating based on the previously described refractive index
and extinction coefficient values. Figure 4 presents the same information except
for the 41 layer coating. Figures 5 and 6 represent the actual measured results
of transmission and absorption of the 33 layer and 41 layer coating, respectively.
Transmission traces have not been adjusted for the Fresnel reflectance of the
uncoated side of the sample. Actual data points have been plotted for absorption
with an interpolated curve.

Several interesting features should be considered in comparison of the theoretical
plots of the 33 layer and 41 layer long wave pass designs. The transmission cut-
on is more rapid in the case of the 41 layer design. However, absorption of this
design is higher by 50% over the 33 layer design. Note also the transmission and
absorption curves of the 41 layer design have more structure than the 33 layer
version. Considering the measured result plots, both coatings are red shifted by
approximately 1%. Structure in the sidebands of the transmission curves is simi-
lar to theoretical predictions. The absorption curves also are similar to
theoretical predictions in the fact that both rise and fall in value around the
stopband edge. Good agreement with theory is obtained in the absorption value in
the stopband and at the peak of the curve. Departure from theory is evident in
the location of the absorption peak, however, a more detailed analysis of absorp-
tion at this peak is appropriate and may provide better correlation with
theoretical predictions.

CONCLUSIONS

Basic electromagnetic theory predicts a certain wavelength dependence of absorp-
tion when one or both coating materials have a finite extinction coefficient.
This behavior is verified with careful measurements. The absolute magnitude of
the absorption may differ due to many factors which include; non-ideal coating
materials, interface contributions, substrate contributions, and lack of absolute
precision in the layer thicknesses and the measurement analysis. While quantita-
tive agreement cannot be established because of the adjustments made to the
coating material constants, qualitative agreement with the basic theory has been
demonstrated. The very low measured values are also significant in that they
represent the state of the art for electron beam deposited metal oxide coatings.
The results of these measurements are in close agreement with measurements perfor-
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med by LLNL using a completely different technique. (5)
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SP MODEL 2020
Ar ION LASER (PUMP)

SP MODEL 375
DYE LASER

HP MODEL 7044A
XY RECORDER

A. TEST OPTIC & SENSOR
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C. ENTRANCE WINDOW
D. EXIT WINDOW
E. POSITIVE LENS
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G. INTERNAL APERTURES
H. BEAM DUMP
P. POWER METER LOCATION

FIGURE 1. CALORIMETER BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Long Wave Pass Hf02 k Si02 33 layer on Fused Silica 0 deg (theoretical)
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Long Wave Pass Hf02 & Si02 41 layer on Fused Silica 0 deg (theoretical)
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Long Wave Pass Hf02 k Si02 33 layer on Fused Silica 0 deg (measured)
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Long Wave Pass Hf02 k Si02 41 layer on Fused Silica 0 deg (measured)
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Reducing losses in optical coatings implies a search for optimal rea-
lization conditions of multidielectric coatings to obtain minimal absorp-
tion and scattering. Numerous works have been devoted to the absorption
problem. Here we deal with scattering minimization. Scattering from a coa-
ted substrate is a function of numerous factors that can be successively
measured: substrate roughness, interfaces roughness, cross-correlation
state between interfaces. First, the substrate roughness is determined by
scattering measurement before coating. Then, the interfaces roughness
depends on the grain size of the material in thin film form. For a given
material, we find that the grain is, in a large extent, function of the
preparation conditions of the layer. And mainly, when a whole layer stack
is concerned, the spatial distribution of the scattered light depends on
the cross-correlation state between successive interfaces. With a scatte-
ring vector theory and an apparatus for measuring scattering curves at
our disposal, we can show how it is possible to determine the interface
roughness and the cross-correlation state, by a systematic comparison
between theory and experiment. In order to eliminate any ambiguity in in-
terpreting the experimental results, we must work with multilayer stacks
the design of which is chosen so that the scattering curves have an
aspect very different according to the cross-correlation state.

Key words: interface correlation; multilayers; optical filters; roughness;
scattering

.

1 . Introduction

Though many works /I, 2/ have been devoted to the study of absorption in opti-
cal multilayers, there are many applications (mirrors for lasers and crvrolasers,
Fabrv-Perot filters for optical multi-demultiplexing, ...) where scattering losses
are mainly responsible for the limitation of filter performances. So we are dealing
here with light scattering from surfaces and interfaces of optical multilayers.

We have already described the experimental /3/ and theoretical /4/ tools v/e

developed in Marseilles for this study; let us recall that the scattering distri-
bution can be measured in the whole space (25 000 data points) , and then interpreted
by matching the parameters involved in the theoretical model. Owing to these two
tools that are theory and experiment, our investigations in scattering phenomenon
have well gone forward:

- In a first stage, measurements of scattering from only one surface enabled us
to show /3/ that the roughness spectrum, which characterizes the surface defects/5/
is independent of the illumination and observation conditions; such results are in
good agreement with theory.

- Then we were interested in the study of scattering from one single layer /6,
7/, and we demonstrated that a deposited layer could exactly reproduce the substra-
te defects, provided that the deposition coiditions have been well adapted. In such
a case, the two interfaces (air/layer) and (layer/substrate) are quasi proportional
and their cross-correlation coefficient is close to unity: the scattered waves from
one and other interface are in phase cancellation, which leads to reduction of total
integrated scattering ( "antiscattering effect"). Then, by studying the ratio of the
top interface (air/layer) roughness to the substrate roughness, we obtain precious
information concerning the microstructure of the material in thin film form, and
especially on the grain size which characterizes this microstructure.

- In the case of a multilayer mirror, the Aluminum technique /8/ pointed out
the fact that roughness has its origins in two different phenomena: it can be due
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to reproduction of substrate defects (case of perfectly correlated surfaces) or to
the material microstructure (case of uncorrelated surfaces)

.

Now that such information is at our disposal, the question is to know whether
it is possible to generalize "antiscattering effect" to multilayer systems, owing
to destructive interferences between scattered waves. It is obvious that the first
problem lies in the choice of the multilayer design; but as far as we know that
scattering will only be reduced with perfectly correlated surfaces, we have first
to make sure that we control the different parameters involved in scattering pheno-
menon. In spite of numerous results /9/ we obtained concerning the cross-correla-
tion coefficient between interfaces, the determination of these parameters and of
the associated roughnesses remains a difficult problem /10/, especially if the
number of layers is high.

We show here how we can solve this problem, by using specific multilayer de-
signs deduced from theory. The scattering of these stacks is so sensitive to the
scattering parameters that we can determine them without any ambiguity. Such multi-
layers are then produced, using Ion Assisted Deposition, and both cross-correlation
laws and roughnesses are deduced from scattering measurements. It then appears that
we can characterize our deposition conditions with accuracy, from a point of view
of scattering.

2. Search of specific multilayer desian

In this section, we only present theoretical results, for a sample illuminated
in natural light at normal incidence. The wavelength under study is Xo= 630 nm. The
study is limited to scattering in the half space containing the specular reflection
direction. We do not describe the analytical calculation that enabled us to choose
the multilayer designs; we only verify by numerical computation that such designs
are well adapted to our study.

The idea lies in the fact that (as an analoay with antiscattering effect) ,when
a half-wave (Ao/2) high-index layer is deposited on a substrate, the scattered
waves from the new interface (air/layer) are in phase cancellation with those of
the (layer/substrate) interface, which minimizes scattering losses. So we can ex-
pect that the same effect will occur if we deposit an odd number of successive al-
ternated high- and low-index half-wave layers on a substrate: as the modulus of the
electric field is the same at interfaces (Fig. 1), the corresponding scattering
sources /II/ have magnitudes that are nearly the same; therefore scattering will
be reduced, provided that these sources are in phase cancellation two by two.
Obviously such phenomena only occur in the case where the interfaces are perfectly
correlated; in such a case, we demonstrate (using analytical calculation) that
scattering in the specular reflection direction do not depend on the number of
layers. From a point of view of total integrated scattering, such results remain
identical, as it is shown in table I:

For perfectly correlated surfaces and identical roughnesses at each interface,
scattering losses do not change before and after coating, whatever the number of
layers of the stack. On the other hand, we find in the case of uncorrelated surfa-
ces that scatterina losses are very sensitive to the number of layers: with 11

layers for instance, such losses are 138 times hiaher than that of the substrate
before coating. It then appears that specific half-wave multilayer designs will gi-
ve us access, using a careful comparison between theory and experiment, to the key
parameters of scattering.

2

Fiaure 1

:

Scatterina ohenomenon in a multilaver
stack made of an odd number of alter-
nated half-wave (Xo/2) high index
(2H) and low-index (2L) layers. We
have plotted the square of the modu-
lus of the electric field inside the
stack. The sample is illuminated at
Xo - 630 nm. The value of this field
at interfaces is strongly related to
the magnitude of the corresponding
scattering source.
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N Coating DqIO^ ^0 Dj 10^
^1

0 Bare substrate 23 23

1 2H 649 28.2 23 1

3 2H 2L 2H 1153 50 24 1.1

5 2H 2L 2H 2L 2H 1660 72.2 26 1.2

11 2H 2L 2H ... 3175 138 28 1.2

Table I:

Scattering losses D integrated in the half-space containing the specular re-
flection direction, calculated before and after deposition of an odd number of
alternated half-wave high-index (2H) and low-index (2L) layers. The substrate is a
usual glass with refractive index n^ = 1.52. The materials are Ti02 and Si02 . N is
the number of layers of the stack. Scattering is calculated at the wavelength Ao =

630 nm in the case of identical roughnesses at each interface, for two extreme va-
lues (a = 0 and a = 1) of the cross-correlation coefficient between interfaces. Do
and Di are scattering losses that correspond to a = 0 and a = 1 respectively.

In the same way, no and m are the ratio of scattering after coating to scat-
tering before coating, respectively for a = 0 and a = 1 . For these theoretical re-
sults, we assume that the roughness spectra at each interface can be approximated
with the Fourier Transform of the sum of an exponential and a gaussian function
/3, 8/, with respective parameters: (6exp/ ^exp) - (1-5 nm, 2000 nm) and (6g, Lg)

=

(1 nm, 20 0 nm) .

3. Experimental results

We produced the preceding specific multilayers using Ion Assisted Deposition
/1 2, 13/. The materials are Ti02 and Si02 • In order to ooint out the possible in-
fluence of the substrate Qualitv, each multilayer was simultaneously produced on
three black alasses with very different micropolishes . Scattering of every sample
was measured before and after coating, at the wavelength Xo = 630 nm. The experimen-
tal results are presented in Table II, and they are concerning stacks that have one,
three and five alternated half-wave (Ao/2) high-index and low-index layers:

Table II:
Measured scattering losses
from rough samples before
(Di.j)and after (Drp) deposi-
tion of an odd number of
alternated half-wave high-
index (2H) and low index
(2L) layers. The materials
are Ti02 and Si02 • All
substrates were usual opa-
que glasses. Scattering is
measured at the wavelength
Xo= 630 nm. ri is the ratio
of scattering after and
before coating: n = Diji/D^.

Sample ' Dj^ 10^ Coating 10^ Tl

A27 8.9 2H 13.6 1.53

A29 41.6 2H 9.5 0.23

A23 82.6 2H 18.9 0.23

A31 9.7 2H 2L 2H 17.9 1.85

A22 40.1 2H 2L 2H 9.9 0.25

A32 80.6 2H 2L 2H 16.6 0.21

A36 25.2 2H 2L 2H 2L 2H 39.7 1.58

A21 42.0 2H 2L 2H 2L 2H 13.5 0.32

A33 110.5 2H 2L 2H 2L 2H 15.9 0.14
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First we notice that a unity value of n (predicted by theory in the case of
identical roughnesses and perfectly correlated surfaces - see Table I) is not
obtained. However, the curves of figure 2 and 3 will give us a complete understan-
ding of these results.

Figure 2:

Calculated variations of the ra-
tio ri = Dt/Dn (scattering after coa-
ting/scattering before coating) as a

function of the cross-correlation coef-
ficient a between interfaces, in the
case of identical roughnesses at each
interface. These results concern mul-
tilayer stacks made of an odd number
of alternated half-wave (Xo/2) high
index (Ti02) and low index (Si02)
layers. Scattering is calculated at
the wavelength Xo - 630 nm. N is the
number of layers of the stack.

0 .

2

In figure 2 we plotted the calculated variations of the ratio n (scattering
after coating/scattering before coating) as a function of the cross-correlation
coefficient a /9/ between interfaces, in the case of identical roughnesses. Let us
remark that, whatever the number of layers, only the value a = 1 (correlated surfa-
ces) leads to a unity value for n : it is not possible to reduce scattering without
modifying the interface rouahnesses.

n(6j/6s)

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.

Figure 3

:

Calculated variations of the ratio ri= Drp/D]\j as a function of the ratio (6j/6g)
of the roughness at interfaces, for two extreme values of the cross-correlation
coefficient between interfaces. Figure 3a corresponds to a = 0, while figure 3b
corresponds to a = 1 . The stacks are made of an odd number of alternated half-wave
(Ao/2) high index (Ti02) and low index Si02 layers. Scattering is calculated at the
wavelength Xo - 630 nm. We assumed that all roughnesses 6j at interfaces (except
that of the substrate) were identical, but smaller than the roughness substrate;
then the ratio (6j/6s) is in the range [O; lj.
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Figure 3 gives us the calculated variations of n as a function of the ratio (5j/6g
(interface roughness 6j / substrate roughness 6g) , for two extreme values (a = 0

and a = 1) of the cross-correlation coefficient. Whatever the number of layers, the
case of uncorrelated surfaces (a = 0) never leads to reduction of scattering: the
smallest value for n is greater than 10 in the case a = 0. Such results obviously
show the interest of the preceding half-wave multilayers for the study of the
scattering parameters: the curves a = 0 and a = 1 aet more different as the number
of layers increases.

Let us now interpret the experimental results of Table II by comparing them
with the calculated values of figures 2 and 3.

(2H) designs
The conclusions are presented in Table III. The case of uncorrelated surfaces

is never possible, whatever the roughness at interfaces. For A23 and A29 samples,
the only interpretation is:

a = 1 and 6j/6s close to 0.7 ou 0.8

As for the best micropolish (All), correlation must be perfect (a = 1 ) but the
roughness is close to 0.5 or 1.

Sample A27

(9 10-6)

A29

(42 10-6)

A23

(83 10-6)

1.53 0.23 0.23

a =1.0 No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a = 0)

No solution No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a=l)

- .5 or - 1.0 = .7 or = .8 = .7 or = .8

Table III:
Interpretation of the experimental results of Table II for a (2h) stack

with the help of figure 2 and figure 3. We give below each sample the scattering
before coatina (A27 has scattering losses equal to 9 1

0~6 for instance). r\ is the
ratio of scattering after and before coating: n = Dij/Dj^. The value of a(6^ = 6g) is
deduced from figure 2, while the ratio 6j/6s(ot = 0 or a=1) is deduced from figure 3.

(2H 2L 2H) and (2H 2L 2H 2L 2H) designs

The conclusions (TablesIV and V.) are exactly the same as the preceding of
Table III. Experiment can never be interpreted with uncorrelated surfaces. For the
samples (A22, A32, A21 , A33), we find that a = 1 and 6j/6s close to 0.7 or 0.8. As
for the best micropolishes (A31 and A36) a is close to unity but 6j/6s can be 0.5
or 1 .

So we conclude for these multilayers that interfaces are practically homothe-
tic: our deposition conditions lead to a cross-correlation coefficient near unity.
As for the roughness, we find a slight diminution with respect to the substrate
roughness; it would be interesting to control such reduction by adapt ina the ion
beam power during the assisted deposition.
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Sample A31

(10 10"^)

A22

(40 lO^'^)

A32

(81 10"^)

1.85 0.25 0.21

a

(5j = 5s)

=1.0 No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a = 0)

No solution No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a=l)

= .5 or = 1.0 = .7 or = .8 = .7 or = .8

Table IV:
Interpretation of experimental results of Table II for a (2H 2L 2H) stack,

with the help of figures 2 and 3. We give below each sample the scattering before
coating, n is the ratio of scatterina after and before coating: n = Dt/D]sj. The va-

lue of a(6j=6s) is deduced from figure 2, while the ratio 6j/6s(a=0 or a=1) is de-
duced from figure 3.

Sample A36

(25 10"^)

A21

(42 10-6)

A33

(111 10"^)

1.58 0.32 0.14

a

(5j = 6s)

=1.0 No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a = 0)

No solution No solution No solution

5j/5s

(a=l)

= .5 or = 1.0 = .7 or = .8 = .7 or = .8

Table V:
Interpretation of the experimental results of Table II for a (2H 2L 2H 2L 2H)

stack, with the help of figures 2 and 3. We give below each sample the scattering
before coating, n is the ratio of scattering after and before coating: ri = Dt/Dn.
The value of a(6j=6s) is deduced from figure 2, while the ratio 6j/6s(a=0 or a=1)
is deduced from figure 3.

4. Conclusion

We were interested in an attempt to generalize antiscattering effect to mul-
tilayer systems. As far as such effect only occurs in the case of perfectly corre-
lated surfaces, the first difficulty was to determine the key parameters of scat-
tering, in order to possibly control them in a second stage. We demonstrated how
the use of specific half-wave multilayers enabled us to determine both cross-corre-
lation coefficients and roughness at interfaces: for the coatings produced by ion
assisted deposition in our laboratory, we find a perfect correlation between inter-
faces and a slight reduction of interface roughness with respect to the substrate
roughness

.
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Now that we have such information at our disposal, we must introduce scatte-
ring parameters in the filter design conception to obtain simultaneously well defi-
ned spectral properties (a high reflection coefficient for instance) and minimal
scattering losses; we have the theoretical tools for this type of study.

From a point of view of experiment, we must not forget that it is a priori pos-
sible to modify the preparation conditions of the layers obtained by ion assisted
deposition. To which extent is it possible to control the roughness at each inter-
face? The ideal would be to produce multilayers with roughnesses that exactly cor-
respond to a criterion of minimal scattering losses. Then, in spite of the unavoi-
dable substrate defects and the grain size of the materials in thin film form, we
could appreciably reduce scattering in optical multilayers.
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In response to a question on whether in order to minimize scatter one would have to give
up something in reflectance or transmittance the author replied that in principle nothing
is given up. To minimize scattering for a specific design depends entirely on which
design is considered. For instance, if we wish to minimize scattering in a mirror, we
must have anticorrelated surfaces and we can shift the electric field within the stack.
To minimize scattering in a Fabry-Perot filter we must have perfectly correlated surfaces
because scattering is very low if we have correlated surfaces. For each application we
must control the scattering parameters to choose the best design.
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A Comparison of Various Rugate Filter Designs
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A rugate filter is a multilayer reflector with a continuously varying refractive
index profile. The performance desired from such a filter is the reflection of light at

a single band centered at some wavelength Xq without the associated reflectance bands
at the harmonics \q/3, Xq/S,. . . . Three index profiles are compared: sinusoi-
dal variation of refractive index, sinusoidal variation of dielectric constant and sinus-
oidal variation of the natural log of the refractive index. The latter profile gives
complete suppression of the reflectance bands at the harmonics.

Key Words: gradient index; interference filter; reflector; rugate filter

A rugate filter is commonly described as an interference filter in which the variation in

refractive index with depth is sinusoidal. The desired property of such a filter is that it

reflect light at a given band centered at a wavelength Xq and have minimal reflectance at all

other wavelengths. At the 1986 Boulder Damage Symposium, an exact solution was presented by

Becker [1] for the case in which the dielectric constant of the coating varied sinusoidal ly. The

purpose of this paper is to compare three rugate index profiles and to show that the optimum pro-
file is one in which the logarithm of the refractive index varies sinusoidally with optical

thickness [2].

Consider three different sinusoidal profiles for the refractive index n(x) of a thin film
coati ng

:

n(x) a, cos(2k x) + b
1 0

(1)

c(x) = n^(x) a^ cos(2k^x) + b^, (2)

and

ln[n(x)] a„ cos(2k x) + b
3 0

(3)

Here x is the optical thickness of the coating, given by

0

(4)
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where t is the physical distance measured from the substrate. In eqs (1) - (3), kn is given by

k =
0

2ir/X (5)

which ensures that the filters have their rejection bands at \q.

The profile given by eq (1) corresponds to the common definition of a rugate filter; namely,
the refractive index varies sinusoidal ly. Equation (2) corresponds to a sinusoidal variation of

the dielectric constant e. This profile results when two materials are combined in such a way
that their mixing fraction varies sinusoidally if the refractive index of the composite mixture
followes a Drude mixing model [3]. This profile is also amenable to an analytical solution in

terms of Mathieu functions [1].

The third profile is suggested by a common line of reasoning which leads to the concept of a

sinusoidal profile. Loosely speaking, the variation in reflectance with wavelength is related to

the Fourier transform of the refractive index profile. For example, a standard multilayer
quarter-wave stack reflector has an index profile which is a "square wave". The Fourier
transform of a square wave has resonances at the odd harmonics. These correspond to the
reflection bands actually observed for a quarter-wave stack reflector at \q/2, \o/5,
\q/1 , etc. The Fourier transform of a sinusoidal profile has no harmonics. Rather, it has

only a contribution at the fundamental frequency or wavelength. Thus, a sinusoidal index profile
should eliminate the higher order reflection bands.

The actual relationship between the index variation and the spectral performance of the filter
can be expressed in many ways. However, all of these involve the log of the refractive index.

For example, one relationship between n(x) and the transmittance T(X.) for a filter is [4]

ln[n(x)] = (2/ir) [Q(k)/k] sin[<t.(k) - kx] dk. (6)

where

2
^

Q'(k) =
2 C T(k)

T(k)] (V)

is a function of transmittance expressed in terms of k = 2ir/\. The phase factor <|)(k) must

be an odd function to ensure that n(x) is real. Note that it is ln[n(x)] which is the Fourier

transform of the performance and which should therefore vary sinusoidally to eliminate the higher

order rejection bands. Such an index profile is given by eq (3).

In eqs (1) - (3), the coefficients a^ and b-j are chosen using two constraints. First,

the refractive index is allowed to vary between a minimum value of nL and a maximum value of

n^. Second, the profile is assumed to start and end with the minimum index nL. This choice

was made arbitrarily for the purposes of this discussion, and the actual terminations of the

multilayer are determined by the exact requirements of the filter. The values of a-j and b^

determined by these constraints are given in table 1. A single period of each profile is shown

in figure 1

.
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Figure 1. Refractive index profiles versus optical thickness
as given by eq (1) - (3) and table 1.

Table 1

.

Coefficients for Rugate Index Prof i les

i 1 2 3

^i
(n^j^ - n^^)/2 [ln(nL/n^)]/2

(n^^ + n^)/2 (n\ + n^^)/2 [ln(n(^n^)]/2

To calculate the spectral performance of filters with these three profiles, it is convenient
to approximate the continuous profile by a number of discrete index steps of equal optical
thickness. The approximation of the logarithmic profile by six discrete index levels is

illustrated in figure 2. Expressions for the determination of the index levels are given else-
where [2,5]. When approximating a continuous profile by discrete steps, one must recognize that
higher order resonances will occur. In the case of a profile with m index levels as shown in

figure 2, the first non-zero order occurs at \Q/[2m - 3). One must also be sure to use

enough steps to provide a satisfactory approximation to the performance of the rugate filter over
the wavelength range near the primary reflectance band at Xq. Experimentation with various

numbers of layers shows that m = 6 is sufficient.

Figure 3 illustrates the spectral reflectance curves for multilayers having stepped-index
profiles approximating eqs (1) - (3). For this figure, values of nL = 1.38 and n^ = 2.25

were chosen [5], with a substrate index of 1.52. Six index levels were used to approximate the

profiles and six repetitions of the basic period were used in each case. The wavelength has been

expressed relative to a value of \ = 1. It can be seen that the sinusoidal n^ profile
(broken curve) has a significant reflectance at a relative wavelength of 0.5, corresponding to

the second order or \q/2. The sinusoidal index profile (dashed curve) has a smaller peak,

while the sinusoidal ln(n) profile (solid curve) has no peak at all at \q/2. At shorter
wavelengths, the differences between the curves become negligible; a slight deviation being
observed for the n^ profile at Xq/S.
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Figure 2. Approximation of a continuous index profile by
a series of discrete steps of equal optical thickness.
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Figure 3. Reflectance versus wavelength for the three rugate filter designs, illustrating the

behavior at wavelengths of 1/2 and 1/3 relative to \q = \ . The designs consist
of six repetitions of the periods given by eqs (1) - (3), and values of nn = 2.25

~ and n|_ = 1.38 have been assumed. A substrate index of 1.52 was also used.
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The actual height of the reflective peak at \q/2 depends on two factors: the number of
repetitions of the basic period and the index ratio n^/nL. The number of repetitions of the
basic period is determined by the desired reflectance at \q, while the index ratio may be
determined by the desired spectral width of the reflectance band at \q. As an example, for
10 repetitions of the basic period, the values of the peak reflectance at \q/2 for the three
profiles are plotted against index ratio in figure 4. (Note: The actual wavelength of the peak
is about 0.496 \q.) For high index ratios, the second order reflectance peak becomes signif-
icant, especially for the profile with a sinusoidally varying dielectric constant. On the other
hand, for the logarithmic profile, there is no peak at Xq/^, as indicated by the nearly con-
stant value of reflectance versus index ratio.

Comparison of 2nd-0rcler Reflectance

Pe ak-t o-Va 1 1 ey Index Ratio

Figure 4. The height of the reflectance peak at Xq/^ for three filter designs. The designs
consist of ten repetitions of the periods given by eqs (1) - (3). The peak-to-valley
ratio is n^/nL, and a value of nL ^ 1-38 was assumed. A substrate index of 1.52
was used.

For low index ratios, the differences between the three profiles are smaller, becoming
essentially negligible below n^/nL =1.1. This was the range of interest of the work
reported by Becker [1]. For these low index ratios, a larger number of repetitions of the basic
period would be required to achieve a high reflectance at \q.

In summary, three slightly different index profiles for rugate filters have been compared.
The major difference in the performance of the three designs occurs at \q/2. The design in

which the log of the refractive index varies sinusoidally is found to have no unwanted
reflectance bands.
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Which relation is in best agreement with experiment? The author replied that people
usually are trying to make very narrow Rugate filters, so they have down in the region
where the various curves nearly coincide. A more important practical problem is that the
dispersion of the coating materials means that if one is correct at the fundamental one
may still be off in sideband regions.

The damage threshold of these Rugate coatings is not well known. Back in 1975 and 1976,

the Air Force and DARPA were trying to smear out interfaces to improve the damage
threshold by eliminating the field discontinuity at the interface. Results were mixed.
In some cases the damage threshold improved, in others no effect was seen. In theory
Rugate filters should be very damage resistant if interfaces are bad, since there are no

sharp interfaces. Also, the deposition is a continuous process so that no contaminant
layer can form in between depositions. However, one of the practical problems is that in

mixing materials one may change their absorption drastically. They have discovered this
for mixtures of zirconia and yttria.

How narrow a bandwidth can one get for a Rugate filter? The author replied that the

bandwidth is made narrower by making the two indices very close together. In Arizona he
believes they have succeeded in depositing Rugate coatings with indices of 1.45 and 1.46.

It was suggested that if the indices v/ere very close together, the filter might be rather
sensitive to radiation. The speaker pointed out that if the indices were both shifted
together by the same amount by radiation it might be OK. If they were shifted
differently, the filter wouldn't work.
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ABSTRACT

Single- layer thin films of Ti02 deposited on glass substrates by means of
standard reactive evaporation (from a boat) and by means of the novel deposition
technique of ion-plating were characterized with a transmission electron microscope,
a Raman microprobe, a thermal deflection spectrometer, and a Talystep stylus-type
surface profiling instrument. Uith each deposition technique, single- layer coatings
of different thicknesses were produced, from one QWOT up to 12 QWOT (@ 633 nm) . The
thickness dependence of microstructure , surface roughness, and absorption for the two

groups of coatings will be presented, together with laser damage threshold
measurements at 532 nm.
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ABSTRACT

Ion assisted deposition (IAD) involves bombarding a thin film with low energy
ions (Ej <1 keV) while it is being deposited. We have investigated the application
of this technique to deposit optical thin films onto substrates at low temperature
(T < 150°C) . Since conventional deposition methods require heating the substrate to

temperatures of -300°C, IAD is important for coating substrate materials that cannot
be subjected to elevated temperature.

In this study, we have observed that optical coatings of AI2O3
,
Ta205 and Ti02

deposited at low temperature using IAD have higher values of refractive index
compared to similar films produced without IAD. In addition, the optical absorption
of AI2O3 and Ta205 thin films can be decreased by applying IAD to deposit these
materials. We were unable to detect visible absorption of Ti02 thin films produced
in this study. We also present results correlating Raman spectra and optical scatter
of these films to IAD conditions. Which suggests that IAD Ti02 at low temperature
can promote anatase crystallites in the film, with a corresponding increase in

optical scatter.

*Work supported in part by Air Force Weapons Laboratory Contract F29601-86-K-0207
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Absorption in Ti02 films limits their efficiency and stability
against high power laser radiation. The optical absorption in single
layer Ti02 films is greatly influenced by deposition parameters such as
the rate of deposition, oxygen partial pressure, substrate temperature
and the starting material. It is also observed that low energy ion
assisted deposition enhances the reactivity and results in reduction of
absor pt ion

.

In this investigation, single layers of Ti02 films have been
prepared using ionized oxygen (produced using a Heitmann source) and
TiO as the starting material. The optical properties (refractive index
n, and extinction coefficient k) and the laser induced damage threshold
as a function of deposition parameters has been studied. The discharge
currents were varied between 0 and 400 mA with the rate of deposition
being 9 and 18 nm/min. The oxygen pressure was maintained at 2x10"
torr. At low deposition rates, in situ optical monitoring of
transmission has shown absorption free single layers for moderately low
discharge currents (200 mA) whereas at higher deposition rates
absorption free films were obtained at higher currents. The damage
threshold of these films was found to be directly dependent on the
absor pt ion

.

Variation in damage threshold values is explained on the basis of
film composition, structure and optical properties.

Keywords: absorption coe f f ic ient ;d ischarge cur rent ; laser induced damage
threshold ; low energy ions ; refractive index;Ti02 films.

1. Introduction

It is a well documented fact that optical coatings are the "weak links"
in any high energy laser system. The laser induced damage threshold (LIDT)
of these coatings apart from being influenced by laser parameters such as
spot diameter, pulse, width and mode of operation also depends on the
coating technique and deposition parameters.

Some of the more important properties of optical films which are
studied in relation to damage resistance are absorption
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coef f ic lent , refr act ive index, stress, thermal conductivity etc. Various
deposition techniques have been extensively used with a view to increase
the damage thresholds of optical coatings used in laser systems.

This paper reports preliminary results on optical properties of single
layer Ti02 films deposited using a low energy ion assisted deposition
process. The low energy ions of oxygen are produced using a Heitmann type
discharge source [1] and the starting material (TiO) is evaporated from an
electron beam gun. The effect of discharge currents and rate of deposition
on the optical properties viz. refractive index, absorption coefficient and
LIDT of single layer Ti02 films is investigated.

2. Experimental Techniques

Single layer Ti02 films were deposited in a standard high vacuum system
used as the experimental chamber. It was pumped using an oil diffusion-
rotary pump combination and ultimate vacuum of the order 10~ torr could be
routinely obtained. A quartz crystal monitor (FTM3 of M/s Edwards) and an
optical monitor (OMS 2000 of M/s Leybold Heraeus) were used to monitor the
film thickness during deposition. The substrates were well polished {25mra

dia) fused quartz plates. They were first, cleaned with detergent and
running tap water. They were then vapour degreased in an iso-propyl
alcohol bath.

The substrates were rotated during deposition to obtain uniform
thickness. The starting material TiO was evaporated from a 6kW electron
beam source (M/s Leybold Heraeus model ESV6) . Films were deposited at
ambient temperature and an oxygen partial pressure of 2x10" torr. The rate
of deposition was kept at 9nm/min and 18nm/min. The discharge current was
varied between 0 to 400 mA. The films were monitored at 1060 nm and coated
to a thickness of 280 nm geometrical thickness.

The tr ansmittance and reflectance of the films were recorded using a

dual beam spectrophotometer (Hitachi Model 330 UV-Vis and IR) with an
accuracy of 10.2%. The refractive index and absorption coefficient were
calculated using the envelope techn ique [ 2 ] . The LIDT was measured using
the set up described earlier [3].

3. Results and Discussion

The insitu transmission curves for a film of thickness 280 nm prepared
in neutral oxygen and ionized oxygen (ion cur rent=200mA) are shown in

(fig.l). There is a marked change in the transmission maximum on increasing
the discharge current. Films deposited without discharge show lower
transmission indicating a reduced oxygen content in these films. However,
the introduction of ionized oxygen enhances reactivity and hence there is

an increase in transmission.

The variation of n and k with discharge current for two deposition
rates 9nm/min and 18nm/min is shown in (fig. 2). The index of refraction
changes insignificantly with an increase in discharge current for both
rates of deposition. The decrease in absorption with an increase in

discharge current is, however, significant. This can be attributed to an

increase of oxygen content in the film due to increased reactivity in the
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presence of oxygen ions. Similar observations have been made by Allen
[4]and Kuster et al [5]. The absorption in films deposited at the higher
deposition rate is only marginally higher indicating that the oxygen
content has changed only nominally.

The dispersion curves for n and k are shown in (fig. 3). For both the
deposition rates i.e., 9nm/min and 18nm/min the refractive index as well as
absorption coefficient show a decrease with increasing wavelength. The
increase in refractive index with rate of deposition could be due to
increased packing density. It appears that the variation in discharge
current does not have much influence on the refractive index and its
variation with wavelength.

The increase in k values at shorter wavelengths is due to the
intrinsic absorption edge ( at 380 nm ) of this material. In the films
deposited in neutral oxygen the observed increase in k at longer
wavelengths has also been reported by Allen [A]. who attributes this to
oxygen deficiency. The absorption in films deposited at the higher rate of
deposition is marginally higher.

Laser damage measurements made on the films are shown in table 1. With
an increase in discharge current th^re is an increase in LIDT values. The
highest damage threshold was obtained for the film deposited at a discharge
current of 200mA and the deposition rate of 9nm/min. This can be directly
correlated with the absorption coefficient of this film. The spot diameters
used were .35mm and 1.05mm. The change in spot diameter did not influence
the laser damage threshold values because it was well above the minimum
required for any such effect to be observed.

4. Conclusions

Single layer films of Ti02 have been deposited using a low energy ion
assisted process. The absorption coefficient of these films has been
optimized as a function of discharge current. The films deposited at 200mA
were found to have the lowest absorption coefficient and highest laser
damage threshold. The change in rate of deposition from 9nm/min to
IBnm/min has not affected the optical properties significantly.

The authors would like to thank Prof . E . S . Raj agopal ,Cha irman , ISU for his
encouragement and keen interest in this study.
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Table: 1 Measured laser damage thresholdsstud^ -

;

Rate of deposition; 9nnn/nnin

Working pressure : 2x10'^torr

Laser used : Nd : YAG

Discharge current k power density

(mA) (650nm) J/cm^

0 0.007 3.6

50 3.6

100 0 3.7

150 3.6

200 0 A.

6

250 0 3.9

400 0.001 3.7
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ABSTRACT

We have now established that sol-gel HR coatings prepared from colloidal oxide
suspensions are superior to those prepared from solutions of precursor materials. Our
investigation of single coatings of Zr02, Hf02 and AI2O3 • H2O prepared from suspensions has
indicated that those from AI2O3 • H2O have the highest laser damage threshold at 106A nm. We
have prepared HR coatings by stacking AI2O3 • H2O and Si02, also prepared from suspension, in

the conventional manner achieving reflectivity of 99% with 35 layers. The damage threshold
of these materials has however only been about half that of single coats of the component
oxides.

Key words: alumina-silica, HR coatings, laser damage, Sol-gel coatings.

1. Introduction

There are two methods used for the preparation of coatings by the sol-gel method.

(a) Application of a precursor solution to a substrate with subsequent conversion of the
precursor to an oxide on the substrate surface. This normally requires water and heat.

(b) Application of a colloidal suspension of an oxide to a substrate with subsequent
evaporation of the suspending medium. This can usually be accomplished at room
temperature.

In our previous investigationst^] we have utilized both methods for the preparation of HR
multilayer stacks. Method (a) is the easiest because of the ready availability of a number of
suitable precursor materials in contrast to the difficulty in preparing suitable colloidal
suspensions required in method (b). However we have now found that method (a) becomes
unsatisfactory once the number of layers exceeds about 10 for reasons that are illustrated in

Fig. 1. The conversion of the precursor material to oxide involves shrinkage, due to the
necessary removal of the residual reactive groups, and this always gives rise to crazing and
peeling because of the resultant stress. No amount of curing of the lower layers prior to the
application of the upper layers eliminated the problem. We have therefore abandoned this method
entirely in favor of coatings prepared from colloidal suspensions. This method is more difficult
to carry out because of the necessity for preparing suitable suspensions but gives rise to

completely stress-free films which can readily be stacked (illustrated in Fig. 2).

2. Preparation of Suspensions

A considerable amount of effort was directed towards the preparation of suitable colloidal
suspensions, these being ones in which the particles were monodispersed, all about the same size
and in the size range of 100-300 A. We had previously been able to prepare suitable suspensions
of Si02 and Ti02 t^J and further effort now allowed us to prepare suspensions of AI2O3 • H2O,

Hf02 and Zr02. These were all prepared by the hydrolysis of suitable precursors in large
quantities of water followed by a reflux period which allowed the precipitated oxides to

crystallize. These were adoptions of the method of Yoldas for aluminaf^J and Clearfield for

zirconia

2 A1(0R)3 + 4 H2O -» AI2O3 • H2O + 6 ROH
ZrOCl2 + H2O Zr02 + 2 HCl
HfOCl2 + H2O -> Hf02 + 2 HCl

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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The alumina was obtained as boehmite in the form of thin plates approximately 300 x 300 x 50 A
and the Hf02 and Zr02 as approximately spherical agglomerates 300-500 A in diameter containing
monoclinic microcrystals.

3. Preparation of Coatings

Single coatings of all of these oxides were prepared by spinning onto fused silica substrates
followed by an air dry. All coatings were porous and consequently of low refractive index. The
indices and laser damage thresholds of single coats under two different conditions are shown in
Table 1.

Damage at

1064 nm J/cm ^

Oxide Index 10 ns, single shot 16 ns, 120 Hz

SiOj 1.20 30-40 30-40

AljOj H^O 1.43 20-30 30

ZrO, 1.55 10-20 10-15

HfOj 1.52 15-20 15-20

TiO, 1.75 15-20 2-5

Table 1. Laser damage thresholds and refractive indices of single oxide coatings.

It is immediately apparent that the AI2O3 • H2O coatings compare very favorably with our silica
coatings in laser damage and that Ti02 coatings fail dramatically when subjected to a high
repetition rate. We therefore decided to concentrate efforts on the preparation of multilayer
coatings using our two best materials, Si02 and AI2O3 • H2O, as the low and high index components.

By spinning on alternating coats of silica and alumina suspensions onto a fused silica
substrate with several minutes air dry in between coats, HR dielectric mirror samples were readily
obtained. These were arranged such that they had maximum reflection at 106A nm and all samples
reported contained ten pairs or more resulting in reflections of greater than 85%. It was found
that 35 layers were required to give reflection of 99%.

4. Laser Damage Thresholds

Laser damage threshold measurements were carried out at 1064 nm with single shot pulses of
10 ns duration. The results are shown in Fig. 3. These show quite a wide spread and average
about 12 J/cm2, a disappointingly low figure in view of the high thresholds of the individual
oxide components. We have so far no explanation for these low figures. One observation of

possible significance is that the damage threshold decreases and the number of damage sites

increases as the number of layers in a coating increases. This suggests that absorptive sites
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are being introduced with each successive coating layer and that, even though the density of
sites is not increasing, the laser damage threshold of these sites is decreasing. The threshold
level of each absorptive site is therefore not constant but depends on the coating thickness.
A possible explanation of this is that a large quantity of gas is liberated when a site damages
(perhaps CO2 and H2O from the decomposition of organic entities) and this can escape without
damaging the coating when it is thin but not when it is thick. The inherent weakness of the
particle-particle bonding in these coatings would allow easy separation by expanding gas. We
intend to investigate this further.

1064 nm, 10 ns pulse duration

Figure 3. Laser damage thresholds of Al203«H20-Si02 multilayer coatings.

5 . Summary

We have prepared coatings of Zr02, Hf02 and AI2O3 • H2O from colloidal suspensions of the
relevant oxides. All are porous and consequently of low refractive index. AI2O3 • H2O coatings
had the highest laser damage threshold at 1064 nm and this oxide was used in combination with
Si02 to prepare HR coatings. About 33 layers were required to attain 99% reflectivity. The
laser damage threshold was however about half that of single coats of the component oxides.
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Is it difficult with two materials of so nearly the same index of refraction to get the

proper center wavelength? The speaker replied that it was but they had succeeded in

getting some good coatings.

The effect of bacteria should also be considered. The speaker replied that they were now
working on this problem seriously. They have put hydrogen peroxide into the salt
solutions prior to coating and irradiated with uv light for several hours. Organic
residues adsorbed onto the coating after deposition must also be considered, since the

coating has a large surface area and behaves somewhat like activated charcoal.. The

coatings may have to be used in vacuum. Thick coatings are affected, thin coatings are

not. They do not have any direct evidence for organic effects in the films except that

when uv-ozone, which will oxidize carbon, is used on thick silica coatings the damage
threshold was improved. The same technique did not work for alumina.

It was pointed out that Sandy Asher used polymer spheres which he deposited to make Bragg
reflection devices. This technology may be important here.
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We maintain our effort together with the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory in the research for high damage threshold optical coatings prepa-

red from colloidal oxide suspensions, we have recently observed that single

layers of Th02 exhibits up to 12-13 J/cm under single pulse laser irradia-

tion at 1054nm wavelength and Ins pulse duration. Associating this thoria

with the silica reported earlier/1,2/, multilayer HR-coatings have been also

elaborated by laying down quaterwave thick alternating coats, at room tempe-

rature. In this manner, we have achieved reflectivity adjacent to 97-98% with

21 layers. The laser-induced breakdown of these mirrors has unfortunately

only been about 8-9 J/cm , lower than the one of the high index thoria compo-

nent .

Key words : Laser damage, Th02, thor ia-silica coatings, sol, HR-coatings,

sol-gel coatings.
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I - Introduction

It is important to differentiate the sol-gel coating method using col-

loidal suspensions (sols) with another variation which is far more common

73/ . This variation involves the application of a metal organic monomer or

polymer precursor solution to a substrate followed by conversion to the inor-

ganic oxide by a combination of water and heat. Making use of solutions

(gels) it is possible to obtain hard, abrasion-resistance coatings of near-

theoretical density if final processing temperatures of 400-500°C are used.

However, these coatings begin to crack and peel after about nine layers are

applied because of the stress built up and this has been reported to reduce

laser damage resistance and the ability to form multilayer systems /A/.

After notable effort and investigations directed by I.M.Thomas */5-7/ at

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for the preparation of HR

multilayer dielectric stacks, they finally have demonstrated that the employ-

ment of colloidal oxide systems are superior to those prepared from solutions

of precursor materials 78/ . Unluckily, it has not always been possible to

prepare suitable oxide suspensions with some oxides. Recent developments at

LLNL and in our lab tend however to change this situation.

This specific paper describes the preparation and properties of single-

layer thoria coatings prepared from a colloidal Th02 suspension. The use of

these coatings associated with coatings from colloidal silica to built multi-

layer HR-coatings and the caracteristics of these films is also treated. All

coatings were tailored for 1053nm wavelength or its harmonics ; this being

the wavelengths of interest in our 20KJ neodynium-doped glass Phebus laser

facility operating at Limeil-Valenton C.E.A laboratory.

2 - Colloidal thoria suspensions

The colloidal oxide route has been used much less frequently and has

only been reported in optical application for antiref lective SiOj 71-2/ and

AI2O3 79/ coatings and very recently for reflective coatings 76-8/ . The use

of inorganic colloids also has its advantages and disavantages . In colloidal

suspensions the suitable precursor is already chemically converted to oxide

prior to application to a substrate and only the removal of the suspending

medium is required. This leaves a substantially strain-free oxide coating

which normally requires little or no heat subsequent treatment. Nevertheless

the coatings are porous and of comparatively low refraction index. They are

also mechanically brittle because only the point contact energy between par-

ticles keeps the coating intact. The idea to utilize thoria as a high index

candidate for laser damage resistant HR-coatings is the result of fact
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that thorium dioxide has a high melting point temperature (- 3050°C) and
therefore is stoutly refractory. After a sustained work, we have found that a

colloidal suspension of ThOj can be obtained by the hydrolysis of the thorium

nitrate tetrahydrate salt in large excess of water followed by a liquid-

liquid extraction of the solubilizing anion species using a water-insoluble

base as depicted by 0
' Connor/ 10/

.

The overall reaction can be represented by the following equation :

Th(N03)^ ^ 2H2O
oiSani£_base^ ^ ^ ^^^^

and the chemical procedure is described in figure 1. After solvent exchange,

this suspension can be used to prepare porous Th02 coatings with an index of

about 1.5-1.6 by application to suitable substrates at room temperature. The

thoria was synthesized in the amorphous form and transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) indicated that the thoria particles were roughly spherical

300-AOO A in diameter and substantially monodispersed. See figure 2.

3 - Coating procedure

All coating suspensions were filtered through a 0.2 micron teflon mem-

brane filter and then applied by spinning on 5cm diameter and 5mm thick fused

silica substrates. All coatings, which consist of layers of discreet ThOj

particles, are therefore porous (- 50-55%). It is similar to the porous

silica AR coating prepared from colloidal silica developed by Thomas /I/. See

figure 3.

Coatings of thoria are strain-free and remain as such, and optically

unchanged, even when heated to high temperatures below the sintering tempera-

ture of the oxide particles. This property is in contrast with the stressed

coatings prepared from a thorium metal organic precursor in solution (gel) in

which heat is required after deposition for complete conversion to dense

oxide /II/.

A number of HR-coatings have been prepared by spinning on quaterwave

thick alternating coats of colloidal thoria and colloidal silica from suspen-

sions. Up to twenty successive layers have been spun-coated at room tempera-

ture with about 20 minutes drying time between coats. Eventually, this

coating process could have been shortened by using mild heat from an infrared

lamp, or by exposing the coated samples under microwave radiance. These

samples have remained intact with no shrinkage or peeling. Figure A shows the

* I.M.THOMAS is a doctor in chemistry working on the optical coatings by the

sol-gel process at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (California)
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transmission spectnim of a 21-layer coating whose reflectance is ~ 98% at

l.OSAvm. By changing the thickness of the individual oxide layers, unstressed

HR-coatings with reflection maxima at wavelengths from 0.3nm to several mi-

crons could be elaborated.

4 - Laser damage thresholds caracteristics

Laser-induced damage threshold tests were carried out at 106Anm and

350nm with single shot pulses respectively of Ins ans 3ns irradiation dura-

tion. The damage thresholds of single thoria coatings at 1064nm are shown in
2 2Fig. 5. Th02 ranges from 10-15 J/cm with an average of 12,3 J/cm . These are

low packing density coatings of comparatively low index, about 1.55. It is

obvious that thoria coatings are more damage-resistant compared to titania

porous sol-gel coatings 77,14/ that tend to fail with massive damage in the

thoria laser-energy breakdown range. Damage thresholds at 1064nm of multilay-

ered coatings of this thoria with colloidal silica as the low-index component

(n ~ 1,22) are presented in Fig. 6. It is immediately apparent that thick

multilayer stacks containing nine to fifteen layers have a low figure, avera-

ging 8,7 J/cm , comparatively to the high thresholds of the respective oxide

materials. Although a long sol dialysis restores slightly the threshold

values , we remain convinced that others absorptive sources exist in the oxide

coatings

.

Single layers and multicoated systems operating at 350nm have also been

damage-measured at this wavelength. See figures 7 and 8. There was quite a

wide variation in the damage thresholds of the coatings at 350nm, in view of

the previous values obtained at 1064nm. Respectively thoria monocoats and
2 2thoria-silica multicoats averaged around 3.6 J/cm and 2.5 J/cm . There is a

definite evidence that these low figures are not related to the nominal

thoria UV cut-off wavelength (~250nm) but probably to the presence of

residual nitrate entities. Effectively, as is well known, the NO3 anion has

for solutions and crystalline nitrates /12/ absorption bands in the

wavelength region of 302nm. Depending on the concentration and on the nature

of the cation and the solvent, this band can shift somewhat. As a matter of

fact, we observed (see histograms in figures 7 and 8) that the dialysis of

the initial sol improved appreciably the damage threshold values. In order to

change the anion stabilizer in the suitable suspensions, we intend to

substitute the nitrate by the chloride metallic precursor. In this case,

there is no major absorption risk because the maximum of absorption band of

the chloride anion is at 181nm, as reported by Terenin /12/.

In spite of careful dialysis or resin ion-exchange, it remains unfor-

tunatly difficult for HR-coatings to restore completly the laser-resistance

figure like the high thresholds of the individual oxide components. We have

so far no accurate explanation for this phenomenon, but one significant

interpretation could be stated through recent investigations reported by
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Thomas /13/. Thus, by depositing thick porous silica from suspension in alco-

hol /I, 2/, they observed a drastic reduction in laser damage threshold at

350nm. One possible explanation for this result was that absorptive species

were being trapped in the lower layers. Based on this premise, after coating

they undertook to use ozone treatment at low temperature to remove the carbo-

naceous impurities. Immediatly, this was found to correct damage thresholds

to the levels measured in single layers. In multilayered HR-coatings, we pro-

bably are faced to the same disturbing phenomenon because of the large number

of layers, so we plan to investigate the oxidization of all the eventual

parasitic organic species.

5 - Conclusion

At Limeil-laboratory and LLNL high laser damage threshold coatings are

of particular interest and this has prompted investigation of sol-gel

systems. So, we are enquiring into the possibility to prepare highly reflec-

tive optical coatings for laser glass that will survive, with minimal damage,

relatively high energy laser shots. In continuation of this common effort, we

have prepared coatings of ThOj from colloidal suspensions. All coatings are

porous with low refraction index compared to dense thoria. This relevant

oxide could be an acceptable high-index candidate for HR-systeras with regard

to the most promising AI2O3, HjO component investigated by Thomas at LLNL.

Disappointingly the laser-resistance of all sol-gel multilayer structures was

much lower than the one of single coatings of the constituent oxides.
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Could one make broadband coatings using the technique described? The author replied no,

not yet. The thickness of the coating can be adjusted by varying the speed of rotation

and observing spectrophotometrically

.
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Figure 1. Thoria sol preparation.
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Figures 5 & 6 show respectively the radiation

stability of Th02and Th02-Si02 coatings at

1064nm - 1ns.
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Figures 7 & 8 show respectively the radiation

stability of Th02and Th02-Si02 coatings at

350nm - 3ns.
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ABSTRACT

We prepared films of alumina, zirconia and hafnia by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) for

evaluation as high refractive index optical components for high power laser applications.
Films with high index of refraction (1.89-1.63) but with rather low single shot laser
damage thresholds (A-10 J/cm~2) were prepared by high temperature (400°C) thermal
decomposition. Lower temperature deposition with chemical assist improves some optical
properties and laser damage thresholds at the expense of a lower index of refraction.

Key Words: chemical vapor deposition, alumina, hafnia, zirconia, laser damage.

1. Introduction

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) has been used extensively in the microelectronics Industry to
prepare thin films of oxides and other materials. [1] However, the application of CVD to the
preparation of optical films has not been studied to any detail. The reviews by Gribov
et. al.,[^] and by Jacobsont^] discuss optical coating by CVD but their discussion is limited
in scope and does not discuss the problems in preparing films suitable for high power laser
operation. The relatively high index of refraction for alumina reported by Aboaf[3]
(1.59-1.61) and for zirconia (1.9A) and hafnia (2.02) as reported by Balog et al. [A] IS

attractive for preparing highly reflective coatings in a minimum number of deposition steps. The
object of this study is to survey the use of CVD to prepare high index thin films and examine the
preparative details with regard to optical performance and laser damage thresholds and

morphology. For initial studies, only single layers prepared by thermal and chemical
decomposition methods are examined.

2. Experimental

CVD reactions were done in a horizontal silica reactor with a diameter of lAO mm at the

substrate. The reactor is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Argon was used as the carrier gas.

The substrates were held in a solid gold retainer fitting into an internally heated, gold plated,

copper substrate holder in a cold wall deposition arrangement. Actual surface temperatures were

calibrated under operating conditions by a thermocouple. Liquid reagents were admitted via

bubblers held at 28°C. The reactor outlet and assembly area was contained in an Integrated Air
Systems clean bench.

Aluminum tert-butoxide (ATB) was prepared by an exchange reaction between aluminum
isopropoxide and tert-butanol in benzene. The aluminum isopropoxide was prepared by reacting
aluminum metal wire with isopropanol using a small amount of iodine as a catalyst. Zirconium
tert-butoxide (ZTB) was prepared by synthesizing zirconium diethylamide and reacting with
tert-butanol. Hafnium tert-butoxide was prepared in an analogous manner. The substrates used
for this study were optically polished, fused silica. They were cleaned in hot sulfuric acid

with ammonium persulfate for 15 minutes, then rinsed in distilled water and ethanol and finally

drag wiped with an ethanol soaked lens tissue.

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-A8.
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2

1 ) Argon
2) Oxygen
3) Brooks mass flow

controllers

4) Liquid alkoxide bubbler

5) Tert-butanol bubbler

6) Silica reactor tube

7) Internally heated
gold retainer

8) Pressure and
temperature controls

9) External heater

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of MOCVD reactor.

The reaction conditions used for all film depositions are listed in Table 1. The reactions
fell into three basic types: simple thermal decomposition at high temperature (400''C), simple
thermal decomposition at low temperature (250°C) and chemically assisted deposition (CAD) at low
temperature (250°C with tert-butanol added to the reaction gas).

Table 1.

Carrier gas flow 100 seem
Source gas flow 100 seem
Reactor pressure 500 mTorr
Deposition angle 45°

Substrate surface temperature 400°C (High temp.)
250°C (Low temp.)

The indices of refraction were calculated from optical spectra using transmission minima at
or near AOO nm using equation 1. The transmission was corrected for reflectance of the substrate
rear surface.

1/2
^'^

^ 1 - (T)^'''
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3. Results and Discussion

Table 2 compares the indices of refract
reported in the literature for other CVD fi

similar to those of other workers with the

materials, methods and temperatures. Scann
temperature films reveal a smooth, low cont
resolution, indicating a nonporous coating
data. The X-ray diffraction data shows the
hafnia display a crystalline phase. The X

comparison of values in the JCPDSt^] file,
hafnia pattern consists of a weakly crystal

ion determined in this study with index values
1ms. It can be seen that our values at -^tOO^C are
differences attributable to differences in starting
ing Electron Microscope examinations of the high
rast film surface without pits or cracks to 0.2 micron
which is consistent with the index of refraction
alumina films to be amorphous while the zirconia and

ray diffraction data are given in Table 3 along with a

The observable zirconia phase is cubic while the
line monoclinic phase.

Material n

Table 2.

Reference

AI2O3 1.60
1.63
1.50

this work (AOO°C)
this work (250°C)

Zr02 1.9^
2.05
1.89
1.72

4
5

this work (400°C)
this work (250°C)

Hf02 2.02
1.87
1.6^

this work (400°C)
this work (250°C)

Table 3.

dob; djCPDS Index Notes

930
545
797

535

2.93
2.55
1.801
1.534

111
200
220
311

Zirconia film prepared at

400°C - XPDS data taken
card no. 27-997

3.18
2.84
2.58
1.80

3.15
2.82
2.59
1.807

IIT
111

002,020
220

Hafnia film prepared at 400°C
JCPDS data taken from card
6-0318

Figure 2 shows a typical UV-VIS transmission spectrum for an alumina film prepared at 400°C.
The film curve exhibits the familiar interference pattern associated with a film whose index is

greater than that of the substrate. The curve maxima do not coincide with the blank substrate
curve with the transmission loss becoming more pronounced at shorter wavelength. This result
indicates that there is some loss of transmission which could be due to absorbing centers or a

graded index in the film. It is not possible to determine the cause of the displacement simply
from the optical transmission spectrum. This curve is representative in its general features of

all materials in this study.
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Figure 2. UV-VIS transmission spectrum of alumina film prepared at AOO°C.

The laser damage data is shown in Table A. Ttie damage thresholds tend to be much lower than
that for materials prepared by, for example, sol-gel method. The damage figures are insensitive
to the thickness of the film and such deposition conditions as flow rate, presence or absence of
additional oxygen during deposition, deposition rate, or post-deposition treatments consisting of
air annealing in a furnace and treatments with (H2O2 or O3) and UV light. These facts demonstrate
the chemical inertness of the damage nucleation site. Figure 3 shows that damage begins at a

multitude of sites which rapidly increase in size as the fluence increases. The transmission
loss in the UV-VIS spectrum is considered to be a major contributor to the low damage thresholds.

Table 4.

Single Shot Laser Damage Threshold (400°C Deposition)

Material Threshold (J/cm-2) ± 10%

Alumina A.G
Zirconia 7.0
Hafnia 10.0

Single Shot Test, 1-on-l, 1060 nm, 10 ns duration
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Appearance of laser damage under LOOX optical microscopy.
Single shot, 1.06 micron, 10 ns pulse duration, 1-on-l measurement,

(a) Before irradiation; (b) After irradiation.

Figure ^ shows an alumina film prepared at 250°C using the Chemical Assisted Deposition
method. The displacement of the transmission maxima from the bare substrate curve is considerably
reduced. This is a general result for all films prepared at lower temperatures. The X-ray
diffraction data show all films to be amorphous. The damage thresholds are given in Fig. 5. It

is seen that, for each material, the threshold obtained by the CAD method is improved over those
films deposited at higher temperature. The effect of simply lowering the deposition temperature
without adding t-butanol gave damage results intermediate between high temperature and CAD
films. There is a dependence of the damage threshold on the thickness of the films which was not
seen at higher deposition temperatures. Alumina and hafnia damage levels decrease with increasing
thickness while the zirconia shows a slight tendency to increase with increasing thickness.
Figure 6 shows the damage morphology of these films has changed to a few small damage sites which
do not grow to a significant degree well above the threshold fluence. The index of refraction of
films prepared at low temperature is always reduced. It is not clear whether this lowered index
in the zirconia and hafnia films is due to amorphization or increased porosity.

While deposition at 250°C generally improved the optical spectra and the damage threshold,
greatest improvement was seen when additional tert-butanol was admitted to the reaction zone (CAD
method). The tert-butanol dehydrates into water and isobutylene upon encountering the hot
substrate surface according to Reaction 2.

-» H2O + H^-C-CHj (2)

The water formed at the substrate surface assists in the decomposition of the source material.
The consistently higher performance of the films prepared by CAD methods implies that the

deposition chemistry plays an important role in improving optical and damage performance.
Additional research is needed to determine what physical and compositional changes in the film
were made with the CAD method so that further improvements can be made.

H^C

CH

I

C -OH

I

CH,
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Figure A. UV-VIS transmission spectrum of alumina film
prepared at 250°C using Chemical Assisted Deposition method.
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Figure 6. Appearance of laser damage under lOOX optical microscopy.
Single shot, 1.06 micron, 10 ns pulse duration, 1-on-l measurement,

(a) Before irradiation; (b) After irradiation.
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DEPOSITION WITH ULTRA-FINE PARTICLES

Arthur C. Day-

Photon Sciences, Inc.

Bothell, WA 98011

ABSTRACT

A study has been initiated into the possible uses of deposition with ultra-fine
particles and/or clusters. The starting point v;as the Ionized Cluster Beam technique
reported by Takagi et. al. Experimental studies in this laboratory strongly suggest
that clusters cannot, in general, be formed in an adiabatic expansion of a pure metal
vapor as had been claimed, although other mechanisms cannot be ruled out. Numerical
simulations have also been carried out which support our conclusion.

However, it is well known that small particles or clusters can be condensed in a
lov7 pressure quenching gas. Work is now being directed toward exploiting these
particles to produce materials composed of nanometer- sized "splats" somewhat
analogous to those in plasma spray coatings. It is hoped this radical departure from
the usual columnar structures of deposited materials can lead to improved damage
thresholds in many types of optical coatings. The feasibility of this new approach
v/ill be discussed along with its potential merits.
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ABSTRACT

A study has been carried out of the deposition of films of barium fluoride using cluster beam
techniques. The effect of different aspects of the deposition process has been assessed including
deposition temperature, cluster source geometry and acceleration voltage. X-ray measurements
suggest that a transition temperature exists between 200 and 300°C above which dense oriented
films of excellent crystallinity are produced. At lower temperatures the films are of a different

orientation, are less than theoretical density and are optically inhomogeneous . However an
enhancement of laser damage threshold at 1.06|jm has been observed for films produced at 200°C.
The transition temperature itself can be influenced by cluster source geometry and acceleration

voltage used during deposition. The films have been used for anti-reflection of ZnSe substrates
and, under optimum conditions, have laser damage thresholds at 10.6|jm significantly in excess
of the uncoated substrate material.

INTRODUCTION

The technique of ionised cluster beam deposition (ICB) has been suggested as having some
potential for improving the microstr ucture of thin films. Publications by Takagi et . al., (1)

indicate that significant effects can be produced on adatom migration, nucleation density, sticking

coefficient and enhancement of chemical reactivity. These are the fundamental factors likely

to influence the optical and physical properties of the growing film and the ICB technique therefore
has some potential for improvement over conventional deposition techniques. A good example
for comparison of different deposition techniques is afforded by the case of the growth of TiOj.
For example, in a study of TiOj defDOsition from a reactive ionised cluster beam, Fukushima et^

al., (2) were able to prepare stoichiometric films at 350°C at oxygen partial pressures of 1-2x10
mbar and, by increasing ionisation current from 0 to 400mA, could increase refractive indices

at 0.6MrTi from, 2.0 to 2.6. The position of the fundamental absorption edge was also affected
by varying the cluster accelerating voltage with resulting energy gaps in excess of 3.55eV.
In comparison, amorphous sputtered films would give values in the range 3.2 to 3.5eV. Changes
in the ionisation current and acceleration voltage also influence the relative concentrations of

anatase and rutile phases in the film. In general, increase in ionisation current favoured the
formation of rutile phase deposits whilst use of high acceleration voltages (>5kV) favoured the
anatase phase. In comparison, when TiOj films are produced by ion-assisted deposition (IAD),
refractive indices are lower, typically 2.45 at 0.6Mm (3). Furthermore, significant levels of

optical absorption due to the presence of oxygen vacancies are introduced by argon ion bombardment
although these can be reduced considerably by using oxygen ion bombardment at energies of

the order of 300eV. For IAD, both ion energy and flux are important factors in determining
film properties (4) .

It is thus appropriate to explore the application of ICB deposition for optical thin films with
particular reference to coatings for high energy lasers. This paper will be concerned with
an assessment of film growth using cluster beam sources with particular reference to barium
fluoride. This is a material of considerable interest for application over a wide range of wavelengths,
but by conventional techniques, requires high deposition temperatures to ensure stable dense
films. A comparison is made with films deposited under conventional conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The essential requisites for ICB deposition are a cluster source, an electron source capable
of ionising the cluster beam by impact ionisation and a means of applying a potential to accelerate
the resulting ionised clusters towards the substrate. The cluster source used in this work
consists of a carbon crucible with an orifice through which the evaporating material streams.
Unlike a Knudsen cell, the cluster source operates in a regime where significant adiabatic cooling
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of the vapour stream occurs, sufficient to form atomic or molecular aggregates. Takagi (5)
have shown, using time of flight techniques, that in the case of tellurium, cluster sizes range
from 500 to 1 500 atoms with the distribution of high mass clusters dependent on source temperature.

In this work, the technique has been realised in a Balzers box coater by using a resistively

heated cluster source and effecting ionisation of the ensuing cluster beam by impact ionisation

from an incident electron beam. Acceleration voltages were applied using a metallic grid structure.
The _fjlrn5 were deposited under conditions of conventional high vacuum at pressures of typically

1x10 mbar . Conventional films were deposited in the same equipment by replacing the source
with a conventional boat.

The microstr ucture of the films was assessed by X-ray diffraction using Cu K a radiation {X
- 1.542^). However, since the penetration depth of such X-rays in barium fluoride is small,

the assessment only gives an Jndication of the structure near the surface of the film. By using
Mo K q; radiation { A = 0.711A) it was possible to explore the distribution of diffraction lines

throughout the whole thickness of the film.

The degree of surface roughness was measured using a modified Aphastep profilometer (Tencor
Instruments) and correlated with integrated optical scatter values determined by a spectroscopic
technique using an integrating sphere attachment to a Perkin-Elmer Lamda 9 spectrophotometer.
Laser induced damage thresholds were determined at 10.6|jm using a previously described facility

(6) based on a TEA laser and at I.OGUpm using a facility which produces a well characterised
pulse from a Quantel YC481A Nd:YAG laser.

ORIENTATION OF BARIUM FLUORIDE FILMS

Significant differences were found in the microstr uctures of the ICB films at different growth
temperatures. At room temperature (using Cu K o; radiation ] , the films produced by conventional
evaporation showed a distribution of diffracted intensities characteristic of randomly oriented
polycrystalline deposits, as shown by the intensity values in Table 1 . Replacement of the conventional
source with the cluster source produced a change in film orientation with an enhancement of

the (220) reflection. This enhancement was more apparent at higher acceleration voltages.

In films produced at 200°C, the diffracted intensities of the conventionally deposited films were
very weak, suggesting a more amorphous structure. The change to a cluster source produced
an immediate increase in (422 ) orientation of the film. This characteristic was more pronounced
at higher acceleration voltages. In films grown at an acceleration voltage of -2kV, the (111)
reflection was almost absent when the film was examined using Cu K o; X-rays (x = 1.542A).
However when examined using Mo K ce radiation (Table 2) it was found that the (111) diffraction

line was now present indicating the initial growth of the film occurred at (111) orientation,

changing to (422 ) at an intermediate position within the film. Such transient phenomena have
also been found in barium fluoride films deposited by molecular beam techniques, although in

this case, initial growth was of a more amorphous character (7).

A 300°C, the crystall inity of the ICB films is greatly increased as shown by the higher intensity

of the diffraction lines (Table 1). The film grown from a conventional source shows (111)
preferred orientation, but this changes to ( 200) when the ionised cluster source is used.

TABLE 1 X-RAY DIFFRACTION RELATIVE INTENSITIES PRODUCED BY BARIUM FLUORIDE
FILMS UNDER DIFFERENT GROWTH CONDITIONS.

REFLECTIONS

Sample temp -kv 1 1

1

200 220 31

1

222 400 331 420 422

591 60 C 184 1 55 73 56 0 27 5 2 9

576 60 0 28 61 182 68 0 1 2 6 6 6

577 60 1 46 10 448 68 0 0 10 1

1

8

578 60 2 12 13 420 67 0 0 8 15 4

579 60 3 99 32 239 107 0 5 9 15 4

581 60 5 19 132 532 100 0 24 12 8 8

592 200 C 13 0 18 29 0 12 6 13 1

1

584 200 0 34 0 3 53 0 0 0 9 70

585 200 1 33 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 81

586 200 2 8 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 101

589 200 5 29 0 3 43 0 0 0 0 74

618 300 C 300 1 29 58 65 1 2 24 10 6 18

614 300 2 300 1 300 30 30 10 220

C denotes conventional deposition
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TABLES 2 X-RAY DIFFRACTION INTENSITIES FOR Mo RADIATION
REFLECTIONS

Sample temp -kV 1 1

1

200 220 31 1 222 400 422

591 60 C 52 54 27 24 0 15 0

577 60 1 1 2 6 138 27 0 0 0

585 200 1 43 0 0 26 0 0 41

586 200 2 48 0 0 20 0 0 35

614 300 2 29 168 6 7 0 48 0

The largest change in film orientation was usually produced when the conventional source was
replaced by the cluster source. The effect of acceleration voltage was merely to accentuate
the tendency for any particular orientation already produced by the cluster beam.

OPTICAL SCATTER MEASUREMENTS

The degree of back-scatter produced by the films was measured using the integrating sphere
technique as a function of wavelength between 300 and 700nm. A preliminary study of the

glass substrates used for these experiments showed that the background scatter levels are

low (0.8%) at wavelengths of 300nm or greater, but that the magnitude of the scatter increased
considerably below 300nm, reaching values of about 13% at 200nm. Since this was a substrate
related effect, it was decijded to carry out scatter measurements on the deposited barium fluoride

films at 312. 5nm (32000cm ). Values for \ /4 (X=10.6|jm) thicknesses are listed in Table 3.

This wavelength was selected since it was well away from the absorption edge of the different

substrates used.

TABLE 3 BACK SCATTER VALUES FOR BARIUM FLUORIDE FILMS DEPOSITED BY CONVENTIONAL
AND IONISED CLUSTER BEAM DEPOSITION, = 312. 5nm

Sample temp kV % Scatter

591 60 C 3.5

576 60 0 1 .4

577 60 1 3.0

578 60 2 3.6

579 60 3 3.8

580 60 4 4.1

581 60 5 3.9

592 200 C 6.4

584 200 0 3.4

585 200 1 3.3

586 200 2 2.6

587 200 3 4.1

588 200 4 3.9

589 200 5 4.5

642 250 C 3.7

637 250 0 2.0

638 250 1 0.8

639 250 2 0.7

618 300 C 1 .

1

613 300 0 0.5

615 300 1 0.4

614 300 2 0.6

For conventionally deposited films, scatter values are dependent on the deposition temperatures,
with films deposited at 300°C being indistinguishable from uncoated substrates. However, it

can also be seen from the table that the most significant change in the optical scatter value
at each growth temperature is brought about by the use of the cluster source. The acceleration

voltage has some effect, but is neglegible in comparision except at 250°C. The correlation

between scatter and surface roughness was explored using the set of A/4 (X = 10.6|jm) BaFj films

produced at 200°C. The results are shown in figure 1 and highlight the variation in crystallite

size at the different deposition conditions.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ICB BARIUM FLUORIDE FILMS

Measurements of optical transmission and reflection of the films on various substrates were
carried out using integrating sphere techniques and so include contributions from scattered
light. The reflectivity spectra of alU /4 (a = 10.6|jm) films produced at 300°C suggest that
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they are dense and relatively well behaved, with maxima of 8.1% and minima of 6.8% as shown
in figure 2. However, films produced at lower temperatures have generally lower reflectivities,

with minima in the case of 200°C films of about 6% and maxima of 7%. A small amount of absorption
is present in these films, sufficient to give a 1% to 3% drop in transmission, but this is insufficient

to produce any change in reflectivity. It is suggested that non uniformity in film density throughout
the thickness of these films is giving rise to a grading of refractive index. This would explain

the low reflectivity and the low peak to peak modulation in reflectivity, and would be in accordance
with the X-ray diffraction results. By assuming that the graded index structure can be approximated
by a series of individual discrete layers, each 1/16th of the thickness of the whole film, it

has been possible to assign values to the refractive indices of each of these 16 sublayers on

the basis of an iterative computer algorithm to produce the best fit of the measured reflectivity

data. Dispersion of refractive index was assumed in the form.

8 4
n = n + 3.835x1 0 /\ ( x in nm).
X

The estimated index profile for such a film is shown in figure 3. In order to check the accuracy
of this estimate, separate films were deposited with thicknesses of x /^O. 2.2 x /^O and 3.3

V40 atX10.6|jm. The calculated index profiles for each of these films is plotted in figure U

and compared with the initial part of the data for the X /4 case. Agreement is good, suggesting
that our technique for extracting the refractive index profile is valid. It is notable that the

results for all four films suggest that the films are uniformly dense for x /40 at lO.Gpm or

x/4 at 1 .06ijm.

Clearly, on the basis of the reflectivity measurements, a transition temperature occurs between
deposition temperatures of 200°C and 300°C . At temperatures above a critical value, the film

grows with (100) orientation and is dense, whilst at lower temperatures the films are primarily

of (422) orientation and are graded with the majority of the film being of less than theoretical

density. This may be a consequence of a dendritic microstr ucture of the type previously found
for low temperature polycrystalline films produced by MBE (7). We have determined that the

transition temperature can be influenced by varying the diameter of the orifice of the cluster

source. For conventional sources, the critical temperature is between 260 and 270°C. This

can be reduced to 240°C by using a 1mm orifice, and to 220°C with a 0.5mm diameter orifice.

LASER DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS AT I.OGtjm

The laser induced damage thresholds (LIDT) of a series of optically thick BaFj (10 X/4] films on

BK7 glass were determined at 1.06|jm using a 15ns FWHM pulse width laser. The results are

summarised in figure 5 and show a surprising dependence on the ICB growth conditions. At

all temperatures, the LIDT values of conventionally deposited films were low, with films produced
at 300°C being marginally better than those produced at room temperature. However, when
a cluster source is used, significant differences are found for the different deposition temperatures,
with an enhancement of LIDT by a factor of up to 3 for films deposited at 200°C. Variation

of acceleration voltage also has an effect at this temperature, largely however to reduce the

LIDT at high acceleration voltage.

The LIDT values of thin (x/4) films of BaFj on glass are considerably higher, and for 200°C
films, approach the LIDT of the uncoated substrate ( 55-65J/cm^ ) . The variation with film thickness

is shown for the selected cases of 200°C, and 300°C with zero acceleration voltage, in Table

4.

TABLE n VARIATION OF 1.06pm LIDT WITH FILM THICKNESS FOR ICB BaF , FILM

Optical thickness in units LIDT (J/cm^)

of X /4

1 39.3 18.4

2.4 24.1

3.6 18.4

10 13.8 9.3

Deposition temperature 200°C 300°C

Although the thick films (10 X /4 (9 1.06Mm) deposited at 200°C are not dense throughout their

thickness, they do appear to have a dense layer next to the substrate as do the thinner films

deposited at this temperature. The LIDT measurements therefore suggest that a dense layer

next to the substrate is functional in producing high laser induced damage thresholds.
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LASER DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS AT 10. Sum

For LIDT experiments at 10.6Mm, BaFj films were deposited on ZnSe substrates. LIDT values
are given in Table 5 and clearly show the advantages afforded when compared with conventional
films

.

TABLE 5 LASER DAMAGE THRESHOLDS AT 10.6pm

Film/Substrate Deposition Acceleration LIDT/Jcni ^

Temperature Voltage
deg C° kV

U/C ZnSe 63.9 - 78.8
BaFj/ZnSe 250 conventional 60.5 - 61 .6

300 conventional 68.2 - 74.8
BaFj/ZnSe 250 0 85.8 - 86.9

300 0 107 - 113

Barium fluoride is a good refractive index match for ZnSe and can be considered as a good
practical example of a single layer anti-reflection coating. Conventionally deposited films have
a lower damage threshold than the substrate, even when deposited at 300°C. In comparison,
films deposited from a cluster source, even with zero acceleration voltage, show significant

improvement with values at 300°C very similar to values for polycrystalline MBE deposited films

previously found by Lewis et.al.,(7). Some of the enhancement is achieved as a result of

the production of theoretically dense films, which do not absorb atmospheric moisture as shown
in figure 6. These films also show strong X-ray diffraction lines, indicative of a high degree
of crystalline order, and would be expected to have thermophysical properties more like those
of bulk material.
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To get a high optical quality beam from a High Power Laser
(
HPL), optical distorsions must be

minimized. For a CW CO2 HPL, the key parameter is absorptance. Generally, High Reflective (HR)

coated mirrors exhibit absorptance less than one percent. A photothermal measurement method of

absorptance (Mirage Effect) seems to be adequate to reach the required resolution. In this paper we

present a method of absolute measurement of HR coatings absorptance at 10.6 microns. The

measurement key point is calibration. The linearity of the deflection angle versus absorptance

predicted by the theory led us to calibrate our experimental set up with a strongly absorbing

sample which could be measured by reflection. ( scattering neglected). The first step is to verify

the signal linearity versus absorbed power and its evolution as a function of chopping frequency in

order to neglect convective transfers. Measurements performed on different HR coated mirrors are

presented.

Key words: CO2 lasers; mirage effect; photothermal deflection; reflectors

1. Introduction

The quest for ever better beam quality and the drive to ever higher power levels require high

grade coated mirrors. For CW CO2 High Power Laser, the key parameter is optical absorptance.

Photothermal Deflection Method (
Mirage Effect

) emerges as an adequate technique for

investigating optical coatings absorptance (1). In this paper, we present a technique dedicated to

measure the absolute optical absorptance of High Reflective
( H.R) coated mirrors used at 10.6

microns. Due to the numerous parameters
( geometrical, thermal, optical,...) involved in this

method, we have chosen to calibrate our experiment with High Absorbing (H.A) samples.

Measuring the reflection and the deflection signals on the H.R and H.A samples, we can deduce
the absolute optical absorptance of the H.R one. In section 2, we present the simplified measurement

principle. In section 3, we deal with experimental considerations in order to validate the

assumptions made in Sec.2. Some results performed on different H.R coated mirrors are presented.
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2. Simplified Principle of the measurement

2.1. 1-D- simplified theory (Fig.1)

When a sample is irradiated with a modulated laser beam
(
frequency f), its surface will

exhibit periodic temperature fluctuations which will in turn induce a modulated reflective index

gradient in a layer of gas adjacent to the sample surface. According to Ref 2, neglecting convective

transfer, the gas temperature at steady state follows the equation :

T(x)=T^(x)+AT^exp expj
X \

cot

1^

with X = distance above the sample surface (m)

T ^ Q (x) = d.c temperature

w= 2nf

2ki

jij = — = thermal diffusion length of material i at frequency f (m)

p. C.w
I I

A = a.c amplitude of the sample surface temperature

kj = thermal conductivity of material i ( w/m.k
)

Pj = density of material i
(
kg/m^

)

Cj = Specific heat of material i ( J/ kg. K )

In the case of surface absorptance for an optically opaque solid,

one obtain

a<E>

m
n

2f PsCsH, 2>/f KPs*^s

with a = optical absorptance

Oo = incident intensity ( w/m^ )

The a.c deflection signal can be written

n 1 dnPgCg 1

' ac
a<j) exp(-Av/f x) cos

X 7C

tot + —
K 4
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with I = width of interaction

n = gas refractive index

X = distance between the probe beam and the sample surface.

This last equation shows that a.c deflection signal amplitude is proportional to the incident

intensity ( Oo ), the optical absorptance (a) and depends exponentially on the distance x and the

square root of the chopping frequency (f)

2.2. Calibration

This technique consists in doing simultaneous reflection (R) and deflection (S) measurements

on a H.R sample. In a second step, we measure the reflection (Ro) and deflection (So) on a H.A

sample positioned in the same experimental configuration.

With the assumption made in Sec.2.1 i.e deflection signal proportional to the absorbed power,

these 4 experimental data lead to :

( 1 - S )

a =
1— r7

RSq
1 -

RSo
RoS

with 8 = optical diffusion factor

The validity of this calibration method requires :

- a constant incident power
- a constant chopping frequency

- a accurate repositioning of H.A sample in order to maintain the probe beam and surface

sample distance

- identical substrates

The H.A samples are two layers of Si02 and AI2 O 3 deposited on the same H.R sample substrate

3. Experimental considerations

3.1. Experimental configuration

Experiments were performed to validate the assumption made in Sec.2.1. The experimental

configuration is represented in Fig2 . A CO2 laser, intensity stabilized by optogalvanic method
(

S.A.T ), provides the pump beam. The typical beam power is 7 Watt, with 3.1 mrad half

divergence. A mechanical chopper is used to modulate the beam which is focused with a 6 inches

focal length lens . A 0.5 mW He-Ne laser is used as the probe beam. The periodic deflection of the

He-Ne beam is monitored by a position sensor ( UDT spot 9 D )
- The S/N ratio of the signal is

improved by a lock in Amplifier (EGG ). A pyroelectric detector monitores the power of the

reflected beam.
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3.2. Signal dependance on chopping frequency ( Ref 3 )

Fig 3 and 4 show the dependance of the Logarithm of the signal versus the square-root of the

chopping frequency for different HR and HA samples. We have verified the linearity of these two

quantities ( correlation factor > 98 %). According to Ref 3, we see a slight bending at low

frequencies {< 20 Hz). In our experiment ( chopping frequency f = 70 Hz ) convective heat

transfer can be neglected.

3.3. Signal dependance on incident power

Fig 5 shows the signal dependance on incident power. These measurements have been performed

on HA samples. Incident power has been decreased from 1.6 W to 0.1 W. The lower power level

corresponds to a H.A sample signal equal to the one obtained on a H.R sample at the higher power

level . We have verified the linearity ( correlation factor > 99.9 %)

3.4. Signal dependance on optical absorptance

Fig 6 and 7 show the signal dependance on optical absorptance. We have verified the linearity of

the deflection signal upon the optical absorptance in the range of 4 7oo to 90 % ( correlation

factor > 99.9 %). Optical absorptance of different H.R samples ( Table 1 ) calibrated with

different H.A samples are listed in Table 2.

4. Conclusion

The simplified 1-D model used in this preliminary experiment needs further improvements to

take into account the thicknesses and thermal properties of the multilayers coatings. A more

sophisticated model could bring more informations about the deflection phase signal wich has not

been considered in this paper.

This study has been supported by D.R.E.T. .We thank Mr MOUCHART for supplying us the H.A.

samples.
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GEOMETRY OF THE 1-D MODEL

1- Probe laser 2- Position sensor 3- Sample holder 4- Focusing lens 5- Optical detector

6- Beam splitter 7- Chopper 8- Pump laser 9-Lock-in Amplifier 10-Plexiglas box

11- Optical bench with rubber cushions 12- Digital voltmeter

FIG 2
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SAMPLES TABLE (TABLE 1)

Sample number Substrate Coating
1 silicon Ag + dielectric protective coatings

2 silicon Au + dielectric protective coatings

3 silicon absorbing coatings ;thickness el; a=14,5%
4 silicon absorbing coatings ;thickness e2; a=27,6%

5 silicon absorbing coatings ;thickness e3; a=60,4%

6 molybdenum without coating

7 molybdenum absorbing coatings ;thickness e4; a=14%
8 molybdenum absorbing coatings ;thickness e5; a=27,3%
9 molybdenum absorbing coatings ;thickness e6; a=48,7%

RESULTS (TABLE 2)

HR/HA 3 4 5 7 8 9 AVERAGE I
1 0,41% 0,39% 0,44% 0,42% 0,06

2 0,53% 0,51% 0,57% 0,55% 0,06

6 2,08% 2,25% 2,17% 2,17% 0,07
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Characteristics of a technique to measure the thermal

transport properties of coatings are discussed. The

measurement technique is based on Interf erometry using thermal

diffusion waves. Initial measurements of thermal transport in

single-layer metal coatings are described.
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1. Introduction

The goal of the present research is to characterize the thermal

transport properties of thin-film dielectric coatings. The motivation is

that for the case of laser- induced coating damage dominated by absorbing

inclusions in a t herma 1 ly-d i ss 1 pa t i ve host coating, the thermal transport

properties of the coating are critical. Initial work (references

summarized in [1]) has indicated that thermal transport in optical

dielectric coatings is substantially Impaired relative to corresponding

bulk transport values.

2 . Background

2.1. Sample Choice Justification

The first step in this research was to develop a probe technique based

on d i f f us i on -wave interf erometry (Ref. 1). The next step has been to study

a simple model system consisting of a thin-metal coating deposited on a

substrate, in an effort to test and refine the measurement system. The

simplified metal coating sample is of interest for two reasons. First, it

Is a requirement (Ref. 1) of the measurement technique that a thin metal
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overlayer be deposited on the dielectric coatings under study. Thus, it is

advantageous to examine the properties of metal coatings separately.

Second, the simplest possible sample design is preferred during system

development in order that the system behavior may be reliably understood.

The research effort to date has been confined to system development, using

single-layer metal coating samples.

2.2. Measurement System Physics

The measurement method ad the associated theoretical analysis have

been described previously (Ref. 1). Briefly, the measurement involves

generating a critically-damped thermal diffusion wave at the outer surface

of the metal coating by periodic (sinusoidal) laser heating, and allowing

the diffusion wave to probe the coating structure. Specifically, the

diffusion wave is partially reflected at discontinuities of the sample

thermal properties. The par t i a 1 1 y- r e f 1 ec t ed diffusion waves return to the

sample surface where they interfere with the instantaneous heating

generated by the pump laser beam. The phase shift between the periodic

heating and the resultant steady-state periodic temperature response at the

sample surface constitutes the desired data. The surface temperature

odulation is monitored by a HeNe probe laser beam reflected off the

coating. The intensity of the probe laser beam Is modulated by the

temperature modulation of the reflectance of the metal coating. In the

interest of simplicity and t r ac tab i 1 i t y , operation is sought in a regime in

which radial heat flow may be neglected, thereby allowing a one-dimensional

theoretical model to be employed.

2.3. Theoretical Analysis

The thermal boundary value problem is solved (Ref. 1) assuming a

piecewise constant approximation, and including a nonzero thermal contact

resistance between the metal coating and the substrate. The single-layer

coating model contains four adjustable parameters: the coating thermal

conductivity, the coating thermal diffusivity, the thermal contact

resistance, and the coating thickness. By adjusting the parameters of the

model, the measured data are to be fit, and the thermal transport
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properties of the coating are to be determined, within the piecewise

constant approximation. Corrections for the nonzero optical depth of the

pump laser beam have not been included yet.

3.0. Results

3.1. Measurement Conditions

The sample studied was a 1000 A-thick nickel coating deposited on a

fused silica substrate using electron-beam deposition. The modulation

frequency of the pump laser beam was varied from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. The

measurement system has been modified relative to that described in Ref. 1

by the addition of a preamplifier and a tunable narrow-band filter between

the signal detector and the lock-in analyzer.

3.2. General Observations on Data

The measured data and two model calculations are shown in Fig. 1. The

phase shift between pump and probe (+ 45°) is plotted versus the square

root of the modulation frequency. The phase oscillation is the result of

diffusion wave interference. The two limiting theoretical curves were

generated using the formulation described in Ref. 1. Before proceeding

further with a description of the analysis, one must note that the

experimental data cover an insufficient dynamic range to allow four

adjustable parameters to be fitted. The only solution to this problem will

he to extend the dynamic range of the measurement system and measure more

data, not merely to force an analysis onto the existing data. With that

caveat, consider the following observations.

3.3. Plausible Limiting Assumptions

The experimental data are sufficient to provide two conditions on the

four parameters. In order to gain insight into the range of possible

solutions, two additional constraints must be arbitrarily specified. The

upper theoretical curve in Fig. 1 was generated by assuming 1) that the

thermal contact resistance between the coating and the substrate is zero,

and 2) that the thickness of the coating is 1000 A as measured during

deposition. The lower theoretical curve was generated by assuming 1) that

the coating displayed bulk-like thermal transport properties, and
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identically 2) that the thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusivlty

are related to the corresponding bulk values by the same factor (here,

identically 1). (This would appear to be a reasonable approximation since

the coating density is expected to be within 20% of the bulk value, and

since Decker (Ref. 2) has shown that coating speific heat is approximately

equal to the bulk value.) It must be emphasized that the sensitivity of

the model to these arbitrary assumptions may be excessive, and that these

assumptions could even result in order of magnitude errors in the other

parameters. More experience with the behavior of the model is needed.

3.4. Implications Regarding Measurement System

Let us consider first what the comparison of data and theory implies

about the measurement system. Two problems are evident. At the high

frequencies, the data do not extend into the range necessary to

discriminate between the two model calculations. At the low frequencies,

the two model calculations are nearly identical, but the models fail to

agree wtih the data. For these reasons, the measurement system, as it

presently exists, clearly does not possess sufficient dynamic range to

allow a single-layer coating to be characterized.

3.4.1. Response to High-Frequency Nonuniqueness

The problem at high frequencies may be attacked in one of two ways.

Either the modulation frequency limit of the measurement system must be

increased, preferably by at least one order of magnitude, or thicker

coatings must be studied. The characteristic frequencies of the

interference oscillations are proportional to the reciprocal of the square

of the coating thickness (Ref. 1). Therefore, a coating three times as

thick would exhibit interference structure shifted about one decade lower

in modulation frequency (assuming identical thermal dif f usivity )

.

3.4.2. Response to Low-Frequency Departure

The departure of the one-dimensional model from the data at low

frequencies is expected. A requirement of the one -d i mens i ona 1 model is

that radial heat flow be insignificant. This condition will be satisfied

provided that the pump beam spot diameter is large compared to the thermal
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diffusion length in every layer. The thermal diffusion length varies as

the square root of the modulation period. Therefore, below a certain

frequency the on e -d i men s i ona 1 model fails. The departure of the data from

the on e -d i men s i ona 1 model at low frequencies in Fig. 1 is presumed to be

caused by three-dimensional heat flow effects. The frequency of onset of

three-dimensional heat flow may be reduced by employing a larger pump beam

spot size, subject to s i gna 1 - t o - no i s e ratio considerations. The 100 mW

argon ion laser that serves as the pump laser in the present system will

soon be replaced by a GW argon ion laser under AFOSR funding (Ref. 3). If

the pump beam spot is enlarged to produce the same spot intensity as is

presently used, then the frequency for onset of three-dimensional heat flow

should be reduced by a factor of approximately sixty.

3.5. Implications Regarding The Sample

As for what a comparison of the theory and data implies about the

sample, the results bracket a very broad range. The upper theoretical

curve in Fig. 1, in which it is arbitrarily assumed that the thermal

contact resistance is zero and the coating thickness is 1000 S, corresponds

3
to a value for the thermal diffusivity 4 x 10 times lower than bulk values

(let this ratio be called b) and a value for the thermal conductivity 5 x

3
10 times lower than bulk values. However, the lower theoretical curve, in

which it is arbitrarily assumed that the thermal transport parameters are

bulk-like, and identically that the thermal conductivity and thermal

diffusivity are related to their corresponding bulk values by the same

factor, corresponds to a coating thickness of 1.7 x 10 K, and a thermal

contact resistance parameter h equal to 400. Finally, it is observed that

for the range of solutions for which h >> 1, the relation h b remains

nearly constant, where b is the assumed common factor by which the coating

thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity are reduced relative to

corresponding bulk values. Following Ref. 1, the parameter h = 400

corresponds in this sample to a thermal contact resistance R equal to

2approximately 0.05 cm K/W. This about one order of magnitude smaller than

the equivalent values of thermal contact resistant reported by Jacobs (Ref.
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4). and similarly for the values of thermal contact resistance reported by

Gitzhofer (Ref. 5) on ZrO^: Y^O^ coatings deposited on nickel substrates by

plasma deposition.

As stated above, the dynamic range of the data is insufficient to

allow a unique determination of the model parameters to be obtained, as so

the specific sample properties discussed above are merely limiting

possibilities .

4.0. Discussion

4.1. Common Factor oF Alternative Techniques

It is now possible to place the present method in context with

alternative approaches to thermal properties measurement. Two common

techniques involve either measuring a temperature drop between two points

in a sample, or measuring the transit time for a thermal disturbance to

diffuse from one point in a sample to another. In most cases, measurements

performed on a single sample yield effective thermal transport parameters

representing a spatial average over i nh omogene i t i e s . The determination of

contributions due to contact resistance or other i nhomogen e i t i e s may

require the measurement of a set of samples of nominally identical thermal

transport properties, but of graduated thicknesses. The important point is

that a single sample generally yields only a single set of effective

thermal transport parameters using these methods.

4.2. Unique Characteristic of Present Technique

In the present approach, no corresponding set of effective transport

parameters is obtained from the data. Instead, the data contains a

depth-resolved record of the thermal transport, encoded in the form of

interference oscillations. Consequently, a great deal of information may

potentially be obtained from a single sample (e.g. diffusivity,

conductivity, contact resistance and layer thickness of each stratified

layer), but equally great demands are placed on the data and analysis. The

intrinsic nature of the present approach is therefore quite different from

that of the methods described above. The former are poorly suited to yield

detailed data on i nhomogene i t i e s . The present is poorly suited to ignore
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that detail.

4.3. Future Direction

The present research will continue under AFOSR funding (Ref. 3).

Efforts will center on adequately representing sample i n h omogene i t y in

order to account for the data, and on pgrading the measurement system

dynamic range to the extent required by sample i nh omogene i t y . Single-layer

metal coatings on dielectric substrates will continue to play a prominant

role in these studies. Research will continue toward the goal of

characterizing two-layer samples containing a dielectric layer. The

direction of the research will be defined by the strengths of the

measurement technique.

5.0. Summary

The goal of this project is to experimentally characterize the thermal

transport properties of dielectric optical coatings. Efforts to date have

been primarily devoted to refining the measurement system to the point

where meaningful results can be obtained. Characterization has been

confined to single-layer metal coatings initially, for reasons of

simplicity of data analysis. Measurements indicate that in its present

configuration, the measurement system is incapable of characterizing single

layer metal coatings, but the improvements necessary to allow such coatings

to be characterized are apparent. The upgrade of the system necessary to

permit characterization of single layer metal coatings is in progress. The

suitability of the upgraded system to the study of two-layer sample

coatings consisting of a dielectric layer overcoated with a thin metal

overlayer remains to be demonstrated. The complementary nature of the

present approach to alternative approaches is discussed.
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Figure 1. Phase vs. square root of modulation frequency for a 1000 A
Ni coating deposited by electron beam evaporation onto a fused silica
substrate. Curve a) is for h = 0 (zero thermal contact resistance).
Curve b) is for b = 1 (bulk-like coating thermal d i f f u s i v i t y )

.

High-frequency limit of measurement system is insufficient to distinguish
between theoretical models a) or b) for a nickel coating of 1000 A
thickness. Departure of theoretical models from data as frequency is
diminished indicates failure of one -d i men s i ona 1 approximation as thermal
diffusion length in nickel coating approaches value of pump spot radius.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation. Phase is corrected for sign of
temperature coefficient of reflection of Ni coating.
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How were the other values of contact resistance obtained which the author compared his
result to. The author replied that Steve Jacobs published the thermal conductivity of an
interface assuming a specified thickness. Going backward and taking the thickness he
gave and divide by the conductivity he quoted one obtains values within an order of
magnitude of the values reported in this paper.

It was also suggested that thermal contact resistance might be related to adhesion
strength. The author agreed that that was an interesting possibility and it would be
useful to try to correlate contact resistances with adhesion. It may provide a non-
destructive method for testing adhesion.

The author suggested a possible engineering application if adhesion and contact
resistance are related. It may be possible to get a signature of a coating. If one were
to deposit a small metal dot off to the side of the stack, it may be possible to monitor
adhesion over a period of time, perhaps years, by measuring the phase signature and find
out whether the coating, perhaps on a large window or mirror, is debonding. A pulloff
technique would ruin the window, but using a technique such as that described here with a

small portable instrument one could check on the status of the coating non-
destructively

.

In addition to the thermal reflectance measured there is also an effect that Amer has
used called the bump effect. You get a distortion of the surface presumably due to

thermal effects throughout the material. Will that affect the results reported in this

paper? The speaker replied that of all the beautiful systematic errors he has
encountered in this investigation that has been one of the most persistent. The system
is now immune to that effect. One just located the pump spot exactly centered within the

probe spot. One is then not on a gradient and there is therefore no lateral deflection.
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1 . Introduction

Interest is currently being shown in the role of thermal transport in determining the laser damage threshold of

thin film structures. Experimental evidence [1 ]
suggests that the thermal conductivity of materials in thin film

form may be significantly different to that in bulk, and that this is probably related to the microstructure of

the film. A recent paper by Abraham and Ogilvy [2] presents a linear theory of heat conduction in an

etalon filter structure with a weakly absorbing spacer layer. This allows the calculation of temperature

distribution at the centre of the spacer for given values of film thermal conductivity. For spacer layers with

significant temperature dependences of the refractive index (eg ZnSe near its fundamental absorption edge), the

temperature rise induced by laser heating can be followed in principle as the change in transmission produced

as the etalon sweeps along the edge of one of its characteristic fringes. When the appropriate cavity

conditions are met, optical bistability can occur with incident powers typically in the milliwatt regime with

focussed laser beams. This power depends on such parameters as the effective optical nonlinearity of the

material, the design of the etalon and wavelength. The heatsinking of the device, normally on a glass

substrate, will affect both the switching power and the switching speed. Although the absorption coefficient of

the spacer, a, varies rapidly with wavelength near the band gap, the temperature dependence of the

refractive index as measured [3] is much less sensitive to wavelength. It may also be noted that thick

polycrystalline samples have shown dispersive optical bistability at 476nm, whereby a polished etalon of ZnSe
provides feedback [4,5]; bistability due to increasing absorption in which the feedback is inherent in the

thermally induced absorption edge shift was also achieved in this type of sample [5].

The first report of passive optical bistability in a semiconductor in 1978 employed ZnS as a spacer layer

between dielectric multilayer reflectors. Although originally discussed by Karpushko and Sinitsyn [6] in terms

of an electronic nonlinearity, it has since been well characterised as a thermally induced dispersive mechanism

[7-9]. Interest in optical bistability employing interference filters based on visible band gap II—VI

semiconductors has increased in the last few years because of the potential of these structures as test-beds for

early all-optical computing systems. Although electronic nonlinearities would be preferred in terms of speed

and operational stability, thermo-optic interference filters are attractive because they can be uniformly

fabricated in large areas and therefore offer a very high degree of parallel processing capability with room

temperature, visible light operational convenience. Most effort has involved ZnSe since it is an established

thin film coating material and provides a band gap energy which is resonant with the dominant 514nm green

output of the argon laser.

Potential areas of application of bistable filters impose stringent requirements on the individual devices in terms

of uniformity, stability, switching power, switching speed, signal gain etc. To this end, bistable device research

has already addressed these parameters in some detail. For instance, Wherrett et al [10] have theoretically

analysed filter designs for minimum switching power in terms of mirror reflectivities and spacer layer

absorption and thickness, making comparison with experimental results on different filters. Optimisation of the

filter design in terms of heat sinking and element isolation has also been discussed from an analysis of heat

flow under conditions of bistability [2,3,10]. Switching times have been measured and analysed as a function

of laser spot size by Mathew et al [11]. Recently, high power pulses have been used to switch ZnSe bistable

etalons through fast electronic nonlinearities [12].

ZnSe filters have now been operated over a wide range of wavelengths. The absorption edge of ZnSe films is

generally less abrupt than bulk material, such that significant absorption is apparent well below the band gap

energy. By optimising mirror reflectivities for different wavelengths and introducing absorbing layers external

to the etalon [13], bistable operation may be extended into the infrared. External absorbing layers have led

*OCLI Optical Coatings, Dunfermline, Fife KYll 5JE, Scotland
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to further original device concepts such as those employing more than one thermally coupled cavity in order to

enhance signal gain [14]. The results presented in this paper are appropriate to the case with absorption

occuring only within the etalon.

Although bistability effects can be produced at incident powers of 10-20mW, this translates into power densities

of about lOkW/cm^ for the typical spot widths used for etalon assessment. Since the repeated production of a

bistable loop depends on a controlled excursion of refractive index over a small range, it is essential that the

etalon structure is stable and free from effects that produce drift, eg desorption of water from pores or

varying levels of stress. Earlier work on UHV film fabrication addressed the feasibility of producing films with

high resistance to damage induced by pulsed laser irradiation. In the case of ZnSe,, the film laser damage
threshold to CO^ laser pulses at 10.6;im was greater than that of an uncoated ZnSe substrate, whilst the

refractive index was identical [15]. More recent work on fluoride deposition [16] has highlighted the potential

of barium and lead fluoride as low index materials for use over a wide range of wavelengths. Techniques

have been developed for the control of the microstructure of the films offering the potential of novel

structures including graded index designs.

Optical bistability has already been reported for ZnSe filters fabricated with molecular beam (MB) deposited

spacer layers of different thicknesses (using the same UHV machine) but employing conventional, thermally

evaporated dielectric mirror stacks [3]. These UHV deposited, thick spacers were found to give much
improved long term stability. In addition, the dependence of critical power level on thickness was found to be

consistent with theory [10]. One of these filters is used for comparison in the present studies. The second

filter discussed in this work was fabricated entirely in UHV.

Initial work has addressed the transient processes leading to a change in filter transmission when subjected to

incident laser irradiation. These are fundamental in determining the amount of energy coupled into the thin

film structure and allow conclusions to be drawn on the viability of the technique for the assessment of the

thermal properties of thin film structures. Such factors also have important implications for the performance

of filters in optical bistability experiments.

2. Experimental Details of Etalon Fabrication and Assessment

Two etalon structures are compared here. Both were fabricated with relatively thick MB deposited ZnSe as

the spacer layer. The difference between the samples lies in the method of producing the partially reflecting

mirrors. One has conventional, thermally evaporated multilayer dielectric coatings as mirrors, OC3102, while

the other sample, AP245, was constructed entirely by MB techniques. Both filters were deposited on glass

substrates with small built-in wedges allowing ease of control of initial etalon detuning.

The thermally evaporated mirrors consisted of two-period high/low index coatings comprising X/4 thick ZnSe

and ThF^ layers with peak reflectivities centred at 514nm on either side of a 4.3/im MB deposited spacer.

Optical bistability at 514nm (argon), 633nm (He-Ne) and 647nm (krypton) has already been described for this

filter in a previous publication [3]. The completely MB grown filter was built up by first depositing a

two-period stack comprising X/4 thick layers of ZnSe and BaF ^ (n=l .45) centred at 633nm, followed by a

SJjxm thick ZnSe spacer and finally a matching two period mirror to complete the etalon.

The MB layers were deposited in a Vacuum Generators load-locked UHV system fitted with 3 Knudsen sources

and in situ surface diagnostics (Auger and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy). The source materials were

contained vahin high purity graphite crucibles which were carefully outgassed following baking of the entire

deposition chamber at 180°. The ZnSe source was ultra-high purity polycrystalline ZnSe which had previously

been prepared by chemical vapour deposition from a mixture of zinc vapour and hydrogen selenide. The

barium fluoride source was high purity crystalline optical grade material. Source temperatures were adjusted

to give deposition rates of 0.9/im/h for ZnSe (896 °C) and 0.7/^m/h for BaF^ (1185°C) at pressures of

10~8mbar. The substrate (glass) temperature during growth for the entire MB deposited layer was 300°C.

The multilayers were exceptionally smooth with no evidence of surface texture visible by Normarski interference

microscopy.

The microstructure of the films was assessed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of cleaved cross-sections.

This is reasonably effective in revealing the nature of the film morphology, although as a technique is not able

to resolve fine detail as in transmission electron micrography (TEM). Earlier TEM work had revealed [15]

that ZnSe films produced by the MB technique were polycrystalline and exhibited a columnar morphology.

This is clearly shown in the SEM cross-section in Fig. la for filter AP245. At higher magnification (Fig.

lb), the films appear to be uniformly dense, although the SEM is unable to distinguish individual crystallites.

X-ray diffraction studies show that the 300 °C films have a high degree of preferred orientation with (111)

ZnSe lattice planes parallel to the substrate. The (111) diffraction line is narrow, with half-width similar to

that of bulk chemically vapour-deposited ZnSe, indicative of good crystallinity. This evidence implies that the
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MB ZnSe films should have thermophysical properties approaching that of bulk material.

A c.w. krypton laser provided output at several wavelengths between 476 and 676nm. The laser output was

focussed to a spot size of cOq = 12/xm (1/e^ intensity radius) on the sample after passing through an

acousto-optic modulator to provide control of the incident power. The samples were held normal to the beam
with adjustment of initial detuning of the etalon accomplished by moving the slightly wedged samples

transversely across the beam. A schematic diagram of the experimental layout is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 gives the transmission spectrum of the entirely MB deposited filter, AP245, measured using a

spectrometer with a small light spot on the sample in order to minimise spatial variations in this slightly

wedged etalon. Transmission measurements were also carried out using low power, focussed krypton laser

radiation in order to determine precise maximum and minimum values by fully resolving the fringes. From
these results, given in Table 1 , peak mirror reflectivities of about 70% were deduced aassuming equal values

of reflectivity for front (Rp) and back (Rb) mirrors and values of oD were estimated at five wavelengths

where a is the absorption coefficient and D is the etalon spacer layer thickness.

Table 1: Sample AP245

X Tmax% Tmin(%) oD R(%)

521 23 8 0.63 52

531 28 7 0.47 57

568 38 3.5 0.24 69

647 62 3 0.09 70

676 73 4 0.07 67

The reflectivities may be compared with the theoretically predicted values of Rp = 81% and Rg = 74%
assuming no absorption in the stack. The ZnSe absorption coefficient varies from approximately 100 to

1 000cm ^ going from 676 to 521 nm. The absorption edge in this sample is less abrupt than for bulk

polycrystalline ZnSe, as found for conventional, thermally evaporated thin films [7].

3. Non-linear Absorption Effects Under CW and Time Resolved Conditions

The simplest way to study such an etalon structure would be to carry out measurements at wavelengths out of

resonance and assess the changes in absorption induced by heating. For a semiconductor, changes in

absorption would be induced by shift of the fundamental absorption edge to longer wavelengths as a result of

lattice heating. For sample AP245 at 476nm, etalon fringes are not apparent because of the high absorption

coefficient close to the band gap energy, Fig. 3, and because the mirror configuration was optimised for

632nm operation. Nonlinear absorption and any permanent absorption changes can thus be distinguished from

refractive index changes which otherwise dominate etalon performance. Fig. 4a shows the nonlinear

input-output characteristic obtained at 476nm when the incident power density was ramped up to ISKW/cm^
and down again in 10 seconds (spot size same as for bistability conditions). Laser induced heating causes the

increased absorption at high power due to the shift of the absorption edge to longer wavelengths. Permanent

changes in transmission were monitored under conditions of repetitive cycling of the input power. Very little

change was observed for the first 5 minutes. However, during the next few minutes the characteristic altered

substantially through that shown in Fig. 4b to Fig. 4c. Here the low level transmission of the sample has not

changed substantially but the input-output characteristic is much closer to linear. This is evidence, not so

much of a bleaching effect but of a reduction in non-linear absorption coefficient.

These processes were explored in further detail in time resolved studies at 476nm, using fresh regions of the

filter. The temporal response of the transmitted light was detected when square pulses of 10ms duration were

incident on the filter. Fig. 5a shows the transmission response to an input power density of ISKW/cm^. A
spike occurs as the incident irradiance is suddenly increased, followed by a fall in transmitted light as the filter

heats and shifts its band gap energy to longer wavelengths. The time constant for the filter to reach

equilibrium at a transmission of about 0.5% is of the order of lO/zs under these conditions. A temperature

rise AT of about 150°C is estimated from:

AT = P " ^

Vp p A D

where Pa is the absorbed power, Cp and p are the specific heat and density of ZnSe respectively, A is the
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heated area and D the film thickness. The lO^isec time constant at first sight may be thought to be

associated with thermal diffusivity effects in the filter. However, other factors were shown to be having some

effect as a result of analysis of transient response following repetitive pulses. Bursts of 6 pulses, each

ISKW/cm^ and 10ms in duration with equal off periods were shone ontol the sample. Fig. 5b shows how the

transmission changed after a number of these bursts,, each burst separated by at least one second. Note that

the peak transmission of the spike decreased and the associated time to reach an equilibrium increased slightly.

A more extreme excitation condition was then employed in this example whereby the 10msec square pulses

excited the sample continuously for some time. The effect was to cause a net increase in the high power

transmission, together with a much longer time constant, eventually reaching several hundred microseconds (Fig.

5c). This form of transmission characteristic stabilised after 5 minutes but, again, the low power transmission

of the sample was not substantially altered. The behaviour is thus similar to that found under CW irradiation,

with the same reduction in non-linear absorption coefficient.

If the time constant associated with non-linear absorption was due to a thermal diffusivity process, it would

imply that the filter site irradiated has been converted after 5 minutes exposure into a region of lower thermal

conductivity. This is not reasonable from a physico-chemical point of view since annealing would be expected

to give rise to a less amorpohous structure, with larger crystalline content and hence higher thermal

conductivity. Furthermore, the true thermal constant of the system should manifest itself during the leading

edge of the irradiation step function. At present this cannot be explored because of an inability to increase

the response bandwidth of the modulator and detector system available. However, it is clearly evident that the

experimental behaviour is complex and may imply participation from transitions between relatively long lived

energy states within the band gap.

Non-linear Refraction and Optical Bistability

Optical bistability was observed in both samples at the five krypton laser wavelengths listed in Table 1.

Input-output characteristics measured at 531 nm are shown for the MB sample AP245 in Fig. 6. Results for

different initial detunings of the etalon are illustrated, each obtained by choosing different locations on the

filter. Fig. 6b represents the critical condition for bistability, ie a non-hysteretic characteristic with vertical

slope. Slightly increasing the detuning from this condition produces bistability at higher incident power. For

the laser spot size used with this filter, the critical power level for bistability at 531 nm is thus approximately

llmW.

Critical powers, measured at the available output wavelengths of the krypton laser between 521nm (green) and

676nm (red) are plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 7. A minimum critical power of 9.5mW is

obtained at 568nm (yellow). This optimum is a trade-off between the larger nonlinearity at shorter

wavelengths due to higher absorption plus slightly larger optothermal coefficient (dn/dT), against the higher

absorption causing a reduction in the finesse of the etalon. Also plotted are the corresponding results for the

filter, OC3102, with thermally evaporated mirrors. In this case, the minimum switching power was found to

be 5mW at 531 nm.

An expression giving the wavelength dependence of the critical switching irradiance I^. for optothermal devices

has been derived by Wherrett et al [10]. The critical switching power P^, can be derived from this as

= ^ f

Pc 5n/6T

where f is a function of etalon reflectivity and spacer absorption. This function is plotted for the two samples

in figures 7(a) and (b) given the etalon parameters extracted from transmission measurements and employing

the same vertical scaling for both cases. If zero dispersion in 6n/6T is assumed, the predicted wavelength

dependences show the correct general shapes but predict lower critical values in the red than measured. This

may be due to the usual experimental difficulty encountered in reliably extracting low absorption coefficients

from thin structures. However, some dispersion in 6n/6T does exist close to the band gap energy and this

would also increase the switching power at long wavelengths relative to those nearer the band edge. This is

illustrated in Fig. 7 by simply assuming a linear wavelength dependence for 6n/6T such that its value is a

factor of 3 greater at 521 nm compared to 676nm.

Although some residual drift of the bistable loops was still apparent in these initial MB structures, essentially

stable conditions could be maintained under continuous operation for periods of several hours under certain

conditions. Fig. 8 shows an example of bistable operation maintained over long tiemescales at a wavelength of

568nm (yellow) in sample AP245; the input power was continuously ramped up and down at 0.5Hz with the

maximum incident power density on each cycle reaching 35KW/cm2,. Single cycle, input-output characteristics

are shown at fixed times. Only small changes in the bistable loop are observed during the first three hours

and only after seven hours has the loop begun to deteriorate significantly. At other wavelengths, faster
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deteriorations of the bistable loop were recorded. For instance, experiments conducted at 647nm under similar

conditions to that described above for 568nm resulted in the bistable loop permanently moving to lower power
and reducing in size, consistent with a gradual decrease in refractive index reducing the etalon detuning. The
bistable loop disappeared in about one hour, showing a critical switching power of 20mW, close to that

measured on a fresh region of sample (see Fig. 7). Since the films were fabricated with a slight wedge,

different wavelengths necessitate using different parts of the filter in order to achieve the appropriate initial

detuning for bistability. Thus, the long term stability differences noted here may depend at least partly on

material factors which vary across the sample.

4. Conclusions

Assessment of thermally induced absorption processes in multilayer filter structures based on etalons has shown
that under both CW and transient conditions the behaviour of the filters is complex and cannot be explained

on a simple linear basis. It is necessary to introduce additional phenomena to explain some of the effects

observed - these may be associated with transitions between long-lived energy states within the energy gap of

the material.

The work has demonstrated that thick ZnSe etalons can be fabricated entirely by ultra-high vacuum, molecular

beam techniques. These initial filters are mechanically stable and exhibit optical bistability. The wavelength

dependence of the critical switching power is found to follow the general theoretical predictions of Wherrett et

al [10] as the absorption close to the band gap energy increases with photon energy. Further improvements

in mirror reflectivities and optimisation of the design should allow low power optical bistability with high

through output at the longer wavelengths.

Although some drift of the bistable loop was still apparent at high incident power levels in these structures,

stable conditions could be maintained under continuous operation for periods of many hours at 568nm in these

initial studies. Further progress in this new materials technology is likely to lead to further improvements in

the performance of opto-thermal devices and allow novel structures to be fabricated because of the high

degree of control available with MB techniques.
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6. Figures

Fig. 1 : Scanning electron micrographs of cleaved cross-sections of MB filter structure. The outer reflector

layers are barely discernable in (a)

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of experimental layout used for filter assessment

Fig. 3: Transmission of complete molecular beam deposited ZnSe etalon, sample AP245, with mirror

reflectivities peaked at 640nm. Note that the fringes are not fully spatially resolved by the

spectrometer. See Table 1 for small spot size transmission results using the krypton laser

Fig. 4: Nonlinear absorption at 476nm, (a) initial conditions; (b) after 5 minutes of continuous cycling and

(c) after 10 minutes

Fig. 5: Temporal dependence of the transmission of 40mW, 10ms duration pulses, (a) initial conditions, (b)

after a total of 800 pulses and (c) after 5 minutes of continuous repetitive illumination (2.5x10 ^

pulses)

Fig. 6: Input-output transmission characteristics for a ZnSe etalon fabricated by molecular beam deposition

and measured at 531 nm for three different initial cavity detunings obtained by making use of a

slight wedge built into the structure

Fig. 7: Measured critical switching powers as a function of laser wavelength. The diamonds are the results

for the entirely molecular beam deposited sample, AP245; the squares are results obtained for a

similar filter with mirrors fabricated by conventional thermal evaporation, OC 3102. The lines are

the predicted wavelength dependences using the theory of Wherrett et al [3] for these etalon

structures

Fig. 8: Long-term drift assessment of bistable loop at X = 568nm. Time, a) 0, b) 1, c) 2, d) 3,, e) 7

hours
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Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of experimental layout used for filter assessment
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Fig. 3: Transmission of complete molecular beam deposited ZnSe etalon, sample AP245, with mirror

reflectivities peaked at 640nm. Note that the fringes are not fully spatially resolved by the

spectrometer. See Table 1 for small spot size transmission results using the krypton laser
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Input-output transmission characteristics for a ZnSe etalon fabricated by molecular beam depositii
and measured at 531 nm for three different initial cavity detunings obtained by making use of
slight wedge built into the structure
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Fig. 7: Measured critical switching powers as a function of laser wavelength. The diamonds are the results

for the entirely molecular beam deposited sample, AP245; the squares are results obtained for a

similar filter with mirrors fabricated by conventional thermal evaporation, OC 3102. The lines are

the predicted wavelength dependences using the theory of Wherrett et al [3] for these etalon

structures
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hours
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Raman Studies of Inherent and Applied Stress
in Thin Optical Films
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Vibrational mode frequency shifts have been shown to correlate with
strain in optical coatings the extent of which is dependent upon film
deposition conditions. The presence of strain and strain i nhomogene i ty
in thin films as well as crystallite phase and phase homogeneity affects
the optical properties, environmental durability, and laser damage
resistance. The influence of these variables on the response and
stability of optical thin films can be effectively probed using Raman
spectroscopy. Molecular vibrational spectra for several sol-gel and
sputter-deposited Ti02 films have been recorded at variable pressures
approaching 100 kbar using a diamond anvil cell. Results demonstrate
the presence of reversible pressure- i nduced phase transformations and
suggest that introduction of voids in the film microstructure can
influence the pressure at which such transformations are observed.

Key words: strain; phase transformations; Raman spectroscopy; sol-gel
films; spu tter -depos i ted films; hydrostatic pressure; microstructure.

1. Introduction

Previous work in this laboratory has demonstrated that laser Raman
spectroscopy is a sensitive probe of crystalline phase and phase homogeneity in

dielectric films. [1,2] In addition, spatially resolved measurements have been
used to profile strain and strain heterogeneity in pristine and laser-damaged
optical films through frequency shifts of the allowed lattice phonon lines. [3,4]
Such measurements are performed using a laser microprobe, which is basically an
optical microscope (with a spatial resolution on the order of several micrometers)
that is interfaced to the spectrometer. Raman measurements of catastrophic damage
regions to an anatase/si 1 i ca multilayer coating have revealed the existence of the
higher density rutile phase and extensive development of i nhomogeneous strain
fields into the undamaged region of the coating. [4 ] Damage- i nduced strain is

quantified from measurement of the strong 143 cm~^ En mode which exhibits a

pressure-dependent shift of 0.3 cm"Vkbar in anatase.[5]^ These results indicate
that both crystalline phase and strain are important parameters which control the
optical properties of thin films as well as their environmental stability; the
pressure-dependent optical measurements reported in this article are mandated by
these results.

Interfacial strain in thin films can result from inherent materials
properties, variation of deposition parameters, and thermal processing of the
deposited film. For plasma vapor-deposited films, in which substrate heating is

appreciable during deposition, the mismatch in thermal properties between
substrate and film materials may be sufficient to generate significant interfacial
strain upon cooling. In some cases, laser annealing of the coated substrate can
modify interfacial strain. However, in amorphous films, such thermal treatments
can also induce a crystalline phase transformation that can significantly alter
the optical properties.

*Department of Geology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
**Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for

the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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The magnitude of interfacial strain in sol-gel deposited films can be
controlled through alteration of solution chemical equilibria and condensation
kinetics. Three consecutive chemical equilibria appear to be important in
developing an extended molecular network in solution [6,7]: metal ion
comp 1 exat i on , hydrolysis, and condensation to a polymeric oxide precursor.
Chemical control of the complexation reaction will fix the metal cation in
localized geometries, which eventually lead to development of a specific
crystalline phase of the oxide film being deposited. Thermal treatment leads to
loss of the organic material. Solution chemistry, therefore, controls the oxide
phase and phase homogeneity that results in the processed film. Strain can also
be introduced in sol-gel films by the same mechanisms.

In this work, Raman spectroscopy has been used to determine interfacial
strain and phase homogeneity in sol-gel and sputter-deposited films. The
vibrational mode frequencies for a number of Ti02 films and bulk materials have
been evaluated for their pressure dependence from ambient pressures to 100 kbar
using a diamond anvil cell. Reversible pressure-induced phase transformations
have been identified for both anatase and rutile phases of Ti02. The presence
of voids in the sol-gel deposited films is shown to influence the onset of the
pressure-induced phase transformations. Vibrational data also indicate an
increase in compressibility for sol-gel films over the bulk material.

2. Experimental

Dielectric films were deposited on silica substrates using both reactive
sputter deposition and sol-gel techniques. Titanium dioxide was sputtered in an
argon/oxygen atmosphere using a radio frequency discharge. Substrate temperature,
gas composition, discharge power, and distance between substrate and the titanium
target were varied to control the crystalline phase of the deposited material.
Sol-gel films were deposited on silica substrates using spin-coating techniques.
Ethanolic solutions of titanium ethoxide or titanium tetrachloride were used as
starting solutions. Addition of HCl or other volatile chloride-containing specie
such as a quaternary al kyl -ammon i urn chloride was used to force preferential growth
of the rutile phase over the anatase phase, which resulted when no additional
chloride ion was present. [4] Heat treatment at moderate temperatures induced
removal of the volatile organic species and formation of a uniform film. Film
thicknesses ranged from 200 to 1000 nm. Dielectric films were mechanically
removed from the substrate for insertion into a diamond anvil cell for pressure
stud i es

.

The Raman scattering measurement is similar to that reported in the
11 terature . [8] The pressure cell consisted of two Class II low fluorescence
diamonds, each mounted in a hardened stainless steel holder of a Mer r i 1

1 -Bas sett
design. [9] A hole, 200 micrometers in diameter, was drilled into an inconel gasket
(.5 mm thick) located between the flat diamond faces. Film samples were placed in

the cavity along with a small crystallite of ruby, which served as the pressure
sensor through known pressure-dependent frequency shifts of the 14,404 cm"l R^
laser-excited fluorescence lines. A 4:1 methano 1 /ethanol solution admitted to the
cavity was used as the pressure medium. In order to verify hydrostatic conditions
in the cell, the fluorescence bandwidth, doublet splitting, and intensity of the

Rl features were monitored. Raman spectra of samples mounted in the pressure
cell were excited at normal incidence in a backscatter i ng geometry using the Raman
microprobe (Spex Model 1482 ). A long focal length, a 1

1 -ref 1 ect i ng objective
(Ealing, 36 power, 0.5 numerical aperture) allowed viewing inside the cell and
imaging of the probe excitation (514.5 nm, 300 milliwatts) onto the sample.
Scattered light was directed to a 0.85 meter Spex Model 1403 double spectrometer
and analyzed in a photon-counting mode. A white light source on the far side of
the diamond anvil cell allowed transmission spectra to be recorded as a function
of applied pressure using the Raman spectrometer. Film integrity at high
pressures was verified through the appearance of interference fringes in the
transmission spectrum. Spectra were recorded at applied pressures from 1 bar to
100 kbar at 2980K.

3. Results and Discussion

Raman spectra of anatase (bulk powder) and a sol-gel processed Ti02 film
(0.2 micrometers thick) at an applied pressure of 70 kbar are shown in Figure 1
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of bulk anatase and a sol-gel film at an applied pressure
of 70 kbar in the diamond anvil cell show contrasting behavior.

along with a schematic diagram of the diamond anvil cell. The sol-gel film
exhibits the same number of vibrational modes at a pressure of 70 kbar that is
seen at 1 bar (ambient); however, the modes observed at high applied pressure are
shifted to considerably higher frequencies. A different situation exists for the
bulk material where band splitting and appearance of new vibrational modes,
observed at elevated pressures, are indicative of a pressure- induced phase
transformation. 5,10 Upon gradual release of pressure, the simple anatase
spectrum is recovered and the film maintains its integrity, demonstrating the
reversibility of the transition. Rapid release of pressure leads to
disintegration of the film.

A sol-gel prepared rutile film also exhibits pressure-induced vibrational
shifts to higher frequencies. In this case, vibrational bandwidths narrow as a

function of applied pressure. The observed splitting of the 235 cm"! piode into
weak features at 254 cm"! 322 cm"l, as seen in Figure 2, is indicative of
a pressure- i nduced phase transformation. An applied pressure of c_a. 64 kbar was
necessary to induce the observed transformation. The reversibility of this
transformation has also been observed. However, similar measurements performed on
sputter-deposited rutile films at applied pressures up to 60 kbar show no evidence
for this phase transformation; only pressure-induced frequency shifts of the
Raman-allowed modes and line narrowing are seen. Single-crystal rutile material
shows no evidence for a pressure-induced phase transition up to c_a. 60 kbar.
Previous work on rutile single crystals to much higher pressures indicates onset
of a pressure- i nduced phase transformation at about 70 kbar. However, the
observed transformation is very sluggish and irreversible, which may indicate
second-order behavior on the basis of the time-dependence of the phenomenon.
Sputter-deposited films are expected to undergo an analogous, albeit reversible,
phase transformation.

Preliminary measurements seem to indicate that sputter-deposited titania
films exhibit behavior that is similar to the bulk material in regard to
presure-dependent phase transformation phenomena. The transformation behavior in

sol-gel films is different from that seen in the bulk or single-crystal material,
and the observed reversibility may be characteristic of the two-dimensional nature
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of a sol-gel prepared rutile film (1.0 micrometer thick)
as a function of applied pressure.

of the films. This contrasting behavior warrants further consideration and is the
subject of continuing work.

Relationships between the microscopic vibrational properties and macroscopic
physical properties of condensed phase materials can be derived from lattice
dynamics consi derati ons . [11] The frequency variation C^-j) of each allowed
vibrational mode with applied pressure at constant temperature is proportional to
the isothermal compressibility of the material ( <) according to equations (1) and
(2). [11] The proportionality constant in these equations is the mode Gruneisen

(6wi/6P)j = KYiWi (1)

(61na)i/6P)j = KYi (2)

parameter ( Yi ) , which varies for each vibrational mode. Therefore, the bulk
compressibility can be determined from pressure-dependent measurements of molecular
vibrational frequencies. Figure 3 illustrates this pressure variation for the two
phases of titanium dioxide studied. Results are displayed for the 440 cm"l Eg
and 608 cm"^ Aig modes of rutile, and the 143 cm"l and 638 cm~^ Eg modes
of anatase. The slope variations are attributed to differing values of the
Gruneisen parameters, which are related to the anharmon i c i ty of each mode.

All rutile phase materials investigated, including both sol-gel and
p 1 asma-vapor
frequency on
b i 1 i t i e s for
is seen for
Raman-acti ve

deposited films, exhibit the same dependence of mode vibrational
applied pressure. This result implies that the bulk compressi-
rutile films and single crystal are equivalent. A different result
anatase phase materials. A larger frequency variation for the

modes with increasing pressure is observed for the sol-gel deposited
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film when compared with that exhibited by the bulk material. Results suggest that
anatase sol-gel films are characterized by a higher compressibility than the bulk
mater i al

.

This conclusion requires that thin film and bulk Ti02 materials exhibit
identical Gruneisen parameters for each particular allowed vibrational mode.
Since this factor arises from anharmon i c i ty in the vibrational potential energy
well, invariance is expected, especially when considering highly localized
vibrational modes. A qualitative indication of mode anharmon i c i ty can be inferred
from studies of vibrational linewidths as a function of applied pressure. The
pressure dependence of the bandwidth at half-maximum for the A^g rutile mode at

608 cm"l and the Eg anatase mode at 638 cm"^ was determined for bulk
crystals, plasma vapor-deposited films, and sol-gel deposited films. Figure 4

summarizes these results and indicates a similar pressure dependence of the
linewidths for a specific vibrational mode. It is also noteworthy that the Ajg
rutile mode narrows with increasing pressure, while the Eg anatase mode broadens
over the same pressure range. This trend suggests that the anatase mode becomes
more anharmonic at higher pressures while the rutile mode becomes more harmonic,
which may explain the greater tendency of anatase to undergo pressure-induced
phase transformations. The linewidth measurements support the contention that the
Gruneisen parameter is invariant for a particular vibrational mode in a fixed
crystalline phase. Thus, we have attributed the anomalous behavior of the

Figure 4. Linewidth
variation as a function
of applied pressure for
anatase and rutile phases
of Ti02.

10 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1 00

^ Pressure (KBar)
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vibrational frequency variation with applied pressure in sol-gel anatase films to
a greater compressibility of the material.

The higher
attributed to the
lower density phase appears to
annealing. Indirect evidence
pressure-dependent transmission
allows film thickness (1) to be
adjacent peak maxima or minima
according to equation (3).

compressibility of sol-gel deposited
presence of voids randomly distributed

anatase films can be
in the thin film. This

be more susceptible to void formation during
of voids in such films is provided by

measurements. In general, the fringe spacing
determined from the wavelengths corresponding to
{ Xi ) and the refractive index (n) of the film

2 nl (Xi-X2)/(^l-^2) (3)

The variation in fringe spacing for plasma vapor-deposited rutile and sol-gel
deposited anatase thin films is shown in Figure 5. A slight monotonic decrease in

film thickness as a function of increasing hydrostatic pressure is observed for
the high-density rutile phase film. The sol-gel anatase film again exhibits
anomalous behavior and appears to increase in thickness to a pressure of about 35
kbar, and then decrease in thickness. This behavior can be explained in terms of
displacement of air in the voids by the higher index pressure medium (alcohol),
leading to an effective increase in film thickness due to the higher composite
index. A critical pressure is reached when all air has been expelled from the
voids and the film begins to compress. This
small voids on the order of 10 angstroms or
currently in progress to verify the presence
quantify average void size.

model requires the presence of
less. Microstructural studies
of the proposed void structure

very
are
and

4. Cone 1 usi on

Raman spectroscopy has been used to probe perturbation of molecular structure
in dielectric films resulting from inherent and applied stress. Frequency shifts

correlate with applied pressure and can be
in thin films. By means of a diamond anvil
are reported

at pressures up
the films can

in the allowed lattice phonon lines
used to profile strain heterogeneity
cell, Raman microprobe measurements
vibrational spectrum of titania films
arrangement, transmission spectra of

that follow changes in the
to 100 kbar. Using the same
be obtained over the same

pressure range,
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Pressure-dependent vibrational spectra of plasma vapor-deposited rutile films
exhibit vibrational frequency shifts and linewidth variations consistent with
single-crystal behavior. Sol-gel deposited rutile films transform reversibly into
a Ti02-n structure at pressures above 70 kbar. A similar transformation is

observed in bulk materials, but the relatively long time periods required for
complete transformation to a phase i sostructural with a-Pb02 3"^^ the irreversi-
bility of the transformation suggest a second-order phenomenon. An analogous
phase transformation also has been observed in rutile crystals under nonhydro-
static conditions. [10,12] The microstructure associated with the sputter-
deposition process may induce these films to behave in a nonhydrostatic manner.
The two-dimensional nature of the thin film may offer lower impedance to
propagation of the transformation throughout the film. Sol-gel deposited anatase
films exhibit an anomalous pressure-dependent frequency response when compared
with that of the bulk powder. These results suggest that the film is more
compressible, resulting from an abundance of microscopic voids formed during
processing. The presence of these voids is apparently responsible for suppressing
the reversible pressure- induced phase transformation observed in the bulk material.
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gratefully acknowledges support through a NORCUS (Northwest College and University
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A questioner asked if in the hydrostatic pressure measurements account was taken of the

change in refractive index of the sample with pressure as well as dimensional changes.
The presenter replied yes.

To the question of "what does it all mean" the author replied that among other things the

presence of voids in the films seems to prevent a phase transformation. One of the cause
they suspect for radiation damage to the coatings seems related to a phase
transformation. If one can design a film with voids in it one may be able to suppress
this radiation damage mechanism. Perhaps this result explains why some of the sol gel

films appear to give higher damage thresholds than other types of film structures. Why
the voids repress the phase transformations is not clear yet.

It was suggested that perhaps the grain size also affected phase transformations and
might explain sol gel film behavior.
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We have employed two optical techniques which give complementary indications of
the formation of monolayers of oxide on freshly evaporated aluminum and silicon thin
films. Visible ellipsometry is utilized to observe the growth of the initial monolayer
of oxide on these films. From these data, we deduce the pressure and coverage depen-
dence as well as the growth rate for the initial monolayer arising from these surface
reactions. In addition, extreme ultraviolet (XUV) reflectance vs angle of incidence
measurements at 58.4 nm wavelength clearly indicate the growth of oxide on the surface
of our freshly deposited aluminum and silicon films as well. We have utilized this
reflectance data to deduce the optical constants of aluminum and silicon at 58.4 nm.

We find that previous XUV measurements of these optical constants were hampered by the
presence of oxides. We also determined that the XUV reflectivity performance of
aluminum films freshly deposited in our UHV system does not degrade appreciably when
stored for four weeks in a helium atmosphere of 2 x 10~^ Torr.

Key words: aluminum; ellipsometry; oxidation; reflectance; silicon; UHV films;
XUV.

1. Introduction

Applications for XUV grazing incidence reflectors range from resonator mirrors for an XUV
free-electron laser to imaging optics for XUV photolithography and synchrotron optics [1,2].
These applications can take advantage of the total -external -reflectance (TER) which occurs for
aluminum and silicon in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV). The performance of these grazing inci-
dence reflectors can be significantly degraded by the presence of oxide surface layers that form
on the thin film reflectors when they are exposed to the atmosphere [3-8]. We have undertaken a

study of the formation of surface oxide layers that form on aluminum and silicon thin films
deposited in our ultra-high vacuum (UHV) deposition system [91. We utilize in situ visible
ellipsometry to observe the time evolution of the surface oxidation and in situ XUV reflectometry
to determine material optical constants and the loss of XUV reflectance from the oxidized sur-
face.

2. UHV Deposition and Analysis Chamber

Our UHV chamber is capable of a base pressure of 2 x 10~^° Torr when it is fully baked at

200°C for 24-48 hours. The pumps on the system are oil-free (sorption/ion/cryo pumps) to avoid
any problems with carbon contamination. Heating of our chamber is accomplished with a combina-
tion of quartz lamps inside the chamber and external heating tapes. The electron beam source and
quartz crystal thin film thickness monitor are water cooled. The pump down sequence for this

chamber, which includes a bakeout, requires one and a half to two days. The chamber is illus-
trated schematically in figure 1.

A 7.5 cm diameter silicon substrate is attached to an adjustable sample holder which can be

translated in three orthogonal directions and rotated about the plane of incidence for ellipso-
metry and reflectance measurements. The material in the shuttered e-beam source is evaporated
onto the substrate with the film thickness controlled by a quartz crystal monitor.

3. Visible Ellipsometer

The in situ visible ellipsometer employed on our UHV chamber is a Gaertner model L104ALC,
rotating analyzer, automated ellipsometer with a helium-neon laser light source. The source and

detector modules of the ellipsometer are located outside the UHV chamber and view the sample
through fused silica windows. In order to avoid problems with stress and temperature induced
birefringence in the fused silica windows, we utilized a differential measurement of the ellipso-
metric parameter delta. Thus, only changes in delta were used to calculate the change in surface
oxide layer thickness.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of our UHV deposition and analysis system. All vacuum pumps are
oil-free. The in situ visible ellipsometer and XUV reflectometer are used to measure
the oxidation of freshly evaporated films.

3.1 Aluminum Film Oxide Layer

The growth of a monolayer of oxide on the surface of a thin film is adequately modeled by
the time evolution of the fractional coverage parameter 0, given by

^ = R*P*(l-e)" -
(1)

dt

where R is the rate constant, P is the pressure, n is the order parameter, and t is the time.
The ellipsometer data for aluminum exposed to 2 x 10"^ Torr of oxygen is given in figure 2a and
the solid curve is a fit of eq, (1) to this data. The value for R found from this fit is

2.89 X 10^ [monolayers/Torr*min] . In addition, we find that the order parameter n = 1, which
implies that this_is a first order reaction. Another set of data which was taken on aluminum
exposed to 1 x 10"^ Torr of oxygen is given in figure 2b and the solid curve is calculated from
eq. (1) with the rate constant and order parameter deduced from the previous experiment. The fit
to the data in figure 2b is good, which indicates that the linear pressure dependence in eq. (1)
is correct for this reaction. The measured rate constant for aluminum indicates a sticking
coefficient of .05, which means that only 5 out of 100 oxygen molecules that strike the fresh
aluminum surface "stick" to the surface.

A second set of el 1 ipsometric experiments was performed on fresh aluminum exposed to water
vapor instead of oxygen. The results of these experiments are indicated in figures 3a and 3b for
water vapor pressures of 2 x 10"^ Torr and 1 x 10 ^ Torr, respectively. These data also fit
equation (1) using the same rate constant and order parameter that were obtained for the oxygen
data. However, there is a time delay at the start of the reaction for water vapor. The time
delay scales linearly with the pressure as can be seen from these two figures. This time delay
may be caused by the formation of initial nucleation sites before the aluminum surface reaction
can proceed.
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Figure 2. The growth of a monolayer of oxide on a freshly deposited aluminum film exposed to

a) 2 X 10"^ Torr and b) 10"^ Torr of oxygen is shown in this ellipsometer data. The
solid curves are calculated from a fit of eq. (1) to the data in a) and this fit
yields the parameters given in the text.
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Figure 3. The growth of a monolayer of oxide on a freshly deposited aluminum film exposed to
a) 2 X 10"^ Torr and b) 10"^ Torr of water vapor is shown in this ellipsometer data.
The solid curves are calculated with eq. (1) using parameters fit to the data in

figure 2a with the addition of a time delay at the beginning of the run.

3.2 Silicon Film Oxide Layer

We have evaporated silicon films onto specially prepared silicon substrates in a manner
analagous to the experiments performed with aluminum. The special preparation of the substrates
involved evaporating aluminum films, which were subsequently oxidized, onto the silicon sub-
strates. Unlike aluminum, silicon is relatively transparent to the 632.8 nm HeNe ellipsometer
source and this preparation was required to enhance the sensitivity of the ellipsometer to the
formation of silicon oxide on the surface of freshly deposited silicon.

The results of our ellipsometer measurements of oxide growth on silicon are indicated in

figures 4a and 4b for oxygen pressures of 1 x lO"'' Torr and 5 x 10"^ Torr, respectively. The
indicated fit of eq. (1) to these data yields a rate constant R = 6.3 x 10^ [monolayers/Torr*min]
and linear pressure dependence. The order parameter for the silicon/oxygen reaction is found to
be 2, which indicates that this is a second order reaction.
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Figure 4. The growth of a monolayer of oxide on a freshly deposited silicon film exposed to
a) 10"'' Torr and b)5 x 10"^ Torr of oxygen is shown in this ellipsometer data. The
solid curves are calculated from a fit of eq. (1) to the data in a) and this fit
yields the parameters given in the text.

4. XUV Reflectometer

The in situ XUV reflectometer, which is an integral part of our UHV vacuum chamber, consists
of a capillary discharge source, a simple grating monochrometer , an imaging microchannel plate
detector, and a sample holder with several degrees of freedom (our XUV polarizer was not used in

these measurements). The detector and sample can be rotated about the plane of incidence in

order to measure reflectance vs angle of incidence. The sample can also be positioned in x,y,z
translations for proper alignment. There is no window between the gas discharge source and the
UHV chamber due to the excessive absorption of XUV photons that would be caused by such a window.
The error in our XUV reflectance measurements is estimated to be ±2% of the measured value.

4.1 Aluminum Film Reflectance

Reflectance vs angle of incidence measurements were performed on a freshly evaporated
aluminum film at 58.4 nm in our UHV system. In addition, we exposed the sample to sufficient
oxygen in our chamber to form a monolayer of surface oxide and we then remeasured the reflec-
tance. Finally, we vented the chamber to air for about 35 minutes before pumping the chamber
down again and remeasuring the reflectance. The results of these measurements are given in

figure 5. The calculated curves in figure 5 utilized previously published optical constants for

the oxides of silicon and aluminum [10,11]. The optical constants for the aluminum were fit to

the reflectance data for the fresh aluminum film and then used in all three calculated curves.
The optical constants derived from this analysis are given in table 1. The constants given in

the column labeled "old" are from reference 10.

The reflectance data in figure 5 indicate that there is a strong total-external-reflectance
(TER) effect in aluminum at 58.4 nm wavelength. In addition, this data indicates that a surface
oxide layer has a very serious degrading effect on the XUV reflectance of aluminum films.

4.2 Silicon Film Reflectance

We measured the reflectance vs angle of incidence at 58.4 nm for a freshly deposited silicon
film as shown in figure 6. We then performed surface oxidation and reflectance measurements on

this silicon sample similar to those already described for aluminum. The optical constants of

the oxide layers were obtained from published values as in the aluminum case [10,11]. The
optical constants for silicon were obtained from a fit to the reflectance data from the freshly
deposited film and these constants were used in the three calculated curves in figure 6. The

optical constants obtained from this work are compared to previously published values in table 1.

The XUV reflectance of silicon shows a pronounced TER effect that is not quite as dramatic

as that of aluminum due to the higher absorption of silicon (see k values in table 1). It is
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Figure 5. Reflectance vs angle of incidence for an aluminum film at 58.4 nm wavelength. The
solid line is calculated for aluminum that is oxide-free (corresponding to the •
data). The dashed line is calculated for aluminum with one surface monolayer of oxide
(corresponding to the data). The dotted line is calculated for aluminum with three
surface monolayers of oxide (corresponding to the a data).

Table 1. Optical constants at 58.4 nm

Material Old This Work

Aluminum n 0.715 0.700±0.005
k 0.024 0.010±0.002

Si 1 icon n 0.637 0.637±0.005
k 0.054 0.042±0.003

also evident from these reflectance measurements that the presence of surface oxide on silicon
degrades the XUV reflectance but not as dramatically as the aluminum case.

5. Reflector Lifetime

The lifetime of a UHV aluminum reflector can also be evaluated with the XUV reflectance
measurement outlined in this paper. In order to accomplish this measurement, we overcoated the
oxidized aluminum sample with a fresh layer of aluminum in the UHV system. We measured the
reflectance vs angle of incidence for this fresh film (indicated in figure 7) and then allowed
the film to sit in the UHV chamber for 4 weeks. The pressure in the UHV chamber during this life
test was greater than 2 x 10"^ Torr (mostly helium from our XUV source). After the four weeks of
elapsed time, the reflectance was remeasured and this result is given in figure 7. We were very
pleased to observe that the reflectance degradation during this life test was minimal.
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Figure 6. Reflectance vs angle of incidence data for a silicon film at 58.4 nm wavelength. The
solid line is calculated for silicon that is oxide-free (corresponding to the • data)

The dashed line is calculated for silicon with one surface monolayer of oxide (corres

ponding to the data). The dotted line is calculated for silicon with two surface

monolayers of oxide (corresponding to the a data).

Figure 7. Reflectance vs angle of incidence for a fresh aluminum film overcoating a previously

deposited and oxidized aluminum film (solid line and + data). This same film is_

measured again after four weeks in our UHV system at a helium pressure of 2 x 10 ^

Torr or greater (dotted line and o data). The interference effect seen between 35°

and 45° is due to subsurface reflections from the substrate and overcoated aluminum
plus oxide layers.
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6. Conclusions

The formation of surface oxides on aluminum and silicon films freshly deposited in an UHV

system have been observed with visible ellipsometry. A monolayer of surface oxide forms on the
aluminum when exposed to sufficient oxygen or water vapor with a sticking coefficient of .05 in

each case. There is a significant time delay before the start of the formation of the oxide
monolayer for water vapor, whereas there is no delay in the case of oxygen exposure. Similarly,
a monolayer of surface oxide forms on fresh silicon, when exposed to a sufficient quantity of

oxygen, with a .01 sticking coefficient. Silicon does not form an oxide in our UHV chamber when
exposed to water vapor pressures as high as 10"'* Torr.

XUV reflectance vs angle of incidence measurements on aluminum and silicon films freshly
evaporated in our UHV chamber and subsequently exposed to oxygen indicate substantial reductions
in reflectance caused by the oxide. Optical constants determined by our measurements indicate
lower absorption values for both aluminum and silicon than previously published values. The
lower values of the absorption index k obtained in this study are probably due to the high purity
of the starting material and the lack of any oxidation during the deposition in our UHV chamber.

A four week life test for an aluminum reflector indicated that minimal degradation of the

reflectance occurs when the mirror is kept in an UHV system with minimal oxygen and water vapor
partial pressures.

The authors would like to acknowledge the financial support provided to this project by the

Institutional Research and Development funds of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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In response to a question the speaker commented that the partial pressures of oxygen and
water vapor in his system are very low, in that 10-11 Torr range.

A second question was how to put a monolayer of oxygen on the metal studies? The speaker
replied that they simply expose it to oxygen and monitor the oxide thickness using the
ellipsometer

.

A third question concerned the purity of the aluminum used in the deposition. The
speaker replied that the aluminum was 99.999% pure, which may account for the low k value
found. Another contributing factor may be that the evaporation was carried out in ultra
high vacuum. With a conventional vacuum system it is almost impossible to avoid
incorporating some oxide in the film.
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ABSTRACT

The annealing of dielectric thin film coatings has been explored
in an attempt to identify the potential benefits of this method of
post deposition treatment. Single layer coatings fabricated using
several different deposition techniques were annealed and subsequently
characterized. All properties so determined evidenced substantial
changes as a result of the annealing process. Film microstructure

,

optical absorption levels, and laser damage thresholds varied
considerably with annealing power levels. Although oven annealing is
known to improve the performance of certain types of multilayer films,
significant improvements were seen only in certain films over a limited
range of annealing conditions. As a consequence of this, there were
changes in other important optical properties, which will be discussed
as well.

Key words: laser annealing, thin films, optical properties, laser damage

I. Introduction

The process of annealing to affect improved material properties has a long
established history. Steel and glass are annealed to improve their mechanical
properties making them less brittle and more ductile. This is accomplished by
careful control of the resultant microstructure, usually through thermal cycling
which promotes uniform grain growth within the material [1]. The final properties of
the material are quite sensitive to the specifics of the annealing cycle. A rapid
quenching of heated steel results in a hard but durable material suitable for a fine
edged sword. Longer cooling cycles result in steels with other characteristics and
uses

.

Semiconducting materials such as silicon have been annealed using lasers as well as
by flashlamps. Tjrpically, annealing of silicon results in epitaxial regrowth of the
material allowing the use of additional treatment such as ion implantation which can
leave residual damage in surface layers [2]. Usually, the annealing process has been
found to remove crystalline defects which strongly affect the electrical properties
of the material. Depending on the details of the process employed, impurities in the
semiconductor can be forced to remain where they are, or can be caused to diffuse
into the surrounding material in a controlled fashion.

Most all of the processes used to produce semiconductor and dielectric thin film
coatings create films with extensive numbers of defects and measurable levels of
impurities. In both optical and electronic applications, these defects and
impurities define the yield or the ultimate utility. For semiconductor materials,
more diagnostic techniques have been perfected and hence a greater number of defect
types have been identified and studied. The low laser damage thresholds observed in
optical thin film coatings have frequently been attributed to the presence of film
defects, impurities, inclusions, or other inhomogeneities [3]. For dielectric films
deposited under otherwise ideal conditions for a given process, these defects,
inclusions, and impurities remain largely unidentified.

In addition to controlling or eliminating defects and impurities, laser processing of
materials has permitted the controlled alteration of microstructure in several
materials including fused silica, silicon, and metallic glasses [4-7]. Laser
annealing or polishing of fused silica surfaces has resulted in high laser damage
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thresholds through the removal of contaminants, the fusing of microcracks and/or the
formation of unusual chemical bonding [4,5] . Picosecond pulses have been used to
anneal silicon or metallic glasses resulting in direct phase transitions from
crystalline to amorphous [6,7]. The potential for control of microstructure , in the
bulk as well as at or near the surface of bulk materials, is obvious.

The intent of this study was to determine if beneficial changes could be induced in
dielectric thin film coatings through a laser annealing process. The regrowth of a
dielectric thin film coating into a more "defect free" structure was a potential
objective of this study although we have no direct way of determining that the film
was "defect free". Thus, for laser processed optical coatings, the transmission,
reflection, scattering, damage threshold and absorption were measured. The observed
changes provided us with only indirect information on the resultant microstructure,
band structure and alteration or removal of defects.

The utility of annealing of dielectric films should not be based solely on the
results of this work. A set of experimental conditions were selected based on the
results of an earlier preliminary experiment and also on the convenience of the
particular approach taken [8] . These conditions were held invariant throughout the
experiment. However, it is clear that specific processing conditions would need to
be developed for each material studied and each deposition process employed in the
initial film fabrication. Additional work required to fully explore the utility of
laser annealing might include annealing in different ambient atmospheres, annealing
with various duty cycles, a direct comparison with oven annealing and an evaluation
of the effects of the time factor in the heating and cooling cycles on resultant film
properties including a complete thermal heat-flow analysis.

II. Experiment

To determine if laser processing could induce beneficial changes in dielectric films,
a large number of samples were prepared, processed, and tested. The samples were
selected to be representative of oxide dielectric films in common use. Where
possible, films of a given material were prepared using more than one deposition
process. These films were irradiated under controlled conditions and then
extensively characterized.

Experimental conditions for the annealing process were selected to replicate the
earlier work whenever possible [8]. As before, a large 15 kilowatt carbon dioxide
laser was used at reduced power levels for this study. The 10.6 micron beam had a

nearly uniform intensity profile and a diameter of 8.9 cm at the sample plane.
Samples were scanned across the beam at 1.5 cm/sec resulting in a dwell time of 5.9
sec

.

Two significant improvements over the earlier work were implemented in this study.
Samples were held by a vacuum chuck assembly during translation across the beam.
This assembly, detailed in Figure 1, allowed for precise alignment of the sample
surface during irradiation. Another advantage was that the sample holder provided a
uniformly cool heat sink at the back surface of the sample. This feature was found
to be especially important in the irradiation of the fused silica calorimetry/stress
wafers which were only 0.25 mm thick. The original sample holder design for this
size substrate had channels cut into its surface as shown in Figure 1. Upon
irradiation, these channels left permanent signatures in the optical thickness of the
dielectric film on the wafer. The redesigned holder, shown in Figure 1, provides
suction only on the outside rim with a recessed interior resulting in uniformly
annealed films over the central area.

The second improvement was real-time monitoring of sample surface temperatures during
the experiment using an infrared camera system [9]. A complete thermal history of
each sample was recorded on video tape. With this data, we attempted to replicate
surface temperatures on calorimetry wafers that had been observed on full size
samples. Typical power loadings used in the annealing process and the resultant
surface temperatures are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Power Loadings and Temperatures Recorded

1.0 " Si02 wafers
25 W/cm2 aSO'C 10.5 W/cm2 ilO'C
50 660 13.3 600
75 900

100 1250

The annealing process, as described here, is a surface treatment, although both the
coating and the substrate are affected. The temperature dependence of the
penetration depth of 10.6 micron light in fused silica has been measured [10]. At
room temperature, the penetration depth is 34 microns and decreases to 4 microns at
1800°C. Given the high absorption of fused silica, and the 200-400 nm thickness of
the coating, the infrared camera system measured temperatures representative of the
ambient coating temperature.

III. Samples

Single layer dielectric coatings were deposited on fused silica substrates with a 1/2
wave optical thickness at 1064nm. The 1.5" and 2" diameter substrates were
superpolished by a commercial firm for ultralow scatter/roughness surfaces. Stress
wafers were included in the sample set for calorimetry and film stress measurements.
Scattering levels were measured on a selected group of the larger substrates and then
all were coated.

Three deposition processes were selected for study - electron beam, reactive
sputtering, and sol gel. The sample set and representative film properties are
described in Table 2. Electron beam coatings of AljOg and TajOg were prepared by the
Developmental Optics Facility [11]. A second set of AljOg and Ta206 films were
prepared using reactive sputtering at Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories [12].
TiOg sol gel coatings were prepared at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [13].
Except for the sol gel coatings, which were prepared individually, all films of the
same type were deposited at the same time during the same coating run. All films
received were of excellent quality with few blemishes noted upon visual inspection.

Table 2. Thin Film Coating Samples^ ^

(2)
Deposition Process Film Material Refractive Index

Electron Beam AI2O3 1 63

Ta205 2 01

Reactive Sputtering AI2O3 1 64

Ta205 2 13

Sol Gel TiOj 1 8

1) Nominally A/2 at 1064 nm.

2) At 633nm, from spectrophotometric data.

3) Film thickness selected for T max at 500nm.

Prior to irradiation, all films were measured in a spectrophotometer for transmission
over the range of 190 to 800 nm[14]. The coating uniformity measured was almost as
good as the measurement uncertainty of 0.5%. In addition, the scattering levels of
selected films were measured for comparison with the uncoated substrates.

Each sample was clensed prior to irradiation using a spin cleaning system which
dispensed spectroscopic grade methanol followed by a nitrogen blow off. Collodion
was then applied to the coated surface and stripped off with tape. Finally, samples

were stored in sealed containers before mounting on the vacuum chuck assembly for
processing.

Power levels used for sample irradiation were selected after analysis of data
obtained on an initial series of samples which were irradiated at 25, 50, 75 and 100

W/cm2. Spectrophotometer transmission curves were compared with pre-test data. It
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was observed, as In the preliminary work, that the optical transmission of annealed
coatings steadily diminished for samples irradiated at power levels above 50 W/cm2 .

At 2 5 and 50 W/cm2
, changes in the optical transmission were small, but measurable,

and appeared to be potentially beneficial. Therefore, the remaining samples were
irradiated at 25 and 50 W/cm2

.

IV. Post- Irradiation Characterization

After annealing, the treated films were analyzed using a number of techniques.
Characterizations performed included optical transmission, el 1 ipsometry

, x-ray
diffraction, stress, optical absorption at 351nm, laser damage testing at 1064nm, and
surface scattering at 633nm. All measurements except surface scattering were
performed at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.

Spectrophotometric Data

Optical transmission was measured on annealed films and then compared with data from
the virgin samples. As in the earlier study, changes were observed in the
transmission curves which indicated a modification of the films optical thickness.
Data recorded from samples irradiated at 50 W/cm2 is summarized in Table 3. In
contrast to the earlier work, transmission maxima at the halfwave points were
observed to shift to shorter as well as longer wavelengths. Shifts of a few nm were
observed to occur in both directions even within a given sample set. For some
samples, an increased modulation depth was observed in the transmission scans
indicating a larger refractive index. In most scans, the overall transmission of the
samples was lower after irradiation. For power levels of 75 and 100 W/cm2 it was
observed consistently that film transmission levels were greatly reduced at shorter
wavelengths. Further analysis of these scans as per reference 15 provided re-
fractive index data for the annealed films which was compared with ellipsometric
data.

Table 3. Stimmary of Spectrophotometric Data from Samples Annealed at 50 W/cm2

.

Sample A, Shift Modulation Transmission
UV IR Depth at UV edge

(% Change)

20^- 40 nm (A)^'^ -2 - -6%
6''-_^10 nm (A) , t -2 - -4%

2 -^10 nm (A) , t +0.5-1%
2 -""lO nm I NC

NA NA -4%

A1203 e.b
TajOs e.b
AI2O3 r . s

TajOs r . s

TiOj
,
sol

1) Transmission maxima or half wave points.
2) Modulation depth is related to refractive index.
3) Varies with wavelength.

Transmission data recorded on reactive sputtered TajOg films annealed at each power
level appears in Figure 2. Shifts of the transmission maxima towards longer
wavelengths are clearly in evidence for each annealed film. At the higher power
levels, this shift is nearly 40nm. The transmission for films annealed at the higher
power levels is reduced by up to 15% at the shorter wavelengths. Because of this
sharp reduction in film transmittance , it is difficult to be certain from Figure 2

that the modulation depth, and hence the refractive index, is altered in the
transmission scans of the annealed films. Film refractive indices obtained from
these cuirves are plotted in Figure 3 and a small decrease in index with increasing
anneal power level is apparent.

Data obtained on reactive sputtered films of AljOg differed in some respects. As in
the TajOg data, shifts were observed in transmission maxima towards longer
wavelengths by 2-lOnm. In the other distinguishing features of these scans, these
two film materials behaved quite differently. The transmission scans for the AI2O3
films showed a slightly increased modulation depths consistent with an increased
refractive index. However, the modulation depth and the spacing of the transmission
maxima changed with wavelength after annealing. As plotted in Figure 4, refractive
indices dropped slightly before increasing for the film irradiated at 100 W/cm2. In
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AljOg films, the UV cutoff shifted towards shorter wavelengths with higher
transmissions overall in this region.

The data obtained on electron beam deposited coatings of TajOg and AljOg indicated
that these films were susceptible to significant thickness changes due to the
annealing process. TajOg films processed at 50 W/cm2 or higher experienced shifts of
transmission maxima towards the UV by 6-lOnm. Unirradiated control samples were
observed to shift in the opposite direction, i.e., towards the IR by 2-4nm in
comparing pre and post annealing transmission scans. The modulation depth in these
transmission scans increased although the overall transmission was reduced by 6-20%
at the shorter wavelengths. In addition, the modulation depth was seen to change
with wavelength in the data for these coatings - a disturbing feature for a single
layer film discussed in Appendix A. Refractive index data taken from these scans is
plotted in Figure 5

.

Annealing of the AljOg films fabricated by electron beam deposition resulted in
crazing of the films annealed at 50 W/cm2 or higher. Films annealed at 2 5 W/cm2
survived and had 6% higher transmission at 220nm. However, these films also
exhibited a modulation depth which varied with wavelength. As the majority of these
films did not survive the annealing process, only the absorption could be measured on
wafer samples

.

Analysis of the Ti02 sol gel films from spectrophotometric data is somewhat
different, since the usual thin film interference modulation pattern does not appear.
The transmission scans recorded show only a peak in the transmission near 500nm with
a cut-off at 320nm. After annealing, the Ti02 sol gel films had lower peak
transmittances by 4% or more for films irradiated at 50 W/cm2 or higher. A small
shift towards the UV was also observed in the transmission maxima at the higher power
levels

.

Ellipsometry Data

Films annealed at all power levels were analyzed using ellipsometry. A standard
commercial ellipsometer operating at 533nm was used for testing the complete set of
annealed films [16]. Unfortunately, data obtained on the TiOj sol gel films could
not be analyzed with our current modelling capabilities. The remaining films were
measured, and the data is plotted along with the spectrophotometric data in Figures
3-5. A consistent increase in the refractive index of the electron beam deposited
TajOs was measured along with a slightly increasing film thickness. The opposite
trend was measured in TajOp deposited using reactive sputtering. Reactive sputtered
AI2O3 films did not change significantly in either refractive index or thickness
according to the ellipsometry data.

The apparent inconsistency between refractive indices, obtained from ellipsometric
and spectrophotmetric data in Figures 3-5, is due to the difficulty of modelling
inhomogeneous films. Significant progress has been made recently in analysis of
spectrophotometric and ellipsometric data incorporating a model of an inhomogeneous
film structure [Appendix A]. While either data set may be off in absolute magnitude,
the trends in the derived refractive indices are replicated for the most part.

Film Scattering Measurements

A selection of films irradiated at 25 and 50 W/cm2 and appropriate controls were
evaluated using a variable angle scatterometer at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory
[17]. Samples were evaluated three times - as bare surfaces, coated surfaces and
after annealing. The scattering levels obtained on the uncoated substrates provided
an average value of 40 PPB/steradian - a very smooth surface in comparison to
conventionally polished optics which normally exhibit scattering at the 1

PPM/steradian level[17]. After coating deposition, average levels increased by a

factor of 100. After annealing, the average scattering levels recorded on films
annealed at 25 and 50 W/cm2 did not change significantly. This data verified total
integrated scatter data recorded in the preliminary study[8]. Films annealed at

higher power levels were crystallized and scattering levels for these films were two
to four orders of magnitude higher.
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X-Ray Diffraction Data

An x-ray diffractometer was used to determine the crystalline structure of the films
used in this study. Control samples and films irradiated at power levels up to 50
W/cm2 appeared to be completely amorphous with no visible structure. With one
exception, coatings showed some evidence of crystallization after annealing at power
levels of 75 and 100 W/cm2

.

Sputtered and electron beam deposited TajOg coatings crystallized into the
orthorhombic structure. Data taken on films irradiated at 100, 75, 50 W/cm2 and a
control is plotted in Figure 6. Diffracted intensities did not change significantly
between samples irradiated at 75 and those irradiated at 100 W/cm2

.

The structural modification of AljOg coatings could not be detected by x ray
diffraction even on samples irradiated at the highest annealing power levels. Films
fabricated by reactive sputtering survived the highest annealing powers and scattered
light intensely. However, no definitive peaks appeared in the x-ray data.

The TiOj sol gel films, which were initially amorphous, became polycrystalline at
high annealing powers. Raman spectroscopic analyses provided by Dr Greg Exarhos of
Battelle verified the formation of anatase and rutile bonding in these films. X-ray
diffraction data proved to be unreliable and may indicate that the technique is

sensitive to the unusual microstructure of sol gel films.

Film Stress

Residual stress in coatings deposited on fused silica stress wafers was inferred from
an interferometr ic technique which determined the flexure of each substrate wafer
[18] . An increase in compressive stress with film annealing was observed only in
Ta205 films. Data recorded on several wafers annealed at each power density has been
averaged and is plotted in Figure 7 for electron beam and reactive sputtered Ta^O^
films. Even though substantial differences exist in the properties and
microstructure of these two types of films, the slopes determined in the rate of
increase in film stress are the similar.

Optical Absorption Data

Coatings deposited on fused silica wafers and annealed at two power levels were
measured for optical absorption at 351nm using a laser calorimeter system. The
calorimeter, which has been described elsewhere, is capable of determining
absorptions as low as 20 PPM [19]. Absorption levels measured on these samples were
large and the data is plotted in figures 8-10. From the peak temperatures recorded
on wafers and larger size samples in Table 1, it is clear that the highest
temperatures recorded on the wafers (600 degrees°C) corresponded to larger samples
annealed at 50 W/cm2 . Calorimetry data taken on these wafers shows that for most of
the samples tested, the absorption drops by 5 to 90% as the annealing power
increases. The one exception is the TajOs films deposited using the e beam process.
Annealing these films increased the absorption levels by a factor of 3.

Laser Damage Data

Testing was performed at 1064nm using a ND:YAG laser system and test procedures which
have been described previously [20]. The test parameters were as follows:

pulse duration
spot size
sites tested
type of test
damage determination
any observable change.

7 nsec (FWHM) single mode
710 microns l/e2 diameter
144
1-on-l
Nomarski microscopy 200X

Two samples annealed at 25 and 50 W/cm2 of each type were tested. An unannealed
sample and one sample each annealed at 75 and 100 W/cm2 were also tested.
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Laser damage test data is plotted in Figures 11-13. In every type of film studied,
the damage morphologies observed remained consistent up to the 50 W/cm2 level and
then changed dramatically for samples annealed at 75 and 100 W/cm2 . It was somewhat
unusual that for the TajOg samples prepared using electron beam deposition, the
observed damage site morphology seemed to be independent of the incident fluence
level after annealing at the higher power levels. This observatin may demonstrate
the sensitivity of thin film damage thresholds to substrate contamination.

The laser damage thresholds plotted in figure 11 of AI2O3 films deposited by reactive
sputtering remained unchanged after annealing, even though the film crystalline
structure, surface appearance, scattering levels, transmissivity , and the morphology
of the damage sites changed considerably over the different annealing levels. These
were unusual samples in that no pitting was observed in the damage morphology. The
characteristic morphology consisted of a uniformly round area of complete film
ablation or alteration. Damage in these films was thus absorption dominated. [21]

Table 4. Summary of Annealed Film Characterization Data

Anneal Power
W/cm2 0 25 50 75 100

Refractive 1.64 1.64 1.57 1.59 1.78 AI2O3 . rs
Index 2.12 2.13 2.11 2.08 2.06 TajOg , r s

at 500nm 2.01 : 2.04 2.03 2.02 2.06 TajOs , eb
1.8 TiOj

,
sol

Absorption 0.192 0.115 AI2O3

,

rs

at 351nm 0.265 0.323 0.208 TajOg

.

rs

(%) 0.698 1.920 TazOfi , eb
8.650 8.230 8.210 TiOj

,
sol

Crystal Amorphous A A A A AI2O3

,

rs

Structure A A A orthorhombic TajOs , r s

A A A II II TajOs , eb
A A A Rutile/anatase TiOj. sol

Stress 352 354 AI2O3 , rs
(MPa) 181 318 432 TajOs , r s

128 261 TajOs , eb
0 0 0 TiOg

,
sol

Laser Damage 12.2 10.8 11.1 11.7 11.3 Al 2O3 . rs
Threshold 5.4 2.6 3.5 2.1 0.9 TajOs , r s

at 1064nm 2.7 2.3 1.8 3.3 4.8 TajOfi , eb
(J/cm2) 4.8 4.4 2.6 6.0 7.9 TiOj, sol

Scattering -26% -26% 277% 1000%+ 1000%+ AI2O3
at 633nm -54% 39% -31% ft M TajOg , r s

(PPM/Str) -18% 37% 22% II II TajOfi , eb
6% -1% -11% II II TiOj

,
sol

Peak Temp 20°C 380°C 660°C 900°C 1250°C

Data obtained on TajOs deposited by reactive sputtering is plotted in Figure 12. A
clearly defined trend towards reduced damage thresholds with increased annealing power

is shown. Further examination of the damage data from the perspective of determining

the probability for damage at a given fluence led to a second trend - the slope of a

probability curve or the spread in fluences resulting in either damaging or

nondamaging events increases with annealing power. Damage morphologies consisted of

pitting at low damaging fluences and larger features at higher fluences. The change

in slope with annealing power was evident in the damage morphologies as well since

small sites which were identical in appearance were observed at high damaging fluences

and at threshold on samples annealed at 75 and 100 W/cm2 . While very small
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sites are commonly observed in coating damage studies well above the threshold, the
number of such occurrences changed considerably after annealing.

In Figure 13 , laser damage threshold data obtained on TajOg films fabricated using
electron beam deposition and the TiOj sol gel coatings are plotted. In both plots the
damage threshold appears to decrease to a low level at 50 W/cm2 and then increase
again at the higher power levels.

V. Analysis Summary

The data taken using each of the various characterization techniques has been
collected into Table 4. It is clear that the largest changes occurred in the annealed
coatings in all categories at power levels of 75 W/cm2 or higher. Between 50 and 75
W/cm2 , refractive index, absorption, laser damage threshold and scattering data
continued or reversed trends seen at lower power levels. The optical properties seem
to correlate well with changes in film structure seen in the x-ray diffraction data.
The majority of the films which were amorphous, became polycrystalline after annealing
at power levels of 75 and 100 W/cm2 . The onset of crystallization led to either
improvements in laser damage threshold and slight increases in refractive index or a
reduced damage threshold and refractive index.

In a more qualitative sense, the data collected in this study encompasses several
areas of topical interest concerning thin film structure and the role of contaminants
such as water and hydrocarbons. For instance, the changes observed in transmission
scans of annealed films are clearly due to several phenomena. The sol gel and
electron beam deposited films all showed shifts towards the UV of transmission maxima
indicating a reduced optical thickness. This is probably due to the known porosity
and water content of these types of films. [22,23] The reactive sputtered films,
which are known to be dense and non-porous, invariably shifted towards longer
wavelengths. [24] Severely reduced film transmission at shorter wavelengths are a
direct result of very large increases in scattering which could not be accounted for
in the absorption data but does correlate well with the x-ray diffraction data.
Competing processes of water removal and densification or crystallization led to the
majority of the observed phenomena.

VI. Interpretation

The data presented is consistent with a model of film microstructure and bonding which
changes when thermal energy from the annealing process is added to the system. The
additional energy promotes the growth of crystallites within the film which alter the
optical properties, such as increased scattering. Depending on the initial state of
the film, these changes may be beneficial or deleterious.

In electron beam deposited films, the original microstructure is known to be small
scale polycrystalline or amorphous [22]. These films have less than the bulk packing
density resulting in a film which is porous and has variable properties depending on
the ambient humidity - as observed in the shifting transmission data recorded on
unannealed films. In the films tested in this survey, the spectrophotometric and
ellipsometric data indicated the annealed films density with higher refractive indices
and become optically thinner. The laser damage threshold increases with the onset of
crystallization along with light scattering and the film's mechanical stress. These
phenomena are consistent with the growth of crystallites within the film. Only the
optical absorption data seems unusual since absorption in the UV increases in TajOg
and decreases in AljOg films with annealing. The growth of crystallites within the
TajOg films does apparently result in the rupturing of preexisting bonding and a

concommitant increase in the optical absorption. The AI2O3 films tested were probably
not stoichiometric and thus became fully oxidized with the anneal process resulting in
lower absorption.

In most respects, the sol gel films tested in this study behaved in a similar fashion
to the electron beam deposited films. These films have a microstructure which is very
porous and resembles many layers of packed spherical particles [23]. Like the
electron beam deposited coatings, annealing at high power levels resulted in higher
damage thresholds and increased light scattering. Optical absorption measurements in
the UV near the band edge for Ti02 showed only a very slight decrease in absorption.
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In the sputtered films, the microstructure is known to be amorphous and dense
providing nearly bulk properties [24]. The spectrophotometric and ellipsometric data
indicates that the refractive index decreases for these films with an increase in film
optical thickness. The laser damage threshold decreases or remains unchanged along
with increases in light scattering and the mechanical stress. As before, these
phenomena are consistent with the growth of crystallites within the film - with a film
that is initially dense and the growth of crystallites disrupts existing bonding
patterns. The small decreases measured in optical absorption in annealed sputtered
films may indicate some small deviation from completely stoichiometric oxides.

VII. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to examine the effect of a laser annealing process on
the properties of several types of dielectric films. The samples tested were selected
to be representative of the parameter space of film characteristics from the most
popular deposition techniques available. Data collected as part of this study shows
significant differences in the properties of the films and the strong influence of the
initial film microstructure on the properties of the annealed film.

The process of annealing modifies the film characteristics by affecting the film
microstructure as a result of the formation of crystallites. The initial film
microstructure is significantly altered by the growth of crystallites which evolve
within the existing matrix. In a film with a densely packed microstructure, these
crystallites may rupture bonds and for all practical purposes destroy the integrity of
the film. In less dense films, the nucleation of crystallites may actually increase
the packing density resulting in a film with generally improved optical and mechanical
properties

.

The ability to control film microstructure through a post deposition process has been
demonstrated in this study. The annealing process used in this study promotes
crystaline growth within the film microstructure. The analogy of annealing and
hardening of metals ends here since there is no available means to "cold work" the
thin film coating and create a fine grained film once it has been annealed. From the
data presented, the annealing process can result in improved properties in some
performance criteria. However, the process is relatively uncontrolled and trade-offs
are involved in performance

.

The results of this paper are complementary to the observation that a post deposition
baking at comparable temperatures can notably improve the performance of sputtered
films [25] . A model which may account for this phenomenon begins with the assumption
that the lowest energy state for a coating material such as TajOj in thin film form
may be the glassy amorphous phase so often found as opposed to the crystalline state
of the bulk material. The free energy of the large surface area of the film in

comparison to the free energy of the bulk of the film may dictate the glassy amorphous
phase. Sputtered films are known to have nearly bulk packing densities and contain
very small scale nucleated crystallites of a particular crystalline phase when
deposited [26]. As depicted in Figure 14, the free energy of crystallites within the

film is such that they may be above or below the critical size for growth. When
heated in an oven, crystallites smaller than the critical radius break up and go back
into the solution or liquid phase of the surrounding glassy film. Crystallites larger
than the critical radius continue to grow. The important difference between this type

of baking procedure and the laser annealing performed in this study is the time factor
involved. An overnight bake allows a gradual redistribution of free energy in the

film system as bonding patterns shift slowly into the lowest energy condition of a

uniform glassy film.
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A questioner was puzzled why the density increased but the index decreased. The author
replied that he felt that the physical structure of the porous films was collapsing and
when crystallites grow within the sputtered films that grow within the existing matrix
without rupturing the overall structure of the film. In the tantalum pentoxide films a

roughening of the surface but no apparent cracks . In the aluminum oxide sputtered
films cracks are seen opening up in the surface relieving stress. That also occurs in

electron beam deposited films as part of the damage morphology. There are physical
changes going on in the films but why the density increases but the index decreases is

a puzzle.

Another questioner pointed out that a phenomenon in bulk ceramics is known as

transformation toughening. For example, in Zr02 people dope it to stabilize a

particular phase. When these samples crack, there is a great amount of stress present
near the crack tip which causes a transformation to a different phase which prevents
the crack from going farther. Can there be an analogy in thin films so that increased
stress improves the damage threshold? The author replied that he knew of no evidence
to support such an interpretation. The electron beam deposited films are initially
porous and the growth of new crystal grains within the film appear to fill up existing
pores within the material and not causing a large increase in residual stress. He does
not have stress data taken on films annealed above 50 W/cm^

,
however, so that the above

conclusion is not certain.

The samples were irradiated in air and held in a vacuum chuck assembly. One questioner
suggested that there might be implications for manufacturers who are baking their
samples after their coatings. The author agreed, saying that one of the motivations
for the study was the industrial practice of baking ion-beam deposited films to improve
their damage threshold. Films in an amorphous phase are not in equilibrium, the
equilibrium condition is a crystalline phase. Perhaps a slow oven bake promotes nuclei
which return to the glassy matrix. However, in this experiment the heating takes 6

seconds so that the activation energy for crystal growth, which is of the order of 0.1
eV, is not allowed enough time to be effective.

The questioner also reminded the audience that the Russians reported about 4 years ago

that if they baked their samples in an oven of hydrogen or oxygen free of water that
the damage resistance went up. Was the water content controlled in these experiments?
The speaker replied that although the water was not controlled, the properties of the

films after baking were stable for several months. Water, however, would not
necessarily diffuse in or out.
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Fig. 2 Spectrophotometer transmission data on set of annealed reactive

sputtered Ta205 films
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Fig. 3 Refractive indices determined from spectrophotometric and
ellipsometric analysis of sputtered 13205 films annealed
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at various power levels
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stress in Annealed Ta^O^ Films
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Video Image Processing of Laser-Illuminated Coating Defects*
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A video microscopy system has demonstrated the ability to detect and locate defects
nondestructively in multilayer optical coatings. The system uses laser-excited scattering
to illuminate defects responsible for laser-induced damage in multilayer dielectric
mirrors. Scatter intensity maps and contours can be generated by digitizing the video
image of scattering from individual defects. These can reveal characteristic defect
scatter features that can be related to a damage probability. Due to the relatively low
resolution of the stored video image, the scattering from a defect may be contained in
only a few pixels. Using digital-enhancement techniques such as cross correlation, noise
filtering, and Laplacian edge enhancement combined with fast-Fourier transforms, it is

possible to increase the resolution of the characteristic features of a scattering defect
for a more detailed analysis. Examples of these techniques for a dielectric mirror will
be presented and discussed.

Key words: coating defects; defect scattering; laser damage; thin films; video-
enhancement techniques; video image processing.

1. Introduction

Video microscopy using laser illumination can be used as a tool to examine optical coating
defects responsible for laser-induced damage [1]. Due to the relatively low resolution inherent
in the video process, the ability to identify the defects that act as damage initiators can be

limited severely. The present study seeks to identify and provide information on defect
characteristics by the use of video-enhancement techniques. This nondestructive technique could
provide a more efficient and economical means of quality assessment than laser damage testing.
The work reported here was designed to develop further the method of defect indentif ication and

characterization in order to address this need [2]. Examples of the application of these video
techniques will be presented.

2. Experimental

The laser-illumination studies were performed previously in the Naval Weapons Center's visible

wavelength damage facility. This facility has been described in detail in the literature [3]. A

tunable dye-laser source provides plane-polarized 0.4-J, 0.5-(is pulses in a reproducible smooth
spatial profile in the 460- to 530-nm wavelength range. The attenuated laser beam is focused on

the sample surface at near-normal incidence using a 280-mm focal length lens. The spatial profile
of the focused beam is a flat-topped Gaussian (420 |jm in diameter at the 1/e intensity) with a

240-fim-diameter area of constant (to ±5%) intensity. An area approximately 1 x 0.8 mm is viewed

by the video-imaging microscopy system (VIMS) at an angle of 15° from the laser beam in the plane

of the laser polarization. This sample was also irradiated with a chopped 25-W tungsten-halide

lamp to see if the coating defects were visible with a broadband light source. The coating

defects could not be seen by this method [4]. The VIMS consists of a close-focusing Questar Model

QM-1 telescope, a color video camera, and broadcast-quality recording system. A three-tube

Saticon camera was used to observe defect illumination and damage. The video-image-processing
system (VIPS) is a recent addition to the overall laser damage facility. The VIPS consists of an

Eigen F-lOO digital image processor and a Hewlett-Packard Model 216 computer controller.

*Work supported by Navy Independent Research funds.

^Numbers in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of the paper.
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The Eigen F-lOO is designed to grab a single video field (256 x 512 pixels) or frame (512 x

512 pixels) and detail the image in its solid state memory. The video input can be any national
television standard code source (video camera or videotape). The digitized video data can be
stored in the F-lOO's integral 20-Mbyte Winchester disk or transferred to the computer for analy-
sis or storage on floppy disks. The Winchester disk all ows 100 video fields (50 frames) to be
stored. Other important features include (1) dynamic resolution of 256 gray levels, (2) five
levels of noise reduction, (3) simultaneous display of two fields, (4) contrast and level con-
trols, and (5) burst mode (stores two frames per second to the Winchester disk). All functions
are computer controlled by means of an IEEE 488 interface.

The Hewlett-Packard Model 216 computer was specially outfitted to handle the large matrices of

digital video data. Internal RAM memory had to be 3.5 Mbytes or larger. This requirement is dic-
tated by the number of pixels being analyzed. Other features include (1) floating point math
coprocessor, (2) 1-Mbyte disk storage, and (3) Hewlett-Packard extended BASIC 3.0. A BASIC
compiler will soon be implemented to increase the computational speed.

3. Software

Special video image-analysis software (VIAS) was written to accomplish three tasks: (1)
provide control of the Eigen FL-100 and to access its digitized video data, (2) provide a means to
plot the digitized video in useful formats, and (3) perform image-analysis techniques to enhance
the image quality.

The Eigen control portions of the VIAS invoke commands from the F-lOO and facilitate data
transfer between the F-lOO and the computer. Commands for the F-lOO include access to the
internal hard disk, control of various display modes, status of the F-lOO, and selection of
specific groups of pixels or entire fields to send to or receive from the computer.

The digital video images can be displayed before and after image processing in several ways.
The video pixel information can be output through the F-lOO to any standard video monitor, video
recorder, or plotted on the computer in either contour, surface, or gray map plots. Contour and
surface plots treat the image as a pseudo three-dimensional surface where X and Y remain the same,
but the gray level intensity is treated as a height or third dimension. Contour plots like
topographical maps draw lines along areas of equal height to produce a plot looking "down" at the
image. Surface plots look at the "surface" of the image from the side and partially above or
below the edge. Features behind other features can be hidden or, if one chooses, drawn with the
obscured lines shown. A density of dots proportional to the gray level of that pixel is provided
by gray map plots; the video output of the F-lOO provides a much better means, however, as it uses
real gray levels.

4. Image-Enhancement Techniques

The original images from the video tape can be noisy and limited in resolution. To enhance
what can be seen, several image-processing techniques have been implemented in VIAS.

4.1. Averaging and Filtering

4.1.1. Local Averaging

To eliminate image noise, many different filtering schemes can be used. One of the simplest
schemes is local averaging, which substitutes the average value of a 3 x 3 block around a pixel
for that pixel. This method will eliminate pixels that differ greatly from their neighbors. The
effect is to blur the image slightly; this must be considered a trade-off with the advantage of

eliminating noise. Many variations exist using different size and shape blocks around each pixel.

4.1.2. Median Filtering

A method of filtering that will not blur the image is median filtering. As in local averag-
ing, the 3x3 block of pixels surrounding each pixel is used; in median filtering, the pixel

value closest to the average is used. This will preserve edges, but still eliminate single spots

of noise. Again, many variations of median filtering can be used employing different blocks of

pixels. A side effect of median filtering is that thin lines or small spots will be made thinner,

but they will not blur as in local averaging.
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4.1.3. Min/Max Filtering

Another type of filtering used in VIAS is min/max filtering, where the local minimum or maxi-
mum of a block of pixels is used to replace the central pixel. This is similar to using thresh-
olds to segment portions of the image from the background.

4.1.4. Thresholding

Thresholding can be used to eliminate unwanted portions of the image. For example, a noisy
low-level background can be eliminated if the portions of the image of interest are of a higher
gray level; with subsequent scaling, the image can be substantially improved. An extreme of

thresholding is to quantize the image into two gray levels: those above a given threshold and
those below. This technique is called quantization.

4.2. Scaling

4.2.1. Gray Scale Adjustment

Since most images will be made under conditions where the full range of gray levels is not
used, a scaling option can be implemented to spread the image over the complete 256 gray levels
available. This scaling operation tends to increase the contrast of the image. Also, it can be

performed in nonuniform ways: Portions of the gray scale (i.e., the top 1/4) are stretched to
cover a wider range (usually the top 156 gray levels), while the rest of the gray scale is com-
pressed into what remains. This technique can be used to enhance greatly certain features of the
image over the background.

4.2.2. Histograms and Co-occurrence Matrices

Histograms of the number of pixels in each gray level can be generated to show where to

perform thresholding and scaling operations. More information about the image can be found
through co-occurrence matrices. The co-occurrence matrix is a measure of how often each gray
level occurs adjacent to every other gray level. In pictures with little change in gray levels,
most of the co-occurrence matrix will be near the diagonal, as most pixels will have gray levels
that are the same as those of its neighbors. Various parameters such as the texture of an image
can be learned from the co-occurrence matrix.

4.3. Edge Enhancement

Edges are important features in most images, so a Laplacian function can be optioned in VIAS
to enhance these image edges. Either the Laplacian itself that contains only the edge information
can be displayed or, to enhance edges, the Laplacian can be subtracted from the original image.

4.4. Interpolation .

,

Due to the small size of the defects (5-25 nm) examined with VIAS, it is desirable to expand

areas of the image that are of interest. A subroutine of VIAS will expand each pixel into four
pixels (this number can be changed). This is a zero-order interpolation, because the values of

the pixels have not been changed. The resultant image appears blocky; however, subsequent use of

averaging or filtering provides a image close to the original.

4.5. Fast-Fourier Transform

Discrete Fourier transforms may be performed using a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
[5]. The greatest use of FFTs is in analysis, but another use in image analysis is spatial
filtering. For example, to filter out high frequencies, one needs only to eliminate the portions

of a FFT near the edges, keep those near the center, and then reverse the transform. The result

will be the image with the higher frequencies filtered out. Similarly, masking out the center of

the FFT will filter out low frequencies. Convolution and correlation are functions that are made

much easier to calculate when using Fourier transforms. These functions are also implemented in

VIAS.

5. Discussion

The laser illuminator defects were observed in an antiref lection multilayer dielectric coating
designed for 500 nm, which was developed for protective use on laser windows. This coating
consisted of alternating layers of aluminum nitride and aluminum oxide on a fused-quartz substrate

[6,7]. The coating was measured to be approximately 90% transmissive at the laser illumination
wavelength of 515 nm. The laser-illuminated area was approximately 1 x 0.8 mm.
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The progression from defect illumination to laser-induced damage as the laser intensity
increases is shown in figure 1. These video fields were recorded immediately following a nondam-
aging [fig. 1(a)] and subsequent damaging [fig. 1(b)] pulse of higher intensity. Damage was
initiated at defects A and C. Defect B did not damage at the higher intensity laser pulse. The
areas digitized for analysis are enclosed by the solid white rectangles. The rectangles enclose
approximately 50 x 50 pixels. Smaller subset arrays were analyzed from these large arrays to
highlight details.

Various views of a 60 x 277 array of pixels encompassing points A, B, and C are presented in

figures 2 and 3. The scatter intensity map [fig. 2(a)], contour map [fig. 2(b)], and a histogram
of the number of pixels having a certain gray level [fig. 2(c)] are representations of the video
data without applying any image-processing techniques. Very little detail can be observed, and
most of the features are obscured by the background noise. Figure 3 shows the same views of this

area with image-analysis techniques applied. The techniques used included thresholding, 3x3
pixel averaging, scaling, linear interpolation, and 1% Laplacian edge enhancement. The scatter
map [fig. 3(a)] and contour map [fig. 3(b)] show the enhanced detail that clearly highlights
points A, B, and C and their surrounding topographies. The histogram [fig. 3(c)] represents (1) a

narrowing of gray scale levels by the averaging and thresholding techniques and (2) an increase in
the number of pixels caused by the interpolation and scaling operations.

Scatter intensity maps and contour maps of point A with and without image processing are

presented in figures 4 and 5, respectively. The image-processing techniques employed were quadra-
tic interpolation, thresholding, 3x3 pixel median smoothing, zoom enlargement, and gray level
scaling. Clearly, the scatter maps presented in figures 4(a) and 5(a) are very different. In

figure 4(a), the background intensity nearly hides the two peaks of this defect. Figure 5(a)

shows how this information can be amplified to better discern any features the defect might have.

The loss of resolution after amplification is due to the median smoothing. This type of smoothing
can be adjusted to retain subtle features.

The difference in the contour maps [figs. 4(b) and 5(b)] is readily evident. The squarish
features in figure 5(b) are due to the zoom enlargement technique, where each pixel in figure 4(b)

is made into four pixels. The two areas of high intensity are clearly depicted in figure 5(b).

These techniques provide a means to discriminate subtle features that are close to the background
in intensity.

Figures 6 and 7 are representations of a B-type defect [8] that did exhibit laser-induced
damage . Illuminated defects with characteristics of a B-type defect (i.e., a singular defect aggre-
gate with no distinct contour features) produced laser-induced damage only 50% of the time. Using
the same techniques as figure 4, no features were evident in the comparison of the unprocessed
scatter map [fig. 6(a)] and the processed scatter map [fig. 7(a)]. However, a comparison of the

unprocessed contour map [fig. 6(b)] and the processed contour map [fig. 7(b)] highlights two

distinct areas of high intensity in the image-processed contour map. This contour map [fig. 7(b)]

now has the same features of laser-illuminated defects A and C, which produced laser-induced
damage 100% of the time. Analysis of the other B-type defects that did damage with these tech-

niques produced similar results about 35% of the time. The remaining defects of this type had too

low a resolution to resolve any features.

A comparison of histograms in figures 6(c) and 7(c) shows the broadening of the number of gray

scale levels used after image processing. The number of pixels that had a certain gray level was

reduced, but the overall spread of gray levels increased. This technique allows information to be

extracted from any background noise.

The FFT of the video data on defect C after laser-induced damage occurred is presented in

figure 8(a). The areas digitized for analysis are enclosed by the solid white rectangles.

Approximately 32 x 32 pixels are enclosed by the rectangles. The upper rectangle encircles the

original damage area. The bottom rectangle is the video reconstruction of the FFT. A scatter map

[fig. 8(b)] and a contour map [fig. 8(c)] are provided for comparison. The FFT is particularly

useful for spatial filtering: Either the high or low frequencies can be deleted and the transform

may be reversed to depict the video image with these frequencies removed. This method is useful

to remove constant instrument noise. Another use of the transform is the compression of the digi-

tized video data for storage or transmission. It is possible that a transform, either optical or

computational, could be used to identify damaging defects. Further work in this area is continu-

ing.
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6. Summary

By using video-analysis techniques, we have shown that even low-resolution video data can be
used to discriminate between nondamaging and damage-initiating, laser-illuminated coating
defects. These techniques increase the discrimination and correlation of the laser-illuminated-
defect features to a probability of laser-induced damage.

Future plans involving the video-analysis techniques will emphasize the fast-Fourier transform
code and methods to increase computational speed. Correlation of sample response will continue to

include (1) polarization effects, (2) wavelength and pulse-width effects, and (3) spatial inten-
sity profile distribution and surface scatter. Analysis of this type of information will continue
to aid in the understanding of laser-induced damage to optical materials.
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Figure 1. Illuminated defects of aluminum nitride/aluminum
oxide/aluminum nitride multilayer antiref lection coating for
500 nm during (a) predamage laser pulse and (b) damaging laser
pulse; 1-mm FOV. Note illuminated defects A, B, and C.
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ALL POINTS

Figure 2. Various views of a 60 x 277 array of pixels
encompassing points A, B, and C. The views are presented
without any image-processing techniques applied. The views are
(a) scatter intensity map, (b) contour map of scatter intensity,
and (c) histogram of the number of pixels with a certain gray
level

.
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Figure 2. (Contd.)

RLL POINTS
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Figure 3. Views of the array of pixels encompassing points A,

B, and C with image-processing techniques applied. The tech-
niques used were thresholding, 3x3 average smoothing,
scaling, linear interpolation and a 1% Laplacian edge enhance-
ment. The views are (a) scatter intensity map (here the points
are very clearly defined), (b) contour map (again the points and
topographies are very much sharper), and (c) histogram of gray
levels (notice the narrowing of gray scale levels, but the

increase in the number of pixels).
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Figure 5. (a) Scatter intensity map and (b) contour of point A
with image processing applied. The image-processing techniques
used were quadratic interpolation, thresholding, 3x3 median
averaging, and scaling.
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Figure 6. Views of a point-B-type laser-illuminated defect that
did exhibit laser damage. They are presented without image-
processing techniques applied. The views are (a) scatter inten-
sity map (notice very little difference from background), (b)

contour map (poor resolution of defect contours), and (c) a

histogram of gray levels for this defect.
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Figure 6. (Contd.)
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Figure 7. Same views of the point-B-type defect with image-

processing techniques of local maximum smoothing and scaling

applied. The views show (a) scatter intensity map (notice the

clear distinction of point over background), (b) contour map

(now shows two distinct regions of high intensity scatter —
more easily seen in color). This correlates with the contours

seen for points A and C that damaged 100% of the time. Figure

7(c) shows a histogram of gray levels (notice the more even

spread of pixels and the increase in span of gray levels).
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(a)

POim C (DRM.)

(b)

Figure 8. Figure 8(a) is a photograph of the damaged point-C

scatter (left boxed area). The right larger boxed area is an

enlarged video image of its fast-Fourier transform. Figures

8(b) and (c) show the scatter surface map and the contours of

the transform of point C, respectively.
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OPERATIONAL LIMITS FOR ZnSe/ThF^ MULTILAYER MIRRORS
IN THE LOS ALAMOS FREE-ELECTRON LASER OSCILLATORS

Brian E. Newnam and Steven C. Bender
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

The Los Alamos free-electron oscillator is driven by an rf linear accelerator at
an energy of ~20 MeV. This L-band linac delivers electrons in a 100-/iS-long train of
micropulses (~10-ps width) each separated by 46 ns . A semi-confocal resonator

~ 0.87 to 0.95) is used to maximize the optical intensity within the magnetic
undulator by which extraction of energy from the electrons and optical gain are
maximized

.

For operation in the spectral range of 8 to 12 /im. multilayer dielectric
reflectors of ZnSe/ThF^ on ZnSe substrates have been used for the end mirrors. At
moderate laser power, these reflectors have performed without evidence of
deterioration in the multiple environment of laser photons, gamma rays and neutrons

[1]. However, when the time-average optical intensity on the mirrors exceeded the

range of 500 to 700 kW/cm^ , the resonator losses increased and the output power
dropped [2] . Post inspection revealed coating damage in the form of a collection of
many elongated pits plus one or two larger (1x1 mm^ ) pits penetrating to the ZnSe
substrate. The damage mechanism most consistent with the observed morphology is

heating of microscopic absorbing defects leading to film rupture by excessive stress.

[1] "Optical performance of the Los Alamos free-electron laser,"

B. E. Newnam, et al
.

, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-21 . 867 (1985).

[2] "Recent results from the Los Alamos free-electron laser,"

D. W. Feldman, et al., IEEE J. Quantum Electron. OE-23 . 1476 (1987).

Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
and supported by the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command.
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Damage Threshold of Oscillator Mirrors in Mark III FEL
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We have observed damage of gold resonator mir-
rors in the Mark III FEL with 1.2 microsecond macro-
pulses at a fluence threshold of 21 J/cm^ . This num-
ber agrees with YAG laser damage measurements scaled
by the square root of the ratio of the pulse lengths.
Silver coated mirrors have not shown damage up to an
equivalent threshold of 40 J/cm^. Work aimed at in-
creasing the pulse energy on the silver mirrors is
continuing; we expect to extend these measurements in
the near future.

key words: FEL; gold; mirror damage; scaling; silver

The Mark III FEL has been designed with metal mirrors and
coatings so that the tuning capability inherent in the free elec-
tron laser may be exploited [1]. Output coupling is performed with
an intracavity Brewster plate whose angle can be adjusted away from
the Brewster angle to vary the output coupling. Thermal laser
damage has been observed both in the Brewster plates and in the
resonator mirrors. Another paper in this conference [2] discusses
the measurements which have been made on candidate intracavity
materials. In this paper, we discuss the damage thresholds we have
inferred from the resonator mirror data, and review the implica-
tions.

The damage problem is aggravated in the Mark III by the fact
that the length of the optical resonator has been made short to op-
timize the laser power in the short electron beam macropulse, so
the intensity at the mirrors is high. In our initial work with this

To be published: Proc. Boulder Damage Symp., Laser Induced Damage in Opti
cal Materials: 1987 . NBS Pub., US Govt. Printing Ofc. , Washington DC 2 04 02
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machine, we used resonator mirrors fabricated from molybdenum sub-
strates with an e-beam evaporated gold coating and titanium binder
layer [3]. These mirrors were damaged during operation. The re-
placement mirrors, fabricated from copper substrates, with a silver
coating and chromium binder layer [4], have performed without
damage at somewhat higher fluence levels.

A knowledge of the time structure of the Mark III FEL is im-
portant in interpreting the damage results we have measured. As in
all RF linac FELs, the laser produces a series of picosecond scale
micropulses during the few microsecond (adjustable) macropulse.
Typical values for the Mark III are 1 ps and 2 microseconds.

For the conditions under which damage occurred, the mirrors
are exposed [5] to a fluence for each of the 3500 micropulses of 6

mJ/cm^, or an average fluence during the macropulse of about 21
J/cm^. The laser wavelength was 2.7 microns and the macropulse
length 1.2 microseconds. Under the same conditions but at the
slightly longer wavelength of 3.1 microns, no damage was obtained
during three weeks of operations. The major uncertainty in the cal-
culation of the damage threshold from our data is the laser spot
size on the mirrors. The theoretical beam waist at the mirrors,
1.39 mm, is easily obtained from the Gaussian beam formulas. How-
ever, due to the optical guiding present in the FEL [6], the Strehl
ratio is not unity. In view of our measurements of the Strehl
ratio, we estimate the effective mode size to be 17% larger than
the TEMqq mode size at the mirrors [7].

The damage threshold of these mirrors at 1.06 microns was
measured for us at Livermore [8] on the REPTILE testing facility,
with 16 ns YAG laser pulses. The threshold for severe surface pit-
ting was observed at 1.4 J/cm^. Scaling the single pulse threshold
using the well known relation that the thermal damage threshold
scales as the square root of the pulse length, we derive an ex-
pected threshold for the micropulse and the macropulse of 11 mJ/cm^
and 12 J/cm^ respectively. The absorption coefficient of Au is
lower at 3 microns by a factor of 1.8 [9]j yielding an expected
damage thresholds at 3 microns of 20 mJ/cm^ and 22 J/cm^, respec-
tively. Although the observed micropulse fluence remains a factor
of three below the expected threshold, the macropulse fluence
equals the expected threshold for damage. We conclude that the
damage probably is initiated by thermal slip in the gold, and that
it is the accumulation of absorbed energy during the macropulse
which eventually heats the coating above the slip temperature.

As indicated above, there is not enough energy in the micro-
pulses to drive the coating temperature above the scaled threshold
for plastic deformation. As a result, we have not been able to
verify the scaling of the mechanism to the 1 ps regime. Some varia-
tion in the thermal properties of the gold might be expected to ap-
pear at very short time scales, although such changes will affect
the thermal threshold only as the square root of their values. In
the absence of such effects, the root(tau) scaling relation should
continue to hold for bulk gold down to pulse durations of 0.1 ps
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where the thermal diffusion depth becomes equal to the skin depth.

The dependence of the observed damage on the laser wavelength
leads to the question of whether water adsorbed on the mirrors
might play a role in the damage, since the absorption coefficient
of water vapor changes by more than four orders of magnitude be-
tween 3.2 and 2.7 microns. Two factors argue against this specula-
tion. First, the absorption of liquid water changes by less than a
factor of ten over this range since its spectrum [10] is much
broadened and smoothed. The spectrum of adsorbed water will be in-
termediate between those of the liquid and the gas because of the
electronic interaction with the surface. Second, at 10"^ Torr, only
a monolayer exists on the mirror surfaces unless trapped by struc-
tural irregularities in the evaporated gold films.

The most likely possibility is that the laser operated close
to the threshold at 3.1 microns, and above threshold at 2.7 micro-
ns. The output power was initially 50% higher during the operation
at 2.7 (for a few seconds before the mirrors damaged). Although the
absorption coefficient of bulk gold is essentially the same at the
two wavelengths [9], the change in the peak power may have been
enough to drive the mirrors beyond the threshold.

As mentioned above, the silver coated copper mirrors [4] we
have used since the observation of gold mirror damage have not yet
shown signs of damage at higher fluence levels than could be
sustained by the gold mirrors. The highest fluence levels these
mirrors have yet experienced [11] are about 60 J/cm^ in the 2.5 mi-
crosecond macropulse.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research, Con-
tract No. N0014-85K-0535, and the US Army Research Office, Contract
No. DAAL03-86K-0122.
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OPTICAL COMPONENTS
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ABSTRACT

A study of free electron laser (FEL) related optical damage is currently under
way at Los Alamos National Laboratory. A single burst of the FEL has been simulated
using a Nd:YAG laser system operating at 1064 nm. The laser is a modelocked, 100
microsecond, pulse selected system operating at 10 pulses per second.

Damage thresholds for conventionally deposited dielectric high reflectors as
well as bare metals have been studied and the results are reported. Some high
reflectors have demonstrated laser induced damage thresholds of greater than 5

megawatts/cm^ average pulse power.

Also, reported are damage data for a non-modelocked laser configuration.
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Database of Average-Power Damage Thresholds at 106A nm*
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We have completed a database of average-power, laser-induced, damage thresholds at
106^ nm on a variety of materials. Measurements were made with a newly constructed
laser at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to provide design input for

moderate and high average-power laser projects. The measurements were conducted with
16-ns pulses at pulse-repetition frequencies ranging from 6 to 120 Hz. Samples were
typically irradiated for times ranging from a fraction of a second up to 5 minutes
(36,000 shots). We tested seven categories of samples which included antireflective
coatings, high reflectors, polarizers, single and multiple layers of the same material,
bare and overcoated metal surfaces, bare polished surfaces, and bulk materials. The
measured damage thresholds ranged from < 1 J/cm^ for some metals to > A6 J/cm^ for a

bare polished glass substrate.

Key words: antireflective coatings; bare substrates; bulk damage; damage; e-beam
coatings; laser-induced damage; metallic coatings; polarizers; reflectors; sol-gel
coatings; thin films.

1. Introduction

We have constructed the REPTILE (Repetition Laser Experiment) Facility to conduct
laser-induced damage studies on a variety of material types at moderate pulse-repetition
frequencies (PRF) ranging up to 120 Hz at 106A nm. The facility supports the development of
damage resistant materials needed for several laser projects at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. It supplements our data gathering capabilities at low PRF from our single-shot
damage-test facilities, and provides an efficient means to conduct the following types of tests:
PRF dependent studies, thermal accumulation effects, N-on-1 irradiations, lifetime tests, and
large area scans. Details of the facility design and computer control system are presented in a

companion paper at these proceedings. [1]

2. Laser parameters at the sample plane

The pulses from four commercial YAG lasers, each operating at 30 Hz, are interleaved to yield
PRF's up to 120 Hz. At the sample plane we obtain pulse energies up to 0.6 J with peak fluences
> AO J/cm2. The spatial profile is nominally Gaussian with spot sizes adjusted to be typically
0.5 to 1.0 mm diameter FWHM. Peak fluence can be controlled by varying the spot size and/or by
ejecting a fraction of the beam energy with a polarizer-waveplate pair. The output polarization
can be set to alternate between S and P from pulse to pulse, or remain fixed at any orientation
of linear polarization. The average energy of the four lasers is monitored by a calorimeter.
Individual laser pulse energies are measured with a PIN diode which is calibrated with the
calorimeter. We use a computer to generate a histogram of pulse energy distributions for each
laser and calculate peak fluences either by means of apertured calorimetry or by integrating the

spatial profile obtained from a CID video camera at the sample plane. The profile is displayed
in a false color format on a TV monitor. We take the average of all peak fluence calculations
for all four lasers to yield a peak fluence value for a particular irradiation interval, A

second PIN diode measures the temporal profile.

3. Sample diagnostics and irradiation conditions

We examine the test samples for damage by comparing pre- and post-irradiation photographs
generated by Nomarski, bright field or dark field microscopy at typical magnifications of 100.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7A05-ENG-A8.
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These techniques have been described extensively at previous Boulder Damage Symposia and
elsewhere. [2] We also monitor the accumulation of heat on the sample surface by means of an
infrared imaging camera which can resolve temperature rises of 0.1° C in spatial elements
nominally 0.2 mm square.

Most tests were conducted at a PRF of 120 Hz. However, until we implemented a technique for
combining the total energy of each of the four lasers into one collinear beam, irradiations at
relatively high fluence or with single linear polarization were limited to a maximum PRF of 60 Hz.
For instance, all polarizers and high-threshold bare substrates were irradiated at 60 Hz. For
isolated instances, we also conducted tests at PRF's ranging from 6 to 30 Hz to compare PRF
effects. Our standard procedure was to irradiate a fixed site on the sample for up to five
minutes (36,000 shots) before examining it again for damage. We interrupted the irradiation if
obvious damage was observed, typically manifested by a plasma, by the emission of coating debris
(often accompanied by considerable noise), or by increased scatter of light from a collinear
He-Ne laser beam. About 10 sites were irradiated at different fluences to establish a damage
threshold fluence, defined to be the mean between the highest non-damaging fluence and the lowest
damaging fluence. In some circumstances we scanned the sample continuously through the
irradiating beam, usually at about 0.1 mm/min, and then conducted scanned microscopy after the
irradiation scan was completed. Our samples were usually mounted at 10° incidence to the input
beam to avoid interference effects from rear surface reflections. Polarizers and some special
reflectors were tested at their design angles which ranged up to 66°.

4. Databases of laser damage thresholds

4.1 General observations

We conducted over 200 damage tests on samples in seven different categories. These were
supplied to us by more than 20 sources both from within LLNL and from commercial vendors. Our
databases contained results from a broad spectrum of samples representing state of the art
technology, current optics in use on one of the laboratory's laser systems, and both current and
old developmental research samples. None of the results of the individual categories of databases
is necessarily representative of the highest, lowest or average damage thresholds attainable
within that category. Moreover, in some cases they represent evolutionary development of
improved thresholds or parameter studies, which may encompass a large spread in thresholds.

Half way through our test program we installed an infrared imaging camera to observe the
accumulation of heat on the irradiated sample under PRF conditions. To first order, we found no
discernible difference in sample thresholds between those measured at 120 Hz and lower PRF's. In

general we found that there was very little macroscopically observable sample heating.
Temperature changes were usually on the order of a few tenths of a degree Celsius. As expected,
partially absorbing bulk materials yielded the highest surface temperature rises, usually no more
than U° C. Since the smallest resolving element of the camera was about 0.2 mm square, probable
heating of micron-sized defects from which damage often originated was not resolvable. Typically,
damage occurred within the first fraction of a second of irradiation, although observable damage
was sometimes delayed by as long as 235 seconds after the start of irradiation. Catastrophic
failure, either delayed or early, usually produced a plasma with temperature of hundreds of
degrees. The camera, however, reads a time-averaged temperature which vastly underestimates the
short-lived maximum temperature in the plasma.

A. 2 Antireflective (AR) coatings

A typical database comparing e-beam-deposited and sol-gel-fabricated coatings is shown in

Fig. 1. The histograms display the number of samples that were tested whose damage thresholds
fell within a given window 2-J/cm2 wide. The e-beam coatings were a variety of multi-layer
coating designs deposited on either fused silica or BK-7. We further categorize the samples by
material used for the high index-of-refraction layers. The low-index materials were either
silica or magnesium fluoride. The best AR was a tantala/silica stack, but then, so was the

worst. The large spread in thresholds is attributable to variations in coating design and

deposition parameters. This threshold distribution, as well as those that follow can obviously
be skewed at will by further tests of particular designs. Therefore, tests of more samples of
the optimum design for each material combination would yield tighter distribution groupings for

tantala, zirconia and titania based AR's.

The sol-gel AR's are single- and multiple-layer porous coatings of the one material noted,

primarily silica. These were deposited at LLNL by a variety of processing techniques to establish
the optimum parameters for producing high damage threshold AR's. The spread in silica thresholds
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represents improvements in the deposition process rather than intrinsic variability in the
sol-gel process. In addition, these coatings were deposited on either fused silica, calcium
fluoride or KDP crystals. The lowest silica thresholds were those on KDP which did not have
particularly clean or well polished surfaces. In general we found that the optimally deposited
sol-gel AR's had thresholds comparable to the best e-beam deposited coatings.
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Figure 1. Distribution of laser damage thresholds of 33 e-beam- and sol-gel-deposited anti-
reflective coatings. Spreads in the threshold for a particular material combination are

attributable to different coating designs or deposition parameters.

4.3 Highly reflective (HR) coatings

We tested 32 HR coatings of greatly varied coating designs. These are shown in Fig. 2. Four
different vendors supplied e-beam-deposited HR's on fused silica, BK-7, SiC, or Cu substrates.
The low-index material for each sample was silica, although for four samples the vendors did not
disclose the constituent materials. Because the number of samples for each material combination
is relatively low, and parameter and vendor variations are large, it would be imprudent to

discount any material combination based on these tests. The highest threshold sample was a

titania/silica stack developed as a research coating several years ago. Most of the other
titania/silica coatings were variations of the optimum design so that gaps in the distribution
could readily be filled by selecting different HR designs. Samples which had high damage
thresholds when measured with single, 1-ns pulses several years ago still had correspondingly
high thresholds under our current PRF conditions.

All of the sol-gel HR coatings were fabricated at LLNL and consisted of multiple-layer stacks
of the materials listed alternating with sol-gel-deposited silica layers. All were deposited on

fused silica substrates. As will be shown later, all of these coatings had thresholds notably
lower than those of single or multiple layers of the individual constituent materials. Contrasted
with AR designs tested, the sol-gel HR's failed to yield thresholds comparable to the best e-beam
HR's. In particular, it can be noted that some of the best e-beam HR coatings were titania/silica
combinations, whereas these combinations with sol-gel processing had some of the lowest
thresholds.
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Figure 2. Laser damage thresholds of 32 e-beam- and sol-gel-deposited highly reflective coatings,
All samples are comprised of multi-layer stacks of the designated high-index material and
silica. Materials of some e-beam coatings were not specified by the vendors.
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Figure 3. Laser damage thresholds of 33 e-beam and sol-gel deposited polarizers. Except for

those listed as unknown, all e-beam deposited polarizers consisted of multi-layer stacks of the
materials listed plus silica. The sol-gel polarizers were all single layer coatings.
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^.A Polarizers

Our tests include 33 damage threshold measurements of e-beam and sol-gel deposited polarizers
shown in Fig. 3. All but two tests were conducted at 60 Hz. Each sample was irradiated at its
optimum design angle of incidence which ranged from 55° to 66°. Seven different vendors supplied
e-beam deposited polarizers, although not all provided information on the coating design or the
constituent materials. All of the designs provided were multi-layer stacks of silica and the
high-index materials identified in the figure. The identified substrates were either fused
silica or BK-7. Most of the tests were conducted with P-polarized pulses. However, six samples
were also tested at the same angle of incidence with S-polarization irradiation. Of these we
noted that the S-polarization threshold was 20% lower for two samples, identical for another two,
and indeterminate for the remaining two. As with our HR tests, we must emphasize that the
database is too small to exclude any material combination from high threshold polarizer designs.
Typically we found polarizers to have a higher density of coating defects than HR's but only a

small fraction of the defects actually proved to be the source of damage. Once damage was
initiated we found a greater tendency for both the magnitude and number of damage points to
grow. The highest thresholds were obtained from research grade hafnia/silica combinations.

All of the sol-gel polarizers were single-layer coatings fabricated on fused silica
substrates for process development at LLNL. Although sol-gel coatings were exceptionally clean
in comparison with the e-beam-coated polarizers, damage accumulated similarly with successive
irradiations. Damage to the titania samples grew particularly rapidly with successive shots
compared to the tantala samples. For the limited number of tantala and titania polarizers tested
we found thresholds to be comparable to their e-beam material counterparts. However, the degree
of polarization in the sol-gel samples is not optimum and is obtained only at high angles of
incidence, up to 66°. Only one sample was tested at both P- and S-polarization with a 16% drop
in threshold for the latter.

A. 5 Single and multiple layers of a single material

All single material tests were conducted with LLNL-fabricated sol-gel coatings on fused
silica substrates. We tested 51 samples which are detailed in Fig. A. The highest thresholds
were obtained from alumina coatings although zirconia, hafnia, and tantala coatings also yielded
promising thresholds. The two silica coatings were special designs to produce a frosted surface
effect. Otherwise, silica coatings, previously listed as AR's, had thresholds comparable to
those of aluminas. Possibly because of the extra handling involved, multi-layer coatings made by
alternating different materials had lower thresholds than those of the individual constituent
materials. We conducted no specific tests to see if the same effect applied to multiple layers
of the same material. With these, as with other sol-gel coatings, we often observed a faint
emission of white light from the surface for the first fraction of a second of irradiation. We
conclude that this is produced by the combustion of residual solvent trapped in the outer portion
of these porous coatings. Post-irradiation microscopy showed no evidence of damage in these
situations. This shows that light emission from an irradiated sample is not a conclusive
indicator of coating damage.

A. 6 Bare and overcoated metals

We have examined a limited number of different metallic surfaces which were either plated on

substrates or were formed by polishing or diamond-turning bare metal substrates. In addition,
most of the samples also had e-beam deposited dielectric coatings to form either a protective
layer or a dielectric HR. The results of 17 damage tests on samples supplied by eight different
vendors are summarized in Fig. 5. The variety in metals, surface preparation, coatings, vendors,
and handling history makes it difficult to note more than a few superficial observations. The
highest threshold was A. 3 J/cm^ for a diamond-turned copper substrate with a dielectric HR

stack, yet a comparable sample had a notably lower threshold. All other metals had thresholds of

2 J/cm2 or less. Molybdenum and copper mirrors which had no dielectric overcoats or HR's fared
worse than their counterparts with dielectric coatings. We found in all cases that damage was

highly dependent on existing observable artifacts. Under threshold level irradiation damage
nucleated at these artifacts but did not grow with repeated irradiation. However, a slight
increase in fluence typically caused massive damage. Slow heat accumulation, on the order of
2-3° C over a span of a few minutes, was observed with the infrared camera. However, the

temperature of micron-sized artifacts was not resolvable. Basically, all of the metallic samples
had among the lowest thresholds of the various categories tested.
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Figure 5. Laser damage thresholds of 17 metallic reflectors from 8 vendors. The metal surface

preparation was by diamond turning (D), electroplating (E), or polishing (P). Some samples had

dielectric overcoats of a few layers (OC) or a full high reflector stack (HR).
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ii.l Bare polished surfaces

We conducted damage tests on four categories of non-metallic bare polished substrates: fused
silica, calcium fluoride, non-linear crystals and silicon carbide (Fig. 6). Besides actual
differences in materials, other factors influencing the level and spread in damage thresholds of
these materials are the quality of polishing or surface preparation and the degree of handling
prior to testing. Two thirds of the threshold measurements are for exit-surface irradiation.
Rear-surface damage is both easily detected and the more likely failure mode for a bare, highly
transparent substrate irradiated at near normal incidence. [3] Unsurprisingly, the highest
thresholds were obtained for fused silica, ranging from 25.3 to > A6 J/cm^. In several cases,
limitations on available fluence prevented us from inducing any damage at all. We found no
degradation to damage thresholds when the fused silica was subjected to final figuring by ion
milling. [4] Among the non-linear crystals tested were KDP, KD*P and LAP (l-arginine
phosphate). All exhibited large-area temperature rises of 3-5° C with damage occurring 3-235
seconds after the start of irradiation. Polishing differences, rather than material type,
appeared to be the dominant factor in damage level.
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Figure 6. Laser induced damage thresholds of 29 bare polished, ion-milled, or etched surfaces of
dielectric substrates. Measurements were made both on the entrance and exit surfaces.

4.8 Bulk materials

Many of the materials used in the bare surface tests were also examined for damage within the
bulk material itself (Fig. 7). Bulk damage was usually first detected by increased scattering of
light from a collinear He-Ne laser beam. This was followed by more detailed microscopy through
the bulk of the substrate. It was occasionally difficult to differentiate between rear surface
and bulk damage when massive damage propagated quickly from near the rear surface into the bulk
with repeated irradiation. For the non-linear materials, the threshold for isolated bulk damage
was typically 30% lower than the threshold for surface damage. In the calcium fluoride crystals,
the threshold for surface pitting was less than that for bulk damage which was not observed
except in instances where surface pitting grew under repeated irradiation and propagated into the

bulk. We list both an indeterminate threshold and number of tests for fused silica. We

conducted many tests of bare and AR coated samples for which we were never able to induce bulk
damage at fluences exceeding 36 J/cm^.
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Figure 7. Laser induced damage thresholds of bulk materials. Damage was readily observed in
non-linear crystals at fluences averaging 30% less than surface thresholds. No damage was
observed in calcium fluoride before massive damage from the rear surface propagated into the
bulk material. No bulk damage was observed in any fused silica sample at fluences exceeding
36 3/cm2.

4.9 Summary

In table 1, we summarize the results of all damage tests conducted with the REPTILE facility
to date. We list the maximum, median and minimum thresholds obtained within each sample
category, but stress that the threshold distribution can be skewed readily by the choice of
samples selected for testing. The reported tests were neither exhaustive nor systematic and are
not necessarily indicative of the potentials for materials or designs.

Table I. Summary of Laser Damage Thresholds
1064-nm, 16-ns Pulses at 6-120 Hz

Category Type # of Threshold (J/cm^)
Tests Max. Median Min

AR E-beam, sol-gel 33 35 18 5

HR E-beam, sol-gel 32 >36 9 1

Polarizer E-beam, sol-gel 33 >23 8 1

Single layer Sol-gel 51 32 13 1

Metal Polished, turned, plated, coated 17 4 1 <1

Bare surface Polished, milled, etched 29 >46 25 2

Bulk material Silicas, fluorides, crystals >13 >36 >14 9
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5. Conclusions

A database of laser-induced damage thresholds of seven categories of samples, comprising more
than 200 tests, was compiled on the REPTILE Damage Test Facility. The tests were conducted with
16-ns, 106A-nm pulses at PRF's ranging from 6 to 120 Hz. Although often including only a minimal
number of samples, the individual databases provide rudimentary guidelines on the status of
thresholds of currently available optics. Highest thresholds were obtained for clean
well-polished fused silicas whose thresholds for both bulk and surface damage readily exceeded
36 J/cm2. Non-linear crystals that we tested were limited by their bulk damage thresholds
although they had relatively poorly polished surfaces. Optimized deposition for both e-beam and
sol-gel AR coatings yielded thresholds of 30 to 35 J/cm^. The best research-grade,
e-beam-deposited, HR coatings also achieved high thresholds up to 36 J/cm^. However, most
e-beam HR's and all sol-gel HR's achieved, at best, only half that level. Probably because
polarizers are usually more complex coatings requiring more handling, they had somewhat lower
thresholds than comparable HR coatings. During the development of many of the above sol-gel
coatings we tested many single- or multiple-layer sol-gel films of only one material. In general
we found that their individual high thresholds were not attained when combined with other
materials to produce coating stacks. Lowest in threshold of all the categories tested were
metallic coatings. Even with otherwise good quality e-beam deposited HR stacks deposited over
them, metallic coatings failed to yield thresholds higher than 4.3 J/cm^.

One of our principal goals with REPTILE was to determine if PRF effects would come into play
at or below 120 Hz. Although we did encounter samples which took up to several minutes to fail
catastrophically ,

microscopic damage was usually already evident from the first fraction of a

second of irradiation. Moreover, we found no significant difference in thresholds between PRF
data measured on REPTILE versus single-shot thresholds at the same pulse duration from other
damage facilities. We detected negligible heat accumulation in our samples over the course of
five minutes of irradiation. However, we cannot rule out possible thermal effects due to
unresolvable micron-sized defects.

In general we found REPTILE to provide a very flexible means of producing definitive
thresholds with a rapid turnaround. In particular, it has proved to be especially effective for
both lifetime and large area damage test irradiations.
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Causes of damage in multilayer dielectric coatings exposed to high

average power visible lasers have been examined. Damage has been seen

to be related to coating defects, surface contamination, and coating

absorption. Defects and contamination, particularly those larger than

4um, have been observed to significantly lower the damage threshold for

high reflective coatings. Attempts have been made to visually evaluate

defects and surface contamination prior to damage in order to find

correlation with the damage threshold. The methods used to evaluate

coating defects and conduct high average power damage testing as well as

test results are presented. This work demonstrates the value of

controlling sources of defects in manufacture and contamination for use

in high average power visible laser systems.

1. Introduction

This work was conducted over a six month period to study the factors leading to

the damage of dielectric optic coatings when used in high average power laser

systems. The objective has been to better understand the mechanisms involved,

predict an operational damage threshold under a set of operating conditions, and to

identify corrective measures which will lead to a reduction in damage during

operation. Damage tests were performed using the Laser Isotope Separation Laser

Demonstration Facility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Preliminary

results indicate a dependence on coating absorption and defects as well as surface

contaminants. When these limiting conditions are minimized, there are indications

that the potential coating design damage threshold is dramatically higher than the

coating damage threshold generally observed.

1.1. Definitions

The following terms are defined for use in this discussion:
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Potential Damage Threshold - The minimum power density required for

catastrophic damage of a given coating design, assuming no surface defects or

contaminants greater than 4 urn.

Local Damage Threshold - The minimum power density required to initiate

catastrophic damage of a small area of coating within an area measuring typically

less than 1 mm^ assuming a given set of conditions and a uniform illumination over

the area of interest.

Operational Damage Threshold - The minimum power density required to cause
catastrophic damage to a coating when a significant area is illuminated under normal

operating conditions. The area sampled must have a significant probability of

including typical defects and contaminants. The operational damage threshold

represents the practical limit to using the coating in a high average power laser

system and is probably the closest to the threshold identified with single pulse or

low repetition rate testing.

2. Test Methodology

Testing was performed using three methods. The first method was to locate,

under very low power, a small area of a coating with no visible defects or

contaminants, and then irradiate that area with progressively higher powers. This

test was used to measure the potential damage threshold of coatings. This type of

test was run 23 times on 8 different coatings for a particular laser application. The
results are listed in table I. The potential damage threshold was lower for high

absorption (>100 ppm) coatings, and could not be measured for the very low

absorption coatings tested.

Table I

Potential damage threshold for high reflection coating

Coating No. ol Tests Coating Absorption Observed Damage
Estimated Potential

Damage Threshold

C0-1 2 Low None High

C0-2 9 Low None High

C0-3 1 Low None High

C0-4 3 Low None High

00 -5 2 High 2 5-20 kW/cm*

C0-6 3 High 3 5-20 kW/cm*

C45-1 1 Low None High

C45-2 2 High 1 5-20 kW/cm*

The second test method involved choosing an area of coating which is of

interest, typically due to visible defects or contaminants, and then irradiating that

area with increasingly larger power densities in order to ascertain the local damage

threshold. Contaminants were sometimes intentionally added to the coating for this

purpose. The results are shown in table II.
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Table II

Local damage threshold for high reflection coatings

Coating No. o( Tests

Estimated Potential

Damage Threshold

Local

Absorption

Observed
Damage

Estimated Local

Damage Thresholds for

Defects/Contaminants

C0-1 2 High Low 1 Fairly high for

small defects

C0-2 25 High Low - High 22 out of 25 3-20 kW/cm^

C0-3 1 High High 0 High for

small defects

C0-6 3 5-20 kW/cm^ High - very high 3 6-20 kW/cm'

The third test method involved scanning the laser over a fairly large section of

coating at successively higher powers until catastrophic damage occurred in order to

directly estimate the coating operational damage threshold. The results from this

test are listed in table III.

Table III

Operational damage threshold for high reflection coatings

Coating No. of Tests

Coating

Absorption

Estimated

Potential Damage
Threshold

Estimated

Local Damage
Threshold

Damage Observed
During Scanning

Estimated

Operational

Damage Threshold

C0-2 6 Low high 3-20 kW/cm^ 5 out of 6 4-17kW/cm^

C0-7 1 Low 1 14 kW/cm^

C45-3 1 Low 0 High

C45-4 1 Low 1

1 4 kW/cm^

2.1. Absorption and the Damage Threshold

The potential damage threshold is higher for coatings with low absorption as

can be seen in table I. This same relationship can be seen in figure 1 for the
operational damage threshold of another type of high reflector coating. The method
for absorption measurement is that described by V. Draggoo et al. [1]

2.2. Defects and the Damage Threshold

All observed damage was defect or contaminant related. For high reflection,

low absorption coatings, this statement has been confirmed at various power levels

and with various coatings. For these coatings, it was seen that no damage occurred

unless a defect could be seen as a source of bright scattered under low power

magnification. In the cases where a defect was present, the catastrophic damage
originated from the defect site, and spread to fill the entire laser illuminated area.
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The rate at which damage spread increased as the power density was increased. An
example of a damage sequence from a defect and the resultant damage site is shown
in figure 2. For high reflection, high absorption (>100 ppm) coatings the size of the

defect which results in damage may be smaller than observed for low absorption

coatings. Since low absorption coatings were the primary interest, this was not

studied.

For the purpose of this work, no differentiation is made between contaminants

and defects. Further work is planned to identify defect and contaminant types and
materials. Numerous papers [2-5] discuss the make up of defects and contaminants

and their relation to laser damage in optical thin film coatings.

The presence of a defect or contaminant generally resulted in a drop in the local

damage threshold as can be seen in table II. When sufficient measurements of local

damage thresholds are made, the lower levels shown in table II are seen to agree

fairly well with the operational damage thresholds listed in table III.

3. Experimental Details

3.1. Coatings Under Test

The coatings tested were developed for use with high repetition rate or CW
visible laser systems. Tests were primarily conducted on high reflector coatings but

antireflection, beamsplitter, and dichroic coatings were also tested. A variety of

coating vendors supplied coatings for test with absorption as high as 10,000 ppm.

The low absorption coatings (<100 ppm) were developed under previous contracts.

The coatings are produced on standardized 76.2 mm diameter, 19 mm thick

fused silica substrates. All substrates are polished using a process to remove

subsurface damage and to produce <5 A RMS surface roughness. High reflection

coatings are designed for specific angles of incidence, usually either 0-10° or 45°.

Samples were cleaned prior to test using a standard drag wipe technique. The
coatings tested were designed for high reflection over specific wavelength
applications, and only common dielectric materials were used.

3.2. Test Facility

Tests were performed in the Laser Isotope Separation Laser Demonstration

Facility by diverting the beam to be used for test into the optical test area where the

beam was reimaged and reduced in size on the test optic. Care has been taken in this

setup to ensure that the test sample is located at the exit pupil of the relay optics,

which in turn is an image of the laser amplifier cavity. This is done so that the beam
is far from image space which ensures the removal of any Fresnel structure from the

beam profile. This is shown schematically in figure 3. A picture of the test area is

included as figure 4. Both a thermal imaging camera that measures the temperature

rise of the irradiated part and a CCD camera with a lens providing 20X magnification

so that the coating surface can be viewed as it is irradiated and translated under the

beam. Defects and contaminants greater than 4 um can be seen from the scattered

light.[6] Details of the surface condition and the damage event are recorded on video
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tape for later slow motion viewing. The video image is processed so that relative

variations in brightness can be measured. Defects as seen in the video system and in

microscopic size characterization are shown in figures 5 and 6.

This facility provides power continuously at visible wavelengths and at a
specific polarization. Test conditions are given in table IV. Incremental increases in

laser power is produced by adjusting operating efficiency, adding pump power, or

adding amplifiers in the laser chain. Additional control of power density is provided

by changing beam size. This facility is unique in its high average power and
flexibility. It is also a large facility which presents scheduling problems and
requires a number of technicians to operate.

Table IV

Test conditions

Wavelength range: 500-650 nm

Power: 100-350 Watts

Repetition rate: 4.3 klHz

Pulse width: 80 ns

Beam size: 0.5-8 mm diameter

Test duration: 10-100 seconds/test area

3.3. Beam Characteristics

The beam size is measured directly in the video camera by comparison to a

graduated scale and can be adjusted by positioning the beam formatting optics.. Beam

power is monitored at power meters which are part of the laser system and is

periodically checked at the test site. Because of the size and large number of optical

components, the most time consuming part of using this facility for testing is the

time required to characterize the spatial beam profile. The beam profile is examined

using an in house image analysis program and a false color presentation. OpticaF

alignment is then made to optimize uniformity. A typical beam profile is shown in

fiqure 7.

3.4. Characterization of Damage and Damage Threshold

From test results it can be seen that the probability of damage is variable even

within a single part. Statistical differences exist at different points in the coating

which cause the local damage threshold to vary from spot-to-spot. Defects in the

coatings which can be seen by scattered light and surface contaminants have been the

origin of virtually all damage that we have observed for the high reflector coatings.

Not all defects or contaminants cause damage at low levels. In addition, there may be

other variables that contribute to the statistically varied nature of the damage but no

damage occurred under test conditions that did not originate from a known defect or

contaminant. Examples of other variables could be defects that were not visible by

reflected light or defects that were too small to be seen by the video detection

method that was used. These conditions are currently thought to be insignificant

since unaccounted damage was not observed.
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The first onset of damage as the threshold is approached usually requires

seconds or minutes of exposure representing thousands of pulses before damage
starts. Most damage progresses rapidly after it is first observed, often taking less

than 100 msec to progress from ignition to catastrophic optic damage. It is clear in

almost all cases that the damage originates at a defect or contaminant site and then

grows until the coating in the full beam area has been blown away. The damage site

generally reproduces the details of the beam shape very closely as seen in figure 2.

Significant stress fracture in the surrounding coating material indicates the effects

of high levels of local heating. In rare cases involving low damage thresholds in the

presence of contaminants, the time it takes from onset to full beam damage has been
seconds or minutes. This may be associated with how well the contaminant conducts

heat to the coating, as alluded to by Bennett. [7]

In order to best characterize the operational damage threshold for a given

coating, the beam must be moved over sufficient area to give a high probability that

typical defects and other possible variables were encountered. Since typical coating

defect densities we have seen range from approximately 0.1 - 10 / mm^, a path of 40
mm is scanned on the part covering approximately 40 mm2 or about 1% of the total

clear aperture. Between 4 and 400 defects should be irradiated by this procedure.

4. Conclusions

In our test of multilayer dielectric high reflection coatings exposed to high

average power lasers, we have observed low damage thresholds of <5000 watts/cm2

when absorption was very high (10-3). For coatings optimized for low coating

absorption, coating defects were observed to limit the damage threshold to 5000-

20,000 watts/cm2 and surface contamination was associate with damaae levels

below 1000 watts/cm2 in some cases, in areas or low aosorption coatings where

these limiting defects and surface contamination were not present, coating damage
was not observed indicating the potential that exists if cleanliness and production

processes can be controlled during the coating process and in laser system operation.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy

by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. Many
people contributed to this test program but a special effort was made by

W. K. Eickelberg, R. M. Hamilton and D. L. Saunders from LLNL and J.. D. Prosise from

Martin Marrietta, Oak Ridge.
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A question was raised of vjhether average pov/er was the appropriate quantity to use for
ranking the materials reported since 80 nsec pulses were used v/ith a high repetition
rate. Alternately one could use Joules/cm^. The author replied that although e'veryone
else is talking in J/cm^

,
they believe that average power may be the appropriate

parameter. They have begun to look at the relation between high and low rep rate but at
the moment average power is what the use. The question is a valid one. It is not clear
to them that the damage threshold would stay the same is the J/cm^ per pulse remained the
same and the rep rate was decreased. Some samples did not damage. ^-Jhat levels were they
tested at? The speaker replied that most damage thresholds were in the 5 to 20 Kw/cm^
and they could go at least 5 to 10 times higher than that. The limit was not the same
for every test that was run.

In response to another question, the speaker defined high absorption as 10"'^ or 100 ppm
and low absorption was 10 ppm. In the chart only high and slow absorption samples were
tested. In the curve, which was for a different set of reflectors for different
applications, the absorption was m.ainly intermediate between high and low absorption.
The absorption was measured by using a thermal camera to measure the temperature rise and
then using a computer code called TSO developed at Livermore to determine absorption.

They have only verified the absorption values indirectly by looking at v/avefront
distortion and believe that the absorption values are perhaps good to 30%. At least it
is repeatable to that value.
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This paper reports on a series 'of experiments designed to collect
phenomenological data regarding the rqle of water in the laser conditioning
effect. To understand the data collected, a model of the mechanism of laser
conditioning is introduced. The model posited is that water included in the
coating absorbs some of the incident laser energy and this increased
absorption causes lowered damage thresholds. Further, it is assumed that,
during the sub-threshold irradiation of the surface under test, water is
desorbed before damage occurs. The decreased water content in the coating
leads to higher damage performance due to the decreased absorption of the
incident laser energy.

Key Words; laser conditioning effect, water absorption, mechanisms of laser
damage, laser cleaning effect, preconditioning, laser damage testing,
conditioned damage testing.

Introduction
While performing laser induced damage threshold experiments many

researchers have noted that sub-threshold laser irradiation of the test
surface leads to higher damage threshold values. This effect has been
attributed to some type of surface "cleaning" in which initiators
(impurities, particles, solvent residue, etc) of damage are removed, thus
enhancing the measured surface durability. This effect has been termed laser
conditioning. Laser conditioning has been noted at many different
wavelengths, 10.6 |J,ml, 2 . 7 |im and 3.8 |im, 2 i,06 |lm3'4, 0.694 |j.m, 0.532 |im5

and at 0.24 8 |Xm6

.

Laser conditioning is interesting for several reasons. To optics and
laser manufacturers, knowledge of the mechanism of conditioning allows for
the development of novel processes for the hardening of optics and systems.
To the researcher, comprehension of the laser conditioning mechanism(s)
should give valuable insight as to the mechanism of laser damage in general.

One of the most striking features of the laser conditioning effect is
that it is not generally permanent . The threshold enhancement due to
conditioning has been shown to disappear over a period of days at 1.06 [Im."^

Investigations thus far have failed to conclusively identify the mechanisms
controlling conditioning and its subsequent deactivation. There is a large
and growing body of experimental evidence which infers that water is a
primary contributing factor to laser damage in general as well as the
conditioning effect in particular . ^' Furthermore, water has been
directly measured as a species being desorbed from a surface subjected to
laser irradiation, but these studies have not been made in conjunction with a

study of the laser conditioning ef feet '-^ '
13
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In the first set of experiments, a set of coated optics were vacuum
baked to remove volatile absorbing contaminants and therby simulate laser
conditioning. In the second set of experiments, the effect of conditioning
was measured at three different laser wavelengths, 1.0 6 |lm, 0.694 |lm and
0.532 |j.m.

Other possible actors are identified and compared with the observed
phenomenology. The diffusion properties as inferred from the vacuum bake
studies and the spectral properties taken together point strongly to water as
a major actor in the laser conditioning mechanism.

The Water Only Model and Results
This paper presents qijalitative data supporting the contention that the

removal of water via sub-threshold laser irradiation is responsible for the
threshold enhancement observed. Furthermore, the subsequent resorption of
this environmental water is responsible for the deactivation of the threshold
increases noted. The role of water is specified in the so called water-only-
model (WOM) of laser conditioning. The WOM is stated as;

The presence of included water in an optic under test decreases the
measured laser damage threshold via the absorption of incident laser
energy. Thus, the removal of this included water will lead to an
increase in the laser damage threshold due to decreased absorption
of laser energy by the optic under test.

The WOM will be tested in two ways in this study. The first is a

simulation of the conditioning effect by vacuum baking. The second is a
measure of the dispersion of the threshold enhancement due to conditioning.
The results of these two tests considered together should provide solid
evidence as to the role of water in the laser conditioning effect. The vacuum
bake test allows for the preferential removal of less massive and small
molecular species via diffusion over the heavier and larger molecules. The
spectral measurement of the change in the threshold due to conditioning as a
function of wavelength allows for further discrimination in the
identification of the species playing a role in laser conditioning. This
additional differentiation results from the fact that the conditioning should
be large, at a wavelength where an included species is highly absorbant.

Vacuum Bake Test
A measure of the validity of the WOM is to condition, i.e. remove some

of the smaller lighter molecular species, assumed to be water, without a
laser to see if the laser damage threshold is enhanced. The method for
removing the more volatile species study is a vacuum bake.

A previous bake study was performed in 1980 at LLNL.^'^ It is worth
noting that there were no significant conclusions drawn from the 1980 study
on the correlation of baking and increases in laser damage threshold.

The vacuum bake performed in this study was carried out at, 10~3 torr
and 125°C for 24 hours and oh optics coated as anti-reflective and highly-
reflective for 1.06 |J,m. These parts were then laser damage tested at 1.06
[im.

The effect of conditioning is quantified by comparing the conditioned
and unconditioned laser damage thresholds . The conditioned damage level of
a particular site under test is the fluence at which the part fails
catastrophically following irradiation at lower fluences on the same site.
After a number of sites have been irradiated in this manner a sample of
conditioned damage levels is generated. This sample may be described in many
ways, the most common are the minimum conditioned damage level, also known as
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the conditioned damage threshold, and the mean average of the conditioned
failure levels, also known as the average conditioned threshold. The
unconditioned threshold is determined by a binary search procedure where the
fluence is different at each test site and new sites are taken until the
smallest fluence causing damage has been unambiguously identified. Only one
value results fromi an unconditioned damage test, the lowest damaging fluence
and is called the unconditioned damage threshold.

The effect of the vacuum bake is specified by measuring both the
conditioned and unconditioned damage thresholds at 1.06 |lm, prior and
subsequent to the vacuum bake. The entire sample is plotted using the so-
called percentile box plots. An example of the plot is shown as Figure 1.

The box plots show the location of five percentile levels, the 10th, the
25th, the 50th or median average, the 75th and the 90th.

In all, 12 parts were tested for unconditioned and conditioned
thresholds both before and after vacuum baking. This data is presented in
Figure 2

.

The only case in which both the unconditioned and conditioned threshold
did not increase is part number (P/N) 2. The decreases are small in both the
mean average conditioned damage level and the unconditioned damage threshold.
Since the uncertainties in those measured quantities is on the order of one
unit, then the differences are smaller than the associated uncertainties. It
is also possible that the observed decrease is due to contamination of the
part during the vacuum bake and the subsequent damage tests.

In the case of P/N 4, the unconditioned threshold increases slightly,
but the mean average conditioned level decreases slightly. These differences
are smaller than the uncertainties and therefore not seen as significant.

In the other ten cases, the vacumm bake can be seen to "condition" the
parts. That is, there is a threshold enhancement of both the unconditioned
and the conditioned damage results. Further, it can be seen that the
conditioned threshold is greater than the unconditioned threshold both pre
and post vacuum bake. This indicates that the vacuum bake did not purge the
coating entirely of volatile absorbants. The very large threshold
enhancements possible by using a vacuum bake process and subsequent laser
conditioning are evidenced on Figure 2. Thus, a user with a critical damage
requirement might want to investigate the aforementioned process to realize
higher damage thresholds.

Spectral Tests
In the spectral tests, conditioning was measured as a function of

wavelength of the incident laser. The quantity of concern is the percent
increase due to conditioning relative to the unconditioned threshold.
Conditioning enhancement was measured at three wavelengths, 1.06 |J.m, 0. 694 |j,m

and 0.532 \xm.

The WOM predicts that at the wavelengths where water is more absorbant
there should be a more pronounced conditioning effect. The absorption
spectra of water is given below as Figure 3. For the wavelengths used in

this study, the absorbance of water is greatest at 1.06 |lm, 0.15 cm"l, next
largest at 0.694 |xm, 0.004 cm~l and 0.0015 cm~^ at 0.532 |lm. Thus, the WOM
predicts that the conditioning effect should be most prominent at 1.06 |im,

less at 0.694 ^m and least at 0.532 |j.m.

The results of the spectral tests are given Figure 4. The plot shows
the minimum, maximum and arithmetic mean average increase in the conditioned
threshold relative to the unconditioned threshold as a function of the test
wavelength. The sample sizes are 79, 5 and 50 for the 1.06 |lm, the 0.694 |im

and the 0.532 |Xm wavelengths respectively.
The error bar on the minimum conditioning line is intended to show the

uncertainty in the location of the minimum and maximum values of conditioning
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at each wavelength. The data represented in the minimum and maximum lines is

uncertainty of the single most extreme part, and are typical of the
uncertainty of a single point measurement. The mean average values are the
result of many tests and thus have smaller error bars.

The curve showing the minimum threshold enhancement demonstrates no
increase due to conditioning for the YAG and ruby laser wavelengths. The
doubled YAG wavelength shows a slight decrease due to conditioning. This
apparent "negative benefit" is an artifact of the damage definition employed.
From studies conducted at 1.06 ^im , it has been reported that it is
relatively easy to define and accurately monitor catastrophic damage (flash,

visible cratering, noise) on a sample.!^ At 1.06 |lm there is a well defined
onset of catastrophic damage. However, at 0.532 |lm, the identification of the
catastrophic failure level is more difficult. At 0.532 }im there is generally
an accumulation of small damage sites which slowly grow into larger damage
areas. Thus, there is no well defined catastrophic damage level. This may be
due to a difference in the laser matter interaction at 0.532 |j,m versus 1.06
[m, or it may just be highlighting the change from a water dominated damage
mechanism at 1.06 |J.m to another previously suppressed mechanism taking over
at 0.532 |lm. The difficulty in deciding upon an unambiguous definition of

laser induced damage has been previously intorduced in the literature .

^"^

It remains necessary to identify the most reasonable way to describe the
data collected in the spectral testing. Since a part may be found in any
reasonably large sample that does not condition, the minimum threshold is not
a good way to describe the conditioning effect.

A similar argument may be made for the case that the maximum threshold
is also not a good descriptor of the conditioning effect because it is
determined by a single point.

The mean average increase in threshold is a good descriptor. It
includes the information about the frequency and magnitude of the
conditioning increases, although other statistical moments will do precisely
the same, with different weighting. Thus, the choice of the mean is
acknowleged to be somewhat arbitrary but not wholly without reason.

The mean increase in threshold due to conditioning is 0.34±0.01,
0.03±0.04 and 0.11±0.01 at 1.06 |lm, 0,694 ^m and 0,532 [im respectively.
Viewed in this fashion, the effect due to conditioning is greatest at 1.06
|im, where water is the most absorbant. The differences between conditioni
at 0. 694 |lm and 0.532 |im is small, 0.08±0.05 and the deviation from zero may

be due to the very small number of parts tested at the ruby laser wavelength.

DiS.gu.§.g.iQn.....an.(;i..X.Qng.ly.§.i..o.n.§

Thus far, this paper has made the argument that there is removable
contaminant in the coatings whose desorption increases the damage threshold.
Qualitative evidence has been presented to support this contention. However,
as the title of this paper indicates, it is believed that included water is
the main species involved in the laser conditioning effect. This final
section makes the case for water as the main actor in the laser conditioning
effect

.

The demonstrated qualities of the agent being desorbed by the sub-
threshold irradiation in the laser conditioning effect are; the ability to
diffuse out of the coating, and having greater absorbance at 1.06 |J.m than at
0.694 |j.m or 0.532 |lm. These qualities, when considered together, make a
strong, although circumstantial argument for water as the main actor in the
conditioning effect.

The ability of a species to diffuse through a porous material like a
thin film coating is characterized by its diffusion coefficient. This
coefficient is defined by the size and mass of the diffusant and the material
properties of the diffusion membrane, mainly pore size and shear modulus.
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It is possible to compare estimates of the diffusion coefficients by
using a model of the diffusion process. The model of the diffusion
coefficient used as a paradigm for this study dealt with the diffusion of

gasses through a silicon oxide film. 18 in this study, an estimate of the
diffusion coefficient D, is given as,

D=DoTnexp(^-:j^j [1]

where T is the temperature in K, Dq is a function mainly of mass of the
diffusant, n has a value of 0, 1/2 or 1 and E is the activation energy of the
diffusion process that is a function of the diffusant size. By fitting an
experimental curve it was found that each of the three values of n gave
equally good fits. For the purposes of this paper n is taken to be zero.
The functional form of Dq contains geometric information about the membrane
and varies inversely as the square root of the mass of the diffusant. The
activation energy of diffusion is modeled as the energy necessary to dilate
an orifice of radius r to radius ro, and is proportional to the square of the
radius of the diffusant and linearly proportional to the shear modulus of the
membrane . 20

Using equation [1], the diffusion coefficient will be estimated for
other possible actors in the conditioning effect. This estimation neglects
any interaction, of chemical or other nature, between the diffusant and the
coating. Using the diffusion coefficient of helium as the scale, the
diffusion coefficient for a molecule of radius a and mass m is given as.

D (a,m)= DOHeA/rPxpl - vo^ /• [2]

Equation [2] defines the value of D in the (a,m) plane. From [2] the
contours of equal values of D, the isograms of D, may be identified. By
identifying those combinations of a and m that give diffusion coefficients
equal to or greater than that of water the other species that have equal or
greater diffusion coefficients under both laser conditioning and vacuum
baking are isolated.

Consider the plot given below. Figure 5 is a plot of three isograms of
D as formulated in [2]. The three lines are the isogram of the diffusion
coefficient of water, the isogram of 10 times, the diffusion coefficient of
water and the third is the isogram relating to 0.1 of the diffusion
coefficient of water. The a-axis is the molecular radius and is graduated in
units of A. The mass scale is in atomic mass units. As is evidenced by the
plot there is a

.
precipitous drop at the molecular radius of water. This

means that any alternate species playing a role in the conditioning effect
must be equal to or smaller than the water molecule and may be up to 3.61,
(65/18), times heavier. Thus, the other possible species playing a role in
the conditioning effect must have a mass of less than 65 and a molecular size
of 1.6 A radius

.

This leaves quite a number of species as possible actors. Previously,
it was implicitly assumed that the source of the specie (s) deactivating the
conditioning effect came from the atmosphere . If this assumption is
followed then other candidates should be present in the atmosphere and have
greater a absorption at 1.06 |i.m than at 0.694 |lm and 0.532 |i.m. Upon
examination of the absorption spectra of dry air no such absorption is
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evidenced. Thus, it is concluded that there is a strong case for water being
the main actor in the laser conditioning effect.

The argument presented above is not conclusive, but is rather
illustrative that there is strong circumstantial evidence that atmospheric
water plays a major role in the mechanism governing conditioning effect. The
nature of the water, physisorbed or chemisorbed22, has yet to be determined
and will hopefully be the result of the anticipated modeling effort to be
reported in future conferences

.
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FIGURE 3 - ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF WATER
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The influence of deposition technology and design of the
dielectric optical thin film coating manufactured of refractory
oxides and silicon dioxide on the damage thresholds of single and
multilayer systems is investigated. It is shown that the damage
threshold of reflection and antireflection coatings may be raised
up to the damage threshold of pure glass surface for Nd- laser
pulses in the range of 2 to 85 ns

.

Key words: laser cleaning, laser damage, thin films, variations
in film deposition parameters.

1 . Introduction

The development and application of high power 1.06 p.m Nd- lasers are placing heavy
demands on optical elements, including thin layer interference coatings, such as
cavity mirrors, light splitters, antireflection coatings and polarizers [1,2].
Beside the high laser damage resistance, thin layer systems must have a good spectral
stability of the transmission and reflection under the changing temperature,
humidity, and chemical and mechanical conditions. In order to attain such
characteristics in the spectral region of one micron one usually employs thin layer
systems prepared of refractory oxides. The quarter wave multilayer interference
coatings prepared of alternating layers with high and low refractive index are
usually used as cavity mirrors. The number of layers needed for improvement of high
reflection is inversely proportional to the ratio of refractive index of the layer
materials so that the highly refracting materials must have a possibly higher
refractive index, while the low-refractive materials, the lesser one. In this
connection we investigated Ta2 05 , Zr02 and Hf02 coatings as highly refracting, and
Si02 , as low refracting materials. We aimed at perfection of the coating technology
of these materials with high resistance to 1.06 urn laser radiation.

2 . Experimental Procedure

The coatings were deposited by the methods of thermal and electron beam
evaporation in conventional vacuum chambers. The majority of oxides dissociate
during evaporation, thus the correct stoichiometric composition of a film can be

obtained only by depositing the films in a reactive atmosphere of oxygen. Ionized
oxygen is used along with molecular oxygen to increase reactance. The ionization was

performed by Heitmann-type source [3].

The laser evaporation technique was used in order to avoid the contamination of
the coatings that usually result from thermal and
e-beam evaporation [4,5]. A laser was placed outside the vacuum chamber. Its

radiation was focused onto the coating material through an NaCl window by a system of

plane and spherical mirrors. A schematic of the experimental arrangement for the

laser evaporation is shown in Fig. 1. We used a cw CO2 laser with output power of

200 W manufactured at VEB FEHA, in Halle, DDR.

The laser damage resistance of the coatings was studied using lasers operating at

TEMoo transverse mode. Measurements were made at the Lebedev Physical Institute and

the Central Institute of Optics and Spectroscopy, DDR, using a passively Q-switched
Nd-glass laser.
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At Lebedev, the experiments were performed with pulses of 3 and 30 ns duration.
The spot size on the samples was varied from 60 micron to about 2 mm. Some
measurements were made with the spot sizes of about 2 cm and pulse widths of 2 ns

duration.

The experiments performed at Central Institute of Optics and Spectroscopy used a

laser with pulse duration of about 25 ns , and focal spot size of about 85 micron.

The laser radiation was focused onto a sample surface by means of a lens with
focal length from 30 cm to 2 m. Energy of the incident radiation varied from site to

site. The damage on a coating was registered visually when a light flash appeared on
the surface, or when there had been observed a sharp increase in the radiation
scattering from a He-Ne laser beam placed coaxially with Nd-laser beam. The damage
threshold, D, was found from mean damage energy.

Measurements made at the Higher Engineering School of Mittweida using an acousto-
optical Q-switched Nd-YAG laser with pulse width of 85 ns . The measurements were
made using a spot size of about 15 microns. This system was capable of delivering
maximum energy density of 500 J/cm^ at the sample surface. In the damage threshold
measurements [6] the samples were scanned line by line using a pulse repetition
frequency up to 760 Hz without overlapping irradiated spots. The power was reduced
from line to line until no coating damage occurred. About 150 sites were irradiated
in one line with constant energy density. The number of damage sites was then
determined by inspection with an optical microscope. In this way the damage
probability as a function of energy density was measured. The damage threshold
and Dl

,
corresponding to the damage probabilities 0 and 1 were found in the same way

[7].

It is known that absolute values of the laser damage threshold in optical
materials depend on the spot size at the sample [8]. Therefore, comparative
measurements of damage threshold were performed for the same samples on the three
laser facilities, each having a characteristic spot size. The measurement results
for four different samples having Hf02 single layer coatings of A/4 thickness at
A=1.06 ^m are shown in Fig. 2. One can clearly see the dependence of damage
threshold, D, on the spot size (the D dependence of oxide coatings on the pulse
duration, in the range of 25-85 ns durations, is weak [9,10]). This shows that the

coating is damaged due to the influence of local absorbing microdefects [11].

3. Investigating Results

3.1. Single-layer Coatings

Previous investigations in the development of quarter wave optical layers on the

basis of low refracting material Si02 showed that using the electron beam
evaporation deposition technique one can produce layers whose damage threshold is

close to that of a glass substrate surface [12]. In this work we studied such
highly refracting materials, as HfOj

,
Ta2 05 ,

Zr02 . We carefully examined the
relation between the damage threshold of the quarter wave layers of these
materials with substrate temperature and partial pressure of oxygen at e-beam
deposition in the reactive atmosphere. Fig. 3 illustrates the dependence of D

for Hf02 and Ta2 05 coatings on the given parameters. Points and dashed lines
denote the data obtained in IHS of Mittweida. The lower value corresponds to the

energy density, , in which no damage had been observed at any point of the

coating. In those cases when the damage was observed in some but not all sites
of the coating for the maximum fluence available of 400-500 J/cm^ , the damage "

probability is shown above the dotted line, that is, part of sites (in %) which
had been damaged at these values of fluence.

Triangles and squares stand for the results obtained at Lebedev Institute with
the spot size 550 and 60 microns, respectively. It is seen that the dependencies
of Ta2 05 damage threshold obtained on two different laser facilities, are

correlated with accuracy up to the measurement error. The data obtained for the

spot diameter of 550 /im are close to , and for 60 /im diameter, to Dj^ .

The results of more detailed measurements made with the help of YAG- laser showed

(points and dots of Fig. 3.) that increasing oxygen pressure improves the damage
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resistance of coatings, and that the resistance decreases with increased
substrate temperature, . For Hf02 coatings the damage threshold is maximal,
while the damage threshold changes considerably from site to site. The Ta2 05
coatings have lower damage threshold, Dj , but they are more homogeneous.

The experiments performed in the scanning regime showed that one can achieve high
values of the damage threshold for each type of coating, under optimal
conditions, not only in random sites of a sample, but also (and this is very
important) in some regions as large as hundreds micrometers. This result
indicates that the laser damage resistance of coatings can be significantly
increased, if we understand the nature of enhanced resistance in these regions.
In this respect, Hf02 coatings are most promising because they have higher damage
threshold, Dj^ .

3.2. Multilayer Systems

Under optimal deposition conditions by e-beam evaporation method we have
manufactured 25 layer Zr02-Si02, Hf02-Si02, and Ta20-Si02 optical quarter wave
films with the reflection coefficient up to 99.9% at 1.06 ^m wavelength. The
measurement results of the laser damage resistance for multilayer systems are
given in Fig. 4. The spread of damage threshold from site to site for multilayer
Ta2 05 films is much less than for Zr02 and Hf02 coatings. The Ta2 05-8102 systems
have the lowest damage threshold, which practically coincides with that of Ta205
single layer systems (see Fig.3.). The Zr02 and Hf02 appear to be more promising
films, because, as seen from Figs. 3 and 4, absolute values of minimal damage
threshold, , for multilayer films are higher than damage thresholds for single
layers. Besides, the probability of damage of these coatings, at 500 J/cm^
fluence is not higher than 8%, which is considerably less than for single layers.

The laser damage resistance of multilayer films can also be increased by means of
the addition of halfwave silica overcoats [13]. Fig. 4 shows that of
multilayer films with halfwave silica overcoat has been doubled again, and the
damage probability at 500 J/cm^ is decreased. This effect is observed even when
the deposition conditions are far from optimal (see Fig. 4., Hf02-Si02 films at
different values of oxygen pressure) . The coatings without an "overcoat" layer
and with it, in those experiments, were deposited by e-beam evaporation method in
one cycle in order to provide identical deposition conditions.

The increase in the laser damage resistance of multilayer structures with
deposition of halfwave overcoat is usually explained by the compensation of
mechanical stress in the structure, or the decreasing influence of the atmosphere
on properties of the coating. We should like to note another possible
explanation to the observed effect.

The highly refractive oxides have, as a rule, higher absorption coefficients than
SiOj , so the first layer absorbs the greater part of energy incident on the

coating. In this case the halfwave silica overcoat can serve as a kind of

heatsink for the energy released in the outer coating layer.

We have calculated temperature profiles at laser pulseduration of 100 ns
,
by

using the modal and the numerical integration method of thermoconductivity
equation for the example of A/4 thick Zr02 layer with overcoat [14]. The

calculation results are shown in Figs. 5. a and b. It is seen that the halfwave
silica overcoat reduces the temperature of the Zr02 by about 40%, and as a

result, the damage threshold of this layer increases. As a result of our

deposition experiments we have produced highly reflecting multilayer Zr02-Si02

and Hf02-Si02 systems with damage threshold close to the damage threshold of pure

optical glass K-8 ( 400 J/cm^ ) . The measurements of the damage threshold for

such coatings with 2 cm diameter spots and 2 ns pulse duration gave values for

the damage threshold from 5 to 7.5 J/cm^

.

3.3. Preliminary Treatment of Substrate by Laser Radiation

It is known that damage threshold of highly reflecting coatings weakly depends on

quality of the substrate surface treatment, because the laser radiation
practically does not penetrate the substrate surface [13]. The situation is
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quite different for antireflection coatings and coatings with rather low

reflection coefficient. The laser damage resistance, in this case, proves to be

quite sensitive to the state of a substrate coating interface. The use found
that conventional methods of surface cleaning before the deposition did not give

the desired results. We, therefore, tried to use the laser cleaning method [15].

The experiments were done with coatings on fused silica substrates. The
substrate treated by conventional methods was placed in a vacuum chamber which
had been pumped out to the working vacuum. Then one of the substrates was
irradiated within a few minutes by a cw 10 mm diameter CO2 laser beam of 100 W
power. After cooling, the coatings were deposited on substrates by e-beam
evaporation technique. The experimental arrangement is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. (dotted line).

Investigations in the laser damage resistance of Zr02 coating showed that the

preliminary laser irradiation made it possible to raise the damage threshold of
single layer coatings by nearly ten times. The results are illustrated in Fig.

6. Value Dq*/Dq determines the rise of the damage threshold after CO2 laser
treatment of the substrate. The result marked by A in Fig. 6. is for the case,
when after the substrate irradiation, the vacuum chamber is being filled, for a

short time, with atmospheric air, and then, after a subsequent pumping out, the
deposition is performed. It is seen that the damage threshold, in this case, is

not increased. This result shows that the vapor and gas adsorption has an
essential influence on the damage threshold. One should further investigate what
substance, after being adsorbed on the substrate surface, is most critical to the

laser damage resistance. The similar results have been obtained with other
oxides

.

Fig. 7 illustrates, as an example, the dependencies ofabsorption and damage
threshold of a single layer A/4 Ti02 coating on the distance from the CO2 laser
irradiation center. The absorption and the number of defects are seen to be
decreased, and the damage threshold increases towards the center of the
irradiated region (crater of the melt)

.

Beside single layer coatings we have performed the experiments on the Zr02-Si02
multilayer systems studying the influence of substrate cleaning by laser
radiation on the damage threshold. These results are also shown in Fig. 6. It
is seen that as the number of layers increases (or the reflection coefficient
increases, which is the same), the effect of laser cleaning on the substrate
decreases, and for a 25 layer system it is not effective at all.

4. Conclusions

This work showed that one can increase the laser damage resistance of multilayer
dielectric oxide coatings up to the damage threshold of a cleaned glass substrate
surface by a suitable choice of materials and the appropriate design of layers, as

well as the optimization of deposition processes.

The best parameters have been obtained with highly refracting Zr02 and Hf02

materials, and low refracting Si02 . The highest laser damage thresholds are obtained
with laser evaporation of these materials and vapor deposition in a reactive oxygen
atmosphere on a cold substrate ( 20°).

The reliable characteristics and laser damage resistance of multilayer mirrors
were considerably increased (almost doubled) due to the deposition of halfwave silica
overcoat.

It was shown that cw CO2 laser cleaning of the substrate surface in vacuum before
the deposition makes it possible to increase laser resistance of single layer and
multilayer coatings by about
3-10 times.

It was demonstrated that the adsorption of vapor and gas from the ambient
atmosphere on the substrate decreased damage threshold of the deposited optical
coatings

.
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In conclusion, the authors with to express their deep gratitude to G. V. Sklizkov
for the opportunity to measure damage threshold on the laser facility "Delfin".
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Fig. 5. Calculated temperature profiles in 132/4 Zr02 coating (a)

and in the same coating with halfwave silica overcoat (b)
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- MANUSCRIPT NOT RECEIVED -

PULSE LENGTH SCALING RESULTS AT 248 nm

J. Boyer
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Damage thresholds were measured on a variety of optics at 248 nm for both 11 and
36 ns pulse lengths. Test at both pulse lengths were run on each optic. If a power
law scaling is assumed, the mean exponent is 0.3 in agreement with results for other
wavelengths. The exponents for individual optics range from 0.20 to 0.47. The
experimental precision is such that variation in exponents is significant.
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Measurements of Ultra-wide Pulse Damage Thresholds
of Anti-reflection Coated IR Materials at 10.6 \im

R. S. Eng, J. G. Grimm, J. Greene, J. A. Daley, N. W. Harris
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73; Lexington, MA 02173-0073

A method has been developed to generate ultra-wide (10-100 ps regime) CO^ laser
pulses using a laser master oscillator-power amplifier configuration. These laser
pulses have been used to conduct laser induced damage threshold measurements of

anti-reflection coated cadmium telluride samples. The question of damage threshold
dependence on the laser pulse width is discussed and compared with the results of other
workers. The paper also addresses the effects of different types and physical
properties of the AR-coating materials, and the effects of laser beam polarization on
the damage thresholds of the materials.

KEY WORDS: Anti-reflection coatings; cadmium telluride; CO^ laser MOPA; la'er induced
damage threshold; ultra-wide laser pulse lengths.

1 . INTRODUCTION

While the damage thresholds of a number of commonly used, non-hygroscopic IR-transparent
materials such as ZnSe, Ge, CdTe, and CdS have been measured at 10.5 pm using very narrow laser
pulses,' very little is known about the laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) for much wider laser
pulses. One of the main reasons is that it is rather difficult to generate flat-top pulses
without severe pulse droop. We would like to report for the first time our method of generating
ultra-wide, nearly flat-top CO2 laser pulses of medium pulse energy and the results of
measurements of damage thresholds on a number of AR-coated CdTe sam.ples using these wide laser
pulses. We have observed a LIDT exceeding 20 J/cm^. Some of the samples have been tested
successfully for several thousand laser shots without any observable surface damage.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used to perform the CO2 laser damage threshold
measurements

.

The laser beam pulses of several hundred millijoules are generated by a mechanically chopped
cw CO2 laser and an electrically pulsed amplifier chain. The beam is focussed by an = f/30 lens
onto the test sample which is located inside a cylindrical enclosed fixture constantly purged by

filtered dry nitrogen and is shielded from room light so that free-carrier absorption in

substrates such as CdTe need not be of concern.

Crucial to the measurement of the ultra-wide pulse damage thresholds is the generation of the

wide CO2 laser pulses, which are well behaved both temporally and spatially. We will discuss the

details of the master oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) chain.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the CO2 laser MOPA chain. A cw CO2 laser master oscillator
(MO) with a 25 W nominal output is phase-locked by a stabilization loop to a 2 W CO2 laser local
oscillator. The latter is tuned to near the '^C'^02 I-P(20) line center but is not locked. A

lens is used to form a small beam waist at the transmitting aperture of the high-speed chopper
wheel. Another lens is used to transform the beam size, slightly convergent, through the

low-pressure dc excited laser amplifier. A beam waist is formed slightly beyond the exit end of

the first of the two InSb optical isolators. A pair of lenses is used as a beam expander to

enlarge the beam being amplified by the first pulse excited laser amplifier. This beam is

slightly convergent so that at the input to the second InSb optical isolator it is matched to the
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clear aperture of the isolator. Brewster angle multi-plate polarizers are used next to the two
InSb optical isolators to enhance the optical signal isolation.

Additional optics are used to control the beam diameter so that when it goes through the
second pulse excited laser amplifier, the beam is sufficiently large to minimize gain saturation
and at the same time not so large as to have any appreciable beam truncation. The two pulse
excited laser amplifiers are low-pressure TE lasers manufactured by Pulse Systems, Inc. They are
each operated at a total pressure of about 30 Torr.

With the above amplifier chain, pulse energy in excess of 300 mJ is easily obtained for pulse
widths in the range of several tens of microseconds. However, when the optical delay is adjusted
for maximum energy output, the optical pulse has a large droop. Due to their somewhat narrow and
peaked leading edges, these pulses are not very useful for the determination of the effect of

pulse width on the damage threshold. This is because it is difficult to assign an effective pulse
width to these pulses unless one already has a good notion of the threshold-to-pulse-width
dependence beforehand. For this reason, we shortened the optical pulse delay so that it fell on
the rising portion of the temporal gain profile of the pulse amplifiers. This resulted in

reasonably flat pulses, as shown in Figure 3, with only a moderate reduction in energy level,
which we considered a good tradeoff.

RiaiimHi^^^^^

ii mniB^J
192 mJ 230 mJ

Figure 3. High-energy, coherent, wide pulses from a CO2 laser MORA for
two delays of optical input.

Figure 4 shows the laser damage test fixture used to enclose and hold the test sample. AR/AR
coated germanium windows are used at each end to shield off room light to prevent any free-carrier
absorption by the CdTe test samples. The samples are placed at the center of the cylinder in the

appropriate holder. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used to detect visible emissions prior to and

during the onset of damage in some of the test runs. The fixture was cleaned initially and is

purged with filtered N2 during usage. It is completely portable so that it can be transported to

a clean room for loading and microscopic inspection of the samples.

Some of the laser beam diagnostics, including pulse energy and temporal profile, are
monitored simultaneously with the damage testing. A third diagnostic, the spatial profile, is

measured on a periodic basis.

The pulse energy is meausured with a GenTec energy meter which was calibrated against a

Scientech energy meter. The energy meter collects the pulse energy transmitted through the sample
test fixture. The temporal pulse shape is measured using a Boston Electronics room temperature
photoelectromagnetic (REM) HgCdTe high-speed detector. The power that is reflected off of an

AR/AR coated ZnSe window tilted at an angle of about 60° is focussed by an f/3 lens onto the

active area of the detector. The losses in the test fixture were measured using a cw beam and a

Coherent power meter. The losses, including the beamsplitter but not the actual test sample, were
found to be
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Figure 4. Photo of laser damage test fixture.

The spatial beam profile was recorded with a 16 x 15 pyroelectric detector array, made by
Spiricon, Inc. This was done to ascertain that we had a Gaussian shape beam. Figure 5 shows both
a contour and an isometric plot of the laser beam profile. It can be seen that the observed beam
has a Gaussian profile. Based on the above plots of the beam profile, the following formula,
which is appropriate for a Gaussian beam, is then used to determine the beam energy density, J, at

the center of the beam:

J(r=0) = —J (1)

where is the total pulse energy and w is the beam spot radius.

By measuring the beam size and pulse energy, the peak or on-axls energy density was

determined. The pulse repetition frequency was set at 1 Hz. For most of the samples we tested, a

conditioning or hardening schedule was employed in that the sample was illuminated by the laser
beam at an energy density about one half of the expected damage level. This conditioning was

employed since a number of research workers previously reported that higher damage thresholds were
achieved as a result.'

After each damage test run, black and white photographs of the irradiated spots were taken
with a phase contrast Nomarski microscope in both dark-field and bright-field settings for

detailed examination of any surface damage.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows typical damage sites. In the photo at the left there are two damage spots.
Both of these occurred at the same damage threshold of 28 J/cm^. They are slightly smaller than
the measured beam spot size of 1.06 mm in diameter. The damage feature in the photo at the right
is quite different. It is a hair-line crack that stretches diagonally across the AR-coating the
width of the beam spot size. This damage occurred at an energy density of 38 J/cm^; the coating
is a three-layer coating of ZnSe, ThF^, and ZnSe.
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Figure 5. Pulsed CO^ laser beam profiles.

SAMPLE No. CT-1 SAMPLE No. CT-3

DAMAGE THRESHOLD 28J/cm2 DAMAGE LEVEL 35J/cm2

Figure 6. Typical COp laser damage sites on CdTe samples.
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The specifications for the AR-coated CdTe samples used in the damage tests are summarized in

Table I. The samples were purchased from two sources and anti-reflection coated by a number of

vendors. We see that only two materials were used for AR coatings, ThF ^ and ZnSe. Since ThF^ has

a higher absorption coefficient than ZnSe, this material has the higher impact on the damage
threshold. Note optical polishing and cleaning techniques can also affect the LIDT.

TABLE 1. CdTe TEST SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS

SAMPLE NUMBER CT-1 CT-2 CT-3 CT-4 CT-5

CRYSTAL SURFACE POLYCRYSTAL POLYCRYSTAL (111) OR (110) (111) OR (110) (111) OR (110)

CRYSTAL GROWTH ll-VI INC.= UNKNOWN ll-VI INC.= ll-VI INC.^ ll-VI INC

AR-COAT TYPE ThF^/ZnSe ThF^ ZnSe/ThF^/ZnSe ThF^/ZnSe ThF^/ZnSe

FINAL MECHAN. POLISH 03 /um ULTRAFINE (M M.) 0.3 /um 0.3 /um 0.3 um

CHEM/RF CLEANING YES/NO NO/YES YES/YES YES/NO YES/NO

EVAPORATION THERMAL E-BEAM THERMAL E-BEAM THERMAL

SUBSTRATE TEMP. (^C) 150 100 200-250 150 200

a. MODIFIED BRIDGEMAN METHOD WITH In DOPING
,IS

Tables II-V show all the damage test results for damage test numbers ranging from 1-48. The

parameters not listed on the tables are written here. The pulse repetition frequency was 1 Hz.

The pulse width (FWHM) was 35 ps. The e"^ beam spot diameter was 2.73 mm for numbers 1-4 and was

changed to 1.06 mm for damage test numbers 5-48.

Table II shows the results of damage tests on several CdTe samples. In damage test numbers
1-4 (samples CT-1 and CT-2), the beam spot size diameter was 2.73 mm. Using this diameter beam,

it was not possible to damage the CT-1 sample, while sample CT-2 was damaged at rather low value

of energy density due to a high density of surface defects. Damage test numbers 5-8 (sample

number CT-1) represent a run series starting with low energy density to provide surface

conditioning, then gradually increasing the energy density in subsequent test numbers until damage

was observed. In this case, the damage occurred at test number 8 after two shots with the LIDT at

about 30 J/cm^. Similarly, using the same process, we obtained the LIDT of sample CT-6, which had

the same sample specifications as those for CT-1. The damage thresholds for sample CT-1 and CT-6

were both in the 3O-36 J/cm^ levels. Tests numbers 5, 6, 7, and 9, 10, and 11 were conducted both

as conditioning runs with the energy density gradually increasing to avoid passing the threshold

level by a large margin. These tests show that the threshold width is reasonably narrow.

Table III shows similar test runs 13-I6, 17-20, and 21-24 to obtain three damage sites on

sample CT-3. Note that the sample is a single crystal_of CdTe. For the (111) face, the threshold

appeared to be 10-15? lower in comparison with the (1T0) face. The LIDT of these sites all fall

in the range of 34-40 J/cm^.
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TABLE 2. DAMAGE TEST RESULTS ON CdTe SAMPLES

DAMAGE
TEST NUMBER

SAMPLE
NUMBER

PEAK ENERGY

DENSITY (J/cm2)

NUMBER
OF SHOTS POLARIZATION RESULTS^

1 CT-1 7.4-9.6 900 LINEAR NO

2 CT-1 5.1-6.7 3600 LINEAR ND

3 CT-2 3.9-5.3 900 LINEAR ND

4 CT-2 5.3 300 LINEAR D

5 CT-1 6-8 600 LINEAR ND

6 CT-1 12-16 600 LINEAR ND

7 CT-1 20-26 600 LINEAR ND

8 CT-1 30 2 LINEAR D

9 CT-6'> 8-10 1200 LINEAR ND

10 CT-6 18-22 600 LINEAR ND

11 CT-6 24-30 600 LINEAR ND

12 CT-6 30-36 60 LINEAR D

ND AND D DENOTE NO DAMAGE AND DAMAGE RESPECTIVELY

THE FABRICATION PROCESS FOR SAMPLE CT-6 IS THE SAME AS THAT FOR CT-1.

TABLE 3. DAMAGE TEST RESULTS ON CdTe SAMPLES (Continued)

DAMAGE
TEST NUMBER

SAMPLE
NUMBER'

PEAK ENERGY

DENSITY (J/cm2)

NUMBER
OF SHOTS POLARIZATION RESULTS'"

13 CT-3(111) 16-22 600 LINEAR ND

14 CT-3(111| 22-26 600 LINEAR NO

15 CT-3(111) 26-30 600 LINEAR ND

16 CT-3(111) 32-34 5 LINEAR D

17 CT-3(irO) 8-10 600 LINEAR NO

18 CT-3(lT0) 16-20 600 LINEAR NO

19 CT-3(lT0) 26-32 600 LINEAR ND

20 CT-3(lT0) 38-40 5 LINEAR D

21 CT-3(lT0) 10-16 600 LINEAR ND

22 CT-3(lT0) 16-22 3600 LINEAR ND

23 CT-3(lT0) 26-32 600 LINEAR ND

24 CT-3(lT0) 38 5 UNEAR 0

NUMBERS WITHIN PARENTHESES DENOTE CRYSTAL SURFACE;

ND AND D DENOTE NO DAMAGE AND DAMAGE RESPECTIVELY.
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Additional damage test results are summarized in Tables IV and V. It is to be noted that in

damage test numbers 29-32 and 33~36, the incident laser polarization was changed during the

measurements in order to determine whether the change in the electric field intensity has any

effect on the damage threshold. Test number 32 shows that the damage threshold is about 10?

higher than that achieved for an identically fabricated sample shown in test number 8 indicating
that the 30? change in the laser electric field due to a change in the laser polarization has

little effect on the LIDT. Therefore, we conclude that the cause of damage is mainly thermal in

origin. This finding is further confirmed by test number 36 when the damage result is compared
with those for test numbers 16, 20, 24, and 28, (all done on sample CT-3). In test number 43, the

damage threshold reached 50 J/cm^, which is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than those

reported for nanosecond laser pulses. For the same sample in a subsequent test, however, the LIDT
level came down to 32 J/cm^. The cause of the reduction in threshold is believed to be surface
contamination by debris from the adjacent damage site during the latter 's damage run.

TABLE 4. DAMAGE TEST RESULTS ON CdTe SAMPLES (Continued)

DAMAGE
TEST NUMBER

SAMPLE
NUMBERS

PEAK ENERGY

DENSITY (J/cm2)

NUMBER
OF SHOTS POLARIZATION RESULTS'"

25 CT-3(lT0) 10-16 600 LINEAR NO

26 CT-3|lT0) 16-22 3600 LINEAR ND

27 CT-3(lT0) 26-32 600 LINEAR ND

28 CT-3(lT0) 38 5 LINEAR D

29 CT-1 6-8 600 LINEAR ND

30 CT-1 12-16 600 LINEAR ND

31 CT-1 28-32 600 CIRCULAR ND

32 CT-1 34 20 CIRCULAR 0

33 CT-3(lT0) 7-10 1200 LINEAR ND

34 CT-3(lT0) 18-22 600 LINEAR ND

35 CT-3(lT0) 26-32 600 CIRCULAR ND

36 CT-3(lT0) 34-36 300 CIRCULAR D

TABLE 5. DAMAGE TEST RESULTS ON CdTe SAMPLES (Continued)

DAMAGE
TEST NUMBER

SAMPLE
NUMBER'

PEAK ENERGY

DENSITY (J/cm2)

NUMBER
OF SHOTS POLARIZATION RESULTS'"

37 CT-4(lT0) 6-8 600 LINEAR ND

38 CT-4(lT0) 8-12 600 LINEAR ND

39 CT-4(lT0) 12-16 600 LINEAR ND

40 CT-4(lT0) 16-21 600 LINEAR ND

41 CT-4(lT0) 24-30 600 LINEAR ND

42 CT-4(lT0) 30-40 600 LINEAR ND

43 CT-4(lT0) 45-50 5 LINEAR D

44 CT-4(lT0) 6-8 600 LINEAR ND

45 CT-4(lT0) 16-20 600 UNEAR ND

46 CT-4(lT0) 20-24 600 LINEAR ND

47 CT-4(lT0) 24-28 600 LINEAR ND

48 CT-4(lT0) 30-32 LINEAR D

a. NUMBERS WITHIN PARENTHESES DENOTE CRYSTAL SURFACE:

b. ND AND D DENOTE NO DAMAGE AND DAMAGE RESPECTIVELY.
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i|. CONCLUSION

Based on the present measurement results, we would like to conclude with the following
remarks:

* The laser induced damage thresholds of a number of AR-coated CdTe samples have been
measured using wide CO2 laser pulses.

* The observed thresholds are more than one order of magnitude higher than those reported
for very short pulses.

* The damage thresholds for long pulses fall below the square root of pulse width line
extrapolated from short pulse data.

* The damage results for circularly polarized beam imply that the cause of damage is mainly
thermal in origin.

* The effects of the types of AR coatings and damage site density were considered.

The authors would like to thank C. Freed, L. J. Sullivan, W. E Keicher, and B. E. Edwards for
many helpful discussions, and R. A. Westberg, M. Mattel, and E. J. Christiansen for their able
assistance with the experiment.
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Figure 7 is a plot of the CO2 laser induced damage threshold level observed at those test
numbers indicated on the abscissa. With the exception of test numbers 43 and H (the latter we can
discard because of very poor optical surface quality) the damage levels show a rather small
deviation of 5.7 J/cm^ from the average of 36.6 J/cm^. The present results imply that factors as
crystal growth, mechanical polishing, and the supply source of ThF^ (which are the same for almost
all the samples tested) could have a much stronger effect on the threshold than the optical
coating technique which varies somewhat from vendor to vendor.
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Figure 7. Damage threshold of CdTe vs. damage test number. Note that their
area were a total of 48 damage tests conducted, but only 11 of them
resulted in actual sample damage with thresholds plotted in the figure.
Similar symbols denote different sites on the same sample.

For comparison purposes, we have plotted on Fig. 8 the laser damage thresholds of AR-coated
CdTe samples as a function of the pulse width. The various experimental points on the plot were
taken from a number of references. \ ^ ,

' ,
"* It can be seen that the damage threshold goes up as the

pulse width increases. Based on our present measured results using a long laser pulse width, the
LIDT appears to fall slightly below the square root line. This is to be compared with the 3 ys and
10 ys data points from Ref. 4 which fall considerably below the square root line. The reasons for
the much lower thresholds for these two data points are not known. However, the presence of a

very sharp leading spike in the TEA laser oscillator output can not be excluded as a cause. As
more data becomes available, the damage-vs-pulse-width relation will undoubtedly be improved
further.
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Was there much difference between the damage thresholds for various AR coating designs on
different CdTe substrates? In tests done at Los Alamos in 1979, on many samples of Ge

and some of CdTe they found that the design of the AR coating made no difference in the

damage threshold. The substrate was damaging, not the coating. The speaker agreed,
pointing out that the standard deviation of his damage thresholds was less than 15%, so

the substrate V7as also damaging for the long pulses

.

The reason that the measurements were carried out in the dark was that the band gap of
CdTe is about 1.5 eV and the room tem.perature light would generate carrier pairs,
lowering the resistivity.
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Small spot size (3.5 mm) laser damage testing at 10.6 um has been used on samples
which consisted of metallic and metallic oxide coatings on polymeric substrates. Three degrees
of damage were used to define damage thresholds. While absolute threshold values were different
for each of the three levels of damage, sample ranking did not change. As long as consistency
is maintained, the degree of damage used to define the damage threshold does not appear to

be significant for small spot size testing for these samples, where the goal is to screen the

effectiveness of a series of hardening concepts.

Key words: damage threshold; defect density; laser damage; spot size.

1. Introduction

In any damage testing program, the question of what criteria will be used to define the
damage threshold arises. We have defined three damage thresholds for our testing program:

1) the minimum energy level at which surface distortion due to heating effects is observed,
2) the minimum energy level at which coating damage (discoloration, cracking, crazing) occurs
and 3) the minimum energy level at which substrate damage (melting, crazing) is observed.
Equally important is the issue of spot size effects. Since damage thresholds are known to
be a function of defect density within a sample, [1, 2] as the test spot size increases, the
damage threshold decreases [3, 4]. Therefore, considerable skepticism surrounds small spot
size testing, since resulting threshold values are felt to be artifically high. However, our
results show that if the goal is relative, rather than "absolute" damage thresholds, then small

spot size testing provides a rapid, efficient and economical approach to screening materials
hardening concepts.

2. Experimental

Small spot size (3.5 mm) laser damage testing at 10.6 um has been used for a series of

twenty-two samples of metallic and metallic oxide coatings on polymeric substrates. The three
damage thresholds defined above were determined for each sample. The experimental test setup
is shown in figure 1. The laser source is a Spectra-Physics Spectra 810 CO2 laser, maximum

Long Distance

Microscope
Tesl Sample

Focussing

Lens

x-y

Translation

Stage

Beam Entrainment

Tube

IR Camera

Fast Axial Flow

CO2 Laser

Hefle

Alignment

Beam

Figure 1. Experimental setun for damage testing.
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power, 630 W (cw, TEMqo)- Incident power density was the same for all tests, and the energy
on target was varied by varying the irradiation time. A beam profile obtained using the scanning
knife edge technique [5-7] is presented in figure 2. The transmitted power was measured with

C02 LASER BEAM PROFILE

m
c

B Exp Y
Gauss Y

1 2 3 4 5

Translation, mm

Figure 2. CO2 laser beam profile obtained using the scanning knife edge technique.

a Laser Precision RT-3000 thermopile at 0.2 mm intervals as the knife edge traversed the beam
cross section perpendicular to the transmission axis. The beam profile is essentially Gaussian
with a diameter (l/e^) at the target plane of 3.5 ± 0.2 mm. A Katoptaron LDM-1 long distance
microscope with camera attachment was used to photograph damage 6nd confirm that a particular
degree of damage had occurred. Damage was further characterized by an AGA Model 782 Thermovision
System.

Samples consisted of 3" square test coupons. Using the "up and down" statistical method
of Detrio et. al . [8], up to 36 shots/sample were used to determine damage thresholds. If

damage was produced at a particular energy level, irradiation time was decreased for the next
shot. If no damage occurred at this fluence level, irradiation time was increased for the
next test, and so on. In this manner, one can "zero in" on the damage threshold (corresponding
roughly to the energy where 50% of the test sites damage).

3. Results and Discussions

Thresholds for each level of damage are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Test results

Sample Damage Threshold, J/cm^

Uncoated Plexiqlas (PL) 111
and Polycarbonate (PC)

PL - 1, 2 16 N/A 72

PC - 3, 4 22 N/A 150

Metallic Oxide on PC

5 * 12 290

6 " 13 315

7 " 28 342
8 " 55 615

9 " 119 1390

10 " 130 1400
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Table 1. Test results (Continued)

Metallic Coating on PL and PC

**PC - 11, 12, 13 284 293 359
PL - 14, 15, 16 300 320 381
PL - 17, 18, 19 *** 1174 1777
PC - 20, 21, 22 706 1395 2114

*Coating exhibits no thermal distortion; the initial surface change is coating cracking
or crazing.

*Values are the average for three samples of the same composition.
*Insuf f icient data to determine.

Sample ranking is seen to be independent of damage threshold criteria. This type of behavior
is consistent with a simple thermal damage mechanism.

Using the CO? electric discharge coaxial laser (EDCL) at the Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratory (AFWAL), sample ranking was maintained under large spot size (one inch) testing
conditions. Thus, small spot size testing has proved to be a fast, reliable screening method
for hardening concepts.

This work was supported by the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory, AFWAL/MLPJ, Laser
Hardened Materials Branch, under contract no. F33615-85-C-5144.
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The nonlinear interaction of intense 100 ps laser pulses at 532 nm with KBr single crystals Is

monitored up to damage by measuring the resulting o component of the self-trapped exciton

recombination luminescence as a function of incident photon flux. Information on the

temperature rise in the interaction volume is obtained from the a-luminescence vs flux relation

with the aid of the known temperature dependence of the luminous efficiency. We show that the

mechanism of energy deposition is four-photon free carrier generation and ensuing free carrier

heating with small contributions by self-trapped holes. Single-pulse damage occurs without

electron avalanche formation at a temperature very close to the melting point.

Key Words: alkali halides; avalanche ionization; exciton recombination luminescence; 532 nm laser; four-

photon absorption; free electron heating; polaron heating; KBr; self-trapped excitons.

1. Introduction

Historically, electron-avalanche impact ionization was believed to be the appropriate description for

laser-induced damage of optical materials. The eariier damage measurements appeared to agree with

predictions from the avalanche theory until 1977 when Manenkov [1] found discrepancies in the temperature

dependence of the damage threshold in some alkali halides at 532 nm wavelength. He speculated that

multiphoton absorption may be responsible for the observed damage events.

In the 18th Boulder Laser Damage Conference, Jones et al. [2] presented the first direct experimental

evidence supporting the multiphoton theory. These authors measured, with a photoacoustic method, the

prebreakdown energy deposition in NaCI exposed to intense laser pulses at 532 nm and showed that

considerable energy can be deposited into the crystal via the four-photon absorption mechanism with no

indication of electron avalanche. The temperature rise during the interaction can be as high as several

hundred degrees. This motivated us to further study prebreakdown laser-matter interaction in other optical

materials.

We report here the prebreakdown temperature measurements in KBr exposed to 532 nm laser pulses.

Our results confirm that the primary charge carrier generation process in this case is also high-order

multiphoton absorption by valence electrons. In addition, we show that the temperature rise resulting from

the interaction with the laser pulses is primarily governed by the free carrier heating mechanism proposed by

Epifanov [3], and intrinsic single-pulse damage occurs at a temperature very close to the melting point of the

material.

The work reported here is an extension of the earlier investigation by Shen et al. [4] of the four-photon

absorption cross section in KBr at 532 nm. The technique used is the self-trapped exciton recombination

luminescence (STERL) method, which exploits the known temperature dependence of luminescence

efficiency as a thermometer to measure the lattice temperature rise during the interaction with intense
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532 nm laser pulses. This method Is new, and data interpretation requires knowledge of the mechanism of

charge carrier generation.

2. The STERL Method

Self-trapped exciton recombination luminescence is intrinsic to alkali halides. It results from electron-

hole (e-h) pair generation (via various excitation processes) and their subsequent radiative recombination.

The luminescence yield of self-trapped excitons (STE's) is determined by the formation efficiency of STE's,

i.e., the probability to form an STE per e-h pair, and the probability for their radiative decay. The latter

depends strongly on lattice temperature.

In most alkali halides, the radiative-decay efficiency of STE's, or the STE luminescence efficiency,

obeys the relation

^ "
1 + A exp(-E/kT)

'

where E is the activation energy and T the lattice temperature. At low temperatures (below a critical

temperature determined by the activation energy E) this efficiency is nearly unity and decreases rapidly with

increasing T. The STERL method described below utilizes this property of STE's to measure the lattice

temperature rise resulting from the interaction of a KBr crystal with intense laser pulses at 532 nm.

The technique requires that the initial temperature of a KBr crystal be below the onset of thermal

quenching of STE luminescence. By exposing the crystal to intense 532 nm laser pulses, one can generate

STE luminescence in the material via four-photon absorption [4]. If the temperature rise resulting from the

interaction is not sufficient to affect the luminous efficiency, the dependence of the luminescence yield on

photon flux will be of order four. This has been demonstrated by Shen et al. [4] in their measurement of the

four-photon absorption cross section in the same material.

However, when the resulting temperature exceeds the onset of thermal quenching, this dependence

will decrease according to •n(T). In principle, one can obtain directly the temperature rise from the

luminescence versus photon flux measurement if one knows 'n(T). However, due to the fact that the incident

flux has Gaussian spatial and temporal distributions and thermal quenching does not occur uniformly in the

crystal, the procedure of extracting the temperature in the interaction volume becomes much more

complicated. Care must be taken in Interpreting the data.

In the absence of thermal quenching, the spatial distribution of laser-induced STE luminescence is

proportional to the fourth power of the flux distribution, F^(r), because the primary excitation process here is

four-photon absorption. Any rise in temperature is due to the interaction of laser-generated charge carriers

with the photon field; its spatial distribution is proportional to F^(r) as well. When thermal quenching takes

place, it first occurs at the center of the interaction volume because there the temperature is highest.

Increasing the laser flux enlarges the volume that undergoes thermal quenching as well as the peripheral

area that emits luminescence photons. As a result, the detected spatially- and temporally-integrated

luminescence still increases as photon flux increases even though the emission from the central region is

quenched; but its dependence will be less than fourth order.

Knowing how the luminescence distribution changes with photon flux, one can determine the

temperature rise from the log-log plot of the luminescence versus photon flux. The point on the curve at

which the slope deviates from four indicates that the peak temperature in the interaction volume reaches the

onset of thermal quenching. Thus, temperature calibration can be achieved (because its dependence on

photon flux remains unchanged). The above analysis provides a direct temperature reading at each flux.
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However, it can not identify which heating mechanism is responsible for the temperature rise because it does

not require knowledge of laser-generated charge carrier density as a function of photon flux.

Computer simulation allows us to determine both the temperature and lattice heating mechanism at

the same time. This is possible because in KBr at 532 nm the four-photon absorption cross section is known

[4]. Thus, we can simulate the detected luminescence yield at different laser fluxes for a given heating

mechanism and compare it with the experiment. By repeating this with different heating mechanisms, we can

identify which theory is capable of describing the experimental results. Once it is determined, the

temperature in the interaction volume for any photon flux can be calculated. The details of the analysis are

described in section 5.

3. Experimental Details

3.1 Experimental Arrangement

The laser system used in our measurements is a Quantronix model 116 Q-switched and mode-locked

Nd:YAG laser with a double pass amplifier. A single mode-locked pulse is selected by a pulse selector and

converted to 532 nm by a second harmonic generator. The 532 nm laser pulse is focused into a KBr crystal

mounted on a cold finger in a closed-cycle refrigerated optical cryostat operated at 50 K (fig. 1). A uv-grade

optical fiber of 1 mm diameter is used to collect the induced STE luminescence in the interaction volume and

guides it to an optical multichannel analyzer for detection. In the experiments, we monitor only the a

component of the STE luminescence for the same reason discussed in [4].

The samples are reactive-atmosphere-processed (to reduce the concentration of 0H-) ultrapure KBr

single crystals obtained from the University of Utah. The size is approximately 4 x 4 x 25 mm3. The front and

the back surfaces of the samples are cleaved and the reflection loss per surface is measured to be

approximately 5% at 532 nm. The sample can be moved in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis and
that of the fiber so that different interaction sites can be chosen without affecting the collection efficiency of

the fiber. Data are taken by exposing a virgin site to a single laser pulse. This is achieved by moving the

sample between pulses.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

Experiments are carried out by carefully monitoring the o component of the STE luminescence

emitted from the interaction volume as a function of the incident photon flux. Measurements start from

relatively low fluxes, where temperature increase is negligible, to the highest flux just prior to any indication

of catastrophic damage.

In order to obtain the temperature in the interaction volume from the a luminescence yield versus

photon flux relation, careful measurement of the luminous efficiency as a function of lattice temperature is

required. This is done as follows:

We use 266 nm (the fourth harmonic of Nd:YAG wavelength) laser pulses to produce the a
luminescence in KBr at different sample temperatures and measure its yields for a fixed photon flux. The
measurement begins at 50 K, and the higher temperatures are obtained by switching off the refrigerator and
letting the sample slowly warm up. Using 266 nm laser pulses precludes any temperature rise introduced by
the laser-matter interaction, because this process is very efficient for the production of STE's (by two-photon

absorption) but less efficient for energy deposition. Therefore, the measurement will reflect more closely the

intrinsic efficiency of the a luminescence.
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The measured a luminescence efficiency as a function of lattice temperature is given in figure 2.

Here the dots are the experimental data obtained with single-pulse excitation and the solid line is the fit to eq

(1)with A = 3.8x109 and E = 0.124 eV. The results show that thermal quenching occurs above 60 K.

Damage is determined on the basis of two criteria: a) onset of a broad band emission in addition to

the o luminescence and b) the first detectable spatial distortion of the transmitted laser beam. The latter is

monitored by looking at the far field pattern of the laser beam emerging from the sample. Any data taken with

either effect present are considered to be due to damage.

The second criterion also provides information about imperfections of the sample surfaces. Since our

measurements are carried out at different sample sites, variations of surface quality would introduce, e.g., via

beam scattering on non-smooth surface areas, a large variation in the experimental results because of the

highly nonlinear processes. Thus, any exposure to a laser pulse yielding a detectable beam distortion is

considered to be due to roughness of either the front or back surface of the sample, or bulk damage. We
judge whether damage is intrinsic or extrinsic based on the photon flux at which it occurs.

The origin of the broad background emission is unknown, but it is associated with some form of

irreversible modification of the material. We will demonstrate below that the experimental data obtained,

using this criterion, along with that of beam deformation, show that single-pulse damage occurs at a

temperature very close to the melting point of the material.

We also inspected our samples under a microscope after the measurements using crossed polarizers

and did not observe any visual damage of the material, such as crack and bubble formation. Therefore, all

the results presented here are considered to be prebreakdown data.

The spatial profile of the laser pulses in the sample is obtained by measuring the beam cross section

at the focusing-lens position with the slit-scanning technique and applying diffraction-limited optics. A typical

spot radius (at 1/e intensity) at the focal plane is around 5x10-4 cm. The pulse length is 100 ps half width at

1/e intensity, measured with the second harmonic generation autocorrelation method. In order to simulate

the experimental results for data analysis, we have to know precisely the collection efficiency of the fiber.

The method to determine it has been described in [4].

3.3 Experimental Results

The measured total a luminescence yield versus peak photon flux Is plotted on a log-log scale in

figure 3. At peak fluxes below 2.2 x 1029 photons/cm^sec, the slope of the curves is approximately four, as

was demonstrated in [4]. Thus, it confirms that the primary electron-hole pair generation process here is

indeed four-photon absorption by valence electrons. Furthermore, it shows that the temperature rise

resulting from the interaction with the laser pulses is not sufficient to affect the luminous efficiency because,

otherwise, the dependence would be smaller. In this flux region, the four-photon absorption cross section is

measured to be 2 X 10-''''2 cm^sec^ [4].

When the peak flux is above 2.2 x 10^9 photons/cm^sjec, strong interaction with the photon field

causes the lattice temperature to be higher than the onset of thermal quenching. As a result, the

dependence of the a luminescence yield on photon flux decreases; it becomes weaker as the flux becomes
higher (see figure 3). Here the last data point corresponds to the highest non-damaging flux obtained in the

experiments. As will be shown later, the peak temperature at this flux turns out to be very close to the melting

point of the material, i.e., 1007 K.
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4. Lattice Heating Theories

The data presented in the previous section show a clear temperature rise resulting from the interaction

with the 532 nm laser pulses. The question of what heating mechanism is responsible for it needs to be

answered. As we stated earlier, comparison with the available heating theories is our approach to the

problem.

We consider two heating theories that have been proposed in the literature to describe the interaction

of optical materials with laser pulses. They are the polaron heating mechanism [5]

cp_ = (4hco - E )Na^'*V'' + ficoo n F + W, (2)

and the free carrier heating mechanism [2,3]

Here c is the specific heat, p the mass density, w the laser frequency, nc the conduction electron density,

Op the polaron absorption cross section, F the photon flux. Eg the band gap, N the density of active atoms
(i.e., Br" ions in our case), d^) the four-photon absorption cross section, /ac the mean free path of conduction

electrons, Vs the longitudinal sound velocity, m* the band mass of electrons, T the lattice temperature, E the

instantaneous amplitude of the electric field, e the electron charge, k the Boltzmann constant and W
consists of other possible contributions to the lattice heating, such as those from laser-generated primary

defect formation, ionization and relaxation as well as direct recombination of charge carriers described In

detail in [6].

These heating mechanisms were proposed in the 1970's, but it had not been proven which of them is

appropriate to describe the interaction of any optical material with visible laser pulses. One of the important

results of the present work is that it allows us to discriminate between them. We will discuss it in the following

section.

5. Model Calculations

A detailed model describing the interaction of KBr with intense 532 nm laser pulses at 50 K has been

provided by Shen et al. [4]. The calculation performed below is based on this model with some
modifications. First, the temperature dependence of all the parameters has to be considered since the

calculation is extended to higher temperature (up to 1007 K). Second, certain processes, such as diffusion of

charge carriers and defects, which were not important at low temperature, have to be re-examined.

The calculation relies on the a luminescence efficiency. This parameter has been carefully

measured at different temperatures (see section 3). The efficiency of the n luminescence has a complicated

dependence on temperature. However, it is not critical since we compute only the a luminescence yield.

We use an approximation in which we assume that the f luminescence efficiency also follows eq (1) with

A =1.5x1010 and E = 0.126 eV [6].
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We choose the Huybrechts-Devreese expression [7] for the polaron absorption cross section:

+
exp(h(o^/kT) - 1

2
(4)

Here ojq is the optical phonon frequency, m* the band nnass, a the polaron coupling constant, u the laser

frequency, n the refractive index, c/ the speed of light, and T the lattice temperature. This expression is

valid for all temperatures and values of the coupling constant under the condition of cVcoo » 1

.

The lifetimes of STE's are chosen to be constant and their values at 50 K are used in the calculation.

The error introduced with this approximation is estimated to be very small because the a luminescence

occurs only in a narrow temperature range from 50 to 60 K, in which the lifetimes do not change significantly.

The temperature dependent specific heat is taken from the Debye theory with Debye temperature of 173 K.

Epifanov [3] calculated the electron diffusion in NaCI (with optical and thermal properties similar to

KBr) exposed to 532 nm laser pulses and found its coefficient to be approximately 30 cm^/sec. We
estimated, using this value, the electron diffusion in KBr and found it to be negligible under our expenmental

conditions (the spot radius, coq 5 x 1
0-"* cm, and the pulse length, t = 1

0"""^ sec) [6]. Similar conclusions can

be denved for the diffusion of Vk centers and STE's using the results reported by Tanimura and Itch [8].

Jones et al. [9] have estimated the thermal diffusion in NaCI exposed to 80 ps laser pulses at 532 nm
with a spatial profile of ojq == 5 x 10""^ cm and concluded that it is also a very weak effect.

We do not consider the formation of stable defects, such as F centers. Energy loss due to this is

negligible compared to the total energy gained by the lattice [6].

For computational convenience, we express the laser pulse as F(r,t) = F(r)exp(-(t - V5t)2/t2) with the

focal point being at r = 0. The calculation starts at t = 0 and is stopped when the a luminescence emission

and temperature rise are completed.

The calculated results of the total a luminescence versus peak incident photon flux, Fp = F(0, VSx), are

plotted in figure 4 along with the experimental data. Here the dashed line is obtained with the polaron

heating theory, while the solid line is free earner heating. The vertical axis is the total number of photons

collected by the optical fiber. The experimental results are normalized by fitting those below

Fp = 2.2 X 10^9 photons cm^sec to the calculated curves, because in this region the temperature effect

does not influence the dependence on photon flux in either theory, and the experimental results should

follow the predictions of both theories.

The comparison in figure 4 clearly shows that the free carrier heating theory readily accounts for the

experimental results, while the polaron theory does not. To ensure that the polaron heating theory indeed

fails to explain the temperature rise observed here, we repeated the computation with a Op value up to two

orders of magnitude larger. The polaron heating is still too inefficient to account for the thermal quenching

occurring at 2.2 x 10^9 photons/cm^sec. The calculation of the a luminescence yield versus photon flux is

stopped when the peak temperature reaches the melting point. In the entire flux region, the agreement

between the experimental results and the prediction of the free carrier heating theory is very satisfactory.
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The above calculations are based on the assumption that the primary charge carrier generation

process up to damage is four-photon absorption. This is clear at lower photon fluxes (below 2.2 x lO^s

photo ns/cm^sec), but whether it is still so at higher fluxes requires some analysis.

According to the calculation, the last data point corresponds to a peak temperature of 918 K, which

provides a lower limit because any other conceivable process, e.g., avalanche ionization, would result in a

higher temperature. On the other hand, we did not observe any catastrophic damage of the material up to

this flux, which ensures that the temperature in the interaction volume has to be below the melting point.

Thus, if any other contribution to the lattice heating, such as avalanche formation, were present, it would have

to be less than 89 K. We can conclude, therefore, that the energy deposition process in the case of KBr
exposed to 532 nm laser pulses up to melting is dominated by four-photon generated free carrier heating.

The above finding is very important. It is the first experimental evidence that the melting point can be

indeed reached via four-photon absorption without electron avalanche. We take this and the fact that the

measured prebreakdown phenomena can be explained by the theory described above as direct evidence

that the interaction of intense 532 nm laser pulses with KBr is intrinsic in nature and not influenced by crystal

imperfections or impurities.

With the experimental evidence that free carrier heating is the appropriate mechanism for energy

deposition in the interaction of 532 nm laser pulses with KBr, the peak temperature rise versus laser flux

relation can now be calculated with confidence and is shown in figure 5. The dependence of the peak

temperature on photon flux is approximately fourth order as expected.

The uncertainty of the calculated temperature can be estimated from figure 4, where the luminescence

serves as a thermometer and the fit to the experimental results is the calibration. The calculation of the

temperature is based on this fit. Thus, estimating the uncertainty in temperature reduces to estimating the

uncertainty in data fitting. The latter can be done by varying the adjustable parameters (e.g., /ac, Vs or m*) in

eq (3) or, equivalently, moving the solid curve in figure 4 along the dashed line in either direction, and
examining the maximum allowable deviation from the calculation, A(logFp), which still provides a reasonable

fit. By determining A(logFp), we can calculate the uncertainty in temperature from figure 5. Our results show
that at the last data point, which corresponds to a temperature of 918 K, the uncertainty is less than 30%.

Our calculation shows that heating of four-photon generated free carriers [the first term in eq (3)]

dominates the energy deposition in the case of KBr, contributing 93.3% of the heat to the lattice at

Fp = 6.3 X 1029 photons/cm2sec. Only 6.7% of the heat stems from direct charge carrier recombination

and laser-generated defect absorption and relaxation, less than one tenth of which results from relaxation

and ionization of STE's. The main contribution of W to lattice heating is due to Vk center ionization and

subsequent reformation.

The time-integrated a luminescence and temperature distributions, immediately after a laser pulse

has passed through the interaction volume for a typical spatial pulse profile, are given in figures 6 and 7. At

flux below 2.2 x 10^9 photons/cm^sec (fig. 6), the temperature rise is too small to influence the STE
luminescence efficiency, and the temperature and luminescence distributions have approximately the same
shape, namely the fourth power of the laser flux distribution. When the laser photon flux exceeds this value,

however, the temperature at the center of the interaction volume rises above the onset of thermal quenching

(60 K). Thus, in this region the a luminescence yield is reduced, resulting in a distribution whose shape

differs from that of the temperature distribution An example is shown in figure 7 for a laser peak flux

Fp = 6.3 X 1029 photons/cm2sec. Here the total o luminescence yield is determined by the regions of the

spatial distribution where the flux level is below 2.2 x 1029 photons/cm2sec. The regions with higher fluxes

undergo thermal quenching, resulting in the distribution shown in figure 7(b). The fraction of the volume in

which the luminescence is quenched increases as the peak flux of the pulse increases, until the peak

temperature reaches the melting point. Then catastrophic damage of the material occurs.
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6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated, using the STERL method, that the primary interaction process in KBr exposed

to intense 532 nm laser pulses is governed by four-photon free-carrier generation and subsequent photon

absorption by the free carriers with small contributions from laser-generated primary defect formation,

ionization and recombination as well as direct charge earner recombination. The lattice heating process is

shown to occur according to the heating mechanism proposed by Epifanov [3]. The highest temperature

reached in the interaction volume via four-photon generated free-carrier absorption just prior to any

indication of catastrophic damage of the material is about 90 K below the melting point, which demonstrates

that melting is indeed indicated as a failure mode of the optical material.

Our experiments show that the STERL method is a promising tool for the investigation of high-order

nonlinear interaction processes in alkali halides. It allows one to study both the primary free carrier

generation and the energy deposition processes in these materials as a consequence of nonlinear

interaction with intense photon fields. Therefore, it should be useful in future work on optical damage.
However, some peculiarities among the alkali halides, such as the absorption bands of the STE's, may
interfere with its application, since it may be possible to bleach the STE luminescence with laser photons. A
careful matching of laser wavelength with the particular material of interest is called for.

We would like to thank Mr. Tom Casper for his valuable assistance. This work was supported by the

U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR-87-0081.
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Figure 1. Experimental arrangement of tine fiber with

respect to the sample and the laser beam axis. The
focal point of the incident laser pulses is located on

the axis of the fiber. The sample can be moved in the

direction perpendicular to the figure.
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Figure 3. Total a luminescence yield as a

function of incident photon flux. The two sets of data

(squares and triangles) are obtained from two

separate measurements. Both exhibit a sudden

decrease of slope at a flux of approximately

2.2 X 1029 photons/cm2sec.

Figure 2. The ct luminescence efficiency versus

temperature in KBr obtained with single 266 nm laser

pulse excitation. The solid line is the fit to eq (1 ).
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Figure 4. Calculated (solid and dashed lines) and

measured (A) spatially- and temporally- integrated a
luminescence emission from KBr as a function of the

peak photon flux in 532 nm laser pulses of 100 ps

duration (1/e intensity halfwidth). The solid line is

obtained using the free carrier heating model, while

the dashed line is based on the polaron heating

model.
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Figure 5. Calculated peak temperature rise as a
function of photon flux in the interaction volume of

KBr exposed to single 532 nm pulses of 100 ps 1/e

halfwidth. Here Tm and To are the melting and
initial temperatures, respectively. The slope of the
curve is approximately four.
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Figure 6. Temperature (a) and spatially resolved
time integrated o luminescence (b) distributions in

KBr immediately after exposure to a single 532 nm
pulse of peak flux 2.0 x lO^s photons/cm2sec. The
beam axis is the z axis and r is the radius in

cylindrical coordinates from the optical axis. The
geometrical focal point is (r.z) = (0.0). Note different

scales of axes.

(a)

Figure 7. Same as figure 6 but with a peak flux of

6.3 X 1029 photons/cm2sec.
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The author reported a defect whose luminescence quenches at 60 K to 70 K and yet he
inferred temperatures of some 900 K. Can he see luminescence down by a factor of e-10
or so from the peak luminescence? How can he be sure that he is not instead seeing the
variation in temperature within the sample and only see the luminescence from the cool
regions? The author replied that he measured luminescence versus flux. Luminescence
versus temperature is known. In principle then one can deduce the dependence of
temperature on flux. It is true that the luminescence starts to quench above 60 K. By

very carefully mapping out the interaction volume and knowing that the primary process
is a 4 photon process he can map out the 4 photon interaction volume, which is a

Gaussian. We are looking here at time and spatially integrated luminescence yields.
They stem from a luminescence emission volume which had that curious Mt . St. Helen dip
in the middle. Knowing precisely the flux distribution he can calculate the peak
temperature. However, he measures in effect only luminescence contributions from the

fringes of the pulse in regions where the temperature has not yet increased to way
above 60 K. He infers the peak temperature by knowing precisely the previously
carefully measured shape of the interaction volume. That is all he has to do.

Another questioner asked: Since the author has high intensities and can create defect
centers in materials like alkali halides at such high intensities by multiphoton-
processes, has he considered the possibility that at higher intensities he is creating
such centers and he has alternate paths for electron recombinations other than back
down to the valence band? How would that effect the author's interpretation of the
temperature rise? Also, he showed a temperature rise of 918 K, which is three
significant figures. What are the error bars for that measurement? The author replied
that the high temperature reported is based on the theory, not on a direct measurement.
They prove that the experimentally observed photon flux dependence can be explained by
the theory. If we have confidence in the theory, we can calculate the temperature.
The questioner pointed out that although it is a theoretical calculation it is based on
their measurements. Did they have any idea how good their extrapolated value was;
could it be 500 K instead of 916 K? The author replied that the value could be higher
than 916 K, but they saw no melting so it had to be less than the melting point. The
calculated temperature was not based on a particular damage or interaction model. It

was simply based on knowing that the basic mechanism is 4 photon absorption which is

determined from the log- log slope of the effect versus photon flux diagram and on
precise diagnostics of the laser beam profile. There is nothing in the temperature
determination which biases in favor or against any of the many controversial intrinsic
damage mechanisms. The accuracy of the temperature determination is a good question
and is a bit hard to answer. You can only infer that from the accuracy of the
luminescence yield measurements. It should be good within at least 20%, if not better.
It is not off by 50%.

Another questioner pointed out that the optical properties of the alkali halides and
especially KBr are notorious for their temperature cycling and impurity content. Where
did the material tested come from, what are the impurities and how has he been able to

rule out any impurity effects in the experiment? The author replied that the material
came from the University of Utah and is a reactive atmosphere processed ultra-pure
crystal. He did not know exactly what the impurity content was. He was asked how he

could rule out that the effects he was observing were impurity effects and not
intrinsic effects. He replied that they have come to the conclusion that impurities

play a role only if their concentration reaches the concentration of free carriers at

damage, which is about 10^®/cc.

Impurity concentrations of less than 1 ppm would not affect energy deposition
whatsoever. The author claimed that several years back they had introduced the worries

about primary defects which are a direct consequence of electron-hole pair formation.

The sequence goes within 10-13 sec. Vk centers or self trapped excitons - self trapped

hole formation traps free electrons. One effect of that recombination is the self

trapped exciton luminescence, which is an intrinsic phenomena which was used here. One

other effect of recombination is F center formation, and we have worried about that as

well, and have studied F center formation directly. Unless you have repeated pulses

and accumulate F centers in the 10+18 range jor you color your crystal with megarads

and turn it completely opaque, they do not influence the single shot damage threshold.

Unless they reach these high concentrations they can only contribute as many electrons

to the available free carriers, which heat according to the Fanos mechanism, one

electron per F center. Therefore you have a large number of defect centers. The model

calculations take all of these primary defects and their various interaction mechanisms

and recombination mechanisms during and after the laser pulse into account.
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After two decades of research, the question "What is the nature of intrinsic breakdown of wide-

gap optical materials exposed to short laser pulses at visible wavelength?" has recently been
answered unambiguously for two cases: 532 nm, picosecond pulses tightly focused in NaCI and
KBr. This remarkable achievement warrants some reflection on its impact on the field of high

laser power optical materials.

Clearly, the problem of extrinsic damage to coatings and surfaces remains unsolved and
formidable, and the quest for higher damage thresholds will continue without any realistic hope to

achieve intrinsic behavior in the foreseeable future. However, such pessimistic realism is no
longer justified for bulk breakdown, because the possibility of fabricating intrinsic high-power
optical materials—not just alkali halides, but also technologically important alkaline earth halides

and metal oxides—must now be taken seriously.

In light of this new development we will re-examine the results of some classic damage
experiments and the conclusions on the laser damage mechanisms that were based on
erroneous assumptions of intrinsic material behavior. Extrinsic damage, presumed to be intrinsic

for the purpose of data interpretation, will always appear to be avalanche formation via electron

impact ionization if only damage thresholds are measured.

With this in mind, we will look again at self-focusing and defocusing effects, the traditional

exclusive reliance on subjectively defined damage criteria and, thus, uncertain thresholds, and
the role of primary laser-generated photo-chemical defects in the historical "workhorse" materials,

the alkali halides.

Keywords: avalanche ionization; beam self-deformation; free electron heating; intrinsic laser damage;
multiphoton absorption; prebreakdown absorption

1. Introduction

This paper does not present any new data on laser-induced damage of optical materials. Instead, it

focuses on intrinsic bulk damage and the evolution of our present understanding of this complex nonlinear

phenomenon. The purpose is to confront the reader with discrepancies between the recent unambiguous
demonstration of intrinsic high-order multiphoton bulk damage in a wide-gap optical material [1-5] and the

deeply ingrained and widely held current consensus that "such failure is due to avalanche breakdown
initiated by multiphoton absorption associated with defects within the band gap." [6]

In the case of NaCI and KBr, exposed to 100 ps pulses at 532 nm, new experimental evidence [1-5]

clashes head-on with this traditional view: It provides proof that a high-order multiphoton absorption process

generates free carriers, and avalanche formation is negligible up to photon fluxes which cause the

temperature in the interaction volume to soar close to the melting point.

Over the years there has been much fruitless and prejudiced debate on the relative merits of two

theories of laser-induced damage, the avalanche and the multiphoton mechanisms. Both have their regime

of applicability, which is often characterized by the order m of the multiphoton process required for the

generation of conduction electrons. The argument is, however, not simply over the order m at which
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avalanche formation becomes dominant. The cardinal problem is to establish, for a given experimental

situation, what the detailed microscopic processes are that take place during the interaction of an intense

laser pulse with an optical solid.

But why worry about or study intrinsic laser-induced bulk damage when it is obvious that the Achilles'

heel of any high power laser system are optical surfaces and dielectric coatings? The answer is simple,

albeit perhaps not obvious or acceptable to those stmggling with the problem of producing damage resistant

coatings:

The fundamental interaction processes between the high-power laser photon field and the

transparent solid are revealed by such studies, and the intrinsic damage thresholds are

determined which then can serve as benchmarks for any configuration of optical materials,

including free and coated surfaces, both of which are beset by structural imperfections and
contaminants. Only after the complex microscopic processes leading to laser-induced intrinsic

bulk damage are clearly understood can one hope to unravel the role of complicating factors

associated with, e.g., laser-induced embrittlement in multi-shot damage [7-9], laser-caused

photochemical surface reactions [10-14] and, eventually, adhesion, thermal mismatch and

crystallinity of dielectric coatings.

To underscore this sweeping and general answer to the above question, we begin with a retrospective

examination of our present view of the fundamental mechanisms of intrinsic laser damage and, thereafter,

discuss two specific examples for damage phenomena whose physical nature could only be exposed

because, in these cases, the basic photon-solid interaction processes were understood in detail.

2. Review

With the publication in 1978 of the review "Laser-Induced Breakdown in Optical Materials" by W. Lee

Smith the classic and most active research period on the fundamental damage mechanism came to an end

with the conclusion that the "experimental findings (are) mutually consistent with the notion of the avalanche

model" for wide-gap solids and wavelengths X > 355 nm [15].

All experiments reviewed by Smith concerned the measurement of subjective and, as became
obvious only later, predominantly extrinsic damage thresholds, as a function of laser beam and material

parameters. These were compared with a simple avalanche model advocated by Yablonovitch and

Bloembergen [16] which is based on semi-empirical avalanche ionization coefficients (taken from dc

breakdown data) and the Drude theory of ac conductivity. A much more rigorous theory of avalanche

ionization published in 1975 by Epifanov [17,18] was not mentioned.

Smith also summarized the knowledge accumulated at that time of multiphoton absorption in

transparent ionic solids as a mechanism for laser-induced damage. He concluded that only processes with

multiphoton order m < 3 dominate the otherwise prevailing avalanche mechanism, and he dismisses the

validity of the so-called multiphoton-polaron theory by Schmid et al. [19]. These authors included photon

absorption by multiphoton-generated polarons (free carriers of low kinetic energy in ionic solids) as a

process for energy deposition into the crystal lattice in addition to multiphoton absorption. Smith stated that

the "model proposed by Schmid et al., which depends crucially on high-order MP! (multiphoton ionization),

will be precluded from experimental observation by avalanche breakdown." [15]

The confidence expressed in Smith's review that the fundamental intrinsic optical damage mechanism

had been discovered and only details need be filled in was, however, neither justified nor did this happy

state of affairs last very long. Since 1980, mainly on the basis of careful work by Van Stryland, Soileau, and

coworkers [20-22], cautious criticism can be found in the literature that the avalanche mechanism of laser-

induced damage as reviewed by Smith [15] may after all not be valid for each wide-gap optical solid exposed

to short laser pulses at visible wavelengths (cases: m > 2). Van Stryland et al. studied, among other

phenomena, the dependence of the damage threshold on the size of the interaction volume in NaCI. Finding

agreement of their results with neither the multiphoton nor the avalanche intrinsic damage models, they

concluded: "It has been cleariy established that, with the exception of a small number of specimens tested by

Manenkov, the laser-induced breakdown fields are not intrinsic." [20] In other words, none of the data
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published up to 1980 appears to pertain to intrinsic damage events with the likely exception of the results
obtained by Manenkov and coworkers in a number of alkali halides at 532 nm [23], which Smith did not
include in his review.

The inescapable consequence of these startling findings is that, since comparison of extrinsic damage
thresholds with any theory of intrinsic laser-induced breakdown is impossible, Smith's 1978 assessment of

the damage mechanism, in spite of its popularity to this date, must be viewed with extreme caution. His
premature dismissal of high-order multiphoton processes serves as an example that erroneous conclusions
may easily be drawn from experiments that depend solely on the measurement of damage thresholds in the
absence of sufficient proof that the material under study is indeed intrinsic. The inability to measure third or
higher order multiphoton absorption in exthnsic materials is not surprising to anyone who has ever attempted
such a difficult experiment. Neither is the natural tendency a surprise to interpret the sudden explosive
breakdown event in an extrinsic optical material above a threshold photon flux as avalanche formation,
because such behavior, occurring without any advance warning, is precisely what one would expect from the
theory of /nmns/c avalanche damage [15,24].

The suspicion, that the pre-1980 work on laser-induced damage is apparently based on the erroneous
assumption that the studied crystals were intrinsic in nature, had another consequence. The customary
correction for presumed self-focusing effects in determining damage thresholds now turns out to be invalid

on this basis. According to Zverev and Pashkov [25], the laser power at breakdown and the critical power of

self-focusing can be determined by measuring the breakdown power density as a function of the laser spot
size. Not only is the validity of this method predicated on intrinsic damage behavior, but, as Van Stryland
and Soileau have shown [21,22] and Jones has confirmed recently [1,5], it simply does not work with data
obtained from a number of "workhorse" materials such as quartz and intrinsic sodium chloride. In addition,

recently measured values for the critical power of self-focusing in NaCI are much higher and, as a
consequence, the nonlinear refractive index na for these materials (and most likely that of other ionic optical

solids) is considerably smaller than the values given in Ref. 15.

Similarly, studies of self-defocusing of Gaussian beams tightly focused in NaCI must also be revised.

In their calculations, Kelly et al. [26] assumed polaron absorption as the process by which energy from the

laser beam is deposited into the interaction volume. However, Shen et al. demonstrated recently [3,4,27] that

in alkali halides polaron absorption is much weaker than free carrier absorption by the Epifanov mechanism

[17] and, therefore, the reduction in refractive index due to free carriers and the resulting self-defocusing

effects are much smaller than those calculated in Ref. [26].

For alkali halides and wavelengths in the visible it appears safe to neglect beam self-deformation

because the free carrier density at breakdown is smaller than previously expected (<10''9 cm-3 ) and as long

as the focal spot radius (HW at 1/e square) of a laser beam tightly focused inside the crystal is less than 15

|im. We hasten to point out, however, that these are not general findings but pertain only to alkali halides

and similar ionic wide-gap solids. Laser pulses tightly focused into other materials must be carefully tested

for beam deformation. In fact, significant pre-breakdown self-defocusing can be observed in a number of lll-V

and ll-VI compounds at 1.06 ^im [28].

We summarize this short excursion into the history of research on intrinsic laser-induced damage with

the following statement:

There existed no direct experimental evidence in support of any intrinsic damage mechanism in

wide-gap optical crystals at visible wavelengths prior to the work by Jones et al. [1 ,2] and Shen

et al. [3,4], who performed the first unambiguous prebreakdown measurements of energy

deposition from a laser beam into an intrinsic transparent optical solid. Only the studies by

Manenkov and coworkers of the temperature dependence of the damage thresholds for 8 nsec

pulses at 532 nm were retrospectively judged to have been performed with intrinsic crystals:

NaCI, KCI, and KBr. Incidentally, these experiments provided an early indirect indication "...that

at 532 nm laser damage of alkali halides is not explained by avalanche formation and is

probably attributed to multiphoton ionization," [23] thus contradicting the U.S. literature

available at that time [15].
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3. Intrinsic Single Shot Bull< Damage

In perusing the classic literature on intrinsic laser-induced damage it becomes obvious that reliable

information on the detailed damage mechanism cannot be had by measuring damage thresholds alone. The
quality of the crystal can only be inferred indirectly in this way [20,23], and the question whether it exhibits

intrinsic or extrinsic damage characteristics cannot be decided with any degree of confidence. Thus,

comparison with theory is at best difficult.

The need for measurement of additional characteristic damage parameters had been recognized

some time ago [15]. Specifically, Brawer suggested in 1979 that it might be possible to directly determine the

energy deposited by the laser pulse into the optical solid prior to laser-induced damage "... by a calibrated

photoacoustic experiment, [and] such an experiment may well be a good way to measure the existence of an

electron avalanche." [28] Since then, nonlinear absorption has been detected photoacoustically in several

optical solids, but, owing to experimental difficulties, direct demonstration of avalanche formation still remains

an elusive goal.

Three-photon absorption was demonstrated by Van Stryland et al. [29]. Horn et al. [30] reported the

first calibrated photoacoustic measurement of energy deposition by three-photon absorption in a solid. With

the availability of reactive-atmosphere processed ultrapure alkali halide crystals and improved experimental

techniques, Jones et al. [1,2] succeeded in photoacoustically monitoring focal point temperature increases of

over 300 K in NaCI for non-damaging 80 ps pulses at 532 nm. They showed that the primary absorption

process in this case is four-photon free carrier generation (with a cross section c^^) = 5 x 10-''''3 cm^s^), that

avalanche formation was not evident even for these large temperature increases and that a high quality of

the samples was of paramount importance for this first direct detection and study of intrinsic damage
behavior.

Another major breakthrough in direct measurements of intrinsic laser-induced damage came with the

so-called self-trapped exciton recombination luminescence method (STERL) pioneered by Brost et al. [31]

and perfected by Shen et al. [2,3,32] who measured the o component of the intrinsic exciton recombination

luminescence as a function of pre-damage photon flux in KBr for 100 ps laser pulses at 532 nm. These pre-

breakdown STERL experiments yielded the multiphoton absorption cross section (o<4) = 2 x lO-^i^ cm8s3) for

free carrier generation, identified Epifanov's free carrier heating mechanism [17] rather than polaron

absorption [19] as the main contribution to lattice heating in alkali halides and demonstrated that pre-

breakdown temperature increases in the interaction volume can reach values very close to the melting point.

Again, the intrinsic nature of the interaction between the laser pulse and the material was proven up to the

single-shot damage threshold, and no evidence for avalanche formation could be detected.

The pre-breakdown experiments by Jones, Shen, and coworkers confirmed the theoretical prediction

by Gorshkov et al. [33] and indications seen by Manenkov [23] that, for multiphoton order m < 5, the

processes involved in energy deposition from the laser beam to an alkali halide are dominated by

multiphoton free carrier generation and subsequent lattice heating via electron-phonon-photon collisions.

This implies that in alkali halides the regime of validity for the avalanche mechanism is probably given by

m > 5.

We refrain here from presenting details of the theories of intrinsic laser-induced damage, synopses of

which can be found in the recent literature. The so-called "small quanta" (Eg/hv > 5, where Eg is the band
gap and hv the photon energy) avalanche mechanism was developed by Epifanov and coworkers

[17,18,24] and again by Sparks et al. [34]. The "large quanta" (3 < Eg/hv < 5) version of this theory [33] was
used by Jones [1,2], Shen [3,4], and Casper [7] to calculate possible contributions of avalanche ionization to

the pre-breakdown energy deposition and damage thresholds in NaCI and KBr exposed to short 532 nm
pulses, and its essential features are summarized in these papers.

The multiphoton-free carrier theory originated from the assumption that multiphoton absorption alone

might account for the energy deposited from the laser beam into the transparent solid (originally believed to

be the dominant process for m < 3) [15]. It then developed from initial attempts to include such secondary

processes as absorption by multiphoton-generated polarons [19] and point defects [35] to its present form as

applied in Refs. 1-7 to alkali halides.
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An issue of considerable interest has always been the importance of avalanche-starting electrons and
the role of point defects in optical breakdown. Contrary to the multiphoton mechanism, avalanche formation

requires that a concentration of free electrons (approximately 10^ to 10''"' cm-3) either be initially present or

be generated early in the laser pulse by low-order multiphoton ionization of existing defects [15]. In 1981,

Braunlich et al. [35] pointed out that in alkali halides efficient and extremely rapid formation of so-called

primary defects (Vk-centers, self-trapped excitons, F- and H-centers) as recombination products of

multiphoton-generated electron-hole pairs (excitons) might seriously affect the deposition of energy from the

laser pulse to the crystal lattice by removing free carriers via recombination and by providing additional

channels for efficient photon absorption. The relative importance of stable and/or laser-generated primary

point defects in the myriad of dynamic microscopic processes that take place during the interaction of a short

high-power laser pulse with a transparent (wide-gap) solid depends largely on the nature of the free carrier

generation mechanism (avalanche ionization, multiphoton absorption or both) and the efficiency of free

carrier absorption [1-4], but it is in general not the dominant mechanism of energy deposition to the lattice

except for extreme point defect concentrations [3-5,7]. Nevertheless, any attempt to model a particular laser

damage experiment must consider all of the processes that have been identified as playing a part in the

overall laser-solid interaction, including point defects. In that sense, the calculation performed by Jones et al.

[1 ,2], Shen et al. [3-5], and Casper et al. [7] represent the first realistic comparisons of intrinsic experimental

laser bulk damage data with existing theory.

4. Intrinsic Surface Damage

Let us now turn to laser-induced intrinsic surface damage. To date there exists precious little clear

experimental evidence of single shot damage events on an "intrinsic" optical surface for any laser

wavelength. In light of the difficulties encountered in the identification of the processes leading to intrinsic

bulk damage in a transparent solid, this state of affairs is not surprising considering the complexity of a

surface. Yet, contrary to the bulk, manifestations of nonlinear laser-solid interactions at pre-breakdown

photon fluxes can be measured with great sensitivity with a large variety of analytical tools. Most sensitive of

all is the detection of charged particles; but neutrals have also been monitored successfully [10-14]. While

laser-induced nonlinear photoelectron emission might not necessarily be associated with irreversible

modifications of the surface, ion and neutral emission invariably is, and, by mass-spectrometric analysis or

laser-induced fluorescence, it is always possible to identify whether the involved interaction process is

intrinsic or extrinsic in nature.

The interest of the laser damage community in particle emission from optical surfaces exposed to

intense laser pulses was prompted by the emission of halogen atoms into well defined crystallographic

directions observed by Schmid et al. from NaCI, KCI, and KBr at pre-breakdown photon fluxes from a Q-

switched ruby laser [10,11]. We include here two previously unpublished examples of the emission pattern

obtained by these authors (fig. 1). With the clear picture now available of the processes that occur in the bulk

of these alkali halides exposed to intense laser pulses at visible wavelengths, the tentative explanation of

directional halogen emission given at that time and its relation to irreversible surface modifications (damage)

is now confirmed: a high-order multiphoton process generates electron hole pairs. The holes are trapped on

a time scale of lO-'i^s to form Vk centers (X^ molecular ions, where X is a halogen atom). These
recombine with free electrons to form self-trapped excitons (which eventually decay back to the crystalline

ground state) or F-H pairs. On the surface, the X' molecule is unstable and dissociates by emission of an X
atom in a direction along its molecular axis in ftie <110> directions, leaving the surface alkali rich and

prepared for subsequent laser-induced thermal desorption of neutral alkalis. The natural distortion of the

crystalline stnjcture in the upper most surface layers facilitates halogen emission in a direction close to a

<221> axis in addition to <110> emission.

The importance of this discovery as a mechanism for intrinsic surface damage was immediately

recognized [11], because the emission of only one halogen atom (or in the bulk, the formation of one single

stable F-center) as a result of multi-photon exciton generation in the surface layer already constitutes, in

principle, an intrinsic process of irreversible material modification. The intensity of directional emission was
found to be very high, to depend nonlineariy on the photon flux and to occur prior to catastrophic breakdown

by hot plasma formation. Since then, a number of studies have been performed on multiphoton-induced

sputtering and desorption at pre-breakdown photon fluxes [12-14], and the intrinsic nature of most of the

measured emission of ions and neutrals has been firmly established [12-14,36,37]. In fact, reports on these

experiments have now become a regular feature of the Boulder Laser Damage Symposium.
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Looking back to the eariy days of laser surface damage studies and the enormous difficulties

encountered in explaining any of the microscopic laser-surface interaction processes, the progress made
recently by applying the techniques of particle detection is undeniable, and, just as for further advancement
in understanding laser-induced intrinsic bulk phenomena, the stage seems now set for further fruitful

research in the physics of intrinsic laser-surface interactions.

A number of questions remain to be answered. Is Epifanov's free carrier heating the dominant heating

process in the surface of alkali halides just like it is in the bulk, and is it ultimately responsible for single shot

surface damage? Does the emission of halogen atoms from the surface layer affect the energy deposition

from the laser pulse to the surface region? What fraction of halogen atoms has to be removed from the

surface layer or how many surface layers have to be ablated and locally disturbed in successive shots to

eventually facilitate catastrophic breakdown at fluxes lower than the single shot surface damage threshold?

What is the relationship between intrinsic surface and bulk thresholds? How do the results obtained with

intrinsic surfaces carry over to complicated structures such as dielectric coatings?

5. Multiple Shot Effects

With the availability of intrinsic optical materials (NaCI, KBr) and confidence in the laser-pulse solid

interaction mechanisms established for them at 532 nm, it is intriguing to look again at multiple shot laser-

induced bulk damage in these materials. Two distinct types of multiple pulse interactions are believed to

exist [8]. One stipulates that a pulse of power density below the single shot damage threshold leaves the

interaction volume unaltered, but repeated exposure to such pulses may eventually cause damage because

the damage probability of any one of these pulses is presumably nonzero. The other type is due to the

accumulation of microscopic damage which, after a number of shots, will lead to permanent macroscopic

material modifications [9]. Since in all previous investigations of multiple shot failure extrinsic rather than

intrinsic effects were most likely measured, the recent experiments with intrinsic crystals by Casper et al. [7]

are of particular significance. Even though still preliminary, they have already provided new insight in the

mechanism of accumulative damage at photon fluxes below the intrinsic single pulse damage threshold:

1 . Changes of the optical properties of the materials due to the accumulation of laser-generated primary

point defects (color centers) have been eliminated as a cause of multiple shot failure. 2. Laser pulses, which

cause a peak temperature increase in the interaction volume of only 10 K, have been shown to damage the

solid after fewer than ten successive shots at a low repetition rate. Taken together, these observations

strongly suggest that, rather than changing those optical characteristics of the material that are relevant for

intrinsic single shot damage behavior, the accumulation of certain microscopic defects must occur which alter

the mechanical properties. One might term this phenomenon "laser-induced embrittlement," because the

present preliminary experimental evidence supports a hypothesis by Manenkov et al. [9]: the observed

accumulating effect is governed by an activation energy, which seems to decrease with the shot-to-shot

buildup of localized stress. We reiterate that, just as in the case of intrinsic surface damage, these

conclusions could be reached only because the detailed intrinsic processes involved in energy deposition

from the laser beam to the solid are known in this case. Thus, irreversible and accumulating modifications

due to phase transitions (melting) can most likely be excluded as can the probabilistic multi-shot damage
theory discussed by Merkle and coworkers [8].

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant number AFOSR-
87-0081.
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A questioner pointed out that there are at least two errors in the equation used, one the

assumptions which the speaker mentioned and the other that the critical power in that
equation is incorrect. The speaker agreed, but pointed out that one needs to be careful
about generalizing based on how large the spots are when self focussing is present. It

depends on the power. The speaker agreed and pointed out that they had been very careful
to scan the data for any effects which self focussing or defocussing would have, as well
as monitoring the transmitted laser beam for deformations.
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Br-atom emission

pattern from KBr

Cl-atom emission

pattern from KCI

Figure 1. Halogen atom emission pattern obtained from the <100> planes of KBr and KCI single crystals
exposed to focused pulses from a Q-switched ruby laser. A glass plate, coated with silver nitrate and having a
small hole for passage of the laser beam, served as the detector. It was mounted 8 mm in front of and parallel

to the <100> plane of the crystal (from unpublished work by A. Schmid and P. Braunlich).
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Recent work by Jones et al. and Shen et al. established the detailed intrinsic damage mechanisms
in NaCI and KBr exposed to short laser pulses at 532 nm. Predictions of the dependence on
experimental and material parameters of energy deposition from the laser pulse to the wide-gap
optical solid can now be made with confidence. We examine the effects of initial temperature and of

pulse length on the damage threshold. We also discuss the role of defect accumulation in multiple

shot damage in KBr.

Key Words: alkali halide; avalanche ionization; damage mechanism; defect accumulation; free electron

heating; KBr; multiphoton absorption; multiple shot damage; NaCI; pulse length dependence; temperature
dependence.

1. Introduction

As research in this field of laser damage progressed, two theories emerged as possible explanations for

the phenomenon. The first of these, the avalanche theory, was a generalization of the d.c. dielectric

breakdown phenomenon. This theory, however, was not successful at explaining all of the observed
behaviors, and the multiphoton absorption mechanism was proposed to to account for these discrepancies.

Over the years there has been much debate on the relative merits of these two possibilities. But the question

has now shifted to which of the theories is valid in different regimes.

We examine here the cases of NaCI and KBr exposed to high power laser pulses at 532 nm. In the first

part of this paper we are concerned with damage due to a single laser pulse, and later we consider multiple

shot effects. For NaCI Jones et al. [1] used a photoacoustic technique to obtain a direct measure of the

energy deposited in the crystal by a single laser pulse. In these experiments a temperature rise of several

hundred degrees was observed with no indications of damage. They also determined that the primary

mechanism involved was that of four photon absorption. Shen et al. [2, 3] used a technique with KBr which

monitored the self-trapped exciton (STE) luminescence as a measure of the number of electron-hole pairs

produced during the laser pulse to measure the four photon absorption cross section. Taking advantage of

the thermal quenching of the STE luminescence they were also able to infer the temperature in the

interaction volume without regard to any specific model of the laser-crystal interaction. Temperature
increases up to 90 K below the melting point (Tm=1007 K) were observed for pulses, indicating that the

intrinsic failure mode for single pulses is melting. Their conclusions were that the lattice heating is due to free

electron absorption rather than polaron absorption and that avalanche ionization gives no significant

contribution to the overall damage mechanism.

The work by Jones and Shen mentioned above comprised the first prebreakdown studies of intrinsic

materials from which they were able to develop a theory which accounts for their observations. Of course it is

not sufficient to judge the success of a theory solely on the observations used in its development. It is

necessary to make additional predictions and then check their validity against experiments. In this work we
present some of these tests.

2. Theory

As mentioned, the theory developed for these cases was one of a multiphoton absorption process. But

the problem is more complicated than just the production of electron-hole pairs; a host of subsequent
processes must also be considered. Figure 1 shows those which have been taken into account. In the end
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the contributions of most of these additional processes to the lattice heating are relatively small so, for the
purpose of clarity, a simplified set of model equations is presented here. The equations are shown in detail

in papers by Shen et al. [2] and Jones et al. [4, 5].

The rate of change in the density of conduction electrons is

^ = Na^V + yn -R + Q , 0)
at

and the temperature rise at the center of the focal volume is given by

CP"= 109(i?il) ^(-^) + W, (2)

where the avalanche ionization coefficient is

(aFfT\ (3)

The first term on the right-hand-side of eq (1) represents the four photon absorption process, and the second
term was included to allow for possible contributions from an avalanche mechanism. R accounts for various

recombination routes of the conduction band electrons, whereas Q consists of additional sources of

conduction electrons, such as defect ionization. In eq (2) the first term on the right-hand-side is that of free

electron heating as developed by Epifanov [6]. W includes other sources of heating, such as non-radiative

recombination events. The parameter a in eq (3) is an adjustable parameter which depends on material

properties such as the effective mass of the electron and the collision frequency,and it is adjustable in the

sense that these properties are not well determined. Definitions of the symbols are given in table 1

.

Table 1. Symbols used in model equations

nc Conduction electron density

N Density of active atoms (i.e., Cl- or Br ions)

Four photon absorption cross section

F Photon flux

c Specific heat

P Density

m* Electron effective mass
T Temperature

lac Mean free path of conduction electrons

Vs Sound velocity

E Electric field strength

CO Laser frequency
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We are now in the position to make some predictions based on this theory. We will examine the damage

threshold flux, Fd, as a function of initial temperature, Tq, and pulse width, x. The method is to vary the peak

flux until the melting temperature (1007 K for KBr and 1074 K for NaCI) is reached at the end of the pulse at

the center of the focal volume. The end of the pulse was chosen to be the point at which the flux had
dropped to 10 percent of its peak value. We cannot at this time, however, make predictions for the

dependence of the damage threshold on the laser wavelength as this requires parameters which are

unknown at wavelengths other than 532 nm, such as four-photon absorption cross section, gW.

3. Experimental Procedure

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental arrangement used to verify the predictions. The laser pulse is

produced by a Q-switched and mode-locked Quantronix model 116 Nd:YAG laser system. A single mode-
locked pulse is switched into a double pass Nd:YAG amplifier, and the second harmonic used in the

experiments is produced in a KDP crystal. The spatial profile is checked at the entrance plane of the focusing

lens using a scanning slit technique. The focal spot size is then calculated using diffraction limited gaussian

optics. The temporal profile is measured by a zero background second harmonic generation autocorrelation

procedure. The spot size was typically 6-8 jim, and the pulse width was 84 psec, where these values refer to

the half-width at 1 / e of the peak flux.

The experimental procedure was to first expose the sample to a single high power laser pulse. A low

power pulse was then used as a damage probe by checking for an increased scattering perpendicular to the

beam axis. The scattered light is picked up by an optical fiber and guided to a photomultiplier tube which

served as the detector. The site was considered damaged if the normalized scatter was two to three times as

great as the scatter from a virgin site. The highest non-damaging flux was then chosen as the damage
threshold. An example of the data obtained from one of these experiments is shown in figure 3. It should be

noted that there is a low baseline for the scatter up to a flux of 6.5x1029 cm-2 sec-"". At higher fluxes we no

longer observe any points without a substantial increase in scatter. This flux is. therefore, chosen as the

damage threshold. The points with large scattering for fluxes below the threshold are attributed to sites

where extrinsic damage has occurred.

4. Results

We first examine the predicted temperature dependence of the damage threshold in KBr for the cases of

multiphoton assisted avalanche and multiphoton mechanisms as illustrated in figure 4. In the avalanche

calculation the value for a in eq (3) was chosen so that the contribution to heating from the conduction band
electrons generated solely by the multiphoton process would yield a temperature increase of about 10 K.

The important aspect here is the difference in the temperature dependence for the two cases. The
dependence is strong for avalanche carrier generation (as indicated by a three-fold decrease in the threshold

from 50 K to 300 K), and relatively weak for multiphoton carrier generation. In 1977 Manenkov [7] identified

alkali halides as candidates for multiphoton absorption at 530 nm due to the lack of temperature dependence
of their damage thresholds. Figure 5 then shows the thresholds measured in NaCI and KBr compared with

the theoretical predictions for these materials. We again note no large temperature dependence, and the

absolute numbers measured are in reasonable agreement with the predictions.

The pulse length dependence of the damage threshold is shown in figure 6, where the avalanche case

has again been included for comparison. The points at 84 psec were measured in our laboratory, and those

at 8 nsec were measured by Manenkov in 1977 [7], and are believed to be intrinsic values [8].

5. Multiple Shot Damage

Preliminary experiments were also performed to investigate the multiple shot damage mechanism. The
experimental arrangement was the same as for the single shot studies with the exception that the scattered

light was monitored during each shot rather than being probed aftenwards. Damage was assumed to have

occurred when a sudden increase in light scattering was observed. The laser repetition rate was
approximately 1 Hz. Figure 7 shows the number of shots required to observe damage as a function of the

peak flux for the temperatures of 300 K and 50 K. Although more data is required to determine whether there

is a difference in the multishot thresholds for these two cases, the initial indications are that the threshold is

somewhat higher for lower temperatures.
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One must ask if the increased scattering observed is simply due to the accumulation of point defects

which would then act as scattering centers for the laser light. If this were the case one would expect a much
more gradual increase in the scattering than was observed. Also, as an experimental test of this possibility,

several sites were heavily colored with low power UV (266nm) pulses. These sites showed no discernable

increase in scattering over that of uncolored sites, indicating that the defects are not simply acting as
scattering centers.

The next question is whether the accumulated defects, in particular F-centers, provide a sufficient number
of starting electrons through single photon absorption to significantly reduce the damage threshold. A plot of

the damage threshold as a function of the initial concentration of conduction band electrons is shown in

figure 8. It is found that a ten percent reduction in the threshold requires a starting electron density equal to

neariy half of the density obtained when the melting point is reached. The density of conduction band
electrons at the melting point was calculated to be about LSxlC^ cm-3. This implies that it would require on

the order of 10''8 cm-3 defects present to significantly alter the damage threshold for the multiphoton process.

This concentration, however, would not have been obtained in the number of shots required to observe

damage at the fluxes in question. The case of defect assisted avalanche was not examined.

Finally, we must consider the possibility that the damage is due to an accumulated temperature increase.

At a flux of 2.0x1029 cm-2 sec-i the temperature rise from a single pulse is only 10 K , but at this flux it takes

fewer than ten shots to damage the crystal. Therefore, even neglecting thermal diffusion, the total

temperature increase would not be sufficient to reach the melting temperature.

These facts indicate that, rather than changing the optical properties of the material, the accumulation of

point defects may alter the mechanical properties of the crystal. A method for studying such processes has
been presented by Manenkov et al. [9]. This could then possibly make the sample more susceptible to crack

formation due to the thermal stresses produced by the laser pulse.

6. Conclusion

The theory presented holds up well to the intrinsic data available for the materials which were studied,

and similar models could now be developed for additional alkali halides and other wide-gapped materials.

These would then enable predictions to be made of the material's response under a variety of experimental

conditions.

In its present form this theory considers only single shot phenomena in that the model does not directly

track the accumulation of defects nor thermal diffusion between shots. But by examining the dependence of

single shot damage on the initial conditions some useful information concerning multiple shot damage can
still be obtained. And it remains to be shown whether the accumulation of defects sufficiently alters the

mechanical properties of the material to account for the observed multiple shot behavior.

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under grant number AFOSR-87-
0081

.
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A questioner asked if the picture presented is that all of the damage is due to four
photon absorption and absorption from color centers, no avalanche. The speaker confirmed
that this is his picture. Also, damage was assumed to occur at the end of the pulse.
The questioner pointed out that in the experiments he was aware of damage occurred near
the peak of the pulse, not at the end of the pulse. The speaker pointed out that they
were not equipped to determine where temporally the damage occurred. The temperature
tended to increase after the peak of the pulse so they used as their criterion that the
melting point occurred at the end of the pulse.

Another questioner pointed out that although the picture presented was of an intrinsic,
four photon process with no defect involvement, there was a substantial variation in the

breakdown threshold for each shot. Why the variation? The speaker ascribed the

variation to inhomogeneities in the material itself. It could also have something to do

with fluctuations in laser parameters. They assume their pulse shape is consistent from
one shot to the next. The questioner pointed out that in NdYAG lasers there can be
differences in pulse width of up to a factor of 2 in pulses even in the same train, which
could account for much of the scatter in the data presented.
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Figure 1. Processes considered in the model are

production of electron-liole pairs by four photon
absorption, trapping of holes to form Vk centers,

trapping of electrons by Vk centers to form self-

trapped excitons (STE), and F center production.

Free carrier absorption, STE excitation, defect

ionization, and electron-hole recombination are also

considered.

Figure 2. Experimental arrangement. The laser

pulse is focused in the center of the sample, and the
scattered light is detected by a fiber positioned
perpendicular to the beam axis. The sample can be
moved in a direction perpendicular to the page to

obtain a new spot without changing the relative

positions of the interaction volume and the collection

fiber.

Figure 3. Damage threshold data for KBr at 50 K.

Undamaged sites are indicated by points with low

scatter. Above 6.5x1029 cm-2 sec-"" no non-

damaging pulses are observed, therefore this point is

chosen as the damage threshold. Points at lower

fluxes with high scatter values are attributed to

extrinsic damage.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the damage
threshold for multiphoton and multiphoton assisted

avalanche mechanisms. The avalanche mechanism
shows a strong temperature dependence, but the

multiphoton case shows a much weaker
dependence.
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Figure 5. Measured damage thresholds (solid

circles) compared to the values predicted by the

multiphoton theory for NaCi and KBr as a function of

temperatrure.

Figure 6. A double logarithmic plot of the pulse
length dependence of the damage threshold for

NaCI (top line and triangles) and KBr (center line and
squares). The bottom line shows, for comparison,
the dependence predicted for multiphoton assisted
avalanche, whereas the top two lines were predicted
using the multiphoton theory.

Figure 7. A plot of the number of shots required to

observe damage as a function of the peak photon

flux for KBr. Initial results indicate a temperature

dependence of the multiple shot damage threshold.

Figure 8. Calculated damage threshold as a function

of the initial conduction electron concentration. For

KBr nc tne!t=1-9x10''8 cm-3.
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In this paper we propose a new statistical framework from which to view laser-induced

damage in silicon, particularly N-on-1 damage effects such as accumulation. To select between
possible models for damage, we obtained a refined data set for the statistics of nanosecond pulsed

Nd:YAG laser damage to Si surfaces. The implications of this data for modeling laser damage
experiments will be discussed.

Key words: laser damage, silicon, accumulation, melting model, non-deterministic model.

1. Introduction and Background

There is a large and growing body of experimental evidence supporting a thermal model for the laser

induced melting and damage of Si surfaces. In addition, there are related data describing the N-on-1 or

accumulation damage behavior of Si. The possible implications of this data for a deterministic model of laser

damage will be reviewed . In section 3 of this paper, we will introduce an alternative, non-deterministic model
and investigate what experimental evidence could be used to discriminate between the two models. The
theoretical framework developed here should be suitable for the study of laser damage of any material and for

drawing inferences on the degree to which it is affected by accumulation or hardening.

For 1-on-1 nanosecond pulse damage of Si, microscopic examination of the damage morphology
indicated that first a melt region was initiated at the center of the Gaussian beam and grew in diameter with

increasing fluence [1 ,2,3,4]. At higher fluences, boiling initiated near the beam center and spread outward for

further increasing fluence. This sequence of events conforms to thermal heating models proposed for laser

induced damage, for example a model for damage to metals by Jee, et al. [5]. The model applies to any solid

surface subject to one-dimensional surface heating. In other experiments, the onset of melting corresponding

to an abrupt increase in reflectivity at 633 nm was detected by transient laser reflectivity. Data obtained in

these experiments [6] indicated that the onset of laser induced damage of Si coincides with the onset of

surface melting in agreement with the results of laser annealing experiments [7]. Finally, at substrate

temperatures up to SOO^C [8] the damage threshold decreased as expected in melting. As a whole, this body
of evidence indicates that 1-on-1 laser damage of Si due to nanosecond pulses occurred by a heating-

melting-(and in some cases boiling) progression.

For N-on-1 laser damage, the situation is more complicated, and accumulation is always obsepi/ed. That

is, the onset and 50% probability fluences decreased as N increased. Figure 1 shows a typical result for Si in

normalized form. Although a decrease in damage fluence to 80-85% of the single shot value was always

observed at N=10-30, little further decrease occurred for further increases in N. The morphology observed for

damage in this regime was not as consistent as for the N=1 case. For many samples, the usual melting-

boiling progression was observed; but in others, particularly for large N or sub-nanosecond pulse lengths,

local pitting damage was observed. Each pit of micron dimension had been both melted and explosively

boiled with the ejection of material, while surrounding regions remained unmelted. As damage progressed,

the pitted area increased, often in a coherent pattern. Unless the fluence was very high, this behavior was not

accompanied by melting over the Gaussian beam area.

Previous attempts to ascertain the kinetics of an accumulated specie in N-on-1 YAG laser damage
experiments on silicon gave negative results [8]. Accumulation was found to be independent of pulse

repetition frequency (PRF) and independent of substrate temperature up to 500OC, and pre-annealing had no

effect on damage. In summary, no kinetic behavior for the accumulated specie was observed, even at

elevated temperatures.

Finally, we have obtained new data on laser damage to Si as a function of substrate doping. The data

are shown in figure 2 for n-type substrates with resistivities ranging from 0.01 to 10 Q-cm. This corresponds to

a range of doping densities from 4.6x1 0'' ^ cm"3 to 4.6x1
0''

4 cm"3- The experimental conditions were as
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TRADITIONAL ACCUMULATION PLOT
50% Intercepts

Number of Shots / Site

1. A traditional accumulation plot showing normalized damage threshold fluence versus number of pi

LASER DAMAGE DEPENDENCE
ON RESISTIVITY

2. A plot of laser damage threshold versus Si wafer resistivity. The 50% damage probability is plotted for

N=1 and 3, and the 0% probability intercept or onset is plotted for N=30.
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described in the following section. As can be seen from the graph, no significant change in dannage behavior
was observed either in the onset fluence, 50% probability fluence or accumulation behavior. As the doping
density was not sufficiently large to change the optical absorption, dopant impurity effects can be ruled out as
a contributor to accumulation.

For these experiments, the observation of melting in conjunction with accumulation behavior suggests
that a deterministic mechanism is involved in the nucleation of laser melting, in this view, there may be site-to-

site fluctuations in a sample but each site has a unique and deterministic melt threshold. Damage ensues
when the sample is irradiated by a laser pulse at or above this threshold. For accumulation in N-on-1

experiments, the deterministic melting threshold has been reduced by the previous pulses. This implies that

some induced change or specie is accumulating. The negative results for experiments to determine the

kinetics of accumulation have led us to theoretically and experimentally investigate an alternative viewpoint

and a non-deterministic model for damage.

2. Experimental Methods and New Data

The laser used in these experiments was a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operated at the fundamental
wavelength of 1064 nm at a repetition rate of 10 Hz and with a 10 ns pulse length (FWHM). The optical layout

was conventional and has been described previously [8]. The beam was attenuated with a fixed dielectric

reflector and with a variable attenuator consisting of a rotating half-wave plate followed by a fixed thin-film

polarizer. Irradiations were controlled by a computer driven shutter, and the computer also collected data
from a reference energy meter on every laser pulse in order to compile irradiation statistics. In all cases, the

pulse-to-pulse standard deviation in energy was less than 2% and less than 1% for most runs. The reference

energy meter was calibrated at the start and end of each data taking session against another energy meter
near the sample location. Each calibration also consisted of measuring the beam spot size at an equivalent

focal plane using the knife edge method. A 78 cm focusing lens was used to obtain Gaussian spot sizes of

about 300 |im (l/e^ radius) incident normally on the sample surface, in studies of accumulation, the laser

energy at the sample plane is of more interest than the fluence. Spot size measurements were, however,

made to insure that the beam parameters did not change during an experimental run.

The Si wafers used in this study were (111) n-type wafers, 50 mm diameter, and polished on one side.

Their resistivities ranged from 0.01 to 10 Q-cm. The samples were cleaned in solvents to remove organic

residue or contaminants before being placed in a dry pumped (<10"4 Pa) vacuum chamber for laser damage
testing. The vacuum was required for the collection charge emission data.

Test sites were arranged in a 1 .5 mm grid pattern with markers at every fifth site. As testing proceeded,

both the laser energy level and the number of pulses per site were varied in order to eliminate effects of slow

variations across the wafer and changes in experimental parameters with time. This permitted the damage
probability point for each fluence and pulse number N to be based on sites distributed across the wafer and in

time. After irradiation, the sites were evaluated by Nomarski microscopy to 500x. Visible changes at any

magnification were designated as damage.
Laser damage data was obtained for three resistivities of Si wafer. Most of the data reported in this

paper was taken for the high resistivity (10 Q-cm) wafers. The damage probability data were always plotted

as damage probability versus fluence as first described by Foltyn [9]. Onset and 50% probability fluences

were derived by least squares linear fits to the data. The generic accumulation curve shown in figure 1 was

obtained in this way, as was the data showing damage fluence versus wafer resistivity in figure 2. in order to

discuss models of accumulation, a data set for a single high resistivity wafer was chosen. It was typical of

other wafers except that care was taken to obtain a sufficient number of data points at the high and low

fluence ends of the curves and more different values of pulse number N were run. This data for N=1 ,2,3, and

10 is shown in figure 3 along with the number of sites upon which each curve is based. The analysis,

modelling, and interpretation of this data is the subject of the remainder of this paper.

3. The Non-Deterministic Hypothesis

in this section we will introduce the non-deterministic model as an alternate way of viewing laser damage
data and explore how this model can be distinguished experimentally from a deterministic one. The non-

deterministic hypothesis asserts that the damage event is random with respect to laser fluence in an interval

near threshold. That is, in the absence of site-to-site fluctuations, the damage frequency versus fluence curve

would still have a finite slope and a finite overlap between the highest non-damaging fluence and the lowest

damaging fluence. This behavior may be contrasted to the expected deterministic behavior, in the absence of

site-to-site fluctuations, of a step function for the damage frequency versus fluence curve. A second

independent assumption we shall make is that of non-accumuiation. it states that if a given site is undamaged

by previous pulses, it has the same probability of damage for subsequent pulses as it had for prior pulses.

Under these conditions, N-on-1 non-damage probabilities are found by multiplying successive non-damage
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3. The silicon damage data set used for discussion in tliis paper. Tlie data set is composed of a total of 448
individual sites distributed as shown in the inset.

probabilities for each pulse. This multiplication of probabilities to determine a cumulative damage probability

leads to a reduced N-on-1 damage threshold and an "apparent" accumulation effect. In the following analysis

we quantify this model and apply it to the experimental data to determine if a real accumulation effect is

present

.

The non-deterministic model implies that if the 1-on-1 damage probability, P1, for a given fluence is

known, the N-on-1 damage probability, PN, for that fluence can be calculated or projected from this

knowledge. In fact, if any PN is known, all the other PNs can be derived for that fluence. We denote a
projected probability as P1*{m) where the N=1 damage probability is calculated from the m-shot data. A
formula for the computation may be derived as follows. The probability of non-damage after one shot is (1-

P1), and the probability of non-damage after n pulses is then (1-P1)'^. Hence the probability of damage after n

shots is

Pn*(1) = 1 - (1 - P1)n
. (1)

The damage probability increases with increasing n as the non-damage probability simultaneously

decreases. Equation (1) can be generalized to project the n shot probability from the m shot data as

Pn*(m) = 1 - (1 - Pm)n/m
. (2)

This relationship is illustrated on a damage probability versus fluence curve as shown in figure 4. The basis

data is for N=3, and both the N=10 and N=1 damage probability curves are projected from the N=3 data.

Since the projection process is applied at a constant fluence, the projection shifts the probability curve along

vertical lines as illustrated by the arrows. As N increases, the probability curve shifts upward (not to the left)

and vice versa for decreasing N.

The validity of the projection method was checked using the data set shown in figure 3 for N=1 ,2,3,and
10 pulse damage to Si. First, the PI damage frequency was projected from N= 3 and 10 as shown in figure 5.

Given the error range of the data, the agreement was quite good. The kink in the PI curve at about the 50%
damage probability was repeatable and seems to be a real feature of the damage statistics for this sample. A
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Basis Data : (N = 3)

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

Pulse Energy - mJ

4. A graphical illustration of the result of projecting one damage probability curve from another as described

in the text.

DAMAGE FREQUENCY
Actual and Projected

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

Pulse Energy - mJ

5. Projections of PI from N=3 and 10 data compared to the actual PI data.
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projection from N=10 to N=1 might be an extreme test of the data accuracy because of the power law

dependence involved; however, the agreement is still good. Projections from N=30 to N=1 were not as

successful, however, the N=30 data was incomplete. Additional projections are shown in figure 6 for

projecting P2 from N=3 data (top graph) and for projecting P10 from N=3 data (bottom graph). In both cases,

the agreement between projected data and raw data for that value of N was remarkable.

A refined test of the non-deterministic hypothesis is to calculate the damage probability for a previously

undamaged site and show that this probability is independent of the number of previous pulses incident on
that site. This incremental probability can be calculated as follows. For illustration, the case of a third shot

after two non-damaging shots is chosen. Recall that P3 is the probability of damage after three pulses,

regardless of which shot initiated the damage. Define p3 as the probability that a previously undamaged site

would damage on the third shot. We can write P3 as the sum of probabilities that damage occurred after two
pulses, P2, and that damage occurred on the third pulse. The latter term is written as the product of the

probability of non-damage after two pulses, (1-P2), and the probability of damage on the third pulse, p3:

P3 = P2 -( [(1 - P2) X p3] . (3)

Equation (3) may be easily solved for p3, and used to calculate incremental probabilities such as p3 from
experimental data. The only requirement is that damage probability versus fluence data be taken for adjacent
values of N. In our data set, we have calculated p3 (since we had P2 and P3 data) and compared it to the PI

raw data as shown in figure 7. The agreement between these two curves supports the non-deterministic

model. The non-deterministic model without any accumulation is adequate to describe the data, however, the

deterministic model has not been eliminated. The existence of two possible models for laser damage of Si

and the implications for how experiments should be conducted will be treated in the next section.

4. Discussion and Recommendations

In the discussion of the implications of our experiments, we will refer to a set of fictitious damage
probability data shown in figure 8. The solid lines show the actual data which is perhaps unrealistically

resolved in the regions of probability less than 0.1 and greater than 0.9. The data for each value of N has

been least squares fitted to a linear curve shown as straight dashed lines in the figure. It is from these lines

that the onset (0% probability intercept) and 50% threshold fluences are derived. According to these ways of

defining damage threshold, this data shows accumulation. However, when the data in the upper and lower

shaded boxes is considered, the non-deterministic model holds. There is really only a single onset energy,

and all of the curves can be derived from a single curve for a given N using the projection method. Although

the 50% thresholds decrease with increasing N, there is no real accumulation since there is a common onset

threshold fluence and all the data may be projected from a single curve.

The implication for data collection is obvious but not very palatable; large amounts of data must be taken

in order to resolve the damage probability curves in the shaded boxes, especially for probabilities less than

0.1 . Even then, accumulation may not be unambiguously distinguished. A practical difficulty is that the data

may be corrupted by site-to-site variations which, in an extreme case, could be a second cause for the data to

have extended low probability tails as shown in figure 8. This case becomes nearly impossible to sort out. In

a more optimum situation with minimal site-to-site fluctuations, onset is perhaps a better specifier for N-on-1

laser damage than is the 50% threshold. Complete specification of the damage probability curves is no doubt

best. Other methods may be considered to resolve the situation. For example, probability curves for large

values of N tend to be very steep and could be used to identify a possible common onset fluence value. It is

still uncertain whether this onset is the same as that for lower values of N unless large amounts of data are

taken.

Oddly enough, for some data taken for N>10 (not shown in this paper), there is an Insignificant trend

towards hardening or increasing damage threshold with increasing N. This effect was noticed when
projections as from N=10 to 30 gave a higher damage probability than the N=30 data. This indicated that the

N=30 data was based on a lower damage probability and, if significant, would have indicated the presence of

hardening. The point of this example is that even though the onset and 50% damage fluences decreased

from N=10 to N=30; if the decrease was not as large as projected by the non-deterministic model, then

hardening would be indicated. Conversely, if the N=10 data projected to N=30 gave a lower damage
probability than the N=30 data, accumulation would be indicated. This example illustrates how the non-

deterministic model can be used to determine if accumulation or hardening is present.

The physical origins of the non-deterministic model may not be due to non-deterministic behavior of the

sample but may arise due to small fluctuations in the laser pulses interacting with a strongly nonlinear

response of the sample. The effect of small fluctuations will be greatly magnified in the damage probability

curves and lead to non-deterministic behavior. On the other hand, the nucleation of melting is not a

deterministic event but is strongly influenced by fluctuations near the critical point. These fluctuations could

manifest themselves in the damage statistics.
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ACTUAL and PROJECTED DAMAGE
(N=3) PROJECTED TO (N=2) & (N=10)

0.0 I I

0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

PULSE ENERGY mJ

6. Projections of N=2 (top graph) and N=1 0 (bottom graph) from the N=3 data. Each projection is compared
to the corresponding data for that value of N.

For the case of Si irradiated by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, neither the deterministic model nor the non-

deterministic model has been unambiguously verified. Nor has the presence of a real accumulation been
confirmed. Under these conditions, the threshold for multiple pulses is only reduced by at most 20%. This is

not a strongly significant effect. It is possible that where the reduction in threshold with increasing N is large,

accumulation may be unambiguously confirmed by experiments. Examples showing large apparent

accumulation are Si irradiated with picosecond pulses [2] and GaAs irradiated with nanosecond pulses [10].

In conclusion, the hypothesized non-deterministic damage model is strongly supported by the reported

damage data for Si. Unfortunately, neither the deterministic nor the non-deterministic model is

unambiguously confirmed. The existence of real accumulation in this case is also still in doubt. Detailed data

for damage probability less than 10% for a wide range of pulse numbers is required to make these fine

distinctions, and such data is time consuming to acquire. Less data may be required to distinguish those

cases where the apparent accumulation effect is larger than the 80-85% threshold reduction observed for Si

damaged by nanosecond pulses.

This research was supported by the Texas Advanced Technology Research Program.
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PROJECTED PROBABILITY FUNCTION

PULSE ENERGY mJ

7. A comparison of the incremental damage probability on the third shot, p3, with the damage probability on

the first shot, PI

.

N-on-1 DAMAGE FREQUENCY
Fictitious Data

t 0.9 t 1.0 f 11 1.2
Onset ? ?

Pulse Energy - mJ

8. A set of fictitious damage probability curves which show apparent accumulation but actually obey the non-
deterministic model. They are described more fully in the text.
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The speaker was asked if he thought there was an accumulation effect in materials
other than silicon. He answered that in metals they see amorphological evidence of
slipping in n on 1 experiments. Using this data the onset is seen to shift downward
slightly. There is then accumulation at 1 m wavelength on aluminum and copper
curfaces, the ones studies. In gallium arsenide there may be some accumulation but a
closer look is needed. In silicon for the pulse length used he did not see
accumulation. Different damage morphology is found for silicon damaged by picosecond
pulses or ion-beam implanted at low doses. The threshold is not affected but the
morphology is and perhaps there is accumulation also but they do not have the data.

In response to another question the speaker stated that his results did not
correspond to the theory proposed by Henry Musal in 1980. The calculated slip
threshold was l/5th to 1/lOth of the threshold energy they observed damage at. It
may have been that it would take several pulses to accumulate enough slip to see
under Nomarski microscopy. However, they performed 30 to 100 shots per site.
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ABSTRACT

We observed substantial dispersion in the breakdown electric field for yttria
stabilized cubic zirconia (Zr02). The measured breakdown field at 1064 nm is a

factor of 5 larger than that at 532 nm for 18 nsec (FWHM) pulses. For 532 nm pulses,

we measured a significant decrease in transmission prior to the observation of

catastrophic damage (i.e., damage accompanied by a spark and fracture of the sample).

The observed nonlinear transmission is attributed to absorption by color centers
generated by two-photon absorption (2PA) . Presence of the color centers were
directly monitored by transmission measurements. A permanent change in transmission
was measured by irradiating the samples at high intensities (300 MW/cm^ ) . These
induced defects are long lived (on the order of hours) but can be bleached by
repeated irradiation with relatively low intensities (20 MW/cm^ ) . In a separate
experiment, using picosecond pulses at 532 nm, the 2PA coefficient was determined to

be 0.015 cm/GW.
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ABSTRACT

We enumerate a number of difficulties which one encounters in a
nonperturbative treatment of optical interband excitations in
semiconductors and insulators.

Key Words: semiconductors, insulators, and multi-photon
excitations

.

I. Introduction

In this paper we consider an external laser field so intense that it cannot adequately be
dealt with in terms of perturbation theory. Whether or not perturbation theory is sufficient
also depends to some extent on the physical quantity of interest. As a general rule, the more
specific the question is that one asks the physical system, the less accessible is it to
perturbation theory. For example, total ionization or excitation rates have been proven to
allow for a calculation in terms of perturbation theory up to much higher intensities than
differential ones. However, based on recent experience with multi-photon ionization of rare
gases at high intensities (so called above-threshold ionization [1]) one may expect

2 3
perturbation theory to become unreliable when the parameter f7=(eEo) /(mw ) approaches unity.

Here Eg and w denote the field strength and frequency, respectively, of the laser field. For a

10 2

CO2- laser, »?=1 corresponds to an intensity of about 10 W/cm . Excitation from the valence

into the conduction band, due to such a field, was first considered by Keldysh in a pioneering
paper [2] and later elaborated on [3,4]. The approach was based on electron wave' functions in
the presence of both the periodic lattice and the laser field when neither one nor the other
effect on the wave function could be considered as small. (It is interesting to notice the
close relation to the problem of a periodic lattice in a constant electric field, viz. the
controversial Wannier- Stark ladder [5]). In any event, the wave functions were essentially
approximated by products of Bloch wave functions (describing the electron in the lattice
without an external field) and Volkov wave functions (for a free electron in the laser field).

Up to quite recently, the problem might have been considered as a largely academic
interest only. For a field that is intense in the above sense will so quickly destroy the
lattice that the situation of an intact solid in an intense field never really arises. This
has changed with the advent of high- intensity subpicosecond lasers so that for the first time
one may be able to investigate "dressed bands" in a solid experimentally.

There is a close analogy between the present problem and electron-positron pair creation
out of the vacuum in the presence of an intense external field. The analogy becomes
particularly pronounced if one thinks of the vacuum of relativistic quantum electrodynamics in
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terms of the filled Dirac Sea as the analog of the filled valence band. There are essentially

two differences between the two cases. One is merely quantitative; while an electron only
needs to absorb a small number of photons to be excited from the valence into the conduction
band (leaving a hole in the former) , a virtual electron-hole pair has to absorb on the order of

2

2mc /tlu) photons to become a real pair. This fact is responsible for the different intensity

scale of the two processes. However, a more important difference is the fact that the vacuum
in the solid (i.e. , the filled valence band plus the empty conduction band) has a structure
given by the lattice, while the vacuum of relativistic QED does not. This difference is

particularly important since electron-positron creation out of the vacuum in the presence of a

purely plane wave laser field does not occur, no matter how intense the field is [6] . This
result, surprising at first glance, becomes understandable if one tries to envision what the

rate of pair creation per unit time and volume could be like [7]. Clearly, the rate can only
depend on Lorentz and gauge scalars. Such can be constructed from the field tensor F (x) of

the laser field and its dual ^*^^^i^^ well as derivatives dii=d/dx^ . One easily sees [7] that

all scalars which can be constructed out of these are zero. There are no other possible
building blocks; for example, the vector potential ^^(^) is not gauge invarient, and the total

pair creation rate must not depend on any electron or positron velocities p ^ f A . ThisMM
argument does not carry over to the solid due to the existence of additional vectors
characterizing the vacuum, in this case, viz. the direct or reciprocal lattice vectors. (We

here ignore the difficulties inherent in applying a genuinely relativistic argument to a
nonrelativistic situation). It suggests, however, that umklapp processes might play an
important role.

In this paper, we will pursue the analogy with the relativistic case and try to derive the
excitation rate using the methods which have been developed [6] for electron-positron creation
which, by necessity, are nonperturbative

.

2. Electron Green's Functions

The field operator of the electron in the solid is

k.i (2.1)

where the c^'' are the electron annihilation operators, {c*.'' ,
c|j " } = ^.y^^j , the

sum over i is over the various bands and the sum over k over the first Brillouin zone. In the
absence of the field, the wave functions are the Bloch functions

<i>^:'ix,t) e'''uj:{x)e-"'i', Uj-(i-h^) =u-(x) (2.2)

which satisfy the Schrodinger equation

1 _
2m {p + hky- +V{r)

k
u: (2.3)

with V(r)=V(r+R) the periodic potential of the lattice. We will later restrict ourselves to
just two bands, viz. the conduction and the valence band (i=c,v), and adopt the parabolic
approximation so that
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k

h-k-

2m, k 2m„ (2.4)

with effective masses m and m and cap enerty E .

c V ^ g

I:i the presence of the laser field, which in the dipole approximation is described by the
vector potential A(t) , the wave functions satisfy

ta.^;'"{x)= (^±p^- + V{r')+H,{t)^<f>p'' (2.5)

where //;(<) = -erE{t), or H,{t) = {2m)- ^ {-2epA[t) +e-A'^{t)) depending on the

gauge to be adopted. In the p • /1-gauge the periodicity of the lattice is

preserved so that the crystal momentum k is conserved. We assume that when the field A(t) is

turned off the band wave functions smoothly go over into those in the absence of the field

</';"'WL-=o=4''(^) (2.6)

This assumption is far from evident [5] and may have to be abandoned. We also assume that the
wave functions with or without the field are orthogonal and complete at any given time:

j d:^x4^l\x,i)'4^p{x,t)=8^J., (2.7)

^p"'(x,f',0 = <5(x-f')
(2.9)

(We drop the superscript A whenever possible.)

The ground state
|
0> (at temperature T=0) is defined by the condition that all bands above

the Fermi energy are empty and all those below are filled, i.e.

^'|0) = 4""|0)=0 (2.10)

for all k. The Green's function, with respect to this vacuum state, is then defined by

tG(i,i') = iG{x,t\x\t') = (0|TV'(x)V''(:c',|0)

= 0[t - r)(0|^(x)V;f (z')|0) - 0[f - i)(O|0»(x')V'(x)|O) (2.11)

= o[t - 1') J2
4^' i^r - o{t' - 0E 4"' (^')'
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with the wave functions (2.2) or (2.5), respectively, in the absence or in the presence of the

field.

As a consequence of the orthogonality relation (2.7) the powers of the operator G which

are defined by

X G{y,T,\ij2T-2) X ... X C{y„-,T„_y\x't')

satisfy

—(;rri)i
— G(x,x). (2.13)

The logarithm of G is defined by its power series and can be expressed as

iGV—^ 1

log G = y - +—» r)n t-t' + ie (2.14)
= 1

The infinite constant cancels when the difference of the logarithms of two different Green's
functions is considered.

3. Excitation Rate

All information about total excitation rates is contained in the vacuum persistence
amplitude [6]

5o = (0m|5|0m) (3-1)

where |Oin> denotes the vacuum at the intitial time and S the time evolution operator from this
initial to a later time. The probability that the vacuum remains the vacuum is given by |Sq|^.

It can be shown that [6] (see also [8])

5o = g-Tr I., K G (.-„-' _ g-Tr(l<,gG-logC„) (3.2)

where G is the exact time-ordered Green's function of the electron in the presence of both the
lattice and the field, and Gq the Green's function in the absence of the field but with the

lattice. Their matrix elements are defined in Eq . (2.11). The symbol Tr denotes the trace of
the subsequent operator, i.e., integration over space and time:

TtA =
J

d'xdtA{xt,xt).
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In view of Eq . (2.14) the vacuiira persistence amplitude can be written in the form

5o=exp-x / dMim / d x—

—

^— '- /•> -in

J t-t' + ie
^-'•^^

The apparent singularity when t-^t'is only superficial. For from Eqs. (2.11), (2.8), and the
assumption (2.6) that the band wave functions change adiabatically when the field is turned on,
we have that

G{xt;xt) - Go{xt;xt) = 0

In order to make futher progress an explicit form for the Green's function
required. A simple approximation is obtained if one adopts the product wave functions
suggested by Keldyxh [2] and rewritten in the p . ^ gauge [3,4]. With the parabolic band

approximation (2. A) they read

(3.4b)

With these wave functions, the Green's function (2.11) can be immediately constructed. We
obtain

,. G(xt]xt') - Golxl;xt') ,. V--, rr/^ e'^r2/^^

it

x{^o{t-fW:\x)u'^\xy

+ ^il-0{t-t')W^^{x)u^^Hx)'). (3.5)

In principle, at this point, the question comes up which value to assign to 6(0). However, we
do not have to face this problem here since, in any event, the quantity (3.5) comes out to be

2

real. Consequently, the vacuum persistence amplitude (3.3) is a pure phase, |S(,|-1, and no

excitations take place. The immediate responsibility for this no-result has to be assumed by
the wave functions (3.4). It is possible, however, that it has to be traced back ultimately to

be adiabaticity assumption (2.6).

Alternatively, we may evaluate Sq directly from Eq. (3.2). From the integral equation

G = Co + Go /// G = Go + GIIj Go
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we have

G — {I — Go Hi) 'Go (3.6)

and

log^o = Tr log(l - Go///) (3.7)

Expasion of the logarithm then leads to straightforward perturbation theory with respect to H

The first order is purely imaginary, to second order we obtain

Relog5o = -5;i J
d'xdtcl>^:^{xyH,ix)4>':'{x))\\ (3.8)

This is the result of lowest order perturbation theory, which could have been written down
right away. (It is, of course, only different from zero if"hw>E .)

&

It is tempting to try to improve on this expansion by using the alternative form

logSo = -Trlog(l + (3.9)

in place of (3.7) and again expanding the logarithm. At f^cst glance, one might expect this
procedure to lead to an improved approximation scheme where_tht' -'ave- functions (^) i^i the
absence of the field are replaced by the wave functions (^.('1 {^) in the presence*=of the field.
However, while Eq. (3.9) is, of course, exact, an expansion of the logarithm does not afford a

viable approximation scheme as different orders of the expansion will contain identical terms.
An even more severe problem emerges if one considers

TrG/J; = TrGo /// + Tr(Go /// f + Tr(Go H, f + ... ( 3 . 10)

where the right hand side is an expansion in terms of the interaction with the external field.
(Incidentally, TrGHj is the leading term of an expansion of Eq. (3.9)). If the form (2.11) is

used for both Green's functions (with wave functions and <z^l''(x) ,
respectively) the left

hand side and the first, third term on the right hand side come out to be imaginary while
the second, fourth, ... terms are real. The latter terms cannot cancel each other as they are of
different order in the interaction with the external field. This casts doubts on the
legitimacy of the representation (2.11) of the Green's function in the field, and thereby, on
the adiabatlcity assumption (2.6).
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A question was raised as to the completeness of the Bloch functions. Do they cover
extrinsic properties of the samples such as deep level impurities which are not periodic
in the lattice? The author replied in the negative. The wave functions would have to be
modified to do that.

Another question was raised as to the completeness of the combined wavefunctions . The
speaker replied that that was hard to answer. They looked at a perturbation approach to
explore that question. First indications are that they are not complete, although it is
hard to prove. Orthogonality, at least within the second order perturbation approach
taken, still holds but the completeness looks questionable.
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In high repetition rate and high di/dt laser discharges, small concentrations of

impurities in the laser tube may cause significant degradation to the laser output. More
seriously, the presence of impurities in the discharge may cause dirt spikes on the

thyratron, and will result damages to its anode. In this paper, the influences of

impurities in laser discharge are investigated from the electrical viewpoints. The
generation of dirt spikes is explained by the concept of Townsend discharge and electron
attachment. Water vapor is found to be the dominant impurity to cause the dirt spike
generation. The dirt spike effects on thyratron operation are studied. A new rating
factor, termed as the D, factor, is deduced from the it factor. This factor is proved

b b
with accuracy by comparisons with the experimental results. Measurement methods to

reduce the damages of thyratron are discussed. Under well-characterized operation, the
lifetime of thyratron can certainly be extended by the results of this study.

Keywords: Dirt Spikes, D Factor, Electron Attachment, Townsend Discharge.
b

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence "^of contaminants in high repetition rate and high di/dt laser discharges brings
troubles in operations. It results very unstable discharges and causes dirt spikes on the
thyratron anode. The dirt spikes increase additional loads to thyratron duties. Reliable
operation and high power output can not be achieved unless the laser is free from contaminants.
Significant damage and possible failure of thyratron operation may occur if the laser is not
properly decontaminated.

By analyzing the electrical characteristics of the pulse circuit, the breakdown time of the
laser tube is found to be a function of the amplitude of dirt spikes. From the relation between
the effective primary electron number density and the critical avalanche electron number density of

Townsend discharge, negative ion formation by the attachment of slow electrons is suggested to

occure in the discharge when impurities appear in the laser tube. Quite frequently, these
impurities are known as water vapor. The suggested mode is proved and supported by the analysis of

mass spectrometer and by the observation of the characteristics of laser diacharges.

In the high repetition rate and high di/dt thyratron pulse generator, the thyratron is used as
the main discharge switch. Most thyratron lifetime data, for either laser system applications or
radar system applications, are obtained under such conditions that the thyratrons are operated
close to their absolute maximum capabilities. In general, thyratron manufacturers specify an
acceptable tube lifetime of 1000 hours. However, much longer lifetime for several thousand hours
can be achieved if the thyratrons are operated under their absolute maximum capabilities.

Thyratron specifications include a plate breakdown factor, P^, to limit the anode power
dissipation to a tolerable level. Under high di/dt conditions, the factor is inadequate to

describe the power dissipation. Because the time scale is too short for thermal conduction to
dissipate the heat, the anode surface is flashed to the vaporization point at the beginning of each
pulse. Consequently, another factor is developed to include current risetime in this effect. This
factor is termed as the tt factor [1].

b

The analysis concerning in this paper discusses the dirt spike effects on thyratron

operations. It has major contribution to the pulsed laser discharges from an electrical viewpoint.

The theoretical analysis and experiments express the efforts of this study. In this paper, the
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effects of dirt spike on thyratron operation is determined. A simple method which can be applied
to monitor the appearance of dirt spikes in laser discharge is proposed. Two methods for
minimizing the dirt spike effects on thyratron operation are presented. Their results are shown
with significant improvements in laser operations.

2. ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN OF CONTAMINATED LASERS

Figure 1 shows a typical pulse circuit for application in the high repetition rate and high
di/dt laser discharges. The charging capacitor C is resonantly charged from the power supply, and
then discharged to the laser tube through the thyratron. Under clean conditions, the discharge
voltage on the thyratron is free from dirt spikes. However, if the laser tube is contaminated, the
discharge voltage of thyratron will introduce dirt spikes. Figure 2 shows the appearance of the
voltage waveforms from thyratron anode, both when the laser is clean and when the laser is

contaminated. The generation of dirt spikes in the laser discharges can be explained by the result
of characteristic study on the discharge circuit.

In the pulse circuit as shown in Figure 1, the charges stored on the charging capacitor C

is transferred to the peaking capacitor C through thyratron when the thyratron is triggered. When
the voltage applied between the electrodes^ of the laser tube becomes higher than the breakdown
voltage, the laser current starts. If the breakdown time of the laser tube is sufficiently short,
the charges stored on the peaking capacitor C will dump into the laser tube without any reflection

pon the arc level of thyratron. However, if the breakdown time of the laser tube is too long, the
voltage across the peaking capacitor C will reflect to the charging capacitor C and will cause a

P s
reverse voltage on the arc level of thyratron. This reverse voltage is known as a dirt spike.
Therefore, breakdown time of the laser tube is the dominant factor to result in dirt spike
generation by the effect of impurities in the laser tube.

From the theory of Townsend discharge, the breakdown time T, is equal to the discharge
b

formation time from the generation of an effective primary electron number density N^ to the
beginning of discharge when the number density of electrons- in an avalanche exceeds the critical
number density N [2]. The relation between N and N is given by:

log (N )

N c
log (N„)

0
av^dt,

d
(1)

where a is the first Townsend coefficient for ionization by electron impact, v, is the drift
d

velocity, and both are a function of E/P, i.e., the electric field divided by the buffer gas
pressure. At a given discharge condition, the integral of Equation (1) should always be constant,
and the breakdown time T of each discharge should also be equal.

b

When contaminants present in the laser tube, the breakdown time of laser tube increases. It

is shown that the electrical characteristics of the contaminated laser is smimilar to that of a

laser with unsatisfactory preionization [3]. The presence of contaminants is assumed to reduce the

number density of free electron which is caused by electron attachment. From the analyssis of

mass spectrometer and reference [4] result, the dominant contaminant which causes dirt spikes is

suggested to be water vapor. When low energy electrons pass through water vapor, electron

attachment to the neutral molecules occurs. Electron attachment to H^O may give rise to O , H ,

and OH . Each of these ions will be formed in the dissociation process with different kinetic

energy

.

+ H^O H^O
2

> O + products,
oh"

(2)

where the principle negative ion formed by electron impact in water is H , the negative atomic

oxygen ion O is about ten times less abundant than H , the cross section for the production of OH

is the lowest ^amon^ them [5, .6, 7]. From the analysis of mass spectrometer, the relative

intensities of H , O and OH are found to be increasing when dirt spike appears. Moreover, the

cited effects, i.e., instabilities, striations, and bright glows near electrode surfaces, of adding
an electronegative gas to a discharge are observed. It is sure that formation of negative ions by
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attachment of slow electrons should occurs when the impurity such as water vapor is presented in

the laser tube.

When electron attachment occurres in the discharges, Equation (1) can be modified to include

the effect of attachment, it becomes:

log^(N^) - log^CN^) =/%v^dt. (3)

and

(4)

where 3 is the attachment coefficient with the same factor as the first Townsned coefficient a, a

is the effective ionization coefficient. Compare Equation (1) with Equation (3), the breakdown
time of a contaminated laser is found to be longer than that of a clean laser.

3. DIRT SPIKE EFFECTS

The critical component in the high repetition rate and high di/dt pulse generator is the

thyratron. Table 1 shows the rating specifications of some different types of thyratrons [9].

To select a thyratron are usually determined by a combination of the following parameters:

a. e -- peak forward anode voltage,
py

b. I, peak anode current,

c. f -- repetition rate.

e. I -- average current,
a

d. di^/dt -- rate of current rise in thyratron.

Table 1. Tyratron Specifications.

Type Mfg Maximum Ratings
e (Kv)
py

I^(KA)
b

I (A)
a

. HY-32 EG&G 35 1 . 5 2.2 50

HY-53 EG&G 40 5.0 4.0 100

HY-7 EG&G 40 40.0 50 .0 400

CX-1535 EEV 25 1.0 1.25 500

CX-1536 EEV 70 10.0 10 .0 300

CX-1625 EEV 35 15 .0 5.0 100
' KU-275 ITT 50 5.0 8.0 400

(xlO'

6

O

Figure 1. Typical high repetition rate, high
di/dt thyratron pulse generator.

Two rating factors are to be checked to extend thyratron lifetime. The first rating factor is

the plate breakdown factor P , where,
b

P = e • I • f , VA/sec
b py b

(5)

The plate breakdown factor varies with different thyratrons. In general, it can be obtained from

thyratron manufactures' data sheets. Another rating factor is developed to include the current

risetime. This factor is denoted as it factor, where,
b

TT^ = e • ( di /dt) • f , VA/sec
b py b

(6)

18 2
The TT^ factor, limited to be less than 10 VA/sec , gives better assurance that the thyratron may
have reasonable operating lifetime [10].
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c

Figure 2. Voltage waveform on thyratron anode. Figure 3. Circuit model of discharge
(a) clean laser, (b) contaminated laser. circuit analysis.

If there are contaminants in the laser, the discharge voltage of thyratron will cause a dirt
spike. Because of the influence of dirt spikes, a new factor including the dirt spike effect
can be formulated as:

^'w = e •{di^/dt)-f + e • ( di /dt)-f, (7)
b py b r r

where e is the peak reverse voltage of the dirt spike, di /dt is the rate of current change caused
by the dirt spike.

In order to investigate the dirt spike effect, a circuit model for presenting the discharge
current is shown in Figure 3. The circuit elements are:

L is the total switch and loop inductance, i, (t) is the tube current,
b

V^(t) is the voltage drop across the tube,

and other elements are as presented as in Figure 1. Figure 4 shows the parameter definitions of

the anode voltage and the anode current. If the initial plasma conditions of laser are not
properly established and L « L^, then, the differential equation of discharge circuit before laser
breakdown is

:

t t

V^{t) + Ldi^(t)/dt + 1/C •/ i^(t)dt + 1/C •/ i^(t)dt = 0. (8)
T b s b p b

- 00 - oo

(a) Anode voltage (b) Anode current

Figure 4. Parameter definitions for thyratron waveform.
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From Figure 3, and 4,

^0
V^(t„) + Ldi^(t^)/dt + 1/C • / i^(t)dt + 1/C •/ i^(t)dt =TO bO s-'b p-'b

- CO - 00

e + Ldi^(t„)/dt + 1/C • / i^(t)dt + 1/C •/ i^(t)dt = 0. (9)
py b 0 s-'b p-'b

- OO - 00

V^(t ) + Ldi^(t^ )/dt + 1/C / "'"i^(t)dt + 1/C • r i^(t)dt =Tl bl s-'b p-'b
- oo - oo

e + Ldi^(t 1/dt + 1/C • / i^(t)dt + 1/C-/ i^{t)dt = 0. (10)
a b 1 s b p b

- GO - OO

Combining Equation (9) and Equation (10), it becomes:

Ldi^{tJ/dt - Ldi^(t^)/dt = e - e - ( C +C ) /C C •/ i^(t)dt. (11)bl bO pya spsp b

At the beginning of the conducting period, di (tQ)/dt = 0, and at high di/dt condition, the last

term at right hand side of Equation (11) can be ignored. Then Equation (11) can be simplified to

be:

di,/dt = di (t^)/dt
b max b 0

= (e - e )/L
py a

= e^/L. (12)
b

Notice that all specified terms are defined and shown in Figure 4. The result of Equation (12) may
not be the actual maximum rate of current rise. However, it is important that Equation (12) can
determine at least an approximate maximum.

If the dirt spil<e appears, from Figure 3, and Figure 4, the discharge circuit becomes:

^2 ^2
V^(t2) -^ Ldij_^(t2)/dt + 1/C^-/ ij^(t)dt + 1/C-/ i|^(t)dt

- 00

"2 "2
®^ Ldi (t )/dt + 1/C ./ i^(t)/dt + 1/C-/ i (t)dt = 0. (13)a D z sb p b

V (t ) + Ldi (t )/dt + 1/C ./ ^i^(t)dt + 1/C -/^ i^(t)dt =Dj Sb p b
-co -00

"
®c

Ldi^(t2)/dt + 1/C^-/ ijjftjdt + 1/C-/ ijj(t)dt = 0. (14)
— 00 - 00

Combining Equation (13) and Equation (14), it becomes:

Ldij_^{t2)/dt - Ldi^(t2)/dt = e^ + e - (C +C )/C C • / i ( t ) dt . (15)
s p s p

Because ij^tt^) is the maximum value of the reverse current, then di ( t ) /dt = 0; and at high di/dt
condition, the last term at right hand side of Equation (15) can be ignored. Equation (15) can
then be simplified as:
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di /dt = - di^(t^)/dt
r max b 2

(e + e )/L
a c

= e /L. (16;
r

Substituting Equations (12), and (16) into Equation (7), it becomes;

TT •, = e (e^/D- f + e • (e /L) • f
b py b r r

2
= e • ( e^/L) • f • [ 1 + e /( e • e^ ) ]

.

py b r py b

= TT^ [ 1 + e ^/(e • e ) ] . (IV
" b r py b

In qeneral e ">> e , then,
py a

2 2

IT V = TT^- ( 1 + e /e )

b • b r py

= n . D , ( 18 )

b b

where is a new factor in terms of the dirt spike factor for:

D = [ 1 + e ^/e ^ ] . ( 19 )b r py

In order to verify the previous derivation, a pulse circuit as shown in Figure 1 by the
circuit component C = 4 nf and C = 1 nf, and a plasma tube, with inner diameter 4.2 cm and length
150 cm, are used to measure the ^actual data. The instruments are composed of: (1) Tektronix 7834
oscilloscope, (2) Tektronix P-6015 high-voltage probe with 1000:1, (3) Rogowski coils with 2.5
V/KA. Tables 2 and 3 are the measurement data and their calculations.

Table 2. Experimental data and their Table 3. Experimental data and their
calculation results. calculation results.

1

^
1

py
1

(Kv)

%
(Kv)

^b

(A)

t T
b b

( ns ) ( ns

)

9
(xlO )

e^/L
b

9
(xlO

K
1

^

( xlO

1

1
e
r

( Kv)

I t
r

(A) (

r

nS )

I /t
r

( xlO

r

^

e /L
r

9
(XlO )

K
2

^2"

(xio"^)

16 14 . 0 305 20 40 15 . 0 17 . 3 0 .87 2 . 2 10 100 10 10 . 0 12 . 0 0 .83 1.0

15 13 . 0 280 20 40 14 . 0 16.0 0 .88 2 .2
' 8 80 10 8 . 0 9 . 8 0 .82 1.0

14 12 . 0 260 20 40 13 . 0 14.8 0 .88 2 .2 6 70 10 7 . 0 7 . 4 0 .94 1.2

13 11 . 2 235 20 40 11 . 8 13.8 0 .86 2 . 1 5 60 10 6. 0 6 . 2 0 .97 1.2

12 10 . 2 215 20 40 10 . 8 12 .6 0 .86 2 • 1
1

4 50 10 5 . 0 4 . 9 1 .02 1.2

10 8 . 2 170 20 40 8. 5 10 .

1

0 .84 2 . 1 3 40 10 4 . 0 3. 7 1 .08 1 . 3

8 6. 4 140 20 40 7 . 0 7.9 0 .89 2 . 2

U

2 32 10 3 . 2 2 . 5 1 .28 1.6

1

(L = 810 nH, I
b ^b % . )

(L = 810 nH, I
r
/t =

r
•^2 e /L

r
, I

r
= K e .)

2 r
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From Table 2 and Table 3

,

di, /dt = I, /t
b b b

for = 0.84 to 0.89,

di /dt = I /t
r r r

= K^e /L,
2 r

for K = 0.82 to 1.28. And, their factor including the dirt spike effect is;
2 b

IT' = e • (di /dt)-f + e • ( di /dt)-f
b py b r r

= e K t e^/L) f + e ( e /L )

f

py 1 b r 2 r

= e -K e^/L-f-[ 1 + (K^/KJ(e ^/e e^ ) ]

py 1 b 2 1 r py b

=
[ 1 + (K /K )(e ^/e ^) ]

b 2 1 r py
2 2

= TT [ 1 + K- e /e ] ,

b r py

for K = ^2^^\' ^^Off Table 2 and Table 3, K = 1 is a reasonable value. The previous calculation is

concluded that Equations (12) and (16) have some error compared to the actual measurements.
However, Equation (18) is correct to meet the measurements.

In the high repetition rate and high di/dt laser circuits, the D factor is very important.
Under such conditions, that the thyratron is operated close to the margin of the upper limit

18 2
of the TT, factor, i.e., 10 VA/sec , even a small increase of the D factor can reduce the

b b
thyratron lifetime in a great deal. The dirt spike may cause a reverse current. This current will
cause influence to the plate breakdown factor in Table 2 and Table 3,

P, '=e -I, - f + e- I- f
b py b r r

= e K 'e, f + e 'e • f
py 1 b r 2 r

= e . K 'e^- f [ 1 + (K '/K • ) -e ^/(e e^) ]

py 1 b 2 1 r py b

= [ 1 + K'(e ^/e ^) ]
• b r py

= P^ [ 1 + 0.5(e ^/e ^) ],
b r py

where K' =
^^i'

"""^ very close to 0.5 under the specified conditions. However, under high di/dt
and high repetition rate conditions, the P^^ factor is not the dominant limitation. If the reverse
maximum current is limited to be less than 10 percent of the forward maximum current [11], the
dirt spike effect on the P factor can be neglected.

b

4. DIRT SPIKE MEASUREMENT AND PROTECTION

4 . 1 Dirt Spike Measurements

Conventional method to monitor the appearance of dirt spike uses a high voltage probe to

measure the anode voltage of thyratron together with a fast response oscilloscope. For continuous
monitoring the discharge condition, this method is not economical. A null detector +/- 0.5A DC

current meter is proposed [3] in series with the by-pass inductor L^^^ of Figure 1 as a dirt spike

monitor. From the def lotions, the appearance of dirt spikes can be determined. Figure 5 shows the

speified limits of the deflection of DC current meter for well discharge conditions. This method
costs much less than the conventional method for the same purpose.
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0 8 ]0 12 ]4 16

Charge Voltage (KV)

Figure 5. Specified limits of the deflection
of the DC current meter under well
discharge conditions.

4.2 Minimizing Dirt Spike Effects

Two methods which can effectively minimize the dirt spike effect are discussed. The first
method is the series inductor method which introduces a small inductor in series with the thyratron
anode. This application limits the rate of current rise and reduces the amplitude of the peak
anode current which can also diminish the reverse current. Figure 6 shows the effect of the first
method

.

The second method is the peaking capacitor withdrawal method which withdraws the peaking
capacitor from the pulse circuit to prevent the reflection of reverse voltage when the laser tube
is contaminated. The experimental result indicates that the dirt spike can efficiently be removed.
Figure 7 shows the effect of this method.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Dirt spike effect causes serious damage to thyratron operations in laser discharges,
especially in high repetition rate and high di/dt lasers. The formations of dirt spike are

studied, methods for measurement are investigated, and improvements on dirt spike effects are

discussed. The aspects of behavior studies on dirt spikes and their effects on thyratron
operations are consistent with the performance of high repetition rate, high di/dt laser

discharges. The elimination or reduction of dirt spikes leads to longer operation lifetime of

thyratrons

.
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Abstract

The direction of this paper is to provide a theoretical model and supporting empirical

data for evaluation of laser damage to optical thin films subjected to high power Continuous Wave laser

irradiation Basically, there has been a seeming anomaly in the maximum temperature that optical

thin films can withstand before they fail to perform their function On the one hand, a paper was
presented to the Laser Boulder Damage Symposium that clearly provided empirical data that a
number of oxide coating materials could reach 590°C to 680'C before failure set in On the other

hand, many investigators have found that coatings have failed at temperatures of 200°C to 300°C.

In this paper we set out to demonstrate that both conditions could be correct, rather

than just one or the other. The equations for the absorption and subsequent temperature rise in the

multilayer stacks are provided. The temperature rise of the substrate is evaluated and the equations

for the actual thermal shock resulting from the conditions in the optical thin films, the substrate, and
sensitivity of both to the materials that comprise the optical thin films and the substrates

combination Several coating chemistry combinations and three diverse substrate materials are

evaluated and plotted based on measurements made and reported some years ago.

K.cy Words: Optical Thin Films, High Energy Laser Optics, Mirror Damage

Introduction

The maximum usable temperature that optical thin films could be driven to has been a

source of a lot of experiments, Kuster and Ebert^ made a pyroelectric measurement of the average
damage temperature of seven oxide single layer coatings on Suprasil I. The damage temperature

ranged from * 590'C for Ti02 to » 680'C for Ce02. The coatings were quarter wave set at 1.06 ^m for

use with an acousto-optically Q-switched Nd-glass laser. Bennett^ in citing the Kuster and Ebert
paper goes on to say, "A more conservative value for coatings on ULE mirrors are temperatures in

excess of 200*C. The fact that good multilayer coatings on ULE Mirrors will withstand surface

temperatures as high as this without damage was demonstrated using a continuous wave 3.8

micrometer laser source and a very reliable temperature-measuring technique."^ It should be pointed
out that the Kuster and Ebert experiment used a pulsed source as opposed to the CW source used by
Bennett This becomes important for this evaluation

Analysis Of Present Data

We can back calculate the absorption at the interface of the single layer coating and

Suprasil I from the following expressioa^'^ ^-^'^-^
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ATo = 2TlFo(a)<^5 { lerfc(x) } { tO-S - (i; -
({> )05 } /k

(1)

Where,

•* 0 lu/ Y — AUourucu invriucni iiua uciiDiiy, w/ciu

K Thermal conductivity, W/cm-*C

X t / 2 (a (j))0-5 at t = 0 ; ierfc(x) = l/(n)0-5

lo Absorbed fluence. Joules/cm2

a Thermal diffusivity, cm^ /sec

Pulse width FWHB, sec

t Faceplate thickness, cm

Number of pulses

From Kuster and Eberfs data they have a pulse width of 800 nanoseconds, with 8 Joules

outcoupled from the laser. They have a 50 sec delay before the next pulse. They used a total of

fifteen pulses for each sample. The laser beam diameter at l/e^ was 0.05cm Based on the properties

ofFused Silica^''^'^'^ the samples were absorbing •«93300W/cm 2 per pulse which is an absorption of *

1.833(10 -5) of the peak pulse output fluence. The temperature rise per peak pulse is found

from, 3.4.5,6.7.8

(2)

All = 2fo(a(t>)(^5|ierfc(x)}/K

We find then that the temperature rise at peak pulse is on the order of 630*C^t from

Eq. (2)wA that the temperature at the end of the 50^ sec cool down period after each pulse would

be 40"'C^n So that at end of the first pulse the surface would have cooled down from 630°C to 40*0

so that for the second pulse the peak temperature on the surface would be 670°C^i\

Commensurately, by the fourteenth pulse the temperatiire after thermal relaxation of Eq.

(1) would be 560'C^x fifteenth pulse would provide a peak temperature of 1 lOO'C^x . Even

so, of course, the melting temperature of these materials is considerably higher than 1190'C.

However, we would ask the reader to keep this value in mind for information that will be provided

further oa Suffice to say that Bennett was able to do a similar calculation and determine that there

was insufficient thermal relaxation between pulses to say that the one pulse represented the CW
conditioa

There is, however, a correlation to be made between the two experiments. In both the

cases we find a representation of Thermal Shock which goes to the properties of the coating

materials and the substrate. There have been a number of approaches given for mechanical thermal

stress on metallic reflector optics and transmissive optics. Musal^o describes the threshold for

plastic deformation on good quality Copper mirror surfaces. And, he describes the temperature rise

necessary for this to occur, so that

(3)

At-y(i-v)/(e a)

Where.

Y = Yield Stress, N/cm^
E = Young's Modulus, N/cm^

Ot = Linear Coefficient of Expansion "C-^
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V = Poisson's Ratio (for metals on the order of 0.30)

Kreidl and Wood^^ have a thermal shock expression for glass and glassy like materials,

such that

At -2000 (1- 0.2)/ (E a) (4)

From Musikant^ we find a term commonly used for dielectric materials known as the

Modulus of Rupture. This value represents the maximum amoiont of allowable strain times Young's

Modulus, or what may be called the fracture stress in bending.l2 We see from Musikant that the

maximum strain rate ranges from 1.39(10-3) for ZnS to 454(10-^) for single crystal CaF. It appears

that one could argue reasonable that the average strain rate is something on the order of 1(10-3) for

most of the materials used for optical thin films. From Faupel and Fischer ^ 2 yff^ can look at the

expression for thermal shock in the restrained environment of coatings mechanically bonded to a

substrate. One will find that the siibstrates of metals and many oxides are very ductile compared to

that of the dielectric materials that are used in optical thin films. The expression for thermal shock

for the restrained environment will be,12,13

AT^iiock - EEc ( 1- 0.2)/ { Ec (as-Ctc) } (5)

Where.

£Ec = Modulus of Rupture, N/cm2

Ec = Young's Modulus, N/cm2

etc = Linear Coefficient of Expansion for the coating material *C-^

Otg = Linear Coefficient of Expansion for the substrate material, °C-l

V = Poisson's Ratio ( for dielectrics on the order of 0.20)

We caa thea take some examples to find the thermal shock temperature (At) for

coatings on various types of substrates. We can use some of the values provided by Scott, ^ 3 Bames,^^

and Musikant^ For AI2O3 we have a Young's Modulus of 36.5(106) N/cm2 and a coefficient of

expansion of 6(10-6)»C-1. Using the strain rate of 1(10*3) our Modulus of Rupture would be 36.5 (10 3)

N/cm2. If we were to put the AI2O3 on a Copper and Fused Silica substrate we can find from Eq. (5)

what the respective thermal shock temperature may be. The coefficient of expansion for Copper is

16£(10 -6)»C-1 and for Fused Silica the coefficient of expansion is 0.56(10-6)»C-l.

At - EEc (1- 0.2) / { Ec (Os -ttc)}

For Copper,

At -36.5 (103) (1- 0.2) /{36.5 (10^) (I6.6 (10-6) . 5 (10-6) )|

At - 75.48 temperature difference between the AI2O3 and the Copper

and, for Fused Silica,

At -36.5 (103) (1- 0.2) /{36.5 (10^) (6 (10-6) . o.56 (10-6) )|

At - 147.05 temperature difference between the AI2O3 and the Fused Silica

However, Musikant^ suggests that the maximum strain rate for AI2O3 is more on the

order of 1.89(10-3) for crytalline material With this strain rate, the thermal shock temperature

would be 143''C^T for the Copper substrate and 434.3°C^t for the Fused Silica substrate. However,

we have the ability to compare directly with an oxide used by Kuster and Ebert We will use Zr02 for
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our next example. Scott^^ shows that ZvOi has a Young's Modulus of 2275(10 6) N/cm2 and a

coefficient of expansion of 4.2 (lO-^rC-l. Using £1? (5) thea

For Copper,

At -22.75 (103)(1- 0.2) /{2Z75 (10^) (l6.6 (10-6) . 4.2 (10-6) )}

At - 64.54 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the Copper

and.

For Fused Silica,

At -2^75 {103)(1- 0.2) /{ 22.75 (IO6) (4.2 (10-6) . 0.56 (10-6) )}

At = 219.8 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the Fused Silica

There is, however, an interesting piece of work reported by our colleague Dr. Scott He
provides in his paper, measurements made on evaporated films and compares the values to the bulk
materials. Interestingly, for Zr02 he reports that the Young's Modulus for the evaporated film is

reduced from 2Z75{106) to 11.72(106) N/cm^ and the coefficient of expansion is reduced from

4.2(10 6)«C-l to l.l(10-6)»C-l. For the materials that are shown by Scott the Young's Modulus of the

filir^ are less than the bulk. However, for some of the cases the coefficient of expansion is increased

markedly. Now thea if we use the new values shown by Dr. Scott we find.

For Copper,

At - 11.72 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 11.72 (IO6) (I6.6 (10^) - LI (10-6) )|

At = 51.61 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the Copper

and. for Fused Silica,

At - 11.72 (103)(1- 0.2) /{ 11.72 (IO6) (l.l (10-6) - 0.56 (10-6) )}

At - 148. 15 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the Fused Silica

Now, thea if one looks at the thermal shock temperature of the Fused Silica that the

coatings were placed oa that is, just the temperature rise of the first surface where the Young's

Modulus ofthe Fused Silica is 7.31 (I06) N/cm^ we can find the thermal shock temperature for that

material So that

At = 7.31 (103) (1 . 0.2) /{7.3I (106) ( 0.56 (10-6) )}

At - 1428.6 temperature difference between the Fused Silica and the Air

around the substrate.

If we look back at the Kuster and Ebert experiment we see that the temperature at the

peak pulse after fifteen pulses should be on the order of 1200'*C which is very close to the thermal

shock temperature of the Fused Silica Actually the value is within 85% of the value. Given that the

absorption is more or less than calculated, and that the transport properties are not linear with

temperature, it is more than possible, and should be expected, that the temperature that was
achieved was very close to the thermal shock temperature. More importantly, the failure range from
« 590''C to » 680*C would suggest that the substrate was beginning to fail from thermal shock and
subsequently impacting the coating into failure. Kuster and Ebert did not discuss thermal shock, nor
is there any calculation around that particular phenomena The question may be rightly raised, well

what about the thermal shock of the coating Zr02 in the temperature above the surrounding ambient

If we use the data from Dr. Scott we can evaluate the thermal shock of the coating material as
deposited Thea
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At = 11.75 (103)(1- 0.2) /{ 11.75(10 6) (l.l (10-6) )}

At 727.3 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the ambient

temperature around the optic

According to Kuster and Ebert.l the ZrOz had a failure temperature in the order of «

640'C. We can look at yet another material, Ti02. According to Scott, the Young's Modulus of the

Ti02 as deposited is 836(106) N/cm2 and the coefficient of expansion is 2.1(10-6)X-l Using these

values, we can look at the thermal shock of the Ti02 deposited on the Fused Silica So that

At -8.96 (103) (1- 0.2) /{8.96 (10^) (21 (10-6) - 0.56 (lO-^))}

At = 5 19.5 temperature difference between the Ti02 and the Fused Silica

At = 8.96 (103) (1- 0.2) /{8.96 (10^) (zi (10-6))}

At 3805 temperature difference between the Ti02 and the Ambient

surrounding air.

Kuster and Ebert report that the Ti02 had a maximum damage temperature of « 590'C.

Again, given the exact amount of absorption and the non-linearity of the thermal transport properties

with temperature, the experiment could have been very close to the thermal shock temperature.

First of all Temple, a^6,17 and Bennett and Burge^^, have shown that the maximum absorption

occurs at the interface of the coating and substrate. Since there is only one quarter wave thick

coating on the Fused Silica substrate, the temperature of the coating and substrate should be virtually

the same. Therefore, there is no thermal shock because of a gradient between the coating and the

substrate. There is, however, the thermal shock between the coating and the ambient air and the

substrate and the ambient air. It would seem that it is simply a foot race between the coating and the

substrate as to when the failure will occur. As we have seen in the pulsed conditioa you have the

peak temperature rise due to the pulse and the slow temperature rise because of the lack of thermal
relaxation between the pulses. Based upon the data we have presented here, it would seem that the

thresholds of temperature are most likely caused by the Thermal Shock that is working on both the

coating material and the substrate. The calculations would indicate that indeed, the coating/substrate

failed at the appropriate point of temperature range. Neither of which have anything to do with the

melting point of either material Thermal Shock hks nothing to do with the melting point and is only

concerned with the strain rate that is allowed before reaching the Modulus of Rupture in the case of

non-ductile materials and the plastic regime in the case of ductile materials. Bennett is correct to

separate the pulsed from the Continuous Wave condition in his application. However, the problems
that face the Continuous Wave applications are no less stringent as we will see. It would have been
interesting to see how the oxide coatings set out by Kuster and Ebert would have faired if they had
been deposited on a more ductile material such as Copper. That of course, is part of our experiment
It for example, we put the ZtOi on Copper the required temperature differential between the coating

and the substrate would have to be.

For Copper,

At- 11.75 (103)(1- 0.2) /{ 11.75 (106) ( 16.6 (10-6) - 1.1 (10-6) )}

At - 51.49 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the Copper

and as we have already seea the temperature difference with the air.

At - 11.75 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 11.75 (10^) (l.l (10-6) )}

At 727.3 temperature difference between the Zr02 and the surrounding

ambient air.
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Clearly, thea there is a very important part to be played by the substrate and the coating

that is deposited on the surface. There are yet some additional factors that play in the thermal shock
problem The depositing of dielectric films very often leaves the material in a pre stressed conditioa

These stresses may be compressive or tensile.l*''20-2l.22,23,24,25.26 jhe major point to be made in this

connection is thermal creep and cycle life fatigue. In this connection, one woiild expect to see

hysterisis in the coatings peak reflectance wavelength and a reduction in the reflectivity of the

coating with use against the laser. Another major problem, of course, will be defects. If the coating

have nodules such as are shown by Guenther27.2S ^e now have notch points that will reduce the

thermal shock temperature as a function of crack propagation at the nodule. Of course defects have a

major impact on the coating temperature in any event29,30,3 1,32,33

Temperature Distribution In Optical Thin Films Continuous Wave

Optical thin film coatings, manifestly, have very little thermal mass. The forces that

bond the films may be Van Der Waal's forces. Electrostatic forces, or Chemical Bonding forces.l*^ 20

The experimental data would tend to indicate that the coating absorption takes place at the

boundaries between the coating and the substrate; or coating-coating interface for multilayer

systems.2. 16. 17.18 Bennett and Burgel^ state that, "... And it has been found that the absorption in

the vicinity of a thin-film interface may be as large or larger than that in the entire film volume." In

discussing the results of absorption of an AsSe diin film on a CaF substrate, Temple states, "It was

found that the predominant absorption was at the film-substrate interface." 1^ For the analytical

system of this paper, there is a concomitant statement that follows from the interfacial absorptioa

Temple, etal, 1^ states, "Finally, we would like to make the point that while much attention has been
given to the electric field plots for multilayer coatings in damage resistance discussions, it is the

relative power density which must be considered in discussing thermal absorption since the local

absorptance is the product of the relative power density and the absorption coefficient at that point"

Fundamentally, then, the basis of the following treatment is underpinned with the basic premise that

most if not edl. of the absorption takes place at the boundaries of the coatings. Further, that the

temperature profile will follow the electric field3^

Heretofore, the conventional wisdom, when evaluating the temperature rise of an optical

surface, has been to assume that the entire absorbed flux density goes into the substrate. Additionally,

the belief continues, that the thln-fibn coatings equilibrate with the substrate in some instantaneous

fashioa This technique would tend to indicate that these assumptions may not be accurate. At the

outset we will use an idealized case. The model assumes that the thermal transport properties do

not chaise with temperature, recognizing that this is a fiction for the real world, for both the one

dimensional and three dimensional case, and no heat is lost from the optic, i.e., no forced or free

convection or radiatioa The electric field strength and coating relationships will be as shown in

Figure 1.

According to the electrical field plot of Figure 1. interfacial absorption will occur only at

2Eo(Tla^TlH), 2Eo{t1oT1i/T1h2), 2Eo(t1oT1l2/t1h3). .

.

Even though the films are extremely thin, they are still amenable to joule heating.

Consequently, the semi-infinite plate model is applicable. The model assumes that the layers of films

are analogous to a series of composite layers. Each layer is bound by one. or a combinatioa of forces

described earlier. This adhesive force is very important in determining the required transient and
steady-state gradient through the film layers. If we assume, thea that the absorption and power

densities are proportionate to the (E) field strength through the layers of the coatings, thea3^'35,36,37

(6)

a* = {l - R - [4(V) (t1l/%P/(<P)1 - Njio cos(e){l.l5 - 2565(10-6)

X [5(104)- Xl}2N/;.]2}x {[l- (lliyTlH)2»*11llH2 " 11l2]-1(4)}-1

If the reflecting optic has a dielectric substrate:
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low index next to the substrate, ¥ = 1 ' 9 =T|s

high index next to the substrate, V = 9 =T\^

Where,

T]s = Substrate index, T|h = Index of the high index film.

For the case where the substrate is not a dielectric, i.e., is a metal a quasi dielectric of

the metal-film combination is generated, so that for the low index next to the substrate,

(7)

¥ = lis { ( ( 1 (-/+) cos 6) / 2) { (Tls/Tl)2 + (Ks/ll)2} + ( 1 (+/-) cos 8)

/ 2 + (Ks/Tl) sin 5}-l

Where,

T] = (T|l) low index film, at "k if next to substrate,

(T|q) if high index next to metal

T]s = Index for metal substrate, at X

,

Ks = Extinction coefficient for metal substrate at X

.

tanS =2nKs/{Tl2- 1]^ - K^]

If the high index film is next to the substrate, y = 1.0

.

When, T]2 > [j]^ + Kg^), 8 is in the first quadrant Otherwise 8 is in the second

quadrant using the standard conventions.

0 = rms surface roughness, A X = Wavelength of interest A
R = Reflectivity N = Number of high-low coating pairs

For £gi, (7), if the low index film is next to the metal substrate, use the upper sign in the

denominator. If the high index is next to the substrate, use the lower sign in the denominator.

The value of { 411 0 cos(9) /X ) 2 represents the total integrated scatter from a surface.

The expression { 1.15-2565 (lO-^) (5(10'^)-Xl }2n represents the increase in scatter as a function of

wavelength and number of coating pairs.

At each interface there will be a distribution of power density absorbed between the low
and high index materials, as a function of their respective thermal transport properties, then,

m n (8)

2 ^0 2 ( TlollL™/ ^H^*^ )
( Fl «• 1^ 5 / Ki ) = 2 2 ( Wl'^/ Ih'^*! )

m=0 n=0

x(F2a»205/ K2)F2=Fi(a-i0 5)K2/(Ki(a«i0.5))

n m
Eo2

( tIoIIl'^ /iIh'"*^ ) /2 Eo2 ( iIoTIl"* /iIh'"*^ ) }
n=0 m=0

Where,
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So that

Fi = Absorbed portion in low index material

F2 = Absorbed portion in high index material

a*
I

= Thermal diffusivity of low index material, cm^/sec

;

Of* 2 = Thermal diffusivity of high index material, cm^/sec

Ki = Thermal conductivity of low index material, W/cm-°C

K2 = Thermal conductivity of high index material, W/cm-'C

Fi + F2 = 1.0 C =
[ { (a'ciO 5) Kc2/ (Kci (a»c2^ 5) ) }]

F2 = 1.0 / ( 1.0 + C) Fi= 1.0 - F2 CJOJ

From £gs. (8) through (11), the temperature rise for each element in the multilayer

stack, and the substrate, may be evaluated Using a modified form of the Palmer-Bennett model, to

include source and multiple sink to the substrate,^'^'32,33,34

(11)

ATFi-2 = 2foi-2 (O(*i-2i:)05[{ierfc(x)}] /K1.2 " Foi-2 / n;i.2.3...

^ foi-2/n;i.2.3... { cxp (Hi2a«cT) erfc((;)}}

(mji)

+ 2Eo2[t1oT1J"Wi) /T|H("Wi)+l]ATm + ATs

(m,n)=0

Where,

X = t / 2(a*T)0 5 at t=0

ierfc(x) = l/(n)0 5

erf(x) =0
Y =

(!;) =Hi(a*T)0 5

a*c = [a* 1 + 0*2] 2-1 Kc= [Ki + K2] 2-1

0{*s = Thermal diffusivity of the substrate, cm^/sec

Kg = Thermal conductivity of the substrate, W/cm-'C

Hi = n^l.2.3..7Ks

H2 =ri;i,2.3.../Kc

The absorbed flux density foL- foH found from,7'^'34

m

FoL = loo'o Fi { 2 Eo2 [t1oT1l"^/t1h"^*^] } (12)

m=0
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n

fwc = lo a*o F2 \|(h { 2 Eo2 [t1oT1l^/t1h»*^] } 03)

n=0

Where.

^OL.^OH = Absorbed flux density for the low and high index materials, Vl/cm^.

Iq = Incident flux density, W/cm^; N = High low pair number from Figure 1.

\^jf = 2Eo(T)(^T1h) , 2Eo(tioT1i/t1h2) , 2Eo(i1oT1l2/t1h3) , . .

.

a* Q = Absorption value

The temperature rise at the low high index interface, where the electric field is

cancelled. Le, no absorptioa is found from.^-^-^^

ATFi.2={2foH(a'lT)05[{ierfc(x)}] / Ki - FoH/n;i.2.3... + FoH/n;i.2.3...

xap(Hi2a-cT)erfc(;)} + {2foL(a'l^)^ 5 [{ierfc (xj}] / Kz

- FoL/n^l.2.3...-'foL/n;i.2.3...xexp(Hi2a%T) erfc(^}}2-l

(nui)

+ 2 Eo2 [t1oT]l<«^Vt1h«^^] AT(^^) + ATs

(m.n)=0

Where,

X = t/2(a*iT)05 at t = 0; ierfc (x) = l/(n)0 5; erf (x) -

0

Xo =t/2(a»2T)05 att=0: ierfc (xq) = 0 5

The temperature rise of the substrate will be found from,^ *'34

m

ATs= 2Eo{2hoTlL"^/TlH=^*^]FoL {erfc (x)-cxp(H22a%T) erfc (z)}

m=0

n

+ 2Eo2hollL'^/^H^*^lFo« {erfc(x) -exp(H22a%T) erfc(z)}}

n=0

Where,

X {2(a%T)o-5[{ierfc(Q)}]/K8}

Q = t/2(a*sT)0 5 at t= 0

ierfc(Q) = l/(n)0 5

erfc (x) = 1

rJ5J
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Z = Hg (a%T)0 5

The problem Is made simpler, of course, if we simply set,

m (16)

Fo = 2 Eo{2 [TloTlL'"/llH"'*^foL] {^rfc (x)- exp (HgSa's t) erfc (z)}

m=0
n

+ 2Eo2hoTlL='/nH^*^J^O«] {erfc (x)-exp (HgSaS x) erfc (z)}}

n=0

and, thea Eq. (15) becomes; ATs= 2Fo(a*sf)°"^ [{ierfc (Q)}]/ Kg

Again, the above equations assume that the diameter of the laser beam will be >

12(a*l]0 5 in order to be one dimensionaL The steady-state gradient may be determined in a straight

forward fashion What makes the problem less than straight forward is knowing the binding forces

between the coatings, Le^ adhesioa Pulker^^ suggests that the adhesive forces may be as low as 10*

dynes/cm2 for physisorption to greater than 10^^ dynes/cm^ for chemical bonding. Given this wide
range, which, most probably, will be very susceptible to the coating technique and the environment,

we will use a bonding force between the coatings of 10^0 dyne^cm^, for most analysis.

Based on a clamping force between the coatings of 10^0 dynes/cm^, or 9689

atmospheres, we can calculate a film coefficient between each layer. Schneider38.39 states. ". . . heat

transfer through an interface takes place by combined mechanisms of conduction across true contact

points, conduction across entrapped interstitial fluid, and radiation across interstitial gaps. Resulting

overall conductance of the joint is therefore a function of the material in contact (conductivity, surface

finish, flatness, and hardness), the contact pressure, the mean temperature and the heat flux across

the joint . .

."

The film coe^icient is expected to increase with increased contact pressure. From this

relationship, the film coefficient should follow from,38.39,40,41

Where

surfaces.

n^ = (p2/3) (1761)-! (17)

= W/cm2.»C P = #/in2

Based on the clamping force of 9689 atmospheres. 1.42(10^)#/in2, and very smooth

= Il.4(10 5)]2/3 X (1761)-! 11^ = 1.55W/cm2-»C

Because the Alms are so thia they will not present a thermal resistance of any
magnitude. The basic expression for determining the overall film coefficient through a system of

composite materials, is,^ '^3

u= i/{i/ni;i +L1/K1 + i/n^2+WK2+ i/n^3 + --.} ns)

So thea treating each absorbing electric field interface as a radiation boundary to the

substrate, the first field interface (N=l), from Figure 1, the film coefficient will be.
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n^l - 1 / l2No X (1.55)-ll; n^2 - 1 / [2 (Nq- 2) X (1.55)-l|; (19)

n^g - 1 / [2 (No- 4) X (1.55)-l|; - 1 / [2 (No- 6) X (1.55)-ll . .

.

From our model thea

^1 * ^1,2^... / ^ ^0 ° Total number of coating pairs

At this point it should be noted that amorphous dielectric as deposited materials have

thermal transport properties on the order of ten to fifty times less than crystalline.34.<^'^5,46,47

However, if the substrate does not fit the semi-infinite plate boundary, that is, it is

thinner than required by the botindary condition and thicker than 10% of what is required by the

boundary conditioa^-^-^ where follows from the simplification set forth above, then, the

temperature rise of the first surface of the substrate may be determined from the Reverse Thermal
Wave Approximiation and will provide a temperature rise that will follow from,

(20)

ATs = 2fo (cTsiy* 5 {ierfc(x) } / Kg - 2fo (oTg^)^ ^ {ierfc(2) } / K8{erfc(z)

- exp (t Ho+Ho20f*sT) + erfc(a) }+ 2fo (0^81)0 5 {ierfc(z) } / Kg

+ 2fo (orsT)0 5 {ierfc(x) } / Kg {erfc(z) - ezp (t Ho+Ho2a%T) erfc(a)

}

(21)

The temperature rise of the thin films, thea will follow from.

ATs.1.2 = { 2Foi.2(a*i-2^)^ 5 {ierfc(x)} / K1.2- F01.2/ n;i.2,3...

+ foi.2/n;i.2.3... {cxp(H22a*sT)erfc(y)}}

(m^i)

+ 2 Eo2 [tIoTIl^^-'^J /TlH^^-^Hl ] ATm + ATs

(mji)=0

and the temperature rise of the the second surface will follow from,

AT2 = 2fo (Of»sT)P 5{ierfc(z) }/Ks + 2fo (a*sT)^ 5 {ierfc(x) } (22)

/K8{erfc(z) -eip(t Ho+HoSa-gl) erfc(a)}

After the same fashioa we can treat with the repetitive pulsed case. We must look at the

absorption in the coatings for the peak pulse and the residual temperature as a function of the cooling

cycle.

Temperature Distribution In Optical Thin Films Repetitive Pulsed

The repetitive pulsed counterpart provides a different set of conditions for dielectric

coatings on optics. Each cycle of a pulse has two components, a heating and cooling time line.

Incorporated into £^ (21) will be the heating and cooling component so that the temperature rise in

the coating layers will follow from,

(23)

ATi.2= {2Tlfoi.2(a«i.2)05/Ki.2{ierfc (x)) {n-05 -|n-l -(|j0.5}
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Where.

- 2nn0f01-2^ ni;i,2.3...+ 2nn0!Foi-2/n^i.2.3...

(rn,n)

x{Mp(Hi2a«j,fl-lTi) erfc (y)}} + 2Eo2 ho%<'*'*'VTlH<'*''*>*^]ATni+ATs

(m,n)=0

T\ = Number of cycles Tq 1.2 = Absorbed fluence, W/cm2

n = Cycles/sec x = t/2(a*cn-^)^ 5; at t = 0

ierfc(x) = 1/ Jl 0 5 ierfc(9) = l/n^ 5

y = Hi (a»c n-lTl)0 5 Qi = t/2(a»sn-l71)0 5 at t = 0

Z - H2(a»sn-iTl)0 5

a = t/2(a»sft-iTi)0 5 +Ho(a»sn-iTi)0 5

The temperature rise in the substrate, however, is governed by the average power that

may be conducted from the film interfaces to the substrate. The temperature rise in the substrate is

described by,

(24)

m

ATsi = {2Eo2hoTlL'^/TlH°'*^2 Jin (j) foj {erfc (x)

m=o n

- Mp(H22a*sn-lTl) erfc (z)} + 2Eo2hoTlL''/TlH='*^2nO ({jFoh]

n=o

{erfc (x) - cxp (Kama's n-^Tl) erfc (z)}}

x{2(a%n-lTl)05{ierfc(Q)}/K8}

We can simplily the complexity of the equations by setting Fq equal to,

m (25)

fo= {2Eo2ho%"'/%"***2nn (Jl foJ {erfc (x)

m^O n

- cxp (H22a%n-ln) erfc (z)} + 2Eo2[Tlo%^/TlH=^*^2nn 0 fo«]

n-0

X {erfc (X) - exp(H22a*sn-lTl) erfc (z)}}

Agaia for the one dimensional model that does not satisfy the semi-infinite plate model

we can provide a similar expression from the Reverse Thermal WaveApproximation^-^, so that,

(26)

AT8= 2fo (0fsn-lll)t^5{ierfc(Q)} /Ks-2fo (Ofsfi-^llW Kg {ierfc(Qi)}
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X {erfc(Qi) -exp (t Ho + Ho^a'sO-lll) + erfc(a)}

+ 2f0 (a*sf>^ny^^ {ierfc(9i)} / Kg + 2To {<a^^^r\f-^ {ierfc(Q) } / Kg

X {erfc(Qi)-exp(t Ho+Ho2a*sft-iTl)erfc(a)}

And the temperature rise of the second surface will follow from.

(27)

AT2 = 2fo (Cf«8n-lllF{ierfc(Qi)} /Ks + 2fo (of sn-lTlP{ierfc(Q)} / Ks

X {erfc(gi) -cxp(tHo + Ho2a»^iTi)erfc(a)}

Correlation With Previously Published Data

We can now look at the expressions set out above and relate some of this information to

some actual coatings that have been very well characterized in the HF laser coating program

undertaken by Holmes.^- In this study a number of coating materials and combinations were studied

to provide the best reflectors for the 28 |lm wavelength. Four mirrors are shown to have been

measured for reflection and absorption by Calorimetry and the Reflectometer at China Lake Naval

Weapons Center. The basic substrate for all four coating combinations was Molybdenum. A Silver

interface was placed on the Moly surface before the coating pairs were laid down. The author of the

report states, "The reflectivity was calculated from calorimetry data using (Reflectivity = 1 -

Absorptance), so that the differences in the two sets of measurements may be attributed to the effects

of scattered light"2l Indeed, as we will show, the difference was due to the total integrated scattered

light The first mirror in the table is composed of a Moly substrate with Silver overlay and
(ThF^ZnSe) * coating. We have assumed for the purpose of our calculation that the Moly surface has a

20 A surface roughness. The Reflectometer gave a reflectivity of 0.9991 and the Calorimeter gave a

reflectivity of 05994. For Z8 Jim the index of refraction for ZnSe is shown to be 2.43.21 xhe index

of refraction for the ThF4 is shown to be 1.50.21 ^at optical constants for Silver at 28 Jim are shown

to be n= 1.168 and k=17.1.*8 From Eq. (6Jv/t find that the absorption will be 216(10-*). the scatter

will be 3.37(10-*). and the transmission to the substrate will be 3.3 (10-*) for a total of 8.83(10-9) vs.

9(10-*) which suggests that the surface scatter, Le, roughness, was greater than 20A RMS. One of

the elements that should be impressed on our minds is that these three components must really be
segregated in order to accurately calculate the maximum threshold flux density that will take the

coating to thermal shock. In order to demonstrate the criticality of this segregation we can look at

the difference in flux density if we make the assumption that the coating is absorbing all of the flux

density, Le, 1-R, or only absorbing that portion which Eqi ^^S^/indicates is the case. First we will look

at Eg. (SJio see what the thermal shock temperature difference may be between the Moly and the

two materials. ThF4 has a coefficient of expansion of 14.4( 10-6) according to the report and a Young's

Modulus of 4.7(10^) N/cm^. However. Scott's l* data suggests the as-deposited value should be

29( 10 -6). We will use the data from the report for this analysis. The coefficient of expansion for

ZnSe is 7.57(10-6) and the Young's Modulus is 6.24(106) N/cm2 9 por Moly the coefficient of

expansion is 5.0 ( 10-^). ^5

ForThF4

ATsi^ock - £Ec ( 1- 0.2) / { Ec (as - ac)

}

At = 4.7(10 3) (1- 0.2) /{4.7(106) (14.4(10-6) . 5(10-6) )}

At - 85.11 temperature difference between the ThF4 and the Moly

and.

For the ZnSe.
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At -&24 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 6.24(10 6) (7.57(10 -6) - 5(10-6) )}

At - 311.3 temperature difference between the ZnSe and the Moly

If we were to use Scott's data for the ThF4 the thermal shock temperature would be

closer to,

At - 20 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 2.0 (106) (5.0 (10-6) - 23 (10-6)
) J

At "381 temperature difference between the ThF4 and the Moly

However, the maximum temperature difference of the as-deposited ThF4 and the

ambient air will be 275.8'C. Using ^ (IIJonA Eg. (JSJ'^t can evaluate the temperature rise of the

coating pairs and the substrate for a 10 second run time. And, for the first case, we will assume all of

the 1 - R is absorbed in the four pairs. Figure 2 reflects the temperature rise in coating pairs N= 1 to

4 and Moly substrate for a complete run time of 10 seconds. The amount of incident flux density to

take coating pair N=l to 275'C/^t i« the 10 seconds will be 8.78(104)W/cm2 or 8.78 (105)

Joules/cm2. If we use the partitioned energy where part of the energy is absorbed by the coating

pairs and part is absorbed directly by the substrate, with the remainder going to scatter, we find from
Figure 3 that for a 10 second run the maximum incident flux density to take coating pair N=l to

275'Cax^ 10 seconds will be 1.98(105)W/cm2 or 1.98(106) Joules/cm2. This constitutes a factor of

Z25 greater by looking at the energy that really goes into the coating and into the substrate. This
would appear to be a rather substantial amount, all things being equal The reader should also notice

that the upper limit for thermal shock in air for the ThF4 is close to that value suggested by Bennett

Because we do not have the as-deposited values for ZnSe it would be hard to say what the in air

thermal shock value will be for certain. However, we do not have the as-deposited values for the

remaining coating chemistries either.

The second coating pair combination has the same substrate and Silver coating with a

(SiO/Si)3 combinatioa The index of refraction at 2.8 tim for SiO is 1.80. and for Si the index is 3.43.

Young's Modulus for the Si is 6.76 (IO6) N/cm2 and 3.45(106) for SiO. Commensurately, the

coefficient of expansion for the Si is 244(10-6) and for SiO the coefficient is 1.5(10-6). we fmd from

Ekf. (6) for this pair, and the remaining two chemistries, that the equation overpredicts the

absorption It appears the equation is swamped by the scatter. Consequently, we will use the 1-R for

absorption as shown by the calormetric measurement As an aside, Eq. (6) predicts virtually no
transmission to the substrate through the coating stack. From Eq (5} then.

For SI.

AT^ock-CEc (1- 0.2)/ (Ec (as-Oc)}

At -6.76 (103) (1- 0.2) /{6.76 (IO6) (5 (10-6) . 244 (10-6) )}

At - 3125 temperature difference between the Si and the Moly

and. For the SiO,

At -3.45 (103) (1- 0.2) /{3.45 (IO6) (7.57 (10-6) . 5 (10-6) )}

At - 228.6 temperature difference between the SiO and the Moly

The absorption was measured calorimetrically and found to be 1.39 (10-3) for this

system. From Figure 4 we see that the temperature of coating pair N= 1 will be 456*0at and the first

surface of the Moly substrate will be 227'Cat to achieve the thermal shock threshold after a 10

second laser run. The third coating pair consisted of (SiO/Ge)3 on a Silvered Moly substrate. The
index of refraction at 28nm for SiO is 1.80, and for Ge the index is 4.2 Young's Modulus for the Ge is
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10.27(10 6) N/cm8 and 3.45(106) for SiO. Commcnsurately, the coefficient of expansion for the Ge is

6.1(10 -6) and for SiO the coefficient is 1.5(10-6). FYom Eq (5J thea

For Ge,

ATskock - EEc ( 1- 0.2) / { Ec (as -Oc)

}

AT» 10.27 (103)(1- 0.2) /{ 10.27 (10^) (6.1 (10-6) - 5.0 (10-6) )}

At - 727 temperature difference between the Ge and the Moly

and.

For the SiO,

At - 3.45 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 3.45 (lO^) (7.57 (10-6) . 5 (10-6) )}

At a 228.6 temperature difference between the SiO and the Moly

The absorption was measured calorimetrically and found to be 1.40 (10*^ for this

system From Figure 5 we see that the temperature of coating pair N=l will be 46rc^x and the first

surface of the Moly substrate will be 232*C^<p to achieve the thermal shock threshold after a 10

second laser run. The fourth coating pair consisted of (ZnS/Ge)^ on a Silvered Moly substrate. The

index of refaction at ZSfim for ZnS is Z26. and for Ge the index is 4.Z Young's Modulus for the Ge

is 10.27(10^) N/cm2 and 7.45(108) for ZnS. Commcnsurately, the coefficient of expansion for the Ge

is 6.1(10-6) and for ZnS the coefficient is 7.85(10-6). From Eq (5} thea

For Ge,

ATshock - CEc ( 1- 0.2) / { Ec (as -Ofc)

}

At - 10.27 (103) (1- 0.2) /{ 10.27 (IO6) (6.1 (10-6) . 5.0 (10-6) )}

At - 727 temperature difference between the Ge and the Moly

and,

For the ZnS,

At = 7.45 (103) (1- 0.2) /{7.45 (IO6) (7.85 (10-6) . 5 (10-6) )}

At = 280.7 temperature difference between the ZnS and the Moly

The absorption was measured calorimetrically and found to be 9.55 (10'^) for this

system From Figure 6 we see that the temperature of coating pair N= 1 will be 564'Cax and the first

surface of the Moly substrate will be 284°Cat to achieve the thermal shock threshold after a 10

second laser rua

We see, thea that the temperature in the coatings can run quite high compared to the

20O'C suggested by Bennett when the appropriate coatings are placed on the Moly substrate. We see,

in £act that the temperatures could run as high as the oxide coating in the Kuster and Ebert
experiment However, before we become too enthusiastic about the high thermal shock values, we
should look at the remaining figures where we have clculated the thermal shock values for the same
coatings on a Copper and Fused Silica substrate. For example, the (ZnS/Ge)^ coating on Fused Silica

will only be able to go to a temperature of 255'C^t"^ the coating pair N=l and 145'C^Ton the first

surface of the substrate. In the case of a Copper substrate, the maximum temperature in coating pair

N= 1 can only go to a temperature of 154X^x and 77'C^x on the first surface of the Copper. For the
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(SiO/Si)3 and the (SiO/Ge)^ the calculated thermal shock sets in when the coating Pair N=l achieves

1 lyc^x^fi substrates reaches 56*C^x on the first surface of the Copper substrate. Clearly, thea

the 200X^1- is not a conservative value in some cases. However, it is not suitable to believe that all

coatings will be able to withstand the » 590 to »< 680'C temperature suggested by the Kuster and
Ebert experiment It would seem that the thermal shock criteria will have to be another component
in the selection of the coatings and substrate when looking towards the maximum laser damage
threshold of an optical component There are some additional considerations that have fallen out of

this analysis. It would seem that if one can transmit part of the energy to the substrate then there

will be much less temperature difference between N=l and the substrate. This would seem to

provide a much higher possible temperature, and subsequently, a higher damage threshold for the

optical component As systems are pushed for higher flux densities, these seemingly small

techniques may play a rather significant role in the design of optical thin films. Which leads to the

last comment If Rugate coatings are proven to be practical and repeatabale, the fact that they have
only one resistance interface between N=l and the substrate should make them substantially less

victimized by thermal shock. They may prove to be the most viable technique for the next step

toward higher flux densities.'*^ 50 51
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Abstract

This is the companion paper to the Reverse Thermal Wave Approximations for High
Power Continuous Wave Lasers. The purpose of this paper is to provide equations that will allow the

optical designer to evaluate the temperature gradient in optical thin Alms and substrates under
transient conditions. The semi-infinite plate models have been described rather extensively in other

publications. However, the problem that is treated in this paper is that set of boundary conditions

that do not satisfy the semi-infinite plate condition.

It is not uncommon to have coated reflective optics that have very thin substrates. For
those conditions it is necessary to evaluate the temperature transient much differently than one would
if the substrates were of sufficient thickness to satisfy the semi-infinite plate boundary. One finds that

the temperature rise and gradients are substantially different for very liiin substrate conditions. The
Reverse Thermal Wave ModeJyii)\ provide the ability to evaluate the temperature gradients during the

transient with closed form approximations.

The repetitive pulsed case has a substantially different characteristic temperature profile

from that of the continuous wave and in this paper the equations and figures are provided to reflect

the unique character of the temperature gradients in the optical thin films and substrates as a

function of the hertz rate and pulse width. It becomes clear that the duel cycle of heating and cooling

coupled with the thermal shock play important roles in the damage thresholds of many optical

components in high power laser systems.

Key Words: Optics, Transient Heat Transfer, Faceplates, Optical Distortioa

and Repetitive Pulsed Lasers

Introduction

As we indicated before,! ^ most authors dealing with transient thermodynamics rely

almost exclusively on the semi-infinite plate model and the infinite plate modeL3''<'3.6 Carslaw and

Jaeger, 3 of course, is the most seminal text in this area. However, the work of J. Crank.^ E. L.

Cussler,5 and Tryyel and Harris^ provide enormous insight into many of these problems. Even so, the

problem of the boundary condition wherein the semi-infinite plate boundary is not met is given very

little attention. And. for those people working in the optical field this provides little solace.

The thrust of this paper is to provide a set of approximations that will permit the analyst

to evaluate the temperature transient through the optical thin films and a reflective optical faceplate

that fails to meet the semi-infinite plate model boundary conditions. Obviously, if an analyst has
access to a computer that has an appropriate finite difference heat transfer model, and the money to

have the model put to use for the problem at hand, then these approximations may not be of any great

concern. For those who do not always have these resources available to them, the approximations can
be applied as a useful tool for evaluating their optical components and optical trains. Having said all

that the reader may find it very difficult to have a finite difference program work on the thin films.

Most who have tried, including the author, have found that the films have such little thermal mass
that the program goes unstable and blows up. The author has. however, provided mathematical closed

form solutions which may be used in concert with a finite difference prograncL^-^'^'l^'l^
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Repetitive Pulsed - One Dimensional

Basically, we begin with the semi-infinite plate boundary conditions. That is, energy, or

temperature, is applied at one surface of the plate, no energy is lost from the plate to the surrounding

env&onment, and the plate is of such a thickness that at the end of the time of the transient, the

temperature rise on the back surface will be zero. 1.2.8,9 However, we must first treat with the energy

absorbed in the optical thin films and transferred to the optical substrate.

Optical thin film coatings, manifestly, have very little thermal mass. The forces that bond

the films may be Van Der Waal's forces. Electrostatic forces, or Chemical Bonding force&12,13 The
experimental data would tend to indicate Uiat the coating absorption takes place at the boundaries

between the coating and the substrate; or coating-coating interface for multilayer 8ystema^^'^5-16,17

Bennett and Burge^^ state that ' • . • And it has been found that the absorption in the vicinity of a thin-

film interface may be as large or larger than that in the entire film volume." In discussing the results

of absorption of an AsSe thin film on a CaF substrate. Temple states, 'It was found that the

predominant absorption was at the film-substrate interface." For the analytical system of this paper,

there is a concomitant statement that follows from the interfacial absorptloa Temple, etaL.^^ states.

"Finally, we would like to make the point that while much attention has been given to the electric field

plots for multilayer coatings in damage resistance discussions, it is the relative power density which
must be considered in discussing thermal absorption since the local absorptance is the product of the

relative power density and the absorption coefficient at that point" Fundamentally, thea the basis of

the following treatment is underpinned with the basic premise that most if not aU. of the absorption

takes place at the boundaries of the coatinga Further, that the temperature thermal profile will follow

the electric field.

Heretofore, the conventional wisdom, when evaluating the temperature rise of an optical

surface, has been to assume that the entire absorbed flux density goes into the substrate. Additionally,

the belief continues, that the thin-film coatings equilibrate with the substrate in some instantaneous

fiashioa This technique would tend to indicate that these assunq>tions may not be accurate. At the

outset we will use an idealized case. The model assumes that the thermal transport properties do not
change with temperature, for both the one dimensional and three dimensional case, and no heat is

lost from the optic, Le., no forced or free convection or radiation. The electric field strength and
coating relationships will be as shown in Figure 1

Absorption Theory for Multilayer Optical Thin Films

According to the electrical field plot of Figure / interfacial absorption will occur only at

2Eo(t1q^T1h). 2Eo(T]oTliyT]H2), 2Eo(t1oT]l2/T1h3). •

.

Even though the films are extremely thin, they are still amenable to joule heating.

Consequently, the semi-infinite plate model is applicable. The model assumes that the layers of films

are analogous to a series of composite layers. Each layer is bound by one, or a combination of forces

described earlier. This adhesive force is very important in determining the required transient and
steady^state gradient through the film layers. If we assume, thea that the absorption and power
densities are proportionate to the (E) field strength through the layers of the coatings, thea

(V

a* -{l-R-[4(f)(Tli/TlH)2N/(9)l-[43lO cos(e){1.15 - 2565(10-6)

X [5(10^) - XV^IAA ill - (WT]h)2N*11 - %21-1(4)}-1

If the reflecting optic has a dielectric substrate:

low index next to the substrate, theaV » 1 < ? » T)s:

high index next to the substrate, thea V « > T]g2

where. Tig - Substrate index. T]h - Index of the high index film
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For the case where the substrate is not a dielectric. i.e^ is a metal a quasi dielectric of

the metal-film combination is generated, so that, for the low index next to the substrate.

(2)

V - Tls { ( (1 (-/+) cos S) / 2) I (
VT1)2 + (VT1)2} + (1 (+/-) cos 8) / 2 + (Ks^T]) sin 5)-l

where, - (T]j) low index film, at X if next to substrate.

(T)h) if high index next to metal

T)8 - Index for metal substrate, at X

.

Kg « Extinction coefficient for metal substrate at }.

.

tan 6 - 2T1Ks/{ti2. - K^2]

If the high index film is next to the substrate. ^ « 1.0

.

When. T)2 > ^ K^), 5 is in the first quadrant Otherwise, 5 is in the second

quadrant using the standard conventions.

O = rms sur&ce roughness, A
X = Wavelength of interest A
R = Reflectivity

N = Number of high-low coating pairs

For £^ if the low index fllm is next to the metal substrate, use the upper sign in the

denominator. If the high index is next to the substrate, use the lower sign in the denominator.

The value of ( 411 0 cos(8) /A. ]2 represents the total integrated scatter from a surface.

The expression 1.15-2565(10-^)[5(10^)-A.]2N represents the increase in scatter as a function of

wavelength and number of coating pairs.

Repetitive Pulsed Uncooled Coated Optics

At each interface there will be a distribution of power density absorbed between the low
and high index materials, as a fimction of their respective thermal transport properties, thea

m n=0

2 Eo2 ( TloTlL"^/ TlH»*l
) ( Fi a» i0.5 / Kx )

= 2 E^2 ( TIqIIlVTIh**! ) ( Fz a'a^ 5 / K2
)

m^K) n n

F2- Fi ( a»i0.5 ) Kz / ( Ki(a-i0.5) ) {
2E^^ ( t^^TIi,*^ / t1h^*1 )

m n=0

/2Eo2(t1oT1l"*/t1h«^*0 }
m«0
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where. Fi = Absorbed portion in low index material

F2 - Absorbed portion in high index material

a* 1 = Thermal diffusivity of low index material, cm^/sec

a*2 « Thermal diffusivity of high index material, cm^/sec

Ki - Thermal conductivity of low index material, W/cm-'C

K2 = Thermal conductivity of high index material. W/cm-*C

So that.

Fi + F2= 1.0

F2= 1.0 / (1.0 + 0

C={(a.i0 5)K2 /(Kl(a»205))

Fi = 1.0 -F2

(4)

(5)

From Eq. (1) through (5), the temperature rise for each element in the multilayer stack,

and the substrate, may be evaluated Using a modified form of the Palmer-Bennett model to include

source and multiple sink to the substrate,'''^'91S'l^'20.21

(6)

ATfi-2 =T|{ 2foi-2(a*l-2 [S2-05 {Q l 4>}-0 5] [{ierfc(x)}]/Ki.2 - {2RQ4>fol-2/hJ

+ {2R <I> foi-2/hJ { MP (Hi2a*c n-i
11) erfc(y)}}

(mji)

+ 2Eo 2[t1o%^VW"^^*^] ATn,+ ATs

(mji)«0

where. X

ierfc(x)

erfl(x)

he

Y

a*c

a*s

Ks

Hi

Hz

t/2(a*n-lT])(>5 at t=0 ^ = Hertz Rate, Cydee/sec

1 / (n)0 5 ^ = Pulse Width. FWHB. sec

0 T| = Number of Pulses

]./{n^-l (2N)) - W/cm2

Hi(a»n-1 11)0 5

0*2] 2-1 Kc=[Ki+K2]2-1

Thermal diffusivity of the substrate, cm2/sec

Thermal conductivity of the substrate, W/cm -'C

n^/Kc

The absorbed fluence fotx ^\«C found from,7.8,9,21

m

foL- Ioa*oFiX|/H { 2 Eo2 [t1o11l»/i1h**^] } -i-o{<I>}-i

m=0
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n rsj

n=0
where,

fOL, fOM Absorbed flux density, W/cm2

Iq = Incident fluence. Joules/cm^

N High low pair number from Figure 1

\|^H - 2Eo(11o^T1h). SEodloTll/llH^X 2Eo(T1onL2/TlH^). • • •

a*o Absorption value

The temperature rise at the low - high index interface, where the electric field is cancelled,

Le^ no absorptioa is found from.^-^-^-^^

(9)

ATfi-2 ={2foH(a*l-2)05 5 - { Q l <I»}-0
5] [{ierfc(x)}]/ Kj.z " {2 R Q <|) Fok / h^

+ {2^1 £2 <I> Fok/ he} {exp (Hi2a% Q-»Tl) erfc(y)} - 2foL(a' 1-2)^5

x[a0 5 - { Q i <I>) 0 5
]

[{ierfc(x)}]/ Ki z
- {2 Jl £2 4) fOL / he)

+ {2R Q <D Foh/ he) {exp (Hi2a«j. Q li^) erfc(y)} } 2 1 T|

(mji)

+ 2Eo 2hoTlLt^/T|Ht^'^l] AT(,^^) + ATs

(m,n)»0

where, X - t / 2(a»ii2-l T| )05 at t - 0

ierfc (X) - 1/(R)05;
erf(x) = 0

Y = Hi(a»iaiT|)0.5

Xo - t / 2(a»2fl|-lT|)05 at t=0

ierfc (xo) - l/(Jl)f>5

Yi - Hi(a«2£2-iT|)o.5
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The temperature rise of the substrate will be found from,^ *-^ 21

ATs = 2 Eo{2 hoTlL"'/TlH«'+^l 2 R Q O foL{crfc(x) - exp {iiz^Oi'sOr^ Tl) erfc(z)

}

n

+ 2Eo2hoTlL*'/TlH**^]23l^2<l> foH {erfc(x) -eip(H22a%n-lll) erfc (z)}}

n=o

X {2 (a*s n-l Tl)0 5 [{ierfc (Q)}] / Kg}

where. Q « t / 2(a*8 ft"* Tl)^ 5 at t= 0

ierfc(Q) =1/(X)05

erfc (X) = 1

Z -H2 (a«8n-lT])0 5

The problem is made sin^ler, of course, if we simpty set

m

f0 - 2 Eo{2 hoTlL°'/TlH^*^ 2 Jl i2 <l> fol] {crfc(x) - eip {Hz^QI*^^ T]) erfc(z)

}

m»0
n

+ 2Eo 2hoTlL^/TlH^*l2JlS2<I)FoH]{erfc(x) -exp (HaZa'sft-l T]) erfc(z)}}

n-0

and, thea £4 (if^) becomes,

ATs = 2 fo (a% ft-l Tl)0 5 [{ierfc(Q)}] / Kg

There is yet a distinguishing feature of the repetitive pulse case that must be evaluated.

The peak pulse temperature rise. In the repetitive pulsed case there are two elements of the cycle.

We have the heating cycle and the cooling cycle. Ekpjati<m(6) provides the residual temperature as a
function the heating and cool down components of each cycle. However, there will be a peak
temperature temperature rise before the cool down cycle begins, i c at the end of the pulse. The

peak tenq>erature rise will follow from,^

(11)
(m,n)

ATpeak= 2fol-2(a*I')^5 { ierfc(x) } /K1.2 + 2Eo 2[TloTlLt»'*^>/T]H<»*>*^] ATa+ ATs

(m4i)=0

For most all cases the ierfc(x) will equal l/#^. Very often one will see a substantial

temperature rise that will force the optical thin films into thermal shock and cause damage to the
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optic This phenomena is discussed a little later on in this paper. The residual temperature rise

suggested by Equation (6) results from insufficient time for the material to dissipate the absorbed
fluence from one pulse before the next pulse strikes. Consequently, we have the peak temperature

rise and the slow temperature rise from the residual thermal load The results can be just as
damaging if the peak pulse does not thermally shock the coating, the residual temperature rise can
shock the coating after sufficient number of pulses.

The above equations assume that the diameter of the laser beam will be greater than

12(a* O"! ril^*
5 in order to be one dimensional 1'2.7.8,9 steady-state gradient may be determined

in a straight forward fashioa What makes the problem less than straight forward is knowing the

binding forces between the coatings, Le., adhesion.

Pulker^^ suggests that the adhesive forces may be as low as 1(H dynes/cm^ for

physisorption to greater than 10^ ^ dynes/cm^ for chemical bonding. Given this wide range, which,

most probably, will be very susceptible to the coating technique and the environment, we will use a

bonding force between the coatings of 10^^ dynes/cm^, for most analysis.

Based on a clamping force between the coatings of 10^^ dynes/cm^, or 9689

atmospheres, we can calculate a film coefficient between each layer. Schneider^^'^^ states, ". . . heat

transfer through an interface takes place by combined mechanisms of conduction across true contact

points, conduction across entrapped interstitial fluid, and radiation across interstitial gaps. Resulting

overall conductance of the joint is therefore a function of the material in contact (conductivity,

surface finish, flatness, and hardness), the contact pressure, the mean temperature and the heat flux

across the joint .

.

The fllm coefHcient is expected to increase with Increased contact pressure. From this

relationship, the film coefficient should follow from,22.23,2'<,25

(12)

= (p2/3) (1761)-1

where: \\ - W/cm2 P = #/in2

Based on the clamping force of 9689 atmospheres, 1.42(10^)#/in2. and very smooth
surfaces.

= |l.4(10 8))2/3 X (1761) -I - 1.55W/cm2-»C

Because the films are so thin, they will not present a thermal resistance of any
magnitude. The basic expression for determining the overall film coefficient through a system of

composite materials, i8,26'27

(13)

U= l/{l/Il^i +L1/K1+ l/n^ + L2/K2+ i/n^3 + ...)

So thea treating each absorbing electric field interface as a radiation boundary to the

substrate, the flrst field interface (N«1X f^m Fig. X the fllm coefflcient will be:

(14)

- 1 / [2N X {lA5y^\

FYom our problem, thea

Hi=n5/Ks H2=I1^/Kc

We must remember that the value of (11^) changes with each pair of coatings as we work

our way from N«l to N « There are some additional issues that are not clearty defined. For
example what are the correct thermal transport properties to use for the as deposited thin Alms. Le^
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Kc, Ot*c> There is experimental work that has been performed that suggests that the thermal

transport properties of the as deposited thin films may be lower than the crystalline values by a factor

of 10 to 500.28.29,30.31.32,33 For our analysis we will use the factor of ten reduction in the thermal

transport properties of the various materials that are used for dielectric vapor deposited chemistries.

In evaluating the use of the Reverse Thermal Wave Model, ^ we began with a substrate of

sufficient thickness to satisfy the semi-inflnite plate boundary. However, our problem is more
complicated with the absorption of the incident laser flux density in the optical thin filma Which
leads us to another unceitainty, that of the maximum temperature for the optical thin Hlms.

Experiments have been made that suggest that the damuaging temperature threshold for a single layer

oxide coating on Suprasil I is 600*C irrespective of the melt temperature of the material ^"^'^^

However, there is also evidence to suggest that the real threshold of a multilayer optical thin film is in

the range of 200*Cl^ This more conservative temperature is based upon thermal shock which occurs

when the temperature difference between the si^strate and the fllm interface is sufficient to push
the coating material past the elastic limit Even though coatings are very often evaporated on to

substrates that are at 200*C the substrates are completely therm^ized and require many minutes for

ramp down to ambient temperature. In tills discussioa the temperatures are taken to 200T in less

than a second which provides for substantial thermal shock.

We can. for example, use the work of Kreidl and Wood,33 which is not unlike the

equation proposed by MusaL^^ for thermal shock of glass and glass like materials. They suggest the

following expression as a first order analysis for thermal shock threshold, then,

(IS)

ATri«Kk= M(l-v)/ Ea

where,

V = Poisson's Ratio

E = Young's Modulus, Newton's/cm^

a = Coefficient of thermal expansioa 'C-i

M = Modulus of rupture. Newton's/cm^

This equation is saying, fundamentally, that the temperature difference necessary to

provide a stress that will impose cracking, or fracture of a glass, or a glass like material What we see

in this equation is that the coefficient of thermal expansion pretty much dominates. In another piece

of work. Palmer, etal, evaluated the temperature rise in coating pair N=l and the temperature rise of

the first surface of the substrate for evaluating the thermal shock temperature differentiaL3S For their

application, the differential expansion between the coating pair N= 1 and the substrate becomes the

limiting criteria In this paper, the seeming anomaly of the wide band of temperatures that coatings

could withstand without damaging is resolved. In fact, both cases could very well be true. For this

condition, they provide an equation, such that

(16)

Aljkock- M(l-v)/{ E (as-Oc)}

We can look at some standard materials used in optical thin films and see the respective

thermal shock charateristics. For example, we can look at ZnS and AI2O3 and see what the relative

temperature differential is needed to provide thermal shock. For ZnS the value for Poisson's ratio is

on the order of 0.2. Young's Modulus is 1.06 (lo7}Newton's/cm 2. Modulus of rupture

205(10 <)Newton's/cm 2 and the expansion coefficient is 7.85 (10"^). 35,37 pjewton's/cm 2. For Copper

the coefficient of expansion is 16.6 (10-6)39Newton's/cm2. We find from Eq. (15)thB\. the differential

temperature for thermal shock is on the order of V7TC At. For AI2O3 the value of Poisson ration is

about 0.Z Young's Modulus is about 7.69 (10 7), Modulus of rupture is 1.451 (10^), and the

expansion coefficient is 7.7(10-*). 35.37 temperature differential for thermal shock will be

170**C At. Based upon the thermal shock equation we are more inclined to use the more
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conservative value of 200'C for the maximum threshold of as deposited optical thin films when using a
Copper substrate.

Using a one dimensional conditioa wherein the laser beam diameter meets the

requirements of.

12(an-lT])05 (17)

where,

a - Thermal diffusivity, cm^ / sec

^^T\= Transient time, sec

And the thickness of the substrate meets the requirements ot

ti6(«n-lTl)05 (18)

For the condition wherein constant (lux density is applied to the Hrst surface, the one

dimensional semi-infinite plate model provides the temperature rise for the first surface,^ -2.3.9

ATi = 2Fo(an-lTl)P 5 { lerfc(x) }/K (19)

where,

fQ = Absorbed incident flux density. W/cm^

K = Thermal conductivity, W/cm-'C

X = t/ 2(aQ-lTi)0 5att=O; icrfc(x) = l/(ll)0 5

And, at some depth into the faceplate, the temperature rise will be found from the following

expression ^'2,3.9

(20)

ATt>o = 2ro(cn)0 5{ierfc(y)}/K

where,

y= t/ 2(aft-lii)^5att>0

We can now look at the end point and see If these equations correctly depict the

temperature rise through the mass of material To do this, we need to use the steady state solutioa 26

Thea
(21)

AT»^-n-inro/(pcpt)

where,

P Density , gm/cm3

Cp= Specific heat, Joules/gm-'C

t = Thickness of the faceplate, cm
n-lT| = Time, sec

To demonstrate the relationships between Eqs. (19), (20), and (21), we can use an

example. For our exan^le, we will absorb 0.2 Joules/cm2 with a pulse width of 2|Lsec, which provides
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a peak flux density of (10^) W/cm^ on the first surface of a copper reflective mirror which has optical

thin films vapor deposited on the first surface. We will use four pair of quarter wave coatings. The

run time will be for 103 pulses. The diameter necessary to satisfy Eq. (18) for Copper will be

40.517cm. 1.2.3.4,9 The thickness to satisfy the semi infinite plate boundary is, according to Eq. (19Ji

20.258 cm. We will begin by using a high-low four pair stack of AI2O3 and ZnS for a wavelength of

27|lm. The index for the ZnS will be 224 and for the AI2O3 will be 1.71.39 prom Eq. (19) we

would find that the temperature rise of the first surface would be 9215**C^x. And. of course, from Eq
(20) we would find that the temperature rise on the back surface would be zero for an average

absorbed flux density of 125.66 W/cm^, L c 2n^2<I>Fo. If the problem were linear, the average

temperature of the faceplate would be 61.07'CaT' However, from Eq (21) we find that the linear

condition would require an average temperature of 18.454'*C^7. In order to get to this part of the

problem, however, we must first obtain the energy distribution in the optical thin films. The film

coefficient for the meclianical bonding is 1.55W/cm2 -'C for each interface. Consequently, for the pair

N-1, the overall film coefficient will be 0.19375 W/cm2 -T. For the second pair, N=«=2 the film

coefficient will be 0.25833 W/cm2 -T. For the third pair, N»3, the film coefficient will be 0.3875

W/cm2 -'C. And, for the fourth pair, N-4. the film coefficient will be 0.775 W/cm2 -X. The
distribution of energy in the coating pairs will follow from Figure 1 so that N» 1 will absorb 35.83% of

the total absorbed energy. N=2 will absorb 27.35% of the total absorbed energy. N=3 will absorb
20J8% of the total absorbed energy. And. N=4 will absorb 15.94% of the total amount absorbed. For

the optical thin films the value of (a*c) will be 0.00698 cm2/sec and the value of (Kc) will be

0.01898W/cm-'C. 39 por Copper, the value of (a*s) will be 1.14 cm2/sec. The value of (Kc) will be

3.92W/cm-*C. 39 We can evaluate the maiximum temperature rise in the coating pairs as function of

the amount of energy that is absorbed at each interface. For example, in coating pair N=l, the

residual temperature will not rise above 23239 because of the absorbed energy at the first pair

interface. In other words, the steady state rise necessary to provide the absorbed energy sufficient

gradient to drive the absorbed flux density to the substrate will be precisely that temperature
differential This does not include that total temperature rise that will occur in order to provide the

temperature gradient necessaary to overcome the temperature build up of the other coating pairs and
the substrate.

{rajci)

At - { 2 Jl Q Ofo/hj ¥n / 2 Eo2 ho^Lt^^/TlHt"^^]

(nxn)«0

At - 125.66 (0.3583) / 0.19375

At - 23239 'C

In like fashioa the other coating pairs have a temperature rise associated with the

amount of flux density that can be stored and unloaded to the substrate under the steady-state

conditions. It is now possible to look at the temperature distribution in the substrate. We know what
happens to the flux density in the coatings and how that absorbed flux density is accommodated. Our
problem now is to evaluate the temperature rise in the substrate for the conditions where the semi-
infinite plate boundary is met and where it is not We can look at the temperature gradient through a
17 cm thick optic, which pretty much fits the semi-infinfite plate conditloa and determine if the

average temperature accommodates the required flux density of 100 W/cm2. We can use the

Lozor™Codc^ to ease the calculations.
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t Peak At At

N=l 787.50 581.18

N=2 505.50 348.80

N=3 290.10
O < P ^C
215.75

N=4 164.58 147.98

0 12Z13
0.5 106.83

1.0 9Z79
1.5 80.10

zo 68.67

Z5 do >l 158.41

3.0
An oc49.35

3.5 41.41

4.0 O4.4o
/I c
4.5

TO ca

5.0 ZO.<54

5.5 18.92

6.0 15.26

6.5 1Z37
7.0 9.77

7.5 7.77

8.0 6.05

9.0 4.63

9.5 Z64
10.0 Z07
10.5 1.79

11.0 1.16
IIP
11.5 0.862

120 0.630
IOC1Z5 0.481

13.0 0.353

13.5 0.308

14.0 0.200

15.0 0.114

15.5 0.086

16.0 0.067

ia5 0.062

17.0 0,060

S- 795.253

thea 795.253/35 = 2272*0 and rearranging F^l (21) we can evaluate the steady-state condltloa so

that,

fo = (pCpt)(QlTl)-l

where,

ForCu39 p o 8.96 g/cm3 ; Cp = 0.38 Joules/gm-*C

Q-l T| 10 seq t » 17.0 cm

thea fo = 8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*C) 17.0cm (2272*C ) / lOsec

fo - 131.51 W/cm2 vs 125.66 W/cm2

It becomes clear, thea that we are dealing with a Gaussian Curve wherein we have made
short straight lines between points. The problem, however, becomes somewiiat more complex when
the boundaiy condition of thickness is not satisfied. Le.. when the thickness does not satisfy Eq. (18).
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As the faceplate becomes thinner, we have the front and back surfaces reinforcing one another in an
ever increasing temperature rise with an ever decreasing gradient between the two faces. Again, one
must keep in mind that the optic cannot lose any energy fi^m the thermal mas& Based on this

continuous reinforcement we have denominated this phenomena as a Reverse Thermal Wave
Approximation. That is, as the temperature wave firom the front surface travels to the back surface, it

reverses and reinforces the tenq>erature at the front In like fashion, the back surface functions in

much the same way. Consequent, the Gaussian Error Integrals become recursive in much the same
way as the Fourier Series would be, with a similar result it should be added. After the first few
terms, the values become very small The expression for the temperature rise on the flrst surface,

using the Reverse Thermal Wave Approximation will follow from.^

ATi = 2fo(aCl-Iii)P5{icrfc(x)}/K-2fo(aQ-Jll]P5 {ierfc(y)}

/ k{ erfc(y) - eip (toHo + Ho2 a n-lTl) erfc(z) }

+ 2fo (aQ-l|l]P5 { ierfc(y) }/K + 2fo (aQ-llljP? { ierfc(x) }

/ k{ crfc(y) - eip (toHo + Hq^ a Q-Iti) crfc(z) }

where,

Ho= to'i, cm-i; to= Thickness of faceplate, cm

a = { to / 2 (a a-lTi)0 5 + Ho (a a-lTi)0.5 };

y= to/2(an-iTi)0 5

The temperature rise at any point below the first surface will follow from,

ATt>o = 2fo (an-lll)P5{icrfc(y)}/K + 2Fo (an-llljp5

x{icrfc(x)}/K{crfc(y) - eip(toHo + Ho^aQ-lT]) crfc(z)}

We can, thea use Eqsi (22) and (23) in another example. In this case, we will use a

Copper reflective optic faceplate that is only 5.0 cm thick. AH the other conditions will remain the
same.

^ cm Peak At/ Pulse At

N=l 787.50 614.66
N=2 505.50 38230
N=3 290.10 249.25
N=4 164.59 181.48

0 155.67

0.50 119.43

1.00 105.40

1.50 9267
200 81.27
250 71.02
3.00 61.95

3.50 54.01

4.00 47.10

4.50 41.13

5.00 95.95

865.60
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then, 865.60/ 11 = 78.69°C and rearranging (21) we can evaluate the steady-state conditioa so

that

fo-(pcpt) (aiT]) l

thea Fo " 8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*c) 5.0 cm (78.59 T) /lO sec

fo - 134 W/cm2 vs 125.66 W/cm2

If we were to look at the steady-state solution with Eq. (21) just by itself, we would find

that the required average temperature would be 73.82 X. And, if we were to evaluate the average
temperature of the optical faceplate by taking the 95.81.26 "C. For this regime, the average of the

front and back, without calculating the segments in betweea will always be greater than the value

calculated from Eq. (21)

.

Equatians(22) and (23) will do service for both the semi-infinite plate model and when
the thickness does not satisfy the boundary conditioa The reason for the satisfying of both
conditions is to be found in the transport element of the equations, Le.,

{ erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Hq^ a Q-lll) erfc(z) }
Ho = t-^ cm-l

Whea for example, t„i 6 (an"lT]]P 5 the value of erfc(y) and erfc(z) will be zero. We may
say, thea that when the average temperature rise of the faceplate, based on the temperatures
evaluated from Eg& (22) and (23) are greater that the average temperature rise required by Eq, (21
that E^ (22) and (23) are valid for this regime. If we describe the average temperature from Eq
(21) as ATxi and the average from Eq& (22 ) and (23) as ATx2. thea the regime of use for these

equations will follow,

T = 1 when AT;q ^

The reason for setting this regime will become clear as we do yet a third example. As the

faceplate becomes substantially thinner than the thickness required by Eq (21) the temperature of

the two surfaces of the faceplate become very close to the same value. If we take our Copper example,

agaia except we now make the faceplate 20 cm thick, we will have the same absorbed value and the

same number of pulses. From Eq (21) the required temperature rise is 184.54'C, l.e,

AT,^yg- 125.66 W/cm2(10 sec)/ {8.96 g/cm8(0.38 W-sec/g-*C) 20 cm}

We find from Eqs. (22) and. (23) the average temperature will only be 133.86'C. This is

a lower prediction than what is required by Eq (21) That is. the equations predict a first surface
temperature rise of 170.48'C and a second surface temperature rise of 97.24*C. In this regime, the

average temperature of the faceplate ATx2 is lower than AT^i- For this regime, thea we would want

to say that H= t^wlt^iQ^. And, we must modify Eq^ (22) and (23) . so that,

Y = ATxi/ATx2 = 184.54X / 134.08'*C: T = 1.3847

(24)

All - 2fo (aO-l 11)P5 ^{ ierfc(x) }/K- 2Fo (Otn-lTl)P5 ^ { ierfc(y) }/K { erfc(y)

- «p(toHo + Ho2a n-1 Tl) erfc(z) } + 2Fo X\f'^ 11 { ierfc(y) }/K

+ 2F0 (Otn-i 11 )0 5 { ierfc(x) }/k{ erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Ho2a Q Iti) erfc(z)}
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And for the second surface, the temperature rise will be,

ATt>o - 2fo (a 5 T { ierfc(y) } /K +2fo (a O"! njP ^

X ^lierfclx) }/K{erfc(50 - eip(toHo+Ho2an-lTl) erfc(z) }

(25)

When we use Eqs. (24) and for the example of a 20 cm thick Copper faceplate, we
find that the correct temperature for the first surface will be 236.05 'C vs 170.78 'C and the second
surface temperature rise will be 13466 *€ vs 97.37 The corrected temperatures wiU provide an
average value in concert with Bq (20), Le, 184.4 "C The temperature rise of coating pair N- 1 will

be ^5.10 'C The temperature rise of coating pair N»2 will be 46272 'C. The temperature rise of

coating pair N«3 will be 329.67 *C The temperature rise of coating pair N=4 will be 26150 *C In

the same vein, if we were to use a 1.0cm thick faceplate, the required average temperature rise would

be 369.08 *C and the initial calculation from Eqs. (22) and (23) would be 239.39 X and 194.61

respectively, which would provide an average temperature of 217 'C. The value of (4*) would be

1.708. Using Eqs. (24) and (25), the corrected temperatures would be 40858'C and 33248 'C

respectively. The temperature rise of coating pair N= 1 will be 86757 "C. The temperatiire rise of

coating pair N=2 will be 635.59 'C The temperature rise of coating pair N=3 will be 50254 'C. The
temperature rise of coating pair N-4 will be 434.77 'C The immeaiate question that comes to mind,

of course, is, where is the break between the two regimes? The answer appears to be approximately

whea

to i 0.6(an-ir|)P5 (26)

That is, the break point appears to be when the thickness is approximately 10% of the

required thickness to fulfill the semi-infinite plate boundary condition. We can say, then, that the

regimes are bounded as follows.

Regime III

0 <toS 0.6 (aQ-ln)P 5 It >\Eq(24) (25) (27)

Regime II

0£ (an-lTl)P 5 <to< 6 (01)0 5 Y s 1 and (23) (28)

Regime I

to i 0.6 (an-lTl)P 5 Y S 1 ^ and (20) (29)

Reverse Thermal Wave - Three Dimensional
Repetitive Pulsed

The problem becomes somewhat more complex when we treat with the problem in

three dimensloa There is a limitation in both the axial direction and in the radial component In

the one dimensional boundary conditioa there was no radial component one had to accommodate.
With the introduction of the radial con^>onent the criteria for the laser beam diameter necessary to

constitute a one dimensional condition is defined as,

12(an-lll)0 5 (30)
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For this condition, the problem is one dimensional When the laser beam diameter (D) on the

optical surface is equal to, or greater than the value shown in Eg, (30) the problem is one

dimensional and amenable to the equations described above. However, when,^ -^

D< 12 <aO-» 11)05 (31)

the problem is now three dimensional We will begin with the first regime wherein the boundary
conditions for the semi-inflnite plate model are maintained. For the case of the optical thin films, the

thermal diffUsivity is so poor that one dimensional case is reached very early on. The temperature

rise on the first surface of the faceplate follows from,l'2'3.'<,5,6,7.8,9

All - 2fo (« n)^ 5 { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x i)) } /K (32)

where,

Xj - R/ 2(aft-ln)<J5; R = Radius of the laser beam, cm

In similar fiashioa the temperature rise at some depth into the fiaceplate will follow

from, 1.2.3,4.5,6.7,8,9

ATt>o - 2fo { (ierfc(y)) - (ierfc(yi))}/K (33)

where,

yi-(t2 + R2)05/2(an-in^5

We can carry on the exan^les that we have provided before. However, the problem becomes a
little more convoluted with the introduction of the radial component of diffusioa In any case, we will

maintain the same boundary conditions as before except that we will provide a laser beam radius of

6.0 cm on the reflective optic From Eq. (30), we know that for a thousand pulses the laser beam
needs to be equal to. or greater than. 40.5 cm. So. we know that a IZO cm diameter beam is

completely within the three dimensional conditioa

t Peak At At
N-1 787.500 566.060
N-2 505.600 333.680

290.100 200.630
N»4 126.100 132860
0 107.080

0.5 91.760

1.0 78.120
1.5 66X)30
20 55.430
Z5 46.110
3.0 38.020
3.5 31.470
4.0 25.650
4.5 20.820
5.0 16.730

5.5 13.350

6.0 10.650

6.5 8.610
7.0 6.740
7.5 5.330
8.0 4.040
8.5 2860
9.0 2260
9.5 1.680
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10.0 1.350

10.5 1.280

11.0 0.760

11.5 0.560

120 0.370

125 0.300

lao 0.240

ia5 0.230

14.0 0.156

z- 637.966

thea 637.966/29 s 22*C and rearranging £gi (21) we can evaluate the steady-state condition, so that.

fo=(pCpt)(n-iTl)-i
'

then, fo 8^ g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*C) 14 cm (22*c) /lO sec

fO - 10486 W/cm2 vs 125.66 W/cm2

Dearly, we can see firom the calctilation that we are missing some flux density. We can
evaluate the amount of flux density that is being taken out in the radial component by either of two
methods which we will describe. In the first method we would use the technique suggested by

Carslaw and Jaeger.3 A condition for the use of the following equations, however, is the requirement

that the AT be of a constant value. In our case the temperature is constantly changing until the laser

is turned oft or steady-state heat transfer is achieved. In order to use this technique, we have found
that following the Gaussian nature of the temperature rise we can use the 50% point of the Gaussian

form to evaluate the temperature change from Qr'^\\ 0 to Q-^T] > 0. That is, we use AT x ln(2) for our

constant temperature source. For this case, they suggest that the amount of flux density may be
evaluated from.

(34)

Fo - { ln(2) At K / r} { (R 5 + 0.50 - 0.25 (;/ R)0 5+ 0.125 ;}

where,

?-<an-iii)/R2

Doing the arithmetic from Eq. (34) we find that the value for the ^/ca? escaping into the

radial component will be 1457 W/cm2. Adding this to the amount we found from the temperature

gradient, we see that 104.86 1457 > 119.43 W/cm2. This is within 95% agreement with the

W/cm2 that are required

We can look for the missing flux density, as before, using the work of Kern and Kraus.^^ The
values for the ten^ratures for a radial fin are found from,

(S5)

AT20 - ATio{ Io (mRe) Ki (mR) + Kq (mRe) Ii (mR)

/ lo (mRo) Ki(mRc) + Ii(mRc) Ko (mRo)}

where,

Ro > The laser beam radius, cm; Re Radius of fin. cm

m-(2hc/Kt)0 5-O.378 cm-l he - K / (R^- Rq): W/cm2

Ii.Ki.IoiKo " Bessel Functions; R > Radius-cm. Rq < R < - Re
t m faceplate thickness, 14 cm
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For our problem we will use a fin height of 1.0 cm. Rq will be 6.0 cm and will be

7.0cm. When one does the rough calculation,

AT20 = 5298 (Alio).

So. then, the average temperature along the 1.0 cm fin will be (.9298 (AT^o) * 22)/2 which will

provide a value of 21.23*0^7. Thea using the same technique as before, we can evaluate the steady-

state absorption in the fin, so that,

fo-(pCpt)(Q-iT|)-i

then. To - 8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-8ec/g-*C) 1.0 cm (21.23*Cat) sec

Fo = 7.23 W/cm2

and adding the two values together we find 104.86 -i- 7.23 « llZl W/cm^ which, does not provide a
very good agreement wi^ the escaping flux density. Again this is the steady-state value if the

temperature of the cylinder were uniform and constant

It however, we were to use another technique suggested tiy Kern and Kraus for the steady state

flux density removed the fin we would use the following,

fo - K m ATti{ lo (mRe) Kj (mRo) - Ki(mRe) Ii(mRo)

/ lo (mRo) Ki(mRc) + Ii (mRe) (mRo)}

where,

T| - {2JlRotKmAT}/ { 2 Jl (Rc2 - Ro2) he AT }

for our problem, thea - 2.442 from the Lozor™Coi(e.^ After doing the calculation we find that

f0° 32.21 W/cm2. Again using the Gaussian 50% point To ' 2233 W/cm^. If we add the two values

together, 104.8 -i- 22.33 = 127.18 W/cm^. This is much better agreement

At this point we also need to look at the radial temperature distribution as a function of the

laser run time. Carslaw and Jaeger 3 have provided a technique for evaluating the radial temperature

distribution Agaia however, the technique has the boundary condition that temperature is constant

The radial temperature distribution then is found from,

ATr -
{ At(Ro / Re)^ 5 erfc(2) + { AT (z) (a fl-l TljP 5 / (4 Rq^ 5 R^l 5) } ierfc(z)

+ At{ (9 Ro2 - 2 (Ro Re) - 7 Re2) (a Q'^ r\) / (32 RqI 5 R^25) } i2 erfc(z) } ln(2)

where.

a-(Re-Ro)/ 2(aQ-lTi)0.5

Based on £4 (37) we would find the average temperature at the tip of the fia Lc R^ will be 7.0 cm,

will equal 12.16*C^x at the end of a 103 pulses.

This would appear to be in reasonable agreement with the input flux density. We now shift our
attention to the condition of Regime D. Agaia this is the case where the thickness is less than the

semi-infinite plate model requires and greater than 10% of that value. For this Regime, in the three

dimensional case, we can evaluate the temperature rise of the first surface from,

(38)
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All - 2fo<an-l Il)P-5 {(lerfc(x))- (ierfc(xi))}/K-2fo(an-l n]P5 {(lerfc(y))

- (lerfc(yi))}/K{erfc(y) - exp(toHo+Ho2a O'l Tl) crfc(z) }

+ 2fo(an-l {(icrfc(y))- (ierfc(yx))}/K+2fo(an-l ll)P-5

X { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x i)) } /k{ erfc(y) - exp (toHo + HqZ a Q-
1 1]) erfc(z) }

The temperature rise at some depth into the faceplate follows from,

(39)

ATt>o = 2F0 (an-1 Ti)P5{(ierfc(y))- (ierfc(yi))}/K + 2fo (aQ-l flfHO^^f*^*))

- (ierfcKx 1)) } /K { erfc(y) - exp (toHo + HqZ a Q-1 T]) erfc(z) }

The next example will use a 5.0 cm thick Copper substrate. We will use a 3.0 cm radius to

alter the problem in order to compare the impact of a 6.0 cm and 3.0 cm laser beam radius. Of

course, we are still absorbing l(10^)W/cm2 per pulse with a 2|Lsec pulse width with a hertz rate of

100 cycle^sec and 103 cycles on the Hrst surface of the Copper faceplate that is coated with the

optical thin Alms. Again, tiie energy is partitioned between the steady state flux density that is stored

in the Alms and that which is stored in the substrate. Using Eqs. (38) and (^) we Hnd the

temperature of the front and back surface to be 86.59*C^7 and 14.47*C^7 respectively. We caa thea

calculate the temperature gradient through the coating and ^ough the 5.0 cm thick Copper

liaceplate and determine the average temperature, so that,

t cm Peak At /Pulse At
N»l 787.5 545.600
N-2 505.5 3ia220
N-3 290.4 180.170

N-4 12&1 112400
0 86.590
0.5 65.720
1.0 53.680

1.5 44.000

20 36.330
25 30.260

ao 25.390

a5 21.630

4.0 18.680

4.5 16.400

50 14.470

4iai50

tiiea 413.150/11 « 37.56*C and rearranging Eq. (2J)vit can evaluate the steady-state conditioa so
that

fo=(pCpt)(Q-iTl)-i

thea fo - age g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*C) 5.0 cm (37.56 ^C) /lOsec

To - 63.94 W/cm2 vs 126.66 W/cm^

Going back to the Kern and Kraus technique, we can use the fin analysis to evaluate the steacty-

state conditioa where.
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Ro « The laser beam radius, cm > Radius of fin, cm

m - (2hc3^Kt)0 5 - 0.6324 cm-1 he- K/(Re- Rq); W/cm2

Il.Ki.I(yKo " Bessel Functions R - Radius-cm, Rq < R < - Re
t B faceplate thickness, 5.0 cm

Again we will use a fln height of 1.0 cm. Rq will be 3.0 cm and Re will be 4.0 cm. When one

does the rough calculatioa

fo - KmAx Tl{lo(mRc) Ki(mRo) - Ki (mRc) Ii(mRo)

/ lo (mRo) Ki (mRe) + Ii(mRe) Ko (mRo)}

After doing the calculation from Eq. (36/vit And that Tq <- 80.773 W/cm^. Again using the Gaussian

50% point, fo - VJ/cm2. If we add the two values together. 63.94 * 55.99 - 120.0 W/cm^. We
will now do the same example except with a 6.0 cm laser beam radius to see that the technique

tracks, thea

t rm Peak At /Pulse At
N=l 787.5 591.930
N=2 505.5 359.550
N=3 290.4 226.500
N=4 126.1 158.730

0 132940
0.5 102770
1.0 89.130
1.5 77.040
20 66.450
25 57.120
3.0 49.040
3.5 42490
4.0 36.670

4.5 31.840
5.0 27.750

z- 683.240

thea 683.240/11 = 62113*C and rearranging Fqi (21) we can evaluate the steady-state conditio^ so

that

fo-(pCpt)(n-ill)^l

thea fo - 8-96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-'c) 5.0 cm (62113 X) /lOsec

fO - 105.74 W/cm2 vs 125.66 W/cm2

Going back to the Kern and Kraus technique, we can use the fin analysis to evaluate the steady-

state conditioa where.

Ro X The laser beam radius, 6.0 cm Re- Radius of Ha 7.0 cm

m = (2hc / Kt)0 5 = 0.6324 cm-1 he = K / 0^- R©): W/cm2 -T

Il.Ki,Io,Ko " Bessel Functions R = Radius-cm, R© < R < = Rg

t - faceplate thickness, 5.0 cm
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fO - K m At n{ lo (mRe) Ki (mRo) - Ki (mRe) Ii (mRo)

/ lo (mRo) Ki (mRe) + 1 1 (mRe) Ko (mRo) }

where,

T] - {2JI RotKmAl}/ {2JI (Re2 -Ro2) he At}

for our problem, then, T| 1.459 from the Lcfczor™Co<£e.^ After doing the calculation we find that Tq

= 135.85 W/cm^. Again using the Gaussian 50% point, Fq « 94.16 W/cm^. If we add the two values

together, 105.74+94.16 = 199.90 W/cm^. This is hardly good agreement However, if we use Sg.

(35),

AT20 = ATio{ Io (mRe) Ki (mR) + (mRg) Ii (mR)

/ lo (mRo) Ki(mRe) + Ii(mRe) (mRo)}

For our problem we have a fin height of 1.0 cm. Ro will be 6.0 cm and Re will be 7.0 cm.

When one does the rough calculatioa

AT20 = .8211 (ATio) ln(2)

AT20 = 35.35'C

thea fo = 8-96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*c) 1.0 cm (35.35'C) /lO sec

Fo = 12.06 W/cm2

If we add the two values together, 105.74 + 1206 = 1 17.80 W/cm2. This is a much better

agreement However, we can check the output with Eq. (34} for the transient conditioa

fo = { ln(2) At K/ r} { (« 0 -0 5 + 0.50 - 0.25 (;/ 11)0 5+ 0.125 ;}

Again, we see that the equation slightly over predicts the flux density, that is 105.74 -f 41.15 =

146.89. If we use Eq (37) for the temperature at die tip of the fin at the end of a ten second run, we
find.

ATr= {AT(Ro/Rc)^5 erfc(z)+ { AT (s)(aT)0 5 / (4 Ro^)5 r^I 5)} icrfc(2)

+ AT{(9Ro2-2(RoRe)-7Re2)(otx)/(32Rol5Re25)} i2 erfc(z) } ln(2)

ATr- 51.00 'C

The average temperature between the root and the tip will be (62113 -i- 51)/2 « 56.56. Using
our steady-state solution again from Eq. (21) we find.

fo = 8S6 g/cm3(0.38 W-scc/g-*c) 1.0 cm (56.56'C) /lO sec

fO = 19-26 W/cm2

If we add the two values together, 105.74 -i- 19.26 - 124.99 W/cm2. This is a better

agreement What we Hnd between the two techniques is that the fiirtiier away from the steady-state

condition we ^d ourselves, one technique works better than the other. Obviously, with the larger
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the diameter approaching the one dimensional case the averaging of the fin-base technique is better.

This is demonstrated because of the higher base temperature that permits a closer evaluation to the

ultimate steady-state fm tip temperature. In the case of the smaller diameter, the flux density

technique is more valuable because it is further from the steady state fin tip temperature. Because of

this seeming anomaly, we wanted to provide the reader with the alternative approaches for finding

the enthaply balance of Watts in and Watts out There is yet a third way of evaluating the W/cm^ that

are going into the radial component Using Lozor'^Cocie^. we can evaluate the average temperature
of the faceplate beyond the laser beam after a given run time. The temperature rise will be zero at a
distance described by,

R2 = 6(aT)05 + Rj (40)

Using a half centimeter increment in depth and a half centimeter increment in the radial

component we calculated the temperature gradient out to a radius of 21 cm, see Figure2 . The

Looor'^Code^ uses Eq (37)Xq calculate the radial temperature distributioa Using Eq. (37X

ATr= {AT(Ro/Re)^ 5erfc(z) + {AT (s)(ai)0 5 / (4 5 Rgl 5)} ierfc(z)

+At { (9 - 2 (Ro Re) - 7 Rc2) (ofx) / (32 Ro^ 5 R^2 5) } l2 erfc(z) } ln(2)

This matrix provided a value of 3657.455 / 341 = 10.726'C average AT for the radial

component From Eq. (21) then, we can calculate the ^jcrr?- that are going into the radial

component so that

fo-(pcpt) (Q1T|)-1

then. To - 8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-8ec/g-*C) 5.0 cm (10.726 •€) /lOsec

fo - 18.26 W/cm2

We add the two together, (105.74 + 18.28) - 124.00 W/cm2 vs 125.66 W/cm2 which is the

average power required. This provides a reasonable agreement with the required 1 1266 W/cm2.

The third regime for the three dimensional problem is much like the one dimensional model

In this regime, we must Hrst calculate the values of This calculation is completed using Eqs.

(21), (22), and (23) which is the one dimensional case provided above. Using our former example,

l(105)W/cm2 per pulse will be absorbed on the first surface of a 20 cm thick copper faceplate coated

with a a four pair stack of quarter wave optical thin films. From Eq (21) we can And the required

steady-state average temperature, so that

AT^^g=(n->ii)fo/(pcpt)

ATayg= 125.66 W/cm2(lO sec)/ {8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*C) 20

}

AT^yg - 184-54*C

And from Eq (22), we find the temperature rise of the first surface for the one dimensional case,

ATi - 2F0 (0en-lTljP5 { ierfc(x) }/K- 2fo (OfC^-ltlj^^j ierfc(y) }

/ k{ crfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Ho2 a CI" 111) erfc(z) }

+ 2fo (Od n-lri)P 5 { ierfc(y) } /K + 2fo (« n-llljP 5 { ierfc(x) }
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The temperature rise of the second surface for the one dimensional case comes from Bq. (22),

so that

ATt>o = 2fo(aft-lTljP 5{ ierfc(y) }/K + 2Fo(af>-lll]P 5{ ierfc(x) }/K

X { erfc(y) - «p (toHo + Hq^ a fi- 111) erfc(z) }

AT2 = 12220'C

AT;t2 = 168.217T ; AT;^! = 184.54T ; It = 1.097

At this point we now calculate the temperature rise of the faceplate with a 6.0 cm laser beam
diameter, in the three dimensional model so that from Bq. (38) the temperature rise will follow

from,

(41)

All - 2fo (« C^-^ 5 ^ { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x 1))

}

/K- 2 fo(a Q-l X\fn { (ierfc(y))

- (ierfc(y 1))

}

/K { erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + a O"! l]) erfc(z) }

+ 2 fo (« 1l)P-5 ^ { (ierfc(y)) - (ierfc(y 1))

}

/K+ 2fo (« ^^"^ ^ ^ { (ierfc(x)

)

-(ierfc(xi))}/K {erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Ho2a O"! T]) erfc(z) }

AT] - 203.76«C

The second surface temperature rise for the 6.0 cm laser beam diameter in the three

dimensional model will follow from,

(42)

ATt^o = 2fo tl)P5^{(ierfc(y))- (ierfc(yi))}/K+2Fo (a^"^ 1])^ { (ierfc(x)

)

- (ierfc(x 1)) } /K { erfc(y) - exp (toHo + a Cl'l Tl) erfc(z) }

AT2 = 1127rC

The average temperature will be AT 10 = 158.24'C. And from Eq(2JJ

fo-(pcpt)(Q-iliyi

thea To - 8.96 g/cm3 (038W-sec/g- *C) 20 cm (158.24X ) /lO sec

fO - 107.75 W/cm2

The temperature rise in coating pair N« 1 will be 66275 *C. The temperature rise in coating

pair N«2 will be 430.37 *C. The temperature rise in coating pair N«3 will be 297.32 *C. The
temperature rise in coating pair N«4 will be 229.55 *C. We can look for the missing flux density as
before. Using Eq(34) agaia

fo = { ln(2) At K/r} { (Ji;)"^ 5 + 0.50 - 0.25(^^1 )0 5+0.125

andfo = 10482 W/cm2 Adding the two together (107.75+104.82) - 21257 W/cm2. This is not

reasonable agreement for the approximatioa Again, we find that this expression over predicts the

flux density that exits to the radial component Fundamentally, what we see, then, is that the steady-

state temperature expressions do not provide as close an approximation as one would like. However,

using the Loaaw^Codc^ we can do a course nodal temperature distribution through the radial
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component out to the point where the temperature increase is equal to zero. The Lozor™Coc{c^ uses
(37)\ox evaluating the temperature distributioa

ATr -
{ AT(Ro / Rc)0-5 crfc(2) + { AT (2) (ax)0 5 / (4 1^1 5) } ierfc(z)

+ At{ (9 Ro2 - 2 (RoRc) - 7 Rc2) (ot) / (32V 5 Re2 5)}l2erfc(z) }ln(2)

The temperature increase is zero whea

R2 -6(aT)05 + Rj

Using a half centimeter increment in depth and a half centimeter increment in the radial

con^onent we calculated the temperature gradient out to a radius of 21 cm, (see Figure 3). This

matrix provided a value of 3750 / 155 » 24.194 *C average AT for the radial component Using Eg:

(21), we find,

Fo-(pcpt)<n-iTi)-i

thea Fo = 856 g/cm3 (o^ W-sec/g-*c) 20 cm (24.194'C ) /lO sec

fo = 16.475 W/cm2

Adding (105.74 16.475) - 12221 W/cm^ which is very close to the 125.66 W/cm2 that we
are looking for. What we find, thea is that we can describe the temperature rise of an optical

faceplate that is not in concert with the semi-infinite plate model The above models square with the

steady-state requirements and these approximations will provide a Hrst order analysis to evaluate the

temperature rise through thin optical faceplates. They may also be used to check numerical codes for

accuracy of modeling. We can define the three regimes for the three dimensional case, thea so that,

Regime lU

0 < to^ 0.6 (01)0 5 ^ > 1^ (41) and (42) (43)

Regime n

0.6 (Qfl)0 5 < to< 6 (CfX)0 5 ^ ^ 1 Bqs. (38) Wi'^ (39) (^)

Regime I

6 (01)0 5 It Eqs. (32) and (33) (45)
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(I) Interval

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0.999

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 20

2001 to 24

»4pperuilx

2 icrfc, 4i2 erfc, and crfc Junctions 2.3,42

2 ierfc (I)

1.1284 - 1598(X) + 1.11(1)2

1.115074 - 1.90863(X) + 0.9543(1)2

1.012 - 1.5525(X) + 0.64346(X)2

0.6271 - 0.769 14(1) + 0.24 1964(1)2

0.21573 - 0.21165(X) + 0.0525(1)2

0.05124 - 0.041425(1) + 0.008393(1)2

(X) Interval

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0.99

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 209

21 to 25

erfc (X)

1.0 - 1.1408(X) + 0.1377(X)2

1.0167 - 1.2858(X) + 0.38289(X)2

1.0394 - 1.35775(X) + 0.47606(X)2

0.84562 - 0.98479(X) + 0.29598(X)2

0.359744 - 0.34066(X) + 0.081586(X)2

0.045779 - 0.03287 1(X) + 0.005892(X)2
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(X) IntervaU 4 iZcrfc (X)

0 to 0.299 1.0171964 - 2497286(X) + 24798872(X)2

030 to 0.5499 0.74768 - 1.21279697(X) + 0.522727(X)2

0.55 to 0.999 0S441262 - 1.854 143(X) + 1.049524(X)2

1.0 to 1.599 0.3642714 - 0.44907 14(X) + 0.1417143(X)2

1.6 to 20 0.09558 - 0.093086(X) + 0.022857(X)2

2001 to 24 0.02 1334-0.0 174 143( X) + 0.00357 14(X)2

Thermal Vroptrties of Some Opticnt floteriats 3^ '<2

material 0Ccai2/sec KW/cm-'C pg/cra3 cp Joules/g-*C

Aluminum 0.98 237 270 0.870

Copper 1.14 3.92 8.96 0.380

Ber^ium 0.467 1.61 1.83 1.884

Gold 1.20 3.18 19.30 0.140

Molybdenum 0.52 1.34 10.20 0.250

Nickel 0.18 0.85 8.90 0.450

Rhodium 0.292 050 1240 0.248

Silver 1.68 4.20 10.50 0.230

Beryico-lO 0.61 209 4.03 0.850

Chromium 0.25 0.95 7.20 0.500

ULE 0.0078 0.0131 220 0.766

Silicon 0.48 0.847 233 0.758

Silicon Carb. 0.37 1.270 ai4 1.320

Cervit 0.0081 0.017 250 0.840

Pyrex 0.0065 0.0113 235 0740
Zerodur 0.008 0.0165 221 0.934

AI2O3 0.0625 0.1771 3.98 0.712

Fused Silica 0.0084 0.0137 220 0.741
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Abstract

It is the intent for the purpose of this paper to continue with the application of the

Reverse Thermal Wave Model to problems associated with the damage thresholds and temperature

gradients for optical components which are provided with optical thin films. This problem is

particularly acute for those optical components which are part of a high power Continuous Wave laser

system.

In this paper are descriptions of how the approximations provide techniques for

evaluating the maximum threshold for optical thin films deposited on components with very thick and
very thm optical faceplates. The Reverse Thermal Wave Model^vovi^ts some rather dramatic results

for those optical systems that are used for imaging in the infrared portion of the spectrum, in as much
as these optical elements are generally very thin faceplates and may be subject to damage from very

high power lasers.

Both mathematical descriptions and figures are provided to show the damage thresholds

predicted by the model and correlated to one dimensional semi-infinite plate experimental data. For
the most part, authors have treated with infinite and semi-infinite walls. The attention for this article

is to treat with those conditions that do not meet the boundary requirements for the semi-infinite

plate. Given this boundary, the use of what we describe as the Reverse Thermal Wave Approximations
will be implemented to allow the calculation of the transient temperature rise in thin optical

faceplates. Equations are described and the regimes of their application are outlined. Additionally,

curves are generated to provide the reader examples of how to implement the equations.

Key Words: Optics, Transient Heat Transfer, Faceplates, Optical Distortion,

and Continuous Wave Lasers

Introduction

As we indicated before.^ 2 most authors dealing with transient thermodynamics rely

almost exclusively on the semi-infinite plate model and the infinite plate modeL^ '^ ^ S Carslaw and

Jaeger, 3 of course, is the most seminal text in this area However, the work of J. Crank,"^ E. L.

Cussler,5 and Tyrrell and Harris^ provide enormous insight into many of these problems. Even so, the

problem of the boundary condition wherein the semi-infinite plate boundary is not met is given very

little attention. And, for those people working in the optical field this provides little solace.

The thrust of this paper is to provide a set of approximations that will permit the analyst

to evaluate the temperature transient through the optical thin films and a reflective optical faceplate

that fails to meet the semi-infinite plate model boundary conditions. Obviously, if an analyst has
access to a computer that has an appropriate finite difference heat transfer model, and the money to
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have the model put to use for the problem at hand, then these approximations may not be of any great

concern. For those who do not always have these resources available to them, the approximations can
be applied as a useful tool for evaluating their optical components and optical trains. Having said all

that, the reader may find it very difficult to have a finite difference program work on the thin films.

Most who have tried, including the author, have found that the films have such little thermal mass
that the program goes unstable and blows up. The author has, however, provided mathematical closed

form solutions which may be used in concert with a finite difference program,'''^''^'!*^ !^

Continuous Wave - One Dimensional

Basically, we begin with the semi-infinite plate boundary conditions. That is, energy, or

temperature, is applied at one surface of the plate, no energy is lost from the plate to the surrounding
environment, and the plate is of such a thickness that at the end of the time of the transient the

temperature rise on the back surface will be zero. 1 2,8,9 However, we must first treat with the energy

absorbed in the optical thin films and transferred to the optical substrate.

Optical thin film coatings, manifestly, have very little thermal mass. The forces that bond

the films may be Van Der Waal's forces, Electrostatic forces, or Chemical Bonding forces.12 13 The
experimental data would tend to indicate that the coating absorption takes place at the boundaries

between the coating and the substrate; or coating-coating interface for multilayer systems.^^ '5,lo.l7

Bennett and Burge^^ state that, "... And it has been found that the absorption in the vicinity of a thin-

film interface may be as large or larger than that in the entire film volume." In discussing the results

of absorption of an AsSe thin film on a CaF substrate. Temple states, "It was found that the

predominant absorption was at the film-substrate interface." For the analytical system of this paper,

there is a concomitant statement that follows from the interfacial absorption. Temple, etaL.^^ states,

"Finally, we would like to make the point that while much attention has been given to the electric field

plots for multilayer coatings in damage resistance discussions, it is the relative power density which
must be considered in discussing thermal absorption since the local absorptance is the product of the

relative power density and the absorption coefficient at that point" Fundamentally, thea the basis of

the following treatment is underpinned with the basic premise that most if not all, of the absorption

takes place at the boundaries of the coatings. Further, that the temperature thermal profile will follow

the electric field.

Heretofore, the conventional wisdom, when evaluating the temperature rise of an optical

surface, has been to assume that the entire absorbed flux density goes into the substrate. Additionally,

the belief continues, that the thin-film coatings equilibrate with the substrate in some instantaneous
fashion This technique would tend to indicate that these assumptions may not be accurate. At the

outset we will use an idealized case. The model assumes that the thermal transport properties do not

change with temperature, for both the one dimensional and three dimensional case, and no heat is

lost from the optic, i.e., no forced or free convection or radiation The electric field strength and
coating relationships will be as shown in Figure 1.

Absorption Theory for Multilayer Optical Thin Films

According to the electrical field plot of Figure I, interfacial absorption will occur only at

2Eo(i1o/T1h). 2Eo{TloTliyTlH2). 2Eo(t\qT\t}Iv^^:). . .

Even though the films are extremely thia they are still amenable to joule heating.

Consequently, the semi-infinite plate model is applicable. The model assumes that the layers of films

are analogous to a series of composite layers. Each layer is bound by one. or a combinatioa of forces

described earlier. This adhesive force is very important in determining the required transient and
steady-state gradient through the film layers. If we assume, thea that the absorption and power
densities are proportionate to the (E) field strength through the layers of the coatings, then.
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(1)

a* = {l - R- [4(\|/)(r|iyTlH)2N/((p)l - [4J10 cos(9){l.l5 - 2.565(10-6)

X [5(10^) - kXY'A { [l - (WtIhF^KW - %2l-l(4)}-l

If the reflecting optic has a dielectric substrate:

low index next to the substrate, then,¥ = 1 ^ 9 = rig:

high index next to the substrate, thea ¥ = ^§,9 = Tlu^:

where, Tjg = Substrate index. Tig = Index of the high index film.

For the case where the substrate is not a dielectric, i.e., is a metal a quasi dielectric of

the metal-film combination is generated so that, for the low index next to the substrate,

(2)

¥ = lis { ( (1 (-/+) cos 5) / 2) { (Tls/Tl)2 + (Ks/Tl)2} + (1 (+/-) cos 5) / 2 + (Kg/Tl) sin 5}-l

where, X\ = (TIl) low index film, at \ if next to substrate.

(TIh) if high index next to metal

T)s = Index for metal substrate, at A

Kg = Extinction coefficient for metal substrate at X

tan 5 = 2riKs/{ll2- - K^Z}

If the high index film is next to the substrate, \|/ = 1.0

Whea T|2 > (r|g2 + Kg2), 6 is in the first quadrant. Otherwise, 5 is in the second

quadrant using the standard conventions.

0 = rms surface roughness, A
A = Wavelength of interest, A
R = Reflectivity

N = Number of high-low coating pairs

For Eq (2), if the low index film is next to the metal substrate, use the upper sign in the

denominator. If the high index is next to the substrate, use the lower sign in the denominator.

The value of ( 411 0 cos(9) /?w ) 2 represents the total integrated scatter from a surface.

The expression 1.15-2565(10-6){5(10^)-^l2N represents the increase in scatter as a function of

wavelength and number of coating pairs.

Continuous Wave Uncooled Coated Optics

At each interface there will be a distribution of power density absorbed between the low
and high index materials, as a function of their respective thermal transport properties, thea
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(3Jm n

m=0 n=0
n

F2-F1 ( a«i0.5 ) K2 / ( Ki(a*i05) ) { 2Eo2 (W / TIh^*^ )

m n=0

/2Eo2!(t]oT1l'^/t1h«^*0 }
m=0

where, Fj = Absorbed portion in low index material

F2 = Absorbed portion in high index material

Thermal diffusivity of low index material, cm^sec

a»2 - Thermal diftusivity of high index material cm^/sec

Ki - Thermal conductivity of low index material, W/cm-'C

K2 = Thermal conductivity of high index material W/cm-°C

So that.

(4J

Fi + F2 - 1.0 C - {(a«i 0 5) K2 / (Ki (a«20 5 ) ))

(S)

F2- 1.0 / (1.0 + 0 Fi = 1.0 -F2

From Eqi (1) through (5), the temperature rise for each element in the multilayer stack,

and the substrate, may be evaluated. Using a modified form of the Palmer-Bennett model to include

source and multiple sink to the substrate,^'^'^'1819'20,21

(6)

ATfi-2 =2foi-2(a*l-2t)05[{ierfc(x))]/Ki.2-{foi-2/hJMfoi-2/hc}

(mji)

X { exp (Hi^a'c T) erfc(y)} + 2Eo 2[T]oTlLt"'*VTlH^°''*^*^] AT^* ATg

{mji)»0

where, X » t / 2(a*T)0 5 at t=0

lerfc(x) - 1/(W)05

crfl(x) = 0

he - l/{n^-l (2N)} = W/cm2 -'C

Y = Hj(a«T)05

a*c - [a* 1 + 0*2] 2-1 Kc=[Ki + K2]2-1

a*g - Thermal diffusivity of the substrate, cm^/sec

Kg - Thermal conductivity of the substrate, W/cm -'C
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Hi = / Kc

Hz = / Kg

The absorbed flux density Tq^, Tq^ are found from.^'^^ 21

m

m=0

n

n=0
where,

f ^OK ~ Absorbed flux density, W/cm^

Iq = Incident flux density, W/cm^

N = High low pair number from Figure J

= 2Eo(T]o/T1h). 2Eo(TloTliyTlH2). 2Eo(T]oT]l2/T1h^). . . .

0{*o = Absorption value

The temperature rise at the low - high index interface, where the electric field is cancelled,

i.e^ no absorption, is found from,^^'^'21

ATi.i.2={2foJt(a*iT)'^5[{ierfc (x)}] / Ki - {fo«/hc} * {foH/hJ

X {cxp (Hi2oCc T) erfc(50} + 2 FoL(a* 1^)'^ ^ [{ierfc (x^)}] / K2

- {^Oi/hc) ^ {TolS) {e«P ( Hi2a»c T) erfc(y)} }
2-1

(m,n)

+ 2 Eo2 [tIo^Il^'^'^VtIh^™'^'*^] AT(^,„) + ATs

(ni,n)=0

where. X = t / 2(a*iT)0 5 at t = 0

ierfc (X) = 1/(11)'^ 5;

erf (X) =0

Xq = t / 2(a*2T)'j5 at t= 0

ierfc (xo) - l/(n)'^5

Yi = Hi(a»2T)^5
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The temperature rise of the substrate will be found from,^ S 9 21

(10}

m

ATs=2Eo{2hoTlL"'/%"'*^]FoL {erfc (x)- cip (H22a% t) erfc (z)}

m=0

n

+ 2Eo 2[Tlo^L=^/^H''*^]foM{erfc (x)-cxp (H22a%T) erfc (z)}}

n=0

x{2(a%T)0 5[{ierfc(9)}]/Ks}

where. Q = t / 2(a*s T)"^ 5 at i= 0

ierfc(Q) = 1 /(n)^5

erfc (x) = 1

Z =H2(a%T)0 5

The problem is made simpler, of course, if we simply set.

m

Fo= 2Eo{2hollL"'/TlH"'*^FoL] {erfc (x)- «p (H22a% x) erfc (z)}

m=0
n

+ 2Eo ShoTlL^V^H^^^foJtllerfc (x)-exp (H22a%T) erfc (z)}}

n=0

and, thea Eq. (10) becomes,

ATs = 2 f0 (ofs <f 5 [{ierfc(Q) }] / Kg

The above equations assume that the diameter of the laser beam will be greater than

12[a* Tl*^ 5 in order to be one dimensionaL^ '2,7,8,9 The steady-state gradient may be determined in a

straight forward fashioa What makes the problem less than straight forward is knowing the binding

forces between the coatings, i.e., adhesion.

Pulkerl2 suggests that the adhesive forces may be as low as 10'* dynes/cm2 for

physisorption to greater than IQll dynes/cm2 for chemical bonding. Given this wide range, which,

most probably, will be very susceptible to the coating technique and the environment we will use a

bonding force between the coatings of 10 ^'^ dynes/ cm2, for most analysis.

Based on a clamping force between the coatings of 10^^ dynes/cm2, or 9689

atmospheres, we can calculate a film coefficient between each layer. Schneider22 23 states, ". . . heat

transfer through an interface takes place by combined mechanisms of conduction across true contact

points, conduction across entrapped interstitial fluid, and radiation across interstitial gaps. Resulting
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overall conductance of the joint is therefore a ftinction of the material in contact (conductivity,

surface finish, flatness, and hardness), the contact pressure, the mean temperature and the heat flux

across the joint .

.

The film coefficient is expected to increase with increased contact pressure. From this

relationship, the film coefficient should follow from,22.23.24,25

(11)

= (p2/3) (1761)-!

where. n|; = W/cm2-X P = #/in2

Based on the clamping force of 9689 atmospheres, 1.42(105)#/in2, and very smooth
surfaces,

11; = [l.4{10 5)]2/3 X (1761) -1 = 1.55 W/cm2 -»C

Because the films are so thia they will not present a thermal resistance of any
magnitude. The basic expression for determining the overall film coefficient through a system of

composite materials, is,26 27

(12)

u= i/{i/n;i +L1/K1+ i/n^ + L2/K2 + i/n;3 + ...)

So then, treating each absorbing electric field interface as a radiation boundary to the

substrate, the first field interface (N= 1), from Fig. J, the film coefficient will be,

(13)

= 1 / [2N X (1.55)-l]

From our problem, thea

Hi= n^/Ks H2= n^/Kc

We must remember that the value of (IT^;) changes with each pair of coatings as we work

our way from N=l to N = «. There are some additional issues that are not clearly defined. For
example what are the correct thermal transport properties to use for the as deposited thin films, i.e.,

Kc, Oi*c' There is experimental work that has been performed that suggests that the thermal

transport properties of the as deposited thin films may be lower than the crystalline values by a factor

of 10 to 500.28.29,30,31,32,33 For our analysis we will use the factor of ten reduction in the thermal
transport properties of the various materials that are used for dielectric vapor deposited chemistries.

In evaluating the use of the Reverse Thermal Wave Modei^ we began with a substrate of

sufficient thickness to satisfy the semi-infinite plate boundary. However, our problem is more
complicated with the absorption of the incident laser flux density in the optical thin films. Which
leads us to another uncertainty, that of the maximum temperature for the optical thin films.

Experiments have been made that suggest that the damaging temperature threshold for a single layer

oxide coating on Suprasil I is eoO'C irrespective of the melt temperature of the material, l'^-^'*

However, there is also evidence to suggest that the real threshold of a multilayer optical thin film is in

the range of 200*C.^'^ This more conservative temperature is based upon thermal shock which occurs

when the temperature difference between the substrate and the filrn interface is sufficient to push
the coating material past the elastic limit Even though coatings are very often evaporated on to

substrates that are at 200*C. the substrates are completely thermalized and require many minutes for

ramp down to ambient temperature. In this discussioa the temperatures are taken to 200X in less

than a second which provides for substantial thermal shock.
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We can. for example, use the work of Kreidl and Wood.^^5 which is not unlike the

equation proposed by Musal.^^ for thermal shock of glass and glass like materials. They suggest the

following expression as a first order analysis for thermal shock threshold. Thea
(14)

At shock = M(l-v)/Ea

where.

V = Poisson's Ratio

E = Young's Modulus. Newton's/cm^

a = Coefficient of thermal expansion, T*^

M = Modulus of rupture, Newton's/cm^

This equation is saying, fundamentally, that the temperature difference necessary to

provide a stress that will impose cracking, or fracture of a glass, or a glass like material What we see

in this equation is that the coefficient of thermal expansion pretty much dominates. In another piece

of work. Palmer, et al, evaluated the temperature rise in coating pair N= 1 and the temperature rise of

the first surface of the substrate for evaluating the thermal shock temperature differentiaL3^ For their

applicatioa the differential expansion between the coating pair N= 1 and the substrate becomes the

limiting criteria In this paper, the seeming anomaly of the wide band of temperatures that coatings

could withstand without damaging is resolved. In fact, both cases could very well be true. For this

condition, they provide an equation, such that,

(15)

ATsi,ock= M(l-v)/{E(as-ac)}

We can look at some standard materials used in optical thin films and see the respective

thermal shock charateristics. For example, we can look at ZnS and AI2O3 and see what the relative

temperature differential is needed to provide thermal shock. For ZnS the value for Poisson's ratio is

on the order of 0.2, Young's Modulus is 1.06(10'') Newton's/cm^. Modulus of rupture 2.05(10^)

Newton's/cm 2, and the expansion coefficient is 7.85(10-^). 35.37 Newton's/cm 2. For Copper the

coefficient of expansion is 16.6 (10-^)39 Newton's/cm 2. We find from Eq. ^V.^ that the differential

temperature for thermal shock is on the order of 177 T At. For AI2O3 the value of Poisson ration is

about 0.2. Young's Modulus is about 7.69 (10^), Modulus of rupture is 1.451 (105), and the expansion

coefficient is 7.7(10-6). 35.37 7^6 temperature differential for thermal shock will be 170 *C At. Based

upon the thermal shock equation we are more inclined to use the more conservative value of 200*C
for the maximum threshold of as deposited optical thin films when using a Copper substrate.

Using a one dimensional condition, wherein the laser beam diameter meets the

requirements of,

(16)

D ^ 12 (CtT)O 5

where,

a = Thermal diffusivity, cm^ / sec

T = Transient time, sec

And the thickness of the substrate meets the requirements of,

t^6(cn)0 5 (17)

For the condition wherein constant flux density is applied to the first surface, the one

dimensional semi-infinite plate model provides the temperature rise for the first surface,^ '2,3.9

All = 2F0 (CeT)O 5 { ierfc(x) } /K
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where.

To = Absorbed incident flux density, W/cm^

K = Thermal conductivity, W/cra-°C

X = t/ 2(aT)0 5at t=0 ; ierfc(x) = l/(ll)0 5

And at some depth into the faceplate, the temperature rise will be found from the following

expression, 1-2.3,9

ATt^=2ro(ax)0 5{ierfc(y)}/K

where,

y= t / 2(aT)0 5 at t > 0

We can now look at the end point and see if these equations correctly depict the

temperature rise through the mass of material To do this, we need to use the steady state solutioa 26

Thea

AT^vg = Tro/(p cpt)

where,

P = Density , gm/cm^

Cp= Specific heat, Joules/gm-*C

t = Thickness of the faceplate, cm

X = Time, sec

To demonstrate the relationships between £g, (18), (19), and (20), we can use an

example. For our example, we will absorb 100 W/cm^ on the first surface of a copper reflective

mirror which has optical thin Aims vapor deposited on the first surface. We will use four pair of

quarter wave coatings. The run time will be for ten seconds. The diameter necessary to satisfy Eq,

(16) for Copper will be 40.5 17cm ^ •2,3.4,9 xj^g thickness to satisfy the semi-infinite plate boundary
is, according to Eq (17) , 20.258 cm We will begin by using a high-low four pair stack of AI2O3 and

ZnS for a wavelength of Z7|lm The index for the ZnS will be 2.24 and for the AI2O3 will be 1.71.39

From Eq (18) we would find that the temperature rise of the first surface would be 92.15X^7. And,

of course, from Eq. (19) we would find that the temperature rise on the back surface would be zero.

If the problem were linear, the average temperature of the faceplate would be 46.08''C /\^7 . However,

from (20) we find that the linear condition would require an average temperature of 16.37*'C^7

.

In order to get to this part of the problem however, we must first obtain the energy distribution in

the optical thin films. The film coefficient for the mechanical bonding is 1.55 W/cm2-*C for each

interface. Consequently, for the pair N=l, the overall film coefficient will be 0.19375 W/cm2 -*C. For

the second pair, N=2. the film coefficient will be 0.25833 W/cm2 -*C. For the third pair, N=3, the

film coefficient will be 0.3875 W/cm^ -'C. And, for the fourth pair. N=4, the film coefficient will be

0.775 W/cm2 -'C. The distribution of energy in the coating pairs will follow from Figure 1 So that,

N« 1 will absorb 35.83% of the total absorbed energy. N=2 will absorb 27.35% of the total absorbed
energy. N=3 will absorb 20.88% of the total absorbed energy. And. N=4 will absorb 15.94% of the

total amount absorbed For the optical thin films the value of (Ci(*c) will be 0.00698 cm^/sec and the

value of (Kc) wiU be 0.01698 W/cm-°C.39 For Copper, the value of (0!»s) will be 1.14 cm^/sec. The
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value of(Kc) will be 3.92 W/cm-'*C.3'^ We can evaluate the maximum temperature rise in the coating

pairs as a function of the amount of energy that is absorbed at each interface. For example, in coating

pair N=l, the temperature will not rise above 184.92''C because of the absorbed energy at the first

pair interface. In other words, the steady state rise necessary to provide the absorbed energy
sufficient gradient to drive the absorbed flux density to the substrate will be precisely that

temperature differential This does not include that total temperature rise that will occur in order to

provide the temperature gradient necessaary to overcome the temperature build up of the other

coating pairs and the substrate.

At = 100 (0.3583) / 0.19375

Ax = 184.92 T

In like fashioa the other coating pairs have a temperature rise associated with the

amount of flux density that can be stored and unloaded to the substrate under the steady state

conditions. It is now possible to look at the temperature distribution in the substrate. We know what
happens to the flux density in the coatings and how that absorbed flux density is accommodated. Our
problem now is to evaluate the temperature rise in the substrate for the conditions where the semi
infinite plate boundary is met and where it is not. We can look at the temperature gradient through a
17 cm thick optic, which pretty much fits the semi-infinfite plate conditioa and determine if the

average temperature accommodates the required flux density of 100 W/cm^, We can use the

La2or™Codc^'j to ease the calculations.

(m.n)

(m.n)=0

cm At

N=l
N=2
N=3
N=4
0
1.0

20
25
3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

8.0

9.0

10.0

10.5

12.0

125
13.0

13.5

14.0

14.5

15.0

46249
277.57

171.69

117.81

97.74

73.84

54.74

46.48

39.27

3295
27.44

2270
18.58

15.06

1214
9.58

7.77

6.18

4.82

278
210
1.65

0.50

0.37

0.28

0.25

0.16

0.12

0.09
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16.0 0.05

17.0 0.05

2 = 477.69

then. 477.69/27 = 17.67'C and rearranging Eq. (4) we can evaluate the steady-state condltioa so

that.

ro = (pcpt)'c-i

where,

ForCu3^ P = 8.96 g/cm3
;

Cp = 0.38 Joules/gm-*C

t = 10 sec; t = 17.0 cm

thea Fo = 8.96 g/cm3 (o.38 W-sec/g-*c) 17.0cm ( 17.67X ) / lOsec

Fq = 102.3 W/cm2 vs 100 W/cm^

It becomes clear, then, that we are dealing with a Gaussian Curve wherein we have made
short straight lines between points. The problem, however, becomes somewhat more complex when
the boundary condition of thickness is not satisfied. i.e., when the thickness does not satisfy Eq. (17).

As the faceplate becomes thinner, we have the front and back surfaces reinforcing one another in an
ever increasing temperature rise with an ever decreasing gradient between the two faces. Agaia one
must keep in mind that the optic cannot lose any energy from the thermal mass. Based on this

continuous reinforcement we have denominated this phenomena as a Reverse Thermal Wave
Approximation. That is, as the temperature wave from the front surface travels to the back surface, it

reverses and reinforces the temperature at the front In like fashioa the back surface functions in

much the same way. Consequently, the Gaussian Error Integrals become recursive in much the same
way as the Fourier Series would be, with a similar result, it should be added After the first few

terms, the values become very small The expression for the temperature rise on the first surface,

using the Reverse Thermal Wave Approximation will follow from,2

(21)

ATi = 2 Fo 5 { ierfc(x) } /K - 2 Fo (01)0 5 { ierfc(y) }

/ k{ erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Hq^ Oft) erfc(z)
}

+ 2 Fo (ca)0 5
{ ierfc{y) } /K + 2 Fo (ax)0 5 { ierfc(x) }

/ k{ erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Otx) erfc(z) }
where,

Ho= to"^' cm-l; to= Thickness of faceplate, cm

s={to/2(aT)0 5 + Ho(aT)0 5};

y=to/2(aT)05

The temperature rise at any point below the first surface will follow from,

(22)

ATt>o = 2 Fo (cn)0 5{ ierfc(y) } /K + 2 Fq (01)0 5{ ierfc(x) } /K

X { erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Hq^ OCT) erfc(z) }
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We can, then, use Eq. (21) and (22) in another example. In this case, we will use a

Copper reflective optic faceplate that is only 5 cm thick. All the other conditions will remain the

same.

^ cm At

N=l 489.13

N=2 304.21

N=3 198.33

N=4 144.45

0 123.88

0.25 101.02

0.75 89.32

1.00 83.87

1.25 78.68

1.75 69.08

2.00 64.67

2.25 60.46

2.75 52.79

3.00 49.30

3.25 46.03

3.75 40.06

4.00 37.47

4.25 35.02
4.75 30.59

5.00 28.60

1 = 990.84

thea 990.84/ 16 = 6 1.93*C and rearranging Eq. (20) we can evaluate the steady-state conditioa so

that.

fo = (p Cpt) X-l

then, IFq - 8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*c) 5.0cm (61.93'C) /lO sec

Fo = 105-43 W/cm2 vs 100 W/cm^

If we were to look at the steady-state solution with Eq. (^) just by itself, we would find

that the required average temperature would be 58.74'C. And, if we were to evaluate the average

temperature of the optical faceplate by taking the average of the front and back only, we would find

that this average would be 76.24°C. For this regime, the average of the front and back, without

calculating the segments in betweea will always be greater than the value calculated from Bq (20)

.

Equations(21) and (22) will do service for both the semi-infinite plate model and when
the thickness does not satisiy the boundary conditioa The reason for the satisiying of both

conditions is to be found in the transport element of the equations, i.e.,

{ erfc(y) - cxp (toHo + Hq^ on) erfc(z)
}

Ho = t-1, cm-i

Whea for example, t^^ 6 (01)^ 5 the value of erfc(y) and erfc(z) will be zero. We may say,

thea that when the average temperature rise of the faceplate, based on the temperatures evaluated

from Eqs. (21) and (22) are greater that the average temperature rise required by Eq. (^) that Eqs.

(21) and (22) are valid for this regime. If we describe the average temperature from Eq (20) as

ATxi and the average from Ekjs. (21) and (22) as ATx2. thea the regime of use for these equations

will follow.

^ = 1 when ATx2 ^ t^X\
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The reason for setting this regime will become clear as we do yet a third example. As the

faceplate becomes substantially thinner than the thickness required by Eq. (^) the temperature of

the two surfaces of the faceplate become very close to the same value. If we take our Copper example,

again, except we now make the faceplate ZO cm thick, we will have the same absorbed value and the

same run time. From Eq. (^) the required temperature rise is 146.854''C, i.e.,

ATs,vg= 100 W/cm2(10 sec) /{8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*C) 2.0 cm}

We find from Eqs. (21) and (22) the average temperature will only be 134,08X. This is

a lower prediction than what is required by Eq. (20). That is, the equations predict a first surface

temperature rise of 170.48''C and a second surface temperature rise of 97.24°C. In this regime, the

average temperature of the faceplate ATx2 is lower than t^\\. For this regime, then, we would want

to say that ^= ATxi/AT;q. And, we must modify Eqs. (21) and (22) , so that,

T =ATxi/ATx2= 146.854»C/ 134.08*C; T = 1.10

(^)

All = 2 Fo («T)^ 5 ^ { ierfc(x) } /K - 2 Fq i^f ^ ^ { ierfc(y) } /K

X { erfc(y) - cxp (toHo + Hq^ ort) erfc(z) } +2 Fq (CtX)^ 5 T

X \ ierfc(y) }/K+2Fo(aT)0 5l'{ierfc(x)}/K{ erfc(y)

- cxp (toHo + ore) erfc(z)
}

And for the second surface, the temperature rise will be,

(24)

ATt>o = 2 Fo (CfT)O 5 Y { ierfc(y) } /K + 2 Fo (01)0 5 ^ { ierfc(x) }

/ K { erfc(y) - cxp (toHo + Hq^ Oft) erfc(z) }

When we use Eqs. (23) and (24) for the example of a 2.0 cm thick Copper faceplate, we
find that the correct temperature for the first surface wiU be 187.86'C vs 170.78'C and the second
surface temperature rise will be 101.55X vs 97.37'C. The corrected temperatures will provide an
average value in concert with Eq (20), i.e., 146.85^. The temperature rise of coating pair N= 1 will

be 553. irC. The temperature rise of coating pair N=2 will be 368.19T, The temperature rise of

coating pair N=3 will be 26Z 3rC. The temperature rise of coating pair N=4 will be 208.43°C. In

the same vein, if we were to use a 1.0 cm thick faceplate, the required average temperature rise

would be 293.05*C and the initial calculation from Eq& (21) and (22) would be 190.55'C and

154.907"C respectively, which would provide an average temperature of 172.73. The value of (^)
would be 1.70. Using Eqs, (23) an^ (24), the corrected temperatures would be 325.46'C and
264.58^ respectively. The temperature rise of coating pair N=l will be 690.7 TC. The temperature
rise of coating pair N=2 will be 505.79'C. The temperature rise of coating pair N=3 will be 399.90'C.

The temperatvire rise of coating pair N=4 will be 346.03'*C. The immediate question that comes to

mind, of course, is, where is the break between the two regimes? The answer appears to be
approximately when,

to < 0.6(01)0 5 (25)

That is, the break point appears to be when the thickness is approximately 10% of the

required thickness to fulfill the semi-infinite plate boundary condition We can say, thea that the

regimes are bounded as follows,
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Regime III

0 < to ^ 0.6 (ca)0 5 \ Sqs: (23) and (24) (26)

Regime II

0.6 (ca)0 5 < to < 0.6 (ax)0 5 ^ ^ l Eqs. (21) and (22) (27)

Regime I

to ^ 0.6 (C«)f 5 i' ^ 1 Eq& (18) and (19) (28)

Reverse Thermal Wave - Three Dimensioaal

Continuous Wave

The problem becomes somewhat more complex when we treat with the problem in

three dimensioa There is a limitation in both the axial direction and in the radial component In

the one dimensional boundary condition there was no radial component one had to accommodate.
With the introduction of the radial component, the criteria for the laser beam diameter necessary to

constitute a one dimensional condition is defined as,

12(01)0 5 (29)

For this condition, the problem is one dimensional When the laser beam diameter (D)

on the optical surface is equal to, or greater than the value shown in Eq. (29) the problem is one

dimensional and amenable to the equations described above. However, whea^^

D < 12 (OCI)O 5 (30)

the problem is now three dimensional We will begin with the first regime wherein the boundary
conditions for the semi-infinite plate model are maintained. For the case of the optical thin films, the

thermal diffusivity is so poor that one dimensional case is reached very early on. The temperature

rise on the first surface of the faceplate follows from,12 3,4,5.6,7,S,9

ATi = 2F0 (at)0 5
{ (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x 1)) } /K (31)

where,

Xi = R / 2 (of t)0 5 ; R = Radius of the laser beam, cm

In similar fashioa the temperature rise at some depth into the faceplate will follow

from,^2,3,4,5.6,7,S.9

AT^^o = 2fo i^f^ { (ierfc(y))- (ierfc(yi))}/K (32)

where,

yi = (t2 + R2)0.5/2(aT)05

We can carry on the examples that we have provided before. However, the problem becomes a
little more convoluted with the introduction of the radial component of diffusion. In any case, we will

maintain the same boundary conditions as before except that we will provide a laser beam radius of

6.0 cm on the reflective optic. From Eq (29) we know that for a ten second run time
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the laser beam needs to be equal to, or greater than. 40.5 cm. So, we know that a 120 cm diameter
beam is completely within the three dimensional conditioa

Cm AT
N- 1

11—

o

N-4 iUO. /OU

1 0l.Vr

1.0 44 1 in

40

SO 1 ? ID

60 ft 4ftft

70
7 S 4 940
ft nO.Lf ? 9 in

O.C/ 9 970
1 ftAO

10.0 1.070

10.5 1.000

11.0 0.605
11.5 0.450

120 0.298

125 0.240
13.0 0.191

13.5 0.186

14.0 0.124

S- 507.664

thea 507.664/29 = 17.506*C and rearranging £q. (20) we can evaluate the steady-state conditioa so

that,

fo = (P Cpt) T-i

thea Fo =8-96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*C) 14 cm (17.506T) /lO sec

Fq = 83.444 W/cm2 vs 100 W/cm^

Clearly, we can see from the calculation that we are missing some fltix density. We can
evaluate the amount of flux density that is being taken out in the radial component by either of uvo
methods which we will describe. In the first method we would use the technique suggested by

Carslaw and Jaeger.3 A condition for the use of the following equations, however, is the requirement

that the AT be of a constant value. In our case the temperature is constantly changing until the laser

is turned of^ or steady-state heat transfer is achieved In order to use this technique, we have found
that following the Gaussian nature of the temperature rise we can use the 50% point of the Gaussian

form to evaluate the temperature change from T=0 to X>0. That is, we use AT x ln(2) for our
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constant temperature source. For this case, they suggest that the amount of flux density may be
evaluated from,

(33)

Fo =
{ ln(2) At IVr} { (Jt 5 + 0.50 - O.25((;/JC)0 5+ 0.125 ;}

where,

= (ai )/ r2

Doing the arithmetic from Eq. (33) we find that the value for the W/cm^ escaping into

the radial component will be 1 1.6 W/cm^. Adding this to the amount we found from the temperature

gradient we see that 83.444 + 1 1.6 = 95.04 W/cm^. This is somewhat close agreement with the

W/cm2 that are required.

We can look for the missing flux density, as before, using the work of Kern and Kraus.'^l

The values for the temperatures for a radial fin are found from,

(34)

AT20 = ATio{ lo(mRe) Ki(mR) + Ko(mRe) Ii(mR)

/ lo(niRo) Ki(mRe) + Ii(mRe) Ko(mRo)}

where,

Rq = The laser beam radius, cm; Rg = Radius of fia cm

m = (2hc/Kt)" 5 =0.378 cm-1 hc= K/CRg- Rq): W/cm^-T

Il,Ki,Io,Ko = Bessel Functions; R = Radius-cm, Rq < R < = Rg

t = faceplate thickness, 14 cm

For oior problem we will use a fin height of 1.0 cm Rq will be 6.0cm and Rg will be

7.0cm When one does the rough calculation

AT20 = .9298(ATio).

So, thea the average temperature along the 1.0 cm fin will be (.9298 (AT10) + 17.506 ) / 2 which will

provide a value of 16.892'C^x. Thea using the same technique as before, we can evaluate the

steady-state absorption in the fia so that,

ro = (p cpt) x-i

thea Fo = 8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*c) 1.0 cm (l6.892'C at) ^10 sec

Fq = 5.75 W/cm2

and adding the two values together we find 83.444 + 5.75 = 89.20 W/cm^ which does not provide a
very good agreement with the escaping flux density. Agaia this is the steady-state value if the

temperature of the cylinder were uniform and constant

If, however, we were to use another technique suggested by Kern and Kraus for the

steady-state flux density removed by the fin we would use the following,

(35)

Fo = K m At Tl { lo (mRe) Ki (mRo) ~ Ki (mRg) 1 1 (mRo)

/ lo (mRo) Ki(mRe) + Ii (mRe) Kq (mRo)}
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where,

1] = {271 Rot KmAl}/ {231 (Re2 -Ro2) he At}

For our problem, thea t] = 2.442 from the Lfl.2or^"Coc(c.'^"J After doing the calculation we find that

To = 24.87 W/cm2. Again using the Gaussian 50% point, Tq = 16.34 W/cm^. If we add the two

values together, 83.444 + 16.34 = 99.78 W/cm^. This is much better agreement

At this point we also need to look at the radial temperature distribution as a function of

the laser run time. Carslaw and Jaeger^ have provided a technique for evaluating the radial

temperature distributioa Agaia however, the technique has the boundary condition that

temperature is constant The radial temperature distribution then is found from,

ATr =
{ AT(Ro / Re)^ 5 erfc(z) + { AT (s) (01)^ 5 / (4 RoU 5 R^l 5)}ierfc(z)

+ At{ (9Ro2 - 2 (Ro Re) - 7 Re2)(ofx) / (32 RqI 5 Re2 5)} i2erfc(z) }ln(2)

where,

S = (Re-Ro)/ 2(aT)'-'5

Based on Eg: (36) we would find the temperature at the tip of the fia i.e., Re will be 7.0 cm, will

eqtial 9.426*C/>^y at the end of a ten second rua

This would appear to be in reasonable agreement with the input flux density. We now
shift our attention to the condition of Regime II. Agaia this is the case where the thickness is less

than the semi- infinite plate model requires and greater than 10% of that value. For this Regime, in

the three dimensional case, we can evaluate the temperature rise of the first surface from,

(37)

ATi = 2 Fo K^f^ { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x j)) } /K - 2 V^K^f^ { (ierfc(y) ) - (ierfc(y 1)) }

/ k{ erfc(y) - cxp (toHo + Hq^ at) erfc(z) } + 2 ^
{ (ierfc(y) ) - (ierfc(y j))

}

/ K + 2 Fo (ax)0 5
{ (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x 1)) } /K

X { erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Hq- at) erfc(z)
}

The temperatiore rise at some depth into the faceplate follows from.

(38)

ATt>o = 2 Fo (OfT)O 5{ (ierfc(y)) - (ierfc(y 1))

}

/K

+ 2F0 (ca)'j5{(ierfc(x))- (ierfc(xi))}/K

X { erfc(y) - exp (toHo + Oft) erfc(z) }

The next example will use a 5.0 cm thick Copper substrate. We will use a 3.0 cm radius

to alter the problem in order to compare the impact of a 6.0 cm and 3.0 cm laser beam radius. Of

course, we are still absorbing 100 W/cm2 on the first surface of the Copper faceplate that is coated

with the optical thin films. Using Eqs. (37) and (38) we find the temperature of the front and back
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surface to be eS-QOX^j and 11.52''C^7 respectively. We can. then, calculate the temperature

gradient through the 5.0 cm thick Copper faceplate and determine the average temperature, so that.

^ cm At

N=l 434.160

N=2 249.240
N=3 143.360

N=4 89.480

0 68.900

0.5 52.300

1.0 42720
1.5 35.020
o nZ.U

25 24.080

3.0 20.210

3.5 17.210

4.0 14.870

4.5 13.050

5.0 1 1.520

1 = 328.790

then 328.790/ 1 1 = 29.89*C and rearranging £gi (20)^t can evaluate the steady-state condition so

that

=(p Cpt) T-1

then, fo = 8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*C) 5.0 cm (29.89 x) /lOsec

Fo = 50.884 W/cm2 vs 100 W/cm2

Going back to the Kern and Kraus technique, we can use the fin analysis to evaluate the

steady-state condition

where.

Rq = The laser beam radius, cm; Re = Radius of fin cm

m = (2hc/Kt)'j 5 = 0.6324 cm-^ hc= K/(Re- Rq): W/cm2 -X

I^.K^To-Kq = Bessel Functions; R = Radius-cm, Rq < R < = Re

t = faceplate thickness, 5.0 cm

Again we will use a fin height of 1.0 cm. Rq will be 3.0 cm and Re will be 4.0 cm When
one does the rough calculation.

AT20 = •8406(ATio).

After doing the calculation from Eq. (35)-^t find that Tq = 64.28 W/cm^. Again using the Gaussian

50% point Fq = 4223 W/cm2. If we add the two values together, 50.884 + 4223 = 93.114 W/cm^.

We will now do the same example except with a 6.0 cm laser beam radius to see that the technique

tracks, then
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t
C131

At

N=l 47 1.040

N=2 286 120

N=3 180 240
N=4 126 360
0 105790

81 7Q0
10 70930

fil 5^10

2.0 52.880

25 45.460
3.0 39.020

as 33.810

4.0 29.180

4.5 25.330

5.0 22.080

567.580

thea 567.580/ 11 = 5 1.598'*C and rearranging E<} {20J we can evaluate the steady-state condition, so

that,

Fo=(pCpt)t-l

then. Fo = 8.96 g/cm?(0.38 W-sec/g-^C) 5.0 cm (51.598 »C) /lOsec

Tq = 87.84 W/cm2 vs 100 W/cm2

Going back to the Kem and Kraus technique, we can use the fin analysis to evaluate the

steady-state conditioa where.

Rq = The laser beam radius, 6.0 cm: Re= Radius of fia 7.0 cm

m = {2YiJKxf 5 = 0.6324 cm-1 he = K/(Re- Rq): W/cm^ -X

ll,Ki,Io,Ko = Bessel Functions; R = Radius-cm. Rq < R < = Re

t = faceplate thickness, 5.0 cm

fo = K m At T] { lo (mRe) Ki (mRo) - Ki (mRe) 1 1 (mRo)

/ lo (mRo) Ki (mRe) + Ii(mRe) Ko (mRo)}

where,

T| = {2:1 Rot Km At}/ {2R (Re2 -Ro2) he At}

for our problem, thea T| = 1.459 from the Lxam'^^odz.^^ After doing the calciilation we find that

Fq = 1 125 W/cm2. Again using the Gaussian 50% point, Tq = 78.3 W/cm^, If we add the two values

together, 87.84 + 78.3 = 166.1 W/cm2. This is hardly good agreement However, if we use Eg. (34}

AT20 = ATio{ Io (mRe) Ki (mR) + Kq (mRe) Ij (mR)

/ lo (mRo) Ki (mRe) + 1 1
(mRg) Kq (mRo)

}

For our problem we have a fin height of 1.0 cm Ro will be 6.0 cm and Re will be 7.0 cm.

When one does the rough calculatioa



AT20 = .8211 (Alio) In(2)

AT20 = 29.38*C

thea

To = 8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-*c) 1.0 cm (29.38'C) /lO sec

Tq = 10.01 W/cm2

If we add the two values together. 87.84 + 10.01 = 97.85 W/cm^. This is a much better

agreement However, we can check the output with Fg. (33) for the transient conditioa

fo = { in(2) At k/r} {
(?; -0 5 + 0.50 - ^2b{r^TCf^^ 0.125 ;}

Again, we see that the equation slightly over predicts the flux density, that is 87.84 +

18.15 = 105.99. If we use Eq (36) for the temperature at the tip of the fin at the end of a ten

second rua we find,

ATr = { At (Ro / Re)*-' 5 erfc(z) + { AT (s) {mf 5 / (4 RqO 5 R^n)

}

X ierfc(z) + At| (9 Rq^ - 2 (Rq Re) - 7 Rg^
)
(ax)

/ (32 Ro^ 5 Re2 5)} i2erfc(z) }ln(2)

AT£= 27.814 X

The average temperature between the root and the tip will be (51.616 + 27.814)/2 =

39.715. Using our steady state solution again from Eq (20) we find,

Fo = 8.96 g/cm3(0.38 W-sec/g-^C) 1.0 cm (39.715X ) /lO sec

Fo = 13.522 W/cm2

If we add the two values together. 87.84 + 13.522 = 101.36 W/cm2. This is a better

agreement. What we find between the two techniques is that the further away from the steady-state

condition we find ourselves, one technique works better than the other. Obviously, with the larger

the diameter approaching the one dimensional case the averaging of the fin-base technique is better.

This is demonstrated because of the higher base temperature that permits a closer evaluation to the

ultimate steady-state fin tip temperature. In the case of the smaller diameter, the flux density

technique is more valuable because it is further from the steady-state fin tip temperature. Because of

this seeming anomaly we wanted to provide the reader with the alternative approaches for finding the

enthaply balance of Watts in and Watts out There is yet a third way of evaluating the W/cm^ that are

going into the radial component Using Lazor™C(xCc'*'^. we can evaluate the average temperature of

the faceplate beyond the laser beam after a given run time. The temperature rise will be zero at a

distance described by,

R2 = 6(aT)05 + Rj (39)

Using a half centimeter increment in depth and a half centimeter increment in the

radial component we calculated the temperature gradient out to a radius of 21 cm (see Figure 2) .

The Lazor^CoetC^'^ uses Eq (36)to calculate the radial temperature distribution. Using Eq (36),
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ATr= {AT(Ro/Re)^ 5erfc(z) + { AT (z)(cn)0 5 / (4 Ro0 5 R^l 5)} ierfc(z)

+ At{ (9 - 2 (Ro Re) - 7 Re^) (ofx) / (32 RqI 5 RgZ 5) } i2 erfc(z) } ln(2)

This matrix provided a value of 2910.503 / 341 = 8.535'C average At for the radial

component From Eq. (20) thea we can calculate the W/cm2 that are going into the radial

component, so that,

Fo = (pCpt)t-i

thea Fo = 8-96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*c) 5.0 cm (8.535 *c) /lOsec

fO = 14.53 W/cm2

We add the two together. (87,84 + 14.53) = 10240 W/cm2. This provides a reasonable

agreement with the required 100 W/cm2.

The third regime for the three dimensional problem is much like the one dimensional

model In this regime, we must first calculate the values of {^), This calculation is completed using

Ekjs. (^), (21), and (22) which is the one dimensional case provided above. Using our former

example, 100 W/cm^ will be absorbed on the first surface of a 20 cm thick copper faceplate coated

with a a four pair stack of quarter wave optical thin films. From Eq (20) we can find the required

steady-state average temperature, so that,

AT^^ = i;Fo/(pcpt)

AT4^= 100 W/cm2(lO sec)/ {8.96 g/cm3(o.38 W-sec/g-*c) 20

}

AT^^ =146.85*C

And from £^ (21), we find the temperature rise of the first surface for the one dimensional case.

All = 2 f0 (cn)0 5 { ierfc(x) } / K - 2 Fq (cet)0 5 { ierfc(y) } / K

X { erfc(y) - exp (to Hq + Hq^ on) erfc(z) } + 2 Fq i^f^

X { ierfc(y) } / K + 2 Fq (ox/* 5 { ierfc(x) } / k{ erfc{y)

- exp (to Ho + Ho2 Ort) erfc(z)
}

ATi=170.48'C

The temperature rise of the second surface for the one dimensional case comes from Eq.

(22), so that,

AT2 = 2 Fo (CtT)0 5{ ierfc(y) } / K + 2 Fq (01)0 5{ ierfc(x) }

/ k{ crfc(y) - cxp(to Ho + Ho2 Otx) erfc(z) }
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AT2 = 97.25X

ATIi = 133.865T ; AT;tl = 146.85T ; ^ = 1.097

At this point, we now calculate the temperature rise of the faceplate with a 6.0 cm laser

beam diameter, in the three dimensional model, so that, from £q. (37) the temperature rise will

follow from,

(40)

ATi = 2 Fo 5 ^ { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x i)) } /K - 2 fo ^

X {(ierfc(y))- (ierfc(yi))}/K { erfc(y) - exp (toHo+Ho2 Oft) erfc(z) }

+ 2fo (01)0 5 ^{(ierfc(y))- (ierfc(yi))}/K+2Fo (ca)0 5 ^ { (ierfc(x)

)

- (ierfc(x i)) } / K { erfc(y) - «p (toHo+Ho^ ort) erfc(z) }

ATi = 162.15'C

The second surface temperature rise for the 6.0 cm laser beam diameter in the three

dimensional model will follow from,

(41)

AT2 = 2 f0 (01)0.5 ^ { (ierfc(y) ) - (ierfc(y o) } /K

+ 2 fo (ax)0 5 T { (ierfc(x) ) - (ierfc(x i)) } /K

X { erfc(y) - exp (toHo+Ho^ or) erfc(z) }

AT2 = 89.69X

The average temperature will be Alio = 125.92'C. And from Eq.(20)

Fo = (p Cpt) x-i

thea Fq = 8.96 g/cm3 (o.38 W-sec/g-^c) 2.0 cm ( 125.92'C ) /lO sec

Fo = 85.75 W/cm2

The temperature rise in coating pair N=l will be 527.40 'C. The temperature rise in

coating pair N= 2 will be 342.48 "*C. The temperature rise in coating pair N=3 will be 236.60 "C. The
temperature rise in coating pair N=4 will be 182.72 'C. We can look for the missing flux density as

before. Using Eq(33) agaia

Fo = { in(2) At k/r} {
(jc;)-o 5 + 0.50 - o.25((;/;i )o 5+ 0.125 ;}

and Fo= 83.41 W/cm2

Adding the two together (85.75 + 83.41) = 160.10 W/cm^. This is not reasonable agreement for the

approximatioa Agaia we find that this expression over predicts the flux density that exits to the

radial component Fundamentally, what we see, thea is that the steady temperature expressions do

not provide as close an approximation as one would like. However, using the Lazor™Coc(e^O can
do a course nodal temperature distribution through the radial component out to the point where the

temperature increase is equal to zero. The Lo2or™Codc'<0 uses Eq. (36) for evaluating the

temperature distribution,
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ATr »
{ AT(Ro / Re)^ 5 erfc(z) + { AT (z) (ax)0 5

/ (4 Ro05 Rgl 5)} ierfc(z) + At{ (9 RqZ - 2 (RoRg) - 7 RgZ)

x(0fl) / (32 RqI 5 Re2 5)}i2 erfc(z) }ln(2)

The temperature increase is zero whea

R2 = 6(aT)05 + Rj

Using a half centimeter increment in depth and a half centimeter increment in the

radial component we calculated the temperature gradient out to a radius of 21 cm (see Figure 3 ).

This matrix provided a value of 2984.638 / 155 = 19.256 'C average AT for the radial component

Using Equation (20J we find.

fo =(P Cpt) t-1

thea Fo = 856 g/cm3 (o.38 W-sec/g-'C) 20 cm (l9.256'C ) /lO sec

Fq = 13.1123 W/cm2

Adding (85.75 + 13.1123) = 98.86 W/cm2 which is very close to the 100 W/cm2 that we
are looking for. What we find, thea is that we can describe the temperature rise of an optical

faceplate that is not in concert with the semi-infinite plate model The above models square with the

steady-state requirements and these approximations will provide a first order analysis to evaluate the

temperature rise through thin optical faceplates. They may also be used to check numerical codes for

accuracy of modeling. We can define the three regimes for the three dimensional case, thea so that

Regime III

0 < to^ 0.6 (01)0 5 > \ Eq& (40) and (4JJ (42)

Regime II

0.6 (01)0 5 < 6 (01)0 5 <.\ Eqs. (37) and (38) (^)

Regime I

to^ 6 (01)0 5 It i,\ Eq& (31) and (32) (44)
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(X) Intervil

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0S99

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 20

2001 to 24

Appendix

2 icrfc, 4i 2 erfc, cmd crfc Junctions 23,42

2 ierfc (X)

1.1284 - 1.998(X) + 1.11(X)2

1.115074 - 150863(X) + 0.9543(X)2

1.012 - 1.5525(X) + 0.64346(X)2

0.6271 - 0.769 14(X) + 0.241964(X)2

0.21573 - 0.21165(X) + 0.0525(X)2

0.05124 - 0.041425(X) + 0.008393(X)2

(X) Interval

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0.99

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 209

21 to 25

erfc (X)

1.0 - 1.1408(X) + 0.1377(X)2

1.0167 - 1.2658(X) + 0.38269(X)2

1.0394 - 1.35775(X) + 0.47606(X)2

0.84562 - 0.98479(X) + 0.29598(X)2

0.359744 - 0.34066(X) + 0.081586(X)2

0.045779 - 0.03287 1(X) + 0.005892(X)2
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(I) Interval

0 to 0.299

030 to 0.5499

0,55 to 0^99

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 20

2001 to 24

4 iZerfc (X)

1.0171964 - 2497286(X) + 24798872(X)2

0.74768 - 1.21279697(X) + 0.522727(X)2

0.9441262 - 1.854 143(X) + 1.049524(X)2

0.3642714 - 0.44907 14(X) + 0.1417143(X)2

0.09558 - 0.093086(X) + 0.022857(X)2

0.021334-0.0 174 143{ X) + 0.00357 14(X)2

Thermal Properties of Some Optical !Materiofe39,42

material CC cm2/sec K W/cm-"C P g/cm3 cp Joules/g-

Aluminum 0.98 237 270 0.870

Copper 1.14 3.92 8.96 0.380

Beryllium 0.467 1.61 1.83 1.884

Gold 1.20 3.18 19.30 0.140

Molybdenum 0.52 1.34 10.20 0.250

Nickel 0.18 0.85 8.90 0.450

Rhodium 0.292 0.90 1240 0.248

Silver 1.68 4.20 10.50 0.230

Berylco-10 0.61 209 4.03 0.850

Chromium 0.25 0.95 7.20 0.500

ULE 0.0078 0.0131 220 0.766

Silicon 0.48 0.847 233 0.758

Silicon Carb. 0.37 1.270 3.14 1.320

Cervit 0.0081 0.017 250 0.840

Pyrex 0.0065 0.0113 235 0.740

Zerodur 0.008 0.0165 221 0.934

AlgOg 0.0625 0.1771 3.98 0.712

Fused Silica 0.0084 0.0137 220 0.741

-<
N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4

Figure 1.0
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Figure 3.0
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Abstract

Thermal shock damage may be a precursor to the melting and disordering of metallic

reflector surfaces. A number of investigators have reported in these proceedings the phenomena of

slip fracture on the surfaces of both polished and diamond turned optics. In this paper, a model is

presented using elastic-plastic technique coupled with the transient thermal response of an optical

surface.

Equations are presented to reflect the thermal shock threshold for major metals that are

commonly used for high power laser reflective optics. The models for the continuous wave and
repetitive pulsed conditions have some similarities in evaluating the strain and rupture. However,
because of the two cycle nature of the Repetitive Pulse condition, the thresholds are demonstrably
lower than those that are shown for the Continuous Wave situation.

Ley Words: Optics, Transient Heat Transfer, Faceplates, Distortioa Repetitive Pulsed
Lasers,ContinuousWaveLasers, and Thermal Shock

Introduction

There have been a number of discussions over the years, in this forum, about slip and
disordering of optical surfaces that are subjected to high power Continuous Wave and Repetitive

Pulsed laser. In this paper we will present some approximations that will allow a designer to perform
a first order analysis of the thresholds of flux density or fluence that one may expect for their

respective system or component

Thermal Shock

One can look at the phenomena of thermal shock and the elastic-plastic response of

metals to both Continuous Wave and Repetitive Pulsed imposition of flux density or fluence. Dr. Musal
presented a paper at this conference some years ago that described the response of metals and

demonstrated how thermal shock could affect the optical surface.^ In that paper he described an
expression that would permit the evaluation of the maximum allowable flux density or fluence on the

optical surface, so that

AT-Y(l-V)/(Ea)

where.

Y = Yield Stress. N/cm2

E = Young's Modulus, N/cm^

a = Linear Coefficient of Expansion. X-^

V = Poisson's Ratio (for metals on the order of 0.30)

Faupel and Fischer,^ however, suggest that one use the following expressioa
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At,shock -£E (1- 0.3)/ {e a} (2)

where,

£E = Maximum Bending Stress, N/cm^

E B Young's Modulus, N/cm^

a Linear Coefficient of Expansion for the substrate material, "C-^

V = Poisson's Ratio ( for metals on the order of 0.30)

C s Strain Rate

The same authors, however, suggest that Eq. (2) \% not adequate because of the plastic

hinge phenomena and the subsequent elongation before the material actually begins to separate. The
suggestioa thea is that one should use the pseudoelastic modulus to accommodate the propensity for

metals to elongate after they have gone through plastic hinge. The modified expression to

accommodate the elastic-plastic condition would follow from.

where,

C0.7B =, Modulus of Rupture, N/cm2

E = Young's Modulus, N/cm^

a » Linear CoefHcient of Expansion for the substrate material. "Qr^

V = Poisson's Ratio (for metals on the order of 0.30)

£0,7 = Strain Rate, which includes the pseudoelastic modulus

We can look at the thermal shock temperature for Copper. For Copper the coefHcient of

expansion is 16.6 (10-^) T"!. The Young's Modulus is 11.7(106) Newtons/cm2. The strain rate is of

the order of 0.004.^'^ Using Eq. (3), thea the temperature rise to cause thermal shock will follow

from,

There is yet another set of nuances that must be applied. Equation ^does not have a

time dependence, nor a thickness dependence associated with tiie steep gradient necessary to cause

thermal shock. Manson^-^ has developed an empirical expression based on test data that incorporates

a time and thickness variable into the equatioa

AT^-£07E(l-O.3)/{Ea} (3)

At - O.OO40 7 (1L7)106 (.7) / {(11.7)10 ^ (16.6)10-6}

At - 88356 "C

where,

Thickness of the substrate, cm

For Continuous Wave, the heat transfer coefficient will be.

he - (K/2) { ;t/(a t) }o 5. Heat transfer Coefficient^. W/cm2-'C

For Repetitive Pulse, the heat transfer coefficient will be,

he - (K/2) { Il/(a n-1 Tl) } 0 5, Heat transfer Coefficient^, W/cm2-»C

K - Thermal Conductivity of Faceplate,W/cm-*C
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n > Hertz rate, cycles/sec

n Number of Cycles

Equation (4)\& to be used when to(hc)<K(6.25 ) or the Blot Modulus^'^'^ Is greater than

K(6.25). The Blot Modulus Is defined as.7.S.9

Bi-to(hc)/2(K) (5)

For the continuous wave problem using a seml-lnflnlte plate model we can calculate the

amount of flux density and the thermal shock temperature limit for a semi-inflnite plate boundary.

The thickness that will satisfy the semi-infinite plate boundary will be » 6 (on)^^. The thickness of

our Copper £aceplate will have to be 6.4062 cm for a one second run time. The temperature rise of

the first surface is found from,<1011.12

All = 2fo (Ol)^ 5 { ierfc(x) } /K (6)

where,

fo = Absorbed incident flux density, yf/cm^

K = Thermal conductivity. W/cm-'C

X = t/2(aT)05att=0: ierfc(x) = l/(n)0 5

And. at some depth into the faceplate, the temperature rise will be found from the following

expressioa'^'^^'^^'^2

ATt>o - 2fo (Ort)^ 5 { ierfc(y)

}

/K (7)

where,

y=t/2(aT)<>5att>0

The thermal dlfflisivity of Copper is 1.14 cm^/sec and the conductivity will be3 3.92

W/cm-^C. The heat transfer film coefficient will be 3.2537 and the product of to(hc) » 20.844. This

value is less than K(6.25) > 24.50. Based on the criteria suggested by Mansoa we would use Eq. (4)

rather than Eq. (3) We would find from Eq (4)

ATri,ock-{EO^E (1- 03)/(Ea)}{K(6.25)/to(hc)}

ATxhock " 1039 'C vs 883S6 found from Eq(3}.

For a one second run time, the maximum absorbed flux density would be 2876 W/cm^ for

a thermal shock temperature of 883.96 X and 3381 W/cm^ for a thermal shock temperature of

1039'C for our our minimal thickness faceplate. However, if our faceplate were 7.53 cm thick, we
would fall into Eq (3} with the lower thermal shock temperature value. For a ten second run time

the values shown above would still be applicable. That is, the film coefficient would drop to 1.209 but
the thickness increases with the time constant in the exact same way. This would provide the same
constants for flailing into the regime oi Eq (4) Fundamentally, we have the same thermal shock

temperature as before. The maximum absorbed flux density would be 910 W/cm^ for the 883.96*0

thermal shock temperature of Eq (3) For the thermal shock temperature of 1039°C the maximum
absorbed flux density would be 1069 ^/cm^. For the repetitive pulsed case, however, we have to treat

with both elements of the thermal cycle. So that, treating with the peak pulse temperature rise we

would ust,<'l^M.l2.n
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All = 2fo <a <|>)0 5 { ierfc(x) } /K

where,

fO = Absorbed incident fluence, W/cm2

K = Thermal conductivity, W/cm-T

X = t / 2 (a 0)0 5 at t=0 : ierfc(x) = l/(Jl)0 5

For this problem we would have an enormous heat transfer film coefficient

Consequently, this problem falls within the range ot Eq. (3) For a pulse width of 1(10-^) the required

absorbed fluence would be 2B8(107) W/cm^, Le, 0.288 Joules/cmZ. For a pulse width of 1(10*5) the

required absorbed fluence would be 9.1(10 5) W/cm2 i£., 9.1 Joules/cm^. However, this only reflects

the heat up cycle and does not reflect the cooling portion of the cycle. The complete temperature
rise of the first surface of the optical component at the end of one complete cycle is found

from, 4,10,11,12,13.14.15

ATo - 211fo (a)^ 5 { ierfc(x) } { n-o 5 - (o-i . ,j))o.5

}

/k (9)

where,

O » Hertz rate, cycles / sec

T| = Number of pulses

So, thea if we had a laser that had a pulse width of l(10~S)sec and was pulsing at 1(X}

cycles/sec, tiie fluence per pulse necessary to raise the surface temperature to 88356'C at the end of
1000 cycles would be,

fo = 8835rC (3.92 W/cm-'C)/{ (1.1284X1.14) 0 5(5)10-8sec/cyc (1000)}

fo = 5.752(10 7) W/cm2 - pulse = 0.5752 Joules/cm2 - pulse

We see, however, that the fluence per pulse necessary to bring the surface temperature
up to thermal shock has already raised the temperature above thermal shock at each pulse. We can

look at the same problem, however, we will use a pulse width of 1(10~5).

fo=883.96'C (352 W/cm-«C)/{ (1.1284X1.14) 0 5(5)10 -58ec/cyc( 1000) }

Fq = 5.75(10 ^) W/cm2 - pulse = 0.575 Joules/cm2 - pulse

It would seem that the shorter the pulse width, a single pulse can bring the surface

temperature to the thermal shock level with a sinaller amount of fluence than with a longer pulse.

This observation has been made by a multitude of investigators. In terms of the repetitive pulsed
condition, the short pulse width also allows the longer cool down cycle. This in turn requires an even
greater fluence density for the long term temperature rise over a number of pulses. As the pulse

width grows longer, the cool down portion of the cycle grows shorter and less fluence density is

required to bring the first surface to thermal shock temperature. For the short pulse width of 1(10'

*)8ec we see that at the end of one cycle, the residual temperature wiU be 0.884 'C AT, using the

5.752(10 7) W/cm2 - pulse. At the same time, we would see the same residual temperature rise at the

end of 103 cycles using the longer pulse width of l(10-5)sec using only 5.752(10*) W/cm2 - pulse,

some implications of what we see would be that one would require a higher hertz rate as the pulse

width grows shorter. For example, if we use 500 cycles/sec with the l(10-*)sec pulse width, we
would find that the required fluence to achieve thermal shock would be.
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Fo - 88356*C (352 W/cm-*C) /{ (1.1284X1.14) 0 5(1.12)10 -7sec/cyc(1000) }

To = 2.568(10 6) W/cm2 - pulse = 0.02568 Joule8/cm2 - pulse

At this point we should also add, that with each heat up and cool down the peak pulse

temperature rise is additive. So that at the end of 999 pulses in our last example the next peak pulse

will raise the peak temperature to 1673 "C AT at the 103 pulse.

Non Semi-Infinite Plate Boundary

The problem of the non semi-infinite boundary is not an issue that has been well

addressed by many of the autiiors dealing with transient thermodynamics. However, it is a problem
that must be addressed when discussing the problem of high power laser optica In this symposia,

the author has dealt with the issue of otical foceplates that do not satisfy the condition of the semi-

infinite plate boundary.^6'^7 The problem is equally acute for the continuous wave and repetitive

pulsed type of laser. There are, of course, many of the same issues between the two phenomena as

discussed above. The optical faceplate fails to meet the semi-infinite boundary condition when the

thickness of the optical faceplate is within the boundaiy of the following equation for the continuous

wave problem,

t< 6 (or[)0 5 ^joj

where,

a = Thermal diffusivity, cm^ / sec

T = Transient time, sec

and for the repetitive pulsed problem,

t < 6 (a n-1 Tl)0 5 ^nj
where,

O = Thermal diffusivity, cm^ / sec

fl"l T] = Transient time, sec

For this boundary conditio^ the author has constructed a set of approximations that will

permit the reader to perform a first order analysis to determine the temperature rise of the flrst and
second surface of the uncooled optical component Using the Reverse thermal WaveApproximations

we can determine the temperature rise of the first surface from,

(12)

ATi = 2fo {^f^ { ierfc(x) } /K - 2fo(ort)0 5 { ierfc(y) } /k{ erfc(y) - ezp (toHo

+ Ho2a t) erfc(z) } + 2fo (ofx)O 5 { ierfc(y) } /K+ 2f0(0^)^ ^ { ierfc(x) } / K

X { erfc(y) - exp (to Hq + Hq^ a t) erfc(z)

}

where,

Ho= to"^, cm*^; to= Thickness of faceplate, cm

a={to/2(aT)05 + Ho(aT)05};

y-to/2(aT)05

The temperature rise at any point below the Hrst surface will follow from,
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ATt>o = 2fo (c«/> 5{ ierfc(y) } / K + 2 (cn)P 5{ ierfc(x) } /K

X { erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Hq^ a t) erfc(z) }

These expressions work for Regime II. This regime is the condition where 0.6 (Ctl)^ 5 <

to< 6 (cn)^ 5. Using Bq. (J2jBrA (13) we can take our sample problem and look for thermal shock

on a Copper substrate that is 4.0 cm thick for otir one sec run time . The problem is made simpler

using the Lozor^DxCe.l*' The value of to (he) = 13.01. What we find is that the thermal shock

temperature is achieved much more quickly, as one might expect For our example, the thermal

shock temperature is lysO.Sd^'C for this much thinner faceplate which falls within the regime of Eq.

(4). This temperature is above the melt point of the Copper. Consequently, we see that the thinner

tiie material of the faceplate the more rapidly the front and back surfaces increase in temperature and
begin to close on one another, Le., the temperature gradient is diminishing rapidly.

For the repetitive pulsed condition, we would begin to see that the faceplate will begin to

recede from Eq. {SJand, begin as. expected to enter the arena of Eq (4) We will take a sample

problem using the 1( 10-5) pulse width, 100 Hertz, and total 10^ pulses. From Eq (11) the required

thickness would be 6.406 cm. We will use the 4.0 cm thickness of the continuous wave problem The
value of to (h^) - 13.01. Again we would find that the thermal shock temperature would be greater

than the melt temperature of the Copper. For completeness, however, the temperature rise of the

first surface with residual temperature, excluding peak pulse will follow from.^^-^'^

(14)

All = 2nfo(a)05 { (ierfc(Xo))} { n-o.5 -(n-i -<|>)0 5}/k- 4 nQ (t)fo (a n-i ti)05

x{ (ierfc(y)) } /k{ erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + a n-i ti) erfc(z)

}

+ 4 n n (tifo (a n-iTi)o 5{ (ierfc(y))

}

/k + 4 n (l)fo (a Q i 5

x{ (ierfc(x)) }/Kx { erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Hq^ a n-i t]) erfc(s)

}

The temperature rise at some some depth into the faceplate follows in like fashion from,

(15)

AT2 = 4 n ft (|>fo (a ti)o 5
{ (ierfc(y))

}

/K + 4 n ft (t>f© (a O-i ti)o 5 { (ierfc(x)) } /K

X { erfc(y) - ezp (toHo + Hq^ a n-i t]) erfc(z)

}

where,

Xo - t / 2{ a (n-1 -
(|)) } 0 5 at t-0; ierfc (xj - l/(n)0 5

y = t / 2 (a n-iT])o 5 ; e - 1 / 2 (a n-iTi)o 5 + Ho (a n-iTi)o 5

Hq « to'^. cm"^; to = Thickness of faceplate, cm

Conclusion

It would seem, then, that one can use the elastic-plastic analytical technique for

evaluating the thermal shock threshold for various metallic optical components. By using the heat

transfer coefficient which is time dependent, coupled with the thickness of the optical component,

we see that the thermal shock threshold can change dramatically. Further, it appears that the

thinner the optical faceplate, the higher the thermal shock threshold. This results from the rapid

temperature convergence with time. Conversely, for those optical components that are thicker than
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that required by the semi-infinite boundary conditioa there is a lower thermal shock threshold, as

shown by Eq. (3} This should be as expected In that the temperature gradient will be very steep for

the thicker faceplate. We find, however, that the single pulse condition falls within Eq. (3) because

the heat transfer coefficient is so large and the thickness, will most generally, always be tremendously

large compared to the pulse width. Even for a number of repetitive pulse cases, the film coefficient

and the thickness will be substantially larger than that required for the semi-infinite boundary

problem.
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17. JJt Palmer. "Reverse Thermal Wave Approximations For Temperature Transients In
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2 icrjc, 4i2erfc, o«u(er/c JiMicttcms 3.116.17

2 ierfc (X)

1.1284 - 1S98(X) + 1.11(1)2

1.115074 - 150863(X) + 0.9543(1)2

1.012 - 1.5525(X) + 0.64346(1)2

0.6271 - 0.769 14(X) + 0.241964(X)2

0.21573 - 0.21165(X) + 0.0525(X)2

0.05124 - 0.041425(X) + 0.008393(X)2

erfc (X)

1.0 - 1.1408(X) + 0.1377(X)2

1.0167 - 1.2658(X) + 0.38269(X)2

1.0394 - 1.35775(X) + 0.47606(X)2

0.84562 - 0.98479(X) + 0.29598(X)2

0.359744 - 0.34066(X) •»- 0.081586(X)2

0.045779 - 0.03287 1(X) + 0.005892(X)2

(X) Interval

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0.999

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 20

2001 to 24

(X) Interval

0 to 0.299

0.30 to 0.5499

0.55 to 0.99

1.0 to 1.599

1.6 to 209

21 to 25
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(X) Interval 4 i2crfc (X)

0 to 0.299 1.0171964 - 2497286(X) + 24798872(X)2

0.30 to 0.5499 0.74768 - 1.21279697(X) + 0.522727(X)2

0.55 to 0.999 0.9441262 - 1.854 143(X) + 1.049524{X)2

1.0 to 1.599 0.3642714 - 0.44907 14(X) + 0.1417143(X)2

1.6 to 20 0.09558 - 0.093086(X) + 0.022857(X)2

2001 to 24 0.02 1334-0.0 174 143( X) + 0.00357 14(X)2

Thermal Properties of Some OpticnC noterioCs 3,4,16,17

material OCcm^/sec Kw/cm-'C p g/cm? cp Joules/g-*C

Aluminum 0.98 237 270 0.870

Copper 1.14 3.92 8.96 0.380
Beryllium 0.467 1.61 1.83 1.884

Gold 1.20 a 18 19.30 0.140
Molybdenum 0.52 1.34 10.20 0.250
Nickel 0.18 0.85 8.90 0.450

Rhodimn 0.292 050 1240 0.248
Silver 1.68 4.20 10.50 0.230
Berylco-lO 0.61 209 4.03 0.850
Chromium 0.25 0.95 7.20 0.500
ULE 0.0078 0.0131 220 0.766
Silicon 0.48 0.847 233 0.758
Silicon Carb. 0.37 1.270 3.14 1.320

Cervit 0.0081 0.017 250 0.840
Pyrex 0.0065 0.0113 235 0.740
Zerodur 0.008 0.0165 221 0.934
AI2O3 0.0625 0.1771 3.98 0.712

Fused Silica 0.0084 0.0137 220 0.741
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